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LEONI.

A LEGEND OF ITALY.

The lord of Castel Alto is old and gray-headed ; fourscore

years have flitted silently over him, and the dream of his life

is nigh to its awaking, and his ear is dull, and his eye is dim,

and his heart is weary.

The old man reclines on a couch in the hall of his ancestors,

beside an open casement, and the balmy air that floats over

the deep blue waters of the broad sea, passes softly through

his thin hair, and his weary eye rests on the brightness of a

lovely landscape; for the olive, and the orange, and the

myrtle, are green by the shore of the still waters ; and the

city lies whitely beneath the glance of the sun, as he rides

through the cloudless azure of the heaven; while the purple

mountains clasp the ocean in their arms, and fade away into

the horizon in long lines of misty blue. Alas ! the springtime

of nature is a mockery to the winter of age, and Amalfiero

turns away in sadness. His vassals are waiting around him

to do him pleasure ; the minstrel is there with his harp, the

maiden with her song; but no music is so sweet to the old

man's ear as the voice of his daughter Giulietta.

Giulietta, when a babe, was a thing of smiles and loveli-

ness, like a happy thought dancing over the mind. Giulietta,

when a child, was like the orange blossom in the groves of

Friuli, and gladness floated around her like the fragrance

of the flower. Giulietta, in her youth, was the fairest maiden

of Italy,—she glanced among the myrtle bowers like the

winged zephyr : the evening star, when it rises gleaming out

of the sea into the darkness of the glorious night of Italy, is

not so bright as the beam that flashed from her large eye
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through the night of her lovely eyelashes. Giulietta's mind
was love—all love—to each and every thing.

Like music to the sadness of the soul, was Giulietta to the

old age of her father. As she passed before him, a light

came into the coldness of his eye; and his ear, when it was
dead to other sound, awoke to the murmur of her gentle voice.

As an angel watches over the last days of a saint upon the

earth, when the tumult of the battle of his life is over, and
sheds peace around his hours, and bids his days pass sweetly

and holily, so Giulietta watched over Amalfiero like an influ-

ence of good, and was the sun of his thoughts, and the light of

his rejoicing.

Giulietta had a brother. Garcio d'Amalfiero was a man
of a dark countenance, and the shadows of his evil passions

passed over it, like clouds over the luridness of the stormy

heaven, and his look withered those upon whom it fell, and

his wrath, once excited, raged like a pestilence, and would

not be appeased. He was loved by few, and had many
enemies, none of whom he hated as he did the bandit Leoni,

for him only he feared.

Leoni's better nature had been borne down by the violence

of his passions, and he became what he abhorred, and widely

was the fear of his name spread ; for he passed over the land

like a meteor, and left desolation behind him in the palaces

of the great and the powerful, but not in the hamlets of the

poor.

Returning from a successful attack on the castle of a

neighboring baron, Leoni had been once tracked to the fast-

nesses of the Apennines by Garcio, with a chosen troop of his

followers. The bandit gave him battle, and was, as usual,

victorious; the followers of Garcio cowered back from his

thunderbolt charge, and Garcio himself was struck from his

horse by the sword of Leoni. It had been said of the bandit,

that he had never deserted a friend, nor spared an enemy;

but, as his saber waved over the head of his prostrate foe,

the beaver of Garcio's helmet fell open; Leoni's arm was

arrested as if by the hand of an invisible being, a smile of
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scorn passed over his lip, and then a mildness came into his

eye ; he turned calmly away ; and, to the astonishment of his

followers, sounded a retreat in the very flush of victory, while

Garcio and his disheartened and vanquished band were suf-

fered to retire unmolested. From that time the hatred of

Garcio to Leoni was inextinguishable. The shame of defeat

and the thirst of revenge gnawed into his heart like vultures,

for he had rather have been laid dead by the sword of Leoni,

than have owed his life to the clemency of his conqueror.*******
Giulietta sat in her chamber in the eastern tower of Caste!

Alto. The evening star rose out of the sea, and climbed

slowly up into the sky, and Giulietta's dark eye rested sadly

upon it. She was waiting for a voice that rose, every evening,

from the myrtle grove below the castle, as the star disap-

peared behind the peak of a distant mountain. Giulietta

hardly knew how very sweet the voice was to her listening ear,

for it was the voice of one who loved her with a more than

common love. They had first met when Giulietta was young,

very young, and Francesco just verging into manhood. From
that hour she was the light of his path, and the joy of his

heart. Her father knew not of his child's love for Francesco,

who pleaded to Giulietta some ancient feud of their families,

as an excuse for maintaining his secrecy.

When the star touched the misty summit of the mountain,

and Giulietta drew near to the window, a blush passed over

her fair cheek as a minstrel's song floated upon the breeze.

" Full broad and bright is the silver light

Of moon and stars, on flood and fell;

But in my breast is starless night.

For I am come to say farewell.

How glad, how swift was wont to be

The step that bore me back to thee;

'Now coldly comes upon my heart

The meeting that is but to part.
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" I do not ask a tear, but while
,

I linger where I must not stay,

O, give me but a parting smile,

To light me on my lonely way

;

To shine, a brilliant beacon star.

To my reverted glance, afar,

Through midnight, which can have no morrow
O'er the deep, silent, surge of sorrow."

Giulietta opened a secret door, and descended, and Fran-

cesco saw her come forth in her beauty.

" What meant thy song to-night, Francesco ? " said the

maiden.
" What can a farewell to thee mean, Giulietta, but

misery ?
"

" Nay, this is madness, Francesco," replied the maiden

;

" wherefore must we part ?
"

'' Thou sayest w^ell, Giulietta, we will not part,—^fly with

me,—night is on the mountains, my band is near. Ere the

dawn we shall be far hence, in safety, in honor, and—if thou

wilt, in power."
" Thy band !

" repeated Giulietta ;
" fly with thee ! With

whom ? What meanest thou ? What art thou, Francesco ?
"

" I know not, maiden !
" said Francesco. " I have not

been what I seem to be, yet thou couldst make me so. With
thee, I am Francesco; without thee, I am a pestilence, a

scourge,—in a word, without thee, I am—Leoni."

And the name struck through to the maiden's heart with

a coldness as of death ; the cry she would have uttered died

upon her lips, and she fainted in tlie arms of her lover.

A hectic flush passed over her cheek, and she woke from

the partial death with a deep gasp as of one in pain, and her

dark eye was filled with a vague horror. " Francesco,

Francesco !
" she said, " thou toldest me something,—it was

terrible,—tell it me again. Francesco!—thou art not Fran-

cesco," and she paused for a moment. " I know now," she

said ;
" I remember well, very well, Francesco is dead, and
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thou—thou art not, thou canst not, thou shalt not be T^eoni,

—

the bandit Leoni,—my brother's enemy. O Francesco! say

thou mockest me !

"

" I was once Leoni," he replied ;
—

" thy brother's enemy

never, or Garcio had not now lived. Could I be the enemy

of your brother, Giulietta !

"

And Giulietta felt that it was Francesco and not Leoni

who spoke, and she paused in deep agony.*******
Great was the tumult at Castel Alto. An old fisherman of

Pozzuolo had informed Garcio that he had seen two figures

passing down westward on. the sea-shore, at the foot of the

castle. One was a maiden of exceeding beauty, the counte-

nance of the other, he said, was one which he knew well, and

which, once seen, was not easily forgotten,—that of the bandit

Leoni. Then Garcio was wild with rage, and he called his

followers together, and the clash of arms was loud in the hall,

and then, from the gate of Castel Alto issued a troop of

warriors, and their mail shone cold in the starlight, and

Garcio spurred on his bloody war-horse in the van. His

countenance was pale with wrath, and he dashed madly for-

ward along the winding shore.

But one of the maidens of Giulietta, when she heard the

peasant's tale, went and sought for her in her father's hall,

and she was not there ; and in her chamber, and she was not

there ; and she descended by the secret staircase, and she saw

footsteps in the dew on the grassy ground. Then she re-

turned weeping, and came to Amalfiero, and told him that

Leoni the bandit had carried away Giulietta. And the old

man was very feeble, and he bowed his head gently upon his

breast and died.*******
" Heardest thou nothing ? " Giulietta said to Leoni.

" Nothing, Giulietta," he replied. " Nay, now that I

listen, methinks I hear a sound, far away, like the tramp of

steeds along the sand." And Giulietta listened, and she was

filled with great fear.
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" Oh ! flj, Leoni !
" she said ;

" it is Garcio ! Fly, and leave

me here !
" But Leoni raised her in his arms, and bare her

softly forward.

And now the rocks were seen rising high from the sea-

shore, with the columns of a ruined temple upon their sum-

mit, and Leoni knew that his band was near.

" On, on, Giulietta !
" he exclaimed ;

" one effort more,

and we are safe." And now the tramp of the galloping

horses came nearer and nearer, and the voices of the men
were heard urging them on. Louder and louder became the

sound, and Giulietta made one last struggle forward, and

having gained the rocks, the lovers stood beneath the ruins.

" Anselmo! Anselmo !
" cried Leoni; and he was answered

by a shout from the rocks, and the banditti leaped from their

concealment; but ere they gained the shore, the foremost

horseman of the opposite troop dashed into view. It was

Garcio. A shout of triumph burst from his lips when he

saw Leoni. Giulietta saw him level his carbine, and with

a shriek of agony she threw herself before Leoni, and fell

dead into his arms.

The band of Leoni heard the shot, and were around him in

an instant; and lo! their leader was standing inactive be-

side the body of a maiden. There was a stillness in his eye,

and on his features ; but it was as the stillness of the volcano

before it bursts forth into desolation. His troops stood round

him in a fearful silence, and there was a pause, until, like a

whirlwind over the quietness of deep waters, came the mad-

ness upon the soul of Leoni. He looked up, and saw that his

band was beside him.
" Stand by me this night," he said, " and revenge the loss

of your leader." Then he shouted his war-cry, and the

banditti swelled the sound with eager voices. The followers

of Garcio replied, and Leoni dashed at them like a thunder-

bolt. Then loudly into the quietness of the heaven rose the

roar of the battle, and the echoes rolled heavily over the sea.

Leoni burst his path through the mass of battle, and his

bloodshot eye was on the crest of Garcio, and, whether it
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were foe or friend whom he met in his frenzy, he dashed the

combatants aside, and clove his way to that one plume. With

the implacable wrath of an avenging spirit Leoni sought his

single foe. The followers of Garcio shrunk from his glance,

and, as he broke through the front of their battle, some turned

and fled, and the rest hung back in disorder and dismay.

Then Garcio saw Leoni come upon him with the swoop

of an eagle, and his eye quailed before the despair of his foe.

" Wretch," cried Leoni, " lovest thou life ?—Oh, would

that I could make life to thee, what thou hast made it to me,

and thou shouldst live ! I spared thee once, for her sake,

—

thou hast well rewarded me!—thy sister strikes thee, Garcio."

And he smote him dead.

And the voice of battle drifted away towards Castel

Alto, and the shouts of the victorious banditti were heard

echoing along the cliffs. But Leoni was no longer at their

head;—in their victory they were without a leader,—they

remembered that he had commanded them to revenge his loss,

and few, very few, of the followers of Garcio escaped the

slaughter of that night. The banditti met and sought for

Leoni among the dead, and they found the body of Garcio,

and the sword of their leader lying beside it; but him they

found not. And they retired silently, under cover of the

night, to their fastness among the mountains.

Oh, calmly, brightly, beautifully rose the morning out of

the eastern sea, and widely spread the rosy dawn over the

deep ! Gloriously the radiance stole up into the high heaven,

where the white clouds waved their light wings in the deepness

of the infinite blue, and looked out eastward, rejoicing, as they

met the morning breeze that sprung upward from its repose

in the grove of silver olives. And the sun lifted his head

majestically out of the sea, and the mists passed away before

his glance, from its surface, and the waves rolled onward,

singing, ^vitli sweet low voices, and a long golden path was
thrown upon them, even unto the shore.

Oh, the radiance of that morning was unconscious of the

desolation of the night ! There was no sadness in the dawn
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that shone on the ruins of Castel Alto. The surges that, in the

night, had dashed away the blood from the shore, now broke

clear and white on the unstained pebbles. A figure was lean-

ing against a rock on the strand. Few, very few, could have

recognized in the haggard face and A^^thered form the once

haughty and fiery Leoni. The fishermen of Pozzuolo afiirm

that, for years after that terrible night, the same figure was

seen pacing the shore, with the unequal step and wild ges-

tures of a maniac.

A LETTER ON LEONI.

The following letter, referring to alterations made in

" Leoni," was written by Ruskin to W. H. Harrison, the

editor of " Friendship's Offering " :

—

Herne Hill, 30th June, 1836.

My deae Sie,—I have great pleasure in receiving your

kind note, with inclosed proofs, which I have looked over and

compared with the manuscript with great care, and am much
gratified to observe that if there has been considerable cur-

tailing, there has been no alteration, and that all that is, is

mine. I have known some little poems come back to me with

such a " change come o'er the spirit of their dream " that I

had great difficulty in recognizing my old acquaintances till

I had perused the letter of introduction. In the present case

I am happy to perceive no change in my friend's countenance,

even though he may have grown a little shorter—I will not

say the wrong way—on the contrary, I feel that the greatest

part of the exits are very beneficial, and that all the verbal

alterations are great improvements. Will you, however, ex-

cuse me, if I venture, with all diffidence, to intercede for one

or two bits ? I do not allege, in their defense, that they cost

me some trouble to compose—that is no proof that they were

worth it ; neither that I myself like them, because everybody

is a bad judge of what he has himself written ; but I think

that they form links of connection, the absence of which would
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be missed. I will mention them, and the reasons which occur

to me for retaining them, and if yon still think their room

preferable to their company, I, having all confidence in your

judgment and experience, shall know that it is so. The scene

between Leoni and his bandits is certainly not necessary, and

I feel its change of style to be an interruption : its exit, there-

fore, is desirable ; but then in the end of the piece, the definite

articles, the rocks, the ruined temple, must be got rid of, and

Leoni must not call for a person whom nobody knows anything

about ; and as the introduction of Leoni (his better nature had

been borne down by the—etc.) sounds incomplete, and looks

rather short in print, might it not be improved by the addi-

tion of the description of him in the omitted scene, beginning,

" His countenance was not as the countenance of other men,"

etc. ?

But with regard to the other omitted scene, unless we have

only set Mr. Amalfiero at the window in his easy-chair, that

he may take a digestive nap after dinner, I think we might

as well let him speechify a little to his daughter, more espe-

cially as the old fellow's feelings are a very good preparation

to the reader for coming horrors ; and if they appear rather

supernatural, the excellent addition to the title, an Italian

legend, may, I think, very well excuse a little Italian super-

stition. I will also confess to you that I think the young

lady's behavior rather graceful, kneeling down, kissing, etc.,

3tc., etc., and her father's speeches, though there is a good

deal of nonsense in them, appear to me, nevertheless, some-

what sublime ; in fact, the scene was a favorite, and cost me
much pains, and I feel, on missing it, a good deal as the clown

in the pantomime may be supposed to feel, when the delicious

morsel he is about to taste is whisked out of his hand, up to

the ceiling; or like the child whose bubble has burst; or like

the old lady who, going do^vn into her cellar for a bottle of

cider, discovered her exploded bottles had, like the baseless

fabric of a vision, left hut a rack behind.

En passant, allow me to say that I do not quite see the

reason for the cutting out what I fancied was a tol lol bit of
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Italian description, after the asterisks—page 4—only to end

the sentence with the little, short, unmeaning word "it."

This, however, is not of the least consequence.

But I think the only thing a bandit can do to ingratiate

himself with a lady is to be desperately over head and ears

in love. I have therefore spouted some nonsense about morn-

ing on dark mountains, and likened the rascal to a cat, in giv-

ing him a more than ordinary number of lives, i.e. two.

" Joy of his heart " is rather a commonplace expression, and

suggests the idea of the fellow's being only reasonably in

love ; which wouldn't do ; he ought to be as mad as a March
hare. I do not quite perceive the reason for dismissing this

bit, or even that which follows, and for this reason—it seems

to me quite as dangerous to make a lady much in love as a

gentleman little, l^ow, as Miss G., in this very scene, elopes

with her blackguard of a lover without requiring much per-

suasion, it is necessary to show some reason for her being so

violently in love with him, besides the palpable one of its be-

ing the very thing she ought not to have been. Now, the bo-

peep sort of a way in which they have enjoyed each other's

society, and which, as I thought, I had very neatly described

in this paragraph, is just the thing to occasion such a result.

The first person is not required, and therefore better out.

But in the next scene Mr. Leoni ought to be very eloquent.

He has a ticklish affair on his hands: first, to inform the

young lady that he is a confounded knave; and second, to

persuade her to run away with him. The first must have been

disagreeable, and the second ought to have been difficult.

If, in addition to this, he be properly in love, he cannot

talk too great a quantity of nonsense, or come over her with

too much gammon. Why, therefore, eject his speech about

meteors and leaves, etc., which indeed is required to account

for Miss G.'s charging him with being mad; you know, she

would not have done that only because he said it would be

misery to part from her. Again, I think the bits about " how
beautiful was the fear," and the comparison about hands and

clouds and moon aikl brows, are picturesque, and serve to keep
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up the readers' estimation of the lady's charms. With regard

to the wandering of the spirit of the old buck after death, out

it very properly goes, because I say positively " it did," which

is a bounce ; but permit me to intercede for Leoni's speech of

the same kind. We are to suppose that the young lady mani-

fests some reluctance to take a step so shocking, improper,

romantic, undutiful, and indecorous as an elopement, particu-

larly with a person of so suspicious a character. He there-

fore, besides flattering her with the promise of eternal affec-

tion (a likely and common thing on the part of a lover, and

liable to no animadversion), frightened her out of her wits

with this dexterously introduced bit of ghostification, for no

lady would particularly relish the idea of being so assiduously

attended by a ghost, even of a lover. And, besides, she could

not tell but the ghost of a bandit might be accompanied by

other ghosts not at all so agreeable, or even respectable.

Therefore I think tliis speech alone a very sufficient excuse to

the reader for the young lady's conduct, and, allow me to say,

a very necessary one.

I thought my wind-up jingled in prettily, but that does not

signify.

On looking over this letter, it puts me in mind of the land-

lord in Sterne, whose " Tout ce que vous voulez "—dwindled

down into a solitary chop, to be pulled out of the mouth of

the house dog, i.e. me. Thus, I find my " Tout ce que vous

voulez," with regard to curtailing, has been reduced to two

scenes, but I hope you will believe me when I tell you, that,

even if you were to cut out all these passages, I should be-

lieve, though I might not feel, that the piece was improved

by it.—I remain, my dear sir, yours respectfully,

J. RUSKIN.
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THE KING OF THE GOLDEN KIVER.

CHAPTER I.

How THE Agricultural, System of the Black Brothers

WAS interfered with by South-West Wind, Esquire.

In a secluded and mountainous part of Stiria there was, in

old time, a valley of the most surprising and luxuriant fer-

tility. It was surrounded, on all sides, by steep and rocky

mountains, rising into peaks, which were always covered mth
snow, and from which a number of torrents descended in

constant cataracts. One of these fell westward, over the face

of a crag so high, that, when the sun had set to everything

else, and all below was darkness, his beams still shone full

upon this waterfall, so that it looked like a shower of gold.

It was, therefore, called by the people of the neighborhood,

the Golden River. It was strange that none of these streams

fell into the valley itself. 'They all descended on the other

side of the mountains, and wound away through broad plains

and by populous cities. But the clouds were drawn so con-

stantly to the snowy hills, and rested so softly in the circular

hollow, that in time of drought and heat, when all the

country round was burnt up, there was still rain in the little

valley; and its crops were so heavy, and its hay so high, and

its apples so red, and its grapes so blue, and its wine so rich,

and its honey so sweet, that it was a marvel to everyone

who beheld it, and was commonly called the Treasure Valley.

The whole of this little valley belonged to three brothers,

called Schwartz, Hans, and Gluck. Schwartz and Hans, the

two elder brothers, were very ugly men, with over-hanging

eyebrows and small dull eyes, which were always half shut,

so that you couldn't see into (liem, and always fancied they

19
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saw very far into you. They lived by farming the Treasure

Valley, and very good farmers they were. They killed

everything that did not pay for its eating. They shot the

blackbirds, because they pecked the fruit; and killed the

hedgehogs, lest they should suck the cows; they poisoned

the crickets for eating the crumbs in the kitchen; and smoth-

ered the cicadas, which used to sing all summer in the lime

trees. They M^orked their servants without any wages, till

they would not work any more, and then quarreled with them,

and turned them out of doors without paying them. It

would have been very odd, if with such a farm, and such a

system of farming, they hadn't got very rich; and very rich

they did get. They generally contrived to keep their corn

by them till it was very dear, and then sell it for twice its

value; they had heaps of gold lying about on their floors, yet

it was never known that they had given so much as a penny

or a crust in charity; they never went to mass; grumbled

perpetually at paying tithes; and were, in a word, of so

cruel and grinding a temper, as to receive from all those

with whom they had any dealings, the nickname of the

" Black Brothers."

The youngest brother, Gluck, was as completely opposed,

in both appearance and character, to his seniors as could pos-

sibly be imagined or desired. He was not above twelve

years old, fair, blue-eyed, and kind in temper to every liv-

ing thing. He did not, of course, agree particularly well

with his brothers, or rather, they did not agree with him.

He was usually appointed to the honorable office of turn-

spit, when there was anything to roast, which was not often;

for, to do the brothers justice, they were hardly less sparing

upon themselves than upon other people. At other times he

used to clean the shoes, floors, and sometimes the plates, oc-

casionally getting what was left on them, by way of en-

couragement, and a wholesome quantity of dry blows, by
way of education.

Things went on in this manner for a long time. At last

came a very wet summer, and everything went wrong in the
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country around. The bay bad bardly been got in, wben

the haystacks were floated bodily down to the sea by an in-

undation; the vines were cut to pieces with the hail; the

corn was all killed by a black blight; only in the Treasure

Yalley, as usual, all was safe. As it had rain when there

was rain nowhere else, so it had sun when there was sun no-

where else. Everybody came to buy corn at the farm, and

went away pouring maledictions on the Black Brothers.

They asked what they liked, and got it, except from the poor

people, who could only beg, and several of whom were

starved at their very door, without the slightest regard or

notice.

It was drawing towards winter, and very cold weather,

when one day the two elder brothers had gone out, with their

usual warning to little Gluck, who was left to mind the

roast, that he was to let nobody in, and giv^ nothing out.

Gluck sat down quite close to the fire, for it was raining

very hard, and the kitchen walls were by no means dry or

comfortable looking. He turned and turned, and the roast

got nice and brown. " What a pity," thought Gluck, " my
brothers never ask anybody to dinner. I'm sure, when
they've got such a nice piece of mutton as this, and nobody

else has got so much as a piece of dry bread, it would do

their hearts good to have somebody to eat it with them."

Just as he spoke, there came a double knock at the house

door, yet heavy and dull, as though the knocker had been

tied up—more like a puff than a knock.

"It must be the wind," said Gluck; "nobody else would

venture to knock double knocks at our door."

'No; it wasn't the wind: there it came again very hard,

and what was particularly astounding, the knocker seemed

to be in a hurry, and not to be in the least afraid of the

consequences. Gluck went to the window, opened it, and

put his head out to see who it was.

It was the most extraordinary looking little gentleman he

had ever seen in his life. He had a very large nose, slightly

brass-colored; his cheeks were very round, and very red, and
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might have warranted a supposition that he iiad been blowing

a refractory fire for the last eight-and-forty hours; his eyes

twinkled merrily through long silky eyelashes, his mustaches

curled twice round like a corkscrew on each side of his

mouth, and his hair, of a curious mixed pepper-and-salt color,

descended far over his shoulders. He was about four-feet-

six in height, and wore a conical pointed cap of nearly the

same altitude, decorated with a black feather some three

feet long. His doublet was prolonged behind into some-

thing resembling a violent exaggeration of what is now
termed a " swallow tail," but was much obscured by the

swelling folds of an enormous black, glossy-looking cloak,

which must have been very much too long in calm weather,

as the wind, whistling round the old house, carried it clear

out from the wearer's shoulders to about four times his own
length.

Gluck was so perfectly paralyzed by the singular appear-

ance of his visitor, that he remained fixed without uttering

a word, until the old gentleman, having performed another,

and a more energetic concerto on the knocker, turned round

to look after his fly-away cloak. In so doing he caught

sight of Gluck's little yellow head jammed in the window,

with its mouth and eyes very wide open indeed.

" Hollo! " said the little gentleman, " that's not the way
to answer the door: I'm wet, let me in."

To do the little gentleman justice, he was wet. His

feather hung down between his legs like a beaten puppy's

tail, dripping like an umbrella; and from the ends of his

mustaches the water was running into his waistcoat pockets,

and out again like a mill-stream.

" I beg pardon, sir," said Gluck, " I'm very sorry, but I

really can't."

" Can't what ? " said the old gentleman.

"I can't let you in, sir,—I can't indeed; my brothers

would beat me to death, sir, if I thought of such a thing.

What do you want, sir ?
"

"Want?" said the old gentleman, petulantly. "I want
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fire, and shelter; and there's your great fire there blazing,

crackling, and dancing on the walls, with nobody to feel it.

Let me in, I say; I only want to warm myself."

Gluck had had his head, by this time, so long out of the

window, that he began to feel it was really unpleasantly

cold, and when he turned, and saw the beautiful fire rustling

and roaring, and throwing long bright tongues up the chim-

ney, as if it were licking its chops at the savory smell of

the leg of mutton, his heart melted within him that it

should be burning away for nothing. " He does look very

wet," said little Gluck; "I'll just let him in for a quarter

of an hour." Round he went to the door, and opened it;

and as the little gentleman walked in, there came a gust of

wind through the house, that made the old chimneys totter.

" That's a good boy," said the little gentleman. " Never

mind your brothers. I'll talk to them."
" Pray, sir, don't do any such thing," said Gluck. " I

can't let you stay till they come; they'd be the death of me."
" Dear me," said the old gentleman, " I'm very sorry to

hear that. How long may I stay?
"

" Only till the mutton's done, sir," replied Gluck, " and

it's very brown."

Then the old gentleman walked into the kitchen, and sat

himself down on the hob, with the top of his cap accommo-

dated up the chimney, for it was a great deal too high for

the roof.

" You'll soon dry there, sir," said Gluck, and sat down

again to turn the mutton. But the old gentleman did not

dry there, but went on drip, drip, dripping among the cin-

ders, and the fire fizzed, and sputtered, and began to look

very black, and uncomfortable: never was such a cloak;

every fold in it ran like a gutter.

" I beg pardon, sir," said Gluck at length, after watching

the water spreading in long, quicksilver-like streams over the

floor for a quarter of an hour; " mayn't I take your cloak?
"

" No, thank you," said the old gentleman.
" Your cap, sir?

"
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" I am all right, thank you," said the old gentleman,

rather gruffly.

"But,—sir,—I'm very sorry," said Gluck, hesitatingly;
" but—really, sir—you're—putting the fire out."

" It'll take longer to do the mutton, then," replied his

visitor, dryly.

Gluck was very much puzzled by the behavior of his guest;

it was such a strange mixture of coolness and humility. He
turned away at the string meditatively for another five min-

utes.

" That mutton looks very nice," said the old gentleman

at length. " Can't you give me a little bit ?
"

" Impossible, sir," said Gluck.

"I'm very hungry," continued the old gentleman: "I've

had nothing to eat yesterday nor to-day. They surely

couldn't miss a bit from the knuckle !

"

He spoke in so very melancholy a tone, that it quite melted

Gluck's heart. " They promised me one slice to-day, sir,"

said he; " I can give you that, but not a bit more."
" That's a good boy," said the old gentleman again.

Then Gluck warmed a plate, and sharpened a knife, " I

don't care if I do get beaten for it," thought he. Just as he

had cut a large slice out of the mutton, there came a tre-

mendous rap at the door. The old gentleman jumped off

the hob, as if it had suddenly become inconveniently warm.
Gluck fitted the slice into the mutton again, with desperate

efforts at exactitude, and ran to open the door.

" What did you keep us waiting in the rain for? " said

Schwartz, as he walked in, throwing his umbrella in Gluck's

face. " Aye! what for, indeed, you little vagabond? " said

Hans, administering an educational box on the ear, as he

followed his brother into the kitchen.

"Bless my soul!" said Schwartz when he opened the

door.

" Amen," said the little gentleman, who had taken his

cap off, and was standing in the middle of the kitchen, bow-

ing with the utmost possible velocity.
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" Who's that I
" said Schwartz, catching up a rolling-piii,

and turning to Gluck with a fierce frown.

" I don't know, indeed, brother," said Gluck in great ter-

ror.

" How did he get in ? " roared Schwartz.

" My dear brother," said Gluck, deprecatingly, " he was

so very wet! "

The rolling-pin was descenduig on Gluck's head; but, at

the instant, the old gentleman interposed his conical cap,

on which it crashed with a shock that shook the water out of

it all over the room. What was very odd, the rolling-pin no

sooner touched the cap, than it flew out of Schwartz's hand,

spinning like a straw in a high wind, and fell into the corner

at the further end of the room.

"Who are you, sir?" demanded Schwartz, turning upon

him.

"What's your business?" snarled Hans.
" I'm a poor old man, sir," the little gentleman began

very modestly, " and I saw your fire through the window,

and begged shelter for a quarter of an hour."

" Have the goodness to walk out again, then," said

Schwartz. " We've quite enough water in our kitchen, with-

out making it a drying-house."

" It is a cold day to turn an old man out in, sir; look at

my gray hairs." They hung down to his shoulders, as I

told you before.

" Aye !
" said Hans, " there are enough of them to keep you

warm. Walk! "

" I'm very, very hungry, sir; couldn't you spare me a bit

of bread before I go? "

" Bread, indeed! " said Schwartz; " do you cuppose we've

nothing to do with our bread but to give it to such red-nosed

fellows as you?

"

"Why don't you sell your feather?" said Hans, sneer-

ingly. " Out with you !

"

" A little bit," said the old gentleman.

"Beoff!"saidSch^Yartz.
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" Pray, gentlemen-
" Off, and be hanged! " cried Hans, seizing him by the

collar. But he had no sooner touched the old gentleman's

collar, than away he went after the rolling-pin, spinning

round and round, till he fell into the corner on the top of

it. Then Schw^artz was very angry, and ran at the old

gentleman to turn him out; but he also had hardly touched

him, when away he went after Hans and the rolling-pin,

and hit his head against the wall as he tumbled into the

comer. And so there they lay, all three.

Then the old gentleman spun himself round with velocity

in the opposite direction; continued to spin until his long

cloak was all wound neatly about him; clapped his cap on his

head, very much on one side (for it could not stand upright

without going through the ceiling), gave an additional twist

to his corkscrew mustaches, and replied with perfect cool-

ness: " Gentlemen, I wish you a very good morning. At
twelve o'clock to-night I'll call again; after such a refusal of

hospitality as I have just experienced, you will not be sur-

prised if that visit is the last I ever pay you."
" If ever I catch you here again," muttered Schwartz,

coming, half frightened, out of the corner—but, before he

could finish his sentence, the old gentleman had shut the

house door behind him wath a great bang: and there drove

past the window, at the same instant, a wreath of ragged

cloud, that whirled and rolled away down the valley in all

manner of shapes; turning over and over in the air, and

melting away at last in a gush of rain.

"A very pretty business, indeed, Mr. Gluck! " said

Schwartz. " Dish the mutton, sir. If ever I catch you at

such a trick again—bless me, w^hy, the mutton's been cut!
"

" You promised me one slice, brother, you know," said

Gluck.
" Oh ! and you were cutting it hot, I suppose, and going to

catch all the gravy. It'll be long before I promise you

such a thing again. Leave the room, sir; and have the

kindness to wait in the coal-cellar till I call you."
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Gluck left the room melancholy enough. The brothers

ate as much mutton as they could, locked the rest in the

cupboard, and proceeded to get very drunk after dinner.

Such a night as it was! Howling wind, and rushing rain,

without intermission. The brothers had just sense enough

left to put up all the shutters, and double bar the door, be-

fore they went to bed. They usually slept in the same room.

As the clock struck twelve, they were both awakened by a

tremendous crash. Their door burst open with a violence

that shook the house from top to bottom.

" What's that? " cried Schwartz, starting up in his bed.

" Only I," said the little gentleman.

The two brothers sat up on their bolster, and stared into

the darkness. The room was full of water, and by a misty

moonbeam, which found its way through a hole in the shut-

ter, they could see in the midst of it an enormous foam

globe, spinning round, and bobbing up and down like a cork,

on which, as on a most luxurious cushion, reclined the little

old gentleman, cap and all. There was plenty of room for it

now, for the roof was off.

" Sorry to incommode you," said their visitor, ironically.

" I'm afraid your beds are dampish
;

perhaps you had

better go to your brother's room: I've left the ceiling on,

there."

They required no second admonition, but rushed into

Gluck's room, wet through, and in an agony of terror.

" You'll find my card on the kitchen table," the old gentle-

man called after them. " Remember, the last visit."

" Pray Heaven it may !
" said Schwartz, shuddering. And

the foam globe disappeared.

Dawn came at last, and the two brothers looked out of

Gluck's little window in the morning. The Treasure Valley

was one mass of ruin and desolation. The inundation had

swept away trees, crops, and cattle, and left in their stead

a waste of red sand and gray mud. The two brothers crept

shivering and horror-struck into the kitchen. The water

had gutted the whole first floor; corn, money, almost every
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movable thing bad been swept away, and there was left only

a small white card on the kitchen table. On it, in large,

breezy, long-legged letters, were engraved the words:

SOUTH-WEST WIND, ESQUIEE.

CHAPTEK n.

Of THE Peoceedings of the Three Beothees aftee the
Visit of South-West Wind, Esquire ; and how little

Gluck had an Interview with the King of the
Golden Rivee.

South-West Wind, Esquiee^ was as good as his word.

After the momentous visit above related, he entered the

Treasure Valley no more; and, what was worse, he had so

much influence with his relations, the Wet Winds in general,

and used it so effectually, that they all adopted a similar line

of conduct. So no rain fell in the valley from one year's

end to another. Though everything remained green and

flourishing in the plains below, the inheritance of the Three

Brothers was a desert. What had once been the richest soil

in the kingdom, became a shifting heap of red sand; and

the brothers, unable longer to contend with the adverse

skies, abandoned their valueless patrimony in despair, to

seek some means of gaining a livelihood among the cities and

people of the plains. All their money was gone, and they

had nothing left but some curious old-fashioned pieces of

gold plate, the last remnants of their ill-gotten wealth.

"Suppose we turn goldsmiths?" said Schwartz to Hans,

as they entered the large city. " It is a good knave's trade;

we can put a great deal of copper into the gold, without any-

one's finding it out."

The thought was agreed to be a very good one ; they hired

a furnace, and turned goldsmiths. But two slight circum-
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stances affected their trade: the first, that people did not

approve of the coppered gold; the second, that the two elder

brothers, whenever they had sold anything, used to leave

little Gluck to mind the furnace, and go and drink out the

money in the ale-house next door. So they melted all

their gold without making money enough to buy more, and

were at last reduced to one large drinking mug, which an

uncle of his had given to little Gluck, and which he was very

fond of, and would not have parted with for the world;

though he never drank anything out of it but milk and

water. The mug was a very odd mug to look at. The
handle was formed of two wreaths of flowing golden hair, so

finely spun that it looked more like silk than metal, and

these wreaths descended into, and mixed with, a beard and

whiskers of the same exquisite workmanship, which sur-

rounded and decorated a very fierce little face, of the reddest

gold imaginable, right in the front of the mug, with a pair

of eyes in it which seemed to command its whole circum-

ference. It was impossible to drink out of the mug without

being subjected to an intense gaze out of the side of these

eyes; and Schwartz positively averred, that once, after

emptying it, full of Rhenish, seventeen times, he had seen

them wink! When it came to the mug's turn to be made
into spoons, it half broke poor little Gluck's heart; but the

brothers only laughed at him, tossed the mug into the melt-

ing-pot, and staggered out to the ale-house: leaving him, as

usual, to pour the gold into bars, when it was all ready.

When they were gone, Gluck took a farewell look at his

old friend in the melting-pot. The flowing hair was all gone;

nothing remained but the red nose, and the sparkling eyes,

which looked more malicious than ever. " And no wonder,''

thought Gluck, " after being treated in that way." He
sauntered disconsolately to the window, and sat himself down
to catch the fresh evening air, and escape the hot breath of

the furnace. Now this window commanded a direct view

of the range of mountains, which, as I told you before, over-

hung the Treasure Valley, and more especially of the peak
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from which fell the Golden River. It was just at the close

of the day, and when Gluck sat down at the window, he saw

the rocks of the mountain tops, all crimson, and purple witli

the sunset; and there were bright tongues of fiery cloud

burning and quivering about them; and the river, brighter

than all, fell, in a waving column of pure gold, from preci-

pice to precipice, with the double arch of a broad purple

rainbow stretched across it, flushing and fading alternately

in the w^reaths of spray,

" Ah !
" said Gluck aloud, after he had looked at it for a

while, " if that river were really all gold, what a nice thing

it would be."

" ISTo, it wouldn't, Gluck," said a clear metallic voice,

close at his ear.

"Bless me! what's that?" exclaimed Gluck, jumping up.

There was nobody there. He looked round the room, and

under the table, and a great many times behind him, but

there was certainly nobody there, and he sat do%vn again at

the window. This time he didn't speak, but he couldn't

help thinking again that it would be very convenient if

the river were really all gold.

" Not at all, my boy," said the same voice, louder than

before.

"Bless me!" said Gluck again, "what is that?" He
looked again into all the comers and cupboards, and then be-

gan turning round, and round, as fast as he could in the

middle of the room, thinking there was somebody behind

him, when the same voice struck again on his ear. It was

singing now very merrily, " Lala-lira-la ;
" no words, only a

soft running effervescent melody, something like that of a

kettle on the boil. Gluck looked out of the window. No,

it was certainly in the house. Upstairs, and do^vnstairs.

No, it was certainly in that very room, coming in quicker

time, and clearer notes, every moment. " Lala-lira-la."

All at once it struck Gluck that it sounded louder near the

furnace. He ran to the opening, and looked in: yes, he saw

right, it seemed to be coming, not only out of the furnace,
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but out of the pot. He uncovered it, aud ran back in a

great fright, for the pot was certainly singing! He stood in

the farthest corner of the room, with his hands up, and his

mouth open, for a minute or two, when the singing stopped,

and the voice became clear, and pronunciative.

" Hollo! " said the voice.

Gluck made no answer.

" Hollo! Gluck, my boy," said the pot again.

Gluck summoned all his energies, walked straight up to

the crucible, drew it out of the furnace, and looked in. The

gold was all melted, and its surface as smooth and polished

as a river; but instead of reflecting little Gluck's head, as

he looked in, he saw meeting his glance from beneath the

gold the red nose and sharp eyes of his old friend of the

mug, a thousand times redder and sharper than ever he had

seen them in his life.

" Come, Gluck, my boy," said the voice out of the pot

again, " I'm all right; pour me out."

But Gluck was too much astonished to do anything of the

kind.

" Pour me out, I say," said the voice rather gruffly.

Still Gluck couldn't move.

"Will you pour me out?" said the voice passionately,

" I'm too hot."

By a violent effort, Gluck recovered the use of his limbs,

took hold of the crucible, and sloped it so as to pour out the

gold. But instead of a liquid stream, there came out, first, a

pair of pretty little yellow legs, then some coat tails, then a

pair of arms stuck a-kimbo, and, finally, the well-known

head of his friend the mug; all which articles, uniting as

they rolled out, stood up energetically on the floor, in the

shape of a little golden dwarf, about a foot and a half high.

" That's right !
" said the dwarf, stretching out first his

legs, and then his arms, and then shaking his head up and

down, and as far round as it would go, for five minutes,

without stopping; apparently with the view of ascertaining

if he were quite correctly put together, while Gluck stood
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contemplating him in speechless amazement. He was

dressed in a slashed doublet of spun gold, so fine in its

texture, that the prismatic colors gleamed over it, as if

on a surface of mother of pearl; and, over this brilliant

doublet, his hair and beard fell full halfway to the ground,

in waving curls, so exquisitely delicate, that Gluck could

hardly tell where they ended; they seemed to melt into air.

The features of the face, however, were by no means finished

with the same delicacy; they were rather coarse, slightly in-

clining to coppery in complexion, and indicative, in expres-

sion, of a very pertinacious and intractable disposition in

their small proprietor. When the dwarf had finished his

self-examination, he turned his small sharp eyes full on

Gluck, and stared at him deliberately for a minute or two.

" No, it wouldn't, Gluck, my boy," said the little man.

This was certainly rather an abrupt and unconnected

mode of commencing conversation. It might indeed be sup-

posed to refer to the course of Gluck's thoughts, which had

first produced the dwarf's observations out of the pot; but

whatever it referred to, Gluck had no inclination to dispute

the dictum.

"Wouldn't it, sir?" said Gluck, very mildly and submis-

sively indeed.

" No," said the dwarf, conclusively. " No, it wouldn't."

And with that, the dwarf pulled his cap hard over his brows,

and took two turns, of three feet long, up and down the

room, lifting his legs up very high, and setting them down

very hard. This pause gave time for Gluck to collect his

thoughts a little, and, seeing no great reason to view his

diminutive visitor with dread, and feeling his curiosity over-

come his amazement, he ventured on a question of peculiar

delicacy.

" Pray, sir," said Gluck, rather hesitatingly, " were you

my mug?

"

On which the little man turned sharp round, walked

straight up to Gluck, and drew himself up to his full height.

" I," said the little man, " am the King of the Golden
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River." Whereupon he turned about again, and took two

more turns, some six feet long, in order to allow time for the

consternation which this announcement produced in his aud-

itor to evaporate. After which, he again walked up to Gluck

and stood still, as if expecting some comment on his com-

munication.

Gluck determined to say something at all events. " I

hope your Majesty is very well," said Gluck.

"Listen! " said the little man, deigning no reply to this

polite inquiry. " I am the King of what you mortals call the

Golden River. The shape you saw me in was owing to the

malice of a stronger king, from whose enchantments you

have this instant freed me. AVhat I have seen of you, and

your conduct to your wicked brothers, renders me willing

to serve you; therefore, attend to what I tell you. Who-
ever shall climb to the top of that mountain from which you

see the Golden River issue, and shall cast into the stream at

its source three drops of holy water, for him, and for him

only, the river shall turn to gold. But no one failing in his

first, can succeed in a second attempt; and if anyone shall

cast unholy water into the river, it will overwhelm him, and

he will become a black stone." So saying, the King of the

Golden River turned away and deliberately walked into the

center of the hottest flame of the furnace. His figure be-

came red, white, transparent, dazzling,—a blaze of intense

light—rose, trembled, and disappeared. The King of the

Golden River had evaporated.

" Oh !
" cried poor Gluck, running to look up the chimney

after him; "oh dear, dear, dear me! My mug! my mug!
my mug!• f

"
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CHAPTER ni.

How Me. Hans set off on an Expedition to the Golden
RiVEK, AND HOW HE PROSPEKED THEREIN.

The King of the Golden River had hardly made the ex-

traordinary exit related in the last chapter, before Hans and

Schwartz came roaring into the house, very savagely drunk.

The discovery of the total loss of their last piece of plate had

the effect of sobering them just enough to enable them to

stand over Gluck, beating him very steadily for a quarter of

an hour; at the expiration of which period they dropped into

a couple of chairs, and requested to know what he had got

to say for himself. Gluck told them his story, of which, of

course, they did not believe a word. They beat him again,

till their arms were tired, and staggered to bed. In the

morning, however, the steadiness with which he adhered to

his story obtained him some degree of credence; the immedi-

ate consequence of which was, that the two brothers, after

wrangling a long time on the knotty question, which of them

should try his fortune first, drew their swords and began

fighting. The noise of the fray alarmed the neighbors, who,

finding they could not pacify the combatants, sent for the

constable.

Hans, on hearing this, contrived to escape, and hid him-

self; but Schwartz was taken before the magistrate, fined

for breaking the peace, and, having drunk out his last penny

the evening before, was throTMi into prison till he should pay.

When Hans heard this, he was much delighted, and de-

termined to set out immediately for the Golden River. How
to get the holy water was the question. He went to the

priest, but the priest could not give any holy water to so

abandoned a character. So Hans went to vespers in the

evening for the first time in his life, and, under pretense

of crossing himself, stole a cupful, and returned home in tri-

umph.
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!N"ext morning he got up before the sun rose, put the holy

water into a strong flask, and two bottles of wine and some

meat in a basket, slung them over his back, took his alpine

staff in his hand, and set off for the mountains.

On his way out of the town he had to pass the prison, and

as he looked in at the windows, whom should he see but

Schwartz himself peeping out of the bars, and looking very

disconsolate.

"Good morning, brother," said Hans; "have you any

message for the King of the Golden River? "

Schivartz gnashed his teeth with rage, and shook the bars

with all his strength; but Hans only laughed at him, and ad-

vising him to make himself comfortable till he came back

again, shouldered his basket, shook the bottle of holy water

in Schwartz's face till it frothed again, and marched off in

the highest spirits in the world.

It was, indeed, a morning that might have made anyone

happy, even with no Golden River to seek for. Level lines

of dewy mist lay stretched along the valley, out of which

rose the massy mountains—their lower cliffs in pale gTay

shadow, hardly distinguishable from the floating vapor, but

gradually ascending till they caught the sunlight, which ran

in sharp touches of ruddy color along the angular crags, and

pierced, in long level rays, through their fringes of spear-

like pine. Far above, shot up red splintered masses of cas-

tellated rock, jagged and shivered into myriads of fantastic

forms, with here and there a streak of sunlit snow, traced

down their chasms like a line of forked lightning; and, far

beyond, and far above all these, fainter than the morning-

cloud, but purer and changeless, slept, in the blue sky, the

utmost peaks of the eternal snow.

The Golden River, which sprang from one of the lower

and snowless elevations, was now nearly in shadow; all but

the uppermost jets of spray, which rose like slow smoke

above the undulating line of the cataract, and floated away
in feeble wreaths upon the morning wind.

On this object, and on this alone, Hans' eyes and thoughts
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were fixed; forgetting the distance he had to traverse, he

set off at an imprudent rate of walking, which greatly ex-

hausted him before he had scaled the first range of the green

and low hills. He was, moreover, surprised, on surmount-

ing them, to find that a large glacier, of whose existence,

notwithstanding his previous knowledge of the mountains,

he had been absolutely ignorant, lay between him and the

source of the Golden River. He entered on it with the

boldness of a practiced mountaineer; yet he thought he had
never traversed so strange or so dangerous a glacier in his

life. The ice was excessively slippery, and out of all its

chasms came wild sounds of gushing water; not monotonous

or low, but changeful and loud, rising occasionally into

drifting passages of wild melody, then breaking off into

short melancholy tones, or sudden shrieks, resembling those

of human voices in distress or pain. The ice was broken

into thousands of confused shapes, but none, Hans thought,

like the ordinary forms of splintered ice. There seemed a

curious expression about all their outlines—a perpetual re-

semblance to living features, distorted and scornful. Myriads

of deceitful shadows, and lurid lights, played and floated

about and through the pale blue pinnacles, dazzling and

confusing the sight of the traveler; while his ears grew dull

and his head giddy with the constant gush and roar of the

concealed waters. These painful circumstances increased

upon him as he advanced; the ice crashed and yawned into

fresh chasms at his feet, tottering spires nodded around him,

and fell thundering across his path; and though he had re-

peatedly faced these dangers on the most terrific glaciers,

and in the wildest weather, it was with a new and oppressive

feeling of panic terror that he leaped the last chasm, and

flung himself, exhausted and shuddering, on the firm turf

of the mountain.

He had been compelled to abandon his basket of food,

which became a perilous incumbrance on the glacier, and had

now no means of refreshing himself but by breaking off and

eating some of the pieces of ice. This, however, relieved
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his thirst; an hour's repose recruited his hardy frame, and

with the indomitable spirit of avarice, he resumed his la-

borious journey.

His way now lay straight up a ridge of bare red rocks,

without a blade of grass to ease the foot, or a projecting

angle to afford an inch of shade from the south sun. It

was past noon, and the rays beat intensely upon the steep

path, while the whole atmosphere was motionless, and pene-

trated with heat. Intense thirst was soon added to the

bodily fatigue with which Hans was now afflicted; glance

after glance he cast on the flask of water which hung at his

belt. " Three drops are enough," at last thought he; "I
may, at least, cool my lips with it."

He opened the flask, and was raising it to his lips, when
his eye fell on an object lying on the rock beside him; he

thought it moved. It was a small dog, apparently in the

last agony of death from thirst. Its tongue was out, its

jaws dry, its limbs extended lifelessly, and a swarm of black

ants were crawling about its lips and throat. Its eye moved

to the bottle which Hans held in his hand. He raised it,

drank, spurned the animal with his foot, and passed on.

And he did not know how it was, but he thought that a

strange shadow had suddenly come across the blue sky.

The path became steeper and more rugged every moment;
and the high hill air, instead of refreshing him, seemed to

throw his blood into a fever. The noise of the hill cataracts

sounded like mockery in his ears; they were all distant, and

his thirst increased every moment. Another hour passed,

and he again looked down to the flask at his side ; it was half

empty ; but there was much more than three drops in it. He
stopped to open it, and again, as he did so, something moved
in the path above him. It was a fair child, stretched nearly

lifeless on the rock, its breast heaving with thirst, its eyes

closed, and its lips parched and burning. Hans eyed it de-

liberately, drank, and passed on. And a dark gray cloud

came over the sun, and long, snake-like shadows crept up

along the mountain sides. Hans struggled on. The sun
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was sinking, but its descent seemed to bring no coolness; the

leaden weight of the dead air pressed upon his brow and

heart, but the goal was near. He saw the cataract of the

Golden River springing from the hill-side, scarcely five

hundred feet above him. He paused for a moment to

breathe, and sprang on to complete his task.

At this instant a faint cry fell on his ear. He turned,

and saw a gray-haired old man extended on the rocks. His

eyes were sunk, his features deadly pale, and gathered into

an expression of despair. " Water! " he stretched his arms

to Hans, and cried feebly, " Water! I am dying."

"I have none," replied Hans; "thou hast had thy share

of life." He strode over the prostrate body, and darted on.

And a flash of blue lightning rose out of the East, shaped

like a sword; it shook thrice over the whole heaven, and left

it dark with one heavy, impenetrable shade. The sun was

setting; it plunged towards the horizon like a red-hot ball.

The roar of the Golden River rose on Hans' ear. He
stood at the brink of the chasm through which it ran. Its

waves were filled with the red glory of the sunset; they

shook their crests like tongues of fire, and flashes of bloody

light gleamed along their foam. Their sound came mightier

and mightier on his senses; his brain grew giddy with the

prolonged thunder. Shuddering he drew the flask from

his girdle, and hurled it into the center of the torrent. As
he did so, an icy chill shot through his limbs: he staggered,

shrieked, and fell. The waters closed over his cry. And the

moaning of the river rose wildly into the night, as it gushed

over

The Black Stone.
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CHAPTER IV.

How Me. Schwartz set off on an Expedition to the
Golden River, and how he pkospeeed theeein.

PooE little Gluck waited very anxiously alone in the house

for Hans' return. Finding he did not come back, he was

terribly frightened, and went and told Schwartz in the

prison all that had happened. Then Schwartz was very

much pleased, and said that Hans must certainly have been

turned into a black stone, and he should have all the gold

to himself. But Gluck was very sorry, and cried all night.

"When he got up in the morning there was no bread in the

house, nor any money; so Gluck went and hired himself to

another goldsmith, and he worked so hard, and so neatly,

and so long every day, that he soon got money enough to-

gether to pay his brother's fine, and he went and gave it all

to Schwartz, and Schwartz got out of prison. Then

Schwartz was quite pleased, and said he should have some

of the gold of the river. But Gluck only begged he would

go and see what had become of Hans.

Now when Schwartz had heard that Hans had stolen the

holy water, he thought to himself that such a proceeding

might not be considered altogether correct by the King of

the Golden River, and determined to manage matters better.

So he took some more of Gluck's money, and went to a bad

priest, who gave him some holy water very readily for it.

Then Schwartz was sure it was all quite right. So Schwartz

got up early in the morning before the sun rose, and took

some bread and wine in a basket, and put his holy water in

a flask, and set off for the mountains. Like his brother, he

was much surprised at the sight of the glacier, and had great

difficulty in crossing it, even after leaving his basket behind

him. The day was cloudless, but not bright: there was a

heavy purple haze hanging over the sky, and the hills looked

lowering and gloomy. And as Schwartz climbed the steep
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rock path, the thirst came upon him, as it had upon hi»

brother, until he lifted his flask to his lips to drink. Then
he saw the fair child lying near him on the rocks, and it

cried to him, and moaned for water.

" ^ater indeed," said Schwartz; "I haven't half enough

for myself," and passed on. And as he went he thought the

sunbeams grew more dim, and he saw a low bank of black

cloud rising out of the "West; and, when he had climbed for

another hour the thirst overcame him again, and he would

have drunk. Then he saw the old man lying before him on

the path, and heard him cry out for water. " Water, in-

deed," said Schwartz, " I haven't half enough for myself,"

and on he went.

Then again the light seemed to fade from before his eyes,

and he looked up, and, behold, .a mist, of the color of blood,

had come over the sun; and the bank of black cloud had risen

very high, and its edges were tossing and tumbling like the

waves of the angry sea. And they cast long shadows, which

flickered over Schwartz's path.

Then Schwartz climbed for another hour, and again his

thirst returned; and as he lifted his flask to his lips, he

thought he saw his brother Hans lying exhausted on the

path before him, and, as he gazed, the figure stretched its

arms to him, and cried for water, "Ha! ha!" laughed

Schwartz, "are you there? remember the prison bars, my
boy. Water, indeed! do you suppose I carried it all the way
up here for you!" And he strode over the figure; yet, as

he passed, he thought he saw a strange expression of mock-

ery about its lips. And, when he had gone a few yards

farther, he looked back; but the figure was not there.

And a sudden horror came over Schwartz, he knew not

why; but the thirst for gold prevailed over his fear, and

he rushed on. And the bank of black cloud rose to the

zenith, and out of it came bursts of spiry lightning, and

waves of darkness seemed to heave and float between their

flashes over the whole heavens. And the sky where the

sun was setting was all level, and like a lake of blood; and
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a strong wind came out of that sky, tearing its crimson clouds

into fragments, and scattering them far into the darkness.

And when Schwartz stood by the brink of the Golden Eiver,

its waves were black, like thunder clouds, but their foam was

like fire; and the roar of the waters below, and the thunder

above, met, as he cast the flask into the stream. And, as he

did so, the lightning glared into his eyes, and the earth gave

way beneath him, and the waters closed over his cry. And
the moaning of the river rose wildly into the night, as it

gushed over

Two Black Stones.

CHAPTER V.

How little Gluck set off on an Expedition to the
Golden Rivee^ and how he peospeeed theeein ; with
OTHEK MATTEES OF INTEEEST.

"When Gluck found that Schwartz did not come back he

was very sorry, and did not know what to do. He had no

money, and was obliged to go and hire himself again to the

goldsmith, who worked him very hard, and gave him very

little money. So, after a month or two, Gluck grew tired,

and made up his mind to go and try his fortune ^^^th the

Golden River. " The little king looked very kind," thought

he. " I don't think he will turn me into a black stone."

So he went to the priest, and the priest gave him some holy

water as soon as he asked for it. Then Gluck took some

bread in his basket, and the bottle of water, and set off very

early for the mountains.

If the glacier had occasioned a great deal of fatigue to his

brothers, it was twenty times worse for him, who was neither

so strong nor so practiced on the mountains. He had several

very bad falls, lost his basket and bread, and was very much
frightened at the strange noises under the ice. He lay a long
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time to rest on the grass, after he had got over, and began

to climb the hill just in the hottest part of the day. AVhen

he had climbed for an hour, he got dreadfully thirsty, and

was going to drink like his brothers, when he saw an old man
coming down the path above him, looking very feeble, and

leaning on a staff. " My son," said the old man, " I am faint

with thirst, give me some of that water." Then Gluck looked

at him, and when he saw that he was pale and weary, he gave

him the water; " Only pray don't drink it all," said Gluck.

But the old man drank a great deal, and gave him back the

bottle two-thirds empty. Then he bade him good speed, and

Gluck went on again merrily. And the path became easier

to his feet, and two or three blades of grass appeared upon

it, and some grasshoppers began singing on the bank beside

it; and Gluck thought he had never heard such merry singing.

Then he went on for another hour, and the thirst increased

on him so that he thought he should be forced to drink. But,

as he raised the flask, he saw a little child lying panting by

the roadside, and it cried out piteously for v/ater. Then

Gluck struggled with himself, and determined to bear the

thirst a little longer; and he put the bottle to the child's lips,

and it drank it all but a few drops. Then it smiled on him,

and got up, and ran down the hill; and Gluck looked after it,

till it became as small as a little star, and then turned and

began climbing again. And then there were all kinds of

sweet flowers growing on the rocks, bright green moss, with

pale pink starry flowers, and soft belled gentians, more blue

than the sky at its deepest, and pure white transparent lilies.

And crimson and purple butterflies darted hither and thit?ier,

and the sky sent down such pure light, that Gluck had never

felt so happy in his life.

Yet, when he had climbed for another hour, his thirst

became intolerable again; and, when he looked at his bottle,

he saw that there were only five or six drops left in it, and he

could not venture to drink. And, as he was hanging the

flask to his belt again, he saw a little dog lying on the rocks,

gasping for breath—just as Hans had seen it on the day of
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bis ascent. And Gluck stopped and looked at it, and tlien

at the Golden River, not five hundred yards above bini; and

be thought of the dwarf's words, " that no one could succeed,

except in his first attempt " ; and be tried to pass the dog,

but it whined piteously, and Gluck stopped again. " Poor

beastie," said Gluck, " it'll be dead when I come down again,

if I don't help it." Then he looked closer and closer at it, and

its eye turned on him so mournfully, that he could not stand

it. " Confound the King and his gold too," said Gluck; and

he opened the flask, and poured all the water into the dog's

mouth.

The dog sprang up and stood on its hind legs. Its tail

disappeared, its ears became long, longer, silky, golden; its

nose became very red, its eyes became very twinkling; in

three seconds the dog was gone, and before Gluck stood his

old acquaintance, the King of the Golden Riv^er.

" Thank you," said the monarch; " but don't be frightened,

it's all right; " for Gluck showed manifest symptoms of con-

sternation at this unlooked-for reply to his last observation.

" Why didn't you come before," continued the dwarf, " in-

stead of sending me those rascally brothers of yours, for me
to have the trouble of turning into stones? Very hard stones

they make too."

'' Oh dear me!" said Gluck, "have you really been so

cruel? "

"Cruel!" said the dwarf, "they poured unholy water

into my stream: do you suppose I'm going to allow that?
"

" Why," said Gluck, " I am sure, sir—^\'Our majesty, I

mean—they got the water out of the church font."

" Very probably," replied the dwarf; " but," and his

countenance grew stern as he spoke, " the water which has

been refused to the cry of the weary and dying, is unholy,

though it had been blessed by every saint in heaven; and

the water which is found in the vessel of mercy is holy,

though it had been defiled with corpses."

So saying, the dwarf stooped and plucked a lily that grew

at his feet. On its white leaves there hung three drops of
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clear dew. And the dwarf sliook thiem into tlie flask which

Gluck held in his hand. " Cast these into the river," he

said, " and descend on the other side of the mountains into

the Treasure Valley. And so good speed."

As he spoke, the figure of the dwarf became indistinct.

The playing colors of his robe formed themselves into a pris-

matic mist of dewy light; he stood for an instant veiled with

them as with the belt of a broad rainbow. The colors grew

faint, the mist rose into the air; the monarch had evapo-

rated.

And Gluck climbed to the brink of the Golden River, and

its waves were as clear as crystal, and as brilliant as the sun.

And, when he cast the three drops of dew into the stream,

there opened where they fell a small circular whirlpool, into

which the waters descended with a musical noise.

Gluck stood watching it for some time, very much dis-

appointed, because not only the river was not turned into

gold, but its waters seemed much diminished in quantity.

Yet he obeyed his friend the dwarf, and descended the other

side of the mountains towards the Treasure Valley; and, as

he went, he thought he heard the noise of water working its

way under the ground. And, when he came in sight of the

Treasure Valley, behold, a river, like the Golden River, was

springing from a new cleft of the rocks above it, and was

flowing in innumerable streams among the dry heaps of red

sand.

And as Gluck gazed, fresh grass sprang beside the new
streams, and creeping plants grew, and climbed among the

moistening soil. Young flowers opened suddenly along the

river sides, as stars leap out when twilight is deepening, and

thickets of myrtle, and tendrils of vine, cast lengthening

shadows over the valley as they grew. And thus the Treas-

ure Valley became a garden again, and the inheritance, which

had been lost by cruelty, was regained by love.

And Gluck went, and dwelt in the valley, and the poor

were never driven from his door: so that his barns became

full of corn^ and his house of treasure. And, for him, the
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river had, according to the dwarf's promise, become a River

of Gold.

And, to this day, the inhabitants of the valley point out the

place where the three drops of holy dew were cast into

the stream, and trace the course of the Golden River under

the gi'ound, until it emerges in the Treasure Valley. And
at the top of the cataract of the Golden River, are still to be

seen two black stones, round which the waters howl mourn-

fully every day at sunset; and these stones are still called by
the people of the valley

The Black Bkothers.
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PKEFACE.

I HAVE been often asked to republish the first book of mine

which the public noticed, and which, hitherto, remains their

favorite, in a more easily attainable form than that of its

existing editions. I am, however, resolved never to repub-

lish the book as a whole ; some parts of it being, by the estab-

lished fame of Turner, rendered unnecessary; and others

having been always useless, in their praise of excellence which

the public will never give the labor necessary to discern. But,

finding lately that one of my dearest friends, who, in ad-

vanced age, retains the cheerfulness and easily delighted tem-

per of youth, had written out, for her owu pleasure, a large

number of passages from " Modern Painters," it seemed to

me certain that what such a person felt to be useful to her-

self, could not but be useful also to a class of readers whom
I much desired to please, and who would sometimes enjoy,

in my early writings, wliat I never should myself have offered

them. I asked my friend, therefore, to add to her own al-

ready chosen series, any other passages she thought likely to

be of permanent interest to general readers ; and I have printed

her selections in absolute submission to her judgment, merely

arranging the pieces she sent me in the order which seemed

most convenient for the reciprocal bearing of their frag-

mentary meanings, and adding here and there an explanatory

note; or,- it may be, a deprecatory one, in cases where my
mind had changed. That she did me the grace to write every

word with her own hands, adds, in my eyes, and will, I trust,

in the readers' also, to the possible claims of the little book

on their sympathy; and although I hope to publish some of

the scientific and technical portions of the original volumes

in my own large editions, the selections here made by my
friend under her quiet woods at Coniston—the TJnter-Walden
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of England—will, I doubt not, bring within better reach of

many readers, for whom I am not now able myself to judge

or choose, such service as the book was ever capable of render-

ing, in the illustration of the powers of nature, and inter-

cession for her now too often despised and broken peace.

Hekne Hill,
5ih. December, 1874.
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SECTION I.

PEINCIPLES OF AET.

1. Perfect taste is the faculty of receiving the greatest

possible pleasure from those material sources which are at-

tractive to our moral nature in its purity and perfection;

but why we receive pleasure from some forms and colors, and

not from others, is no more to be asked or answered than why
we like sugar and dislike wormwood.

2. The temper by which right taste is formed is char-

acteristically patient. It dwells upon what is submitted to

it. It does not trample upon it,—lest it should be pearls,

even though it look like husks. It is good ground, pene-

trable, retentive; it does not send up thorns of unkind

thoughts, to choke the weak seed ; it is hungry and thirsty

too, and drinks all the dew that falls on it. It is an honest

and good heart, that shows no too ready springing before the

sun be up, but fails not afterwards ; it is distrustful of itself,

so as to be ready to believe and to try all things ; and yet so

trustful of itself, that it will neither quit what it has tried,

nor take -anything without trying. And the pleasure which

it has in things that it finds true and good, is so great, that

it cannot possibly be led aside by any tricks of fashion, or

diseases of vanity ; it cannot be cramped in its conclusions by

partialities and hypocrisies; its visions and its delights are

too penetrating,—too living,—for any whitewashed object

or shallow fountain long to endure or supply. It clasps all

that it loves so hard that it crushes it if it be hollow.

53
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3. It is the common consent of men that whatever branch

of any pursuit ministers to the bodily comforts, and regards

material uses, is ignoble, and whatever part is addressed to

the mind only, is noble; and that geology does better in re-

clothing dry bones and revealing lost creations, than in trac-

ing veins of lead and beds of iron ; astronomy better in open-

ing to us the houses of heaven, than in teaching navigation

;

botany better in displaying structure than in expressing

juices; surgery better in investigating organization than in

setting limbs.^Only it is ordained that, for our encourage-

ment, every step we make in the more exalted range of science

adds something also to its practical applicabilities ; that all

the great phenomena of nature, the knowledge of which is de-

sired by the angels only, by us partly, as it reveals to farther

vision the being and the glory of Him in whom they rejoice

and we live, dispense yet such kind influences and so much
of material blessing as to be joyfully felt by all inferior crea-

tures, and to be desired by them with such single desire as the

imperfection of their nature may admit; that the strong tor-

rents, which, in their own gladness, fill the hills with hollow

thunder, and the vales with winding light, have yet their

bounden charge of field to feed, and barge to bear; that the

fierce flames to which the Alp owes its upheaval and the vol-

cano its terror, temper for us the metal vein, and warm the

quickening spring; and that for our incitement, I say, not

our reward,—for knowledge is its own reward,—^herbs have

their healing, stones their preciousness, and stars their times.

4. Had it been ordained by the Almighty * that the high-

est pleasures of sight should be those of most difficult attain-

ment, and that to arrive at them it should be necessary to ac-

cumulate gilded palaces, tower over tower, and pile artificial

mountains around insinuated lakes, there would never have

* The reader must observe, that having Been thoroughly disci-

plined in the Evangelical schools, I supposed myself, at four-and-

twenty, to know all about the ordinances of the Almighty. Never-

theless, the practical contents of the sentence are good; if only

they are intelligible, which I doubt.
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been a direct contradiction between the unselfisb duties and

the inherent desires of every individual. But no such contra-

diction exists in the system of Divine Providence; which,

leaving it open to us, if we will, as creatures in probation, to

abuse this sense like every other, and pamper it with selfish

and thoughtless vanities, as we pamper the palate with

deadly meats, until the appetite of tasteful cruelty is lost in

its sickened satiety, incapable of pleasure unless, Caligula

like, it concentrates the labor of a million of lives into the

sensation of an hour,—leaves it also open to us, by humble

and loving ways, to make ourselves susceptible of deep de-

light, which shall not separate us from our fellows, nor

require the sacrifice of any duty or occupation, but which

shall bind us closer to men and to God, and be with us always,

harmonized with every action, consistent with every claim,

unchanging and eternal.

5. A great Idealist never can be egotistic. The whole of

his power depends upon his losing sight and feeling of his

own existence, and becoming a mere witness and mirror of

truth, and a scribe of visions,—always passive in sight, pass-

ive in utterance, lamenting continually that he cannot com-

pletely reflect nor clearly utter all he has seen,—^not -by any

means a proud state for a man to be in. But the man who

has no invention is always setting things in order,* and put-

ting the world to rights, and mending, and beautifying, and

pluming himself on his doings, as supreme in all ways.

6. So far as education does indeed tend to make the

senses delicate, and the perceptions accurate, and thus enables

people to be pleased with quiet instead of gaudy color, and with

graceful instead of coarse form; and by long acquaintance

with the best things, to discern quickly what is fine from

what is common—so far acquired taste is an honorable

faculty, and it is true praise of anything to say it is " in

* I am now a comic illustration of this- sentence, myself. I have

not a ray of invention in all my brains; but am intensely rational

and orderly, and have resolutely begun to set the world to rights.
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good taste." But,* so far as this higlier education has a

tendency to narrow the sjanpathies and harden the heart,

diminishing the interest of all beautiful things by familiarity,

until even what is best can hardly please, and what is bright-

est hardly entertain,—so far as it fosters pride, and leads

men to found the pleasure they take in anything, not on

the worthiness of the thing, but on the degree in which it

icdicates some greatness of their own, (as people build mar-

ble porticoes, and inlay marble floors, not so much because

they like the colors of marble, or find it pleasant to the foot,

as because such porches and floors are costly, and separated

in all human eyes from plain entrances of stone and timber)
;

—so far as it leads people to prefer gracefulness of dress,

manner, and aspect, to value of substance and heart, liking

a well-saicZ thing better than a true thing, and a well-trained

manner better than a sincere one, and a delicately-formed

face better than a good-natured one,—and in all other ways

and things setting custom and semblance above everlasting

truth ;—so far, finally, as it induces a sense of inherent dis-

tinction between class and class, and causes everything to be

more or less despised which has no social rank, so that the

affection, pleasure, and gi-ief of a clo^vn are looked upon as

of no interest compared with the affection and grief of a

well-bred man;—just so far, in all these several ways, the

feeling induced by what is called " a liberal education " is

utterly adverse to the understanding of noble art.

7. He who habituates himself in his daily life to seek for

the stern facts in whatever he hears or sees, will have these

facts again brought before him by the involuntary imagina-

tive power, in their noblest associations ; and he who seeks

for frivolities and fallacies, will have frivolities and fallacies

again presented to him in his dreams.f

* Nobody need begin this second volume sentence unless they

are breathed like the Graeme:—
" Eig-ht up .Ben Ledi could he press,

And not a sob his toil confess."

f Very good. Few people have any idea hovs^ much more impor-
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8. All the histories of the Bible are vet waiting to be

painted. Moses has never been painted ; Elijah never

;

David never (except as a mere ruddy stripling) ; Deborah

never; Gideon never; Isaiah never.* What single example

does the reader remember of painting which suggested so much
as the faintest shadow of their deeds ? Strong men in armor,

or aged men with flowing beards, he may remember, who,

when he looked at his Louvre or Uffizi catalogue, he found

were intended to stand for David, or Moses. But does he

suppose that, if these pictures had suggested to him the

feeblest image of the presence of such men, he would have

passed on, as he assuredly did, to the next picture, represent-

ing, doubtless, Diana and Actseon, or Cupid and the Graces,

or a gambling quarrel in a pothouse—with no sense of pain

or surprise ? Let him meditate over the matter, and he

will find ultimately that what I say is true, and that religious

art at once complete and sincere never yet has existed.

sectio:n' n.

POWER AND OFFICE OF IMAGINATION.

9. What are the legitimate uses of the imagination,—that

is to say, of the power of perceiving, or conceiving with the

mind, things which cannot be perceived by the senses? Its

first and noblest use is,t to enable us to bring sensibly to our

tant the government of the mind is, than the force of its exertion.

Nearly all the world flog their horses, without ever looking where
they are going.

* I knew nothing, when I wrote this passage, of Luini, Filippo

Lippi, or Sandro Botticelli; and had not capacity to enter into the

deeper feelings, even of the men whom I was chiefly stud^-ing,—
Tintoret and Fra Angelico. But the British public is at present as

little acquainted with the greater Florentines as I was then, and
the passage, for them, remains trne.

f I should be glad if the reader who is interested in the question

here raised, would read, as illustrative of the subsequent state-

ment, the account of Tintoret's " Paradise," in the close of my
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sight the things which are recorded as belonging to our future

state, or invisibly surrounding us in this. It is given us,

that we may imagine the cloud of witnesses, in heaven, and

earth, and sea, as if they were now present,—the souls of the

righteous waiting for us ; that we may conceive the great

army of the inhabitants of heaven, and discover among them

those whom we most desire to be with forever; that we may
be able to vision forth the ministry of angels beside us, and

see the chariots of fire on the mountains that gird us round

;

but, above all, to call up the scenes and facts in which we

are commanded to believe, and be present, as if in the body,

at every recorded event of the history of the Redeemer. Its

second and ordinary use is, to empower us to traverse the

scenes of all other history, and to force the facts to become again

visible, so as to make upon us the same impression which they

would have made if we had witnessed them ; and, in the

minor necessities of life, to enable us, out of any present

good, to gather the utmost measure of enjoyment, by invest-

ing it with happy associations, and, in any present evil, to

lighten it, by summoning back the images of other hours;

and also to give to all mental truths some visible type, in

allegory, simile, or personification, which shall most deeply

enforce them ; and finally, when the mind is utterly out-

wearied, to refresh it with such innocent play as shall be

most in harmony with the suggestive voices of natural things,

permitting it to possess living companionship, instead of

silent beauty, and create for itself fairies in the grass, and

naiads in the wave.

10. Yet, because we thus reverence the power and art of

imagination, let none of us despise the power and art of

memory.

Let the reader consider seriously what he would give at

any moment to have the power of arresting the fairest scenes,

those which so often rise before him only to vanish ; to stay

Oxford lecture on Michael Ang-elo and Tintoret, which I have

printed separately to make it generally accessible.
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the cloud ill its fading, the leaf in its trembling, and the

shadows in their changing; to bid the fitful foam be fixed

upon the river, and the ripples be everlasting upon the lake

;

and then to bear away with him no darkness or feeble sun-

stain, (though even that is beautiful,) but a counterfeit

which should seem no counterfeit—the true and perfect

image of life indeed. Or rather, (for the full majesty of

such a power is not thus sufficiently expressed,) let him con-

sider that it would be in effect nothing less than a capacity

of transporting himself at any moment into any scene—a gift

as great as can be possessed by a disembodied spirit ; and sup-

pose, also, this necromancy embracing not only the present

but the past, and enabling us seemingly to enter into the

very bodily presence of men long since gathered to the dust

;

to behold them in act as they lived; but, with greater

privilege than ever was granted to the companions of those

transient acts of life, to see them fastened at our will in the

gesture and expression of an instant, and stayed on the eve

of some great deed, in immortality of burning purpose.

—

Conceive, so far as is possible, such power as this, and then

say whether the art which conferred it is to be spoken lightly

of, or whether we should not rather reverence, as half-divine,

a gift which would go so far as to raise us into the rank, and

invest us with the felicities, of angels.*

11. I believe the first test of a truly gi-eat man is his

humility. I do not mean by humility, doubt of his own
power, or hesitation of speaking his opinions ; but a right

understanding of the relation between what he can do and

say, and the rest of the world's sayings and doings. All great

men not only know their business, but usually know that they

know it; and are not only right in their main opinions, but

they usually know that they are right in them ; only they

do not think much of themselves on that account. Arnolfo

knows he can build a good dome at Florence ; Albert Diirer

writes calmly to one who has found fault with his work,

—

* Passag-e written in opposition to the vulg-ar notion that the
" mere imitation " of Nature is easy, and useless.
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" It cannot be better done ;
" Sir Isaac Xewton knows that

he has worked out a problem or two that would have puzzled

anybody else ; only they do not expect their fellow-men, there-

fore, to fall down and worship them. They have a curious

under-sense of pov\'erlessness, feeling that the greatness is not

171 them, but through them—that they could not do or be

anything else than God made them ; and they see something

divine and God-made in every other man they meet, and are

endlessly, foolishly, incredibly merciful.

12. As far as I can observe, it is a constant law, that the

greatest men, whether poets or historians, live entirely in

their own age, and the greatest fruits of their work are

gathered out of their own age. Dante paints Italy in the

thirteenth century; Chaucer, England in the fourteenth;

Masaccio, Florence in the fifteenth; Tintoret, Venice in the

sixteenth ; all of them utterly regardless of anachronism and

minor error of every kind, but getting always vital truth

out of the vital present. If it be said that Shakespeare

wrote perfect historical plays on subjects belonging to the

preceding centuries, I answer that they are perfect plays, just

because there is no care about centuries in them, but a life

which all men recognize for the human life of all time—and

this it is, not because Shakespeare sought to give universal

truth, but because painting, honestly and completely, from

the men about him, he painted that human nature which

is indeed constant enough,—a rogue in the fifteenth century

being at heart what a rogue is in the nineteentli, and was in

the twelfth ; and an honest or knightly man being in like

manner very similar to other such at any other time. And
the work of these great idealists is, therefore, always uni-

versal; not because it is not portrait, but because it is com-

plete portrait, do^vn to the heart, which is the same in all

ages ; and the work of the mean idealists is not universal, not

because it is portrait, but because it is half portrait—of the

outside, the manners and the dress, not of the heart. Thus

Tintoret and Shakespeare paint, both of them, simply Vene-
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tian and English nature, as tliej saw it in their time, down

to the root ; and it does for all time ; but as for any care to

east themselves into the particular ways and tones of thought,

or custom, of past time in their historical work, you will

find it in neither of them,* nor in any other perfectly gTcat

man that I know of.

13. I think it probable that many readers may be sur-

prised at my calling Scott the great representative of the

mind of the age of literature. Those who can perceive the

intense j^enetrative depth of Wordsworth, and the exquisite

finish and melodious power of Tennyson, may be offended at

my placing in higher rank that poetry of careless glance and

reckless rhyme in which Scott poured out the fancies of his

youth ; and those who are familiar with the subtle analysis

of the French novelists, or who have in any wise submitted

themselves to the influence of German philosophy, may be

equally indignant at my ascribing a principality to Scott

among the literary men of Europe, in an age which has pro-

duced De Balzac, and Goethe.f

But the mass of sentimental literature concerned with the

analysis and description of emotion, headed by the poetry of

Byron, is altogether of lower rank than the literature which

merely describes what it saw. The true seer feels as in-

tensely as anyone else ; but he does not much describe his feel-

* What vestige of Egyptian character is there, for instance, in

Cleopatra?—of Athenian in Thesens or Timon?—of old English in

Imogen or Cordelia?—of old Scottish in Macbeth?—or even of

mediseval Italian in Petruchio, the Merchant of Venice, or Desde-

mona? And the Eoman plays appear definitely Roman only be-

cause the strength of Rome was the eternal strength of the world,

—pure family life, sustained by agriculture, and defended by sim-

ple and fearless manhood.

f I knew nothing of Goethe when I put him with Balzac; but

the intolerable dullness which encumbers the depth of Wilhelm

Meister, and the cruel reserve which conceals from all but the

intensest readers the meaning of Faust, have made him, in a great

degree, an evil influence in European literature; and Evil is always

second-rate.
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ings. He tells you -whom he met, and what they said ; leaves

you to make out, from that, what they feel, and what he feels,

but goes into little detail. And, generally speaking, pathetic

writing and careful explanation of passion are quite easy,

compared with this plain recording of what people said, and

did ; or with the right invention of what they are likely to

say and do; for this reason, that to invent a story, or ad-

mirably and thoroughly tell any part of a story, it is necessary

to grasjD the entire mind of every personage concerned in it,

and know precisely how they would be affected by what hap-

pens ; which to do, requires a colossal intellect ; but to describe

a separate emotion delicately, it is only needed that one

should feel it one's self; and thousands of people are capable

of feeling this or that noble emotion, for one who is able to

enter into all the feelings of somebody sitting on the other

side of the table. Even, therefore, where this sentimental

literature is first rate, as in passages of Byron, Tennyson, and

Keats, it ought not to be ranked so high as the creative ; and

though perfection even in narrow fields is perhaps as rare as

in the wider, and it may be as long before we have another
" In Memoriam " as another '' Guy Mannering," I unhesi-

tatingly receive as a greater manifestation of power, the right

invention of a few sentences spoken by Pleydell and Man-
nering across their supper-table, than the most tender and

passionate melodies of the self-examining verse.

14. Fancy plays like a squirrel in its circular prison, and

is happy; but Imagination is a pilgrim on the earth—and

her home is in heaven. Shut her from the fields of the celes-

tial mountains, bear her from breathing their lofty, sun-

warmed air; and we may as well turn upon her the last bolt

of the Tower of Famine, and give the keys to the keeping

of the wildest surge that washes Capraja and Gorgona,*

* I leave this passage, as my friend has chosen it; but it is un-

intelligible without the contexts, which show how all the emotions

described in the preceding passages of this section, are founded

on trust in the beneficence and rule of an Omnipotent Spirit.
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15. In the highest poetry, there is no word so familiar,

but a great man will bring good out of it, or rather, it will

bring good to him, and answer some end for which no other

word would have done equally well. A common person, for

instance, would be mightily puzzled to apply the word
" whelp " to anyone, with a view of flattering him. There

is a certain freshness and energy in the term, which gives

it agreeableness, but it seems difiicult, at first hearing it, to

use it complimentarily. If the person spoken of be a prince,

the difiiculty seems increased ; and when farther he is at one

and the same moment to be called a " whelp " and contem-

plated as a hero, it seems that a common idealist might well

be brought to a pause ! But hear Shakespeare do it :

—

*' Awake his warlike spirit,

And your great uncle's, Edward the Black Prince,

Who on the French ground played a tragedy.

Making defeat on the full power of France,

While his most mighty father on a hill

Stood smiling, to behold his lion's whelp
Forage in blood of French nobility."

16. Although in all lovely nature there is, first, an excel-

lent degree of simple beauty, addressed to the eye alone, yet

often what impresses us most will form but a very small por-

tion of that visible beauty. That beauty may, for instance, be

composed of lovely flowers, and glittering streams, and blue

sky and white clouds; and yet the thing that impresses us

most, and which we should be sorriest to lose, may be a thin

gray film on the extreme horizon, not so large, in the space of

the scene it occupies, as a piece of gossamer on a near-at-

hand bush, nor in any wise prettier to the eye than the gos-

samer ; but because the gossamer is known by us for a little

bit of spider's work, and the other gTay film is known to

mean a mountain ten thousand feet high, inhabited by a race

of noble mountaineers, we are solemnly impressed by the

aspect of it, and yet all the while the thoughts and knowl-

edge which cause us to receive this impression are so obscure

that we are not conscious of them.
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17. Examine the nature of your own emotion, (if you

feel it,) at the sight of the Alps; and you find all the bright-

ness of that emotion hanging, like dew on a gossamer, on a

curious web of subtle fancy and imperfect knowledge. First

you have a vague idea of its size, coupled with wonder at the

work of the great Builder of its walls and foundations ; then

an apprehension of its eternity, a pathetic sense of its per-

petualness, and your own transientness, as of the grass upon

its side ;—then, and in very sadness, a sense of strange com-

panionship with past generations, in seeing what they saw.

They did not see the clouds that are floating over your head,

nor the cottage wall on the other side of the field, nor the

road by which you are traveling. But they saw tliat. The
wall of granite in the heavens was the same to them as to

you. They have ceased to look upon it; you will soon cease

to look also, and the granite wall will be for others. Then,

mingled with these more solemn imaginations, come the

understandings of the gifts and glories of the Alp;—the

fancying forth of all the fountains that well from its rocky

walls, and strong rivers that are born out of its ice, and of

all the pleasant valleys that wind between its cliffs, and all the

chalets that gleam among its clouds, and happy farmsteads

couched upon its pastures ; while, together with the thoughts

of these, rise strange sympathies Avith all the unknoA\Ti of

human life, and happiness, and death, signified by that nar-

row white flame of the everlasting snow, seen so far in the

morning sky. These images, and far more than these, lie at

the root of the emotion which you feel at the sight of the

Alps. You may not trace them in your heart, for there is

a great deal more in your heart, both of evil and good, than

you can ever trace ; but they stir you and quicken you for all

that. Assuredly, so far as you feel more at beholding the

snowy mountain than any other object of the same sweet

silvery gray, these are the kind of images which cause you to

do so; and observe, these are nothing more than a greater

apprehension of the fads of the thing. We call the power
" Imagination," because it imagines or conceives ; but it is
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only noble imagination, if it imagines or conceives the tinth.

And according to the degree of knowledge possessed, and of

sensibility to the pathetic or impressive character of the

things known, will be the degree of this imaginative delight.

18. So natural is it to the human heart to fix itself in hope

rather than in present possession, and so subtle is the charm

which the imagination casts over what is distant or denied,

that there is often a more touching power in the scenes which

contain far-away promises of something greater than them-

selves, than in those which exhaust the treasures and powers

of nature in an unconquerable and excellent glory, leaving

nothing more to be by fancy pictured or pursued. I do not

know that there is a district in the world more calculated

to illustrate this power of the expectant imagination than

that which surrounds the city of Fribourg in Switzerland,

extending from it towards Berne. It is of gray sandstone,

considerably elevated, but presenting no object of striking

interest to the passing traveler; so that as it is generally

seen in the course of a hasty journey from the Bernese Alps

to those of Savoy, it is rarely regarded with any other sensa-

tion than that of weariness, all the more painful because ac-

companied with reaction from the high excitement caused by

the splendor of the Bernese Oberland. The traveler—foot-

sore, feverish, and satiated with glacier and precipice—lies

back in the corner of the diligence, perceiving little more

than that the road is winding and hilly, and the country

through which it passes, cultivated and tame. Let him, how-

ever, only do this tame country the justice of staying in it

a few days, until his mind has recovered its tone, and take

one or two long walks through its fields, and he will have

other thoughts of it. It is, as I said, an undulating district

of gray sandstone, never attaining any considerable height,

but having enough of the mountain spirit to throw itself into

continual succession of bold slope and dale ; elevated, also, just

far enough above the sea to render the pine a frequent forest

tree along its irregi^lar ridges. Through this elevated tract
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the river cuts its way in a ravine some five or six hundred feet

in depth, which winds for leagues between the gentle hills,

unthought of until its edge is approached; and then, sud-

denly, through the boughs of the firs, the eye perceives, be-

neath, the gTeen and gliding stream, and the broad walls of

sandstone cliff that forms its banks ; hollowed out where the

river leans against them, at its turns, into perilous overhang-

ing; and, on the other shore, at the same spots, leaving little

breadths of meadow between them and the water, half-over-

gTown with thicket, deserted in their sweetness, inaccessible

from above, and rarely visited by any curious wanderers

along the hardly traceable footpath which struggles for exist-

ence beneath the rocks. And there the river ripples and

eddies and murmurs in an outer solitude. It is passing

through a thickly peopled country; but never was a stream

so lonely. The feeblest and most far-away torrent among the

high hills has its companions ; the goats browse beside it ; and

the traveler drinks from it, and passes over it with his staff;

and the peasant traces a new channel for it down to his mill-

wheel. But this stream has no companions ; it flows on in an

infinite seclusion, not secret, nor threatening, but a quietness

of sweet daylight -and open air—a broad space of tender and

deep desolateness, drooped into repose out of the midst of

human labor and life; the waves plashing lowly, with

none to hear them ; and the wild birds building in the

boughs, with none to fray them away ; and the soft, fragrant

herbs rising and breathing and fading, with no hand to gather

them ;—and yet all bright and bare to the clouds above, and

to the fresh fall of the passing sunshine and pure rain. But

above the brows of these scarped cliffs, all is in an instant

changed. A few steps only beyond the firs that stretch their

branches, angular, and wild, and white, like forks of light-

ning, into the air of the ravine,—and Ave are in an arable

country of the most perfect richness ; the swathes of its corn

glowing and burning from field to field : its pretty hamlets all

vivid with fruitful orchards, and flowery garden, and goodly

with steep-roofed storehouse and barn; its well-kept, hard,
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park-like roads rising and falling from hillside to hillside,

or disappearing among brown banks of moss, and thickets

of the wild raspberry and rose, or gleaming through lines

of tall trees, half glade, half avenue, where the gate opens,

or the gateless path turns trustedlj aside, unhindered, into

the garden of some statelier house, surrounded in rural pride

with its golden hives, and carved granaries, and irregular

domain of latticed and espaliered cottages, gladdening to look

upon in their delicate homeliness—delicate, yet in some sort,

rude; not like our English homes—trim, laborious, formal,

irreproachable in comfort—but with a peculiar carelessn&ss

and largeness in all their detail, harmonizing with the out-

lawed loveliness of their country. For there is an untamed

strength even in all that soft and habitable land. It is indeed

gilded wath corn, and fragrant with deep grass, but it is not sub-

dued to the plow or the scythe. It gives at its own free will ; it

seems to have nothing wrested from it, nor conquered in it.

It is not redeemed from desertness, but unrestrained in fruit-

fulness,—a generous land, bright with capricious plenty, and

laughing from vale to vale in fitful fullness, kind and wild.

ISTor this without some sterner element mingled in the heart

of it. For along all its ridges stand the dark masses of in-

numerable pines,* taking no part in its gladness ; asserting

themselves forever as fixed shadows, not to be pierced or ban-

ished even in the intensest sunlight ; fallen flakes and frag-

ments of the night, stayed in their solemn squares in the midst

of all the rosy bendings of the orchard boughs and yellow

effulgence of the harvest, and tracing themselves in black

network and motionless fringes against the blanched blue of

the horizon in its saintly clearness. And yet they do not

sadden the landscape, but seem to have been set there chiefly

to show how bright everything else is round them ; and all

the clouds look of pure silver, and all the air seems filled with

a whiter and more living sunshine, where they are pierced

* Almost the only pleasure I have, myself, in re-reading my old

books, is my sense of having- at least done justice to the pine.

Compare the passage in this book, No. 47.
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bj the sable points of the pines ; and all the pastures look of

more glowing green where they run up between the purple

trunks; and the sweet field footpaths skirt the edges of the

forest for the sake of its shade, sloping up and down about

the slippery roots, and losing themselves every now and

then hopelessly among the violets and ground-ivy and

brown sheddings of the fibrous leaves, and at last plung-

ing into some open aisle, where the light through the

distant stems shows that there is a chance of coming out

again on the other side ; and coming out indeed in a little

while from the scented darkness into the dazzling air and

marvelous landscape, which stretches still farther and far-

ther in new willfulness of grove and garden, until at last the

craggy mountains of the Simmenthal rise out of it, sharp

into the rolling of the southern clouds.

19.* Although there are few districts of Northern Europe,

however apparently dull or tame, in which I cannot find

pleasure ; though the whole of Northern France (except

Champagne), dull as it seems to most travelers, is to me a

perpetual paradise ; and, putting Lincolnshire, Leicestershire,

and one or two such other perfectly flat districts aside, thero

is not an English county which I should not find entertain-

ment in exploring the cross-roads of, foot by foot,—yet all my
best enjoyment would be owing to the imagination of the

hills, coloring wdth their far-away memories every lowland

stone and herb. The pleasant French coteau, green in tho

sunshine, delights me either by what real mountain character

it has in itself, (for in extent and succession of promontory,

the flanks of the French valleys have quite the sublimity

of true mountain distances,) or by its broken ground and

rugged steps among the vines, and rise of the leafage above

* This, and the following- passag-e, have nothing- to do with the

general statements in the book. They occur with reference only

to my own idiosyncrasy. I was much surprised when I found first

how individual it was, by a Pre-Kaphaelite painter's declaring a

piece of unwholesome reedy fen to be more beautiful than Ben-

venue.
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against the blue skj, as it miglit rise at Vevay or Corno.

There is not a wave of the Seine, but is associated in my
mind with the first rise of the sandstones and forest pines of

Fontainebleau ; and with the hope of the Alps, as one leaves

Paris, v/ith the horses' heads to the southwest, the morning

sun flashing on the bright waves at Charenton. If there be

no hope or association of this kind, and if I cannot deceive

myself into fancying that perhaps at the next rise of the road

there may be the film of a blue hill in the gleam of sky at

the horizon, the landscape, however beautiful, produces in

me even a kind of sickness and pain ; and the whole view from

Richmond Hill or Windsor Terrace,—nay, the gardens of

Alcinous, with their perpetual summer—or of the Hesper-

ides, (if they were flat, and not close to Atlas,) golden apples

and all, I would give away in an instant, for one mossy

granite stone a foot broad, and two leaves of lady fern.

20. I cannot find words to express the intense pleasure I

have always in first finding myself, after some prolonged

stay in England, at the foot of the old tower of Calais Church.

The large neglect, the noble unsightliness of it; the record

of its years written so visibly, yet without sign of weakness

or decay; its stern wasteness and gloom, eaten away by the

Channel winds, and overgi'own with the bitter sea grasses

;

its slates and tiles all shaken and rent, and yet not falling;

its desert of brickwork, full of bolts, and holes, and ugly

fissures, and yet strong, like a bare bro^^^l rock ; its careless-

ness of what anyone thinks or feels about it, putting forth

no claim, having no beauty, nor desirableness, pride, nor

grace
;
yet neither asking for pity ; not, as ruins are, useless

and piteous, feebly or fondly garrulous of better days ; but,

useful still, going through its own daily work,—a? some old

fisherman, beaten gTay by storm, yet drawing his daily nets

:

so it stands, with no complaint about its past youth, in

blanched and meager massiveness and serviceableness, gather-

ing human souls together underneath it; the sound of its

bells for prayer still rolling through its rents; and the gray
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peak of it seen far across the sea, principal of the three that

rise above the waste of surfy sand and hillocked shore,—the

lighthouse for life, and the belfry for labor, and this—for

patience and praise.

I cannot tell the half of the strange pleasures and thoughts

that come about me at the sight of that old tower; for, in

some sort, it is the epitome of all that makes the continent

of Europe interesting, as opposed to new countries ; and,

above all, it completely expresses that agedness in the midst

of active life which binds the old and the new into harmony.

We in England have our new streets, our new inn, our green

shaven lawn, and our piece of ruin emergent from it—a mere

specimen of the Middle Ages put on a bit of velvet carpet,

to be shown ; and which, but for its size, might as well be on

a museum shelf at once, under cover ;—^but, on the Continent,

the links are unbroken between the past and present ; and, in

such use as they can serve for, the gray-headed wrecks are

suffered to stay with men ; while, in unbroken line, the gener-

ations of spared buildings are seen succeeding each in its

place. And thus, in its largeness, in its permitted evidence

of slow decline, in its poverty, in its absence of all pretense,

of all show and care for outside aspect, that Calais tower has

an infinite of s}^nbolism in it, all the more striking because

usually seen in contrast with English scenes expressive of

feelings the exact reverse of these.*

SECTION III.

ILLUSTKATIVE : THE SKY.

21. It is a strange thing how little in general people

know about the sky. It is the part of creation in which Nature

has done more for the sake of pleasing man—more for the

* Mj' friend won't write out the reverse! Our book is to be all

jelly, and no powder, it seems. Well, I'm very thankful she likes

the jelly,—at any rate, it makes me sure that it is well made.
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sole and evident purpose of talking to him, and teaching

him—than in any other of her works ; and it is just the part

in which we least attend to her. There are not many of her

other works in which some more material or essential pur-

pose than the mere pleasing of man is not answered by every

part of their organization; but every essential purpose of

the sky might, so far as we know, be answered if once in three

days, or thereabouts, a great, ugly, black rain-cloud were

brought up over the blue, and everything well watered, and

so all left blue again till next time, with perhaps a film of

morning and evening mist for dew;—and instead of this,

there is not a moment of any day of our lives, when Nature

is not producing scene after scene, picture after picture,

glory after glory, and working still upon such exquisite and

constant principles of the most perfect beauty, that it is quite

certain * it is all done for us, and intended for our perpetual

pleasure. And every man, wherever placed, however far

from other sources of interest or of beauty, has this doing for

him constantly. The noblest scenes of the earth can be

seen and known but by few ; it is not intended that man should

live always in the midst of them; he injures them by his

presence, he ceases to feel them if he is always with them ; but

the sky is for all : bright as it is, it is not

" too bright nor good

For human nature's daily food; "

it is fitted in all its functions for the perpetual comfort and

exalting of the heart,—for soothing it, and purifying it from

its dross and dust. Sometimes gentle, sometim.es capricious,

sometimes awful—^never the same for two moments together

;

almost human in its passions, almost spiritual in its tender-

ness, almost divine in its infinity, its appeal to what is im-

mortal in us is as distinct as its ministry of chastisement or of

blessing to what is mortal is essential. And yet we never at-

* At least, I thought so, when I was four-and-twenty. At tive-

and-fifty, I fancy that it is just possible there may be other

creatures in the universe to be pleased, or,—it may be,—displeased,

by the weather.
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tend to it, we never make it a subject of thought, but as it

has to do with our animal sensations; we look upon all by

which it speaks to us more clearly than to brutes, upon all

which bears witness to the intentions of the Supreme that we

are to receive more from the covering vault than the light

and the dew which we share with the weed and the worm,

as only a succession of meaningless and monotonous accident,

too common and too vain to be worthy of a moment of watch-

fulness, or a glance of admiration. If in our moments of

utter idleness and insipidity, we turn to the sky as a last

resource, which of its phenomena do Ave speak of ? One says,

it has been wet ; and another, it has been windy ; and an-

other, it has been warm. Who among the whole chattering

crowd can tell one of the forms and the precipices of the chain

of tall white mountains that girded the horizon at noon yes-

terday ? Who saw the narrow sunbeam that came out of

the south, and smote upon their summits until they melted

and moldered away in a dust of blue rain? Who saw the

dance of the dead clouds when the sunlight left them last

night, and the west wind blew them before it like withered

leaves ? All has passed unregretted as unseen ; or, if the

apathy be ever shaken off even for an instant, it is only by

what is gross, or what is extraordinary. And yet it is not in

the broad and fierce manifestations of the elemental energies,

not in the clash of the hail, nor the drift of the whirlwind,

that the highest characters of the sublime are developed.

God is not in the earthquake, nor in the fire, but in the still,

small voice. They are but the blunt and the low faculties

of our nature, which can only be addressed through lamp-

black and lightning. It is in quiet and subdued passages of

unobtrusive, majesty, the deep and the calm, and the per-

petual ; that which must be sought ere it is seen, and loved

ere it is understood ; things which the angels work out for

us daily, and yet vary eternally ; which are never wanting,

and never repeated ; which are to be found always, yet each

found but once ;—it is through these that the lesson of devo-

tion is chiefly taught, and the blessing of beauty given.
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22. We habitually think of the rain-cloud only as dark and

gray; not knowing that we owe to it perhaps the fairest,

though not the most dazzling, of the hues of heaven. Often

in our English mornings, the rain-clouds in the dawn form

soft, level fields, which melt imperceptibly into the blue ; or,

when of less extent, gather into apparent bars, crossing the

sheets of broader cloud above ; and all these bathed through-

out in an unspeakable light of pure rose-color, and purple,

and amber, and blue ; not shining, but misty-soft ; the barred

masses, when seen nearer, composed of clusters or tresses of

cloud, like floss silk ; looking as if each knot were a little

swathe or sheaf of lighted rain.

23. Aqueous vapor or mist, suspended in the atmosphere,

becomes visible exactly as dust does in the air of a room. In

the shadows, you not only cannot see the dust itself, because

unillumined, but you can see other objects through the dust,

without obscurity ; the air being thus actually rendered more

transparent by a deprivation of light. Where a sunbeam

enters, every particle of dust becomes visible, and a palpable

interruption to the sight ; so that a transverse sunbeam is a

real obstacle to the vision—^j^ou cannot see things clearly

through it. In the same way, wherever vapor is illuminated

by transverse rays, there it becomes visible as a whiteness

more or less affecting the purity of the blue, and destroying

it exactly in proportion to the degree of illumination. But
where vapor is in shade, it has very little effect on the sky,

perhaps making it a little deeper and grayer than it other-

wise would be, but not, itself, unless very dense, distinguish-

able or felt as mist.

24. Has the reader any distinct idea of what clouds are ?

* That mist which lies in the morning so softly in the val-

ley, level and white, through which the tops of the trees rise

as if through an inundation—why is it so heavy, and why
does it lie so low, being yet so thin and frail that it will melt

away utterly into splendor of morning when the sun has shone

* This is a fifth volume bit, and worth more attention.
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on it but a few moments more? Those colossal pyramids,

huge and firm, with outlines as of rocks, and strength to bear

the beating of the high sun full on their fiery flanks,—why
are they so light, their bases high over our heads, high over

the heads of Alps ? Why will these melt away, not as

the sun rises, but as he descends, and leave the stars of twi-

light clear ; while the valley vapor gains again upon the earth,

like a shroud? Or that ghost of a cloud, which steals by

yonder clump of pines ; nay, which does not steal by them,

but haunts them, wreathing yet round them, and yet,—and

yet,—slowly ; now falling in a fair waved line like a woman's

veil ; now fading, now gone ; we look away for an instant,

and look back, and it is again there. What has it to do with

that clump of pines, that it broods by them, and weaves itself

among their branches, to and fro ? Has it hidden a cloudy

treasure among the moss at their roots, which it watches

thus ? Or has some strong enchanter charmed it into fond

returning, or bound it fast within those bars of boughs ? And
yonder filmy crescent, bent like an archer's bow above the

snowy summit, the highest of all the hills—that white arch

which never forms but over the supreme crest,—how is it

stayed there, repelled apparently from the snow,—^nowhere

touching it, the clear sky seen between it and the mountain

edge, yet never leaving it—poised as a white bird hovers over

its nest? Or those war clouds that gather on the horizon,

dragon-crested, tongued with fire,—how is their barbed

streng-th bridled ? What bits are those they are champing

with their vaporous lips, flinging off flakes of black foam ?

Leagued leviathans of the Sea of Heaven,—out of their nos-

trils goeth smoke, and their eyes are like the eyelids of the

morning; the sword of him that layeth at them cannot hold

the spear, the dart, nor the habergeon. Where ride the

captains of their armies ? Where are set the measures of

their march ? Fierce murmurers, answering each other from

morning until evening—what rebuke is this which has awed

them into peace;—what hand has reined them back by the

way in which they came?
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I know not if the reader will think at first that questions

like these are easily answered. So far from it, I rather

believe that some of the mysteries of the clouds never will be

understood by us at all. " Knowest thou the balancings of

the clouds ? " Is the answer ever to be one of pride ? The

wondrous works of Him, who is perfect in knowledge ? Is

our knowledge ever to be so ? . . .

For my own part, I enjoy the mystery, and perhaps the

reader may. I think he ought. He should not be less grate-

ful for summer rain, or see less beauty in the clouds of morn-

ing, because they come to prove -him with hard questions; to

which perhaps, if we look close at the heavenly scroll, we

may find also a syllable or two of answer, illuminated here

and there.*

And though the climates of the south and east may be

comparatively clear, they are no more absolutely clear than

our owTi northern air. Intense clearness, whether, in the

north, after or tefore rain, or in some moments of twilight

in the south, is always, as far as I am acquainted with natural

phenomena, a notable thing. Mist of some sort, or mirage,

or confusion of light or of cloud, are the general facts ; the

distance may vary in different climates at which the effects

of mist begin, but they are always present; and therefor?,

in all probability, it is meant that we should enjoy them. . . .

We surely need not wonder that mist and all its phenomena

have been made delightful to us, since our happiness as think-

ing beings must depend on our being content to accept only

partial knowledge even in those matters which chiefly con-

cern us. If we insist upon perfect intelligibility and com-

plete declaration in every moral subject, we shall instantly

fall into misery of unbelief. Our whole happiness and power

of energetic action depend upon our being able to breathe and

live in the cloud ; content to see it opening here, and closing

there ; rejoicing to catch through Xhh thinnest films of it,

glimpses of stable and substantial things ; but yet perceiving

* Compare, in " Sartor Resartus," the boy's watching from the

garden wall.
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a nobleness even in the concealment, and rejoicing that the

kindly veil is spread where the iintempered light might have

scorched us, or the infinite clearness wearied. And 1 believe

that the resentment of this interference of the mist is one

of the forms of proud error which are too easily mistaken for

virtues. To be content in utter darkness and ignorance is

indeed unmanly, and therefore we think that to love light

and find knowledge must always be right. Yet (as in all

matters before observed,) wherever pride has any share in the

work, even knowledge and light may be ill pursued. Knowl-

edge is good, and light is good : yet man perished in seeking

knowledge, and moths perish in seeking light ; and if we, who
are crushed before the moth, will not accept such mystery

as is needful to us, we shall perish in like manner. But,

accepted in humbleness, it instantly becomes an element of

pleasure ; and I think that every rightly constituted mind
ought to rejoice, not so much in knowing anything clearly,

as in feeling that there is infinitely more which it cannot

know. None but proud or weak men would mourn over this,

for we may always know more, if we choose, by working on

;

but the pleasure is, I think, to humble people, in knowing

that the journey is endless, the treasure inexhaustible,

—

watching the cloud still march before them with its summit-

less pillar, and being sure that, to the end of time, and to

the length of eternity, the mysteries of its infinity will still

open farther and farther, their dimness being the sign and

necessary adjunct of their inexhaustibleness. I know there

are an evil mystery, and a deathful dimness,—the mystery

of the great Babylon—the dimness of the sealed eye and soul

;

but do not let us confuse these with the glorious mystery of

the things which the " angels desire to look into," or with

the dimness which, even before the clear eye and open soul,

still rests on sealed pages of the eternal volume.

25. On some isolated mountain at daybreak,* when the

* I forget now what all this is about. It seems to be a recol-

lection of the Eigi, with assumption that the enthusiastic spectator
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night mists first rise from off the phiin, watch their white

and lake-like fields, as they float in level bays, and winding

gulfs, about the islanded summits of the lower hills, un-

touched yet by more than dawn, colder and more quiet than

a windless sea under the moon of midnight ; watch when the

first sunbeam is sent upon the silver channels, how the foam

of their undulating surface parts, and passes away, and down

under their depths the glittering city and green pastures lie

like Atlantis, between the white paths of winding rivers;

the flakes of light falling every moment faster and broader

among the starry spires, as the wreathed surges break and

vanish above them, and the confused crests and ridges of the

dark hills shorten their gTay shadows upon the plain. Wait

a little longer, and you shall see those scattered mists rally-

ing in the ravines, and floating up towards you, along the

winding valleys, till they crouch in quiet masses, iridescent

with the morning light, upon the broad breasts of the higher

hills, whose leagues of massy undulation will melt back, back

into that robe of material light, until they fade away, lost

in its luster, to appear again above in the serene heaven like a

wild, bright, impossible dream, foundationless, and inaccess-

ible, their very bases vanishing in the unsubstantial and

mocking blue of the deep lake below. Wait yet a little

longer, and you shall see those mists gather themselves into

white towers, and stand like fortresses along the promontories,

massy and motionless, only piled, with every instant, higher

and higher into the sky, and casting longer shadows athwart

the rocks; and out of the pale blue of the horizon you will

see forming and advancing a troop of narrow, dark, pointed

vapors, which will cover the sky, inch by inch, with their

gray network, and take the light off the landscape with an

eclipse which will stop the singing of the birds, and the

is to stand for a day and night in observation; to suffer the effects

of a severe thunder-storm, and to get neither breakfast nor dinner.

I have seen such a storm on the Rigi, however, and more than one

such sunrise; and I much doubt if its present visitors by rail will

see more.
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motion of the leaves, together ;—and then you will see hori-

zontal bars of black shadow forming under them, and lurid

wreaths create themselves, jou know not how, among the

shoulders of the hills
;
you never see them form, but when

you look back to a place which Avas clear an instant ago, there

is a cloud on it, hanging by the precipice, as a hawk pauses

over his prey;—and then you will hear the sudden rush

of the awakened wind, and you will see those watch-towers

of vapor swept away from their foundations, and waving

curtains of opaque rain, let down to the valley, swinging

from the burdened clouds in black bending fringes, or pacing

in pale columns along the lake level, grazing its surface into

foam as they go. And then, as the sun sinks, you shall see

the storm drift for an instant from off the hills, leaving

their broad sides smoking and loaded yet with snow-white,

torn, steam-like rags of capricious vapor, now gone, now gath-

ered again,—while the smoldering sun, seeming not far away,

but burning like a red-hot ball beside you, as if you could

reach it, plunges through the rushing wind and rolling cloud

with headlong fall, as if it meant to rise no more, dyeing all the

air about it with blood ;—and then you shall hear the faint-

ing tempest die in the hollow of the night, and you shall see

a green halo kindling on the summit of the eastern hills,

brighter, brighter yet, till the large white circle of the slow

moon is lifted up among the barred clouds, step by step, line

by line ; star after star she quenches with her kindling light,

setting in their stead an army of pale, penetrable, fleecy wreaths

in the heavens, to give light upon the earth, which move

together hand in hand, company by company, troop by troop,

so measured in their unity of motion that the whole heaven

seems to roll with them, and the earth to reel under them.

And then wait yet for one hour, until the east again becomes

purple, and the heaving mountains, rolling against it in dark-

ness, like waves of a wild sea, are drowned one by one in the

glory of its burning; watch the white glaciers blaze in their

winding paths about the mountains, like mighty serpents

with scales of fire: watch the columnar peaks of solitary
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chasm, each in itself a new morning—their long avalanches

cast down in keen streams brighter than the lightning, send-

ing each his tribute of driven snow, like altar-smoke, up to

heaven; the rose-light of their silent domes flushing that

heaven about them, and above them, piercing with purer

light through its purple lines of lifted cloud, casting a new
glory on every wreath, as it passes by, until the whole heaven,

one scarlet canopy, is interwoven with a roof of waving

flame, and tossing vault upon vault, as with the drifted

wings of many companies of angels : and then, when you can

look no more for gladness, and when you are bowed down with

fear and love of the Maker and Doer of this, tell me who
has best delivered this His message unto men!

26. * The account given of the stages of creation in the

first chapter of Genesis is in every respect clear and intelli-

gible to the simplest reader, except in the statement of the

work of the second day. I suppose that this statement is

passed over by careless readers without any endeavor to

understand it, and contemplated by simple and faithful

readers as a sublime mystery which was not intended to be

understood. But there is no mystery in any other part of

the chapter, and it seems to me unjust to conclude that any

was intended here. And the passage ought to be peculiarly

interesting to us, as being the first in the Bible in which

the heavens are named, and the only one in which the word
" Heaven," all-important as that word is to our understand-

ing of the most precious promises of Scripture, receives a

definite explanation. Let us therefore see whether, by a

little careful comparison of the verse with other passages in

which the word occurs, we may not be able to arrive at as

clear an understanding of this portion of the chapter as of

the rest. In the first place the English word, '^ Firmament,"

* This passage, to the end of the section, is one of the last, and
best, which I wrote in the temper of my yovith; and I can still

ratify it, thus far, that the texts referred to in it must either be

received as it explains them, or neglected altogether.
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itself is obscure and useless ; because we never employ it but

as a synonym of heaven, it conveys no other distinct idea to

us; and the verse, though from our familiarity with it we
imagine that it possesses meaning, has in reality no more

point nor value than if it were written, " God said. Let there

be a something in the midst of the waters, and God called the

something, Heaven." But the marginal reading, " Expan-

sion," has definite value ; and the statement that ^' God said,

Let there be an expansion in the midst of the waters, and

God called the expansion, Heaven," have an apprehensible

meaning. Accepting this expression as the one intended, we

have next to ask what expansion there is, between two waters,

describable by the term '' heaven." Milton adopts the term
" expanse," but he understands it of the whole volume of

the air which surrounds the earth. Whereas, so far as we
can tell, there is no water beyond the air, in the fields of

space ; and the whole expression of division of waters from

waters is thus rendered valueless. Xow with respect to this

whole chapter, we must remember always that it is intended

for the instruction of all mankind, not for the learned reader

only ; and that therefore the most simple and natural inter-

pretation is the likeliest in general to be the true one. An
unscientific reader knows little about the manner in which

the volume of the atmosphere surrounds the earth ; but I

imagine that he could hardly glance at the sky when rain

was falling in the distance, and see the level line of the

bases of the clouds from which the shower descended, with-

out being able to attach an instant and easy meaning to the

words, " expansion in the midst of the waters ;
" and if,

having once seized this idea, he proceeded to examine it more

accurately, he would perceive at once, if he had ever noticed

anything of the nature of clouds, that the level line of their

bases did indeed most severely and stringently divide

" waters from waters "—that is to say, divide water in its

collective and tangible state, from water in its aerial state;

or the waters which fall, and ^ow, from those which rise,

and float. !N^ext, if we try this interpretation in the theo-
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logical sens© of the word heaven, and examine whether the

clouds are spoken of as God's dwelling-place, we find God
going before the Israelites in .. pillar of cloud; revealing

Himself in a cloud on Sinai; appearing in a cloud on the

mercy-seat; filling the Temple of Solomon with the cloud

when its dedication is accepted ; appearing in a great cloud

to Ezekiel; ascending into a cloud before the eyes of the

disciples on Mount Olivet; and in like manner returning to

judgment: "Behold He cometh with clouds, and every eye

shall see Him." " Then shall they see the Son of Man com-

ing in the clouds of heaven, with power and great glory."

While, further, the " clouds " and " heavens " are used as

interchangeable words in those psalms which most distinctly

set forth the power of God :
" He bowed the heavens also,

and came down; He made darkness pavilions roundabout

Him, dark waters, and thick clouds of the skies." And
again, " Thy mercy, O Lord, is in the heavens, and Thy faith-

fulness reacheth unto the clouds." And again, " His ex-

cellency is over Israel, and His strength is in the clouds."

And again, " The clouds poured out water, the skies sent out

a sound, the voice of Thy thunder was in the heaven."

Again, " Clouds and darkness are roundabout Him, righteous-

ness and judgment are the habitation of His throne; the

heavens declare His righteousness, and all the people see

His glory." In all these passages the meaning is unmistak-

able if they possess definite meaning at all. We are too apt

to take them merely for sublime and vague imagery, and

therefore gradually to lose the apprehension of their life and

power. The expression, " He bowed the heavens," for in-

stance, is, I suppose, received by most readers as a magnificent

hyperbole, having reference to some peculiar and fearful

manifestation of God's power to the writer of the psalm in

which the words occur. But the expression either has plain

meaning, or it has no meaning. Understand by the term
" heavens " the compass of infinite space around the earth,

and the expression " bowed the heavens," however sublime,

is wholly without meaning: infinite space cannot be bent or
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bowed. But understand by the " heavens " the veil of clouds

above the earth, and the expression is neither hjperbolicaj

nor obscure ; it is pure, plain, accurate truth, and it describes

God, not as revealing Himself in any peculiar way to David,

but doing what He is still doing before our own eyes, day
by day. By accepting the words in their simple sense, we are

thus led to apprehend the immediate presence of the Deity,

and His purpose of manifesting Himself as near us when-
ever the storm-cloud stoops upon its course; Avhile by our

vague and inaccurate acceptance of the words, we remove

the idea of His presence far from us, into a region which we
can neither see nor know : and gradually, from the close real-

ization of a living God, who " maketh the clouds His chariot,"

we define and explain ourselves into dim and distant sus-

picion of an inactive God inhabiting inconceivable places,

and fading into the multitudinous formalisms of the laws of

!N^ature. All errors of this kind—and in the present day

we are in constant and grievous danger of falling into them
—arise from the originally mistaken idea that man can, " by

searching, find out God—find out the Almighty to perfec-

tion "—that is to say, by help of courses of reasoning and

accumulations of science, apprehend the nature of the Deity,

in a more exalted and more accurate manner than in a state

of comparative ignorance ; whereas it is clearly necessary,

from the beginning to the end of time, that God's way of

revealing Himself to His creatures should be a simple way,

which all those creatures may understand. "Whether taught

or untaught, whether of mean capacity or enlarged, it is

necessary that communion with their Creator should be

possible to all ; and the admission to such communion must

be rested, not on their having a knowledge of astronomy, but

on their having a human soul. In order to render this com-

munion possible, the Deity has stooped from His throne, and

has, not only in the person of the Son, taken upon Him the

veil of our human flesh, but, in the person of the Father,

taken upon Him the veil of our human thoughts, and per-

mitted us, by His own spoken authority, to conceive Him
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simply and clearly as a loving father and friend; a being

to be walked with and reasoned with, to be moved by our

entreaties, angered by our rebellion, alienated by onr cold-

ness, pleased by onr love, and glorified by our labor; and,

finally, to be beheld in immediate and active presence in

all the powers and changes of creation. This conception of

God, which is the child's, is evidently the only one which can

be universal, and, therefore, the only one which fo7' us can be

true. The moment that, in our pride of heart, we refuse to

accept the condescension of the Almighty, and desire Him,

instead of stooping to hold our hands, to rise up before us

into His glory, we hoping that, by standing on a grain of

dust or two of human knowledge higher than our fellows, we

may behold the Creator as He rises,—God takes us at our

word. He rises into His owti invisible and inconceivable

majesty; He goes forth upon the ways which are not our

ways, and retires into the thoughts which are not our

thoughts ; and we are left alone. And presently we say in

our vain hearts, " There is no God,"

I would desire, therefore, to receive God's account of His

own creation as under the ordinary limits of human knowl-

edge and imagination it would be received by a simple-

minded man ; and finding that " the heavens and the earth
"

are spoken of always as having something like equal relation

to each other, (" Thus the heavens and the earth were fin-

ished, and all of the host of them,") I reject at once all idea

of the term " heavens " being intended to signify the infinity

of space inhabited by countless worlds ; for between those in-

finite heavens and the particle of sand, which not the earth

only, but the sun itself, with all the solar system, is, in rela-

tion to them, no relation of equality or comparison could be

inferred. But I suppose the heavens to mean that part of

creation which holds equal companionship with our globe ; I

understand the " rolling of these heavens together as a scroll,"

to be an equal and relative destruction with the melting of

the elements in fervent heat ; and I imderstand the making of

the firmament to signify that, so far as man is concerned, most
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magnificent ordinance of the clouds;—the ordinance that, as

the great plain of waters was formed on the face of the earth,

so also a plain of waters should be stretched along the height

of air, and the face of the clond answer the face of the ocean

;

and that this upper and heavenly plain slionld he of waters,

as it were, glorified in their nature, no longer quenching the

fire, but now bearing fire in their own bosoms ; no longer

murmuring only when the winds raise them or rocks divide,

but answering each other with their own voices, from pole

to pole ; no longer restrained by established shores, and guided

through unchanging channels, but going forth at their pleas-

ure like the armies of the angels, and choosing their encamp-

ments upon the heights of the hills ; no longer hurried down-

wards forever, moving but to fall, nor lost in the lightless

accumulation of the abyss, but covering the east and west

with the waving of their wings, and robing the gloom of the

farther infinite with a vesture of diverse colors, of which the

threads are purple and scarlet, and the embroideries flame.

This I believe is the ordinance of the firmament; and it

seems to me that in the midst of the material nearness of these

heavens, God mean^ us to acknowledge His own immediate

presence as visiting, judging, and blessing us :
" The earth

shook, the heavens also dropped at the presence of God."
" He doth set His bow in the clouds," and thus renews, in

the sound of every drooping swathe of rain, His promises

of everlasting love. " In them hath He set a tabernacle for

the sun ;
" whose burning ball, which, without firmament,

would be seen but as an intolerable and scorching circle in

the blackness of vacuity, is by that firmament surrounded

with gorgeous service, and tempered by mediatorial minis-

tries: by the firmament of clouds the temple is built,

for his presence to fill with light at noon; by the firma-

ment of clouds the purple veil is closed at evening, round
the sanctuary of his rest; by the mists of the firma-

ment his implacable light is divided, and its separated

fierceness appeased into the soft blue that fills the depth

of distance with its bloom, and the flush with which
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the mountains burn, as they drink the overflowing of the

dayspring. And in this tabernacling of the unendurable sun

with men, through the shadows of the firmament, God would

seem to set forth the stooping of His own Majesty to men,

upon the throne of the firmament. As the Creator of all

the worlds, and the Inhabiter of eternity, we cannot behold

Him; but as the Judge of the earth and the Preserver of

men, those heavens are indeed His dwelling-place :
" Swear

not, neither by heaven, for it is God's throne; nor by the

earth, for it is His footstool !
" And all those passings to

and fro of fruitful showers and grateful sjiade, and all

those visions of silver palaces built about the horizon, and

voices of moaning winds and threatening thunders, and

glories of colored robe and cloven ray, are but to deepen in

our hearts the acceptance, and distinctness, and dearness of

the simple words, " Our Father, which art in heaven."

SECTION IV.

illustrative: streams and sea.

27. Of all inorganic substances, acting in their own proper

nature, and without assistance and combination, water is

the most wonderful. If we think of it as the source of all

the changefulness and beauty which we have seen in the

clouds,—then, as the instrument by which the earth we have

contemplated was modeled into symmetry, and its crags

chiseled into grace ;—then, as in the form of snow, it robes

the mountains it has made with that transcendent light which

we could not have conceived if we had not seen ;—then, as it

exists in the foam of the torrent, in the iris which spans it,

in the morning mist which rises from it, in the deep crys-

talline pools which mirror its hanging shore, in the broad lake

and glancing river ;—finally, in that which is to all human
minds the best emblem of unwearied, unconquerable power,

the wild, various, fantastic, tameless unity of the sea ;—what
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shall we compare to this mighty, this universal element, for

glory and beauty ? or how shall we follow its eternal change-

fulness of feeling ? It is like trying to paint a soul

!

28. The great angel of the sea—rain; the angel, observe,

—the messenger sent to a special place on a special errand.

Not the diffused, perpetual presence of the burden of mist,

but the going and returning of the intermittent cloud. All

turns upon that intermittence. Soft moss on stone and rock

;

cave fern of tangled glen ; wayside well—perennial, patient,

silent, clear, stealing through its square font of rough-hewn

stone ; ever thus deep, no more ;—which the winter wreck

sullies not, the summer thirst wastes not, incapable of stain as

of decline ;—where the fallen leaf floats undecayed, and the

insect darts undefiling : cressed brook and ever-eddying river,

lifted even in flood scarcely over its stepping stones,—but

through all sweet summer keeping tremulous music with harp-

strings of dark water among the silver fingering of the peb-

bles. Far away in the south the strong river gods have all

hasted, and gone down to the sea. "Wasted and burning,

white furnaces of blasting sand, their broad beds lie ghastly

and bare ; but .here in the moss lands, the soft wings of the

sea angel droop still with dew, and the shadows of their

plumes falter on the hills; strange laughings and glitterings

of silver streamlets, born suddenly, and twined about the

mossy heights in trickling tinsel, answering to them as they

wave.

29. Stand for half an hour beside the fall of Schaffhausen,

on the north side, where the rapids are long, and watch how

the vault of water first bends unbroken, in pure polished

velocity, over the arching rocks at the brow of the cataract,

covering them with a dome of crystal twenty feet thick, so

swift that its motion is unseen except when a foam globe from

above darts over it like a falling star ; and how the trees

are lighted above it under all their leaves,* at the instant that

* Well noticed. The drawing of the fall of Schaffhausen, which
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it breaks into foam; and how all the hollows of that foam

burn with green fire like so much shattering chrjsoprase;

and how, ever and anon startling you with its white flash, a

jet of spray leaps hissing out of the fall, like a rocket, bursting

in the wind and driven away in dust, filling the air with light

;

and how through the curdling wi'eaths of the restless crashing

abyss below, the blue of the water, paled by th': ::oam in its

body, shows purer than the sky through white rain-cloud, while

the shuddering iris stoops in tremulous stillness over all,

fading and flushing alternately through the choking spray

and shattered sunshine, hiding itself at last among the thick

golden leaves which toss to and fro in sympathy with the wild

water,—their dripping masses lifted at intervals, like sheaves

of loaded corn, by some stronger gush from the cataract, and

bowed again upon the mossy rocks as its roar dies away,

—

the dew gushing from their thick branches through clusters

of emerald herbage, and sparkling in white threads along the

dark rocks of the shore, feeding the lichens, which chase and

checker them with purple and silver.

30. Close beside the path by which travelers ascend the

Montanvert from the valley of Chamouni, on the right hand,

where it first begins to rise among the pines, there descends a

small stream from the foot of the granite peak kno^^m to the

guides as the Aiguille Charmoz. It is concealed from the

traveler by a thicket of alder, and its murmur is hardly

heard, for it is one of the weakest streams of the valley. But
it is a constant stream, fed by a permanent, though small,

glacier ; and continuing to flow even to the close of summer,

when more copious torrents, depending only on the melting of

the lower snows, have left their beds,
—

" stony channels in

the sun." The long drought which took place in the autumn
of 1854, sealing every source of waters except these perpetual

ones, left the torrent of which I am speaking, and such others,

I made at the time of writing- this study, was one of the very-

few, either by other dranfjhtsmen or myself, which I have seen

Turner pause at with serious attention,
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in a state peculiarly favorable to observance of their least

action on the mountains from which thej descend. Thev

were entirely limited to their own ice fountains, and the

quantity of powdered rock which they brought down was,

of course, at its minimum, being nearly umningled with any

earth derived from the dissolution of softer soil, or vegetable

mold, by rains. At three in the afternoon, on a warm day

in September, when the torrent had reached its average maxi-

mum strength for the day, I filled an ordinary Bordeaux wine

flask with the water where it was least turbid. From this

quart of water I obtained twenty-four grains of sand and

sediment more or less fine. I cannot estimate the quantity of

water in the stream ; but the runlet of it at which I filled the

flask was giving about two hundred bottles a minute, or

rather more, carrying do^^^l, therefore, about three quarters

of a pound of powdered granite every minute. This would

be forty-five pounds an hour; but allowing for the inferior

power of the stream in the cooler periods of the day, and tak-

ing into consideration, on the other side, its increased power

in rain, we may, I think, estimate its average hour's work

at twenty-eight or thirty pounds, or a hundredweight every

four hours. By this insignificant runlet, therefore, rather

more than two tons of the substance of the Mont Blanc are

displaced and carried down to a certain distance every week

;

and as it is only for three or four months that the flow of

the stream is checked by frost, we may certainly allow eighty

tons for the mass which it annually moves. It is not worth

while to enter into any calculation of the relation borne by

this runlet to the great torrents which descend from the

chain of Mont Blanc into the valley of Chamouni.* I but

take this quantity, eighty tons, as the result of the labor of a

scarcely noticeable runlet at the side of one of them, utterly

irrespective of all sudden fall < of stones and of masses of

* I have slightly modified and abridced Avhat follows, being'

impatient of its prolixity', as well as ashamed of what is truly

called the ludicrous underestimate of the mass of the larger

streams.
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mountain (a single thunderbolt will sometimes leave a sear

on the flank of a soft rock looking like a trench for a rail-

road), and we shall then begin to apprehend something of

the operation of the great laws of change which are the condi-

tions of all material existence, however apparently endur-

ing. The hills, which, as compared with living beings, seem
" everlasting," are in truth as perishing as they ; its veins of

flowing fountain weary the mountain heart, as the crimson

pulse does ours ; the natural force of the iron crag is abated

in its appointed time, like the strength of the sinews in a

human old age ; and it is but the lapse of the longer years of

decay which, in the sight of its Creator, distinguishes the

mountain range from the moth and the worm.

31. Few people, comparatively, have ever seen the effect

on the sea of a powerful gale continued without intermission

for three or four days and nights; and to those who have

not, I believe it must be unimaginable, not from the mere

force or size of surge, but from the complete annihilation of

the limit between sea and air. The water, from its pro-

longed agitation, is beaten, not into mere creamy foam, but

into masses of accumulated yeast, which hang in ropes and

wreaths from wave to wave; and wdiere one curls over to

break, form a festoon like a drapery from its edge ; these

are taken up by the wind, not in dissipating dust, but bodily,

in writhing, hanging, coiling masses, wdiich make the air

white, and thick as with snow, only the flakes are a foot or

two long each ; the surges themselves are full of foam in their

very bodies, underneath, making them white all through, as

the water is under a great cataract,—and their masses, being

thus half water and half air, are torn to pieces by the wind

whenever they rise, and carried away in roaring smoke,

which chokes and strangles like actual water. Add to this,

that when the air has been exhausted of its moisture by long

rain, the spray of the sea is caught by it as described above,

and covers its surface not merely with the smoke of finely

divided water, but with boiling mist: imagine also the low
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rain-clouds brought down to the very level of the sea, as I

have often seen them, whirling and flying in rags and frag-

ments from wave to wave ; and finally conceive the surges

themselves in their utmost pitch of power, velocity, vastness,

and madness, lifting themselves in precipices and peaks fur-

rowed with their whirl of ascent, through all this chaos ; and
you will understand that there is indeed no distinction left

l3etween the sea and air ; that no object, nor horizon, nor any
landmark, or natural evidence of position is left; that the

heaven is all spray, and the ocean all cloud, and that you can

see no farther in any direction than you could see through a

cataract.*

SECTION V.

ILLUSTEATIVE : MOUNTAINS.

32. The words which marked for us the purpose of the

clouds are followed immediately by those notable ones,

—

" And God said. Let the waters which are under the heavens

be gathered together into one place, and let the dry land ap-

pear." We do not, perhaps, often enough consider the deep

signification of this sentence. AVe are too apt to receive it

as the description of an event vaster only in its extent, not in

its nature, than the compelling of the Red Sea to draw back

that Israel might pass by. We inaagine the Deity in like

manner rolling the waves of the greater ocean together on an

* The whole of this was written merely to show the meaning'

of Turner's picture of the steamer in distress, throwing up signals.

It is a good study of wild weather; but, separate from its aim,

utterly feeble in comparison to the few words by which any of the

great poets will describe sea, when they have got to do it. I am
rather proud of the short sentence in the " Harbors of England,"

describing a great breaker against rock: " One moment, a flint

cave,—the next, a marble pillar,-—the next, a fading cloud." But
there is nothing in sea-description, detailed, like Dickens' storm

at the death of Ham, in " David Copperfield."
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heap, and setting bars and doors to them eternally. But
there is a far deeper meaning than this in the solemn words

of Genesis, and in the correspondent verse of the Psalm,
" His hands prepared the dry land." Up to that moment the

earth had been void; for it had been without form. The com-

mand that the waters should be gathered, was the command
that the earth should be sculptured. The sea was not driven

to its place in suddenly restrained rebellion, but withdrawn

to its place in perfect and patient obedience. The dry land

appeared, not in level sands forsaken by the surges, which

those surges might again claim for their OAvn; but in range

beyond range of swelling hill and iron rock, forever to claim

kindred with the firmament, and be companioned by the

clouds of heaven.

What space of time was in reality occupied by the " day "

of Genesis, is not at present of any importance for us to

consider. By what furnaces of fire the adamant was melted,

and by what wheels of earthquake it was torn, and by what

teeth of glacier and weight of sea-waves it was engraven and

finished into its perfect form, we may, perhaps, hereafter

endeavor to conjecture ; but here, as in few words the work

is summed by the historian, so in few broad thoughts it

should be comprehended by us; and, as we read the mighty

sentence, " Let the dry land appear," we should try to follow

the finger of God as it engraved upon the stone tables of the

earth the letters and laws of its everlasting form, as gulf by

gulf the channels of the deep were plowed ; and cape by

cape the lines were traced with Divine foreknowledge of the

shores that were to limit the nations ; and chain by chain the

mountain walls were lengthened forth, and their foundations

fastened forever; and the compass was set upon the face of

tlie depth, and the fields and the highest part of the dust of

the world were made ; and the right hand of Christ first

strewed the snow on Lebanon, and smoothed the slopes of

Calvary.

It is not, I repeat, always needful, in'many respects it is

not possible, to conjecture the manner or the time in which
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this work was done ; but it is deeply necessary for all men to

consider the magnificence of the accomplished purpose, and
the depth of the wisdom and love which are manifested in

the ordinances of the hills. For observe, in order to bring

the world into the form which it now bears, it was not mere
sculpture that was needed; the mountains could not stand

for a day unless they were formed of materials altogether

different from those which constitute the lower hills, and the

surfaces of the valleys. A harder substance had to be pre-

pared for every mountain chain, yet not so hard but that it

might be capable of crumbling do^vn into earth fit to nourish

the Alpine forest, and the Alpine flower ; not so hard but that

in the midst of the utmost majesty of its enthroned strength

there should be seen on it the seal of death, and the writing of

the same sentence that had gone forth against the human
frame, " Dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return."

And with this perishable substance the most majestic forms

were to be framed that were consistent with the safety of

man; and the peak was to be lifted and the cliff rent, as

high and as steeply as was possible, in order yet to permit

the shepherd to feed his flocks upon the slopes, and the cot-

tage to nestle beneath their shadow. And observe, two dis-

tinct ends were to be accomplished in doing this. It was,

indeed, absolutely necessary that such eminences should be

created, in order to fit the earth in any wise for human habi-

tation; for without mountains the air could not be purified,

nor the flowing of the rivers sustained, and the earth must

have become for the most part plain, or stagnant marsh.

But the feeding of the rivers and the purifying of the winds,

are the least of the services appointed to the hills. To fill

the thirst of the human heart for the beauty of God's work-

ing—to startle its lethargy with the deep and pure agitation

of astonishment,—are their higher missions. They are as a

great and noble architecture, first giving shelter, comfort, and

rest ; and covered also with mighty sculpture and painted

legend. It is impossible to examine, in their connected sys-

tem, the features of even the most ordinary mountain seen-
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ery, without concluding that it has been prepared in order

to unite as far as possible, and in the closest compass, every

means of delighting and sanctifying the heart of man: " as

far as possible"—that is, as far as is consistent with the

fulfillment of the sentence of condemnation on the whole

earth. Death must be upon the hills; and the cruelty of

the tempests smite them, and the briar and thorn spring up

upon them ; but they so smite as to bring their rocks into the

fairest forms, and so spring as to make the very desert blos-

som as the rose. Even among our o^vn hills of Scotland and

Cumberland, though often too barren to be perfectly beauti-

ful, and always too low to be perfectly sublime, it is strange

how many deep sources of delight are gathered into the com-

pass of their glens and vales ; and how, down to the most se-

cret cluster of their far-away flowers, and the idlest leap of

their straying streamlets, the whole heart of Nature seems

thirsting to give, and still to give, shedding forth her everlast-

ing beneficence with a profusion so patient, so passionate,

that our utmost observance and thankfulness are but, at last,

neglects of her nobleness, and apathy to her love. But among

the true mountains of the greater orders, the Divine purpose

of appeal at once to all the faculties of the human spirit be-

comes still more manifest. Inferior hills ordinarily inter-

rupt, in some degree, the richness of the valleys at their feet

;

the gray do^vns of southern England and treeless coteaux of

central France, and gray swells of Scottish moor, whatever

peculiar charm they may possess in themselves, are at least

destitute of those which belong to the woods and fields of

the lowlands. But the great mountains lift the lowlands on

their sides. Let the reader imagine first the appearance of

the most varied plain of some richly cultivated country; let

him imagine it dark with gTaceful woods, and soft with

deepest pastures ; let him fill the space of it, to the utmost

horizon, with innumerable and changeful incidents of scenery

and life ; leading pleasant streamlets through its meadows,

strewing clusters of cottages beside their banks, tracing sweet

footpaths through its avenues, and animating its fields with
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happy flocks, and slow wandering spots of cattle ; and when
he has wearied himself with endless imagining, and left no

space witlioiit some loveliness of its own, let him conceive all

this great plain, with its infinite treasures of natural beauty,

and happy human life, gathered up in God's hands from one

end of the horizon to the other, like a woven garment, and

shaken into deep falling folds, as the robes droop from a king's

shoulders ; all its bright rivers leaping into cataracts along the

hollows of its fall, and all its forests rearing themselves aslant

against its slopes, as a rider rears himself back when his

horse plunges, and all its villages nestling themselves into the

new windings of its glens, and all its pastures thrown into

steep waves of greensward, dashed with dew along the edges

of their folds, and sweeping down, into endless slopes, with

a cloud here and there lying quietly, half on the grass, lialf in

the air,—and he will have as yet, in all this lifted woi-ld,

only the foundation of one of the great Alps. And whatever

is lovely in the lowland scenery, becomes lovelier in this

change; the trees which grew heavily and stiffly from the

level line of plain, assume strange curves of strength and

grace as they bend themselves against the mountain side

;

they breathe more freely and toss their branches more care-

lessly as each climbs higher, looking to the clear light above

the topmost leaves of its brother tree ; the flowers which on

the arable plain fall before the plow, now find out for them-

selves unapproachable places where year by year they gather

into happier fellowship, and fear no evil; and the streams

which in the level land crept in dark eddies by unwholesome

banks, now move in showers of silver, and are clothed with

rainbows, and bring health and life wherever the glance of

their waves can reach. . . .

It may not, therefore, be altogether profitless or unneces-

sary to review briefly the nature of the three gTeat offices

which mountain ranges are appointed to fulfill, in order to

preserve the health and increase the happiness of mankind.

Their first use is, of course, to give motion to water. Every

fountain and river, from the inch-deep streamlet that crosses
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the village lane in trembling clearness, to the massy and

silent march of the everlasting miiltitude of waters in Amazon

or Ganges, owe their plav, and purity, and power, to the or-

dained elevations of the earth. Gentle or steep, extended or

abrupt, some determined slope of the earth's surface is of

course necessary before any wave can so much as overtake

one sedge in its pilgrimage; and how seldom do we enough

consider, as we walk beside the margins of our pleasant

brooks, how beautiful and wonderful is that ordinance, of

which every blade of grass that waves in their clear water

is a perpetual sign—that the dew and rain fallen on the face

of the earth shall find no resting-place ; shall find, on the

contrary, fixed channels traced for them from the ravines of

the central crests down which they roar, in sudden ranks of

foam, to the dark hollows beneath the banks of lowland pas-

ture, round which they must circle slowly among the stems

and beneath the leaves of the lilies
;
paths prepared for them

by which, at some appointed rate of journey, they must ever-

more descend, sometimes slow, and sometimes swift, but

never pausing; the daily portion of the earth they have to

glide over marked for them at each successive sunrise, the

place whicli has known them knowing them no more, and

the gateways of guarding mountains opened for them in cleft

and chasm, none letting them in their pilgTimage ; and, from

afar off, the great heart of the sea calling them to itself!

" Deep calleth unto deep." I know not which of the two is

the more wonderful,—that calm, gradated, invisible slope of

the champaign land, which gives motion to the stream ; or

that passage cloven for it through the ranks of hill, which,

necessary for the health of the land immediately around

them, would yet, unless so supernaturally divided, have fa-

tally intercepted the flow of the waters from far-off countries.

When did the great spirit of the river first knock at these

adamantine gates ? When did the porter open to it, and

cast his keys away forever, lapped in whirling sand ? I am
not satisfied—no one should be satisfied—with the vague an-

swer, The river cut its way. j^ot so. The river found its
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way. *I do not see that rivers in their own strength can

do much in cutting their way ; thej are nearly as apt to choke

their channels up as to carve them out. Only give a river

some little sudden power in a valley, and see how it will use

it. Cut itself a bed ? ]N"ot so, by any means, but fill up its

bed ; and look for another in a wild, dissatisfied, inconsistent

manner,—any way rather than the old one will better please

it ; and even if it is banked up and forced to keep to the old

one, it will not deepen, but do all it can to raise it, and leap

out of it. And although wdierever water has a steep fall it

will swiftly cut itself a bed deep into the rock or ground, it

will not, wdien the rock is hard, cut a wider channel than it

actually needs ; so that if the existing river beds, through

ranges of mountains, had in reality been cut by the streams,

they would be found, wherever the rocks are hard, only in the

form of narrow and profound ravines, like the well-known

channel of the Niagara, below the fall ; not in that of ex-

tended valleys. And the actual work of true mountain

rivers, though often much greater in proportion to their body

of water than that of the Niagara, is quite insignificant when
compared with the area and depth of the valleys through

which they flow; so that, although in many cases it appears

that those larger valleys have been excavated at earlier periods

by more powerful streams, or by the existing stream in a more
powerful condition, still the great fact remains always equally

plain, and equally admirable, that, whatever the nature and

duration of the agencies employed, the earth was so shaped

at first as to direct the currents of its rivers in the manner
most healthy and convenient for man. The valley of the

Rhone may have been in great part excavated, in early times,

by torrents a thousand times larger than the Rhone; but it

could not have been excavated at all, unless the mountains

had been throAvn at first into t\vo chains, by which the tor-

rents were set to work in a given direction. And it is easy

* I attach great importance to the remaining contents of this

passage, and have had occasion to insist on them at great length
in recent lectures at Oxford.
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to conceive how, under any less beneficent disposition of their

masses of hill, the continents of the earth might either have

been covered with enormous lakes, as parts of JSTorth America

actually are covered ; or have become wildernesses of pestifer-

ous marsh; or lifeless plains, upon which the water would

have dried as it fell, leaving them for great part of the year

desert. Such districts do exist, and exist in vastness; the

whole earth is not prepared for the habitation of man ; only

certain small portions are prepared for him,—the houses, as

it were, of the human race, from which they are to look

abroad upon the rest of the world ; not to wonder or complain

that it is not all house, but to be grateful for the kindness of

the admirable building, in the house itself, as compared with

the rest. It would be as absurd to think it an evil that all

the world is not fit for us to inhabit, as to think it an evil

that the globe is no larger than it is. As much as we shall

ever need is evidently assigned to us for our dwelling-place

;

the rest, covered with rolling waves or drifting sands, fretted

with ice or crested with fire, is set before us for contemplation

in an uninhabitable magnificence. And that part which we
are enabled to inhabit owes its fitness for human life chiefly

to its mountain ranges, which, throwing the superfluous rain

off as it falls, collect it in streams or lakes, and guide it into

given places, and in given directions ; so that men can build

their cities in the midst of fields which they know will be

always fertile, and establish the lines of their commerce upon

streams which will not fail.

ISTor is this giving of motion to water to be considered as

confined only to the surface of the earth. A no less im-

portant function of the hills is in directing the flow of the

fountains and springs from subterranean reservoirs. There is

no miraculous springing up of water out of the ground at our

feet ; but e^^ery fountain and well is supplied from reservoirs

among the hills, so placed as to involve some slight fall or

pressure enough to secure the constant flowing of the stream

;

and the incalculable blessing of the power given to us. in

most valleys, of reaching by cxca^^ation some point whence
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the water will rise to the surface of the ground in perennial

flow, is entirely owing to the concave dispositions of the beds

of clay or rock raised from beneath the bosom of the valley

into ranks of inclosing hills.

The second great use of mountains is to maintain a con-

stant change in the currents and nature of the air. Such

change would, of course, have been partly caused by differ-

ence in soil and vegetation, even if the earth had been level

;

but to a far less extent than it is now by the chains of hills

which—exj)osing on one side their masses of rock to the full

heat of the sun, (increased by the angle at which the rays

strike on the slope,) and on the other casting a soft shadow

for leagues over the plains at their feet—divide the earth not

only into districts, but into climates; and cause perpetual

currents of air to traverse their passes in a thousand different

states ; moistening it with the spray of their waterfalls, suck-

ing it down and beating it hither and thither in the pools of

their torrents, closing it within clefts and caves, where the

sunbeams never reach, till it is as cold as November mists

;

then sending it forth again to breathe lightly across the

slopes of velvet fields, or to be scorched among sunburnt shales

and gTassless crags ; then drawing it back in moaning swirls

through clefts of ice, and up into dewy wreaths among the

snowfields ; then piercing it with strange electric darts and

flashes of mountain fire, and tossing it high in fantastic

storm-cloud, as the dried grass is tossed by the mower, only

suffering it to depart at last, when chastened and pure, to

refresh the faded air of the far-off plains.

The third great use of mountains is to cause perpetual

change in the soils of the earth. Without such provision the

ground imder cultivation would in a series of years become

exhausted, and require to be upturned laboriously by the hand

of man. But the elevations of the earth's surface pro-

vide for it a perpetual renovation. The higher moimtains

suffer their summits to be broken into fragments, and to be

cast do"s\Ti in sheets of massy rock, full, as we shall see pres-

ently, of every substance necessary for the nourishment of
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plants ; these fallen fragments are again broken by frost, and

ground by torrents, into various conditions of sand and clay

—

materials which are distributed perpetually by the streams

farther and farther from the mountain's base. Every shower

that swells the rivulets enables their waters to carry certain

portions of earth into new positions, and exposes new banks

of ground to be mined in their turn. That turbid foaming

of the angry water,—that tearing do^^Ti of bank and rock

along the flanks of its fury,—are no disturbances of the kind

course of nature ; they are beneficent operations of laws neces-

sary to the existence of man, and to the beauty of the earth.

The process is continued more gently, but not less effectively,

over all the surface of the lower undulating country; and

each filtering thread of summer rain which trickles through

the short turf of the uplands is bearing its ovm appointed

burden of earth to be thrown down on some new natural gar-

den in the dingles beneath.

I have not spoken of the local and peculiar utilities of

mountains. I do not count the benefit of the supply of sum-

mer streams from the moors of the higher ranges,—of the

various medicinal plants which are nested among the rocks,

—of the delicate pasturage which they furnish for cattle,

—

of the forests in which they bear timber for shipping,—the

stones they supply for building, or the ores of metal which

they collect into spots open to discovery, and easy for work-

ing. All these benefits are of a secondary or a limited nature.

But the three great functions which I have just described,

those of giving motion and change to water, air, and earth,

are indispensable to human existence ; they are operations to

be regarded with as full a depth of gTatitude as the laws

which bid the tree bear fruit, or the seed multiply itself in

the earth. And thus those desolate and threatening ranges

of dark mountain, which in nearly all ages of the world men
have looked upon with aversion, or with terror, and shrunk

back from as if they were haunted by perpetual images of

death, are in reality sources of life and happiness far fuller

and more beneficent than all the brio:ht fruitfulness of the
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plain. The valleys only feed; the mountains feed, and
guard, and strengthen us. We take our idea of fearlessness

and sublimity alternately from the mountains and the sea;

but we associate them unjustly. The sea-wave, with all its

beneficence, is yet devouring and terrible ; but the silent wave
of the blue mountain is lifted toward heaven in a stillness of

perpetual mercy; and the one surge, unfathomable in its

darkness, the other unshaken in its faithfulness, forever bear

the seal of their appointed symbolism :

—

" Thy righteousness is like the great mountains

;

" Thy judgments are a great deep."

33. Mountains are to the rest of the body of the earth,

what violent muscular action is to the body of man. The
muscles and tendons of its anatomy are, in the mountain,

brought out with force and convulsive energy, full of ex-

pression, passion, and strength ; the plains and the lower hills

are the repose and the effortless motion of the frame, when
its muscles lie dormant and concealed beneath the lines of

its beauty,—^yet ruling those lines in their every undulation.

This then is the first grand principle of the truth of the

earth. The spirit of the hills is action, that of the lowlands

repose ; and between these there is to be found every variety

of motion and rest, from the inactive plain, sleeping like the

firmament, with cities for stars, to the fiery peaks, which,

with heaving bosoms, and exulting limbs, with the clouds

drifting like hair from their bright foreheads, lift up their

Titan heads to Heaven, saying, " I live forever."

34. Where they are,* they seem to form the world ; no

mere bank of a river here, or of a lane there, peeping out

among the hedges or forests, but from the lowest valley to

the highest clouds, all is theirs,—one adamantine dominion

* Passage written after I had got by some years cooler and wiser

than when I Mrote No. 33, describing hovA-ever the undulation of

the gneiss rocks, which, " where they are, seem to form the world,"

in terms more fanciful than I now like.
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and rigid authority of rock. We yield ourselves to the im-

pression of their eternal unconquerable stubbornness of

strength ; their mass seems the least yielding, least to be

softened, or in any wise dealt with by external force, of all

earthly substance. And behold, as we look further into it, it

is all touched and troubled, like waves by a summer breeze;

rippled far more delicately than seas or lakes are rippled

;

ihey only undulate along their surfaces—this rock trembles

through its every fiber, like the chords of an Eolian harp,

like the stillest air of spring, with the echoes of a child's

voice. Into the heart of all those great mountains, through

every tossing of their boundless crests, and deep beneath all

their unfathomable defiles, flows that strange quivering of

their substance. Other and weaker things seem to express

their subjection to an Infinite Power only by momentary

terrors : as the reeds bow down before the feverish wind, and

the sound of the going in the tops of the taller trees passes

on before the clouds, and the fitful opening of pale spaces

on the dark water, as if some invisible hand were casting

dust abroad upon it, gives warning of the anger that is to

come, we may well imagine that there is a fear passing upon

the grass, and leaves, and waters, at the presence of some

great spirit commissioned to let the tempest loose; but the

terror passes, and their sweet rest is perpetually restored to

the pastures and the waves. Xot so to the mountains. They,

which at first seem strengthened beyond the dread of any

violence or change, are yet also ordained to bear upon them

the symbol of a perpetual fear. The tremor which fades

from the soft lake and gliding river is sealed to all eternity

upon the rock; and while things that pass visibly from birth

to death may sometimes forget their feebleness, the moun-

tains are made to possess a perpetual memorial of their in-

fancy—that infancy which the prophet saw in his vision,*

—

" I beheld the earth, and lo, it was without form, and void

;

* Utter misinterpretation of the passage. It is the old age, not

the childhood of earth, which Jeremiah describes in this passage.

See its true interpretation in " Fors Clavigera," Letter XLVI.
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and the heavens, and they had no light. I beheld the moun-

tains, and lo, they trembled, and all the hills moved lightly."

35. The longer I stayed among the Alps, and the more

closely I examined them, the more I was struck by the one

broad fact of there being a vast Alpine plateau, or mass of

elevated land, upon which nearly all the highest peaks stood

like a child set upon a table, removed, in most cases, far

back from the edge of the plateau,—as if for fear of their

falling; while the most majestic scenes in the Alps are pro-

duced, not so much by any violation of this law, as by one of

the great peaks having apparently walked to the edge of the

table to look over, and thus showing itself suddenly above

the valley in its full height. This is the case with the Wetter-

horn and Eiger at Grindelwald, and with the Grand Jorasse

above the Col de Ferret. But the raised bank or table is al-

ways intelligibly in existence, even in these apparently ex-

ceptional cases; and for the most part, the great peaks are

not allowed to come to the edge of it, but remain like the

keeps of castles far withdrawn, surrounded, league beyond

league, by comparatively level fields of mountain, over which

the lapping sheets of glacier writhe and flow, foaming about

the feet of the dark central crests like the surf of an enormous

sea breaker hurled over a rounded rock, and islanding some

fragment of it in the midst. And the result of this arrange-

ment, is a kind of division of the whole of Switzerland into

an upper and lower mountain world,—the lower world con-

sisting of rich valleys, bordered by steep, but easily accessible,

wooded banks of mountain, more or less divided by ravines,

through which glimpses are caught of the higher Alps ; the

upper world, reached after the first banks of 3000 or 4000

feet in height have been surmounted, consisting of compara-

tively level but most desolate tracts of moor and rock, half

covered by glacier, and stretching to the feet of the true pin-

nacles of the chain. It can hardly be necessary to point out

the perfect wisdom and kindness of this arrangement, as a

provision for the safety of the inhabitants of the high moun-
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tain regions. If the great peaks rose at once from the deep-

est valleys, every stone which was struck from their pinnacles,

and every snow-wreath which slipped from their ledges, would

descend at once upon the inhabitable ground, over which no

year would pass without recording some calamity of earth-

slip or avalanche; while in the course of their fall both the

stones and the snow w^ould strip the woods from the hillsides,

leaving only naked channels of destruction where there are

now the sloping meadow and the chestnut glade. Besides

this, the masses of snow, cast down at once into the warmer

air, would all melt rapidly in the spring, causing furious in-

undation of every great river for a month or six Aveeks. The

snow being then all thawed, except what lay upon the highest

peaks in regions of nearly perpetual frost, the rivers would be

supplied during the summer only by fountains, and the feeble

tricklings on sunny days from the high snows. The Rhone,

under such circumstances, would hardly be larger, in summer,

than the Severn, and many Swiss valleys would be left almost

without moisture. All these calamities are prevented by

the peculiar Alpine structure which has been described. The

broken rocks and the sliding snow of the high peaks, instead

of being dashed at once to the vales, are caught upon the

desolate shelves, or slioulders, which everyAvhere surround

the central crests. The soft banks which terminate these

shelves, traversed by no falling fragments, clothe themselves

with richest wood, while the masses of snow heaped upon the

ledge above them, in a climate neither so warm as to thaw

them quickly in the spring, nor so cold as to protect them

from all the power of the summer sun, either form themselves

into glaciers, or remain in slowly wasting fields even to the

close of the year,—in either case supplying constant, abun-

dant, and regular streams to the villages and pastures be-

neath, and to the rest of Europe, noble and navigable rivers.

'Now, that such a structure is the best and wisest possible,*

is indeed sufficient reason for its existence, and to many

* Of course I had seen every other tried before giving this favor-

able judgment.
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people it may seem useless to question farther respecting its

origin. But I can hardly conceive anyone standing face to

face with one of these towers of central rock, and yet not also

asking himself, Is this indeed the actual first work of the Di-

vine Master, on which I gaze ? Was the great precipice shaped

by His finger, as Adam was shaped out of the dust? Were
its clefts and ledges carved upon it by its Creator, as the

letters were on the tables of the law, and was it thus left to

bear its eternal testimony to His beneficence among these

clouds of Heaven? Or is it the descendant of a long race

of mountains, existing under appointed laws of birth and en-

durance, death and decrepitude ? There can be no doubt as

to the answer. The rock itself answers audibly by the mur-

mur of some falling stone or rending pinnacle. It is not as

it was once. Those waste leagues around its feet are loaded

with the wrecks of what it was. On these perhaps, of all

mountains, the characters of decay are written most clearly;

around these are spread most gloomily the memorials of their

pride, and the signs of their humiliation.

What then were they once ? The only answer is yet again—" Behold the cloud !

"

36. There are many spots among the inferior ridges of

the Alps, such as the Col de Ferret, the Col d'Anterne, and

the associated ranges of the Buet, which, though commanding
prospects of great nobleness, are themselves very nearly types

of all that is most painful to the human mind. Vast wastes

of mountain ground,* covered here and there with dull gray

grass or moss, but breaking continually into black banks of

shattered slate, all glistening and sodden with slow tricklings

of clogged, incapable streams ; the snow-water oozing through

them in a cold sweat, and spreading itself in creeping stains

among their dust; ever and anon a shaking here and there,

and a handful or two of their particles or flakes trembling

* This is a fourth volume passage,—and I will venture to say of

it, as Albert Diirer, when he was pleased with his work—that for

what it has to do. it cannot be much better done. It is a study on
the Col de Bon Homme.
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down, one sees not why, into more total dissolution, leaving a

few jagged teeth, like the edges of knives eaten away by vine-

gar, projecting, through the half-dislodged mass, from the

inner rock; keen enough to cut the hand or foot that rests

on them, yet crumbling as they wound, and soon sinking

again into the smooth, slippery, glutinous heap ; looking like

a beach of black scales of dead fish cast ashore from a poison-

ous sea, and sloping away into foul ravines, branched do-v^Ti

immeasurable slopes of barrenness, where the winds howl and

wander continually, and the snow lies in wasted and sorrow-

ful fields covered with sooty dust, that collects in streaks and

stains at the bottom of all its thawing ripples.

I know of no other scenes so appalling as these in storm, or

so woeful in sunshine. Where, however, these same rocks

exist in more favorable positions—that is to say, in gentler

banks and at lower elevations—they form a gTOund for the

most luxuriant vegetation; and the valleys of Savoy owe to

them some of their loveliest solitudes—exquisitely rich pas-

tures, interspersed with arable and orchard land, and shaded

by groves of walnut and cherry. Scenes of this kind, and of

that just described, so singularly opposed, and apparently

brought together as foils to each other, are however peculiar

to certain beds of the slaty coherents, which are both vast in

elevation, and easy of destruction. In Wales and Scotland

the same groups of rocks possess far greater hardness, while

they attain less elevation ; and the result is a totally different

aspect of scenery. The severity of the climate, and the com-

parative durableness of the rock, forbid the rich vegetation;

but the exposed summits, though barren, are not subject to

laws of destruction so rapid and fearful as in Switzerland,

nnd the natural color of the rock is oftener developed in the

purples and grays which, mingled with the heather, form the

principal elements of the deep and beautiful distant blue of

the British hills. Their gentler mountain streams also per-

mit the beds of rock to remain in firm, though fantastic,

forms along their banks, and the gradual action of the cas-

cndes and eddies upon the slaty cleavage produces many
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pieces of forground scenery to which higher hills can present

no parallel.

37. Unlike Chamouni Aiguilles, there is no aspect of de-

struction about the Matterhorn cliffs. They are not torn

remnants of separating spires, yielding, flake by flake, and
band by band, to the continual process of decay. They are,

on the contrary, an unaltered monument, seemingly sculp-

tured long ago, the huge walls retaining yet the forms into

which they were first engraven, and standing like an Egyptian

temple;—delicately fronted, softly colored, the suns of un-

counted ages rising and falling upon it continually, but still

casting the same line of shadows from east to west; still,

century after century, touching the same purple stains on the

lotus pillars ; while the desert sand ebbs and flows about their

feet, as those autumn leaves of rock lie heaped and weak about

the base of the Cervin.

Is not this a strange type in the very heart and height of

these mysterious Alps—these wrinkled hills in their snowy,

cold, gray-haired old age, at first so silent, then, as we keep

quiet at their feet, muttering and whispering to us garru-

lously in broken and dreaming fits, as it were, about their

childhood,—is it not a strange type of the things which " out

of weakness are made strong " ? If one of these little flakes

of mica sand, hurried in tremulous spangling along the bot-

tom of the ancient river, too light to sink, too faint to float,

almost too small for sight, could have had a mind given to it

as it was at last borne dowTi with its kindred dust into the

abysses of the stream, and laid, (might it not have been

thought?) for a hopeless eternity, in the dark ooze, the most

despised, forgotten, and feeble of all earth's atoms ; incapable

of any use or change ; not fit, down there in the diluvial

darkness, so much as to help an earth wasp to build its nest,

or feed the first fiber of a lichen ; what would it have thought,

had it been told that one day, knitted into a strength as of

imperishable iron, rustless by the air, infusible by the flame,

out of the substance of it, with its fellows, the ax of God
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should hew that Alpine tower?—that against it—poor, help-

less mica flake !—the wild north winds should rage in vain

;

beneath it—low-fallen mica flake !—the snowy hills should

lie bowed like flocks of sheep, and the kingdoms of the earth

fade away in unregarded blue; and around it—weak, wave-

drifted mica flake !—the great war of the firmament should

burst in thunder and yet stir it not; and the fiery arrows and

angry meteors of the night fall blunted back from it into the

air ; and all the stars in the clear heaven should light, one by

one as they rose, new cressets upon the points of snow that

fringed its abiding-place on the imperishable spire ?

SECTION VI.

ILLUSTRATIVE : STONES.

38. There are no natural objects out of which more can be

learned than out of stones. They seem to have been created

especially to reward a patient observer. !N"early all other

objects in nature can be seen to some extent without patience,

and are pleasant even in being half seen. Trees, clouds, and

rivers are enjoyable even by the careless ; but the stone

under his foot has, for carelessness, nothing in it but stum-

bling; no pleasure is languidly to be had out of it, nor food,

nor good of any kind ; nothing but symbolism of the hard

heart, and the unfatherly gift. And yet, do but give it some

reverence and watchfulness, and there is bread of thought in

it, more than in any other lowly feature of all the landscape.

For a stone, when it is examined, will be found a mountain in

miniature. The fineness of ISTature's work is so great, that

into a single block, a foot or two in diameter, she can compress

as many changes of form and structure, on a small scale, as

she needs for her mountains on a large one ; and taking moss

for forests, and grains of crystal for crags, the surface of a

stone in by far the plurality of instances is more interesting
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than the surface of an ordinary hill ; more fantastic in form,

and incomparably richer in color.

39. On a Highland hillside are multitudinous clusters of

fern and heather; on an Alpine one, multitudinous groves of

chestnut and pine. The number of the things may be the same,

but the sense of infinity is in the latter case far greater, be-

cause the number is of nobler things. Indeed, so far as mere

magnitude of space occupied on the field of the horizon is

the measure of objects, a bank of earth ten feet high may, if

we stoop to the foot of it, be made to occupy just as much
of the sky as that bank of mountain at Villeneuve; nay, in

many respects, its little ravines and escarpments, watched

with some help of imagination, may become very sufficiently

representative to us of those of the great mountain; and in

classing all water-worn mountain ground under the general

and humble term of Banks, I mean to imply this relationship

of structure between the smallest eminences and the highest.

But in this matter of superimposed quantity, the distinctions

of rank are at once fixed. The heap of earth bears its few

tufts of moss, or knots of grass; the Highland or Cumber-

land mountain, its honeyed heathers or scented ferns; but

the mass of the bank at Martigny or Villeneuve has a vine-

yard in every cranny of its rocks, and a chestnut grove on

every crest of them. . . . The minute mounds and furrows

scattered up the side of that great promontory, when they

are actually approached after three or four hours' climbing,

turn into independent hills, with true parhs of lovely pasture-

land inclosed among them, and avenue after avenue of

chestnuts, walnuts and pines bending round their bases

;

while in the deeper dingles, populous villages, literally bound

down to the rock by enormous trunks of vine, which, first

trained lightly over the loose stone roofs, have in process of

years cast their fruitful net over the whole village, and fas-

tened it to the ground under their purple weight and way-

ward coils as securely as ever human heart was fastened to

earth by the net of the Flatterer.
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40. When a rock of any kind has lain for some time ex-

posed to the weather, Mature finishes it in her own way.

First she takes wonderful pains about its forms, sculpturing

it into exquisite variety of dent and dimple, and rounding or

liollowing it into contours which for fineness no human hand

can follow; then she colors it; and every one of her touches

of color, instead of being a powder mixed with oil, is a

minute forest of living trees, glorious in strength and beauty,

and concealing wonders of structure.

41. On the broken rocks in the foreground in the crystalline

groups, the mosses seem to set themselves consentfully and

deliberately to the task of producing the most exquisite har-

monies of color in their power. They will not conceal the

form of the rock, but will gather over it in little brown bosses,

like small cushions of velvet, made of mixed threads of dark

ruby silk and gold, rounded over more subdued films of white

and gray, with lightly crisped and curled edges like hoar-

frost on fallen leaves, and minute clusters of upright orange

stalks with pointed caps, and fibers of deep green, and gold,

and faint purple passing into black, all woven together, and

following with unimaginable fineness of gentle growth the

undulation of the stone they cherish, until it is charged with

color so that it can receive no more ; and instead of looking

rugged, or cold, or stern, or anything that a rock is held to

be at heart, it seems to be clothed with a soft dark leopard's

skin, embroidered with arabesque of jDurple and silver.

42. The color of the white varieties of marble is of ex-

quisite delicacy, owing to the partial translucency of the pure

rock ; and it has always appeared to me a most wonderful

ordinance—one of the most mar\-ed pieces of purpose in the

creation—that all the variegated kinds should be compara-

tively opaque, so as to set off the color on the surface, while

the white, which, if it had been opaque, would have looked

somewhat coarse, (as for instance, common chalk does,) is

rendered just translucent enough to give an impression of
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extreme purity, but not so translucent as to interfere in the

least with the distinctness of any forms into which it is

wrought. The colors of variegated marbles are also for the

most part very beautiful, especially those composed of purple,

amber, and green, with white; and there seems something

notably attractive to the human mind in the vague and veined

labyrinths of their arrangements.

43. I have often had occasion to allude to the apparent

connection of brilliancy of color with vigor of life or purity

of substance. This is pre-eminently the case in the mineral

kingdom. The perfection with which the particles of any

substance unite in crystallization, corresponds in that king-

dom to the vital power in organic nature; and it is a uni-

versal law, that according to the purity of any substance, and

according^ to the energy of its crystallization, is its beauty or

brightness. Pure earths are white when in powder ; and the

same earths, which are the constituents of clay and sand,

form, when crystallized, the emerald, ruby, sapphire, ame-

thyst, and opal.

44. As we pass between the hills which have been shaken

by earthquake and torn by convulsion, we find that periods

of perfect repose succeed those of destruction. The pools of

calm water lie beneath their fallen rocks, the water-

lilies gleam, and the reeds whisper among their shadows ; the

village rises again over the forgotten graves, and its church

tower, white through the storm-light, proclaims a renewed

appeal to His protection in whose hand " are all the corners

of the earth, and the strength of the hills is His also." There

is no loveliness of Alpine valley that does not teach the same

lesson. It is just where " the mountain falling cometh to

nought, and the rock is removed out of his place," that in

process of years the fairest meadows bloom between the frag-

ments, the clearest rivulets murmur from between their

crevices among the flowers, and the clustered cottages, each

sheltered beneath some strength of mossy stone, now to be
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removed no more, and with their pastured flocks around them,

safe from the eagle's stooi) and the wolf's ravin, have written

upon their fronts, in simple words, the mountaineer's faith in

the ancient promise,
—

" ISTeither shalt thou be afraid of de-

struction, when it cometh ; for thou shalt be in league with

the stones of the field, and the beasts of the field shall be at

peace with thee."

SECTIOIN^ VII.

illustrative: plants and flowers.

45. "Wonderful, in universal adaptation to man's need,

desire, and discipline, God's daily preparation of the earth

for him, with beautiful means of life. First, a carpet, to

make it soft for him ; then a colored fantasy of embroidery

thereon; then, tall spreading of foliage to shade him from

sun-heat, and shade also the fallen rain, that it may not dry

quickly back into the clouds, but stay to nourish the springs

among the moss. Stout wood to bear this leafage ; easily to

be cut, yet tough and light, to make houses for him, or in-

struments (lance-shaft, or plow-handle, according to his tem-

per) ; useless it had been if harder ; useless if less fibrous

;

useless if less elastic. Winter comes, and the shade of leafage

falls away, to let the sun warm the earth ; the strong boughs

remain, breaking the streng-th of winter winds. The seeds

which are to prolong the race, innumerable according to the

need, are made beautiful and palatable, varied into infinitude

of appeal to the fancy of man, or provision for his service

;

cold juice, or flowing spice, or balm, or incense, softening oil,

preserving resin, medicine of styptic, febrifuge, or lulling

charm ; and all these presented in forms of endless change.

Fragility or force, softness and streng-th, in all degrees

and aspects; unerring uprightness, as of temple pillars,

or unguided w^andering of feeble tendrils on the

ground; mighty resistance of rigid arm and limb to
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the storms of ages, or wavings to and fro with faintest pulse

of summer streamlet ; roots cleaving the strength of rock, or

binding the transience of the sand ; crests basking in sunshine

of the desert, or hiding by dripping spring and lightless cave

;

foliage far tossing in entangled fields beneath every wave of

ocean—clothing with variegated, everlasting films the peaks

of the trackless mountains, or ministering, at cottage doors,

to every gentlest passion and simplest joy of humanity.

46. If ever in autumn a pensiveness falls upon us, as the

leaves drift by in their fading, may we not wisely look up
in hope to their mighty monuments ? Behold how fair, how
far prolonged in arch and aisle, the avenues of the valleys,

the fringes of the hills ! so stately,—so eternal ; the joy of

man, the comfort of all living creatures, the glory of the

earth,—they are but the monuments of those poor leaves that

flit faintly past us to die. Let them not pass, without our

understanding their last counsel and example : that we also,

careless of monument by the grave, may build it in the world

—monument by which men may be taught to remember,

not where we died, but where we lived.

47. The Pine.—Magnificent! nay, sometimes almost ter-

rible. Other trees, tufting crag or hill, yield to the form
and sway of the ground, clothe it with soft compliance, are

partly its subjects, partly its flatterers, partly its

comforters. But the pine rises in serene resistance,

self-contained ; nor can I ever without awe stay long

under a great Alpine cliff, far from all house or work
of men, looking up to its companions of pines, as they

stand on the inaccessible juts and perilous ledges of the

enormous wall, in quiet multitudes, each like the shadow
of the one beside it—upright, fixed, spectral, ns troops of

ghosts standing on the walls of Hades, not knowing each

other, dumb forever. You cannot reach them, cannot cry

to them : those trees never heard human voice ; they are far

above all sound but of the winds. ISTo foot ever stirred fallen
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leaf of theirs: all comfortless tliey stand, between the two

eternities of the Vacancy and the Rock; yet with such iron

will, that the rock itself looks bent and shattered beside

them,—fragile, weak, inconsistent, compared to their dark

energy of delicate life, and monotony of enchanted pride

—

unnumbered, unconquerable.

Then note farther their perfectness. The impression on

most people's minds must have been received more from pic-

tures than reality, so far as I can judge, so ragged they think

the pine ; whereas its chief character in health is green and

full roundness. It stands compact, like one of its own cones,

slightly curved on its sides, finished and quaint as a carved

tree in some Elizabethan garden ; and instead of being wild

in expression, forms the softest of all forest scenery, for

other trees show their trunks and twisting boughs ; but the

pine, growing either in luxuriant mass, or in happy isolation,

allows no branch to be seen. Summit behind summit rise its

pyramidal ranges, or do"\vn to the very grass sweep the circlets

of its boughs ; so that there is nothing but green cone, and

green carpet. Xor is it only softer, but in one sense more

cheerful than other foliage, for it casts only a pyramidal

shadow. Lowland forest arches overhead, and checkers the

ground with darkness ; but the pine, growing in scattered

groups, leaves the glades between emerald-bright. Its gloom

is all its own ; narrowing into the sky, it lets the sunshine

strike down to the dew. And if ever a superstitious feeling

comes over me among the pine glades, it is never tainted

with the old German forest fear, but it is only a more solemn

tone of the fairy enchantment that haunts our English

meadows; so that I have always called the prettiest pine-

glade in Chamouni, " Fairies' Hollow." It is in the glen

beneath the steep ascent above Pont Pelissier, and may be

reached by a little winding path which goes down from the

top of the hill *—being indeed not truly a glen, but a broad

* The new road to Chamouni has been carried right through it.

A cascade on the right, as you ascend, marks the place spoken of

in the text,—once as lonely as Corrienan-shian.
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ledge of moss and turf, leaning in a formidable precipice

(which, however, the gentle branches hide) over the Arve.

An almost isolated rock promontory, many colored, rises at

the end of it. On the other sides it is bordered by cliffs, from
which a little cascade falls, literally, down among the pines,

for it is so light, shaking itself into mere showers of seed

pearl in the sun, that the pines don't know it from mist,

and grow through it without minding. Underneath, there is

only the mossy silence; and above, forever, the snow of the

nameless Aiguille^

Other trees rise against the sky in dots and knots, but this,

in fringes. You never see the edges of it, so subtle are they

:

and for this reason,—it alone of trees, so far as I know, is

capable of the fiery change which has been noticed by Shake-

speare. When the sun rises beliind a ridge crested with pine,

provided the ridge be at a distance of about two miles, and

seen clear, all the trees, for about three or four degrees on

each side of the sun, become trees of light, seen in clear flame

against the darker sky, and dazzling as the sun itself. I

thought at first this was owing to the actual luster of the

leaves; but I believe now it is caused by the cloud-dew upon

them—every minutest leaf carrying its diamond. It seems

as if these trees, living always among the clouds, had caught

part of their glory from them ; and themselves, the darkest

of vegetation, could yet add splendor to the sun itself.

48. The Swiss have certainly no feelings respecting their

mountains in anywise correspondent with ours. It was

rather as fortresses of defense, than as spectacles of splendor,

that the cliffs of the Rothslock bare rule over the destinies of

those who dwelt at their feet ; and the training for which the

mountain children had to thank the slopes of the Muotta-

Thal, was in soundness of breath, and steadiness of limb,

far more than in elevation of idea. But the point which

I desire the reader to note is, that the character of the scene

which, if any, appears to have been impressive to the in-

habitants, is not that which we ourselves feel when we enter
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the district. It was not from their lakes, nor their cliffs,

nor their glaciers—though these were all peculiarly their

possessions—that the three venerable cantons received their

name. They were not called the States of the Rock, nor

the States of the Lake, but the States of the Forest. And
the one of three which contains the most touching record of

the spiritual power of Swiss religion, in the name of the

convent of the " Hill of Angels," has, for its own, none but

the sweet childish name of " Under the Woods."

And indeed you may pass under them if, leaving the most

sacred spot in Swiss history, the Meadow of the Three Foun-

tains, you bid the boatman row southward a little way by the

shore of the Bay of Uri. Steepest there on its western side,

the walls of its rocks ascend to heaven. Far in the blue of

evening, like a great cathedral pavement, lies the lake in its

darkness ; and you may hear the whisper of innumerable

falling waters return from the holloAvs of the cliff, like the

voices of a multitude praying under their breath. From time

to time the beat of a wave, slow lifted where the rocks lean

over the black depth, lies heavily as the last note of a requiem.

Opposite, green with steep grass, and set with chalet villages,

the Fron-Alp rises in one solemn glow of pastoral light and

peace; and above, against the clouds of twilight, ghostly on

the gray precipice, stand, myriad by myriad, the shadowy

armies of the TJnterwalden pine.

49. It had been wild weather when I left Rome, and all

across the Campagna the clouds were sweeping in sulphurous

blue, with a clap of thunder or two, and breaking gleams of

sun along the Claudian aqueduct, lighting up the infinity of

its arches, like the bridge of Chaos. But as I climbed the

long slope of the Alban Mount, the storm swept finally to the

north, and the noble outline of the domes of Albano, and

graceful darkness of its ilex grove, rose against pure streaks

of alternate blue and amber, the upper sky gradually flush-

ing through the last fragments of rain-cloud in deep palpita-

ting azure, half ether and half dew. The noonday sun came
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slanting down the rocky slopes of La Riccia, and their masses

of entangled and tall foliage, whose autumnal tints were

mixed with the wet verdure of a thousand evergreens, were

penetrated with it, as with rain. I cannot call it color,—it

was conflagration. Purple, and crimson, and scarlet, like the

curtains of God's Tabernacle, the rejoicing trees sank into

the valley in showers of light, every separate leaf quivering

with buoyant and burning life ; each, as it turned to reflect,

or to transmit the sunbeam, first a torch and then an emerald.

Far up into the recesses of the valley the green vistas arched

like the hollows of mighty waves of some crystalline sea, with

the arbutus flowers dashed along their banks for foam, and

silver flakes of orange spray tossed into the air around them,

breaking over the gray walls of rock into a thousand separate

stars, fading and kindling alternately as the weak wind lifted

and let them fall. Every blade of grass burned like the

golden floor of heaven, opening in sudden gleams as the

foliage broke, and closed above it, as sheet-liglitning opens in

a cloud at sunset; the motionless masses of dark rock, dark

though flushed with scarlet lichen, casting their quiet shadows

across its restless radiance, the foimtain underneath them

filling its marble hollow with bine mist and fitful sound

;

and, over all, the multitudinous bars of amber and rose

—

the sacred clouds that have no darkness, and only exist to

illumine—were seen in fathomless intervals between the

solemn and orbed repose of the stone pines, passing to lose

themselves in the last, white, blinding luster of the measure-

less line where the Campagna melted into the blaze of the

sea.

50. Flowers seem intended for the solace of ordinary hu-

manity: children love them; quiet, contented, ordinary peo-

ple love them as they grow; luxurious and disorderly people

rejoice in them gathered ; they are the cottager's treasure

;

and in the crowded to^vn, mark, as with a little broken frag-

ment of rainbow, the windows of the workers in whose hearts

rests the covenant peace.
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51. Yet few people really care about flowers. Many, in-

deed, are fond of finding a new shape of blossom, caring for

it as a child cares about a kaleidoscope. Many, also, like a

fair service of flowers in the greenhouse, as a fair service

of plate on the table. Many are scientifically interested in

them, though even these in the nomenclature, rather than the

flowers ; and a few enjoy their gardens. . . . But, the blos-

soming time of the year being principally spring, I perceive

it to be the mind of most people, during that period, to stay

in towns. A year or two ago a keen-sighted and eccentrically-

minded friend of mine, having taken it into his head to vio-

late this national custom, and go to the Tyrol in spring, was

passing through a valley near Landech with several similarly

headstrong companions. *A strange mountain appeared in the

distance, belted about its breast with a zone of blue, like our

English Queen. Was it a blue cloud, or blue horizontal bar

of the air that Titian breathed in youth, seen now far away,

which mortal might never breathe again ? Was it a mirage

—a meteor ? Would it stay to be approached— (ten miles of

winding road yet between them and the foot of the mountain)

—such questioning had they concerning it. My keen-sighted

friend, alone, maintained it to be substantial ;—whatever it

might be, it was not air, and would not vanish. The ten

miles of road were overpast, the carriage left, the mountain
climbed. It stayed patiently, expanding still into richer

breath and heavenlier glow—a belt of gentians. Such things

may verily be seen among the Alps in spring, and in spring

only; which being so, I observe most people prefer going in

autumn.

52, Perhaps few people have ever asked themselves why
they admire a rose so much more than all other flowers. If

they consider, they will find, first, that red is, in a delicately

gradated state, the loveliest of all pure colors ; and, secondly,

that in the rose there is no sliadow, except what is composed
of color. All its shadows are fuller in color than its lights,

owing to the translucency and reflecti'^^e power of the leaves.
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53. Has the reader ever considered the relations of com-

monest forms of volatile substance ? The invisible particles

which cause the scent of a rose-leaf, how minute, how multi-

tudinous, passing richly away into the air continually!

54. In the range of inorganic nature I doubt if any object

can be found more perfectly beautiful, than a fresh, deep snow-

drift, seen under warm light. Its curves are of inconceivable

perfection and changefulness ; its surface and transparency

alike exquisite ; its light and shade of inexhaustible variety and

inimitable finish,—the shadows sharp, pale, and of heavenly

color, the reflected lights intense and multitudinous, and

mingled with the sweet occurrences of transmitted light. . . .

If, passing to the edge of a sheet of it upon the lower Alps,

early in May, we find, as we are nearly sure to find, two or

three little round openings pierced in it; and through these,

emergent, a slender, pensive, fragile flower,* whose small

dark purple-fringed bell hangs down and shudders over the

icy cleft that it has cloven, as if partly wondering at its own
recent grave, and partly dying of very fatigue after its hard-

won victory; we shall be, or we ought to be, moved by a

totally different impression of loveliness from that which we
receive among the dead ice and the idle clouds : there is now
uttered to us a call for svmpathy, now offered to us an image

of moral purpose and achievement, which, however uncon-

scious or senseless the creature may indeed be that so seems

to call, cannot be heard without affection, nor contemplated

without worship, by any of us whose heart is rightly turned,

or whose mind is clearly and surely sighted.

55. It has been well shown by Dr. Herbert, that many
plants are found alone on a certain soil or sub-soil in a wild

* Soldanella Alpina. I think it is the only Alpine flower which
actually pierces snow, though I have seen many grentians filling-

thawed hoof-prints. Crocuses are languid till they have had sun
for a day or two. But the soldanella enjo3s its snow, at first, and
afterwards its fields. I have seen it make a pasture look like a
large lilac silk gown.
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state, not because such soil is favorable to them, but because

they alone are capable of existing on it, and because all dan-

gerous rivals are by its inhospitality removed. Now if we
withdraw the plant from this position, which it hardly en-

dures, and supply it with the earth and maintain about it

the temperature that it delights in; withdrawing from it, at

the same time, all rivals, which in such conditions i^ature

would have thrust upon it, we shall indeed obtain a magnifi-

cently developed example of the plant, colossal in size, and

splendid in organization ; but we shall utterly lose in it that

moral ideal which is dependent on its right fulfillment of its

appointed functions. It was intended and created by the

Deity for the covering of those lonely spots where no other

plant would live. It has been thereto endowed with cour-

age and strength, and capacities of endurance ; its character

and glory are not therefore in the gluttonous and idle feeding

of its own over luxuriance, at the expense of other creatures

utterly destroyed and rooted out for its good alone ; but in its

right doing of its hard duty, and forward climbing into those

spots of forlorn hope where it alone can bear witness to the

kindness and presence of the Spirit that cutteth out rivers

among the rocks, as He covers the valleys with corn; and

there, in its vanward place, and only there, where nothing

is withdrawn for it, nor hurt by it, and where nothing can

take part of its honor, nor usurp its throne, are its strength

and fairness, and price, and goodness in tlie sight of God
to be truly esteemed. The first time I saw the Soldanella

Alpina, before spoken of, it was growing of magnificent size

on a sunny Alpine pasture, among bleating of sheep, and
lowing of cattle, associated with a profusion of Geum Mon-
tanum, and Ranunculus Pyrenseus. I noticed it only be-

cause new to me—nor perceived any peculiar beauty in its

cloven flower. Some days after, I found it alone, among
the rack of the higher clouds, and howling of glacier winds

;

and, as -I descried it, piercing through an edge of avalanche

which in its retiring had left the new ground browTi and life-

less, and as if burnt by recent fire. The plant was pOor and
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feeble, and seemingly exhausted with its efforts,—but it was

then that I comprehended its ideal character, and saw its

noble function and order of glory among the constellations of

the earth.

56. Grasses.—^Minute, granular, feathery, or downy seed-

vessels, mingling quaint brown punctuation, and dusty

tremors of dancing gi'ain, with the bloom of the nearer fields

;

and casting a gossamered grayness and softness of plumy mist

along their surfaces far away ; mysterious evermore, not only

with dew in the morning, or mirage at noon, but with the

shaking threads of fine arborescence, each a little belfry of

grainbells, all a-chime.

57. Gather a single blade -of grass, and examine for a min-

ute quietly its narrow sword-shaped strip of fluted green.

[N'othing, as it seems, there of notable goodness or beauty.

A very little strength and a very little tallness, and a few deli-

cate long lines meeting in a point,—not a perfect point

neither, but blunt and unfinished, by no means a creditable

or apparently much-cared-for example of Nature's workman-

ship, made, only to be trodden on to-day, and to-morrow to be

cast into the oven,—and a little pale and hollow stalk, feeble

and flaccid, leading do^vn to the dull broAvn fibers of roots.

And yet, think of it well, and judge whether, of all tlie gor-

geous flowers that beam in summer air, and of all strong and

goodly trees, pleasant to the eyes, or good for food,—stately

palm and pine, strong ash and oak, scented citron, burdened

vine—there be any by man so deeply loved, by God so highly

graced, as that narrow point of feeble green. And well does

it fulfill its mission. Consider what we owe merely to the

meadow grass, to the covering of the dark ground by that

glorious enamel, by the companies of those soft, and count-

less, and peaceful stars. The fields ! Follow forth but for

a little time the thoughts of all that we ought to recognize in

these words. All spring and summer is in them—the walks

by silent, scented paths—the rests in noonday heat,—the joy
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of herds and flocks,—the power of all shepherd life and medi-

tation,—the life of sunlight upon the world falling in emer-

ald streaks, and falling in soft blue shadows where else it

would have struck upon the dark mold, or scorching dust.

Pastures beside the pacing brooks, soft banks and knolls of

lowly hills, thjmy slopes of down, overlooked by the blue line

of lifted sea, crisp lawns, all dim with early dew, or smooth

in evening warmth of barred sunshine, dinted by happy

feet, and softening in their fall the sound of loving voices,

—all these are summed in those simple words ; and these are

not all. We may not measure to the full the depth of this

heavenly gift in our own land, though still as we think of it

longer, the infinite of that meadow sweetness, Shakespeare's

peculiar joy, would open on us more and more
;
yet we have

it but in part. Go out in the springtime among the meadows

that slope from the shores of the Swiss lakes to the roots of

their lower mountains. There, mingled with the taller gen-

tians, and the white narcissus, the grass grows deep and free

;

and as you follow the winding mountain path, beneath arch-

ing boughs, all veiled with blossom—paths that forever droop

and rise over the gTeen banks and mounds sweeping dovm in

scented undulation steep to the blue water, studded here and

there with new-mown heaps filling all the air witli fainter

sweetness,—look up towards the higher hills, where the waves

of everlasting green roll silently into their long inlets among
the shadows of the pines ; and we may perhaps at last know
the meaning of those quiet words of the 147th Psalm, " He
maketh grass to grow upon the mountains."

Assembling the images we have traced, and adding the

simplest of all, from Isaiah xl. 6, we find the gTass and flowers

are types, in their passing, of the passing of human life, and

in their excellence, of the excellence of human life ; and this

in twofold way: first by their beneficence, and then by their

endurance—the grass of the earth, in giving the seed of corn,

and in its beauty under tread of foot and stroke of scythe;

and the grass of the waters, in giving its freshness for ou.r

rest, and in its bending before the wave. But, understood
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in the broad liuinan and Divine sense, the " herb yielding

seed "— (as opposed to the fruit tree yielding fruit)—in-

cludes a third family of plants, and fulfills a third ofiice to

the human race. It includes the great family of the lints and

flaxes, and fulfills thus the three ofiices of giving food, rai-

ment, and rest. Follow out this fulfillment ; consider the

association of the linen garment and the linen embroidery

with the priestly office and the furniture of the tabernacle,

and consider how the rush has been to all time the first

natural carpet thrown under the human foot. Then next ob-

serve the three virtues definitely set forth by the three families

of plants—not arbitrarily or fancifully associated with them,

but in all the three cases marked for us by Scriptural words

:

1st. Cheerfulness, or joyful serenity; in the grass for food

and beauty—" Consider the lilies of the field, how they

grow ; they toil not, neither do they spin." 2nd. Humility

;

in the grass for rest
—

" A bruised reed shall he not break."

3rd. Love; in the grass for clothing, (because of its swift

kindling,)

—

" The smoking flax shall he not quench." And
then finally observe the confirmation of these last two images

in, I suppose, the most important prophecy, relating to the

future state of the Christian Church, which occurs in the Old

Testament, namely that contained in the closing chapters of

Ezekiel. The measures of the Temple" of God are to be

taken; and because it is only by charity and humility that

those measures ever can be taken, the angel has " a line of

flax in his hand, and a measuring reed." The use of the line

was to measure the land, and of the reed to take the dimensions

of the buildings ; so the buildings of the church, or its labors,

are to be measured by humility; and its territory, or land,

by love.

58. Leaves motionless. The strong pines wave above

them, and the weak grasses tremble beside them ; but the

blue stars rest upon the earth with a peace as of heaven ; and

far along the ridges of iron rock, moveless as they, the rubied

crests of Alpine rose flush in the low rays of morning.
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59. Mosses.—Meek creatures! the first mercy of the earth,

veiling with hushed softness its dintless rocks ; creatures full

of pity, covering with strange and tender honor the scarred

disgrace of ruin, laying quiet finger on the trembling stones

to teach them rest. No words, that I know of, will say what

these mosses are. None are delicate enough, none perfect

enough, none rich enough. How is one to tell of the rounded

bosses of furred and beaming green,

—

ihe starred divisions of

rubied bloom, fine-filmed, as if the rock spirits could spin

porphyry as we do glass,—the traceries of intricate silver,

and fringes of amber, lustrous, arborescent, burnished through

every fiber into fitful brightness and glossy traverses of silken

change, yet all subdued and pensive, and framed for simplest,

sweetest ofiices of grace ? They will not be gathered, like

the fiowers, for chaplet, or love-token ; but of these the wild

bird will make its nest, and the wearied child his pillow.

And as the earth's first mercy, so they are its last gift to

us : when all other service is vain, from plant and tree, the

soft mosses and gray lichen take up their watch by the head-

stone. The woods, the blossoms, the gift-bearing grasses,

have done their parts for a time ; but these do service forever.

Trees for the builder's yard, flowers for the bride's chamber,

corn for the granary, moss for the grave.

60. Lichens.—As in one sense the humblest, in another

they are the most honored of the earth-children. Unfading

as motionless, the worm frets them not, and the autumn
wastes not. Strong in loveliness, they neither blanch in heat,

nor pine in frost. To them, slow-fingered, constant-hearted,

is intrusted the weaving of the dark, eternal tapestries of the

hills ; to them, slow-penciled, iris-dyed, the tender framing of

their endless imagery. Sharing the stillness of the unim-

passioned rock, they share also its endurance ; and while the

winds of departing spring scatter the white hawthorn blos-

som like drifted snow, and summer dims on the parched

meadow the drooping of its cowslip gold,—far above

among the mountains, the silver lichen spots rest, star-like,
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on the stone: and the gathering orange stain, upon the edge

of yonder western peak, reflects the sunsets of a thousand

years.

SECTION VIII.

• EDUCATION.

61. The most helpful and sacred work which can at pres-

ent be done for humanity, is to teach people (chiefly by ex-

ample, as all best teaching must be done) not how " to

better themselves," but how to " satisfy themselves." It is

the curse of every evil nature and evil creature to eat and not

be satisfied. The words of blessing are, that they shall eat

and be satisfied ; and as there is only one kind of water which

quenches all thirst, so there is only one kind of bread which

satisfies all hunger—the bread of justice or righteousness;

which hungering after, men shall always be filled, that being

the bread of Heaven ; but hungering after the bread or wages

of unrighteousness, shall not be filled, that being the bread of

Sodom. And in order to teach men how to be satisfied, it is

necessary fully to understand the art of joy and humble life

—this, at present, of all arts or sciences, being the one most

needing study. Humble life; that is to say, proposing to

itself no future exaltation, but only a sweet continuance : not

excluding the idea of foresight, but wholly of fore-sorrow,

and taking no troublous thought for coming days; so also

not excluding the idea of providence or provision, but wholly

of accumulation ;—the life of domestic affection and domestic

peace, full of sensitiveness to all elements of costless and kind

pleasure;—therefore chiefly to the loveliness of the natural

world.

62. We shall find that the love of nature, wherever it has

existed, has been a faithful and sacred element of feeling;

that is to say, supposing all the circumstances otherwise the
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same with respect to two individuals, the one who loves nature

most will be always found to have more capacity for faith

in God than the other. jSTature-worship will be found to

bring with it such a sense of the presence and power of a

Great Spirit as no mere reasoning can either induce or con-

trovert ; and where that nature-worship is innocently pursued
—i. e., with due respect to other claims on time, feeling, and

exertion, and associated with the higher principles of reli-

gion,—it becomes the channel of certain sacred truths, which

by no other means can be conveyed.

63. Instead of supposing the love of nature necessarily

connected with the faithlessness of the age, I believe it is

connected properly with the benevolence and liberty * of the

age ; that it is precisely the most healthy element which dis-

tinctively belongs to us ; and that out of it, cultivated no

longer in levity or ignorance, but in earnestness and as a

duty, results will spring of an importance at present incon-

ceivable ; and lights arise, which, for the first time in man's

history, will reveal to him the true nature of his life, the true

field for his energies, and the true relations between him and

his Maker.

64. To any person who has all his senses about him, a quiet

walk, over not more than ten or twelve miles of road a day,

is the most amusing of all traveling; and all traveling be-

comes dull in exact proportion to its rapidity.

Going by railroad I do not consider as traveling at all

;

it is merely " being sent " to a place, and very little different

from becoming a parcel.

65. I believe an immense gain in the bodily health and

happiness of the u'pper classes would follow on their steadily

* I forget, now, what I meant by " liberty " in this passage; but

I often used the word in my first writings, in a good sense, think-

ing of Scott's moorland rambles and the like. It is very wonderful

to me, now, to see what hopes I had once: but Turner was alive,

then; and the sun used to shine, and rivers to sparkle.
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endeavoring, however clumsily, to make the physical exer-

tion they now necessarily exert in amusements, definitely

serviceable. It wonld be far better, for instance, that a

gentleman should mow his own fields, than ride over other

people's.

66. In order to define what is fairest, you must delight

in what is fair ; and I know not how few or how many there

may be who take such delight. Once I could speak joyfully

about beautiful things, thinking to be understood; now I

cannot, any more, for it seems to me that no one regards them.

"Wherever I look or travel, in England or abroad, I see that

men, wherever they can reach, destroy all beauty. They
seem to have no other desire or hope but to have large houses,

and be able to move fast. Every perfect and lovely spot

which they can touch, they defile. Thus the railroad bridge

over the fall of Schaffhausen, and that round the Clarens

shore of the Lake of Geneva, have destroyed the power of

two pieces of scenery of which nothing can ever supply the

place, in appeal to the higher ranks of European mind.

67. The first thing which I remember as an event in life,

was being taken by my nurse to the brow of Friar's Crag on

Derwentwater. The intense joy, mingled with awe, that I

had in looking through the hollows in the mossy roots, over

the crag into the dark lake, Tias associated itself more or less

with all twining roots of trees ever since. Two other things

I remember as, in a sort, beginnings of life ;—crossing Shap-

fells, being let out of the chaise to run up the hills; and
going through Glenfarg, near Kinross, on a winter's morn-
ing, when the rocks were hung with icicles; these being cul-

minating points in an early life of more traveling than is

usually indulged to a child. In such joufneyings, whenever

they brought me near hills, and in all mountain ground and
scenery, I had a pleasure, as early as I can remember, and

continuing till I was eighteen or twenty, infinitely greater

than any which has been since possible to me in anything.
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68. A fool always wants to shorten space and time ; a wise

man wants to lengthen both. A fool wants to kill space and

time ; a wise man, first to gain them, then to animate them.

69. I suspect that system-makers in general are not of

much more use, each in his own domain, than, in that of

Pomona, the old women who tie cherries upon sticks, for the

more portableness of the same. To cultivate well, and choose

well, your cherries, is of some importance ; but if they can

be had in their own wild way of clustering about their crab-

bed stalks, it is a better connection for them than any others

;

and if they cannot, then so that they be not bruised, it makes

to a boy of practical disposition not much difference whether

he gets them by handfuls, or in beaded symmetry on the ex-

alting stick.

70. Every gi*eat man is always being helped by everybody,

for his gift is to get good out of all things and all persons.

71. God appoints to every one of His creatures a separate

mission, and if they discharge it honorably, if they quit them-

selves like men, and faithfully follow the light which is in

them, withdrawing from it all cold and quenching influence,

there wall assuredly come of it such burning as, in its ap-

pointed mode and measure, shall shine before men, and be

of service constant and holy. Degrees infinite of luster

there must always be, but the weakest among us has a gift,

however seemingly trivial, which is peculiar to him, and

which, worthily used, will be a gift also to his race forever.

72. There is not any matter, nor any spirit, nor any crea-

ture, but it is capable of a unity of some kind with other

creatures ; and in that unity is its perfection and theirs, and

a pleasure also for the beholding of all other creatures that

can behold. So the unity of spirits is partly in their sym-

pathy, and partly in their giving and taking, and always in

their love ; and these are their delight and their strength

;
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for their strength is in their co-working and army fellowship,

and their delight is in their giving and receiving of alternate

and perpetual good; their inseparable dependency on each

other's being, and their essential and perfect depending on

their Creator's. And so the unity of earthly creatures is

their power, and their peace; not like the dead and cold

peace of undisturbed stones and solitary mountains, but the

living peace of trust, and the living power of support; of

hands that hold each other and are still.*

7S. It is good to read of that kindness and humbleness of

St. Francis of Assisi, who spoke never to bird, nor to cicada,

nor even to wolf and beasts of prey, but as his brother ;—and

so we find are moved the minds of all good and mighty men,

as in the lesson that we have from the " Mariner " of Cole-

ridge, and yet more truly and rightly taught in the " Hart-

leap Well "—
" Never to blend our pleasure or our pride

With sorrow of the meanest thing- that feels,"

—

and again in the " \Yhite Doe " of Rvlstone, with the added

teaching, that anguish of our own

" Is tempered and allajed by sympathies
Aloft ascending, and descending deep,

Even to the inferior kinds; "

—

SO that I know not of anj^thing more destructive of the whole

theoretic faculty, not to say of the Christian character and

human intellect,! than those accursed sports in which man
makes of himself cat, tiger, leopard, and alligator in one

;

* A long, affected, and obscure second volume sentence, written

in imitation of Hooker. One short sentence from Ecclesiastes is

the sum of it: " How can one be warm alone? "

f I am more and more grieved, as T re-read this and other por-

tions of the most affected and weak of all my books, (written in

a moulting time of my life,)—the second volume of " Modern
Painters,"—at its morbid violence of passion and narrowness of

thought. Yet, at heart, the book was, like my others, honest; and
in substance it is mostly good; but all boiled to rags.
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and gathers into one continuance of cruelty, for his amuse-

ment, all the devices that brutes sparingly and at intervals

use against each other for their necessities.

74. He who loves not God, nor his brother, cannot love the

grass beneath his feet, nor the creatures which live not for

his uses, filling those spaces in the universe which he needs

not : while, on the other hand, none can love God, nor his

human brother, without loving all things which his Father

loves ; nor without looking upon them every one as in that

respect his brethren also, and perhaps worthier than he, if, in

the under concords they have to fill, their part is touched

more truly.*

75. Things may always be seen truly by candid people,

though never completely. !N^o human capacity ever yet saw

the whole of a thing; but we may see more and more of it

the longer we look. Every individual temper will see some-

thing different in it ; but supposing the tempers honest, all

the differences are there. Every advance in our acuteness

of perception will show us something new; but the old and

first-discerned thing will still be there, not falsified, only

modified and enriched by the new perceptions, becoming

continually more beautiful in its harmony with them, and

more approved as a part of the infinite truth.

SECTION IX.

MORALITIES.

76. When people read, " The law came by Moses, but

grace and truth by Christ," do they suppose it means that the

* Morbidly Franciscan, again! and I am really compelled to leave

ovit one little bit my friend liked,—as all kindly and hopeful women
would,—about everything turning out right, and being to some
good end. For we have no business whatever with the ends of

things, but with their beings; and their beings are often entirely

bad.
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law was imgracions and untrue ? The law was given for a

foundation; the grace (or mercy) and truth for fulfillment;

—the whole forming one glorious Trinity of judgment, mercy,

and truth.* And if people would but read the text of their

Bibles with heartier purpose of understanding it, instead of

superstitiously, they would see that throughout the parts

which they are intended to make most personally their own,

(the Psalms,) it is always the Law which is spoken of with

chief joy. The Psalms respecting mercy are often sorrow-

ful, as in thought of what it cost; but those respecting the

Law are always full of delight. David cannot contain him-

self for joy in thinking of it,—he is never weary of its praise

:

" How love I Thy law ! it is my meditation all the day. Thy
testimonies are my delight and my counselors ; sweeter also

than honey and the honeycomb."

77. I suppose there is no event in the whole life of Christ

to which, in hours of doubt or fear, men turn with more

anxious thirst to know the close facts of it, or with more ear-

nest and passionate dwelling upon every syllable of its re-

corded narrative, than Christ's showing Himself to His dis-

ciples at the Lake of Galilee. There is something pre-

eminently open, natural, full fronting our disbelief, in this

manifestation. The others, recorded after the resurrection,

were sudden, phantom-like, occurring to men in profound

sorrow and wearied agitation of heart; not, it might seem,

safe judges of what they saw. But the agitation was now
over. They had gone back to their daily work, thinking still

their business lay net-wards, unmeshed from the literal rope

and drag. " Simon Peter saith unto them, I go a-fishing.

They say unto him, We also go with thee." True words

* A great deal of the presumption and narrowness caused by
my having been bred in the Evangelical schools, and which now
till me with shame and distress in re-reading " Alodern Painters,"

is, to my present mind, atoned for by the accurate thinking by

which I broke my way through to the great truth expressed in

this passage, which all my later writings, without exception, have

been directed to maintain and illustrate.
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enough, and having far echo beyond those Galilean hill?:.

That night they caught nothing ; but when the morning came,

in the clear light of it, behold ! a figure stood on the shore.

They were not thinking of anything but their fruitless hauls.

They had no guess who it was. It asked them simply if they

had caught anything. They say, ^o, and it tells them to

east again. And John shades his eyes from the morning sun

with his hand to look who it is ; and though the glistening of

the sea, too, dazzles him, he makes out who it is at last ; and

poor Simon, not to be outrun this time, tightens his fisher's

coat about him, and dashes in over the nets. One would

have liked to see him swim those hundred yards, and stagger

to his knees upon the beach.

"Well, the others get to the beach, too, in time, in such slow

way as men in general do get in this world to its true shore,

much impeded by that wonderful " dragging the net with

fishes " ; but they get there—seven of them in all ; first the

Denier, and then the slowest believer, and then the quickest

believer, and then the two throne-seekers, and two more, we

know not who.

They sit do^vn on the shore, face to face with Him, and

eat their broiled fish as He bids. And then to Peter, all

dripping still, shivering, and amazed, staring at Christ in the

sun, on the other side of the coal-fire,—thinking a little per-

haps of what happened by another coal-fire, when it was

colder, and having had no word changed with him by his

Master, since that look of His,—to him so amazed, comes the

question, " Simon, lovest thou Me ? " Try to feel that a

little ; and think of it till it is true to you : and then take up
that infinite monstrosity and hypocrisy—Raphael's cartoon

of the charge to Peter, l^ote first the bold fallacy—the put-

ting all the apostles there, a mere lie to serve the Papal her-

esy of the Petric supremacy, by putting them all in the back-

ground while Peter receives the charge, and making them all

witnesses to it. Note the handsomely curled hair and neatly

tied sandals of the men who had been out all night in the sea

mists, and on the slimy decks; note their convenient dresses
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for going a-fishing, with trains that lie a yard along the

ground, and goodly fringes—all made to match ;—an apos-

tolic fishing costume. ISTote how Peter especially, (whose

chief glory was in his wet coat girt about him, and naked

limbs,) is enveloped in folds and fringes, so as to kneel and
hold his keys with grace. Xo fire of coals at all, nor lonely

mountain shore, but a pleasant Italian landscape, full of

villas and churches, and a flock of sheep to be pointed at ; and

the whole group of Apostles, not round Christ, as they would
have been naturally, but straggling away in a line, that they

may be shown. The simple truth is, that the moment we
look at the picture we feel our belief of the whole thing taken

away. There is visibly no possibility of that group ever

having existed, in any place, or on any occasion. It is all a

mere mythic absurdity, and faded concoction of fringes, mus-

cular arms, and curly heads of Greek philosophers.

78. Among the children of God, there is always that fear-

ful and bowed apprehension of His majesty, and that sacred

dread of all offense to Him which is called the Fear of God

;

yet of real and essential fear there is not any, but clinging of

confidence to Him as their Rock, Fortress, and Deliverer ; and

perfect love, and casting out of fear; so that it is not pos-

sible that, while the mind is rightly bent on Him, there

should be dread of anything earthly or supernatural ; and the

more dreadful seems the height of His majesty, the less fear

they feel that dwell in the shadow of it '' Of whom shall 1

be afraid ?
"

79. If for every rebuke that we utter of men's vices, we
put forth a claim upon their hearts ; if for every assertion

of God's demands from them, we could substitute a display

of His kindness to them ; if side by side with every warning

of death, we could exhibit proofs and promises of immor-

tality ; if, in fine, instead of assuming the being of an awful

Deity, which men, though they cannot, and dare not deny,

are always unwilling, sometimes unable to conceive, we were
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to show them a near^ visible, ine^dtable, but all beneficent

Deity, whose presence makes the earth itself a heaven, I think

there would be fewer deaf children sitting in the market-

place.

80. If not by sympathy discovered, it is not in words ex-

plicable with what divine lines and light the exercise of

godliness and charitj' will mold and gild the hardest and

coldest countenance, neither to what darkness their depart-

ure will consign the loveliest. For there is not any virtue

the exercise of which, even momentarily, will not impress a

new fairness upon the features.

81. The love of the human race is increased by their indi-

vidual differences, and the unity of the creature, made per-

fect by each having something to bestow and to receive, bound

to the rest by a thousand various necessities and various

gratitudes ; humility in each .rejoicing to admire in his fellow

that which he finds not in himself, and each being in some re-

spect the complement of his race.

82. They who are as the angels of God in heaven, yet can-

not be conceived as so assimilated that their different experi-

ences and affections upon earth shall then be forgotten and

effectless: the child, taken early to his place, cannot be im-

agined to wear there such a body, nor to have such thoughts,

as the glorified apostle who had finished his course and kept

the faith on earth. And so, whatever perfections and like-

ness of love we may attribute to either the tried or the crowned

creatures, there is the difference of the stars in glory among

them yet ; differences of original gifts, though not of occupy-

ing till their Lord come ; different dispensations of trial and

of trust, of sorrows and support, both in their own inward,

variable hearts, and in their positions of exposure or of

peace ; of the gourd shadow and the smiting sun, of calling

at heat of day, or eleventh hour, of the house unroofed by

faith, or the clouds opened by revelation ; differences in warn-
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ing, in mercies, in sickness, in signs, in time of calling to

account ; alike only thej all are by that which is not of them,

but the gift of God's unchangeable mercy: " I will give unto

this last even as unto thee."

83. The desire of rest planted in the heart is no sensual,

no unworthy one; but a longing for renovation, and for

escape from a state whose every phase is mere preparation

for another equally transitory, to one in which permanence
shall have become possible through perfection. Hence the

great call of Christ to men, that call on which St. Augustine

fixed as the essential expression of Christian hope, is accom-

panied by the promise of rest; and the death bequest of

Christ to men, is peace.

84. He who has once stood beside the grave, to look back

upon the companionship which has been forever closed, feel-

ing how impotent, there, are the wild love, and the keen sor-

row, to give one instant's pleasure to the pulseless heart, or

atone in the lowest measure to the departed spirit, for the

hour of unkindness, will scarcely for the future incur that

death to the heart, which can only be discharged to the dust.

But the lessons which men receive as individuals, they do

not learn as nations. Again and again they have seen their

noblest descend into the grave, and had thought it enough

to garland the tombstone when they had not crowned the

brow, and to pay the honor to the ashes, which they had de-

nied to the spirit. Let it not displease them that they are

bidden, amidst the tumult and the dazzle of their busy life,

to listen for the few voices, and watch for the few lamps,

which God has toned and lighted to charm and to guide them,

that they may not learn their sweetness by their silence, nor

their light by their decay.

85. In the Cathedral of Lucca, near the entrance door of

the north transept, there is a monument by Jacopo della

Querela to Ilaria di Caretto, the wife of Paolo Guinigi. I
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name it not as more beautiful or perfect than other examples

of the same period; but as furnishing an instance of the

exact and right mean between the rigidity and rudeness of

the earlier monumental effigies, and the morbid imitation of

life, sleep, or death, of which the fashion has taken place in

modern times. She is lying on a simple couch, with a hound

at her feet; not on the side, but with the head laid straight

and simply on the hard pillow, in which, let it be observed,

there is no effort at deceptive imitation of pressure.—It is

understood as a pillow, but not mistaken for one. The hair

is bound in a flat braid over the fair brow, the sweet and

arched eyes are closed, the tenderness of the loving lips is

set and quiet ; there is that about them which forbids breath

;

something which is not death nor sleep, but the pure image

of both. The hands are not lifted in prayer, neither folded,

but the arms are laid at length upon the body, and the hands

cross as they fall. The feet are hidden by the drapery, and

the form of the limbs concealed, but not their tenderness.

86. I do not know any district possessing a more pure or un-

interrupted fullness of mountain character, (and that of the

highest order,) or which appears to have been less disturbed

by foreign agencies, than that which borders the course of

the Trient between Valorsine and Martigny. The paths

which lead to it out of the valley of the Rhone, rising at first

in steep circles among the walnut trees, like winding stairs

among the pillars of a Gothic tower, retire over the shoulders

of the hills into a valley almost unknown, but thickly in-

habited by an industrious and patient population. Along
the ridges of the rocks, smoothed by old glaciers into long,

dark, billowy swellings, like the backs of plunging dolphins,

the peasant watches the slow coloring of the tufts of moss

and roots of herb, which little by little gather a feeble soil

over the iron substance ; then, supporting the narrow slip of

clinging ground with a few stones, he subdues it to the spade
;

and in a year or two a little crest of corn is seen waving upon
the rocky casque, The irregular meadows run in and out
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like inlets of lake among these harvested rocks, sweet with per-

petual streamlets that seem always to have chosen the steepest

places to come down for the sake of the leaps, scattering their

handfuls of crystal this way and that, as the wind takes them

with all the grace, but with none of the formalism, of foun-

tains; dividing into fanciful change of dash and spring, yet

with the seal of their granite channels upon them, as the

lightest play of human speech may bear the seal of past toil,

and closing back out of their spray to lave the rigid angles,

and brighten with silver fringes and glassy films each lower

and lower step of sable stone ; until at last, gathered altogether

again,—except perhaps some chance drops caught on the

apple blossom, where it has budded a little nearer the cascade

than it did last spring,—they find their way down to the turf,

and lose themselves in that, silently; with quiet depth of

clear water furrowing among the grass-blades, and looking

only like their shadows but presently emerging again in little

startled gushes and laughing hurries, as if they had remem-

bered suddenly that the day was too short for them to get

down the hill. Green field, and glowing rock, and glancing

streamlet, all slope together in the sunshine towards the brows

of ravines, where the pines take up their own dominion

of saddened shade ; and with everlasting roar, in the twilight,

the stronger torrents thunder down, pale from the glaciers,

filling all the chasms with enchanted cold, beating them-

selves to pieces against the great rocks that they have them-

selves cast do^vn, and forcing way beneath their ghastly poise.

The mountain paths stoop to those glens in forky zig^^ags,

leading to some gray and narrow arch, all fringed under its

shuddering curve with the ferns that fear the light ; a cross

of rough-he%\Ti pine, iron-bound to its parapet, standing dark

against the lurid fury of the foam. Far up the glen, as we

pause beside the cross, the sky is seen through the openings

in the pines thin with excess of light ; and, in its clear con-

suming flame of white space, the summits of the rocky moun-

tains are gathered into solemn crowns and circlets, all flushed

in that strange faint silence of possession by the sunshine,
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which has in it so deep a melancholy, full of power, yet as

frail as shadows; lifeless, like the walls of a sepulcher, yet

beautiful in tender fall of crimson folds, like the veil of

some sea spirit, that lives and dies as the foam flashes; fixed

on a perpetual throne, stern against all strength, lifted above

all sorrows, and yet effaced and melted utterly into the air

by that last sunbeam that has crossed to them from between

the two golden clouds.

High above all sorrow ? Yes ; but not unwitnessing to it.

The traveler on his happy journey, as his foot springs from

the deep turf, and strikes the pebbles gayly over the edge of

the mountain road, sees with a glance of delight the clusters

of nut-brown cottages that nestle along those sloping orchards,

and glow beneath the boughs of the pines. Here, it may

well seem to him, if there be sometimes hardship, there must

be at least innocence and peace, and fellowship of the human

soul with nature. It is not so. The wild goats that leap

along those rocks have as much passion of joy in all that fair

work of God as the men that toil among them,—perhaps

more. Enter the street of one of those villages, and you will

find it foul with that gloomy foulness that is suffered only by

torpor, or by anguish of soul. Here, it is torpor—not abso-

lute suffering—not starvation or disease ; but darkness of

calm enduring: the spring, known only as the time of the

scythe, and the autumn as the time of the sickle, and the sun

only as a warmth, the wind as a chill, and the mountains as

a danger. They do not understand so much as the name of

beauty, or of knowledge. They understand dimly that of

virtue. Love, patience, hospitality, faith—these things they

know. To glean their meadows side by side, so happier; to

bear the burden up the breathless mountain flank unmurmur-

ingly ; to bid the stranger drink from their vessel of milk ; to

see at the foot of their low death-beds a pale figiire upon a

cross, dying, also patiently;—in this they are different from

the cattle and from the stones ; but, in all this, unrewarded, as

far as concerns the present life. For them, there is neither

hope nor passion of spirit; for them, neither advancement
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nor exultation. Black bread, rude roof, dark night, labori-

ous day, weary arm at sunset ; and life ebbs away. jSTo books,

no thoughts, no attainments, no rest,—except only sometimes

a little sitting in the sun under the church wall, as the bell

tolls thin and far in the mountain air ; a pattering of a few

prayers, not understood, by the altar-rails of tlie dimly-gilded

chapel,—and so, back to the somber home, with the cloud

upon them still unbroken—that cloud of rocky gloom, born

out of the wild torrents and ruinous stones, and unlightened

even in their religion, except by the vague promise of some

better thing unkno^vn, mingled with threatening, and ob-

scured by an unspeakable horror—a smoke, as it were, of

martyrdom, coiling up with the incense ; and amidst the im-

ages of tortured bodies and lamenting spirits in hurtling

flames, the very cross, for them, dashed more deeply than for

others with gouts of blood.

87. A Highland scene is beyond doubt pleasant enough in

its OA^Ti way; but, looked close at, has its shadows.* Here,

for instance, is the very fact of one—as pretty as I can remem-

ber,—having seen many. It is a little valley of soft turf,

inclosed in its narrow oval by jutting rocks, and broad flakes

of nodding fern. From one side of it to the other winds,

serpentine, a clear bro'UTi stream, drooping into quicker

ripple as it reaches the end of the oval field, and then, first

islanding a purple and white rock with an amber pool, it

dashes away into a narrow fall of foam under a thicket of

mountain ash and alder. The autumn sun, low, but clear,

shines on the scarlet ash-berries and on the golden birch-leaves,

which, fallen here and there, Avhen the breeze has not caught

them, rest quiet in the crannies of the purple rock. Beside

the rock, in the hollow under the thicket, the carcass of a ewe,

dro-wned in the last flood, lies nearly bare to the bone, its

* Passage written to be opposed to an exuberant description, by

an amiable Scottish pastor, of everything flattering to Scotchmen

in the Highlands. I have put next to it, a little study of the

sadness of Italy.
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white ribs protruding tliroiigli the skin, raven-torn; and the

rags of its wool still flickering from the branches that first

stayed it as the stream swept it down. A little lower, the cur-

rent plunges, roaring, into a circular chasm like a well, sur-

rounded on three sides by a chimney-like hollowness of

polished rock, down which the foam slips in detached snow-

flakes. Round the edges of the pool beneath, the water cir-

cles slowly like black oil ; a little butterfly lies on its back, the

wings glued to one of the eddies, its limbs feebly quivering;

a fish arises, and it is gone. Lower down the stream, I can

see over a knoll the green and damp turf roofs of four or

five hovels, built at the edge of a morass, which is trodden by

the cattle into a black Slough of Despond at their doors, and

traversed by a few ill-set stepping stones, with here and there

a flat slab on the tops, where they have sunk out of sight ;

—

and at the turn of the brook I see a man fishing, with a boy

and a dog—a picturesque and pretty group enough certainly,

if they had not been there all day starving. I know them, and

I know the dog's ribs also, which are nearly as bare as the

dead ewe's ; and the child's wasted shoulders, cutting his old

tartan jacket through, so sharp are they.

88. Perhaps there is no more impressive scene on earth

than the solitary extent of the Campagna of Rome imder

evening light. Let the reader imagine himself for a moment
withdrawn from the sounds and motion of the living world,

and sent forth alone into this wild and wasted plain. The

earth yields and crumbles beneath his foot, tread he never

so lightly, for its substance is white, hollow, and carious, like

the dusty wreck of the bones of men. The long knotted

grass waves and tosses feebly in the evening wind, and the

shadows of its motion shake feverishly along the banks of

ruin that lift themselves to the sunlight. Hillocks of molder-

ing earth heave around him, as if the dead beneath were

struggling in their sleep. Scattered blocks of black stone,

four-square remnants of mighty edifices, not one left upon

another, lie upon them to keep them do^\Ta. A dull purple
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poisonous haze stretches level along the desert, veining its

spectral wrecks of massy ruins, on whose rents the red light

rests, like dying fire on defiled altars ; the blue ridge of the

Alban Mount lifts itself against a solemn space of green, clear,

quiet sky. Watch-towers of dark clouds stand steadfastly

along the promontories of the Apennines. From the plain

to the mountains, the shattered aqueducts, pier beyond pier,

melt into the darkness, like shadowy and countless troops of

funeral mourners, passing from a nation's grave.

89. I was coming down one evening from the Rochers de

Kaye, above Montreux, having been at work among the lime-

stone rocks, where I could get no water, and both weary and
thirsty. Coming to a spring at the turn of the path, con-

ducted, as usual, by the herdsmen, into a hollowed pine

trunk, I stooped to it, and drank deeply. As I raised my
head, drawing breath heavily, someone behind me said,

" Celui qui boira de cette eau-ci, aura encore soif." I turned

not understanding for a moment what was meant, and saw
one of the hill peasants, probably returning to his chalet from

the market place at Vevay or Villeneuve. As I looked at him
with an uncomprehending expression, he went on with the

verse :
" Mais celui qui boira de I'eau que je lui donnerai,

n'aura jamais soif."

90. It may perhaps be permitted me* to mark the signifi-

cance of the earliest mention of mountains in the j\Iosaic

books; at least of those in which some Divine appointment

or Command is stated respecting them. They are first

brought before us as refuges for God's people from the two

judgments of water and fire. The Ark rests upon the moun-

tains of Ararat ; and man, having passed through the great

Baptism unto death, kneels upon the earth first where it is

nearest heaven, and mingles with the mountain clouds the

smoke of his sacrifice of thanksgiving. Again ; from the

* With reference to the choice of mountain dwellings by the

greater monastic orders.

I
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midst of the first judgment by fire, the command of the Deity

to His Servant is, " Escape to the mountain ;" and the morbid

fear of the hills, which fills any human mind after long stay

in places of luxury and sin, is strangely marked in Lot's com-

plaining reply, " I cannot escape to the mountain, lest some

evil take me." The third mention, in way of ordinance,

is a far more solemn one :
" Abraham lifted up his eyes and

saw the place afar off." " The Place," the mountain of

myrrh, or of bitterness, chosen to fulfill to all the seed of

Abraham, far off and near, the inner meaning of promise re-

garded in that vow :
" I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills,

from whence cometh mine help." And the fourth is the

delivery of the law on Sinai. It seemed then to the monks
that the mountains were appointed by their Maker to be to

man refuges from judgment, signs of redemption, and altars

of sanctification and obedience ; and they saw them afterwards

connected, in the manner the most touching and gracious,

with the death, after his task had been accomplished, of the

first anointed Priest ; the death, in like manner, of the first

inspired Lawgiver ; and lastly, with the assumption of His

office, by the Eternal Priest, Lawgiver, and Saviour.

Observe the connection of these three events. Although the

time of the deaths of Aaron and Moses was hastened by God's

displeasure, we have not, it seems to me, the slightest warrant

for concluding that the manner of their deaths was intended

to be grievous or dishonorable to them. Far from this, it

cannot, I think, be doubted that in the denial of the permis-

sion to enter the Promised Land, the whole punishment of

their sin was included; and that, as far as regarded the

manner of their deaths, it must have been appointed for

them by their Master, in all tenderness and love, and with the

full purpose of ennobling the close of their service upon the

earth. It might have seemed to us more honorable that both

should have been permitted to die beneath the shadow of the

Tabernacle, the congregation of Israel watching by their

side ; and all whom they loved gathered together to receive

that last message from the lips of the meek lawgiver, and the
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last blessing from the prayer of the anointed priest. But it

was not thus they were permitted to die. Try to realize that

going forth of Aaron from the midst of the congregation. He
who had so often done sacrifice for their sin, going forth now
to offer up his own spirit. He who had stood among them

between the dead and the living, and had seen the eyes of all

that great multitude turned to him, that by his intercession

their breath might yet be drawn a moment more, going forth

now to meet the angel of death face to face, and deliver him-

self into his hand. Try if you cannot walk in thought with

those two brothers, and the son, as they passed the outmost

tents of Israel, and turned, while yet the dew lay roundabout

the camp, towards the slopes of Mount Hor ; talking together

for the last time, as step by step they felt the steeper rising

of the rocks, and hour after hour, beneath the ascending sun,

the horizon grew broader as they climbed, and all the folded

hills of Idumea, one by one subdued, showed, amidst their

hollows in the haze of noon, the windings of that long desert

journey, now at last to close. But who shall enter into the

thoughts of the High Priest as his eye followed those paths

of ancient pilgrimage ; and through the silence of the arid

and endless hills, stretching even to the dim peak of Sinai,

the whole history of those forty years was unfolded before

him, and the mystery of his own ministries revealed to him;

and that other Holy of Holies, of which the mountain peaks

were the altars, and the mountain clouds the veil, the firma-

ment of his Father's dwelling, opened to him still more

brightly and infinitely as he drew nearer his death?—until

at last, on the shadeless summit, from him on whom sin was

to be laid no more, from him on whose heart the names of

sinful nations were to press their graven fire no longer, the

brother and the son took breastplate and ephod, and left him

to his rest. There is indeed a secretness in this calm faith,

and deep restraint of sorrow, into which it is difficult for us

to enter ; but the death of Moses himself is more easily to be

conceived, and had in it circumstances still more touching

as regards the influence of the external scene. For forty
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years Moses had not been alone. The care and burden of all

tlie people, the weight of their woe, and guilt, and death, had

been upon him continually. The multitude had been laid

upon him as if he had conceived them ; their tears had been

his meat night and day, until he had felt as if God had with-

drawn His favor from him, and he had prayed that he might

be slain, and not see his wretchedness. And now at last the

command came, " Get thee up into this mountain." The
weary hands, that had been so long stayed up against the

enemies of Israel, might lean again upon the shepherd's staff,

and fold themselves for the shepherd's prayer—for the shep-

herd's slumber. IvTot strange to his feet, though forty years

unknown, the roughness of the bare mountain path, as he

climbed from ledge to ledge of Abarim; not strange to his

aged eyes the scattered clusters of the mountain herbage, and

the broken shadows of the cliffs, indented far across the silence

of uninhabited ravines; scenes such as those among which,

as now, with none beside him but God, he had led his flocks

so often; and which he had left, how painfully! taking upon

him the appointed power to make of the fenced city a wilder-

ness, and to fill the desert with songs of deliverance. It was

not to embitter the last hours of his life that God restored

to him for a day the beloved solitudes he had lost, and

breathed the peace of the perpetual hills around him, and

cast the world in which he had labored, and sinned, far

beneath his feet in that mist of dying blue ;—all sin ; all

wandering, soon to be forgotten forever. The Dead Sea

—

a type of God's anger understood by him, of all men, most

clearly, who had seen the earth open her mouth, and the sea

his depth, to overwhelm the companies of those who contended

with his Master—laid waveless beneath him ; and beyond it

the fair hills of Judah, and the soft plains and banks of

Jordan, purple in the evening light as with tlie blood of re-

demption, and fading in their distant fullness into mysteries

of promise and of love. There, with his unabated strength,

his undimmed glance, lying doAvn upon the utmost rocks,

with angels waiting near to contend for the spoils of his
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spirit, he put off his earthly armor. We do deep reverence

to his companion prophet, for whom the chariot of fire came
down from heaven; but was his death less noble whom His

Lord Himself buried in the vales of Moab, keeping, in the

secrets of the eternal counsels, the knowledge of a sepulcher,

from which he was to be called in the fullness of time, to

talk with that Lord upon Hermon of the death that he should

accomplish at Jerusalem ?

And lastly, let us turn our thoughts for a few moments to

the cause of the resurrection of these two prophets. We are

all of us too much in the habit of passing it by, as a thing

mystical and inconceivable, taking place in the life of Christ

for some purpose not by us to be understood, or, at the best,

merely as a manifestation of His divinity by brightness of

heavenly light, and the ministering of the spirits of the dead,

intended to strengthen the faith of His three chosen apostles.

And in this, as in many other events recorded by the Evan-

gelists, we lose half the meaning, and evade the practical

power upon ourselves, by never accepting in its fullness the

idea that our Lord was " perfect man,"—" tempted in all

things like as we are." Our preachers are continually try-

ing, in all manner of subtle ways, to explain the union of the

Divinity with the Manhood—an explanation which certainly

involves first their being able to describe the nature of Deity

itself, or, in plain words, to comprehend God. They never

can explain, in any one particular, the union of the natures

;

they only succeed in weakening the faith of their hearers as

to the entireness of either. The thing they have to do is pre-

cisely the contrary of this—to insist upon the entireness

of both. We never think of Christ enough as God, never

enough as Man ; the instinctive habit of our minds being al-

ways to miss of the Divinity, and the reasoning and enforced

habit to miss of the humanity. We are afraid to harbor in

our o^vn hearts, or to utter in the hearing of others, any
thought of our Lord as hungering, tired, sorrowful, having

a human soul, a human will, and affected by events of human
life, as a finite creature is : and yet one-half of the efficiency
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of His atonement, and the whole of the efficiency of his ex-

ample, depend on His having been this to the full. Con-

sider, therefore, the Transfiguration as it relates to the hu-

man feelings of our Lord, It was the first definite prepara-

tion for his death. He had foretold it to his disciples six

days before ; then takes with Him the three chosen ones into

" an high mountain apart." From an exceeding high moun-

tain, at the first taking on Him the ministry of life, He had

beheld and rejected the kingdoms of the earth, and their

glory: now, on a high mountain. He takes upon Him the

ministry of death. Peter and they that were V\'ith him, as

in Gethsemane, were heavy with sleep. Christ's work had

to be done alone.

The tradition is that the Mount of Transfiguration was the

summit of Tabor ; but Tabor is neither a high mountain, nor

was it in any sense a mountain " apart,^' being in those years

both inhabited and fortified. All the immediately preceding

ministries of Christ had been at Cesarea Philippi. There is

no mention of travel southward in the six days that intervened

between the warning given to His disciples and the going up

into the hill. What other hill could it be than the southward

slope of that goodly mountain, Hermon, which is indeed the

center of all the Promised Land, and from the entering in of

Hamath unto the river of Egypt ; the mount of fruitfulness,

from which the springs of Jordan descended to the valleys of

Israel ? Along its mighty forest avenues, until the grass

grew fair with the mountain lilies. His feet dashed in the

dew of Hermon, He must have gone to pray His first re-

corded prayer about death; and from the steep of it, before

He knelt, could see to the south all the dwellings of the people

that had sat in darkness, and seen the great light, the land

of Zabulon and of Naphthali, Galilee of the nations,—could

see, even with His human sight, the gleam of that lake by

Capernaum and Chorazin, and many a place loved by Him,
and vainly ministered to, whose house was now left unto them

desolate ; and chief of all, far in the utmost blue, the hills

above Nazareth, sloping down to His old home; hills on
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which yet the stones lay loose that had been taken up to cast

at Him when He left them forever.

" And as He prayed, two men stood by Him." Among the

many ways in which we miss the help and hold of Scripture,

none is more subtle than our habit of supposing that, even as

man, Christ was free from the fear of death. How could he

then have been tempted as we are ?—since among all the trials

of the earth, none spring from the dust more terrible than that

fear. It had to be borne by Him, indeed, in a unity which

we can never comprehend, with the foreknowledge of victory,

—as His sorrow for Lazarus with the consciousness of his

power to restore him; but it had to be borne, and that in its

full earthly terror; and the presence of it is surely marked
for us enough by the rising of those two at His side. When,
in the desert. He was girding Himself for the work of life,

angels of life came and ministered to Him ; now in the fair

world, when he is girding Himself for the work of death,

the ministrants come to Him from the gTave. But from the

grave, conquered. One from that tomb under Abarim, which

his OT\Ti hand had sealed long ago; the other, from the rest

into which he had entered without seeing corruption. " There

stood by Him Moses and Elias, and spake of His decease."

Then, when the prayer is ended, the task accepted, first, since

the star paused over Him at Bethlehem, the full glory falls

upon Him from heaven, and the testimony is borne to His

everlasting Sonship and power. " Hear ye Him."

If, in their remembrance of these things, and in their en-

deavor to follow in the footsteps of their Master, religious men
of bygone days, closing themselves in the hill solitudes, forgot

sometimes, and sometimes feared, the duties they owed to the

active world, we may perhaps pardon them more easily than we
ought to pardon ourselves, if we neither seek any influence for

good, nor submit to it unsought, in scenes to which thus all

the men whose writings we receive as inspired, together with

their Lord, retired whenever they had any task or trial laid

upon them needing more than their usual strength of spirit.

'Eov perhaps should we have unprofitably entered into the
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mind of the earlier ages, if among our other thoughts, as we
watch the chains of the snowy mountains rise on the horizon,

we should sometimes admit the memory of the hour in which

their Creator, among their solitudes, entered on His travail

for the salvation of our race ; and indulge the dream, that as

the flaming and trembling mountains of the earth seem to be

the monuments of the manifesting of His terror on Sinai,

these pure and white hills, near to the heaven, and sources

of all good to the earth, are the appointed memorials of that

light of His mercy, that fell, snowlike, on the Mount of

Transfiguration,
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PKEFACE.

I EECEiVE at present with increasing frequency requests or

counsels from people whose wishes and advice I respect, for

the reprinting of " Modern Painters." When I formerly

stated my determination not to republish that work in its

original form, it w^as always with the purpose of giving its

scientific sections with farther illustration in " Deucalion "

and " Proserpina," and extracts from those relating to art

and education in my Oxford Lectures. But finding, usually,

for these last, subjects more immediately interesting; and

seeing that Deucalion and Proserpina have quite enough to

do in their o^\^l way—for the time they have any chance of

doing it in—I am indeed minded now to reprint the three

scientific sections of " Modern Painters " in their original

terms, which, very thankfully I find, cannot much be bet-

tered, for what they intend or attempt. The scientific por-

tions, divided prospectively, in the first volume, into four

sections, were meant to define the essential forms of sky,

earth, water, and vegetation ; but finding that I had not the

mathematical knowledge required for the analysis of wave-

action, the chapters on Sea-painting were never finished, the

materials for them being partly used in the " Harbors of

England," and the rest of the design remitted till I could

learn more dynamics. But it was never abandoned, and the

corrections already given in " Deucalion " of the errors of

Agassiz and Tyndall on the glacier theory are based on

studies of wave-motion which I hope still to complete the

detail of in that work.

My reprints from " Modern Painters " will therefore fall

only into three divisions, on the origin of form in clouds,

mountains, and trees. They will be given in the pages and

type now chosen for my Oxford Lectures; and the two lec-
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tiires on existing Storm-cloud already published will form a

proper introduction to the cloud-studies of former times, of

which the first number is already in the press. In like

manner, the following paper, prepared to be read before the

Mineralogical Society on the occasion of their meeting in Ed-
inburgh, this year, and proposing, in brief abstract, the ques-

tions which are at the root of rock-science, may not unfitly

introduce the chapters of geological inquiry, begim at the

foot of the Matterhorn thirty years ago, inquiries which were
the proper sequel of those instituted by Saussure, and from
which the fury of investigation in extinct zoology has since so

far diverted the attention of mineralogists, that I have been

virtually left to pursue them alone; not without some re-

sults, for which, fortified as they are by the recent advance

of rock-chemistry, I might claim, did I care to claim, the

dignity of Discoveries. For the separate enumeration of

these, the reader is referred to the postscript to the opening

paper.

The original wood-cuts will all be used in this edition, but

in order not to add to the expense of the republished text, I

ha'-e thought it best that such of the steel plates as are still

in a state to give fair impressions, should be printed and

bound apart; purchasable either collectively or in separate

parts, illustrative of the three several sections of text. These

will be advertised when ready.

The text of the old book, as in the already reprinted

second volume, will be in nothing changed, and only occa-

sionally explained or amplified by notes in brackets.

It is also probable that a volume especially devoted to the

subject of Education may be composed of passages gathered

out of the entire series of my works; and since the parts of

" Modern Painters " bearing on the principles of art will be

incorporated in the school lectures connected with my duty at

Oxford, whatever is worth preservation in the whole book

will be thus placed at the command of the public.

Bbantwood,
l&th September, 1884.



IN MONTIBUS SANCTIS

CHAPTER I.

OF THE DISTINCTIONS OF FORM IN SILICA.*

As this paper, bj the courtesy of the secretaries, stands

first on the list of those to be read at the meeting, I avail my-
self of the privilege thus gTanted me of congratulating the

Society on this occasion of its meeting in the capital of a

country which is itself one magnificent mineralogical speci-

men, reaching from Cheviot to Cape Wrath ; thus gathering

into the most convenient compass, and presenting in the

most instructive forms, examples of nearly every mineralogi-

cal process and phenomenon which have taken place in the

construction of the world.

May I be permitted, also, to felicitate myself, on the per-

mission thus given me, to bring before the Mineralogical So-

ciety a question which, in Edinburgh, of all cities of the

world, it should be easiest to solve, namely, the methods of

the construction and painting of a Scotch pebble ?

I am the more happy in this unexpected privilege, because,

though an old member of the Geological Society, my geolog-

ical observations have always been as completely ignored by

that Society, as my remarks on political economy by the

Directors of the Bank of England ; and although I have re-

peatedly solicited from them the charity of their assistance in

so small a matter as the explanation of an agate stone on the

forefinger of an alderman, they still, as I stated the case in

closing my first volume of " Deucalion," discourse on the ca-

tastrophes of chaos, and the processes of creation, without

* Kead before the Mineralogical Society, July 24, 1884.
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being able to tell why a slate splits, or how a pebble is col-

ored.

Pebble—or crystal; here in Scotland the main questions

respecting these two main forms of silica are put to us, with

a close solicitude, by the beautiful conditions of agate, and

the glowing colors of the Cairngorm, which have always varie-

gated and illuminated the favorite jewelry of Scottish laird

and lassie.

May I hope, with especial reference to the

" favorite gem
Of Scotland's mountain diadem,"

to prevail on some Scottish mineralogist to take up the

hitherto totally neglected subject of the relation of color in

minerals to their state of substance : why, for instance, large

and well-developed quartz crystals are frequently topaz color

or smoke color,—never rose-color; while massive quartz may
be rose-color, and pure white or gray, but never smoke color

;

—again, why amethyst quartz may continually, as at

Schemnitz and other places, be infinitely complex and multi-

plex in crystallization, but never warped ; while smoky quartz

may be continually found warped, but never, in the amethys-

tine way, multiplex ;—why, again, smoky quartz and Cairn-

gorm are continually found in short crystals, but never in

long slender ones,—as, to take instance in another mineral,

w^hite beryl is usually short or even tabular, and green beryl

long, almost in proportion to its purity ?

And, for the better solution, or at least proposition, of the

many questions, such as these, hitherto undealt with by

science, might I also hope that the efforts of the Mineralogi-

cal Society may be directed, among other quite feasible ob-

jects not yet attained, to the formation of a museum of what

might be called mineral-geology, showing examples of all

familiar minerals in association with their native rocks, on a

sufficiently large and intelligible scale. There may be, per-

haps, by this time, in the museum of Edinburgh,—but there

is not in the British Museum, nor have I ever myself seen,

—
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either a specimen of pure Cairngorm in the gangiie, or a

block of trap containing agates of really high qualitv,

whether from Scotland, Germany, or India.

Knowing the value of time to the meeting, I leave this, to

my thinking, deeply important subject of the encouragement

of geognostic mineralogy, to their own farther consideration

;

and pass to a point of terminology which is of extreme sig-

nificance in the study of siliceous minerals, namely, the de-

sirableness, and I should myself even say the necessity, of

substituting the term " spheroidal " for " reniform " in

mineralogical description. Every so-called '"kidney-shaped"

mineral is an aggregate of spheroidal crystallizations, and it

would be just as rational and elegant to call sea-foam kidney-

shaped, as to call chalcedony so. The word " Botryoidal " is

yet more objectionable, because it is wholly untrue. There

are many minerals that resemble kidneys ; but there is no

substance in the whole mineral kingdom that resembles a

bunch of grapes. The pisolitic aggregations which a care-

less observer might think grape-like, are only like grai^e-shot,

and lie in heaps, not clusters.

But the change I would propose is not a matter of mere

accuracy or elegance in description. For want of observing

that the segmental surfaces of so-called reniform and botryoi-

dal minerals are spheroidal, the really crystalline structure

producing that external form has been overlooked, and, in

consequence, minerals have been continually described either

as amorphous, or as mixtures of different substances, which

are neither formless nor mingled, but are absolutely defined

in structure, and absolutely homogeneous in substance.

There are at least six states of siliceous substance which are

thus entirely distinct,—flint, jasper, chalcedony, hyalite,

opal, and quartz. They are only liable to be confused with

each other in bad specimens ; each has its o^vn special and

separate character, and needs peculiar circumstances for its

production and development. The careful history of the

forms of these six minerals, and the careful collection of the

facts respecting the mode of their occurrence, would require
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a volume as large as any that are usually issued by way of

complete systems of mineralogy. Whereas, sufficient account

is usually supposed to be rendered of them in a few sentences,

and, moreover, every sentence of these concise abstracts

usually contains, or implies, an unchallenged fallacy.

I take, for example, from the account of '' chalcedonic vari-

eties of quartz " given in Dana's octavo of 456 close-printed

pages (Trlibner, 1879),—the entire account occupies no more

than a page and three lines,—the following sentences

:

" Chalcedony oftens occurs lining or filling cavities in

amygdaloidal rocks, and sometimes in other kinds. These

cavities are nothing but little caverns, into which siliceous

waters have filtrated at some period. The stalactites are

' icicles ' of chalcedony, hung from the roof of the cavity.

" Agate, a variegated chalcedony. The colors are distrib-

uted in clouds, spots, or concentric lines. These lines take

straight, circular, or zigzag forms, and when the last, it is

called fortification agate, so named from the resemblance to

the angular outlines of a fortification. These lines are the

edges of layers of chalcedony, and these layers are successive

deposits during the process of its formation.

" Mocha stone, or moss agate, is a brownish agate, consist-

ing of chalcedony with dentritic or moss-like delineations, of

an opaque yellowish-brown color."

ISTow, with respect to the first of these statements, it is true

that cavities in amygdaloidal rocks are nothing but little cav-

erns, just as caverns in any rocks are nothing but large cavi-

ties. But the rocks are called " amygdaloidal," because their

cavities are in the shape of almonds, and there must be a

reason for this almond shape, which will bear on the structure

of their contents. It is also true that in the rocks of Ice-

land there are cavities lined with stalactites of chalcedony.

But I believe no member of this Society has ever seen a cavity

in Scotch trap lined with stalactites of chalcedony; nor a

Scotch pebble which gave the slightest evidence of the direc-

tion of its infiltration.

The second sentence is still more misleading, for in no
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sense is it true that agate is a " variegated chalcedony." It

is chalcedony separated into bands of various consistence, and

associated with parallel bands of jasper and quartz. And
whether these bands are successive deposits during the pro-

cess of formation or not, must be questionable until we pro-

duce the resemblance of an agate by a similar operation,

which I would very earnestly request some of the members

of the Mineralogical Society to do, before allowing statements

of this positive kind to be made on the subject in popular

text-books.

The third sentence confounds Mocha stone with moss agate,

they being entirely different minerals. The delineations in

Mocha stone are dendritic, and produced by mechanical dis-

semination of metallic oxides, easily imitable by dropping

earthy colors into paste. But moss agates are of two kinds,

brown and green, the one really like moss, the other filiform

and like seaweed ; and neither of them is at present explicable

or imitable.

The inaccuracy of the statements thus made in so elaborate

a work on mineralogy as Dana's, may, I think, justify me in

asking the attention of the Mineralogical Society to the dis-

tinctions in the forms of silica which they will find illustrated

by the chosen examples from my o^^^l collection, placed on

the table for their inspection. I place, first, side by side,

'No. 1, the rudest, and No. 7, the most delicate, conditions of

pure chalcedony ; the first, coarsely spheroidal, and associated

with common flint ; the second, filiform, its threads and rods

combining into plates,—each rod, on close examination, being

seen to consist of associated spheroidal concretions.

Next to these I place IN'o. 2, a common small-globed chal-

cedony formed on the common quartzite of South England,

with opaque concentric zones developing themselves subse-

quently over its translucent masses. I have not the slightest

idea how any of these three specimens can have been formed,

and simply lay them before the Society in hope of receiving

some elucidatory suggestions about them.

My ignorance need not have remained so abject, had my
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other work left me leisure to follow out the deeply interesting

experiments instituted by Mr. E. A. Pankhurst and Mr. J.

I'Anson, of which the first results, being indeed the beginning

of the true history of silica, were published by those gentle-

men in the Mineralogical Magazine for 1882. I have laid

their paper, kindly then communicated to me, on the table,

for immediate comparison of its plates with the specimens,

and I have arranged the first two groups of these, adopting

from that paper the terms exogenous and endogenous, for the

two great families of agates, so as to illustrate the principal

statements made in its pages.

It would materially facilitate the pursuit of their dis-

coveries if some of the members of the Society would register

and describe the successive phenomena of crystallization in

any easily soluble or fusible minerals. The history of a min-

eral is not given by ascertainment of the number or the

angles of the planes of its crystals, but by ascertaining the

manner in which those crystals originate, increase, and asso-

ciate. The ordinary mineralogist is content to tell us that

gold, silver, and diamond are all cubic ;—it is for the miner-

alogist of the future to say why gold associates its countless

cubes into arborescent laminae, and silver into capillary

wreaths; while diamond condemns its every octahedron to

monastic life, and never, except by accident, permits one of

them to crystallize beside another.

At pages 5 and 6 of ]\Ir. J. I'Anson's paper will be found

explanations, more or less complete, of the forms which I

have called folded " agates " and " lake " agates, reaching to

No. 40. The specimens from 40 to 60 then illustrate the

conditions of siliceous action which I am still alone among

modern mineralogists in my mode of interpreting.

The minor points of debate concerning them are stated in

the descriptions of each in the catalogue ; but there are some

examples among them from which branch lines of observation

leading far beyond the history of sili'ceous pebbles. To these

I venture here to direct your special attention.

No. 3 is a fragment of black flint on which blue chalcedony
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is deposited as a film extending itself in circles, exactly like

the growth of some lichens. I have never seen this form of

chalcedony solidify from circles into globes, and it is evident

that for this condition we must use the term " cycloidal," in-

stead of " spheroidal." I need not point out that " reni-

form " would be here entirely absurd.

This apparently common specimen (and, as far as regards

frequency of occurrence, indeed common enough) is never-

theless one of the most profoundly instructive of the whole

series. It is, to begin with, a perfect type of the finest possi-

ble jiint, properly so called. Its surface, eminently charac-

teristic of the forms of flint-concretion, is literally a white

dust of organic fragments, while the narrow fissure which has

opened in it, apparently owing to the contraction of its mass,

is besprinkled and studded, as closely, with what might not

unfitly be called pearl-chalcedony, or seed-chalcedony, or

hail-chalcedony; for seen through the lens it exactly resem-

bles the grains of minute hail, sticking together as they melt

;

in places., forming very solid crests—in others, and especially

in the rifted fissure, stalactites, possibly more or less vertical

to the plane in which the flint lay.

In No. 5 the separation into concentric fllms is a condition

peculiar to flint-chalcedony, and never found in true agates.

In No. 6 (chalcedony in stalactitic coats, on amethyst) the

variation of the stalactites in direction, and their modes of

agglutination, are alike unintelligible.

No. 8 is only an ordinary specimen of chalcedony on

haematite, in short, closely combined vertical stalactites, each

with a central stalactite of black iron-oxide ; but it is to be

observed, in comparing it with No. 6, that when chalcedony

is thus formed on rods of haematite, the stalactites are almost

unexceptionally vertical, and quite straight. The radiate

ridge at one side of this example is, however, entirely anoma-

lous.

No. 9. The succeeding specimen, though small, is a notable

one, consisting of extremely minute and delicate shells or

crusts of spheroidal haematite, establishing themselves in the
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heart of quartz. I have no idea of the method, or successions

in time, of this process. These I leave to the consideration

of the Society, but I point to the specimen as exquisitely

exhibiting the laws of true spheroidal crystallization, in a

mineral which both in its massive and crystalline state is

continually associated with quartz. And it cannot but be

felt that this spheroidal structure of haematite could as little

be explained by calling or supposing it a mixture of micaceous

haematite with amorphous haematite, as that of chalcedony by

calling it a mixture of hexagonal with amorphous quartz.

ISTo. 10. l^ext follows a beautiful and perfectly character-

istic example of massively spheroidal agate, in which first

gray and then white chalcedony, peculiarly waved and faulted

by a tendency to become quartz, surrounds earthy centers,

and is externally coated with pure quartz. And here I must

ask the Society to ratify for me the general law, that in all

solid globular or stalactitic conditions of chalcedony, if any

foreign substance occurs mixed with them, it is thro^^^l to

their centers, while the pure quartz is always found on the

outside.* On the other hand, the usual condition of geodes

of chalcedony found in the cavities of rocks, is to purify

themselves toward the interior, and either coat themselves

with quartz on the interior surface, or entirely fill the central

cavity with quartz.

No. 46 is a most literally amygdaloidal—almond-shaped

—

mass of silica ; only, not poured into an almond-shaped cavity

in basalt, but gathered into a knot out of Jurassic limestone,

as flint is out of chalk.

It is, however, banded quite otherwise than flint, the bands

giving occasion to its form, and composed of different sub-

stances. Whereas those of flint are of the flint itself in dif-

ferent states, and always independent of external form.

Secondly. It seems to me a question of considerable inter-

est, why the coarse substance of flint and of this dull horn-

stone can be stained with black, but not chalcedony, nor

* It is to be noticed also that often in stalactite or tubular con-

cretions the purest chalcedony immediately surrounds the center.
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quartz. The blackest so-called qnartz is only a clear umber,

and opaque quartz is never so stained at all. ]^atural black

onyx is of extreme rarity, the onyx of commerce being arti-

ficially stained; the black band in the lake agate, No. 32, is

probably bituminous. And in connection with this part of

the inquiry, it seems to be the peculiar duty of the mineralo-

gist to explain the gradual darkening of the limestones toward

the central metamorphic chains.

Thirdly, and principally. This stone gives us an example

of waved or contorted strata which are unquestionably pro-

duced by concretion and partial crystallization, not com-

pression, or any kind of violence. I shall take occasion, in

concluding, to insist farther on the extreme importance of this

character.

The specimen was found by my good publisher, Mr. Allen,

on the southern slope of the Saleve; and it is extremely de-

sirable that geologists in Savoy should obtain and describe

more pebbles of the same sort, this one being, as far as my
knowledge goes, hitherto unique.

71-77. These seven examples of opal have been chosen

merely to illustrate farther the modes of siliceous solution

and segregation, not with that of illustrating opal itself,

—

every one of the seven examples presenting phenomena more

or less unusual. The two larger blocks, 71, 72 (Australian),

give examples in one or two places of obscurely nodular and

hollow concretion, before unknown in opal, but of which a

wonderful specimen, partly with a vitreous superficial glaze,

has been sent me by Mr. Henry Willett, of Arnold House,

Brighton, a most accurate investigator of the history of silica.

It is to be carefully noted, however, that the moment the opal

shows a tendency to nodular concretion, its colors vanish.

No. 73 is sent only as an example of the normal state of

Australian opal, disseminated in a rock of which it seems

partly to have opened for itself the shapeless spaces it fills.

In No. 71, it may be observed, there is a tendency in them to

become tabular. No. 74, an apparently once fluent state of

opal in veins, shows in perfection the arrangement in straight
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zones transverse to the vein, which I pointed out in my earliest

papers on silica as a constant distinctive character in opal-

crystallization. 'No. 75 is the only example I ever saw of

stellar crystallization in opal. No. 76, from the same locality,

is like a lake agate associated with brecciate condition of the

gangue; while No. 77, though small, will be found an ex-

tremely interesting example of hydrophane. The blue bloom

seen in some lights on it, when dry, as opposed to tlie some-

what vulgar vivacity of its colors when wet, is a perfect ex-

ample of the opal's faculty of selecting for its luster the most

lovely combinations of the separated rays. A diamond, or a

piece of fissured quartz, reflects indiscriminately all the colors

of the prism ; an opal, only those which are most delightful

to human sight and mental association.

78-80. These three geological specimens are placed at the

term of the series, that the importance of the structure

already illustrated by l^o. 46 may be finally represented to

the Society; Xo. 46 being an undulated chalcedony; ISTo. 78

an undulated jasper ; Ko. 79, a hornstone ; and No. 80 a fully

developed gneiss.

I have no hesitation in affirming,—though it is not usual

with me to affirm anything I have not seen, and seen close,

—

that every one of these types of undulated structure has been

produced by crystallization only, and absolutely without com-

pression or violence. But the transition from the contorted

gneiss wliich has been formed by crystallization only, to that

which has been subjected to the forces of upheaval, or of

lateral compression, is so gradual and so mysterious, that all

the chemistry and geology of modern science is hitherto at

fault in its explanation; and this meeting would confer a

memorable benefit on future observers by merely determining

for them the conditions of the problem. Up to a certain

point, however, these were determined by Saussure, from

whose frequent and always acutely distinct descriptions of

contorted rocks I select the following, because it refers to a

scene of which the rock structure was a subject of constant

interest to the painter Turner ; the ravine, namely, by which,
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on the Italian side of the St. Gothard, the Ticino escapes

from the valley of Airolo.

" At a league from Faido the traveler ascends by a road

carried on a cornice above the Ticino, which precipitates

itself between the rocks with the greatest violence. I made

the ascent on foot, in order to examine Avith care the beantifnl

rocks, worthy of all the attention of a rock-lover. The veins

of that granite form in many places redoubled zigzags, pre-

cisely like the ancient tapestries known as point of Hungary,

and there it is impossible to say whether the veins of the

stone are, or are not, parallel to the beds ; while finally I ob-

served several beds which in the middle of their thickness

appeared filled with veins in zigzag, while near their borders

they were arranged all in straight lines. This observation

proves that the zigzags are the effect of crystallization, and

not that of a compression of the beds when they were in a

state of softness. In effect, the middle of a bed could not be

pushed together {' refoule ') unless the upper and lower parts

of it were pushed at the same time."

This conclusive remark of Saussure renders debate impos-

sible respecting the cause of the contortions of gneiss on a

small scale ; and a very few experiments with clay, dough, or

any other ductile substance, such as those of which I have

figured the results in the Vlth plate of " Deucalion," will

prove, what otherwise is evident on sufficient reflection, that

minutely rhythmic undulations of beds cannot be obtained

by compression on a large scale. But I am myself prepared

to go much farther than this. During half a century of

various march among the Alps, I never saw the gneiss yet,

which I could believe to have been wrinkled by pressure, and

so far am I disposed to carry this denial of external force,

that I live in hopes of hearing the Matterhorn itself, whose

contorted beds I engraved thirty years ago in the fourth

volume of " Modern Painters " (the book is laid on the table,

open at the plate), pronounced by the Mineralogical Society

to be nothing else than a large gneissitic crystal, curiously

cut!
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Whether this hope be vain or not, I believe it will soon be

felt bj the members of this Society, that an immense field of

observation is opened to them bv recent chemistry, peculiarly

their o\\ti : and that mineralogy, instead of being merely the

servant of geology, must be ultimately her guide. No move-

ment of rocks on a large scale can ever be explained until we
understand rightly the formation of a quartz vein, and the

growth, to take the most familiar of fusible minerals, of an

ice-crystal.*

And I would especially plead with the younger members of

the Society, that they should quit themselves of the idea that

they need large laboratories, fine microscopes, or rare miner-

als, for the effective pursuit of their science. A quick eye, a

candid mind, and an earnest heart, are all the microscopes

and laboratories which any of us need ; and with a little clay,

sand, salt, and sugar a man may find out more of the methods

of geological phenomenon than ever were known to Sir

Charles Lyell. Of the interest and entertainment of such

unpretending science I hope the children of this generation

may know more than their fathers, and that the study of the

Earth, which hitherto has shown them little more than the

monsters of a chaotic past, may at last interpret for them the

beautiful work of the creative present, and lead them day by

day to find a loveliness, till then unthought of, in the rock,

and a value, till then uncounted, in the gem.

POSTSCRIPT TO CHAPTER I.

I believe that one of the causes which has prevented my vpritings

on subjects of science from obtaining the influence with the public

which they have accorded to those on art, though precisely the

same faculties of eye and mind are concerned in the analysis of

natural and of pictorial forms, may have been my constant prac-

tice of teaching by question rather than assertion. So far as I am
able, I will henceforward mend this fault as I best may; beginning

* A translation into English of Dr. Schumacher's admirable

essay. Die Krystallisation des Eises, Leipzig, 1844, is extremely

desirable.
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here with the assertion of the four facts for which, being after long

observation convinced of them, I claim now, as I said in the Preface,

the dignity of Discoveries.

I. That a large number of agates, and other siliceous substances,

hitherto supposed to be rolled pebbles in a conglomerate paste,

are in truth crystalline secretions out of that paste in situ, as

garnets out of mica-slate.

II. That a large number of agates, hitherto supposed to be

formed by broken fragments of older agate, cemented by a gelat-

inous chalcedony, are indeed secretions out of a siliceous fluid con-

taining miscellaneous elements, and their apparent fractures are

Indeed produced by the same kind of tranquil division which ter-

minates the bands in banded flints.

III. That the contortions in gneiss and other metamorphic rocks,

constantly ascribed by geologists to pressure, are only modes of

crj'stallization.

And IV. That many of the faults and contortions produced on a

large scale in metamorphic rocks are owing to the quiet operation

of similar causes.

These four principles, as aforesaid, I have indeed worked out and

discovered for myself, not in hasty rivalry with other mineralogists,

but continually laying before them what evidence I had noted,

and praying them to carry forward the inquiry themselves. Find-

ing they would not, I have given much time this year to the collec-

tion of the data in my journals, and to the arrangement of various

collections of siliceous and metallic minerals, illustrating such

phenomena, of which the primary one is that just completed and

catalogued in the British Museum (Nat. Hist.), instituting there,

by the permission of the Trustees, the description of specimens by
separate numbers; the next in importance is that at St. George's

Museum in Shetheld; the third is one which I presented this spring

to the Museum of Kirkcudbright; the fourth that placed at St.

David's School, Reigate; and a fifth is in course of arrangement for

the Mechanics' Institute here at Coniston; the sixth, described in

the preceding chapter, may probably, with some modification,

be placed at Edinburgh, but remains for the present at Brantwood,

with unchanged numbers.

The six catalogues describing these collections w^ill enable any
student to follow out the history of siliceous minerals with refer-

ence to the best possible cabinet examples; but for a guide to their

localities and the modes of their occurrence, he will find the fol-

lowing extracts from Pinkerton's " Petralogy," * more useful than

* Two vols. 8vo, Cochrane & Co., Fleet Street, 1811. A quite invaluable book
for clearness of description, usefulness of suggestion, and extent of geqgnostic
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anything in modern books; and I am entirely happy to find that

my above-claimed discoveries were all anticipated by him, and are,

by his close descriptions, in all points confirmed. His general

term " Glutenites," for stones apparently formed of cemented
fragments, entirely deserves restoration and future acceptance.

" The division of glutenites into bricias and pudding-stones, the

former consisting of angular fragments, the latter of round or

oval pebbles, would not be unadvisable, were it in strict conformity

with nature. But there are many rocks of this kind; as, for ex-

ample, the celebrated Egyptian brieia, in which the fragments are

partly round and partly angular; while the term glutenite is liable

to no such objections, and the several structures identify the vari-

ous substances.
" The celebrated English pudding-stone, found nowhere in the

world but in Hertfordshire, appears to me to be rather an orig-

inal rock, formed in the manner of amygdalites, because the

pebbles do not seem to have been rolled by water, which would have

worn off the substances in various directions; while, on the con-

trary, the white, black, brown, or red circlets, are always entire, and
parallel with the surface, like those of agates. Pebbles, therefore,

instead of being united to form such rocks, may, in many circum-

stances, proceed from their decomposition; the circumjacent sand

also arising from the decomposition of the cement.
" Mountains or regions of real glutenite often, however, accom-

pany the skirts of extensive chains of rpountains, as on the north-

west and southeast sides of the Grampian mountains in Scotland, in

which instance the cement is affirmed by many travelers to be

ferruginous, or sometimes argillaceous. The largeness or minute-

ness of the pebbles or particles cannot be said to alter the nature

of the substance; so that a fine sandstone is also a glutenite, if

viewed by the microscope. They may be divided into two struc-

tures: the large-grained, comprising bricias and pudding-stones;

and the small-grained, or sandstones.
" At Dunstaflfnage, in Scotland,* romantic rocks of a singularly

abrupt appearance, in some parts resembling walls, are formed by
glutenite, in which the kernels consist of white quartz, with green

or black trap porphyries, and basalts.

" In the glutenite from the south of the Grampians, from Ayr-

shire, from Inglestone Bridge, on the road between Edinburgh and

reference. It has twenty beautiful little vignettes also, which are models of steel

engraving.

* For convenience in quotation, I occasionally alter Pinkerton's phrases—but,

it will be found by reference to the original, without the slightest change in, or

loss of, their laeauiug.
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Lanark, the cement is often siliceous, as in those at the foot of the

Alps observed by Saussure.

" Another glutenite consists of fragments of granite, cemented

by trap.

" Siderous glutenite, or pudding-stone of the most modern forma-

tion, is formed around cannon, pistols, and other instruments of

iron, by the sand of the sea.

" Glutenite of small quartz pebbles, in a red ferruginous cement,

is found in the coal mines near Bristol, etc.

" Porphyritic bricia (Linn, a Gmelin, 247), from Dalecarlia in

Sweden, and Saxony. Calton-hill, Edinburgh?
" The entirely siliceous glutenites will comprehend many impor-

tant substances of various structures, from the celebrated Egyptian

bricia, containing large pebbles of jasper, granite, porphyry, to the

siliceous sandstone of Stonehenge. These glutenites are of various

formations; and the pudding-stone of England would rather seem,

as already mentioned, to be an original rock, the pebbles or rather

kernels having no appearance of having been rolled in water.

Patrin* has expressed the same idea concerning those pudding-

stones which so much embarrassed Saussure, as he found their

beds in a vertical position, while he argues that they could only

have been formed on a horizontal level. This curious question

might, as would seem, be easily decided by examining if the

kernels had been rolled, or if, on the contrary, they retain their

uniform concentric tints observable in the pudding-stone of Eng-
land, and well represented in the specimen which Patrin has en-

graved. But the same idea had arisen to me before I had seen

Patrin's ingenious system of mineralogy. In like manner rocks

now universally admitted to consist of granular quartz, or that sub-

stance crystallized in the form of sand, were formerly supposed to

consist of sand agglutinated. Several primitive rocks contain

glands of the same substance, and that great observer, Saussure,

has called them Glandulites, an useful denomination when the

glands are of the same substance with the rock; while Amygdalites

are those rocks which contain kernels of quite a different nature.

He observes, that in such a rock a central point of crystallization

may attract the circumjacent matter into a round or oval form,

perfectly defined and distinct; while other parts of the substance,

having no point of attraction, may coalesce into a mass. The
agency of iron may also be suspected, that metal, as appears from

its ores, often occurring in detached round and oval forms of many
sizes, and even a small proportion having a great power.

" On the other hand, many kinds of pudding-stone consist merely

of rounded pebbles. Saussure describes the Kigiberg, near the

Lake of Lucerne, a mountain not less than 5,800 feet in height above
* i., 154.
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the sea, and said to be eight leagues in circumference, which con-
sists entirely of rolled pebbles, and among them some of pudding-
stone, probably original, disposed in regular layers, and embedded
in a calcareous cement. The pudding rocks around the great lake
Baikal, in the center of Asia, present the same phenomenon; but
it has not been observed whether the fragments be of an original

or derivative rock.

" The siliceous sandstones form another important division of
this class. They may sometimes, as already mentioned, be con-
founded with granular quartz, which must be regarded as a pri-

mary crystallization. The sand, which has also been found in mica-
ceous schistus, and at a vast depth in many mines, may be well
regarded as belonging to this formation; for it is well known that,

if the crystallization be much disturbed, the substance will

descend in small irregular particles.

" Siliceous sandstones are far more uncommon than the cal-

careous or argillaceous. The limits of the chalk country in Eng-
land are singularlj- marked by large masses of siliceous sandstone,

irregularly dispersed. Those of Stonehenge afford remarkable
examples of the size and nature of those fragments, but the orig-

inal rock has not been discovered. Trap or basaltin often reposes

on siliceous sandstone.
" But the most eminent and singular pudding-stones are those

occurring in Egypt, in the celebrated bricia of the Valley of Cos-

seir, and in the siliceous bricia of the same chain, in which are

embedded those curious pebbles known by the name of Egyptian
jasper; and which also sometimes contain agates. Bricias, with
red jasper, also occur in France, Switzerland, and other countries;

but the cement is friable, and they seldom take a good polish.

All these rocks present both round and angular fragments, which
shows that the division into bricias and pudding-stones cannot be

accepted: a better division, when properly ascertained, would be

into original and derivative glutenites. In a geological point of

view, the most remarkable pudding-stones, which might more clas-

sically be called Kollanites, from the Greek,* are those which border

the chains of primitive mountains, as already mentioned. The
English Hertfordshire pudding-stone is unique, and beautiful speci-

mens are highly valued in France, and other countries. It is cer-

tainly an original rock, arising from a peculiar crystallization, being

composed of round and oval kernels of a red, j-ellow, brown, or

gray tint, in a base consisting of particles of the same, united by
a siliceous cement.

" Of small-grained argillaceous glutenite, the most celebrated

rock is the Grison, or Bergmanite, just mentioned, being composed

* KoWa, cement ; the more proper, as it also implies iron, often the chief agent.
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of grains of sand, various in size, sometimes even kernels of

quartz; which, with occasional bits of hard clay slate, are embedded
in an argillaceous cement, of the nature of common gray clay

slate. When the particles are very fine, it assumes the slaty struc-

ture, and forms the grauwack slate of the Germans. It is the

chief of Werner's transitive rocks, nearly approaching to the primi-

tive; while at the same time it sometimes contains shells and other

petrifactions.

" This important rock was formerly considered as being almost

peculiar to the Hartz, where it contains the richest mines; but

has since been observed in many other countries. The slaty grison,

or Bergmanite, has been confounded with a clay slate, and we
are obliged to Mr. Jameson for the following distinctions: I. It is

commonly of a bluish, ash, or smoke gray, and rarely presents the

greenish or light yellowish-gray color of primitive clay slate. 2.

Its luster is sometimes glimmering from specks of mica, but it

never shows the silky luster of clay slate. 3. It never presents

siderite nor garnets. 4. It alternates with massive grauwack. But
is not the chief distinction its aspect of a sandstone, which has led

to the trivial French name of gr^s-gris, and the English rubble-

stone, which may imply that it was formed of rubbed fragments,

or of the rubbish of other rocks? The fracture is also different;

and three specimens of various fineness, which I received from
Daubuisson, at Paris, could never be confounded with clay slate.

" This rock is uncommonly productive of metals, not only in

beds but also in veins, which latter are frequently of great magni-
tude. Thus almost the whole of the mines in the Hartz are situ-

ated in graywacke. These mines afford principally argentiferous

lead-glance, which is usually accompanied with blend, fahl ore,

black silver ore, and copper pyrites. A more particular examina-

tion discloses several distinct venigenous formations that trav-

erse the mountains of the Hartz. The graywacke of the Saxon
Erzgebirge, of the Rhine at Eheinbreidenbach, Andernach, etc., of

Leogang in Salzburg, is rich in ores, particularly those of lead and
copper. At Yorospatak and Facebay, in Transjivania, the gray-

wacke is traversed by numerous small veins of gold."

These passages from Pinkerton, with those translated at p. 9

from Saussure, are enough to do justice to the clear insight of old

geologists, respecting matters still at issue among younger ones;

and I must therefore ask the reader's patience with the hesitating

assertions in the following chapters of many points on which a

wider acquaintance with the writings of the true Fathers of the

science might have enabled me to speak with grateful confidence.
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CHAPTER II.

THE DEY LAXD.'^

" And God said. Let the luaters which are under the heaven

he gathered together unto one place, and let the dry land

appear"

We do not, perhaps, often enough consider the deep sig-

nificance of this sentence. We are too apt to receive it as the

description of an event vaster only in its extent, not in its

nature, than the compelling the Red Sea to draw back, that

Israel might pass by. We imagine the Deity in like manner

rolling the waves of the gTeater ocean together on an heap,

and setting bars and doors to them eternally.

But there is a far deeper meaning than this in the solemn

words of Genesis, and in the correspondent verse of the

Psalm, " His hands prepared the dry land." Up to that

moment the earth had been void, for it had been ivithout

form. The command that the waters should be gathered,

was the command that the earth should be sculptured. The

sea was not driven to his place in suddenly restrained re-

bellion, but withdra^^Tl to his place in perfect and patient

obedience. The dry land appeared, not in level sands, for-

saken by the surges, which those surges might again claim

for their own ; but in range beyond range of swelling hill and

iron rock, forever to claim kindred with the firmament, and

be companioned by the clouds of heaven.

2. What space of time was in reality occupied by the

" day " of Genesis, is not, at present, of any importance for

us to consider. By what furnaces of fire the adamant was

melted, and by what wheels of earthquake it was torn, and by

what teeth of glacierf and weight of sea-waves it was en-

* " Modern Painters," Vol. IV., chap. vii.

f Though I had already learned from James Forbes the laws of

glacier motion, I still fancied that ice could drive embedded blocks
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graven and finished into its perfect form, we may perhaps

hereafter endeavor to conjecture ; but here, as in few words

the work is summed by the historian, so in few broad thoughts

it should be comprehended by us ; and as we read the mighty

sentence, " Let the dry land appear," we should try to follow

the finger of God, as it engraved upon the stone tables of the

earth the letters and the law of its everlasting form ; as, gulf

by gulf, the channels of the deep were plowed ; and, cape by

cape, the lines were traced, with Divine foreknowledge, of

the shores that were to limit the nations ; and, chain by chain,

the mountain walls were lengthened forth^ and their founda-

tions fastened forever; and the compass was set upon the

face of the depth, and the fields, and the highest part of the

dust of the world were made ; and the right hand of Christ

first strewed the snow on Lebanon, and smoothed the slopes of

Calvary.

3. It is not, I repeat, always needful, in many respects it

is not possible, to conjecture the manner, or the time, in which

this work was done; but it is deeply necessary for all men
to consider the magnificence of the accomplished purpose,

and the depth of the wisdom and love which are manifested

in the ordinances of the hills. For observe, in order to bring

the world into the form which it now bears, it was not mere

sculpture that was needed ; the mountains could not stand

for a day unless they were formed of materials altogether

different from those which constitute the lower hills, and the

surfaces of the valleys. A harder substance had to be pre-

pared for every mountain chain
;
yet not so hard but that it

might be capable of crumbling down into earth fit to nourish

the Alpine forest and the Alpine flower ; not so hard but that,

in the midst of the utmost majesty of its enthroned strength,

there should be seen on it the seal of death, and the writing

of the same sentence that had gone forth against the human
frame, '' Dust thou art, and unto dust thou shalt return." *

and wear down rock surfaces. See for correction of this error,

Arrows of the Chace, vol. i., and Deucalion, passim.

* " Surely the mountain falling cometh to nought, and the rock
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And with this perishable substance the most majestic forms

were to be framed that were consistent witli the safety of

man ; and the peak was to be lifted, and the cliff rent, as high

and as steeply as was possible, in order yet to permit the

shepherd to feed his flocks upon the sloj)e, and the cottage to

nestle beneath their shadow.

4. And observe, two distinct ends were to be accomplished

in the doing this. It was, indeed, absolutely necessary that

such eminences should be created, in order to fit the earth in

any wise for human habitation; for without mountains the

air could not be purified, nor the flowing of the rivers sus-

tained, and the earth must have become for the most part

desert plain, or stagnant marsh. But the feeding of the

rivers and the purifying of the winds are the least of the

services appointed to the hills. To fill the thirst of the human
heart for the beauty of God's working—to startle its lethargy

with the deep and pure agitation of astonishment—are their

higher missions. They are as a great and noble architecture

;

first giving shelter, comfort, and rest ; and covered also with

mighty sculpture and painted legend. It is impossible to

examine in their connected system the features of even the

most ordinary mountain scenery, without concluding that it

has been prepared in order to unite, as far as possible, and in

the closest compass, every means of delighting and sanctify-

ing the heart of man. " As far as possible; " that is, as far

as is consistent with the fulfillment of the sentence of condem-

nation on the whole earth. Death must be upon the hills;

and the cruelty of the tempests smite them, and the brier

and thorn spring up upon them : but they so smite, as to bring

their rocks into the fairest forms ; and so spring, as to make
the very desert blossom as the rose. Even among our own
hills of Scotland and Cumberland, though often too barren to

be perfectly beautiful, and always too low to be perfectly

sublime, it is strange how many deep sources of delight are

is removed out of his place. The waters wear the stones: thou
washest away the things which grow out of the dust of the earth,

and thou destroyest the hope of man."

—

Job xiv. 18, 19.
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gathered into the compass of their glens and vales ; and how,

dowTi to the most secret cluster of their far-away flowers, and

the idlest leap of their straying streamlets, the whole heart of

Nature seems thirsting to give, and still to give, shedding

forth her everlasting beneficence with a profusion so patient,

so passionate, that our utmost observance and thankfulness

are but, at last, neglect of her nobleness, and apathy to her

love.

But among the true mountains of the gi'eater orders the

Divine purpose of appeal at once to all the faculties of the

human spirit becomes still more manifest. Inferior hills

ordinarily interrupt, in some degree, the richness of the val-

leys at their feet ; the gray downs of southern England, and

treeless coteaux of central France, and gray swells of Scottish

moor, whatever peculiar charm they may possess in them-

selves, are at least destitute of those which belong to the woods

and fields of the lowlands. But the great mountains lift the

lowlands on their sides. Let the reader imagine, first, the

appearance of the most varied plain of some richly cultivated

country; let him imagine it dark with graceful woods, and

soft with deepest pastures ; let him fill the space of it, to the

utmost horizon, with innumerable and changeful incidents of

scenery and life ; leading pleasant streamlets through its

meadows, strewing clusters of cottages beside their banks,

tracing sweet footpaths through its avenues, and animating

its fields with happy flocks, and slow wandering spots of

cattle ; and when he has wearied himself with endless imagin-

ing, and left no space without some loveliness of its o'uti, let

him conceive all this great plain, with its infinite treasures of

natural beauty and happy human life, gathered up in God's

hands from one edge of the horizon to the other, like a woven

garment; and shaken into deep falling folds, as the robes

droop from a king's shoulders ; all its bright rivers leaping

into cataracts along the hollows of its fall, and all its forests

rearing themselves aslant against its slopes, as a rider rears

himself back when his horse plunges ; and all its villages

nestling themselves into the new windings of its glens ; and all
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its pastures thrown into steep waves of greensward, dashed

with dew along the edges of their folds, and sweeping down
into endless slopes, with a cloud here and there lying quietly,

half on the grass, half in the air; and he will have as

yet, in all this lifted world, only the foundation of one of the

great Alps. And whatever is lovely in the lowland scenery

becomes lovelier in this change : the trees which grew heavily

and stiffly from the level line of plain assume strange curves

of strength and grace as they bend themselves against the

mountain side ; they breathe more freely, and toss their

branches more carelessly as each climbs higher, looking to the

clear light above the topmost leaves of its brother tree : the

flowers which on the arable plain fell before the plow, now
find out for themselves unapproachable places, where year

by year they gather into happier fellowship, and fear no evil

;

and the streams which in the level land crept in dark eddies

by unwholesome banks, now move in showers of silver, and

are clothed with rainbows, and bring health and life wherever

the glance of their waves can reach.

5. And although this beauty seems at first, in its wildness,

inconsistent with the service of man, it is in fact more neces-

sary to his happy existence than all the level and easily sub-

dued land which he rejoices to possess. It seems almost an

insult to the reader's intelligence to ask him to dwell (as if

they could be doubted) on the uses of the hills, and yet so

little until lately have those uses been understood that, in

the seventeenth century, one of the most enlightened of the

religious men of his day (Fleming) , himself a native of a

mountain country, casting about for some reason to explain

to himself the existence of mountains, and prove their

harmony with the providential government of creation, can

light upon this reason only, " They are inhabited by the

beasts."

6. It may not, therefore, even at this day, bo profitless to

review briefly the nature of the three great ofiices which

mountain ranges are appointed to fulfill, in order to preserve

the health and increase the happiness of mankind.
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I. Their first use is of course to give motion to (fresh)

water.

Every fountain and river, from the inch-deep streamlet

that crosses the village lane in trembling clearness, to the

massy and silent march of the everlasting multitude of waters

in Amazon or Ganges, owe their play and purity and power

to the ordained elevations of the Earth. Gentle or steep,

extended or abrupt, some determined slope of the earth's

surface is of course necessary, before any wave can so much
as overtake one sedge in its pilgrimage ; and how seldom do

we enough consider, as we walk beside the margins of our

pleasant brooks, how beautiful and wonderful is that ordi-

nance, of which every blade of grass that waves in their clear

water is a perpetual sign ; that the dew and rain fallen on the

face of the earth shall find no resting-place; shall find, on the

contrary, fixed channels traced for them, from the ravines of

the central crests down which they roar in sudden ranks of

foam, to the dark hollows beneath the banks of lowland

pasture, round which they must circle slowly among the stems

and beneath the leaves of the lilies
;
paths prepared for them,

by which, at some appointed rate of journey, they must ever-

more descend, sometimes slow and sometimes swift, but never

pausing; the daily portion of the earth they have to glide

over marked for them at each successive sunrise, the place

which has kuo\\m them knowing them no more, and the

gateways of guarding mountains opened for them in cleft and

chasm, none letting them in their pilgrimage ; and, from far

off, the great heart of the sea calling them to itself ! Deep

calleth unto deep.

I know not which of the two is the more wonderful,—that

calm, gradated, invisible slope * of the champaign land,

which gives motion to the stream ; or that passage cloven for

it through the ranks of hill, which, necessary for the health of

* (Only true on a large scale. I have perhaps not allowed

enough for the mere secession of flowing water, supplying the

evaporation of the sea, whether the plains be level or not;—it must
find its way to the place where there is a fall, as through a mill

pond to the weir.)
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the land immediately aroimd them, would yet, imless so

supernaturally divided, have fatally intercepted the flow of

the waters from far-off countries. When did the great spirit

of the river first knock at those adamantine gates ? When
did the porter open to it, and cast his keys away forever,

lapped in whirling sand ? I am not satisfied—no one should

be satisfied with that vague answer—the river cut its way.

]^ot so. The river found its way.* I do not see that rivers,

in their own strength, can do much in cutting their way ; they

are nearly as apt to choke their channels up, as to carve them

out. Only give a river some little sudden power in a valley,

and see how it will use it. Cut itself a bed ? Not so, by any

means, but fill up its bed, and look for another, in a wild, dis-

satisfied, inconsistent manner. Any way, rather than the old

one, will better please it ; and even if it is banked up and

forced to keep to the old one, it will not deej^en, but do all it

can to raise it, and leap out of it. And although, wherever

water has a steep fall, it Avill swiftly cut itself a bed deep into

the rock or ground, it will not, when the rock is hard, cut a

wider channel than it actually needs; so that if the existing

river beds, through ranges of mountain, had in reality been cut

by the streams, they would be found, wherever the rocks are

hard, only in the form of narrow and profound ravines—like

the well-known channel of the Niagara, below the fall ; not

in that of extended valleys. And the actual work of true

mountain rivers, though often much greater in proportion to

their body of water than that of the Niagara, is quite insig-

nificant when compared with the area and depth of the valleys

through which they flow ; so that, although in many cases it

appears that those larger valleys have been excavated at

earlier periods by more powerful streams, or by the existing

stream in a more powerful condition, still the great fact re-

mains always equally plain, and equally admirable, that,

* (It is very delightful to me,—at least to the proud spirit in

me,—to find myself thus early perceiving- and clearly announcing

a fact of which modern geology is still incognizant; see the post-

script to this chapter.)
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whatever the nature and duration of the agencies employed,

the earth was so shaped at first as to direct the currents of its

rivers in the manner most healthy and convenient for man.

The valley of the Rhone may, though it is not likely, have

been in great part excavated in early time by torrents a thou-

sand times larger than the Rhone ; but it could not have been

excavated at all, unless the mountains had been thrown at

first into two chains, between which the torrents were set to

work in a given direction. And it is easy to conceive how,

under any less beneficent dispositions of their masses of hill,

the continents of the earth might either have been covered

with enormous lakes, as parts of ]^orth America actually are

covered; or have become wildernesses of pestiferous marsh;

or lifeless plains, upon which the water would have dried as

it fell, leaving them for great part of the year desert. Such

districts do exist, and exist in vastness; the whole earth is not

prepared for the habitation of man; only certain small por-

tions are prepared for him—the houses, as it were, of the

human race, from which they are to look abroad upon the

rest of the world, not to wonder or complain that it is not all

house, but to be grateful for the kindness of the admirable

building, in the house itself, as compared with the rest. It

would be as absurd to think it an evil that all the world is not

fit for us to inhabit, as to think it an evil that the globe is no

larger than it is. As much as we shall ever need is evidently

assigned to us for our dwelling-place; the rest, covered with

rolling waves or drifting sands, fretted with ice, or crested

with fire, is set before us for contemplation in an uninhabit-

able magnificence ; and that part which we are enabled to

inhabit owes its fitness for human life chiefly to its mountain

ranges, which, throwing the superfluous rain off as it falls,

collect it in streams or lakes, and guide it into given places,

and in given directions ; so that men can build their cities in

the midst of fields which they know will be always fertile,

and establish the lines of their commerce upon streams which

will not fail.

7. Nor is this giving of motion to water to be considered
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as confined only to the surface of the earth. A no less im'

portant function of the hills is in directing the flow of the

fountains and springs, from subterranean reservoirs. There

is no miraculous springing up of water out of the ground at

our feet; but every fountain and well is supplied from a

reservoir among the hills, so placed as to involve some slight

fall or pressure, enough to secure the constant flowing of the

stream. And the incalculable blessing of the power given

to us in inost valleys, of reaching by excavation some point

whence the water will rise to the surface of the ground in

perennial flow, is entirely owing to the concave disposition of

the beds of clay or rock raised from beneath the bosom of the

valley into ranks of inclosing hills.

8. II. The second great use of mountains is to maintain a

constant change in the currents and nature of the air. Such

change would, of course, have been partly caused by differ-

ences in soils and vegetation, even if the earth had been level

;

but to a far less extent than it is now by the chains of hills,

which, exposing on one side their masses of rock to the full

heat of the sun (increased by the angle at which the rays

strike on the slope), and on the other casting a soft shadow for

leagues over the plains at their feet, divide the earth not only

into districts, but into climates, and cause perpetual currents

of air to traverse their passes,* and ascend or descend their

ravines, altering both the temperature and nature of the air

as it passes, in a thousand different ways; moistening it with

the spray of their waterfalls, sucking it down and beating it

hither and thither in the pools of their torrents, closing it

within clefts and caves, where the sunbeams never reach, till

it is as cold as November mists, then sending it forth again

to breathe softly across the slopes of velvet fields, or to be

scorched among sunburnt shales and grassless crags; then

drawing it back in moaning swirls through clefts of ice, and

up into dewy wreaths above the snow-fields ; then piercing it

* This second division of my subject, compressed into one para-

graph, is treated with curious insufficiency. See again postscript

to this chapter
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with strange electric darts and flashes of mountain fire, and

tossing" it high in fantastic storm-cloud, as the dried grass is

tossed by the mower, only suffering it to depart at last, when

chastened and pure, to refresh the faded air of the far-off

plains.

9. III. The third great use of mountains is to cause per-

petual change in the soils of the earth. Without such pro-

vision, the ground under cultivation would in a series of

years become exhausted, and require to be upturned labori-

ously by the hand of man. But the elevations of the earth's

surface provide for it a perpetual renovation. The higher

mountains suffer their summits to be broken into fragments

and to be cast dowTi in sheets of massy rock, full, as we shall

see presently, of every substance necessary for the nourish-

ment of plants ; these fallen fragments are again broken by

frost, and ground by torrents, into various conditions of sand

and clay—materials which are distributed perpetually by the

streams farther and farther from the mountain's base.

Every shower which swells the rivulets enables their waters

to carry certain portions of earth into new positions, and ex-

poses new banks of ground to be mined in their turn. That

turbid foaming of the angry water—that tearing down of

bank and rock along the flanks of its fury—are no disturb-

ances of the kind course of nature ; they are beneficent opera-

tions of laws necessary to the existence of man and to the

beauty of the earth. The process is continued more gently,

but not less effectively, over all the surface of the lower

undulating country ; and each filtering thread of summer rain

which trickles through the short turf of the uplands is bear-

ing its own appointed burden of earth to be thrown do^vn on

some new natural garden in the dingles below.

And it is not, in reality, a degrading, but a true, large, and

ennobling view of the mountain ranges of the w^orld, if we
compare them to heaps of fertile and fresh earth, laid up by

a prudent gardener beside his garden beds, whence, at in-

tervals, he casts on them some scattering of new and virgin

gTOund. That which we so often lament as convulsion or
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destruction is nothing else * than the momentary shaking of

the dust from the spade. The winter floods, which inflict a

temporary devastation, bear with them the elements of suc-

ceeding fertility ; the fruitful field is covered with sand and

shingle in momentary judgment, but in enduring mercy ; and

the great river, which chokes its mouth with marsh, and tosses

terror along its shore, is but scattering the seeds of the har-

vests of futurity, and preparing the seats of unborn genera-

tions.

10. I have not spoken of the local and peculiar utilities of

mountains; I do not count the benefit of the supply of sum-

mer streams from the moors of the higher ranges—of the

various medicinal plants which are nested among their rocks

—of the delicate pasturage which they furnish for cattle f—
of the forests in which they bear timber for shipping—the

stones they supply for building, or the ores of metal which

they collect into spots open to discovery, and easy for work-

ing. All these benefits are of a secondary or a limited

nature. But the three great functions which I have just

described—those of giving motion and change to water, air,

and earth—are indispensable to human existence; they are

operations to be regarded with as full a depth of gratitude as

the laws which bid the tree bear fruit,, or the seed multiply

itself in the earth. And thus those desolate and threatening

ranges of dark mountains, which, in nearly all ages of the

world, men have looked upon with aversion or with terror,

and shrunk back from as if they were haunted by perpetual

images of death, are, in reality, sources of life and happiness

far fuller and more beneficeiit than all the bright fruitfulness

of the plain. The valleys only feed ; the mountains feed, and

guard, and strengthen us. AYe take our ideas of fearfulness

and sublimity alternately from the mountains and the sea;

* (I should call it a good deal else, now! but must leave the text

untouched; being-, in its statements of pure fact^—putting its

theology aside for the moment—quite one of the best pieces I have

ever done.)

f The highest pasturages (at least so say the Savoyards) being al-

ways the best and richest.
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but we associate them unjustly. The sea wave, with all its

beneficence, is yet devouring and terrible ; but the silent wave

of the blue mountain is lifted toward heaven in a stillness of

perpetual mercy; and the one surge, unfathomable in its

darkness, the other, unshaken in its faithfulness, forever bear

the seal of their appointed symbolism,

" THY JUSTICE IS LIKE THE GEEAT MOUNTAINS

:

THY JUDGMENTS AEE A GEEAT DEEP."

POSTSCEIPT TO CHAPTER 11.

The subject of erosion by water, referred to in the note at p. 178,

is treated of at length in the 12th chapter of " Deucalion," of which

the conclusions may be summed in the warning to young geolo-

gists not to suppose that because Shanklin Chine was " chined " by

its central gutter, therefore Salisbury Craigs were cut out by

the Water of Leith—Ingleborough by the Ribble, or Monte Eosa

by the Rhone.

The subject has since been farther illustrated by the admirable

drawings and sections given by Mr. CoUingwood in his " Limestone

Alps of Savoy," 1884.

The paragraph at p. 180 is chiefly, and enormously, defective in

speaking only of the changes effected by mountains in the nature

of air, and not following out their good offices in lifting the

mountaineer nations to live in the air they purify, or rise into,

already pure.

CHAPTER III.

OF THE MATERIALS OF MOUNTAINS.*

In the early days of geological science the substances

which composed the crust of the earth, as far as it could be

examined, were supposed to be referable to three distinct

classes : the first consisting of rocks which not only supported

* " Modern Painters." Part V.. the beginning of chap, viii-
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all the rest, but from wliicli all the rest were derived, there-

fore called " Primary ;
" the second class consisting of rock

formed of the broken fragments or altered substance of the

primary ones, therefore called ^' Secondary ;
" and, thirdly,

rocks or earthy deposits formed by the ruins and detritus of

both primary and secondary rocks, called therefore " Ter-

tiary." This classification was always, in some degree, un-

certain; and has been lately superseded by more complicated

systems, founded on the character of the fossils contained in

the various deposits, and on the circumstances of position, by

which their relative ages are more accurately ascertainable.

But the original rude classification, though of little, if any,

use for scientific purposes, was based on certain broad and

conspicuous phenomena, which it brought clearly before the

popular mind. In this way it may still be serviceable, and

ought, I think, to be permitted to retain its place, as an in-

troduction to systems more defined and authoritative.*

2. For the fact is, that in approaching any large mountain

range, the ground over which the spectator passes, if he

examine it with any intelligence, will almost always arrange

itself in his mind under three great heads. There will be,

first, the ground of the plains or valleys he is about to quit,

composed of sand, clay, gravel, rolled stones, and variously

mingled soils ; which, when there is opportunity, at the banks

of a stream, or the sides of a railway cutting, to examine to

any depth, he will find arranged in beds exactly resembling

those of modern sandbanks or sea-beaches, and appearing to

have been formed under natural laws such as are in operation

daily around us. At the outskirts of the hill district, he may,

perhaps, find considerable eminences, formed of these beds

of loose gravel and sand ; but, as he enters into it farther, he

will soon discover the hills to be composed of some harder

* I am still entirely of this opinion. See postscript to chapter.

These opening paragraphs are to my mind extremely well put, and

should be read to young people by their tutors as an introduction

to geological study. I have here and there retouched a loose sen-

tence, and leave them as good as I could do now.
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substance, properly deserving the name of rock, sustaining

itself in picturesque forms, and appearing, at first, to owe

both its hardness and its outlines to the action of laws such

as do not hold at the present day. He can easily explain

the nature, and account for the distribution, of the banks

which overhang the lowland road, or of the dark earthy

deposits w^hich enrich the lowland pasture ; but he cannot so

distinctly imagine how the limestone hills of Derbyshire and

Yorkshire were hardened into their stubborn whiteness, or

raised into their cavernous cliffs. Still, if he carefully ex-

amine the substance of these more noble rocks, he will, in

nine cases out of ten, discover them to be composed of fine

calcareous dust, or closely united particles of sand ; and will

be ready to accept as possible, or even probable, the sugges-

tion of their having been formed, by slow deposit, at the

bottom of deep lakes and ancient seas, and then gTadually

consolidated under such laws of Xature as are still in opera-

tion.

3. But, as he advances yet farther into the hill district, he

finds the rocks around him assuming a gloomier and more

majestic condition. Their tint darkens ; their outlines be-

come wild and irregular ; and whereas before they had only

appeared at the roadside in narrow ledges among the turf, or

glanced out from among the thickets above the brooks in

white walls and fantastic towers, they now rear themselves up

in solemn and shattered masses far and near; softened, in-

deed, with strange harmony of clouded* colors, but possess-

ing the whole scene with their iron spirit ; and rising, in all

probability, into eminences as much prouder in actual eleva-

tion than those of the intermediate rocks, as more powerful

in their influence over every minor feature of the landscape.

* " Clouded " referring to the peculiar softness and richness of

the dark lichens on many primitive rocks, as opposed to the white-

ness or gray yellow of many among the secondaries. " Iron

spirit," just after, meaning a strength having the toughness of

iron in it, unassailable; but I find with pleasant surprise in ex-

tremely " Old English " geology, a large family of these rocks

called " siderous," from the quantity of latent iron they contain.
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4. And when the traveler proceeds to ohserve closely the

materials of which these nobler ranges are composed, he finds

also a complete change in their internal structure. They are

no longer formed of delicate sand or dust—each particle of

that dust the same as every other, and the whole mass de-

pending for its hardness merely on their closely cemented
unity; but they are now formed of several distinct sub-

stances visibly imlike each other ; and not pressed, but crys-

tallized into one mass—crystallized into a unity far more per-

fect than that of the dusty limestone, but yet without the

least mingling of their several natures with each other. Such

a rock, freshly broken, has a spotty, granulated, and, in

almost all instances, sparkling, appearance; it requires a

much harder blow to break it than the limestone or sand-

stone ; but when once thoroughly shattered, it is easy to sep-

arate from each other the various substances of which it is

composed, and to examine them in their individual grains or

crystals ; of which each variety will be found to have a differ-

ent degree of hardness, a different shade of color, a different

character of form, and a different chemical composition.

But this examination will not enable the observer to com-

prehend the method either of their formation or aggregation,

at least by any process such as he now sees taking place

around him; he will at once be driven to admit that some

strange and powerful operation has taken place upon these

rocks, different from any of.which he is at present cognizant.*

5. ISTow, although these three great groups of rocks do in-

deed often pass into each other by imperceptible gradations,

and although their peculiar aspect is never a severe indication

of their relative ages, yet their characters are for the most

part so defined as to make a strong impression on the mind

* The orig-inal text proceeded thus—" and farther inquiry will

probably induce him to admit, as more than probable, the supposi-

tion that their structure is in great part owing to the action of

enormous heat prolonged for indefinite periods "—which sentence

I remove into this note to prevent the lucidity and straightforward

descriptional truth of these paragraphs to be soiled with conjec-

ture.
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of an ordinary observer; and their age is also for the most

part approximately indicated by their degrees of hardness

and crystalline aspect. It does, indeed, sometimes * happen

that a soft and slimy clay will pass into a rock like Aberdeen

gTanite by transitions so subtle that no point of separation

can be determined ; and it very often happens that rocks

like Aberdeen granite are of more recent formation than

certain beds of sandstone and limestone. But in spite of all

these uncertainties and exceptions, I believe that unless actual

pains be taken to efface from the mind its natural impressions,

the idea of three great classes of rocks and earth will main-

tain its ground in the thoughts of the generally intelligent

observer; that, whether he desire it or not, he will find him-

self throwing the soft and loose clays and sands together

under one head; placing the hard rocks, of a dull, compact,

homogeneous substance, under another head; and the hard-

est rocks, of a crystalline, glittering, and various substance,

under a third head; and having done this, he will also find

that, with certain easily admissible exceptions, these three

classes of rocks are, in every district which he examines, of

three different ages; that the softest are the youngest, the

hard and homogeneous ones are older, and the crystalline are

the oldest; and he will, perhaps, in the end, find it a some-

what inconvenient piece of respect to the complexity and

accuracy of modern geological science, if he refuse to the

three classes, thus defined in his imagination, their ancient

titles of Tertiary, Secondary, and Primary.

6. But however this may be, there is one lesson evidently

intended to be taught by the different characters of these

rocks, which we must not allow to escape us. We have to ob-

serve, first, the state of perfect powerlessness, and loss of all

beauty, exhibited in those beds of earth in which the sepa-

rated pieces or particles are entirely independent of each

other, more especially in the gTavel whose pebbles have all

been rolled into one shape; secondly, the greater degree of

* Very rarely! I forget what instance I was thinking of—any-

how the sentence is too strongly put.
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permanence, power, and beauty possessed by tbe rocks wliose

component atoms have some affection and attraction for each

other, though all of one kind ; and, lastly, the utmost form

and highest beauty of the rocks in which the several atoms

have all different shapes, characters, and offices; but are in-

separably united by some fiery, or baptismal,* process which

has purified them all.

It can hardly be necessary to point out how these natural

ordinances seem intended f to teach us the great truths which

are the basis of all political science; how the polishing fric-

tion which separates, the affection that binds, and the afilic-

tion that fuses and confirms, are accurately symbolized by

the processes to which the several ranks of hills appear to

owe their present aspect ; and how, even if the knowledge

of those processes be denied to us, that present aspect may in

itself seem no imperfect image of the various states of man-

kind: first, that which is powerless through total disorgan-

ization; secondly, that which, though united, and in some

degree powerful, is yet incapable of great effort, or result,

owing to the too great similarity and confusion of offices, both

in ranks and individuals, and finall}', the perfect state of

brotherhood and strength in which each character is clearly

distinguished, separately perfected, and employed in its

proper place and ofiice.

7. I shall not, however, so oppose myself to the views of

our leading geologists as to retain here the names of Primary,

Secondary, and Tertiary rocks. But as I wish the reader to

keep the ideas of the three classes clearly in his mind, I will

ask his leave to give them names which involve no theory,

and can be liable, therefore, to no grave objections. We will

call the hard, and (generally) central, masses. Crystalline

Rocks, because they almost always present an appearance of

* The words " or baptismal " now inserted.

t Most people being unable to imagine intention under the guise

of fixed law, I should have said now, rather than " seem intended to

teach us," " do, if we will consider them, teach us." See however,

below, the old note to § 9. This 6th paragraph is the germ, or

rather bulb, of Ethics of the Dust.
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crystallization.* The less hard substances, which appear

compact and homogeneous, we will call Coherent Rocks, and

for the scattered debris we will use the general term Dilu-

vium.

8. All these orders of substance agree in one character,

that of being more or less frangible or soluble. One material,

indeed, which enters largely into the composition of most of

them, flint, is harder than iron; but even this, their chief

source of strength, is easily broken by a sudden blow ; and it

is so combined in the large rocks with softer substances, that

time and the violence or chemical agency of the weather

invariably produce certain destructive effects on their masses.

Some of them become soft, and molder away; others break,

little by little, into angular fragments or slaty sheets ; but all

yield in some way or otlier; and the problem to be solved in

every mountain range appears to be, that under these condi-

tions of decay, the cliffs and peaks may be raised as high and

thrown into as noble forms, as is possible, consistently with

an effective, though not perfect, permanence, and a general,

though not absolute, security.

9. Perfect permanence and absolute security were evi-

dently in nowise intended.f It would have been as easy for

the Creator to have made mountains of steel as of granite, of

adamant as of stone ; but this was clearly no part of the Di-

* Not strongly enough put, this time. They always are crystal-

line, whether thej' present the appearance of it or not.

f I am well aware that to the minds of many persons nothing

bears a greater appearance of presumption than any attempt at

reasoning respecting the purposes of the Divine Being; and that in

many cases it would be thought more consistent with the modesty

of humanity to limit its endeavor to the ascertaining of phj^sical

causes than to form conjectures respecting Divine intentions. But

I believe this feeling to be false and dangerous. Wisdom can only

be demonstrated in its ends, and goodness only perceived in its

motives. He who in a morbid modesty supposes that he is in-

capable of apprehending anj' of the purposes of God renders him-

self also incapable of witnessing His Avisdom; and he who sup-

poses that favors may be bestowed without intention will soon learn

to receive them without gratitude.
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vine counsels : mountains were to be destructible and frail

—

to melt under the soft lambency of the streamlet, to shiver

before the subtle wedge of the frost, to wither with un-

traceable decay in their own substance—and yet, under all

these conditions of destruction, to be maintained in magnifi-

cent eminence before the eyes of men.

Kor is it in anywise difficult for us to perceive the benefi-

cent reasons for this appointed frailness of the mountains.

They appear to be threefold: the first, and the most im-

portant, that successive soils might be supplied to the plains,

in the manner explained in the last chapter, and that men
might be furnished with a material for their works of archi-

tecture and sculpture, at once soft enough to be subdued, and

hard enough to be preserved ; the second, that some sense of

danger might always be connected with the most precipitous

forms, and thus increase their sublimity ; and the third, that

a subject of perpetual interest might be opened to the human
mind in observing the changes of form brought about by time

on these monuments of Creation.

10. In order, therefore, to understand the method in which

these various substances break, so as to produce the forms

which are of chief importance in landscape, as well as the ex-

quisite adaptation of all their qualities to the service of men,

it will be well that I should take some note of them in their

order; not with any far-followed mineralogieal detail, but

with care enough to enable me hereafter to explain, without

obscurity, any phenomena dependent upon such peculiarities

of substance.

( I have cut the eighth chapter of the old book in half here,

for better arrangement of subject. The reader will perhaps

forego, once in a way, without painful sense of loss, my cus-

tomary burst of terminal eloquence.)

POSTSCKIPT TO CHAPTER III.

For many reasons, which will appear one by one in the coTirse of

this work, I think it well to give, for postscript to this chapter, a
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translation of Saussure's introductory account of granite, pub-

lished in 1803, at Neuchatel, chez Louis Fauche-Borel, imprimeur

du Roi (King of Prussia), " Voyages dans les Alpes," vol. i., chap. v.

Les Koches Composees. Granit.

" Granites belong to that class of stones which naturalists

name composed stones, or rocks, or living rock, roc vif,* the saxa

mixta of Wallerius. This class includes stones which are com-

posed of two, three, or four different species of stones, intermixed

under the form of angular grains, or folia (feuillets) united by the

intimacy of their contact, without the help of any stronger gluten.

" Those which divide themselves by folia are called schistous rocks,

or foliated rocks (Roches schisteuses ou Roches feuilletees). Saxa

fissilia. Wall. Those which appear composed of grains, and which

present neither folia nor sensible veins, are named Rocks in mass.

Saxa solida. Wall. Such are the granites.

" It is these two species of rocks which form the matter of the

most elevated mountains, such as the central chains of the Alps,

the Cordillera, the Ural, Caucasus, and Altaic mountains. One

never finds them seated upon (assises sur) mountains of slate

(ardoise) or of calcareous stone; they serve, on the contrary, for

base to these, and have consequently existed before them. They
bear then, by just claim, the name of primitive mountains, while

those of slate and calcareous stone are qualified as secondary."

The young reader will do well to fix these simple statements m
his head, and by no means let them be shaken in it. Modern geolo-

gists will tell him that Mont Blanc is young; but the date of a

mountain's elevation is not that of its substance. Granite no more

becomes a secondary rock in lifting a bed of chalk than an old

man becomes a boy in throwing off his bedclothes. All modern
geologists will tell you that granite and basalt are pretty much
the same thing, that each may become the other, and any come to

the top. Recollect simply, to begin with, that granite forms de-

lightful and healthy countries, basalt gloomy and oppressive ones,

and that, if you have the misfortune to live under Etna or Hecla,

you and your house may both be buried in basalt to-morrow

morning; but that nobody was ever buried in granite, unless

somebody paid for his tomb. Recollect farther, that granite is for

the most part visibly composed of three substances, always easily

recognizable—quartz, felspar, and mica; but basalt.may be made of

anything on the face or in the stomach of the Earth. And recollect

* The modern reader passes as merely poetical the words " living rock " of for-

mer good writers. But living rock is as distinct from dead, as heart of oak from

dry rot. In accuracy, "living " is the word used by the natural human sense to

express the difference between a crystalline rock and one of mere coagulated sand

or slime
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finally, that there was assuredly a time when the Earth had no
animals upon it; another time when it had only nasty and beastly

animals upon it; and at this time it has a great many beauti-

ful and angelic animals upon it, tormented out of their lives by one

extremely foolish two-legged one. To these three periods, the first

of chaotic solitude, the second of rampant monstrosity, and the

third of ruthless beauty, the names of Primary, Secondary, and

Tertiary may justly hold forever—be the fourth age what it may.
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PREFACE,

The studies of the nature and form of clouds, reprinted in

the following pages from the fourth and fifth volumes of

" Modern Painters," will be in this series third in order, as

they are in those volumes, of the treatises on natural history

which were there made the foundation of judgment in land-

scape art. But the essay on trees will require more careful

annotation than I have at present time for, and I am also de-

sirous of placing these cloud studies quickly in the hands of

anyone who may have been interested in my account of

recent storms.

I find nothing to alter,* and little to explain, in the follow-

ing portions of my former work, in which such passages as

the eighth and ninth paragraphs of the opening chapter

—

usually thought of by the public merely as Avord-painting, but

which are in reality accurately abstracted, and finally concen-

trated, expressions of the general laws of natural phenomenaf

—are indeed among the best I have ever written, and in their

way, I am not ashamed to express my conviction, unlikely to

be surpassed by any other author. But it may be necessary

* Sometimes a now useless reference to other parts of the book

is omitted, or one necessary to connect the sentence broken by such

omission; otherwise I do not retouch the original text.

f Thus the sentence " murmuring only when the winds raise

them, or rocks divide," does not describe, or word-paint, the

sound of waters, but (with only the admitted art of a carefully

reiterated " r ") sums the general causes of it; while, again, the im-

mediately following one, defining the limitations of sea and river,

" restrained by established shores, and guided through unchanging

channels," attempts no word-painting either of coast or burnside;

but states, with only such ornament of its simplicity as could be

got of the doubled " t " and doubled " ch," the fact of the stability

of existing rock structure which I was, at that time, alone among
geologists in asserting.
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to advise the student of these now isolated chapters not to in-

terpret any of their expressions of awe or wonder as meaning
to attribute any supernatural, or in any special sense miracu-

lous, character to the phenomena described, other than that

of their adaptation to human feeling or need. I did not in

the least mean to insinuate, because it was not easy to explain

the buoyancy of clouds, that they were supported in the air

as St. Francis in his ecstasy; or because the forms of a

thunder-cloud were terrific, that they were less natural than

those of a diamond ; but in all the forms and actions of non-

sentient things, I recognized (as more at length explained in

the conclusion of my essay on the plague cloud) constant

miracle, and according to the need and deserving of man,

more or less constantly manifest Deity. Time, and times,

have since passed over my head, and have taught me to hope

for more than this—nay, perhaps so much more as that in

English cities, where two or three are gathered in His name,

such vision as that recorded by the sea-king Dandolo * might

again be seen, when he was commanded that in the midst of

the city he should build a church, " in the place above which

he should see a red cloud rest."

J. KUSKIN.
Oxford, November 8th, 1884.

« St. Mark's.
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CHAPTER I.

THE FIRMAMENT.

''Modern Painters/' Vol. IV., Part V., Chap. VI.

1. The task which we now enter upon, as explained in the

close of the preceding chapter, is the ascertaining as far as

possible what the proper effect of the natural beanty of differ-

ent objects ought to be on the human mind, and the degree

in which this nature of theirs, and true influence, have been

understood and transmitted by Turner.

I mean to begin with the mountains, for the sake of conven-

ience in illustration, but, in the proper order of thought,

the clouds ought to be considered first ; and I think it will be

well, in this intermediate chapter, to bring to a close that line

of reasoning by which we have gradually, as I hope, strength-

ened the defenses around the love of mystery, which distin-

guishes our modern art ; and to show, on final and conclusive

aruthority, what noble things these clouds are, and with what

feeling it seems to be intended by their Creator that we should

contemplate them.

2. The account given of the stages of creation in the first

chapter of Genesis is in every respect clear and intelligible to

the simplest reader, except in the statement of the work

of the second day. T suppose that this statement is passed

over by careless readers as a sublime mystery which was not

intended to be understood. But there is no mystery in any

other part of the chapter, and it seems to me unjust to con-

clude that any was intended here.

And the passage ought to be peculiarly interesting to us, as

199
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being the first in the Bible in which the heavens are named,

and the only one in which the word " Heaven," all-important

as that word is to our understanding of the most precious

promises of Scripture, receives a definite explanation.

Let us, therefore, see whether bj a careful comparison of

the verse with other passages in which the word occurs, we
may not be able to arrive at as clear an understanding of this

portion of the chapter as of the rest.

3. In the first place the English word " Firmament " it-

self is useless, because we never employ it but as a s^monym
of heaven; it conveys no other distinct idea to us; and the

verse, though from our familiarity with it we imagine that

it possesses meaning, has in reality no more point or value

than if it were written, " God said. Let there be a something

in the midst of the waters, and God called the something

Heaven."

But the marginal reading, " Expansion," has definite

value ; and the statement that " God said, Let there be an

expansion in the inidst of the waters, and God called the

expansion Heaven," has an apprehensible meaning.

4. Accepting this expression as the one intended, we have

next to ask what expansion there is between two Avaters, de-

scribable by the term Lleaven. Milton adopts the term " ex-

panse ;
" * but he understands it of the whole volume of the

air wliich surrounds the earth. Whereas, so far as we can tell,

there is no water beyond the air, in the fields of space ; and

the whole expression of division of waters from waters is

thus rendered valueless.

5. Xow, with respect to this whole chapter, we must re-

member always that it is intended for the instruction of all

mankind, not for the learned reader only ; and that, therefore,

the most simj^le and natural interpretation is the likeliest in

* " God made
The firmament, expanse of liquid, pure,

Transparent, elemental air, diffused

In circuit to the uttermost convex

01 this great round."

—Paradise Lost, Book VII.
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general to be the true one. An unscientific reader knows lit-

tle about the manner in which the volume of the atmosphere

surrounds the earth; but I imagine that he could hardly

glance at the sky when rain was falling in the distance, and

see the level line of the bases of the clouds from which the

shower descended, without being able to attach an instant and

easy meaning to the words '' expansion in the midst of the

waters." And, if having once seized this idea, he proceeded

to examine it more accurately, he would perceive at once, if

he had ever noticed anything of the nature of clouds, that the

level line of their bases did indeed most severely and strin-

gently divide '' waters from waters," that is to say, divide

water in its collecti^'e and tangible state, from water in its

divided and aerial state; or the waters which fall and flow,

from those which rise and flow. Xext, if Ave try this inter-

pretation in the theological sense of the word Heaven, and

examine whether the clouds are spoken of as God's dwelling-

place, Ave find God going before the Israelites in a pillar of

cloud ; revealing Himself in a cloud on Sinai ; appearing in

a cloud on the mercy seat ; filling the Temple of Solomon Avith

the cloud AA'hen its dedication is accepted; appearing in a

great cloud to Ezekiel ; ascending into a cloud before the

eyes of the disciples on Mount Olivet, and in like manner re-

turning to Judgment. " Behold He cometh with clouds,

and eA'ery eye shall see Him." " Then shall they see the Son

of Man coming in the clouds of heaven, Avith power and

great glory."* While farther, the " clouds " and ^'heaA^ens"

are used as interchangeable AA'ords in those Psalms which

most distinctly set forth the poAver of God :
'' He bowed the

heavens also, and came doAvn; He made darkness pavilions

around about Him, dark waters, and thick clouds of the

skies." And again: " Thy mercy, O Lord, is in the heaA^ens,

and Thy faithfulness reacheth unto the clouds." And again:

* The reader may refer to the following texts, which it is need-

less to quote:—Exod. xiii. 21, xvi. 10, xix. 9, xxiv. 16, xxxiv. 5; Levit.

xvi. 2; Xum. x. 34; Judges v. 4; 1 Kings viii. 10; Ezek. i. 4; Dan. vii.

13; Matt, xxiv, 30; 1 Thess. iv. 17; Eev. i. 7.
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" His excellency is over Israel, and His strength is in the

clouds." Again :
" The clouds poured out water, the skies

sent out a sound, the voice of Thy thunder was in the

heaven." Again :
" Clouds and darkness are roundabout

Him, righteousness and judgment are the habitation of His

throne ; the heavens declare His righteousness, and all the

people see His glory."

6. In all these passages the meaning is unmistakable, if

they possess definite meaning at all. "We are too apt to take

them merely for sublime and vague imagery, and therefore

gradually to lose the apprehension of their life and power.

The expression, " He bowed the heavens," for instance, is, I

suppose, received by most readers as a magnificent hyperbole,

having reference to some peculiar and fearful manifestation

of God's power to the writer of the Psalm in which the words

occur. But the expression either has plain meaning, or it has

no meaning. Understand by the term '' Heavens " the com-

pass of infinite space around the earth, and the expression,

" bowed the Heavens," however sublime, is wholly without

meaning; infinite space cannot be bent or bowed. But
understand by the " Heavens " the veil of clouds above the

earth, and the expression is neither hyperbolical nor obscure

;

it is pure, plain, and accurate truth, and it describes God,

not as revealing Himself in any peculiar way to David, but

doing what He is still doing before our own eyes day by day.

By accepting the words in their simple sense, we are thus led

to apprehend the immediate presence of the Deity, and His

purpose of manifesting Himself as near us whenever the

storm-cloud stoops upon its course; while by our vague and

inaccurate acceptance of the words we remove the idea of His

presence far from us, into a region which we can neither see

nor know ; and gradually, from the close realization of a liv-

ing God who " maketh the clouds His chariot," we refine and

explain ourselves into dim and distant suspicion of an inac-

tive God, inhabiting inconceivable places, and fading into

the multitudinous formalisms of the laws of Nature.

7. All errors of this kind—and in the present day we are
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in constant and gTievous danger of falling into them—arise

from the originally mistaken idea that man can, " by search-

ing, find out God—find out the Almighty to perfection ;
"

that is to say, by help of courses of reasoning and accumu-

lations of science, apprehend the nature of the Deity in a

more exalted and more accurate manner than in a state of

comparative ignorance ; whereas it is clearly necessary, from

the beginning to the end of time, that God's way of revealing

Himself to His creatures should be a simple way, which all

those creatures may understand. Whether taught or un-

taught, whether of mean capacity or enlarged, it is necessary

that communion with their Creator should be possible to all;

and the admission to such communion must be rested, not on

their having a knowledge of astronomy, but on their having a

human soul. In order to render this communion possible,

the Deity has stooped from His throne, and has not only, in

the person of the Son, taken upon Him the veil of our human
flesh, but, in the person of the Father, taken upon Him the

veil of our human thoughts, and permitted us, by His own
spoken authority, to conceive Him simply and clearly as a

loving Father and Friend;—a being to be walked with and

reasoned with; to be moved by our entreaties, angered by

our rebellion, alienated by our coldness, pleased by our love,

and glorified by our labor ; and finally, to be beheld in imme-

diate and active presence in all the powers and changes of

creation.

This conception of God, which is the child's, is evidently

the only one which can be universal, and therefore, the only

one which for us can be true. The moment that, in our pride

of heart, we refuse to accept the condescension of the Al-

mighty, and desire Him, instead of stooping to hold our

hands, to rise up before us into His glory—we, hoping that

by standing on a grain of dust or two of human knowledge

higher than our fellows, we may behold the Creator as He
rises—God takes us at our word; He rises, into His own
invisible and inconceivable Majesty ; He goes forth upon the

ways which are not our ways, and retires into the thoughts
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which are not our thoughts; and we are left alone. And
presently we say in our vain hearts, " There is no God."

8. I would desire, therefore, to receive God's account of

His own creation as, under the ordinary limits of human
knowledge and imagination, it would be received by a simple-

minded man ; and finding that the " heavens and the earth "

are spoken of always as having something like equal relation

to each other (" thus the heaA^ens and the earth were finished,

and all the host of them ")? I reject at once all idea of the

term " Heavens " being intended to signify the infinity of

space inhabited by countless sand, with which space though

we measured not the earth only, but the sun itself, with all

the solar system, no relation of equality or comparison could

be inferred. But I suppose the heavens to mean that part of

the creation which holds equal companionship with our globe

;

I understand the '^ rolling of those heavens together as a

scroll " to be an equal and relative destruction with the

" melting of the elements in fervent heat ;
" * and I under-

stand the making the firmament to signify that, so far as man
is concerned, most magnificent ordinance of the clouds—the

ordinance, that as the great plain of waters was formed on the

face of the earth, so also a plain of waters should be stretched

* Compare also Job xxxvi. 20. " The spreading of the clouds, and

the noise of His tahcrnacle; " and xxxviii. 33, " Knowest thou the

ordinances of heaven? canst thou set the dominion thereof in the

earth? canst thou lift up thy voice to the clouds? "

Observe that in the passage of Addison's well-known hymn

—

" The spacious firmament on high,

"With all the blue, ethereal sky,

And spangled heavens a shining frame,

Their great Original proclaim"

—

the writer has clearly the true distinctions in his mind; he does

not use his words, as we too often accept them, in vain tautology.

By the sjyacious firmament he means the clouds, using the word

"spacious" to mark the true meaning of the Hebrew term; the

blue ethereal sky is the real air or ether, blue above the clouds;

the heavens are the starry space, for which he uses this word, less

accurately indeed than the others, but as the only one available for

Ms meaning-.

I
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along the height of air, and the face of the cloud answer the

face of the ocean; and this upper and heavenly plain should

be of waters, as it were, glorified in their nature, no longer

quenching the fire, but now bearing fire in their o^vn bosoms

;

no longer murmuring only when the winds raise them or rocks

divide, but answering each other with their own voices from

pole to pole ; no longer restrained by established shores, and

guided through unchanging channels, but going forth at their

pleasure like the armies of the angels, and choosing their

encampments upon the heights of the hills ; no longer hurried

downward forever, moving but to fall, nor lost in the light-

less accumulation of the abyss, but covering the east and

west with the waving of their wings, and robing the gloom

of the farther infinite with a vesture of divers colors, of

which the threads are purple and scarlet, and the embroid-

eries flame.

9, This, I believe, is the ordinance of the firmament ; and

it seems to me that in the midst of the material nearness of

these heavens God means us to acknowledge His own imme-

diate presence as visiting, judging, and blessing us. " The

earth shook, the heavens also dropped, at the presence of

God." " He doth set His bow in the cloud," and thus re-

news, in tlie sound of every drooping swathe of rain, His

promises of everlasting love. " In them hath He set a taber-

nacle for the sun," whose burning ball, which, without the

firmament, would be seen but as an intolerable and scorching

circle in the blackness of vacuity, is by that firmament sur-

rounded with gorgeous service, and tempered by mediatorial

ministries ; by the firmament of clouds the golden pavement
is spread for his chariot wheels at morning; by the firma-

ment of clouds the temple is built for his presence to fill with

light at noon; by the firmament of clouds the purple veil is

closed at evening round the sanctuary of his rest; by the

mists of the firmament his implacable light is divided, and
its separated fierceness appeased into the soft blue that fills

the depth of distance with its bloom, and the flush with

which the mountains burn as they drink the overflowing of
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the dayspring. And in this tabernacling of the unendurable

sun with men, through the shadows of the firmament, God
would seem to set forth the stooping of His ovna. majesty to

men, upon the throne of the firmament. As the Creator of all

the worlds, and the inhabiter of eternity, we cannot behold

Him; but as the Judge of the earth and the Preserver of

men, those heavens are indeed His dwelling-place. " Swear

not, neither by heaven, for it is God's throne; nor by the

earth, for it is His footstool." And all those passings to and

fro of fruitful shower and grateful shade, and all those vis-

ions of silver palaces built about the horizon, and voices of

moaning winds and threatening thunders, and glories of

colored robe and cloven ray, are but to deepen in our hearts

the acceptance, and distinctness, and dearness of the simple

words, " Our Father, which art in heaven."

CHAPTER II.

THE CLOUD-BALANCINGS.

" Modern Painters/' Vol. Y., Part VIL, Chap. I.

1. We have seen that when the earth had to be prepared

for the habitation of man, a veil, as it were, of intermediate

being was spread between him and its darkness, in which

were joined, in a subdued measure, the stability and insensi-

bility of the earth, and the passion and perishing of man-

kind.

But the heavens, also, had to be prepared for his habita-

tion.

Between their burning light—their deep vacuity, and man,

as between the earth's gloom of iron substance, and man, a

veil had to be spread of intermediate being; which should

appease the unendurable glory to the level of human feeble-

ness, and sign the changeless motion of the heavens with a

semblance of human vicissitude.
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Between the earth and man arose the leaf. Between the

heaven and man came the cloud. His life being partly as the

falling leaf, and partly as the flying vapor.

2. Has the reader any distinct idea of what clouds are ?

We had some talk about them long ago, and perhaps thought

their nature, though at that time not clear to us, would be

easily enough understandable when we put ourselves seri-

ously to make it out. Shall we begin with one or two easiest

questions ?

That mist which lies in the morning so softly in the valley,

level and white, through which the tops of the trees rise as if

through an inundation—why is it so heavy ? and why does it

lie so low, being yet so thin and frail that it will melt away

utterly into splendor of morning, when the sun has shone on

it but a few moments more ? Those colossal pyramids, huge

and firm, with outlines as of rocks, and strength to bear the

beating of the high sun full on their fiery flanks—why are

they so light—their bases high over our heads, high over the

heads of Alps ? why will these melt away, not as the sun

rises, but as he descends, and leave the stars of twilight clear,

while the valley vapor gains again upon the earth like a

shroud ?

Or that ghost of a cloud, which steals by yonder clump of

pines; nay, which does 7iot steal by them, but haunts them,

wreathing yet round them, and yet—and yet, slowly; now
falling in a fair waved line like a woman's veil ; now fading,

now gone ; we look away for an instant, and look back, and it

is again there. What has it to do with that clump of pines,

that it broods by them and waves itself among their branches,

to and fro ? Has it hidden a cloudy treasure among the

moss at their roots, which it watches thus? Or has some

strong enchanter charmed it into fond returning, or bound it

fast within those bars of bough ? And yonder filmy crescent,

bent like an archer's bow above the snowy summit, the high-

est of all the hill—that white arch which never forms but

over the supreme crest—how is it stayed there, repelled ap-

parently from the snow—nowhere touching it, the clear sky
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seen between it and the mountain edge, jet never leaving it

—

poised as a white bird hovers over its nest?

Or those war-clouds that gather on the horizon, dragon-

crested, tongued with fire; how is their barbed strength

bridled ? what bits are these they are champing with their va-

porous lips ; flinging off flakes of black foam ? LeagTied levia-

thans of the Sea of Heaven, out of their nostrils goeth smoke,

and their eyes are like the eyelids of the morning ; the sword

of him that layeth at them cannot hold the spear, the dart,

nor the habergeon. Where ride the captains of their armies ?

Where are set the measures of their march ? Fierce mur-

murers, answering each other from morning until evening

—

w^hat rebuke is this which has awed them into peace ?—what

hand has reined them back by the way by which they

came ?

3. I know not if the reader will think at first that questions

like these are easily answered. So far from it, I rather be-

lieve that some of the mysteries of the clouds never will be

understood by us at all. " Knowest thou the balancings of

the clouds ? " Is the answer ever to be one of pride ? " The

wondrous works of Him which is perfect in knowledge ?
"

Is our knowledge ever to be so?

It is one of the most discouraging consequences of the

varied cJiaracter of this work of mine, that I am wholly un-

able to take note of the advance of modern science. What
has conclusively been discovered or observed about clouds I

know not; but by tlie chance inquiry possible to me I find no

book which fairly states the difficulties of accounting for

even the ordinary aspects of the sky. I shall, therefore, be

able in this section to do little more than suggest inquiries to

the reader, putting the subject in a clear form for him. All

men accustomed to investigation will confirm me in sayin^^

that it is a great step when we are personally quite certain

what we do not know.

4. First, then, I believe we do not know what makes clouds

float. Clouds are water, in some fine form or another; but

water is heavier than air, and the finest form you can give a
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heavy thing will not make it float in a light thing.* On it,

yes, as a boat ; but m it, no. Clouds are not boats, nor boat-

shaped, and they float in the air, not on the top of it. " ^ay,

but though unlike boats, may they not be like feathers ? Tf

out of quill substance there may be constructed eider-do"'ATi,

and out of vegetable tissue, thistle-down, both buoyant enough

for a time, surely of water-tissue may be constructed also

water-doT\Ti, which will be buoyant enough for all cloudy pur-

poses." Not so. Throw out your eider plumage in a calm

day, and it will all come settling to the gTound—slowly in-

deed, to aspect; but practically so fast that all our finest

clouds would be here in a heap about our ears in an hour or

two, if they were only made of water feathers. " But may
they not be quill feathers, and have air inside them ? May
not all their particles be minute little balloons ?

"

A balloon only floats when the air inside it is either specifi-

cally, or by heating, lighter than the air it floats in. If the

cloud-feathers had warm air inside their quills, a cloud would

be warmer than the air about it, which it is not (I believe).

And if the cloud-feathers had hydrogen inside their quills, a

cloud would be unwholesome for breathing, which it is not

—

at least so it seems to me.
" But may they not have nothing inside their quills ?

"

Then they would rise, as biibbles do through water, just as

certainly as, if they were solid feathers, they would fall. All

our clouds would go up to the top of the air, and swim in

eddies of cloud-foam.

" But is not that just what they do ? " No. They float at

different heights, and with definite forms, in the body of the

air itself. If they rose like foam, the sky on a cloudy day

would look like a very large flat glass of champagne seen from

* [Compare the old note to § 6: but I had not, when I wrote it,

enough reflected on the horrible buoj^ancy of smoke, nor did I know
over what spaces volcanic ashes were diffusible. Will any of my
scientific friends now state for me the approximate weight and

bulk of a particle of dust of any solid substance which would be

buoyant in air of given density?]
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below, with a stream of bubbles (or clouds) going up as fast

as they could to a flat foam-ceiling.

" But may they not be just so nicely mixed out of some-

thing and nothing, as to float where they are wanted ?
"

Yes : that is just what they not only may, but must be ; only

this way of mixing something and nothing is the very thing

I want to explain or have explained, and cannot do it, nor get

it done.

5. Except thus far. It is conceivable that minute hollow

spherical globules might be formed of water, in which the in-

closed vacuity just balanced the weight of the inclosing water,

and that the arched sphere formed by the watery film was

strong enough to prevent the pressure of the atmosphere from

breaking it in. Such a globule would float like a balloon at

the height in the atmosphere where the equipoise between the

vacuum it inclosed, and its omti excess of weight above that

of the air, was exact. It would, probably, approach its com-

panion globules by reciprocal attraction, and form aggrega-

tions which might be visible.

This is, I believe, the view usually taken by meteorologists.

I state it as a possibility, to be taken into account in examin-

ing the question—a possibility confirmed by the scriptural

words which I have taken for the title of this chapter.

6. Nevertheless, I state it as a possibility only, not seeing

how any knowm operation of physical law could explain the

formation of such molecules. This, however, is not the only

difiiculty. Whatever shape the water is thrown into, it seems

at first improbable that it should lose its property of wetness.

Minute division of rain, as in " Scotch mist," makes it capa-

ble of floating farther,* or floating up and down a little, just

* The buoyancy of solid bodies of a given specific gravity, in a

given fluid, depends, first on their size, then on their forms.

First, on their size; that is to say, on the proportion of the mag-

nitude of the object (irrespective of the distribution of its par-

ticles) to the magnitude of the particles of the air.

Thus, a grain of sand is buoyant in wind, but a large stone is not;

and pebbles and sand are buoyant in water in proportion to their

smallness, fine dust taking long to sink, while a large stone sinks at
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as dust will float, though pebbles will not ; or gold-leaf, though

a sovereign will not ; but minutely divided rain wets as much
as any other kind, whereas a cloud, partially always, some-

times entirely, loses its power of moistening. Some low

clouds look, when you are in them, as if they were made of

specks of dust, like short hair ; and these clouds are entirely

dry. And also many clouds will wet some substances, but

not others. So that we must grant further, if we are to be

happy in our theory, that the spherical molecules are held

together by an attraction which prevents their adhering to

any foreign body, or perhaps ceases only under some peculiar

electric conditions.

7. The question remains, even supposing their production

accounted for— What intermediate states of water may
exist between these spherical hollow molecules and pure

vapor ?

Has the reader ever considered the relations of commonest

forms of volatile substance ? The invisible particles which

cause the scent of a rose-leaf, how minute, how multitudi-

nous, passing richly away into the air continually ! The
visible cloud of frankincense—why visible ? Is it in

once. Thus we see that water may be arranged in drops of any
magnitude, from the largest rain-drop about the size of a large

pea, to an atom so small as not to be separately visible, the small-

est rain passing gradually into mist. Of these drops of different

sizes (supposing the strength of the wind the same), the largest

falls fastest, the smaller drops are more buoyant, and the small

misty rain floats about like a cloud, as often up as down, so that

an umbrella is useless in it; though in a heavy thunderstorm, if

there is no wind, one may stand gathered up under an umbrella
without a drop touching the feet.

Secondly, buoyancy depends on the amount of surface which a

given weight of the substance exposes to the resistance of the sub-

stance it floats in. Thus, gold-leaf is in a high degree buoyant,
while the same quantity of gold in a compact grain would fall like

a shot; and a feather is buoj-ant, though the same quantitj^ of ani-

mal matter in a compact form would be as heavy as a little stone.

A slate blows far from a house-top, while a brick falls vertically,

or nearly so.
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consequence of the greater quantity, or larger size, of the

particles, and how does the heat act in throwing them off in

this quantity, or of this size ?

Ask the same questions respecting water. It dries,, that is,

becomes volatile, invisibly, at (any?) temperature. Snow
dries, as water does. Under increase of heat, it volatilizes

faster, so as to become dimly visible in large mass, as a heat-

haze. It reaches boiling-point, then becomes entirely visible.

But compress it, so that no air shall get between the watery

particles—it is invisible again. At the first issuing from the

steam-pipe the steam is transparent; but opaque, or visible,

as it diffuses itself. The water is indeed closer, because

cooler, in that diffusion ; but more air is between its particles.

Then this very question of visibility is an endless one, waver-

ing between form of substance and action of light. The
clearest (or least visible) stream becomes brightly opaque by
more minute division in its foam, and the clearest dew in

hoarfrost. Dust, unperceived in shade, becomes constantly

visible in sunbeam; and watery vapor in the atmosphere,

which is itself opaque, when there is promise of fine Aveatherj,

becomes exquisitely transparent ; and (questionably) blue,

when it is going to rain.

8. Questionably blue ; for besides knowing very little about

water, we know what, except by courtesy, must, I think, be

called Xothing—about air. Is it the watery vapor, or the

air itself, which is blue ? Are neither blue, but only white,

producing blue Avhen seen over dark spaces ? If either blue,

or white, whj', when crimson is their commanded dress, are

the most distant clouds crimsbnest ? Clouds close to us may
be blue, but far off, golden—a strange result, if the air is

blue.

And again, if blue, why are rays that come through large

spaces of it red ; and that Alp, or anything else that catches

far-away light, why colored red at davm and sunset ? l^o

one knows, I believe. It is true that many substances, as

opal, are blue, or green, by reflected light, j-ellow by trans-

mitted ; but air, if blue at all, is blue always by transmitted
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light. I hear of a wonderful solution of nettles, or other

nnlovely herb, which is green w^hen shallow—red when deep.

Perhaps some day, as the motion of the heavenly bodies by

help of an apple, their light by help of a nettle, may be ex-

plained to mankind.

9. Bnt further : these questions of volatility, and visibility,

and hue, are all complicated with those of shape. How is a

cloud outlined ? Granted whatever you choose to ask con-

cerning its material, or its aspect, its loftiness, and luminous-

ness—how of its limitation? What hews it into a heap, or

spins it into a web ? Cold is usually shapeless, I suppose, ex-

tending over large spaces equally, or with gradual diminu-

tion. You cannot have, in the open air, angles, and wedges,

r.nd coils, and cliffs of cold. Yet the vapor stops suddenly,

sharp and steep as a rock, or thrusts itself across the gates of

heaven in likeness of a brazen bar ; or braids itself in and out,

and across and across, like a tissue of tapestry; or falls into

ripples, like sand ; or into waving shreds and tongues, as fire.

On what anvils and wheels is the vapor pointed, twisted,

hammered, whirled, as the potter's clay? By what hands is

the incense of the sea built up into domes of marble ?

And, lastly, all these questions respecting substance, and

aspect, and shape, and line, and division, are involved with

others as inscrutable, concerning action. The curves in which

clouds move are unkno\vn—nay, the very method of their

motion, or apparent motion, how far it is by change of place,

how far by appearance in one place and vanishing from

another. And these questions about movement lead partly

far away into high mathematics, where I cannot follow

them, and partly into theories concerning electricity and

infinite space, where I suppose at present no one can follow

them.

What, then, is the use of asking the questions ?

For my own part, I enjoy the mystery, and perhaps the

reader may. I think he ought. He should not be less grate-

ful for summer rain, or see less beauty in the clouds of morn-

ing, because they come to prove him with hard questions ; to
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which, perhaps, if we look close at the heavenlv scroll,* we
may find also a syllable or two of answer illuminated here

and there.

* There is a beautiful passage in Sartor Eesartus concerning this

old Hebrew scroll, in its deeper meanings, and the child's watching
it, though long illegible for him, yet " with an eye to the gilding."

It signifies in a word or two nearly all that is to be said about
clouds.—(Not quite. J. K., 1884.)
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NOTES ON THE THEORY AND PRACTICE
OF PERSPECTIVE.

A. REMARKS ON THE CONVERGENCE OF PERPENDICULARS.

1. If Candidus had reflected a little more attentively on

the cause of the apparent convergence of retiring lines, he

would not have been so witty at Mr. Parsey's expense, and

would not have committed the absurdity of supposing that

perpendiculars were not subject to the same laws as hori-

zontal or inclined lines.

First Let Fig. 32 be a space of flat pavement, the checker-

ing lines of which are at right angles to each other ; one series

going to the point of sight a ; consequently, the others are

all at right angles to the line of vision a h. These, therefore,

do not retire from the spectator, and will not appear to con-

verge. But the eye is incapable of receiving at once rays of

light which enter it converging at a greater angle than 60°.

The parallel lines, therefore, d c, d' c', etc., each subtend an

angle of 60°, and the eye cannot see farther along them, on

either side, without turning. IsTow, the moment the eye is

turned, the lines retire from it, and consequently, appear to

converge.

Now, let a 6 be considered a base line ; then the lines h c, h'

c', etc., are perpendiculars ; but they are subject to the same

laws as they were before ; and consequently, as long as they

subtend an angle less than 60° they will not converge; but

the moment the eye has to turn and look up, convergence will

commence. So much for theory. ilSTow, Candidus asks why
perpendiculars never appear, in fact, to converge. Let him
consider that we seldom contemplate any building at a less

distance than 40 yards. Before its perpendicular lines, there-

217
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fore, will converge, they must be 200 feet high ; if we
stand within 20 yards, more than 100 feet, etc. And, to

satisfy himself that perpendiculars which subtend a greater

angle than 60° do, in fact, appear to converge, let him go to

the bottom of the monument, stand 12 yards from its base,

and look up ; and then let him talk about the non-convergence

of perpendiculars, if he can.

Hence it appears that perpendiculars do not, in general,

appear to converge, because they are always at right angles

to the direction in which the spectator is looking; and they

never can be represented as converging, because no picture

may subtend a greater angle than 60°, either in breadth or

height. Take, for instance, the annexed rude perspective out-

line of a cathedral nave (Fig. 33).

The height is 100 feet, the distance between the columns

20 feet; consequently, the angular elevation of the roof, be-

tween the two nearest columns, is gTeater than 60°. The head

would be turned upwards in looking at it; and it conse-

quently cannot be represented in the drawing, whose upper

limit, therefore, must cut off the roof between the second and

third column.

2. Secondly. Let it not be supposed that I mean to say

that perpendiculars, being right lines, are to be represented

by lines which are first parallel, and then converging. Let

us go back to Fig. 32. Here, as the line d c subtends an angle

of 60°, our distance from its central point h (supposing d c

to be 100) is 90 feet, or yards, or anything. But our distance

from c or cZ is the length of the line, or 100. ISTow, a near line

or space, in whatever direction distance is measured, must

always appear greater than one more remote. Therefore, the

space h h', from which we are distant 90 feet, appears greater

than the space c c', from which we are distant 100 feet. There-

fore, the parallel lines h c, h' c', etc., ap]-)ear to converge. Sim-

ilarly, perpendiculars appear to converge; but their apparent

convergence is so excessively small, that it escapes the eye,

until they subtend a greater angle than 60°; and, for all

practical purposes, may be considered as parallel, particularly
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as their convergence is infinitely small, when they are distant

from the eye, as in the case of the distant lines of Fig. 32.

But, that Candidus may be more perfectly convinced of

the truth of this reasoning, applied to perpendiculars, let d e

f g in Fig. 34 be a vertical column ; let the eye of the spectator

be at a. Now, it is evident that the diameter of the column

e c? is at a greater distance from a than the diameter c h ;
con-

sequently, angle h a c \& greater than angle d a e: therefore

the diameter c h, which the eye measures by means of the

angle h a c, appears greater than the diameter e d, which is

measured by the angle d a e; and consequently, the perpen-

diculars g e, f d, appear to converge. But if a be removed

to any moderate distance from the column, the difference be-

tween the angles will be so excessively small that the con-

vergence is unperceived, and, in practice, ought to be unex-

pressed.

3. Thirdly. I have hitherto referred perpendiculars to

vertical vanishing points ; but, by considering them as the

representatives of horizontal lines, they may be referred to

vanishing points on the horizon. Let Fig. 35 be a few per-

pendicular posts in water. Their reflections are, of course,

also perpendicular. But let it be considered how these re-

flections are formed : they are formed by rays of light coming

from the object, striking on the water, and reflected from its

surface to the eye. But, in order that the rays may meet

the eye, the point on the water from which they are reflected

must be directly between the object and the eye ; and the

whole line of points, therefore, must be between the object

and the eye. Therefore, all the actual lines of reflection on

the surface" of the water are lines diverging from the spectator

to the base of the reflected object. But those lines appear

parallel and perpendicular; whence, it is evident that all

perpendiculars are the representatives of lines on a horizontal

surface, diverging from the spectator as a center. As a

farther example of this, let us return to Fig. 32. Here, the

portion of the line d' c', which is equal to d c, is 00 ; therefore,

the distance d' c' is greater than d c ; therefore, the perpendic-
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iilars d d', c c', are tlie representatives of horizontal divergent

lines.

Xow, since the lines represented bj perpendiculars diverge

from the spectator, they meet at the spectator; that is, in a

point beneath, in his feet. Therefore, perpendiculars which

are below the horizon converge to a point beneath his feet;

and perpendiculars above the horizon, to a point above his

head. These tw^o points, therefore, are points of sight on a

vertical horizon, to which all perpendiculars must converge.

They correspond to the horizontal point of sight to which

horizontal lines converge ; and the distance between the spec-

tator and the base of the perpendicular corresponds to the

perpendicular distance between his eye and the commence-

ment of the horizontal line. From all this, it appears that

perpendiculars only appear to converge under pecidiar cir-

cumstances, which can never be represented in a drawing.

Kata Phusin.
Oxford, Nov. 17, 1837.

B. CANDIDUS ox MR. PARSEy's PRINCIPLES, ETC.

4. Candidus is indignant at being accused of disputing

Parsey's principles theoretically, and complains that he has

been misunderstood. He has just cause of complaint, if he

did not mean to say that perpendiculars appeared non-con-

vergent to the eye. I believe him to be suffering under a

calamity, to which men of talent are peculiarly exposed, that

of not knowing exactly what he did, or does, mean. If he

first " denies the convergence of vertical lines," and then tells

me that " all he meant was, that it was not perceptible," he

should not be surprised at my replying to what he said, be-

fore he told me what he meant : and his meaning is no mean-

ing, even now, for the convergence of verticals is as much per-

ceptible as that of any other lines. He ought to mean, and, I

believe, does, if he could find it out, that, where such con-

vergence can be represented, it is imperceptible, and where it

is perceptible, cannot be represented. And, if Candidus is
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anytbiug of a draughtsman, he ought to know that the theory

is not unimportant because impracticable. ISTone can be dar-

ing or dexterous in practice who are not thoroughly acquainted

with the most speculative principles of theory ; and I believe

I could give him several problems, which all his knowledge

of perspective could not solve, without the assistance of the

principles which he spurns. Here let the subject rest, since it

seems we all agree now that we understand each other; and

it has occupied several pages of this Magazine already, hav-

ing itself nothing to do with architecture. Parsey will not

turn the world upside down, as Candidus dreads ; every true

artist being about as well aware of what is right, as that

revolutionizing gentleman. And now let Candidus allow

(unless he requires to be put in mind of Corydon's warning,

" Qiiamvis tu Candidus esses,

O formose puer, nimium ne crede colori ")

that he expressed himself obscurely; and Kata Phusin will

beg to be permitted to advance his name, as an apology for

his eagerness in the support of a theory which, he is willing

to allow, is not so much kata teclmen, as it is Kata Phusin.

Oxford, March 5 (1838).

C. PARSEy's natural CONVERGENCE OF PERPENDICULARS.

5. I am much gratified by the gentle and courteous dis-

position which Mr. Parsey manifests in his reply to the re-

marks of Mr. Pocock and myself. Had we all such antag-

onists to contend with, we should be in no danger of forget-

ting the object of inquiry, in the desire of showing our own
powers of sarcasm, as is too frequently the case in such dis-

cussions. I am well aware, also, of the disagreeable character

of a dispute, in which one party is opposed by another with

arguments which, long ago, and at an early period of his in-

vestigation, occurred to, and were answered in, his own mind.

But Mr. Parsey must excuse me for bringing forward such

arguments, inasmuch as the public will never be satisfied until
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thej have all been answered : he must farther excuse me for

doubting, as all disputants do, that they can all be answered.

Mr. Pocock and I should certainly consider Mr. Parsey's fear

of injury from our remarks as very complimentary, but it is

altogether ungrounded. 'No mind whose opinion is worth

anything is biased by the mere assertion of individuals ; but

its spirit of inquiry is stimulated, and it immediately com-

mences an investigation of the subject which Mr. Parsey,

confident as he is of the truth of his practice (of his principles

none can doubt the truth), ought not to dread, which, if he did

dread, he could not, as the institutor of a new practice in

drawing, avoid. However, as he invites us to " fair and

courteous discussion," let me hope that he will find neither

Mr. Pocock nor me more desirous of proving ourselves right

than of arriving at the truth.

6. We all agree in principle : the disputed point is, whether

vertical convergence should be represented in a drawing.

Xow, Mr. Parsey says that I err in affirming convergence is

trifling when the object only subtends an angle of elevation

of 60° : I do so, on calculating the convergence trigonomet-

rically. I find Mr. Parsey's conclusion quite right, but I do

not understand his diagram, owing to the misprinting of the

letters: and he has not given us the mode by which he ar-

rived at his conclusion. Perhaps the annexed demonstration

is clearer. Let h c d e (Fig. 36) be the front of any building,

100 feet wide, and 176 feet above the level of the eye. Let

the eye of the spectator be at a. Let a b, a c, be each 100

feet; consequently angle c a h = Q0° , and angles b a e, c a d,

also equal 60°. Therefore e a == 200 feet, and d a = 200 feet.

And as e d =^ 100 feet, angle e a d =^ about 29°, that is, less

than half of angle cab. And therefore the apparent length

of e rf is rather less than half that of c b. It is evident, then,

that I was wrong in affirming that this convergence was not

to be represented, because it was nearly imperceptible. There

is another reason for its non-representation, which Mr. Pocock

has slightly noticed, but which Mr. Parsey evidently had not

noticed. It appears strange that this immense convergence
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should not show itself by cutting angles with parallel

perpendicular lines which are close to us. Does it do so ?

Let Mr. Parsey look out of his window, and I will look out

of mine. It is within 3 feet of me, and beyond it, at a dis-

tance of about fifty yards, rises one of the most noble build-

ings in Oxford, to a height of about 72 feet. Its perpen-

dicular lines, therefore, though not quite so convergent as

those of the diagTam, must be considerably so. Yet the per-

pendicular lines of the window frame fall precisely on those

of the distant building. I try them again and again: there

is not an angle between them which a mite could measure

;

and the reason is evident. The argument which applies to

the diagram, when a h is 100 feet and a e 200 feet, applies

with exactly the same force when a & is 6 feet and a e 12 feet.

There is precisely the same difference in the angle, the same

in the length of the line ; and the convergence of verticals,

therefore, is always the same luhen they subtend the same

angle, whether they be near or distant, 4 feet or 4000 feet

high. The eye, therefore, puts the perpendicular lines of the

picture into perspective (when the spectator stands at the

point at which alone even the retiring lines can be in true

perspective) exactly as much as it does those of nature ; and,

therefore, were the artist to represent any such convergence,

he would be put altogether out by the increased convergence

given by the eye.

The same is the case with regard to parallel horizontals

which are put into perspective in the picture in the same

way ; and, indeed, in general, whenever the lines in the paint-

ing are in the same place which they are in naturally, no

convergence is to be represented.

7. These considerations will free Claude and Canaletto,

and the professor of perspective to the Royal Academy,

from the charges of desperate error, which Mr. Parsey casts

upon them ; and we may still look at the works of our favorite

masters without being annoyed by their ignorance of per-

spective.

With regard to what Mr. Parsey says of his spectrometer.
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lie must put it aside in applying it to the eye. All perpen-

dicular?, near or distant, correspond exactly with each other,

and are parallel, apparently as well as actually parallel ; that

is, as far as regularly convergent lines can be parallel. They

all meet in the same vanishing points, which are, as I have

shown by means of reflections in water, one exactly above the

spectator's head, and one below his feet.

I have only to add that, in allowing the angle of 60° to be

measured wholly ahove the line of the eye, I have taken a

license which Claude sometimes avails himself of, but, I

think, Canaletto never. The eye is always to be supposed

looking straight forward, and, therefore, can only embrace

an angle of 30° above the line of sight, and an equal angle

below. I have always found that, in sketching alps, or other

precipices, I never made a satisfactory drawing, if the up-

ward angle were more than 30°. However, in architecture,

an upward angle of 60° is sometimes allowable. I neg-

lected to say that, if Mr. Parsey will fix his eye at a given

point, looking at a landscape through a pane of glass, and will

trace on it with a diamond edge lines corresponding to those

of the landscape, he will find all his retiring lines convergent,

all his verticals vertical and parallel. This is a true test of

perspective.

Kata Phtjsin.

OxFOKD, May 1, 1838.

D. paesey's convergence of perpendiculars.

8. Before proceeding in the investigation with Mr. Parsey

(for which pertinacity I offer no other apology than is im-

plied in my belief that, if Mr. Parsey's theory be correct, his

most lengthy and tiresome antagonists will not be among the

first, but the third-rate, talent of the country ; and that, if not

correct, it will be left by those whose opposition would over-

whelm it at once, to the less influential discussion of such as

Kata Phusin), I must submit a few observations to Mr.

Chappell Smith. In p. 427, line 8 from the bottom, I would
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inquire the full signification of the pronoun " we." If it be

an assumption of the editorial " We ;
" and, if thus, the prop-

osition which it is employed to advance refers only to the

intentions of artists towards Mr. Smith in particular, and to

his own practice ; it appears to me that the fact of which that

proposition informs us, though very interesting, is of little

importance ; but, if the " we " is to be extended to the whole

race of mankind, I beg to submit that, in my opinion, Mr.

Smith is in error. I will answer for the intentions of the

artists of the present day, which are, invariably, that their

pictures should be viewed from a given point, and at a given

distance ; and I will further answer for the practice, not only

of the connoisseurs, but of the general public, of all time,

which is, has been, and must be, to view every picture from a

given point, and at a given distance ; that distance -being the

altitude of an equilateral triangle, of which the gTeatest di-

mension of the picture is the base. I will prove this a little

farther on, in replying to Mr. Parsey.

9. And, secondly, I would inquire of Mr. Smith (in rela-

tion to his search after a theory of approximation), whether

it be charitable to the general public, because some persons do

not stand in the right place, to give connoisseurs no right

place to stand in; and whether he actually believes that the

public will prefer a system which presents them with an " ap-

proximation " to the true image, where they cannot see it, to

that which presents them with the true image, where they can

see it. Even supposing that they did prefer universal error

to local truth, the approximation system is a mere chimera

;

for, supposing the proper position of the observer to be 10 feet

from the picture, every concession to the eyes of those who

stand 15 feet from it is a double infliction upon the eyes of

those who stand 5 feet. The rule given by the Jesuit for

ascertaining the ratio of apparent diminution is perfectly

correct ; and enough has been written on all sides to show that

this apparent convergence and diminution is immense. I

will show, however, by Mr. Smith's own figure, that neither

ought to be reiDresented.
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10. And now for Mr. Parsey. He says, in p. 425, line 22,

'' If there be any reason," etc. Certainly there is ; but I

mean to say that horizontals which are at right angles to the

direction in which the spectator is looking* (or, for shortness,

parallel horizontals) are no more to be represented as con-

vergent than verticals. After this, we agree perfectly down

to " the delusion of the pane of glass: " and here comes the

tug of war. There is no delusion in the case, for every pic-

ture is to be considered as a vertical pane of glass; through

which we behold what is represented on the canvas. Is not

the picture always supposed to be as " parallel to the objects

seen through it " as the glass ? Besides, the lines traced on

the glass, being exactly correspondent with the lines of

nature, being traced above them, as it were, must also cor-

respond with the image on the retina, that is, must occupy

the space of glass through which the pencil of rays coming

from the object to the eye is passing. N'ow, as these lines

must correspond with the image on the retina, and we know

that image to be one of convergent lines, the perpendiculars

traced on the glass are apparently convergent lines, and are

convergent to exactly the same degree as the lines of the object

over which they have been traced ; and, therefore, all the per-

pendiculars in the picture, drawn parallel and vertical, do

appear to converge to exactly the same degree as those actual

lines which they represent, provided they subtend the same

angle, which if they do not, they cannot represent a building

of the same height, and which, in all good pictures, they do.

Mr. Parsey seems to think that the lines being parallel,

whether the pane be horizontally direct, etc., is an answer to

this argument; whereas it only farther proves that, if we

were compelled to look sidewise at all pictures (as we often

are in cases of front lights), the verticals should still be

dra"WTi non-convergent; though they then represent lines of

immense apparent convergence, for they converge as much

themselves.

* When I use this expression, I mean actually ; no line is so appar-

ently.
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And, if Mr. Parsej still considers the pane of glass de-

lusive, let me ask him one question. We will suppose he

has traced his picture through glass, over the natural lines.

He will find he has a perfect perspective drawing, every re-

tiring line duly convergent. N^ow, what business have we

to change the direction of the verticals in laying this on paper,

and to let the horizontals alone ? If the retiring lines are

to be altered too, what extra convergence is to be given?

With regard to the reflections in water, that is merely a proof

of apparent convergence, or of the fact, that, if we were to

represent verticals on plane horizontal surfaces, it must be

done by lines converging to the spectator. Mr. Parsey's ex-

traordinary diagram of a Turkish hatchet certainly upsets

his theory, that " objects present to the sight natural appear-

ances." With it, however, I have nothing to do, farther

than remarking that every draughtsman, properly so-called,

would represent a cylinder by parallel lines, inasmuch as (as

Mr. Parsey justly concludes) " all perpendiculars appear to

converge on the principle of the cylinder," and, therefore, the

cylinder on the principle of all perpendiculars.

11. But the great bone of contention, in all these cases,

seems to be, that the sticklers for represented convergence

suppose that the perpendiculars in the picture do not subtend

the same angle which the natural lines they represent do. I

shall therefore endeavor to prove, first, that, when the ob-

server stands in the right place, they do ; secondly, that [it]

is necessary for, and natural to, every observer to put himself

into the right place, and that every observer does so ; and,

thirdly, that the error which would be an approximation to

truth, in one wrong place, would be rather more than an ap-

proximation to absurdity, in another wrong place.

Now, for the first point, I can only refer again to the argu-

ment at the bottom of p. 282, which Mr. Parsey passes over

without notice. He acknowledges, however, that the lines

of his window-frame run into perspective, and in precisely

the same degree as the distant verticals on which they fall

;

and in what do the verticals of a picture differ from those of
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a window-frame? They are subject to the same laws, and,

of course, converge equally: the prejudice lies with Mr.
Parsey, whose eye is evidently not practiced enough to allow

him to believe that the near parallel lines of a picture have an
apparent convergence exactly as great as the distant lines

they represent: yet this is the case. And, if Mr. Parsey

thinks that the verticals in a picture do not often subtend

the same angle as those they represent, I can assure him that,

in any picture of Canaletto's, he may take the angles trigono-

metrically, and give the elevation of the buildings to within

a foot. I suppose he knows that this ought to be the case

in every good picture ; and, if it were not, the fault could not

be remedied by introducing convergent perpendiculars, any

more than La Fontaine is said to have mended one of his

lines, which was rather too short, by making the next rather

too long.

12. Secondly. I say that every spectator naturally takes

the true distance. This distance may be, as I said, the alti-

tude of the equilateral, etc. : but it must not be less. In most

pictures, the full sweep of the eye is not taken: the side of

the equilateral is allowed in the generality; in high pictures,

a good deal more. ISTow, it is impossible to see the handling

of any picture at a greater distance than this: for observing

dispositions of color, we often retire ; but the color has

nothing to do with the perspective, and the moment we wish

to see the drawing, we approach. In the exhibition room of

the Society of Water Colors, the screens are so placed, that

the spectator cannot get out of his distance. Paintings, it is

true, are often hung above the height of the eye; but only

when it cannot be helped, as in exhibition rooms, or when they

are mere furniture pictures; and even then, their elevation

only increases the apparent convergence of their verticals,

and, therefore, would render any actual convergence still

more palpably absurd. In the case of vignettes, which are

seen at a greater distance, they are only parts of pictures, and

allowance is made by the artist.

13. But, thirdly, the approximation system is most absurd,
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iiicasmiicli as the convergence of verticals is always icrong,

where the rest of the perspective is right; and where it is

right, the rest of the perspective must be wrong. Taking

]\rr. Smith's figure, he represents the height s x by the height

s X. jSTow s X is the height of which an impression is re-

ceived by the retina, from the line s x : but what impression

will the retina receive from the represented line s x ? If

the eye be in the right place, it will receive the impression

of a line which will be to s .r nearly as s .r : s x ; bnt, if it be a

little nearer than it ought to be, it will receive an impression

which is less than s re in a greater ratio than that of s x to

s x; whereas if we represent s x, the eye in the right place

receives impression s x, which is the true one, which shows

that the allowance which Mr. Pocock affirms is made by some

draughtsmen (but which, I am sure, is made by no artist), of

diminishing altitude, is not only unnecessary, but improper.

14. Finally, Mr. Parsey feels confident that something or

other would have happened, had Canaletto perceived the

natural laws, etc. I rather think, from the peculiar air of

the figure in Fig. IGl, that Mr. Parsey has very little idea

of the constant and intense observation of natural laws with

which the life of an artist is occupied ; very few draughtsmen

(as people call themselves when they have learned to draw

straight lines with a rule) have. However, the question is

one not to be decided by authority, and so I shall not insist

on the point. Mr. Parsey, however, boasts that he is borne

out in his confidence by the first talent of the country. ISTow,

I know, as well as he does, that he only includes in this ex-

pression men who are good mathematicians, but who know no

more about drawing than their compasses. The testimony

of one practical man would be worth any fifty of them : and,

if ]\Ir. Parsey will request the testimony of J. M. W. Turner

to the correctness of his principles, and obtain that testimony,

I have done.*

Kata Phusin.
September 5 (1838).

* Speaking- of ^Ir. Peter Nicholson's instrument (which, of coiirse,
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E. MR. ClIAPPELL SMITH ON PARSEY^S CONVERGENCE OF

PERPENDICULARS.

15. In answer to Mr. Chappell Smith's observations, I may
remark, first, that I never noticed the implied position of Mr.

Poeock, or I should have disputed it long ago. The objec-

tion based on the minute size of engravings, even were it

valid, would only prove that, in designs of such dimensions,

certain allowances were to be made in fijcing the vanishing

points for our habits of contemplation, but it is not valid,

and I intend the sentence at page 240, referring to vignettes,

to anticipate it. Mr. Chappell Smith must have observed

that, Avhen an engraving less than 6 inches in the greatest

diameter is terminated by decided edges, it has a strange,

cutting, and harsh effect on the eye, which is totally unfelt as

soon as we come to engravings more than 6 inches in diameter.

He must also have observed that, in most small engravings,

this disadvantage is obviated by losing the edge altogether,

and turning them into the light and lovely shapelessness of the

vignette. This is done entirely to indicate to the eye that it is

not a picture, but part of one, which it contemplates, and,

therefore, that it is to choose a much greater distance of posi-

tion than in the ordinary case. All the small engi'avings from

J. M. W. Turner are executed from water-color drawings of

the same size, and on this principle.* Le Keux's gems I do

not know, but I am perfectly certain that (4 inches being

their greatest dimension) they cut the eye if they are ter-

minated by right lines, for this general reason, that the right

line termination of the picture is always representative of

the natural limit of the cone of rays proceeding to the eyeball,

and incloses exactly so much of the scene as would be nat-

urally visible without turning the eye; now the eye always

receives rays converging at 60°, therefore, unless the sides

is useful when great accuracy is required), I would point out to

Mr. Parsey an instrument for perspective drawing with which he

may, perhaps, be unacquainted; he will find its brazen voice bear

witness against him—Gavard's Diagraphe.

* See Rogers' Italy and Poems.
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of the picture subtend the same angle, the terminations will

hurt the eye, will cut distinctly upon the retina ; and, there-

fore, no picture ought to be seen at a greater distance than

that of the point where it subtends this angle.

With regard to engTavings of six or seven inches in diam-

eter, if they are well executed they cannot be seen farther off

than 8 inches, and the artist always makes an allowance for

this slight excess of distance. With larger pictures, the fact

of the correct distance being the natural one may be verified

every day by observation.

16. The distinction which Mr. Smith institutes between

the " artist " and mathematical artist is wholly ungrounded.

Xo artist can design any drawing, except under the sup-

position of a fixed point for the spectator's eye. A perspec-

tive drawing, made on such a principle, will not hurt the

eye, even when out of its proper place ; but a drawing made
on the supposition of the eye being anywhere will hurt it

everywhere.

I am glad that Mr. Smith has admitted, even for the sake

of argument, that the perpendiculars in the picture subtend

the same angle, etc., for, if he once convince himself clearly

of this fact, every difficulty will vanish on a little consid-

eration.

As for the 5 feet and 6 feet objection, I have yet to learn

that Mr. Parsey's system will enable the spectator to place

his eye at any height he pleases (Mr. Parsey supposes a fixed

horizontal), as well as in the old system ; and the elevation of

different persons must, of course, always affect their idea

of the picture in his system, as well as in the old one. This
" greater difficulty than any in the approximation system "

exists in the approximation system itself. Finally, Mr.

Chappell Smith assumes, in concluding, that an approxima-

tion can be obtained, which I distinctly deny. Mr. Parsey's

system differs from the old one, not in allowing the eye to be

in any place, but in putting it into the wrong place. For his

system, as well as all systems, viust suppose a fixed specta-

tor ; and when the spectator happens to be in the right place,
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or in any wrong place except the particular wrong place to

which he has been appointed, it subjects him to the perception

of error so flagrant and so striking, that I close the present

discussion in most perfect confidence that Mr. Parsey's prin-

ciples will in a short time require no contradiction or dis-

pute, but will have received their tacit condemnation in the

steady refusal of artists to admit their truth, and of the

public to tolerate their practice.

Kata Phusin.
Oxford, November 12, 1838.

PLANTIN^G CHUECHYARDS.

I LIKE your paper on churchyards very much ; but I wonder

you have not noticed the weeping willow among your list of

trees. In the churchyard which I think the most unaffected

and beautiful in Britain, that of Peterborough Cathedral,

which, in everything but situation and abstract beauty of

sculpture, exceeds Pere la Chaise, the pale gTeen of the weep-

ing willow is exquisitely used among the darker tints.

Kata Phusin.

ON THE PROPER SHAPES OF PICTURES AND
EXGRAVIXGS.

1. It has often been a subject of astonishment to casual

speculators that the multitudinous objects of an extensive

landscape should be painted with accuracy so extreme, and

finish so exquisite, as our everyday experience would seem

to prove, upon the small space afforded by the retina of the

eye. The truth is, however, that, strictly speaking, only one

point can be clearly and distinctly seen by the fixed eye, at

a given moment; and all other points included in the vision,

are indistinct exactly in proportion to their distance from

this central point; and when this distance has increased till
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the line connecting the two points snbtends thirty degi'ees,

the receding point becomes invisible. This distance of thirty

degrees, therefore, may be considered as the limit of sight.

iSTow, if the attention be fixed exclusively on the central

point, the surrounding points, being indistinct directly as

their distance, will, near the limit, be barely visible; conse-

quently the limit w^ill not be a harsh line, but, on the con-

trary, will be soft and unfelt by the eye.

But this is a mode of vision very rarely employed by the

eye in contemplating landscape. We prefer receiving all

the visual rays partially, to receiving one perfectly; and, in-

stead of confining the attention to the central point, dis-

tribute it,* as nearly as may be, over the whole field of vision.

Partial distribution is usually and instinctively effected
;
per-

fect distribution only occasionally, when we w^ish to become

aware of a general effect. The more general the distribution,

the more severe the limit; and when the distribution is per-

fect, the limit is a circle, whose diameter subtends sixty de-

grees, whose center is opposite the eye, and whose area is a

section of the cone of rays by which the landscape is made
sensible to the eye.

2. Every picture may be considered as a section of this

cone, by a plane perpendicular to tlie horizon, and, therefore,

to the central ray of the cone. Then the question is, should

the intersecting plane include more than the area of the cone

at the point of intersection, or exactly its area, or less than

its area ?

If it include more than its area, we shall not be able to

see the edge of the picture, if we stand in the proper point

foj" seeing the rest of it. All the artist's labor on the edge

will, therefore, be lost on those who know where to stand ; and

its effect on those who do not, %vill be to make them stand in a

wrong place.

* This operation is partly optical, partly mental. Optical, inas-

much as a slight change takes place in the form of the eyeball;

mental, because ideas which the optic nerve was not before per-

mitted to convey to the brain, are now permitted to take their full

effect.
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If it include exactly the area, the edge of the picture be-

comes a substitute for the natural limit of sight, and every-

thing takes its true position.

If it include less than its area, we feel that we could see,

and should naturally see, more than the artist has given us

;

the edge of the picture becomes a cutting, interfering, distinct

termination, just as the edge of a window is, when the specta-

tor is kept twelve feet back into the room. We wish to get the

edge out of our way, and to see what is behind it ; and the

ease, beauty, and propriety of the painting is entirely dis-

guised or destroyed.

According to this reasoning, then, our pictures should all

be circular, and of such a size that the distance of the eye

from their center should equal their diameter.

But we see that all artists, as a general principle, make
their pictures parallelograms of varied proportion. This is

a proof that such a form is desirable, and something very

near a proof that it is proper.

3. We have, therefore, to investigate three questions :

—

I. What are the causes which render such a form desir-

able?

II. What are the principles on which such a form is ad-

missible ?

III. What are the limitations under which such a form

is to be given ?

(I.) What are the causes which render such a form de-

sirable ?

In the first place, a circle, though in itself agreeable to the

eye, is the most monotonous of all figures ; there is no change

in it ; no commencement or termination—no point upon whipli

the eye can rest with decision ; the consequence of which is that

an assemblage of circles is most fatiguing and wearisome to

the eye ; and has, in relation to groups of other figures, very

much the effect of a countenance utterly without character,

and conversation altogether destitute of meaning, compared

with marked features and vivid expression. ISTow, as it is gen-

erally very desirable to group pictures, the circle would, on
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this account, be a most disagreeable form ; while the parallelo-

gram admits of variety of form as well as of size, according

to the proportion of the sides, enters into simple and sym-

metrical groups, harmonizes with the right lines of walls and

roof, and saves a great deal of space.

These, however, are only the upholsterer's reasons for pre-

ferring the parallelogram. The artist's are of far more

weight. The first great inconvenience is that the line of

sight, or horizon, must be the horizontal diameter, and this,

as we shall presently see, would take away all power from the

artist of indicating the elevation of the spectator; while

perspective retiring lines would incline equally upwards and

downwards, producing an artificial and disagreeable im-

pression.

And, in the second place, if, as is very often—we may say

generally—the case, there be no positive, continuous, hori-

zontal line in the picture, the eye, in the case of the circle,

would have no criterion whatever whereby to judge of the

rectitude of the verticals, it would be doubtful about its o^vn

position, and uncertain which lines it was to assume as hori-

zontal. Nine times out of ten, therefore, the verticals would

appear inclined, and the absence of the parallel terminating

lines would thus be embarrassing to the artist, injurious to

the drawing, and painful to the spectator.

And, lastly, the laws of composition, as far as relating to

shade and color, are very much facilitated by a rectangular

form ; the portions of each can be much more accurately

estimated and disposed than in the circle ; and the scientific

forms of grouping, pyramidal, cruciform, etc., become much
more evident, and, therefore, much more agreeable to the

spectator. Hence it appears that the circle is practically

offensive, though scientifically true; and, therefore, that if

we can, by any modification of design, turn it into the paral-

lelogram, without infringing any law of vision, it will be a

most important and valuable alteration. Therefore,

4. (11.) What are the principles on which such a form is

admissible ?
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First. It is very rarely indeed that the eye contemplates

any landscape without elevating or depressing itself. In all

mountain and architectural scenery it is raised ; in all pros-

pects of distant country, depressed. In this case the cone

of rays enters the eye obliquely, upwards or do"\\Tiwards.

But the plane of the picture is always vertical to the eye.

Consequently we have the section, by a vertical plane, of a

cone whose axis is inclined. This is an ellipse whose major

axis is vertical.

Similarly: it is seldom that the eye includes the thirty

degrees on each side of its legitimate point of sight. There

is always something more attractive on one side than on the

other, and it directs itself to the attractive side,* including,

perhaps, forty degrees on one side; twenty degrees on the

other. We have then the section of an oblique cone by a

parallel plane, or an ellipse whose major axis is horizontal.

Here, then, we have a most valuable modification of the

monotonous circle ; we have a figure susceptible of as much
variety of form as the rectangle, and whose sides, where they

cut the axes, very nearly correspond to straight lines. We
have the power of increasing apparent elevation of architec-

ture, by using the vertical ellipse ; or of diminishing an over-

whelming mass of sky, by taking the horizontal one. All

this is of infinite practical advantage.

5. But we may modify the form still farther, by taking the

following points into consideration :

—

When an artist is composing his picture, he supposes the

distribution of sight, which may be called, for convenience,

the attention of the eye, to be perfect ; and considers only that

indistinct and undetailed proportion of forms and colors,

which is best obtained from, the finished drawing by half

closing, and thus throwing a dimness over the eye. But, in

finishing, he works on quite a different principle. One lo-

cality is selected by him, as chiefly worthy of the eye's atten-

* We have not space to prove this more directly; but it is always

acknowledged, practically, by the artist's placing his horizontal

lines high or low in the picture, as the eye is depressed or elevated.
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tlon ; to that locality he directs it almost exclusively, supposing

only such partial distribution of sight over the rest of the

drawing, as may obtain a vague idea of the tones and forms

which set off and relieve the leading feature. Accordingly,

as he recedes from this locality, his tones become fainter, his

drawing more undecided, his lights less defined, in order that

the spectator may not find any point disputing for authority

with the leading idea. For instance ; four years ago, in the

Royal Academy, there was a very noble piece of composition

by Wilkie, Columbus detailing his views, respecting a western

continent, to the Monks of La Rabida. The figures were

seated at a table, which was between them and the spectator,

their legs being seen below it. The light fell on the table,

down the yellow sleeve of a secondary figure, catching, as it

passed, on the countenance of Columbus. This countenance

and the falling light were the leading ideas; everything

diminished in distinctness as it receded, and the legs below

the table were vague conceptions of legs, sketched in gray.

Occasionally, and, indeed, in most good etchings or wood-

cuts, the attention is still more perfectly confined ; and there,

as the principal feature cannot be so perfectly finished as in

a drawing, the surrounding objects are indefinite exactly in

proportion, ending frequently in mere spirited shade. And
this is the reason that what most people would call a sketchy

woodcut, is far more agreeable to a good eye than the most

labored details, because, in fact, that which is most sketchy is

most natural, and has more of the properties of a finished

picture.

6. Hence we see that the attention, in all good paintings

and engTavings, is distributed in a very limited degree, and

chiefly concentrated upon one leading feature. Recurring,

therefore, to our first principles, we find that when such con-

centration takes place, the limit of vision is faint, and un-

defined. All objects near the limit are so excessively indis-

tinct, that a line cutting slightly upon them will not be felt.

Accordingly, the artist generally cuts off an extremely small

portion of the curve of his ellipse, A B, Fig. 38, and including
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the whole of the other axis, incloses his whole figure between

the right lines of a rectangle, whose proportion of sides, of

course, indicates pretty nearly the length of the original axes,

and, therefore, the whole form of the ellipse. He cuts off part

of either axis, which he chooses, but very seldom curtails both.

Of the included angles, B C, C D, etc., we shall speak

presently.

Now we have gone through the whole of this argument

merely to prove what some might be inclined to dispute,—that

the edge, or frame, of the picture, though rectangular, is, bona

fide, the representative of the natural limit of sight ; it is not

an arbitrary inclosure of a certain number of touches, or a

certain quantity of color, within four straight lines ; nor is it

to be extended or diminished as the artist wishes to include

more or fewer objects ; it is as clearly representative of a fijxed

natural line as any part of the design itself, and its size and

form are, therefore, regulated by laws of perspective as dis-

tinct and as inviolable.

7. (III.) We have, therefore, to consider, lastly, what are

the limitations under which this form is to be given.

1st. Let the height of the picture be a fixed line= a, in Fig.

39. Draw A B, at right angles, to a. With center C, dis-

tance 2a, describe circle, cutting A B in B. : > A C B = 60.

A B is the utmost length of the picture which can be ad-

mitted ; and A B = VBC-—a' = V {2a)'—a" = a VY.
And such a length of picture as this is very rarely admissible

;

two-thirds of it are about the best average distance.

Hence it appears, that all such paintings as Stothard's

Canterbury Pilgrimage are panoramas, not pictures. In the

Royal Academy, two years ago, there was a very sweet bit by

Landseer—Highland drovers crossing a bridge ; and if the

picture had been confined to the breadth of the bridge itself,

and a white Shetland pony looking over into the water, which

was the chief light, all had been well ; instead of this, we had a

parallelogram of about seven feet by one, with a whole

procession of figures, extending from one end to the other, the

bridge in the center, and the picture was altogether ruined.
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2nd. The corners of the picture, as we have seen, are out

of the ellipse, and, therefore, beyond the limit of sight. Ac-

cordingly, they might be vague and subdued in color, and

totally without objects ; but as this would draw too much at-

tention to them, the artist continues his proximate color into

them, generally, however, keeping his brush in circular sweeps,

indicating the form of the ellipse. Copley Fielding's man-

agement of the angles of a breezy sea-piece is, perhaps, the

best instance that can be given.

8. Lastly. The true distance at which the eye ought to be

placed is the length of the minor axis of the ellipse; but as

this minor axis is usually a little diminished, the best stand-

ard is the vertical of the equilateral triangle whose side is the

major axis, or the greatest dimension of the picture. In those

drawings where the composition is good and the attention very

much confined, this distance may even be exceeded.

But if, in any picture, it be very much exceeded, the right

lines of the edge cease to be the limit of sight ; they come dis-

tinctly and positively within the sphere of vision; they cut

painfully upon the eye, and we feel exactly that harsh and

violent impression on the eye, which, in a piece of music (for

the main principles in all fine arts are essentially the same),

would be caused on the ear, by the sounds suddenly and de-

cisively ceasing in the midst of a burst of melody, instead of

being guided scientifically to its close, l^othing can be more

utterly destructive of all the good qualities of a picture

—

nothing can be more fatal to its composition, more murderous

of its repose, more unjust to the artist, or more painful to the

spectator—than such reduction of its just limits.

9. Now, in the drawing itself, there is no chance of the

distance of the eye being too great ; but, in engravings, dimin-

ished in a gTcat degree from the originals, it is not un-

frequently the case ; and, therefore, it is most important that

all engravers should be thoroughly aware of this principle,

which we shall proceed to develop as shortly as possible.

When an engraving is six or eight inches in its greatest

dimension, the details are generally so delicate as to compel
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the eye to approacli Avitliin its true distance ; but as a very

slight alteration in position is of gi-eat consequence, and will

throw the limit within the vision, it is the general rule that

those pictures are best adapted for engraving which have most

light on the edges, so that the termination may not be harsh.

And this is one of the innumerable beauties of eng-raving;-

from J. M. W. Turner; namely, that the dreamy brilliancy

of light which envelops them extends to their extreme limits,

and their edge hardly ever cuts harshly on the paper. Martin,

on the contrary, whose chief sublimity consists in lamp-black,

never made a design yet which the eye could endure, if re-

duced to a small size.

10. But when, as is not unfrequently the case, it is desir-

able to reduce the design within still smaller limits, the eye

will not be able or willing to assume a correct distance. ]JTo

one ever ajjproaches his eye within four inches of the paper

;

and yet, if the engravings be only four inches in diameter, this

is the utmost allowable distance. Consequently, if an engrav-

ing of this size be terminated by a decided edge, this edge will

cut sharply and painfully on the sight, and will make the

whole drawing look as if it were pasted on the paper, or cut

out of it ; there will be a sense of confinement, and regularity,

and parallelism, totally destructive of the good qualities of

the design; and, instead of being delighted by the beauty of

its studied lines, we shall be tormented by an omnipresence of

right angles and straight edges. And that this is actually

the case anyone may convince himself by five minutes' care-

ful observation. This evil ought to be avoided with the gi-eat-

est care ; it is of no slight influence, for the best and most

delicate engi-aving would be utterly spoiled by the error. ISTow

there is only one mode by which such a result is avoidable,

and it has been long emj^loyed in obedience to the natural in-

stinct, which is as true as any scientific principle, the intro-

duction, namely, of the vignette, by whose indeterminate edge

the eye is made to feel that it is a part of a picture, not

a perfect one, which it is contemplating. All harshness is

thus avoided ; and we feel as if we might see more if we
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chose, beyond tlie dreamy and undecided limit, but have no

desire to move the eye from its indicated place of rest. Th.i

vignette, strictly speaking, is the representation of that part

of a large picture which the eye would regard with particular

interest ; and, as in this case, those bits of painting which are

distinguished by color, or brilliancy, or shade, would, of

necessity, draw the eye more away from the central point, in

one place than in another, we are at liberty to give any form

we choose to the fragpient, and introduce that graceful variety

which enables the artist to give the ethereal spirit and the

changeful character by which a good vignette is distinguished.

11. As examples of the power thus attained, we cannot too

frequently recommend close and constant study of vignettes

from J. M. W. Turner. These most exquisite morceaux are

finished in water-color, by the artist, on the scale of the en-

graving (so that the proportions of the light and shade are

exactly the same in the copy), and are so thoroughly inimi-

table, that the most pure and perfectly intellectual mind may
test its advancement in knowledge and taste by the new beau-

ties which, on every such advancement, will burst out upon

it in these designs.

But the point, to which we wish to direct particular at-

tention, is this, that no engraving less than six inches in the

greatest dimension, can, in any case, be included within de-

fined limits ; and even when they are six or seven inches

across, they will hurt the eye if very dark. So that, in re-

ducing pictures to a less size, if they fall within these limits,

they must be thrown into vignettes. We should wish to see the

authority of this rule more distinctly o^^^led among en-

gravers than it now is; for, in consequence of its violation,

many exquisite engravings are utterly useless, as far as re-

gards any pleasing effect on mind or eye. We hope, however,

that if the attention of the master engravers be once directed

to it, their oAvn sense and feeling will show them that it is no

speculative and useless limitation, but an authoritative rule,

whose practice is as necessary as its principles are correct.

Oxford, February, 1839. Kata Phusin.
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WHETHER WORKS OF ART MAY, WITH PRO-
PRIETY, BE COMBIXED WITH THE

SUBLIMITY OF MATURE.

And what would be the most Appropkiate Situation

FOE THE Proposed Monument to the Memory of Sie

Walter Scott, in Edinburgh ?

1. The question which has been brought before the readers

of The Architectural Magazine by W. is one of peculiar and

excessive interest ; one in which no individual has any right

to advance an opinion, properly so called, the mere result

of his own private habits of feeling; but which should be

subjected, as far as possible, to a fixed and undoubted crite-

rion, deduced from demonstrable principles and indisputable

laws. Therefore, as we have been referred to, we shall

endeavor, in as short a space as possible, to bring to bear

upon the question those principles whose truth is either dis-

tinctly demonstrable, or generally allowed.

The question resolves into two branches. First, whether

works of art may, with propriety, be combined with the sub-

limity of nature. This is a point which is discussable by

everyone. And, secondly, what will be the most appro-

priate locality for the monument to Scott at Edinburgh. And
this we think may be assumed to be a question interesting

to, and discussable by, one third of the educated popula-

tion of Great Britain ; as that proportion is, in all probability,

acquainted with the ups and downs of " Auld Reekie."

2. For the first branch of the question, we have to confess

ourselves altogether unable to conjecture what the editor of

the Courant means by the phrase " works of art," in the

paragraph at page 500. Its full signification embraces all

the larger creations of the architect, but it cannot be meant

to convey such a meaning here, or the proposition is purer

nonsense than we ever encountered in print. Yet, in the very

next sentence, our editor calls Xelson's Pillar a work of art.
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which is certainly a very original idea of his; one which

might give rise to curious conjectures relative to the accepta-

tion of the word " art " in Scotland, which here would seem

to be a condensed expression for " I'art de se faire ridicule."

However, as far as we can judge from the general force of

the paragraph, he seems to mean only those works of art

which are intended to convey a certain lesson, or impression,

to the mind, which impression can only be consequent upon

the full examination of their details, and which is therefore

always wanting when they are contemplated from a distance

;

so that they become meaningless in a piece of general effect."

All monuments come under this class of works of art, and to

them alone, as being in the present case the chief objects of

investigation, our remarks shall be confined.

3. Monuments are referable to two distinct classes: those

which are intended to recall the memory of life, properly

called monuments; and those which are intended to induce

veneration of death, properly called shrines or sepulchers.

To the first we intrust the glory, to the second the ashes, of

the dead. The monument and the shrine are sometimes com-

bined, but almost invariably, with bad effect; for the very

simple reason, that the honor of the monument rejoices; the

honor of the sepulcher mourns. When the two feelings come

together, they neutralize each other, and, therefore, should

neither be expressed. Their unity, however, is, when thus

unexpressed, exquisitely beautiful. In the floor of the church

of St. Jean and Paul at Venice, there is a flat square slab of

marble, on which is the word " Titianus." This is at once

the monument and the shrine ; and the pilgTims of all nations

who pass by feel that both are efficient, when their hearts burn

within them as they turn to avoid treading on the stone.

4. But, whenever art is introduced in either the shrine

or the monument, they should be left separate. For, again,

* For instance, the obelisk on the top of Whitaw, mentioned at

p. 502 [of the Maffazinc], is seen all the way to Carlisle; and, as

nobody but the initiated can be aware of its signification, it looks

like an insane lamp-post in search of the picturesque.
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the place of his repose is often selected by the individual him-

self, or by those who loved him, under the influence of feel-

ings altogether unconnected with the rushing glory of his past

existence. The grave must always have a home feeling about

its peace ; it should have little connection with the various tur-

bulence which has passed by forever ; it should be the dwell-

ing-place and the bourne of the affections, rather than of the

intellect, of the living; for the thought and reason cannot

cling to the dust, though the weak presence of involuntary

passion folds its wings forever where its object went down into

darkness. That presence is always to a certain degree mean-

ingless ; that is, it is a mere clinging of the human soul to the

wrecks of its delight, without any definite indication of pur-

pose or reflection : or, if the lingering near the ashes be an act

ennobled by the higher thoughts of religion, those thoughts are

common to all mourners. Claimed by all the dead, they need

not be expressed, for they are not exclusively our own; and,

therefore, we find that these affections most commonly mani-

fest themselves merely by lavishing decoration upon the piece

of architecture which protects the gTave from profanation;

and the sepulcher assumes a general form of beauty, in whose

rich decoration we perceive veneration for the dead, but

nothing more,—no variety of expression or feeling. Priest

and layman lie with their lifted hands in semblance of the

same repose ; and the gorgeous canopies above, while they ad-

dr(;ss the universal feelings, tell no tale to the intellect. But

the case is different with the monument ; there we are ad-

dressing the intellectual powers, the memory and imagina-

tion; everything should have a peculiar forcible meaning,

and architecture alone is thoroughly insipid, even in com-

bination often absurd. The situation of the memorial has

now become part and parcel of its expressive power, and we

can no longer allow it to be determined by the affections : it

must be judged of by a higher and more certain criterion.

That criterion we shall endeavor to arrive at, observing, en

passant, that the proceeding of the committee, in requiring

architects to furnish them with a design without knowing the
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situation, is about as unreasonable as requiring them to de-

termine two unknown quantities from one equation. If they

want the " ready-made " style, they had better go to the first

stonemason's and select a superfine marble slab, with " Afflic-

tion sore long time he bore. Physicians was in vain," etc.,

ready cut thereon. We could hardly have imagined that any

body of men could have possessed so extraordinarily minute a

sum total of sense.

5. But to the point. The effect of all works of art is two-

fold; on the mind and on the eye. First, we have to deter-

mine how the situation is to be chosen, with relation to the

effect on the mind. The respect which we entertain for

any individual depends in a greater degree upon our

sympathy with the pervading energy of his character, than

upon our admiration of the mode in which that energy mani-

fests itself. That is, the fixed degree of intellectual power

being granted, the degree of respect which w^e pay to its

particular manifestation depends upon our sympathy with

the cause which directed that manifestation. Thus, every-

one will grant that it is a noble thing to win successive bat-

tles
;
yet no one ever admired Xapoleon, who was not am-

bitious. So, again, the more we love our country, the more

we admire Leonidas. This, which is our natural and in-

voluntary mode of estimating excellence, is partly just and

partly unjust. It is just, because we look to the motive rather

than to the action ; it is unjust, because we admire only those

motives from which we feel that we ourselves act, or desire

to act : yet, just or unjust, it is the mode which we always

employ; and, therefore, when we wish to excite admiration

of any given character, it is not enough to point to his actions

or his writings, we must indicate as far as possible the nature

of the ruling spirit which induced the deed, or pervaded the

meditation. Xow, this can never be done directly; neither

inscription nor allegory is sufficient to inform the feelings

of that which would most affect them ; the latter, indeed, is

a dangerous and doubtful expedient in all cases; but it can

frequently be done indirectly, by pointing to the great first
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cause, to tlie nursing mother, so to speak, of the ruling

spirit whose presence we would indicate; and by directing

the attention of the spectator to those objects which were its

guides and modifiers, which became to it the objects of one or

both of the universal and only moving influences of life, hope

or love ; which excited and fostered within it that feeling

which is the essence and glory of all noble minds, indefinable

'^except in the words of one who felt it above many :

—

" The desire of the moth for the star,

Of the night for the morrow.

The devotion to something afar

From the sphere of our sorrow."

6. ^ow, it is almost always in the power of the monument
to indicate this first cause by its situation; for that cause

must have been something in human, or in inanimate, nature.*

We can therefore always select a spot where that part of

human or inanimate nature is most peculiarly manifested,

and we should always do this in preference to selecting any

scenes of celebrated passages in the individual's life; for

those scenes are in themselves the best monuments, and are

injured by every addition.

Let us observe a few examples.

7. The monument to the Swiss who fell at Paris, defending

the king, in 1790, is not in the halls of the Tuileries,

which they fortified with their bodies; but it is in the very

heart of the land in which their faithfulness was taught and

cherished, and whose children they best approved themselves

in death ; it is cut out in their native crags, in the midst of

their beloved mountains; the pure streams whose echo

sounded in their ears forever flow and slumber beside and

beneath it ; the glance of the purple glaciers, the light of the

moving lakes, the folds of the crimson clouds, encompass,

with the glory which was the nurse of their young spirits,

* If in divine nature, it is not a distinctive cause; it occasioned

not the peculiarity of the individual's character, but an approx-

imation to that general character whose attainment is perfection.
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and which gleamed in the darkness of their dying eyes, the

shadowy and silent monument which is at once the emblem

of their fidelity and the memorial of what it cost them.

Again, the chief monument to N^apoleon is not on the

crest of the Pennine Alps, nor by the tower of San Juliano,

nor on the heights above which the sun rose on Austerlitz

;

for in all these places it must have been alone ; but it is iu

the center of the city of his dominion; in the midst of men,

in the motion of multitudes, wherein the various and turbu-

lent motives which guided his life are still working and mov-

ing and struggling through the mass of humanity ; he stands

central to the restless kingdom and capital, looking down upon

the nucleus of feeling and energy, upon the focus of all light,

within the vast dependent dominion.

8. So, again, the tomb of Shelley, which, as I think, is his

only material monument, is in the " slope of green access
"

whose inhabitants " have pitched in heaven's smile their

camp of death," and which is in the very center of the natural

light and loveliness which were his inspiration and his life;

and he who stands beside the gray pyramid in the midst of

the grave, the city, and the wilderness, looking abroad upon

the unimaginable, immeasurable glory of the heaven and the

earth, can alone understand or appreciate the power and the

beauty of that mind which here dwelt and hence departed.

We have not space to show how the same principle is devel-

oped in the noble shrine of the Scaligers at Verona ; in the

colossal statue of San Carlo Borromeo, above the Lago

Maggiore ; and in the lonely tomb beside the mountain church

of Arqua ;* but we think enough has been said to show what

we mean.

* We wish we could remember some instance of equal fitness in

Britain, but we shrink from the task of investigation; for there

rise up before our imagination a monotonous multitude of immortal
gentlemen, in nightshirts and bare feet, looking violently ferocious;

with corresponding j'oung ladies, looking as if they did not exactly

know what to do with themselves, occupied in pushing laurel

crowns as far down as they will go on the pericrania of the afore-

said gentlemen in nightshirts; and other yoi;ng ladies expressing
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9. ISTow, from tliis principle we deduce the grand primary

rule : whenever the conduct or the writings of any individual

have been directed or inspired by feelings regarding man, let

his monument be among men; whenever they have been di-

rected or inspired by nature, let nature be intrusted with the

monument.

10. Again, all monuments to individuals are, to a certain

extent, triumphant ; therefore, they must not be placed where

nature has no elevation of character,—except in a few rare

cases. For instance, a monument to Izaak Walton would be

best placed in a low green meadow, within sight of some

secluded and humble village ; but, in general, elevation of

character is required. Hence it appears that as far as the

feeling of the thing is concerned, works of art should often

be combined with the bold and beautiful scenery of nature.

Where, for instance, we would ask of the editor of the Cou-

rant, would he place a monument to Virgil or to Salvator

Kosa ? We think his answer would be very inconsistent with

his general proposition. There are, indeed, a few circum-

stances, by which argument on the other side might be sup-

ported. For instance, in contemplating any memorial, we
are apt to feel as if it were weak and inefficient, unless we
have a sense of its publicity ; but this want is amply counter-

balanced by a corresponding advantage : the public monument
is perpetually desecrated by the familiarity of unfeeling spec-

tators, and palls gradually upon the minds even of those who
revere it, becoming less impressive with the repetition of its

appeals ; the secluded monument is unprofaned by careless

contemplation, is sought out only by those for whom alone

it was erected, and found where the mind is best prepared to

listen to its language.

11. So much for the effect of monuments on the mind.

We have next to determine their effect on the eye, which the

editor is chiefly thinking of when he speaks of the " finish of

art." He is right so far, that graceful art will not unite with

their perfect satisfaction at the whole proceeding by blowing penny
trumi:)ets in the rear.
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ungraceful nature, nor finished art with unfinished nature,

if such a thing exists ; but, if the character of the art be well

suited to that of the given scene, the highest richness and

finish that man can bestow will harmonize most beautifully

with the yet more abundant richness, the yet more exquisite

finish, which nature can present. It is to be observed, how-

ever, that in such a combination the art is not to be a perfect

whole ; it is to be , assisted by, as it is associated with, con-

comitant circumstances; for, in all cases of effect, that

which does not increase destroys, and that which is not useful

is intrusive. ISTow, all allegory must be perfect in itself, or

it is absurd; therefore, allegory cannot be combined with

nature. This is one important and imperative rule.* Again

ISTature is never mechanical in her arrangements; she never

allows two members of a composition exactly to correspond

:

accordingly, in every piece of art which is to combine, with-

out gradations, with landscape, (as must always be the case

in monuments,) we must not allow a multitude of similar

members ; the desig-n must be a dignified and simple whole.

These two rules being observed, there is hardly any limit to

the variety and beauty of effect which may be attained by the

fit combination of art and nature.

12. For instance, we have spoken already of the monument
to the Swiss, as it affects the mind ; we may again adduce it

as a fine address to the eye. A tall crag of gray limestone

rises in a hollow, behind the to^vn of Lucerne; it is sur-

rounded with thick foliage of various and beautiful color;

a small stream falls gleaming through one of its fissures, and
finds a way into a deep, clear, and quiet pool at its base, an
everlasting mirror of the bit of bright sky above, that lightens

* It is to be observed, however, that, if the surrounding features

could be made a part of the allegory, their combination might be
proper; but this is impossible, if the allegorical images be false

imaginations, for we cannot make truth a part of fiction: but, where
the allegorical images are representations of truth, bearing a hidden
signification, it is sometimes possible to make nature a part of the

allegory, and then we have good effect, as in the case of the

Lucerne Lion above mentioned.
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between the dark spires of the uppermost pines. There is

a deep and shadowy hollow at the base of the cliff, increase!

by the chisel of the sculptor ; and in the darkness of its shade,

cut in the living rock, lies a dying lion, with its foot on a

shield bearing the fleur-de-lis, and a broken lance at its

side. ISTow, let us imagine the same figure, placed as the

editor of the Courant would place it, in the market-place of

the town, on a square pedestal just allowing room for its tail.

Query, have we not lost a little of the expression ?

We could multiply instances of the same kind without num-

ber. 'Hie fountains of Italy, for instance, often break out

among foliage and rock, in the most exquisite combinations,

bearing upon their fonts lovely vestiges of ancient sculpture

;

and the rich roadside crosses and shrines of Germany have

also noble effect ; but, we think, enough has been said to show

that the utmost finish of art is not inappropriate among the

nobler scenes of nature. Especially where pensiveness is

mixed with the pride of the monument, its beauty is alto-

gether lost by its being placed in the noise and tumult of a

city.

13. But it must be allowed that, however beautiful the

combination may be, when well managed, it requires far more

taste and skill on the part of the designer than the mere asso-

ciation of architecture ; and therefore, from the want of such

taste and skill, there is a far greater chance of our being of-

fended by impropriety in the detached monument than

in that which is surrounded by architectural forms. And
it is also to be observed, that monuments which are to form

part of the sublimity as well as the beauty of a landscape,

and to unite in general and large effects, require a strength

of expression, a nobility of outline, and a simplicity of de-

sign, which very few architects or sculptors are capable of

giving; and that, therefore, in such situations they are nine

times out of ten injurious, not because there is anything neces-

sarily improper in their position, but because there is much

incongruity with the particular design.

14. So much for general principles. ]^ow for the partic-
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ular case. Edinburgh, at the first glance, appears to be a

city presenting an infinite variety of aspect and association,

and embarrassing rather by rivalry, than by paucity of ad-

vantage: but, on closer consideration, every spot of the city

and its environs appears to be affected by some degrading

influence, which neutralizes every effect of actual or historical

interest, and renders the investigation of the proper site for

the monument in question about as difficult a problem as

could well be proposed. Edinburgh is almost the only city

we remember, which presents not a single point in which

there is not something striking and even sublime ; it is also

the only city which presents not a single point in which there

is not something degrading and disgusting. Throughout its

whole 'extent, wherever there is life there is filth, wherever

there is cleanliness there is desolation. The new town is

handsome from its command of the sea ; but it is as stupid

as Pompeii without its reminiscences. The old town is de-

licious in life and architecture and association, but it is one

great open common sewer. The rocks of the castle are noble

in themselves, but they guide the eye to barracks at the top and

cauliflowers at the bottom ; the Calton, though commanding a

glorious group of city, mountain, and ocean, is suspended

over the very jaws of perpetually active chimneys; and even

Arthur's Seat, though fine in form, and clean, which is saying

a good deal, is a mere heap of black cinders,—Vesuvius with-

out its vigor or its vines. Nevertheless, as the monument is

to be at Edinburgh, we must do the best we can. The first

question is. Are we to have it in the city or in the country?

and, to decide this, we must determine which was Scott's

ruling spirit, the love of nature or of man.

15. His descrij-jtive pieces are universally allowed to be

lively and characteristic, but not first-rate ; they have been

far excelled by many writers, for the simple reason, that

Scott, while he brings his landscape clearly before the reader's

eyes, puts no soul into it, when he has done so ; while other

poets give a meaning and a humanity to every part of nature,

which is to its loveliness what the breathing spirit is to the
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human countenance. We have not space for quotations, but

anyone may understand our meaning, who will compare

Scott's description of the Dell of the Greta, in '' Rokeby,"

with the speech of Beatrice, beginning, " But I remember,

Two miles on this side of the fort," in Act III. Scene 1 of

" The Cenci ;" or who will take the trouble to compare care-

fully any piece he chooses of Scott's proudest description, with

bits relating to similar scenery in Coleridge, or Shelley, or

Byron (though the latter is not so first-rate in description as in

passion). 'Now, in his descriptions of some kinds of human
nature, Scott has never been surpassed, and therefore it

might at first appear that his influence of inspiration was in

man. Xot so; for, when such is the case, nationality has lit-

tle power over the author, and he can usurp as he chooses the

feelings of the inhabitants of every point of earth. Observe,

for instance, how Shakespeare becomes a Venetian, or a

Roman, or a Greek, or an Egyptian, and with equal facility.

Xot so Scott ; his peculiar spirit was that of his native land

;

therefore, it related not to the whole essence of man, but to

that part of his essence dependent on locality, and, there-

fore, on nature.* The inspiration of Scott, therefore, was de-

rived from nature, and fed by mankind. Accordingly, his

monument must be amidst natural scenery, yet within sight

of the works and life of men.

16. This point being settled saves us a great deal of

trouble, for we 7nust go out towards Arthur's Seat, to get any-

thing of country near Edinburgh, and thus our speculations

are considerably limited at once. The site recommended by

W, naturally occurs as conspicuous, but it has many disad-

vantages. In the first place, it is vain to hope that any new

erection could exist without utterly destroying the effect of

the ruins. These are only beautiful from their situation, but

that situation is particularly good. Seen from the west

in particular, the composition is extraordinarily scientific;

* Observe, the ruling spirit may arise out of nature, and yet not

limit the conception to a national character; but it never so limits

the conception, unless it has arisen out of nature.
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the group beginning with the concave sweep on the right,

rising up the broken crags which form the summit and

give character to the mass ; then the tower, which, had it been

on the highest point, would have occasioned rigidity and

formality, projecting from the flank of the mound, and yet

keeping its rank as a primary object, by rising higher than

the summit itself ; finally, the bold, broad, and broken curve,

sloping down to the basalt crags that support the whole,

and forming the large branch of the great ogee curve,

from a to b. ITow, we defy the best architect in the world

to add anything to this bit of composition, and not to spoil it.

17. Again, W. says, first, that the monument " could be

placed so as to appear quite distinct and unconnected " with

the ruins ; and a few lines below, he says that its effect will

be " taken in connection with the ruins." ISTow, though

Charles Lamb says that second thoughts are not best, with

W. they very certainly are ; the effect would, without doubt,

be taken in very close connection with the ruins,—rather too

close, indeed, for the comfort of either monument; both

would be utterly spoiled. Nothing in the way of elevated

architecture will harmonize with ruin, but ruin; evidence

of present humble life, a cottage or a pigsty, for instance,

built up against the old wall, is often excellent by way of con-

trast, but the addition or association of high architecture is

total destruction.

18. But suppose we were able to throw the old chapel doT\-n,

would the site be fit for Scott? Not by any means. It is

conspicuous, certainly, but only conspicuous to the London

road, and the Leith glass-houses. It is visible, certainly, from

the Calton and the Castle: but, from the first, barely dis-

tinguishable from the huge, black overwhelming cliff behind,

—and, from the second, the glimpse of it is slight and unim-

portant, for it merely peeps out from behind the Salisbury

Crags, and the bold mound on which it stands is altogether

concealed; while, from St. Leonard's and the south ap-

proaches, it is quite invisible. Then for the site itself, it is

a piece of perfect desolation; a lonely crag of broken basalt,
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covered with black debris, which have fallen from time to

time from the cliffs above, and lie in massive and weedy con-

fusion along the flanks and brow of the hill, presenting to the

near spectator the porous hollows, and scoriaceous, lichenless

surface, which he scarcely dares to tread on, lest he should

find it yet scorching from its creative fires. This is, indeed,

a scene well adapted for the gray and shattered ruins, but al-

together unfit for the pale colors and proportioned form of

any modern monument.

19. Lastly, supjDOsing that even the actual site were well

chosen, the huge and shapeless cliff immediately above would

crush almost any mass of good proportion. The ruins them-

selves provoke no comparison, for they do not pretend to size,

but any colossal figure or column, or any fully proportioned

architectural form, would be either crushed by the cliff, or

would be totally out of proportion with the mound on which

it would stand.

20. These considerations are sufficient to show that the

site of St. Anthony's Chapel is not a good one; but W. may
prove, on the other hand, that it is difficult to find a better.

Were there any such lonely dingle scenery here as that of

Hawthornden, or any running water of any kind near, some-

thing might be done ; but the sculptor must be bold indeed,

who dares to deal with bare turf and black basalt. The only

idea which strikes us as in the least degree tolerable is this;

where the range of Salisbury Crags gets low and broken, to-

wards the north, at about the point of equal elevation with St.

Anthony's Chapel, let a bold and solid mass of mason-work be

built out from the cliff, in gray stone, broken like natural

rock, rising some four or five feet above the brow of the crag,

and sloping down, not too steeply, into the bank below. This

must be built fairly into the cliff to allow for disintegration.

At the foot of this, let a group of figures, not more than five

in number, be carved in the solid rock, in the dress of Border

shepherds, with the plaid and bonnet (a good costume for the

sculptor), in easy attitudes; sleeping perhaps, reclining at

any rate. On the brow of this pedestal, let a colossal figure
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of Scott be placed, with the arms folded, looking towards the

Castle.

21. The first advantage of this disposition will be, that the

position of the figure will be natural ; for if the fancy endow

it with life, it will seem to stand on the brow of the cliff itself,

looking upon the citv, while the superior elevation of the

pedestal will nevertheless keep it distinctly a statue.

The second advantage is, that it will be crushed by no super-

eminent mass, and will not be among broken ruins of fallen

rocks, but upon the brow of a solid range of hill.

The greatest advantage will be the position of the figure

with relation to the scenes of Scott's works. Holyrood will

be on its right ; St. Leonard's at its feet ; the Canongate, and

the site of the Heart' of Midlothian, directly in front ; the

Castle above ; and, beyond its towers, right in the apparent

glance of the figure, will be the plain of Stirling and the

distant peaks of the Highland Hills. The figure will not be

distinctly visible from the London road, but it will be in full

view from any part of the city; and there will be very few

of Scott's works, from some one of the localities of which the

spectator may not, with a sufficiently good glass, discern this

monument.

22. But the disadvantages of the design are also manifold.

First, the statue, if in marble, will be a harsh interruption to

the color of the cliffs ; and, if in gray stone, must be of coarse

workmanship. Secondly, whatever it is worked in must be

totally exposed, and the abominable Scotch climate will amuse

itself by drawing black streaks down each side of the nose.

One cannot speculate here, as in Italy, where a marble Cupid

might face wind and weather for years, without damage ac-

cruing to one dimple ; the Edinburgh climate would under-

mine the constitution of a colossus. Again, the pedestal must

necessarily be very high ; even at the low part of the cliffs,

it would be, we suppose, 40 or 50 feet ; then the statue must
be in proportion, say 10 or 12 feet high. Xow, statues of

this size are almost always awkward ; and people are apt

to joke upon them, to speculate upon the probable effect of a
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blow from tlieir fists, or a shake of their hand, etc., and a

monument should never induce feelings of this kind. In the

case of the statue of San Carlo Borromeo, which is 72 feet

high without the pedestal, people forget to whom it was

erected, in the joke of getting into its skull, and looking out at

its eye.

23. Lastly, in all monuments of this kind, there is gen-

erally some slight appearance of affectation; of an effort nt

theatrical effect, which, if the sculptor has thrown dignity

'enough into the figure to reach the effect aimed at, is not

offensive; but, if he fails, as he often will, becomes ridicu-

lous to some minds, and painful to others. None of this

forced sentiment would be apparent in a monument placed in

a city ; but for what reason ? Because a monument so placed

has no effect on the feelings at all, and therefore cannot be

offensive, because it cannot be sublime. When carriages, and

dust-carts, and drays, and muffin-men, and postmen, and foot-

men, and little boys, and nursery-maids, and milkmaids, and

all the other noisy living things of a city, are perpetually rum-

bling and rattling, and roaring and crying, about the monu-

ment, it is utterly impossible that it should produce any ef-

fect upon the mind, and therefore as impossible that it should

offend as that it should delight. It then becomes a mere ad-

dress to the eye, and we may criticise its proportions, and its

workmanship, but we can never become filled with its feeling.

In the isolated case, there is an immediate impression pro-

duced of some kind or other ; but, as it will vary with every

individual, it must in some cases offend, even if on the aver-

age it be agreeable. The choice to be made, therefore, is be-

tween offending a few, r.nd affecting none; between simply

abiding the careless arbitration of the intellect, and daring

the finer judgment of the heart. Surely, the monument which

Scotland erects in her capital, to her noblest child, should ap-

peal, not to the mechanical and cold perceptions of the brain

and eye, but to a prouder and purer criterion, the keen and

quick emotions of the ethereal and enlightening spirit.

Oxford, OctoUr 20, 1838. Kata Phusin.
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NOTES ON THE TURNER COLLECTION OF
OIL-PICTURES AT THE NATIONAL

GALLERY, 1856.

PREFACE.*

Although the following notes refer only to a portion of

the great series of the works of Turner which are now ex-

hibited at Marlborough House, they will be found copious

enough to mark all the principal stages of his progress, and

characters of his design; and they will sufficiently indicate

to the reader what kind of excellence is to be looked for,

even in the pictures of which no special notice is taken.

Among these undescribed ones f there are indeed some of

the greatest efforts of the master; but it is just on account

of their great excellence that I do not choose to add any ac-

count of them to these rough notes; hoping to describe and

illustrate them elsewhere in a more effectual way.$ N^or is

* To the Catalogue of 1856-7.

f All the information absolutely necessary to the understanding

of their subjects will be found in the Official Catalogue, admirably

arranged by Mr. Wornum, and that at a cost of labor which its

readers will not readily appreciate, for Turner was constantly in

the habit of inventing classical stories out of his own head, and it

requires Mr. Wornum's extensive reading and determined inducting

merits to prove the non-existence of any real tradition on the sub-

ject. See, for instance, the note on the No. 495, in the Official Cata-

logue. [The Official Catalogue, now in use, is founded on Mr.
Wornum's work.]

jj. [The reference may be partly to " Modern Painters," of which
the fifth volume was still in preparation when these notes were
written. Its scope underwent several changes (see the author's

preface to vol. v.), but Mr. Ruskin at this time had another
project in his mind, namely, a catalogue of Turner's works with
illustrations on a large scale (see author's preface to vol. ill. of
" Modern Painters "

).]

259
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any notice taken in the following pages of the Turner draw-

ings ; for any account of these at present would be pre-

mature ; the number belonging to the nation is very great

;

and it will require prolonged examination to trace the con-

nection and significance of many of the subjects. Besides,

the drawings, as stated at p. 267, are nearly all faultless;

simple in purpose, perfect in execution, and absolute in

truth ; and perhaps, even when I am able to give any account

of them, the reader may find some monotony in my descrip-

tion of works in which there is little to explain, less to dis-

pute, and nothing to accuse.

One point, however, requires notice—namely, that the

original sketches in sepia for the Liber Studiorum are not

to be considered as Turner drawings at all. They are merely

hasty indications of his intention, given to the engraver to

guide him in his first broad massing out of the shade on the

plate. Turner took no care with them, but put his strength

only into his own etching on the plate itself, and his after

touching, which was repeated and elaborate, on the en-

graver's work. The finer impressions of the plates are in-

finitely better than these so-called originals, in which there

is hardly a trace of Turner's power, and none of his manner.

The time bestowed in copying them by some of the students

is wholly wasted ; they should copy the engravings only ; and

chiefly those which were engraved, as well as etched, by
Turner himself. The best of the series are the " Grande
Chartreuse," " Source of Arveron," " Ben Arthur," " ^sa-
cus," "Cephalus," " Rizpah," " Dumblane," "Raglan,"
" Hindhead," and " Little Devil's Bridge," with the unpub-

lished " Yia Mala " and " Crowhurst," not generally ac-

cessible. The Via Mala, ^sacus, Arveron, and Raglan, were
engraved by Turner; and I believe the Crowhurst also. Of
the drawings at present exhibited, the Vignettes to the Italy,

and the Rivers of France series, on gray paper, exhibit his

power at its utmost. The " St, Maurice," and " Caudebec "

are, I think, on the whole, the finest drawings in the. room.

The Okehampton, ISTorham, and More Park, of the River
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Scenery, are consiunmate examples of a somewhat earlier

time. The Arsenal at Venice, and the vigrette with the fish

on the shore, are equally excellent instances of the later

maimer.

The chronological arrangement of the whole series of pic-

tures will now sufficiently enable the reader to test the con-

clusion stated in the earlier editions of this notice, namely,

that the change which led to the perfect development of

Turner's power took place in 1820—a conclusion very inter-

estingly confirmed by the advice of the AthencBum to its

readers in 1851, " Whoever wishes to possess a single

Turner, will, if he has true taste, take care to secure, if he

can, a picture of a period before 1820." The Athenaeum,

though it had always, and has to this day, a curious gift of

getting wrong with precision, was not at this time much

below the current standard of popular knowledge respecting

Turner; and this passage, occurring in its obituary of him,

in the number for December 27th, 1851, indicates suSi-

ciently how little Turner had been understood by the public

up to the very hour of his death. I trust that the privilege

which the nation owes to that death, of studying in detail

the works it once despised,* may diffuse the knowledge of

art widely enough to prevent the recurrence, in other cases,

of so great an injustice.

* I would direct especial attention to the series of the Rivers of

France [IVos. 101-160 in the collection of drawings], which (as well

as the great England series) was stopped for want of public encour-

agement; I suppose the AtJieiKrinn alludes to this circumstance when
it speaks in the same article of the " excess of contemporary admi-

ration "
; or perhaps it intended a reference rather to the fact that

the " Old Tancraire,'' during the first days of its exhibition at the

Eoyal Academy, might have been bought for a hundred and fifty

guineas; and that no offer was made for it.
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NOTES ON THE TURNER COLLECTION.

The works of Turner are broadly referable to four

periods, during each of which the painter wrought with a

different aim, or with difPerent powers.

In the first period, 1800-1820, he labored as a student,

imitating successively the works of the various masters who
excelled in tho qualities he desired to attain himself.

In his second period, 1820-1835, he worked on the prin-

ciples which during his studentship he had discovered ; imi-

tating no one^ but frequently endeavoring to do what the

then accepted theories of art required of all artists—namely,

to produce beautiful compositions or ideals, instead of tran-

scripts of natural fact.

In his third period, 1835-1845, his o^m strong instincts

conquered the theories of art altogether. He thought little

of " ideals," but reproduced, as far as he could, the simple

impressions he received from nature, associating them with

his own deepest feelings.

In 1845 his health gave way, and his mind and sight par-

tially failed. The pictures painted in the last five years of

his life are of wholly inferior value. He died on the 19th of

December 1851.

These, then, being the broad divisions of his career, we
will take the pictures belonging to each in their order, first

dwelling a little on the general characteristics of each epoch.

CHAEACTEEISTICS OF THE FIEST PEEIOD^ OE THAT
OF STUDENTSHIP.

[1800-1820.]

GenEEALLY, the pictures belonging to this time are notable

for their gray or brown color, and firm, sometimes heavy,

laying on of the paint. And this for two reasons. Every
great artist, without exception, needs, and feels that he needs,

to learn to express the forms of things before he can express
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the colors of things ; and it much facilitates this expression

of form if the learner will use at first few and simple colors.

And the paint is laid on firmly, partly in mere unskillfulness

(it being much easier to lay a heavy touch than a light one),

but partly also in the struggle of the learner against inde-

cision, just as the notes are struck heavily in early practice

(if useful and progressive) on a pianoforte. But besides

these reasons, the kind of landscapes Avhich were set before

Turner as his models, and which, during nearly the whole

of this epoch, he was striving to imiiate, were commonly

sober in color, and heavy in touch. Brown was thought the

proper color for trees, gTay for shadows, and fog-yellow for

high lights. '' Child Roland to the dark tower came," and

had to clear his way through all the fog ; twenty years of his

life passed before he could fairly get leave to see. It follows

that the evidences of invention, or of new perception, must

be rarer in the pictures of this period than in subsequent

ones. It was not so much to think brilliantly, as to (Jraw

accurately, that Turner was trying; not so much to invent

new things, as to rival the old. His own perceptions are

traceable only by fits and fragments through the more or less

successful imitation.

It is to be observed, however, that his originality is enough

proved by the fact that these pictures of his studentship,

though they nearly all are imitations, are none of them

copies, l^early every other great master in his youth copied

some of the works of other masters ; but Turner, when he

wanted to understand a master's merits, instead of copying,

painted an original picture in the required style. Instead of

copying a Vandevelde, he went to the sea, and painted ihat,

in Vandevelde's way. Instead of copying a Poussin, he

went to the mountains, and painted fhem, in Poussin's way.

And from the lips of the mountains and the sea themselves,

he learned one or two things which neither Vandevelde nor

Poussin could have told him ; until at last, continually find-

ing these sayings of the hills and waves on the whole the

soundest kind of sayings, he came to listen to no others.
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CHAEACTEKISTICS OF THE SECOND PERIOD^ OE THAT
OF MASTERSHIP.

[1820-1835.]

The reader may perhaps suppose that I limit Turner's

course of conception too arbitrarily in assigning a single year

as the period of its change. But the fact is, that though

the human mind is prepared for its great transitions by many
previous circumstances, and much gradual accumulation of

knowledge, those transitions may, and frequently do, take

place in a moment. One glance of the eye, one springing

aside of a fancy, may cast a spark on the prepared pile ; and

the whole theory and practice of past life may be burnt up
like stubble ; and new foundations be laid, in the next hour,

for the perpetual future toil of existence. This cannot, how-

ever, take place, with the utmost sharpness of catastrophe, in

so difficult an art as that of painting: old habits will remain

in the hand, and tlie knowledge necessary to carry out the

new principles needs to be gradually gathered ; still, the new
conviction, whatever it be, will probably be expressed, within

no very distant period from its acquirement, in some single

picture, which will at once enable us to mark the old theories

as rejected, at all events, then, if not before. This condemn-

ing and confirming picture is, in the present instance, I

believe, the Bay of Baise [IsTo. 505].

For, in the year 1819, Turner exhibited the '' Orange

Merchant," and " Richmond Hill," both in his first manner.

In 1820, "Eome from the Vatican" (503)* which is little

more than a study of materials in the view of Rome from

the Loggie, expressed in terms of general challenge to every

knoT\Ti law of perspective to hold its own, if it could, against

the new views of the professor, on that subject. In 1821,

nothing: a notable pause. In 1822, "What you Will": a

small picture.f In 1823 came the " Bay of Baise."

* [Now exhibited at Liverpool.]

\ [In eds. 1-4 the above passage stood thus: " In 1820, ' Eome from

the Vatican' : a picture which I have not seen. In 1821, nothing;
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Why I put the real time of change so far back as 1S20

will appear, after I have briefly stated the characters in

which the change consists.

Pictures belonging to the second period are technically

distinguished from those of the first in three particulars:—

•

1. Color takes the place of gray.

2. Refinement takes the place of force.

3. Quantity takes the place of mass.

First, Color appears everywhere instead of gray. That

is to say. Turner had discovered that the shaded sides of ob-

jects, as well a J their illumined ones, are in reality of differ-

ent, and often brilliant colors. His shadow is, therefore, no

longer of one hue, but perpetually varied ; whilst the lights,

instead of being subdued to any conventional level, are

always painted as near the brightness of natural color as he

can.

Secondly, Refinement takes the place of force. He had

discovered that it is much more difiicult to draw tenderly

than ponderously, and that all the most beautiful things in

nature depended on definitely delicate lines. His effort is,

therefore, always, now, to trace lines as finely, and shades

as softly, as the point of the brush and feeling of hand arc

capable of doing; and the effects sought are themselves the

most subtle and delicate which nature presents, rarely those

which are violent. The change is the same as from the heavy

touch and noisy preferences of a beginner in music, to the

subdued and tender fingering or breathing of a great musi-

cian—rising, however, always into far more masterful stress

when the occasion comes.

a notable pause. In 1822, ' What you Will '
: a picture I have not

seen either, and which I am very curious about, as it may dispute

the claims of first assertion with its successor. In 1823 came ' The
Bay of Baiae.' " In the preface to the fourth edition Mr. Ruskin
wrote, ' I have only to add, that since this pamphlet was written,

I have seen the two pictures referred to . . .
—

' Eome ' and ' What
you Will '—and that they entirely establish the conclusion there

stated that the change which led to the perfect development of

Turner's power took place in 1820."]
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Thirdly, Quantity takes the place of mass. Turner had
also ascertained, in the course of his studies, that nature

was infinitely full, and that old painters had not only missed

her pitch of hue, but her power of accumulation. He saw
there were more clouds in any sky than ever had been

painted ; more trees in every forest, more crags on every hill

side ; and he set himself with all his strength to proclaim this

great fact of Quantity in the universe.

Now, so long as he introduced all these three changes in

an instinctive and unpretending way, his work was noble;

but the moment he tried to idealize, and introduced his prin-

ciples for the sake of display, they led him into dej)ths of

error proportioned exactly to the extent of effort. His paint-

ing, at this period, of an English town, or a Welsh hill, was

magnificent and faultless, but all his idealism, mythology,

romance, and composition in general, were more or less

wrong. He erred through all, and by reason of all—his great

discoveries. He erred in color; because not content with dis-

cerning the brilliancy of nature, he tried to enhance that

brilliancy by every species of colored accessary, until color

was killed by color, and the blue skies and snowy mountains,

which would have been lovely by themselves, were confused

and vulgarized by the blue dresses and white complexions of

the foreground figures. He erred in refinement, because,

not content with the natural tenderness of tender things, he

strove to idealize even strong things into gentleness, until

his architecture became transparent, and his ground ghostly

;

and he erred finally, and chiefly, in quantity, because, in his

enthusiastic perception of the fullness of nature, he did not

allow for the narrowness of the human heart ; he saw, indeed,

that there were no limits to creation, but forgot that there

were many to reception; he thus spoiled his most careful

works by the very richness of invention they contained, and

concentrated the materials of twenty noble pictures into a

single failure.*

* The reader who has heard my writings respecting Turner char-

acterized as those of a mere partisan, may be surprised at these
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The oil-pictures exhibited in the Academy, as being always

more or less done for show, and to produce imposing effect,

display these weaknesses in the greatest degTee ; the draw-

ings in which he tried to do his best are next in failure, but

the drawings in which he simply liked his subject, and

painted it for its own simple sake, are wholly faultless and

magnificent.

All the works of this period are, however, essentially

Turnerian; original in conception, and unprecedented in

treatment ; they are, therefore, when fine, of far greater

value than those of the first period ; but as being more daring,

they involve greater probabilities of error or failure.

One more point needs notice in them. They generally are

painted with far more enjoyment. Master now of himself

expressions of blame and perhaps suppose them an indication of

some change of feeling. The following extract from the first

volume of " Modern Painters " will show that I always held, and
alwaj's expressed, precisely the same opinions respecting these

Academy compositions:—
" The ' Caligula's Bridge,' ' Temple of Jupiter,' ' Departure of

Kegulus,' ' Ancient Italy,' ' Cicero's Villa,' and such others, come
they from whose hand they may, I class under the general head

of ' nonsense pictures.' There never can be any wholesome feeling

developed in these preposterous accumulations, and where the

artist's feeling fails, his art follow^s; so that the worst possible

examples of Turner's color are found in pictures of this class. . . .

Neither in his actual views of Italy has Turner ever caught her

true spirit, except in the little vignettes to Rogers' Poems. The
' Villa of Galileo,' the nameless composition with stone pines, the

several villa moonlights, and the convent compositions in the voyage

of Columbus, are altogether exquisite; but this is owing chiefly to

their simplicitj'; and, perhaps, in some measure, to their smallness

of size. None of his large pictures at all equal them; the 'Bay of

BaiJB ' is incumbered with material, it contains ten times as much as

is necessary to a good picture, and yet is so crude in color as to look

unfinished. The ' Palestrina ' is full of raw white, and has a look

of Hampton Court about its long avenue; the 'Modern Italy' is

purely English in its near foliage; it is composed from Tivoli ma-
terial, enriched and arranged most dexterously, but it has not the

virtue of the real thing."

—

Modern Painters, vol. i. pt. ii. sec. i. ch. vii.

§§ 42, 43.
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and bis subjects, at rest as to tbe cboice of tbe tbing to be

clone, and triumpbing in perpetually new perceptions of tbe

beauty of tbe nature be bad learned to interpret, bis work

seems poured out in perjoetual rejoicing; bis sympatby witb

tbe pomp, splendor, and gladness of tbe world increases,

wbile be forgets its bumiliation and its pain ; tbey cannot

now stay tbe career of bis power, nor cbeck tbe brigbtness of

bis exultation. From tbe dens of tbe serpent and tbe dragon

be ascends into tbe soft gardens and balmy glades ; and from

tbe roll of tbe wagon on tbe dusty road, or labor of tbe boat

along tbe stormy sbore, be turns aside to watcb tbe dance of

tbe nympb, and listen to tlie ringing of tbe cymbal.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE THIRD PERIOD.

[1835-1845.]

As Turner became more and more accustomed to, and

satisfied in, tbe principles of art be bad introduced, bis mind
naturally dwelt upon tbeul witb less of tbe pride of discov-

ery, and turned more and more to tbe noble subjects of nat-

ural color and effect, wbicb be found bimself now able to

represent. He began to tbink less of sbowing or trying wbat

be could do, and more of actually doing tbis or tbat beautiful

tbing. It was no more a question witb bim bow many alter-

nations of blue witb gold be could crowd into a canvas, but

bow nearly be could reacb tbe actual blue of tbe Bay of Uri,

wben tbe da^Mi was on its golden cliffs. I believe, also, tbat

in powerful minds tbere is generally, towards age, a return

to tbe superstitious love of ISTature wbicb tbey felt in tbeir

youtb: and assuredly, as Turner drew towards old age, tbe

aspect of mecbanical effort and ambitious accumulation fade

from bis work, and a deep imag'inative deligbt, and tender

rest in tbe loveliness of wbat be bad learned to see in Nature,

take tbeir place. It is true tbat wben goaded by tbe re-

proacbes cast upon bim, be would often meet contempt witb

contempt, and paint, not, as in bis middle period, to prove
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his power, but merely to astonish, or to defy, his critics.

Often, also, he would play with his Academy work, and

engage in color tournaments with his painter-friends ; the

spirit which prompted such jests or challenge? being natural

enough to a mind now no longer in a state of doubt, but con-

scious of confirmed power. But here, again, the evil attend-

ant on such play, or scorn, becomes concentrated in the Acad-

emy pictures ; while the real streng-th and majesty of his

mind are seen undiminished only in the sketches which he

made during his summer journeys for his ovm pleasure, and

in the drawings he completed from them.

Another notable characteristic of this period is, that though

the mind was in a state of comparative repose, and capable

of play at idle moments, it was, in. its depth, infinitely more

serious than heretofore—nearly all the subjects on which it

dwelt having now some pathetic meaning. Formerly he

painted the Victory in her triumph, but now the Old Teme-

raire in her decay; formerly Napoleon at Marengo, now
N^apoleon at St. Helena ; formerly the Ducal Palace at

Venice, now the Cemetery at Murano ; formerly the Studies

of Vandevelde, now the Burial of Wilkie.

Lastly, though in most respects, this is the crowning period

of Turner's genius, in a few, there are evidences in it of

approaching decline. As we have seen, in each former phase

of his efforts, that the full character was not developed till

about its central year, so in this last the full character was

not developed till the year 1840, and that character involved,

in the very fullness of its imaginative beauty, some loss of

distinctness ; some absence of deliberation in arrangement

;

and, as we approach nearer and nearer the period of decline,

considerable feebleness of hand. These several deficiencies,

when they happen to be united in one of the fantasies struck

out during retouching days at the Academy, produce results

which, at the time they appeared, might have justified a

regretful criticism, provided only that criticism had been

offered under such sense of the painter's real greatness as

might have rendered it acceptable or serviceable to him;
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whereas, being expressed in terms as insulting to his then

existing power as forgetful of his past, they merely checked

his eiforts, challenged his caprices, and accelerated his

decline.

Technically speaking, there are few trenchant distinctions

between works of the second and third period. The most

definite is, that the figures of the second period have faces

and bodies more or less inclining to flesh color ; but in the

third period the faces at least are white-looking like chalked

masks (why we shall inquire jDresently), and the limbs

usually white, with scarlet reflected lights. It is also to be

observed that after the full development of the third manner,

in 1840, no more foliage is satisfactorily painted, and it

rarely occurs in any prominent mass.

APPENDIX.

As the number of pictures now at Marlborough House is

large enough to give the reader some idea of the value of the

entire collection, the following notes respecting what I be-

lieve to be the best mode of exhibiting that collection may
perhaps be useful.

The expediency of protecting oil-pictures, as well as draw-

ings, by glass, has been already fully admitted by the Trus-

tees of the jSTational Gallery, since the two Correggios, the

Raphael, the Franeias, the Perugino, the John Bellini, and

Wilkie's " Festival," are already so protected.* And of all

pictures whatsoever, Turner's are those which must suffer

* I am at a loss to determine what the standard of excellence

may be which is supposed to warrant the national expenditure, in

addition to the price of the picture, of at least two pounds ten

shillings for plate glass; since I observed that Garofalo's " St.

Augustine" reaches that standard; but Titian's "Bacchus and

Ariadne " does not; this picture being precisely, of all in the gallery,

the one which I should have thought would have been first glazed,

or first, at all events, after that noble Perugino; for the acquisition

of which, by the way, the Trustees are to be most earnestly thanked.

[Xote to eds. 1-3.]
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most from the present mode of their exposure.* The effects

of all the later paintings are dependent on the loading of the

color; and the white, in many of the high lights, stands out

in diminutive crags, with intermediate craters and ravines

:

every one of whose cellular hollows serves as a receptacle for

the dust of London, which cannot afterwards be removed

but by grinding away the eminences that protect it—in other

words, destroying the handling of Turner at the very spots

which are the foci of his effects. Not only so, but the sur-

faces of most of his later pictures are more or less cracked

;

often gaping widely: every fissure offering its convenient

ledge for the repose of the floating defilement.

Now, if the power of Turner were independent of the

pitch of his color, so that tones sinking daily into more pen-

sive shade might yet retain their meaning and their harmony,

it might be a point deserving discussion, whether their

preservation at a particular key was worth the alleged in-

convenience resulting from the use of glass. In the case of

Wilkie's "Festival'' for instance [No. 122], the telling of

his story would not be seriously interfered with, though the

nose of the sot became less brilliantly rubicund, and the cloak

of his wife sank into a homelier gray. But Turner's work

is especially the painting of sunshine : it is not merely rela-

tive hue that he aims at, but absolute assertion of positive

hue; and when he renders the edge of a cloud by pure ver-

milion or pure gold, his whole meaning is destroyed if the

vermilion be changed into russet, and the gold into brown.

He does not intend to tell you that sunsets are brown, but

that they are burning; scarlet, with him, means scarlet, and

in nowise dun color, or dust color ; and white means white,

and by no means, nor under any sort of interpretation, black.

But farther. The frequent assertion that glass interferes

with the effect of oil-pictures is wholly irrevelant. If a

painting cannot be seen through glass, it cannot be seen

* [The process of protecting the pictures in the National Gallery

with g-lass was continued year by year, and has for some time been

completed.]
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tlii'oiigli its own varnish. Any position wliicli renders the

glass offensive by its reflection, will in like manner make the

glaze of the surface of the picture visible instead of the color.

The inconvenience is less distinct, there being often only a

feeble glimmer on the varnish, when there would be a vivid

flash on the glass, but the glimmer is quite enough to prevent

the true color's being seen; while there is this advantage in

the glass, that it tells the spectator when he cannot see

;

whereas the glimmer of the varnish often passes, with an in-

attentive observer, for a feeble part of the real painting, and

he does not try to get a better position.

Glass has another advantage, when used to cover the recent

paintings of Turner, in giving a delicate, but very precious

softness to surfaces of pigment which, in his later practice,

he was apt to leave looking too much like lime or mortar.

The question of the acceptance of glass as a protection for

pictures is, however, intimately connected with another:

namely, whether we are to continue to hang them above the

eye. Of course, as long as a picture is regarded by us merely

as a piece of ostentatious furniture, answering no other pur-

pose than that of covering the walls of rooms with a dark

tapestry worth a thousand guineas a yard, it is of no conse-

quence whether we protect them or not. There will always

be dealers ready to provide us with this same costly tapestry,

in which we need not be studious to preserve the designs we
do not care to see. If the rain or the rats should make an

end of the Tintoret which is now hung in the first room of

the Louvre at a height of fifty feet from the ground, it will

be easy to obtain from the manufactories of Venice another

Tintoret, which, hung at the same height, shall look alto-

gether as well ; and if any harm should happen to the fish in

the sea piece of Turner * which hnnirs above his " Carthage "

in the ISTational Gallery, a few bold dashes of white may
replace them, as long as the picture remains where it is, with

* [The " Sun rising- in a mist," No. 479, one of the two bequeathed

by Turner on condition that they were placed beside two by Claude.

The picture is now hung lower.]
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perfect satisfaction to the public. But if ever we come to

understand that the function of a picture, after all, with

respect to mankind, is not merely to be bought, but to be

seen, it will follow that a picture which deserves a price de-

serves a place; and that all paintings which are worth keep-

ing, are worth, also, the rent of so much wall as shall be neces-

sary to show them to the best advantage, and in the least

fatiguing way for the spectator.

It would be interesting if we could obtain a return of the

sum which the English nation pays annually for park walls

to inclose game, stable walls to separate horses, and garden

walls to ripen peaches ; and if we could compare this ascer-

tained sum with what it pays for walls to show its art upon.

How soon it may desire to quit itself of the dishonor which

would result from the comparison I do not know ; but as the

public appear to be seriously taking some interest in the

pending questions respecting their new I^ational Gallery,* it

is, perhaps, worth while to state the following general prin-

ciples of good picture exhibitions.

1st. All large pictures should be on walls lighted from

above ; because light, from whatever point it enters, must be

gradually subdued as it passes further into the room. ISTow,

if it enters at either side of the picture, the gradation of

diminishing light to the other side is generally unnatural;

but if the light falls from above, its gradation from the sky

of the picture dovni to the foreground is never unnatural,

even in a figure piece, and is often a great help to the effect

of a landscape. Even interiors, in which lateral light is rep-

resented as entering a room, and none as falling from the

ceiling, are yet best seen by light from above: for a lateral

light contrary to the supposed direction of that in the picture

will greatly neutralize its effect; and a lateral light in the

same direction will exaggerate it. The artist's real intention

can only be seen fairly by light from above.

* [The reference is to the National Gallery Site Commission of

1857. Mr. Ruskin's evidence is reprinted in " On the Old Eoad,"

vol. ii. §§ 114-138.]
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2nd. Every picture should be hung so as to admit of its

horizon being brought on a level with the eye of the spectator,

without difficulty, or stooping. When pictures are small,

one line may be disposed so as to be seen by a sitting spec-

tator, and one to be seen standing, but more than two lines

should never be admitted. A model gallery should have one
line only; and some interval between each picture, to prevent

the interference of the colors of one piece with those of the

rest—a most serious source of deterioration of effect.

3rd. If pictures were placed thus, only in one low line,

the gorgeousness of large rooms and galleries would be lost,

and it would be useless to endeavor to obtain any imposing

architectural effect by the arrangement or extent of the

rooms. But the far more important objects might be at-

tained, of making them perfectly comfortable, securing good

light in the darkest days, and ventilation without draughts

in the warmest and coldest.

4th. And if hope of architectural effect were thus sur-

rendered, there would be a great advantage in giving large

upright pictures a room to themselves. For as the perspec-

tive horizon of such pictures cannot always be brought low

enough even for a standing spectator, and as, whether it can

or not, the upper parts of great designs are often more inter-

esting than the lower, the floor at the further extremity of

the room might be raised by the number of steps necessary

to give full command of the composition ; and a narrow lat-

eral gallery carried from this elevated dai's, to its sides.

Such a gallery of close access to the flanks of pictures like

Titian's Assumption or Peter Martyr would be of the great-

est service to artists.*

5th. It is of the highest importance that the works of each

master should be kept together,f ]!^o great master can be

thoroughly enjoyed but by getting into his humor, and re-

* [Mr. Euskin was questioned on this point by the National Gal-

lery Site Commission. See " On the Old Eoad," vol. ii. § 119.]

f [For a statement by Mr. Kuskin on the other side, see " Fors

Clavigera," letter Ixxix.]
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maining long enoiigb under his influence to understand his

whole mode and cast of thought. The contrast of works by

different masters never brings out their merits ;, but their

defects : the spectator's effort (if he is kind enough to make
any) to throw his mind into their various tempers, materially

increases his fatigue—and the fatigue of examining a series

of pictures carefully is always great, even under the most

favorable circumstances. The advantage thus gained in

peace of mind and power of understanding, by the assem-

blage of the works of each master, is connected with another,

hardly less important, in the light thrown on the painter's

own progress of intellect and methods of study.

6th. Whatever sketches and studies for any picture exist

by its master's hand, should be collected at any sacrifice; a

little reciprocal courtesy among Governments might easily

bring this about : such studies should be shown under glass

(as in the rooms appropriated to drawings in the Louvre),

in the center of the room in which the picture itself is placed.

The existing engravings from it, whatever their merit or

demerit (it is often a great point in art education to demon-

strate the last), should be collected and exhibited in a similar

manner.

7th. Although the rooms, if thus disposed, would never,

as aforesaid, produce any bold architectural effect (the tables

just proposed in the center of each room being especially

adverse to such effect*), they might be rendered separately

beautiful, by decoration so arranged as not to interfere with

the color of the pictures. The blankness and poverty of color

are, in such adjuncts, much more to be dreaded than its

power; the discordance of a dead color is more painful than

the discordance of a glowing one : and it is better slightly to

eclipse a picture by pleasantness of adjunct, than to bring the

spectator to it disgusted by collateral deformities.

8th. Though the idea of a single line of pictures, seen by
light from above, involves externally, as well as internally,

* [The reader will remember that the reference is to arrange-

ments existing in 1857.]
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the sacrifice of the ordinary elements of architectural splen-

dor, I am certain the exterior even of this long and low gal-

lery could be rendered not only impressive, but a most inter-

esting school of art. I would dispose it in long arcades ; if

the space were limited, returning upon itself like a labyrinth

:

the walls to be double, with passages of various access be-

tween them, in order to secure the pictures from the varia-

tions of temperature in the external air ; the outer walls to

be of the most beautiful British building stones—chiefly our

whitest limestone, black marble, and Cornish serpentine,

variously shafted and inlaid ; between each two arches a

white marble niche, containing a statue of some great artist

;

the whole approximating, in effect, to the lower arcades

of the Baptistery of Pisa, continued into an extent like that

of the Pisan Campo Santo. Courts should be left between its

returns, with porches at the outer angles, leading one into

each division of the building appropriated to a particular

school ; so as to save the visitor from the trouble of hunting

for his field of study through the length of the labyrinth : and

the smaller chambers appropriated to separate pictures

should branch out into these courts from the main body of

the building.

9th. As the condition that the pictures should be placed

at the level of sight would do away with all objections to

glass as an impediment of vision (who is there who cannot

see the Perugino in the National Gallery?),* all pictures

should be put under glass, and firmly secured and made air-

tight behind. The glass is an important protection, not only

from dust, but from chance injury. I have seen a student

* I cannot but permit mj'self, though somewhat irrelevantly, to

congratulate the Trustees on their acquisition of this noble picture:

it at once, lo my piind, raises oUr National Gallery from a second-

rate to a first-rate collection. I have ahvaj's loved the master, and

given much time to the study of his works; but this is the best

I have ever seen. [The reference is to the " Virgin and Child,

Michael and Raphael," Xo. 288, purchased for the National Gallery

in 1856.]
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in the Vernon Gallery'^ mixing his colors on his palette

knife, and holding the knife, full charged, within half an

inch, or less, of the surface of the picture he was copying, to

see if he had matched the color. The slightest accidental jai

given to the hand would have added a new and spirited touch

to the masterpiece.

10th. Supposing the pictures thus protected, it matters

very little to what atmosphere their frames and glasses may
be exposed. The most central situation for a National Gal-

lery would be the most serviceable, and therefore the best.

The only things to be insisted upon are a gravel foundation

and good drainage, with, of course, light on the roof, unin-

terrupted by wafts of smoke from manufactory chimneys, or

shadows of gi'eat blocks of houses.

11th. jSTo drawing is worth a nation's keeping if it be not

either good, or documentarily precious. If it be either of

these, it is worth a bit of glass and a wooden frame. All

drawings should be glazed, simply framed in wood, and in-

closed in sliding grooves in portable cases. For the more

beautiful ones, golden frames should be provided at central

tables ; turning on a swivel, with grooves in the thickness of

them, into which the wooden frame should slide in an instant,

and show the drawing framed in gold. The department for

the drawings should be, of course, separate, and like a beau-

tiful and spacious library, with its cases of drawings ranged

on the walls (as those of the coins are in the Coin-room of the

British Museum), and convenient recesses, with pleasant

lateral light, for the visitors to take each his case of drawings

into. Lateral light is best for drawings, because the varia-

tion in intensity is small, and of little consequence to a small

work ; but the shadow of the head is inconvenient in looking

close at them, when the light falls from above.

12th. I think the collections of ISTatural History should

* [Mr. Vernon presented his collection of British pictures to the

National Gallery in 1847. For many years they were kept together,

in accordance with his request, and exhibited in a separate room,

the Vernon Gallery.]
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be kept separate from those of Art. Books, manuscripts,

coins, sculpture, pottery, metal-work, engravings, drawings,

and pictures, should be in one building ; and minerals, fossils,

shells, and stuffed animals (with a perfect library of works

on natural history), in another, connected, as at Paris, with

the Zoological Gardens.*

It would of course be difficult to accomplish all this, but

the national interest is only beginning to be awakened in

works of art ; and as soon as we care, nationally, one half as

much for pictures as we do for drawing-room furniture, or

footmen's liveries, all this, or more than this, will be done

—

perhaps after many errors and failures, and infinite waste of

money in trying to economize ; but I feel convinced we shall

do it at last: and although poor Turner might well, himself,

have classed the whole project, had he seen his pictures in

their present places, among the profoundest of the Fallacies

of Hope, I believe that even from the abyss of Marlborough

House he will wield stronger influence than from the bril-

liant line of the Academy; that this dark and insulted

" Turner Gallery " will be the germ of a noble and service-

able " National Gallery," and that to the poor barber's son

of Maiden Lane we shall owe our first understanding of the

right way either to look at Xature, or at Art.

* [The separation of the two branches of the British Museum
•was eflEected in the years 18S0-1883.]



THE TURNER COLLECTION OF SKETCHES
AND DRAWINGS

AT THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

(1857-1858.)

CHARACTERISTICS AND CLASSIFICATION.*

1. The drawings bj Turner in the Xational Collection are

referable to four principal classes :

—

(1.) Finished draAvings, executed, with very few excep-

tions, with a direct view to publication by engraving.

(2.) Drawings made by Turner for his OAvn pleasure, in

remembrance of scenes or effects that interested him

;

or else with a view to future use, but not finished be-

yond the point necessary to secure such remembrance

or service, and not intended for sale or sight.

(3.) Studies for pictures or important drawings: consist-

ing of broad sketches of the intended effect, and

experimental modifications of minor details.

* [The following- section is a reprint of the " Introductory Ke-

marks " in Catalogue II. (but see note to §§ 4-6). The first three

paragraphs of the original, omitted from the text above (as having

reference to arrangements no longer obtaining), were as follow:—

]

" The delicate and finished drawings, exhibited at first in Marl-

borough House, being of a character peculiarly liable to injury

from exposure to light, and it having been judiciously determined

by the trustees that they should be framed and arranged for ex-

hibition in a manner calculated to secure their protection when not

actually imder inspection, as well as to render their examination

ultimately more convenient to the public, a selection has been made
in their stead from Turner's sketches and drawings, calculated to

exhibit his methods of study at different periods, and to furnish

the general student with more instructive examples than finished

drawings can be. The finished drawing- is the result of the artist's

final knowledge, and nothing like it can be produced by the scholar

279
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(4.) Sketches and studies from nature, made to gain

knowledge or accumulate materials.

2. The first class, that of tlie finished drawings, consists

(including vignettes) of about 200 examples, of which the

best were exhibited in the spring of 1857. And I congratu-

late the public on their being exhibited no longer. For it is

an ascertained fact that water-color drawings are liable to

injury from continued exposure to light; and the series of

the Elvers of France, and of the '-' Italy " vignettes, are

unique in method, and in certain characters of excellence,

among Turner's works. It would certainly, therefore, be

inexpedient to allow them to be deteriorated by exposure,

when it is quite possible to keep them safe for centuries, with-

out interposing more difficulties in the way of their examxina-

tion than have always existed, and must necessarily exist,

respecting all valuable manuscripts or books of drawings in

a national museum. The right way to think of these finer

Turner drawings is as forming a precious manuscript of 200
leaves, which must not be rashly exposed or hanrlled; but

which may always be examined without restriction by those

who are seriously interested in it. . . .*

till he possesses knowledge parallel in extent; but an artist's

sketches show the means hj which that knowledge was acquired.
" I can hardly use terms strong enough to express the importance

I should myself attach to this exhibition of Turner's sketches, as

a means of artistical education.
" A few words respecting the relation which the selected examples

bear to the entire body of the works in the National Collection may
be of service before proceeding to enumerate the separate subjects.

This relation I can state definitelj', because, by the permission of

the Trustees, I have had access to the drawings, in order to select

a hundred to exemplify the method of framing suggested in my
notes on the Turner Gallery; and I am therefore enabled both to

state the general character of the collection, and to mention some

of the reasons which have influenced the arrangement of those now
publicly exhibited. But it must be distinctly understood that I

alone am answerable for any statements made in this catalogue,

and that it has no official or authoritative character whatsoever."

* [" Three of them are, however," added Mr. Euskin, " retained

in the present series as examples of their class." The three were
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3. The second group of drawings, consisting of those made

by Turner for his own pleasure, form a much larger propor-

tion of the collection. There are about 400 small drawings

in color on gray paper, of which some 150 are of the very

highest interest and value. . . . [Some]* character-

istic examples of these are selected for permanent exhibi-

tion, the remainder being set aside with the finished draw-

ings for safer arrangement. From those of slighter exe-

cution thirty-three are selected ; among which are included

examples of the brightest coloring : the number of such draw-

ings in the collection rendering the partial deterioration of

these a matter of less consequence. This class (which we

may generally speak of as the ''delight-drawings"), includes,

in the second place, a mass of not fewer than 600 sketches in

pure water-color on thin white paper ; in most cases so slight

as to be hardly intelligible, but in others wrought nearly into

complete drawings. These, from the delicacy of their tints,

are peculiarly liable to fadef • • • ; but . . . character-

istic examples of the whole class are included in the perma-

nent exhibition [see e. g. No. 583-589, and several others,

among those numbered 600-800, which have been framed and

exhibited during the last few years].

4. The$ sketches [of the latter class] require some slight

"Dover" (No. 418), "North Shields" (No. 419), and "Rochester"

(No. 420). These are now included in the cabinet collection, and

are not permanently exhibited on the walls.]

* [The first edition of the catalogue said; "twelve of them, the

least brilliant in color, are now selected for (I believe) permanent

exhibition, &c." The twelve were those now numbered 426 (four

sketches), 428 (four sketches), and 434 (four sketches). Additional

drawings of this class were afterwards selected for exhibition; and

the second edition of the catalogue reads " thirty-four characteristic

examples of these are now selected for (I believe) permanent ex

hibition, &c." The paragraphs are numbered in the text above for

convenience of reference.]

f [The original tex«t reads: " peculiarly liable to fade, and the

best of them are therefore already placed in protective frames;

but sixteen characteristic examples of the whole class are included

in the present selection in the frames 93 to 100."]

^ [The three following paragraphs—§§ 4, 5, 6—" The sketches . ,
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explanation of their character, before their value will be

completely felt. Thej are not, strictly speaking, sketches

from nature; but plans or desi^s of the pictures which
Turner, if he had had time, would have made of each place.

They indicate, therefore, a perfectly formed conception of

the finished picture ; and they are of exactly the same value

as memoranda would be, if made by Turner's own hand, of

pictures of his not in our possession. They are just to be

regarded as quick descriptions or reminiscences of noble pic-

tures ; every touch in them represents something complete

and definite ; and, for the most part, as much is done with

the given number of touches and quantity of color as is pos-

sible to be done by human hand. They are all of the period in

which Turner's work is full of the most characteristic ex-

cellences, and they are all interesting in subject, being of

beautiful scenes. I look upon them as in some respects more
valuable than his finished drawings, or his oil-pictures; be-

cause they are the simple records of his first impressions and
first purposes, and in most instances as true to the character

of the places they represent as they are admirable in composi-

tion; while, in his elaborate drawings and paintings, he too

frequently suffered his mind to be warped from its first im-

pression by attempts at idealism.

5. I believe, however, that nothing but the penciling in

them was done on the spot, and not always that. Turner

used to walk about a town Avith a roll of thin paper in his

pocket, and make a few scratches upon a sheet or two of it,

which were so much shorthand indication of all he wished to

remember. When he got to his inn in the evening, he com-

pleted the penciling rapidly, and added as much color as was

needed to record his plan of the picture.

6. These rolled sheets of paper (some of them actually

the covers of the cheap stitched sketch-books) were always,

necessarily, warped and bent by the coloring. But Turner

did not in the least care for this, and I think, therefore, that

injury to the color," are inserted from the " Prefatory " remarks

in Catalogue I. pp. 6, 7.]
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we should not. They are, as I have mounted them, flatter

than he ever cared to see them, and they are perfectly safe;

while any process of mounting which at once secures flat-

ness, necessitates some degree of injury to the color. I may
be able in course of time, by pressure and other expedients,

to get them to lie much flatter, but my present object is only

to get them securely protected, and allow them to be quickly

visible.

7. The third class, or that of studies,* is, as will be sup-

posed, more limited in extent than the preceding one, and of

less interest, except to artists. It contains studies of most

of the vignettes to Rogers's " Poems," for some of the " Eng-

land " drawings and Liber Studiorum, and for a considerable

number of oil-pictures. A few examples only are given in

this series [of drawings continuously exhibited] out of those

which are brought nearest to completion. Four, in the

frames 578 and 579, are very beautiful.

8. The fourth class includes the great mass of the collec-

tion. I cannot yet state the quantity even approximately,

there being often many sketches on both sides of one sheet

of paper. Of these a selection has been made as completely

illustrative as possible; and, respecting them, one or two

points deserve especial notice.

* [In " Modern Painters " (vol. v. pt. viii. ch. iv.) Mr. Euskin
divides the sketches of painters under three heads, viz.:— (1) ex-

perimental, (2) determinant, and (3) commemorative. By experi-

mental sketches, he means those " in which they are assisting- an

imperfect conception of a subject by trying the look of it on paper

in different v^ays. By the greatest men this kind of sketch is

hardly ever made; they conceive their subjects distinctly at once,

and -their sketch is not to try them, but to fasten them down. . . .

Among the nineteen thousand sketches by Turner—which I ar-

ranged in the National Gallery—there was, to the best of my recol-

lection, 7}ot one. In several instances the Avork, after being carried

forward a certain length, had been abandoned and begun again

with another view; sometimes also two or more modes of treatment

had been set side by side with a view to choice. But there were

always two distinct imaginations contending for realization—not

experimental modifications of one."]
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9. There seems to be an impression on the minds of many
students, whicli it is of no small importance that thej should

get quit of,—the impression, namely, that Turner's merit

consists in a peculiar style or manner, which, by reverent

copying, may be caught from him ; and that when they have

once mastered this " dodge," and got into the way of the

thing, they will all become Turners directly. Now they

cannot possibly be under a graver or more consummate mis-

take. Turner's merit consists neither in style, nor in want

of style, nor in any other copyable or communicable quality.

It consists in this,—that, from his tenth year to his seven-

tieth, he never passed a day, and seldom an hour, without ob-

taining the accurate knowledge of some great natural fact;

and, never forgetting anything he once knew, he keeps ex-

pressing this enormous and accumulated knowledge more and

more redundantly ; so that you cannot understand one line of

his work unless you know the fact it represents, nor any part

of the merit or worjderfulness of his work till you have ob-

tained a commensurate part of the knowledge v\^hich it con-

tains. You cannot admire, nor even see Turner, until your

admiration shall consist primarily in Recognition of the facts

he represents, as being facts kno^vn to you as well as to him.

This is true not of Turner only, but of all gTeat artists ; but

especially of Turner, in so far as every one of his pictures is

a statement of new facts ; so that you must take another day's

hard work with I^ature before you can read it (other artists

representing the same thing over and over again) . And this

being so, it is not only hopeless to attain any of his power by

mere imitation of his drawings, but it is even harmful to

copy them unintelligently, because thev contain thousands of

characters which are mere shorthand writing for things 'not

otherwise representable in the given space or time ; and

which, until long looking at ISTature has enabled you to read

the cipher, will be in your imitations of them absurd and

false.

10. For instance, in the sketch in the left hand upper cor-

ner of the frame No. 424, the boat lying on the shore on the
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riglit has a little crooked line thrown out from its stern, which

gives a peculiar look of ease and rest to it as it lies. But if

you conclude that you might always throw out a crooked line

from the stern of a boat on the shore, to make it rest easily,

you would only make yourself and your boat ridiculous.

For the crooked line in this sketch is the edge of the depres-

sion in the mud which is commonly formed under stranded

boats by the tide, where the mud is soft and deep. It is

characteristic and right here in the harbor ; but if you put

it to a boat on a shingly beach or rocky shore, you would

spoil your drawing,

11. Once understand this character of great work, and of

Turner's, most of all gTeat work ; namely, that, just like good

writing or good speaking, its value depends primarily on its

matter, and on its manner only so far as it best sets forth

and impresses the matter: and you will see at once how yon

may really hope to follow and rival Turner. You have noth-

ing to do but to give up all other thoughts and pursuits, and

set yourself to gather and remember facts from I^ature day

by day. You must not let an hour pass without ascertaining

something ; and you must never forget anything you have as-

certained. You must persevere in this work all your life

;

filling score after score, hundred after hundred, of note books

with your accumulated memoranda ; having no other thought,

care, nor ambition than how to know more, and know it better

;

and using every drawing you make to live by, merely as a

piece of practice in setting down what you have learned.

And by the time you are between fifty and sixty, supposing

you also to have a natural capacity for art, such as occurs

about once in Europe in two centuries, you will be able to

made such a little gray paper sketch as that in l^o. 424. Such
in merit, I mean, not such in manner, for your manner then

will be your own ; and precisely in proportion to the quantity

you know and the genius you possess, will be the certainty

of its being a manner different from Turner's, but as great in

that different way. I had written in that last sentence

" quite different from Turner's," and I scratched out the
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" quite." For there is much misapprelieiision abroad in the

world of art respecting the possible variety of styles. Xearly

all the great varieties of style result from errors or failures

on the part of the painter, not from his originality. All the

greatest men approximate in style, if they are working

towards the same ends. A sculptor's drawing is not and

ought not to be like a painter's, because the color element

does not enter into his aim ; but one painter's ought to be, in

many respects, like another's ; and as art is better understood,

there will be an infinitely closer resemblance of manner in its

leading masters. For instance, Etty's manner, so far as it

is Etty's, is wrong; had he been a better painter, he would

have been liker Paul Veronese. Rubens' manner, so far as

it is Rubens', is wrong ; had he been a better painter, he would
would have been liker Tintoret. Rembrandt's manner, so far

as it is Rembrandt's, is wrong : had he been a better painter,

he would have been liker Titian. Turner's manner is at pres-

ent peculiar, because he has created landscape painting, and

is its only master. The stride he has made beyond Claude

and Ruysdael is precisely as great as the stride which Giotto

made beyond the old Byzantine bro^vn triptychs ; and the

murmurs against him are precisely the old Margheritone

murmurs against the newly-born fact and life; but Turner,

when once he is understood, will be healthily imitated by

many painters, on the conditions of parallel toil which have

just been stated, and form a school of landscape, like Giotto's

of religious painting, branching do^^m to its true posterity

and descendantship of Leonardos and Peruginos.

12. The series of drawings now exhibited will be more

useful than any others that could have been selected in con-

vincing the public of this truth respecting the extent of Tur-

ner's study; but they will be useful no less in showing the

method of this study, in the distinct separation of records of

form from records of color, and in the enormous importance

attributed to form, and to skill in what is properly termed
" drawing." * For there were current universally during

* [From here down to the end of the Introductory Remarks (end-
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Turner's lifetime, and tliere are still current very commonly,

two great errors concerning him ; errors which not merely

lose sight of the facts, but which are point blank contradic-

tory of the facts :—It was thought that he painted chiefly

from imagination, when his peculiar character, as distin-

guished from all other artists, was in always drawing from

memories of seen fact, as we shall ascertain in the course of

our examination of the drawings here catalogued. And it

was commonly thought that he was great only in coloring,

and could not draw; whereas his eminent distinction above

other artists, so far as regards execution, was in his marvel-

ous precision of touch,* disciplined by practice of engraving,

and by perpetual work with the hard lead pencil point on

white paper.

13. Now, there are many truths respecting art which can-

not be rightly stated without involving an appearance of

contradiction, and those truths are commonly the most im-

portant. There are, indeed, very few truths in any science

which can be fully stated without such an expression of their

opposite sides, as looks, to a person who has not grasp of the

subject enough to lake in both the sides at once, like contra-

diction. This law holds down even to very small minutias in

the physical sciences. For instance, a person ignorant of chem-

istry hearing it stated, perhaps consecutively, of hydrogen

gas, that it was " in a high degree combustible, and a non-

supporter of combustion," would probably think the lecturer

or writer was a fool ; and when the statement thus made em-

braces wide fields of difficult investigation on both sides,

its final terms invariably appear contradictory to a person

who has but a narrow acquaintance with the matter in hand.

14. For instance, perhaps no two more apparently con-

tradictory statements could be made in brief terms than

these :

—

ing with § 26), the text was, with certain alterations, reprinted in

" The Laws of Fesole," ch. viii. § 19-end. The principal alterations

are described in later footnotes.]

* [In " The Laws of Fesole," " graj^hic " is inserted before

" touch."]
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1. The perfections of drawing and coloring are inconsist-

ent with one another,

2. The perfections of drawing and coloring are dependent
upon one another.

And yet both these statements are true.

The first is true, because, in order that color may be right,

some of the markings necessary to express perfect form must
be omitted ; and also because, in order that it may be right,

the intellect of the artist must be concentrated on that first,

and must in some slight degree fail of the intenseness neces-

sary to reach the relative truth of form ; and vice versa. The
truth of the second proposition is much more commonly dis-

puted; and it is this which I hope the student will be con-

vinced of by the present exhibition of Turner's works.

15. Observe, it is a twofold statement. The perfections

of drawing and coloring are reciprocally dependent upon
each other, so that

A. Xo person can draw perfectly who is not a colorist.

B. No person can color perfectly who«is not a draughts-

man.

16. A. ]Sro person can draw* perfectly who is not a color-

ist. For the effect of contour in all surfaces is influenced in

nature by gradations of color as much as by gradations of

shade ; so that if you have not a true eye for color, you will

judge of the shades wrongly. Thus, if you cannot see the

changes of hue in red, you cannot draw a cheek or lip rightly

;

and if you cannot see the changes of hue in green or blue,

you cannot draw a wave. All studies of form made with a

despiteful or ig-norant neglect of color lead to exaggerations

and misstatements of the form-markings; that is to say, to

bad drawing.

* The term " drawing " is here used as signifying- " the art of

applying light and shade so as to express form "
; and it is in this

sense that artists and writers on art usually employ it. Of course

mere dexterity of the hand is independent of any power of coloring.
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17. B. jSTo person can color perfectly who is not a draughts-

man. For brilliancy of color depends, first of all, on grada-

tion; and gradation in its subtleties cannot be given but by

a good draughtsman. Brilliancy of color depends next on

decision and rapidity in laying it on ; and no person can lay

it on decisively, and yet so as to fall into, or approx-

imately fall into, the forms required, without being

a thorough draughtsman. x\nd it is always necessary

that it should fall into a predeterminate form, not merely

that it may represent the intended natural objects, but that

it may itself take the shape, as a patch of color, which

will fit it properly to the other patches of color roundabout

it. If it touches them more or less than is right, its own

color and theirs will both be spoiled.

18. Hence it follows that all very great colorists must be

also very great draughtsmen. The possession of the Pisani

Veronese ['N. G., ^o. 294] will happily enable the English

public and the English artist to convince themselves how sin-

cerity and simplicity in statements of fact, power of draughts-

manship, and joy in color were associated in a perfect bal-

ance in the great workmen of Venice ;
while the series of Tur-

ner's studies which are brought before them here will show

them with what intensity of labor his power of draughts-

manship had to be maintained by the greatest colorist of the

modern centuries.

19. I do not think there can be much need for me to in-

sist on the command over form manifested in these drawings.

It was never recognized by the public in the paintings of Tur-

ner, simply because its manifestation was too subtle ; the truth

of eye and strength of hand that struck the line were not

noticed, because the line itself was traced in almost invisibly

tender color. But when the same line is struck in black

chalk, or with the steel pen, I should think that nearly all

persons at all cognizant of the practice of art would see the

force of it; and as far as I know the existing examples of

painters' drawings, the galleries of Europe may be challenged

to produce one sketch that shall equal the chalk study i^o.
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559, or the feeblest of the pen and ink memoranda in the

421st and following frames.

20. This was not merely the result of a peculiar gift for

art; it was, as the public will now see, the result of never

ceasing discipline. Hundreds of sketch-books of various

sizes exist in the National Collection, filled by Turner in his

youth with pencil drawings, of which those in the frame ISTo.

524 are characteristic specimens. Having first gone through

this labor with the hard pencil point, he proceeds to use the

softer pencil for shading; and two volumes are filled with

drawings such as those in the frames 537 to 547.

21. Soon afterwards he made himself a master in etching

and mezzotint engraving; ... * and from that time for-

v.'ard to his death, he used the hard-point—pen, pencil, or

chalk—for at least two out of three of all his drawings ; and at

the very time—between 1840 and 1845—when all the world

was crying out against him for his want of drawing, even

his colored sketches from nature were distinguished from all

colored sketches that had ever been made before, by the con-

tinual use of the pen outline to secure form.f

22. One point only remains to be generally noticed,—that

the command of means which Turner acquired by this per-

petual practice, and the decision of purpose resulting from

his vast power at once of memory and of design, enabled him
nearly always to work straightforward upon his drawings,

neither altering them, nor using any of the mechanical ex-

pedients for softening tints so frequently employed by in-

ferior water-color painters. Many traditions indeed are

afloat in the world of art respecting extraordinary processes

through which he carried his work in its earlier stages ; and

I think it probable that in some of his elaborately completed

* [The original text adds here: "the plate of the Source of the

Arreron (placed temporarily in the Gallery for the purpose of com-
pleting the evidence of his modes of study), is only an average speci-

men of his engraving; and from that time, &c."]

t [The three paragraphs §§ 19-21 are not given in " The Laws of

Fesole."]
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drawings, textures were prepared, by various mechanical

means, over the general surface of the paper, before the

drawing of detail was begun. Also, in the large drawings of

early date, such as No. 555 in this gallery, the usual expedi-

ents of sponging and taking out color by friction have cer-

tainly* been employed by him ; but it appears only experi-

mentally, and that the final rejection of all such expedients

was the result of their trial experiment; for in all the rest

of the National Collection the evidence is as clear as it is

copious, that he went straight to his mark ; in early days fin-

ishing piece by piece on the white paper (see ISTos. 531 and

532), and, as he advanced in skill, laying the main masses

in broad tints, and working the details over these, never ef-

facing or sponging, but taking every advantage of the wet-

ness of the color, when first laid, to bring out soft lights with

the point of the brush, or scratch out bright ones with the

end of the stick, so driving the wet color in a dark line to

the edge of the light ; a very favorite mode of execution with

him, for three reasons : that it at once gave a dark edge, and

therefore full relief, to the piece of light ; secondly, that it

admitted of firm and angular drawings of forms ; and, lastly,

that as little color was removed from the whole mass (the

quantity taken from the light being only driven into the

dark), the quantity of hue in the mass itself, as broadly laid,

in its first membership with other masses, was not much
affected by the detailing process.

23. "WHien these primary modifications of the wet color

had been obtained, the drawing was proceeded with exactly

in the manner of William Hunt, of the old Water-color

Society (if worked in transparent hues), or of John Lewis,

if in opaque; that is to say, with clear, firm, and unalter-

able touches one over another, or one into the interstices of

another ; never disturbing them by any general wash ; using

friction only where roughness of surface was locally required

to produce effects of granulated stone, mossy ground, and

* [For " certainly," " often " is substituted in " The Laws of

Fesole."]
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such like; and rarely even taking out minute lights; but

leaving them from the first, and working round and up to

tbem, and very frequently draAving thin, dark outlines merely

by putting a little more water into the wet touches, so as to

drive the color to the edge as it dried ; the only difference be-

tween his manipulation and William Hunt's being in liis

conceivably varied and dexterous use of expedients of this

kind,—such, for instance, as drawing the broken edge of a

cloud m.erely by a modulated dash of the brush, defining the

perfect forms with a quiver of his hand; rounding them by
laying a little more color into one part of the dash before it

dried, and laying the warm touches of the light, after it had

dried, outside of the edges. In many cases, tlie instanta-

neous manipulation is quite inexplicable; for instance, I

cannot conceive by what treatment of the color he obtained

the dark and exquisitely broken edge of wave in the first

drawing in the frame Xo. 573.*

24. It is quite possible, however, that, even in the most

advanced stages of some of the finished drawings, they may
have been damped, or even fairly put under water and wetted

through, so as to admit of more work with the wooden end

of the brush ;t nay, they may even have been exposed to

strong currents of water, so as to remove superfluous color,

without defiling the tints anywhere ; only most assuredly

they never received any friction such as would confuse or

destroy the edges and purity of separate tints. And all I

can assert, is that in the National Collection there is no evi-

dence of any such processes. In the plurality of the draw-

ings the evidence is, on the contrary, absolute, that nothing

of the kind has taken place ; the gTcater number being exe-

cuted on leaves of books, neither stretched nor moistened in

any way whatever; or else on little bits of gray paper, ofton

folded in four, and sometimes with the colored drawings

* [The last paragraph of this section, " for instance . . . No. 573,"

is omitted in " The Laws of Fesole."]

t [The words, " so as to admit . . . brush," are omitted in " The

Laws of Fesole."]
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made on hotli sides of a leaf. The coarser vignettes are

painted on sheets of thin drawing paper ; the finer ones on

smoothed cardboard, of course without washing or disturbing

the edges, of which the perfect purity is essential to the

effect of the vignette.

25. I insist on this point at greater length, because, so

far as the direct copying of Turner's drawings can be useful

to the student (working from nature with Turner's faithful-

ness being the essential part of his business), it will be so

chiefly as compelling him to a decisive and straightforward

execution. I observed that in the former exhibition the

students generally selected those drawings for study which

could be approximately imitated by the erroneous processes

of modern water-color, and which were therefore exactly

those that showed them least of Turner's mind, and taught

them least of his methods. They will not run so much risk

oi this now; for except the few early tinted experimental

sketches, and the large drawings of Edinburgh [549] and

Fort Rock [555], there are, I believe, none on the walls

which can be copied at all but in the right way.

26. The best practice, and the most rapid appreciation of

Turner, will be obtained by accurately copying those in body

color on gTay paper; and when once the method is under-

stood, and the resolution made to hold by it, the student will

soon find that the advantage gained is in more directions

tlian one. For the sum of Avork which he can do will be aa

much greater, in proportion to his decision, as it will be in

each case better, and, after the first efforts, more easily, done.

He may have been appalled by the quantity which he sees

that Turner accomplished ; but he will be encouraged when he

finds how much anyone may accomplish, who does not hesi-

tate, nor repent. An artist's time* and power of mind are

lost chiefly in deciding what to do, and in effacing what he

has done : it is anxiety that fatigues him, not labor ; and

vacillation that hinders him, not difficulty. And if the

student feels doubt respecting his own decision of mind, and

* [For "time," "The Laws of Fesole " reads "nerve.'j
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questions the possibility of gaining the habit of it, let him be

assured that in art, as in life, it depends mainly on simplicity

of purpose. Turner's decision came chiefly of his truthful-

ness; it was because he meant always to be true, that he was
able always to be bold. And you will find that you may gain

his courage, if you will maintain his fidelity. If you want
only to make your drawing fine or attractive, you may hesi-

tate indeed, long and often, to consider whether your faults

will be forgiven or your fineries perceived. But if you want
to put fair fact into it, you will find the fact shape it fairly

for you ; and that in pictures, no less than in human life,

they who have once made up their minds to do right will have

little place for hesitation, and little cause for repentance.*

27. It should be kept in mind that Turner's work is

separated by differences of style into five groups, correspond-

ing to five periods of his life. He was born in 1775, and

* [Here end the " Introductory Remarks " in Catalogue II. The
sections, §§ 27-29, are from the first pages following the Intro-

ductorj- Remarks, where also the following " Xote " (characteristic

of Mr. Ruskin's love of planning) was given:—
" Numbers are written on the frames only, because it

seemed desirable that no dark points, such as would be formed

by numerals large enough to be serviceable, should be set

near the more delicate of the drawings; and it was necessary,

of course, to observe the same system, even in cases where
the numerals would have done no harm. The numbers of

the frames are printed in this catalogue in larger type; and

those of the drawings in small type, and when two or more
drawings are put in one frame, their numbers are first put

in the relative positions of the drawings, thus

—

Q-J Number of frame.

SJ^, 35, 36, 57 )
Numbers of drawings

' ' ' ^ V in their relative posi-

38, 39, JfO, ^7,
^ ^jon in the frame.

The reader thus sees without diflRculty that No. 35 is the

second drawing in the upper row. No. 40 the third in the

second row, and so on; he will then find the drawings cata-

logued and described in numerical order."

The numbers in the original catalogue have been altered in this

volume to correspond with those now on the frames.]
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died in 1851. His time of real work extends over sixty

years, from 1790 to 1850, and is properly to be divided thus:

Period of Development . .

" The First Style .

" The Second Style

" The Third Style .

" Decline ....

1790-1800

1800-1820

1820-1835

1835-1845

1845-1850

In order to aid the memory (and the matter is worth re-

membering), it may be as well to include the fifteen years

of childhood and boyhood in the period of development;

which will give a singular order of diminution in length to

the five periods, thus :

—

Development

First Style .

Second Style

Third Style

Decline . .

1775-1800

1800-1820

1820-1835

1835-1845

1845-1850

Twenty-five years.

Twenty years.

Fifteen years.

Ten years.

Five years.

28. It may also be generally observed that the period of

development is distinguished by its hard and mechanical

work; that of the first style by boldness of handling, gener-

ally gloomy tendency of mind, subdued color, and perpetual

reference to precedent in composition; that of the second

style by delicate deliberation of handling, cheerful moods of

mind, brilliant color, defiance of precedent, and effort at

ideal composition; that of the third period by swiftness of

handling, tenderness and pensiveness of mind, exquisite har-

mony of color, and perpetual reference to nature only, issuing

in the rejection alike of precedents and idealisms.

29. The period of decline is distinguished by impurity of

color, and uncertainty of purpose and of handling. The
drawings belonging to it may be known at once by their sur-

face being much rubbed and disturbed, and by the colors not

having sharp edges.

I have not yet found any drawings in the collection prior
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to 1Y90, nor any important examples of the period of de-

cline. The exhibited series* ranges only from 1790 to

1845.t

* [i. e. the series which Catalogue II. described: see p. xi.]

f [For a further classification of Turner's work and outline of

his life, see the introduction to " Notes by Mr. Ruskin on his Draw-
ings by Turner."]
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PAKT I.

NOTES ON RUSKIN'S DRAWINGS
BY TURNER.

INTRODUCTION.*

The following main facts respecting the tenor of Tur-

ner's life and work may be depended upon, and should be

kept in mind, as they are evidenced by, or illustrate, the

pieces of his art here shown.

He was born on St. George's Day in 1775. He produced

no work of importance till he was past twenty;—working

* [The introduction was preceded by a table of contents. The
following- printed " Notice " was inserted in the first and second

editions of the pamphlet: " In consequence of Mr. Kuskin's sudden

and dangerous illness the latter portion of these notes is presented

in an incomplete state, and the Epilogue remains unwritten. Feb-

ruary 27, 1878." Of this catalogue, fourteen editions have been

published. No. 1 was incomplete, so far as Mr, Euskin's Notes

were concerned, and contained an appendix by Mr. Huish not here

reprinted. No. 2 was a reprint of No. 1. No. 3 included the Epi-

logue in an unfinished form, and in it were included as addenda
" Further Illustrative Studies." Nos. 4, 5, and 6 were reprints of

No. 3. In No. 7 the Epilogue was revised; Notes by the Rev. W.
Kingsley, with occasional remarks by Mr. Eusk^n, were added as

an appendix, Mr. Huish's appendix being now omitted. (Some

copies of No. 7 were, however, reprints of No. 3: see Wise and

Smart's Bibliography, i. p. 252). No. 8 was a reprint of No. 7. No.

9 was enlarged by the inclusion of Part II., being Mr. Euskin's

Notes on a selection of his own drawings. In No. 10 the text was
revised. Nos. 11 and 12 were reprints of No. 10. The Illustrated

Edition was a reprint of Nos. 10-12, together with Mr. Huish's

appendix (and an additional map, from Nos. 1-6. No. 14, issued in

1900, was, so far as it went, a reprint of Nos. 10-12, but with numer-
ous omissions. In footnotes to the following pages, the principal

variations in the successive editions are described.]
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constantly, from the day he could hold a pencil, in steady

studentship, with gradually increasing intelligence, and, for-

tunately for him, rightly guided skill. His true master was

Dr. Munro:—to the practical teaching of that first patron,

and the wise simplicity of the method of water-color study

in which he was disciplined by him, and com.panioned by

Girtin, the healthy and constant development of the youth's

power is primarily to be attributed. The greatness of the

power itself, it is impossible to overestimate. As in my own
advancing life I learn more of the laws of noble art, I recog-

nize faults in Turner to which once I was blind ; but only

as I recognize also powers which my boy's enthusiasm did

but disgrace by its advocacy.

In the summer of 1797, when he was two-and-twenty, he

took, if not actually his first journey, certainly the first with

fully prepared and cultivated faculties, into Yorkshire and

Cumberland.

In the following year he exhibited ten pictures in the

lioyal Academy, to one of which he attached the first poetical

motto he ever gave to a picture. The subject of it was
" Morning among the Coniston Fells,"* and the lines chosen

for it, these,— (Milton's) :

" Ye mists and exhalations, that now arise

From hill, or steaming f lake, dusky or gray.

Till the sun paint j-our fleecy skirts with gold,

In honor to the world's great Author, rise."

As I write the words (12th February 1878, in the 80th

year since the picture was exhibited), I raise my eyes to

these Coniston Fells, and see them, at this moment imaged

in their lake, in quietly reversed and perfect similitude, the

sky cloudless above them, cloudless beneath, and two level

* [Xo. 461 in the National Gallery.]

f
" Steaming " is Milton's word. It was given as " streaming "

in the Academy Catalogue, and appeared as such in eds. 1 and 2 of

this catalogue. By a slip of memory', Mr. Euskin first called the

lines "Thomson's,"—an error corrected in ed. 7: they are in

"Paradise Lost," bk. v. 185-8].
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lines of blue vapor dra^vn across their sim-liglited and russet

moorlands, like an azure fesse across a golden shield.

The subjects of the other pictures exhibited in that year,

1798, had better be glanced at in order, showing as they do

the strong impression made on his mind by the northern hills,

and their ruins.

Wenseeydaee.
DUNSTANBOKOUGH CaSTLE.

KiKKSTALL Abbey.

Fountains Abbey.

iNORHAM CaSTEE.

Holy Island Cathedral.

Ambleside Mill.

Butteemere Lake.

The Fern House, Mickleham, Surrey.

Four of the pencil drawings exhibited here among the

illustrative sketches, were, I doubt not, made on this journey.

The first group of drawings, 1 to 6, belong to the time

of his schooling and show the method of it completely. For

simplicity in memory it will be wise, and practically and

broadly true, to consider this period as extending to the close

of the century, over the first twenty-five years of Turner's

life. In 1800 he exhibited his first sacred and epic picture,

the " Fifth Plague of Egypt," and his established work and

artist-power begin.

It is usual, and I have hitherto complied with the general

impression on this matter in my arrangement of his work, to

divide its accomplished skill into three periods, early, middle,

and of decline. Of course all such arrangement is more or

less arbitrary; some virtues are lost, some gained, continu-

ally; and, on the whole, the best method of understanding

and clearest means of remembering the facts will be simply to

divide his art-life by tens of years. The distinctions of man-

ner belonging to each decade are approximately very notable

and defined. Here is a brief view of them.
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FIRST PERIOD. 1800-1810.

His maimer is stern, reserved, quiet, grave in color, force-

ful in hand. His mind tranquil; fixed, in physical study,

on mountain subject; in moral study, on the mythology of

Homer and the Law of the Old Testament.

SECOND PERIOD. 1810-1820.

His manner becomes gentle and refined in the extreme.

He perceives the most subtle qualities of natural beauty in

form and atmosphere; for the most part denying himself

color. His execution is unrivaled in precision and care.

His mind fixed chiefly on the loveliness of material things;

morally, on the passing away of human life, as a cloud, from
the midst of them.

THIRD PERIOD. 1820-1830.

A great change gradually takes place, o"sving to some evil

chances of his life, in his moral temper. He begins, after

1825, to exert and exhibit his power wantonly and irregu-

larly, the power itself always increasing, and complete

color being now added to his scale in all conception. His
handling becomes again more masculine, the refined work
being reserved for particular passages. He forms, in this

period, his own complete and individual manner as a painter.

FOUETH PEEIOD. 1830-1840.

He produces his most wonderful work in his own special

manner,—in the perfect pieces of it, insuperable. It was

in this period that I became aware of his power. My first

piece of writing on his works was a letter, intended for the

papers, written in defense of the picture of " Juliet and her

iN'urse," exhibited in 1836 (when I was seventeen). The
following pictures are examples of his manner at this period,

none of them, unhappily, now in anything like perfect pres-
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ervation, but even in their partial ruin, marvelous. (The

perfect pieces which I have called insuperable are the draw-

ings made in the same years, of which examples are given

in the collection.)

CiiiLDE Harold..... Exhibited in 1832

The Golden Bough 1834

Mercury and Argus...... 1836

Juliet and her !N^urse ..... 1836

Shylock (the Rialto of Venice) (once mine) 1837

Hero and Leander ...... 1837

Val d'Aosta (Avalanche) . » . . 1837

Pheyne ... o ... . 1838

Modern Italy ....... 1838

The Slave-Ship . . . (once mine) 1838

The Fighting " Temeraiee "
. . . . 1838

fifth and last period. 1840-1850.

Virtually, the works belonging to this period are limited

to the first five years of it. His health, and with it in great

degree his mind, failed suddenly in the year 1845. He died

in 1851. The paintings of these five closing years are, to the

rest of his work, what Count Robert of Paris and Castle

Dangerous are to the Waverley Xovels. But Scott's mind
failed slowly, by almost imperceptible degrees ; Turner's

suddenly with snap of some vital cord in 1845. The work

of the first five years of the decade is in many respects su-

premely, and with reviving power, beautiful. The " Campo
Santo, Venice," 1842, and the " Approach to Venice," 1844,

were, when first painted, the two most beautiful pieces of

color that I ever saw from his hand, and the noblest draw-

ings in the present series are of the years 1842 and 1843.

Morning breaks as I write, along those Coniston Fells, and
the level mists, motionless and gray beneath the rose of the

moorlands, veil the lower woods, and the sleeping village,

and the long lawTis by the lake-shore.
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Oh, tliat someone had but told me, in my youth, when all

my heart seemed to be set on these colors and clouds, that

appear for a little while and then vanish away, how little my
love of them would serve me, when the silence of lawn and

wood in the dews of morning should be completed; and all

my thoughts should be of those whom, by neither, I was to

meet more

!

Brantavood, 12t7i February 1878.

PKEFATOKY ^OTE.

The drawings here shown are divided into groups, not

chronological merely, but referred to the special circum-

stances or temper of mind in which they were produced.

Their relation to the five periods of Turner's life, which are

defined in the Introduction, is, therefore, a subdivided one,

and there are ten groups of drawings illustrating the six

periods, in the manner shown in this table.*

Divisions in the

Introduction.

School Days, 1775-1800

1st Period, 1800-1810 .

2nd Period, 1810-1820 ,

3rd Period, ( Before change

1820-1830 \ During change Group

* [In eds. 1-6 this table was differently arranged. There were

only 9 groups. Instead of the 4th period as given above, the early

editions subdivided it thus:

—

Work for engravers. Group VI. 1830-1840.

Work both for engravers and for himself. ^ Group VII. 1830-

1840.

Work for himself. Group VIII. 1830-1840.

' By " work for himself " I mean that done wholly to please and satisfy

his own mind, without any reference to facilities of engraving or limita-

tion in size or price. The "work for friends" implies reference to their

wishes, so far as possible, as will be seen.

Period V. was in the earlier editions described as " Work for Friends."

Group IX. 1840-1845.]

Divisions in the
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Divisions in the

Introduction.

4th Peeiod^

1830-18-iO

5th Peeiod,

1840-1845 1

r" B e s t England

drawings

~l Most highly fin-

ished vi-

gnettes, &c. .

'' Best France
drawings

Best Alpine
sketches

Finished draw-

ings in reali-

zation of
them for

V^ friends

Divisions in the

Catalogue.

Geoup VI. 1830-1840.

Geoup VIL 1830-1840.

Geoup VIII. 1830-1840.

Geoup IX. 1840-1845.

Geoup X. 1840-1845.

EPILOGUE.*

Between the years 1840 and 1845, Turner executed a

series of drawings under quite other conditions than those

which he had previously accepted, or insisted on. The his-

tory of these drawings, known to me, down to somewhat

minute particulars, will, I think, be at least in several of

these, interesting to the reader, after the thirty years' in-

terval ; and at all events, illustrative of some of the changes

which have taken place during that interval, in our estimate

of the monetary value of a painter's toil (or genius?—see

Turner's own words to Mr. Kingsley, at the close of his

added notes). In the years 1840 and 1841, Turner had

* [Eds. 3-6 added here: "Left by Mr. Euskin in an incomplete

state at the time when he was taken ill." For the later eds., the

Epilogue was rewritten, and although the general purport remained

the same, the wording and arrangement were much altered. Two
descriptions, omitted from the revised version, have already been

given. The other variations of interest are given in following foot-

notes.]
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been, I believe, for the greater part of their summers in

Switzerland; and, as aforesaid, had filled, for his own pleas-

ure, many notebooks with sketches such as those numbered

here from 57 to 61. My statement that " all the finest are

in the I^ational Gallery " is a little too general, for a grander

one than 58 exists nowhere.

That sketch, with fourteen others, was placed by Turner

ir the hands of Mr. Griffith of ISTorwood, in the winter of

1841-42, as giving some clew to, or idea of, drawings which

he proposed to make from them, if any buyers of such pro-

ductions could by Mr. Griffith's zeal be found.*

There were, therefore, in all, fifteen sketches, of which

Turner offered the choice to his public ; but he proposed only

to make ten drawings. And of these ten, he made antici-

patorily four, to manifest what their quality would be, and

honestly " show his hand " (as Raphael to Dlirer) at his

sixty-five years of age,—^whether it shook or not, or had

otherwise lost its cunning.

Four thus exemplary drawings I say he made for speci-

mens, or signs, as it were, for his re-opened shop, namely

:

* [The account of these proceedings given in the first version of

the Epilogue was as follows:—
I told you that in 1840 began the sunset time. He then

quitted himself of engraver work and went back to the Alps,

bringing home (literally) thousands of sketches, pencil and

color, which have been lying this twenty years in the cellars

of your National Gallery, packed close in tin boxes, in conse-

quence of the great value which the British public sets upon

the works of Turner.

Out of these sketches, when he came home in the winter of

1841, he chose ten, which he liked himself, and felt he should

like to make drawings from. Why should he not have made
drawings from these, then, to his mind?

Well, because he was not Fra Angelico, or because he did

not belong to your Idealists, and that sort of person evolu-

tionists consign to ridicule, altogether.

Some little English sense and practical understanding he

had retained even so late in life as this.

So he went to Mr. Griffith, &c.]
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1. The Pass of the Splugen.

2. Mont Righi^ seen from Lucerne, in the morning, dark

against dawn.

3. Mont Righi, seen from Lucerne at evening, red with

the last rays of sunset.

4. Lake Lucekne (the Bay of Uri) from above Brunnen,

with exquisite blue and rose mists and " mackerel " sky on

the right.

And why he should not have made all the ten, to his own
mind, at once, who shall say ? His oil-pictures, he never

asked the public to choose the subjects of!—nay, at this time

of his life, he made his selections for the Exhibition with

some definite adversity to the public's advice, as conveyed

to him by his critics ! Why, therefore, of these direct im-

pressions from the nature which he had so long loved, should

he have asked anybody to choose which he should realize ?

So it was, however
;
partly, it seems, in uncertainty whether

anybody would care to have them at all.

So he went to Mr. Griffith of !N^orwood. I loved—yes,

loved—Mr. Griffith ; and the happy hours he got for me !

*

(I was introduced to Turner on Mr. Griffith's garden-lawn.)

He was the only person whom Turner minded at that time:

but my father could not bear him. So there were times, and

times.

One day, then, early in 1842, Turner brought the four

drawings above-named, and the fifteen sketches in a roll in

his pocket, to Mr. Griffith (in Waterloo Place, where the

sale-room was).

I have no reason to doubt the substantial accuracy of Mr.

Griffith's report of the first conversation. Says Mr. Turner

* [The first version, of the Epilogue adds here: "being the only-

person whom Turner minded at that time: and my father could

not bear him. So there were times and times. Honor thy father,

yes, but not with falsehood, nor even always with reticence of fact."

For further reference to Mr. Griffith, see " Prasterita," vol. ii. chs.

i. and iv.]
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to Mr. Griffith, " What do you think you can get for such
things as these ?

"

Says Mr. Griffith to Mr. Turner :
" Well, perhaps, com-

mission included, eighty guineas each."

Says Mr, Turner to Mr. Griffith: "Ain't they worth
more ?

"

Says Mr. Griffith to Mr. Turner (after looking curiously

into the execution, which, you will please note, is rather what
some people might call hazy) :

'' They're a little different

from your usual style "— (Turner silent, Griffith does not

push the point)

—

" but—but—yes, they are icorth more, but

I could not get more."

(Question of intrinsic value, and political economy in Art,

you see, early forced on my attention.)

So the bargain was made that if Mr. Griffith could sell

ten drawings—the four signs, to wit, and six others—for

eighty guineas each. Turner would make six others from
such of the fifteen sketches as the purchasers chose, and
Griffith should have ten per cent, out of the eight hundred
total (Turner had expected a thousand, I believe).

So then Mr. Griffith thinks over the likely persons to get

commissions from, out of all England, for ten drawings by

Turner ! and these not quite in his usual style, too, and he

sixty-five years old;—reputation also pretty nearly over-

thrown finally, by BlackwoocVs Magazine; a hard thing

enough ; but the old man must be pleased if possible ! So

Griffith did his best.

He sent to Mr. Munro of jSTovar, Turner's old companion

in travel; he sent to Mr. Windus of Tottenham; he sent to

Mr. Bicknell of Heme Hill ; he sent to my father and me,

Mr, Windus of Tottenham came first, and at once said

" the style was changed, he did not quite like it," (He was

right, mind you, he knew his Turner, in style.) " He would

not have any of these drawings." I, as Fors would have it,

came next; but my father was traveling for orders, and I

had no authority to do anything. The Splugen Pass I saw
in an instant to be the noblest Alpine drawing Turner had
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ever till then made ; and the red Righi, sucli a piece of color

as had never come my way before. I wrote to my father,

saying I would fain have that Splugen Pass, if he were home
in time to see it, and give me leave. Of more than one draw-

ing I had no hope, for my father knew the worth of eighty

guineas ; we had never before paid more than from fifty to

seventy, and my father said it was " all Mr. Grifiith's fault

they had got up to eighty."

Mr. Bicknell of Heme Hill bought the blue Righi, ISTo. 2.

It used to hang in his drawing-room, next the window, oppo-

site another drawing, next the door, of which presently.

Then Mr. Munro of iSTovar, and bought the Lucerne Lake,

ISTo. 4 (and the red Righi? *), and both Mr. Munro and Mr.

Bicknell chose a sketch to be " realized "—Mr. Bicknell,

another Lucerne Lake ; and Mr. Munro, a Zurich, with white

sunshine in distance.

So, you see, when Turner came to hear how things were

going on, two of the sketches were provided for, which was

pretty well, considering the change of style. Three out of

the four pattern drawings he had shown were really bought—" And not that/^ said Turner, shaking his fist at the Pass

of the Splugen ;—but said no more !

I came and saw the Pass of the Splugen again, and heard

how things were going on, and I knew well why Turner had
said '' And not that."

And next day Munro of ISTovar came again; and he also

knew why Turner had said " not that," and made up his

mind ; and bought the Pass of the Splugen.

j

* I am not absolutely sure about this drawing, whether Mr.

Bicknell or Mr. ;Munro bought it.

f [The first version of the Epilogue adds here:—
And so, you see, everything went right, and according to

Miss Edgeworth's notions of the way in which beautiful be-

havior and filial piety is rewarded.

(I correct with Sir Walter Scott's pen, given to her August
14th, 1825, lent me by the Master of Harrow, Mr. Butler. It

is a little matter, you think, nevertheless worth your notice.)

With this passage, cf. " Prseteria," vol. ii. ch. iv., where Mr.
Ruskin gives another account of his disappointment at missing the
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At last my father came home. I had not the way of ex-

plaining my feelings to him somehow, any more than Cor-

delia to her father; nevertheless, he knew them "enough to

say I might have one of the sketches realized. He went with

me, and chose with me, to such end, the original of the

Ehrenbreitstein, No. 62, here. The sketch we saw is now in

the ISTational Gallery [No. 279]. That made seven, in all,

bought and ordered. Three others had to be placed yet, be-

fore Turner would begin to work.

Mr. Munro was got to order one more, a Righi dark in

twilight. By hard coaxing, and petitioning, I got my
father's leave to promise to take a Lucerne Town, if it turned

out well ! The other sketches no one liked, no one would

have them at any price ; only nine drawings could be got

orders for, and there poor Mr. Griffith was. Turner growled

;

but said at last he would do the nine, i.e. the five more to be

realized.

He set to work in the spring of 1842 ; after three or four

weeks, he came to Mr. Griffith, and said, in growls, at in-

Splugen. " In a story by Miss Edgeworth, the father would have

come home in the nick of time, effaced Mr. Munro as he hesitated

with the Splugen in his hand, and given the dutiful son, that and
another. I found, after meditation, that Miss Edgeworth's way
was not the world's nor Providence's. I i^erceived, then and con-

clusively, that if you do a foolish thing, you suffer for it exactly the

same, whether you do it piously or not. I knew perfectly well

that this drawing Avas the best Swiss landscape yet painted by
man; and that it was entirely proper for me to have it, and inex-

pedient that anyone else should. I ought to have secured it in-

stantly, and begged my father's pardon, tenderly. He would have

been angry, and surprised, and grieved; but loved me none the less,

found in the end that I was right, and been entirely pleased. I

should have been very uncomfortable and penitent for a while, but

loved my father all the more for having hurt him, and, in the good

of the thing itself, finally satisfied and triumphant. As it was, the

Splugen was a thorn in both our sides, all our lives. My father

was always trying to get it; Mr. Munro, aided by dealers, always

raising the price on him, till it got up from 80 to 400 guineas. Then
we gave it up,—with unspeakable wear and tear of best feelings on

both sides."]
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tervals, " The drawings were well forward, and he had after

all put the tenth in hand, out of those that no ^ne would

have: he thought it would turn out as well as any of them,

if Griffith liked to have it for his commission, he might."

Griffith agreed, and Turner went home content, and finished

his ten drawings for seven hundred and twenty guineas, cash

clear. Griffith's commission drawing, the one that no one

would have, is No. 63, and we'll talk of its quality a little,

presently, oh, recusant British Public ! but first I'll finish my
story, please.

My conditional drawing, also, turned out well, and I was

allowed to take it, but with comment. " I was sure you

would be saddled with that drawing," said my father.*

Four or five years ago—Mr. Vokins knows when, I haven't

the date handy here—^he came out to me, saying he wanted

a first-rate Turner drawing, had I one to spare ?

" Well," I said, " I have none to spare, yet I have a reason

for letting one first-rate one go, if you give me a price."

" What will you take ?
"

" A thousand pounds."

Mr. Vokins wrote me the check in Denmark Hill draw-

ing-room (my old servant, Lucy Tovey,t bringing pen and

ink), and took the Lucerne. Lucy, amazed and sorrowful,

put the drawing into his carriage.

I wished to get dead Turner, for one drawing, his own

original price for the whole ten, and thus did.| Of the re-

maining eight drawings, this is the brief history.

Mr. Munro some years afterwards would have allowed me
to have the Splugen Pass, for four hundred pounds, through

White of Maddox Street; my father would then have let nie

* [The first version of the Epilogue adds: "Honor best here."]

•j- [For references to Lucy Tovey, " our perennial parlormaid," see

" Praeterita," vol. ii. cli. vi. and vol. iii. eh. ii. Lucy sometimes ac-

companied Mr. Ruskin and his parents on their foreign tours, " that

she might see the places we were always talking of."]

I [The first versior of the Epilogue adds: " for ]SIr. Vokins neces-

sarily makes fifty guineas by coming out in a cab to Denmark Hill,

Turner's own exact price to a buyer."]
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take it for that, but I myself thought it hard on him and me,
and woukLnot, thinking it would too much pain mv father.

It remained long in the possession of Mr. Munro's nephew;
so also the K'ovar Lucerne Lake, and Zurich. But of that,

and of the red Eighi, there were at first vicissitudes that are

too long to tell ; only, when the ten drawings were finished,

and at Waterloo Place, their possession was distributed

thus :

—

1.
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"No. 2 was sold with 'No. 5 at Mr. Bicknell's sale, and wenc

I know not where.

Turner had never made any drawings like these before,

and never made any like them again. But he offered, in

the next year (1843), to do ten more on the same terms.

But now—only five commissions could be got. My father

allowed me to give two: Munro of oSTovar took three. No-

body would take any more. Turner was angry; and, partly

ill, drawing near the end, you perceive. He did the five,

but said it was lucky there were no more to do.

The five were :

—

1. KussNACHT. Munro of ISTovar.*

2. ZuG. (Xo. 64.) Munro of ^^ovar.

3. (I forget at this moment Munro's third.) I think it

was the Zurich by moonlight, level over the rippling Lim-

mat ; a noble drawing, but not up to the mark of the rest.

4. GoLDAu. (No. 65.) J. K.

5. St. Gothaed. (No. 66.) J. R.

Mr. Munro thought the Zug too blue, and let me have it.

So three are here.

64, 65, and QQ. Done passionately; and somewhat hastily,

as drawing near the end. I^evertheless, I would not take all

the rest of the collection put together for them.f

* [The original sketch for this drawing-, in the National Gallery-

Collection, is now at Oxford.]

f [The two following- paragraphs were added in the revised and

completed form of the Epilogue. The first version differs in some

details about the history of the drawings. It closed with an enu-

meration of eight drawings of 1845 (some of which, however, appear

also to be included in the ten enumerated above), and with the

following remarks on them:—
The best of these, a Schaffhausen, I parted with afterwards,

because the Rhine was falsely calm instead of rapid. The

second best. Lucerne Town from the Lake, I parted with be-

cause it was too sorroviful to me—after Lucerne itself was

finally destroyed. Mr. Windus had a Zurich, with crowded

figures on the bridge—and a Lake Lucerne from Brunnen

—

both engraved. I had three—a faint Lucerne with floating
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For the eud had not come, though it was near. His full,

final, unshortened strength is in these; but put forth, as for

the last time—in the presence of the waiting Fate. Sum-
ming his thoughts of many things,—nay, in a sort, of all

things. He is not showing his hand, in these ; but his heart.

The Constance and Coblentz here (with the Splugen (1),

Bay of TJri (4), and Zurich (10)), of the year 1842, are the

most finished and faultless works of his last period ; but these

of 1843 are the truest and mightiest. There is no conven-

tionalism,—no exhibition of art in them ;—absolute truth of

passion, and truth of memory, and sincerity of endeavor.

" That litter of stones which I endeavored to represent," he

said to me himself of the St. Gothard, which recalled to him

so many earlier visions of the fierce Reuss and Ticino ; and

of the Power that poured them from the clouds, and clove the

earth with rivers.

I can't write any more of them just now. Perhaps during

the last fortnight of this exhibition I may get a few further

notes and illustrative studies together: but, none will be of

real use, unless the spectator both knows, and loves the Alps,

in some measure, as Turner knew and loved them, which

—

for aught I know—there may yet be some who do :—but one

cannot say. For assuredly none who love them, ever peril

on them either their Love, or Life.

Brantwood, lOth May 1878.

Being my Father's birthday,—who—though as aforesaid, he

sometimes tcoidd not give me this, or that,—yet gave

me not only all these drawings, but Brantwood—and

all else.

vapors, they and the mountains passing away. I had two
more, Altdorf and Brunnen.

But Munro had Fluelen—Morning—on—not now—Coniston

Falls—and the mists higher—passing away.

I gave Munro of Xovar my two, Altdorf and Brunnen, for it.

It is No. 70 here.

The original sketch for the " Lucerne Town from the Lake " is in

the National Gallery Collection; that for Mr. Windus' "Zurich" is

No. 2S7; that for his " Lucerne from Brunnen " is in the same col-

lection; the original sketches for "Altdorf" and "Brunnen" are

also in the National Gallery Collection.

I
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PART II.

NOTES ON RUSKINS OWN HANDIWORK
ILLUSTRATIVE OF TURNER.

PREFACE.*

The presentation to me bj friends' kindness, of the long-

coveted drawing of the Splugen, has given me much to think

* [This Part II. appeared from the first time in ed. 9. In eds. 1-6,

there was instead an Appendix, " containing a list of the engraved

works of the late J. M. W. Turner, E. A., exhibited at the Fine Art

Society's Galleries, with Mr. Ruskin's drawings by the same mas-

ter." This Appendix, with a preface, was the work of Mr. Marcus

B. Huish. It was withdrawn in order to make room for Mr.

Ruskin's .notes on the Collection of his own Drawings, &c.,

which he arranged on recovering from his illness. In the year

following the London exhibition, a similar one—arranged by

Professor Norton—was held at Boston and New York successively.

The American Exhibition included 106 pieces. These included 25

of the 60 shown in London. The remainder were either sent by
Mr. Euskin or contributed by Mr. Norton from his own collection.

For this exhibition Mr. Norton compiled a catalogue of 34 pp.

(Boston ed. October 1879, New York ed. December). The notes on

the pieces which were included in the London Exhibition were re-

printed from the London Exhibition. The notes on the others were

mostly compiled from Mr. Ruskin's published writings, or taken

from his memoranda upon the drawings themselves. The latter

are of little interest, being mere notes of the subject and medium.
The following is the only note which seems worth giving here:

—

Falls of Schaffhausen (1850?) (Color).

" That drawing of the Falls of Schaffhausen is the only one

of mine I ever saw Turner interested in. He looked at it

long, evidently with pleasure, and shook his finger at it one

evening, standing by the fire in the old Denmark Hill drawing-

room. How destiny does mock us! Fancy if I had him to

shake fingers at me now! "

—

(Extract from Letter, 1874.)

In " Frondes Agrestes," § 29, there is quoted the passage from
"Modern Painters" (vol. i. pt. ii. sec. v. ch. ii. § 2), describing this

scene, and Mr. Ruskin adds the. following note: "Well noticed.

The drawing of the fall of Schaffhausen, which I made at the time
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of,* if, just now, I were able to think ;—and would urge me
to say much,—if I were able to speak. But I am shaken and

stunned by this recent illness,—it has left me not a little

frightened, and extremely dull.

I cannot write a circular letter of thanks, of so wide a

radius as to include all I feel, or ought to feel—on the matter

;

and besides, I do not usually find that anyone worth pleasing

is pleased by a circular letter. The recipients always, I

think, " speak disrespectfully of the Equator." A parabolic

letter, or even hyperbolic, might be more to the purpose, if

it were possible to me; but on the whole I think it will be

the best I can do in this surprised moment to show the im-

portance of this Splugen drawing, in connection with the

others in my collection, belonging to its series ; by trusting in

public indulgence for the exposition also of so much of my
own hand-work in illustration of Turner, as may explain

the somewhat secluded, and apparently ungrateful, life

which I have always been forced to lead in the midst of a

group—or as I now thankfully find, a crowd—of most faith-

ful and affectionate friends.

I have accordingly amused, and humiliated myself, by

arranging a little autobiography of drawings, from childhood

until now; out of which it appeared to me that some useful

points might be made evident respecting the service of par-

of writing this study, was one of the very few, either by other

draughtsmen or myself, which I have seen Turner pause at with

serious attention." The date 1850 is obviously wrong; it must have

been nearly ten years earlier; vol. i. of " Modern Painters " was
published in 1843. In February 1901 an Exhibition of Mr. Euskin's

Drawings was held at the Royal Society of Painters in Water-Colors.

This included 427 pieces. A catalogue (of 40 pp.) with Prefactory

Js^otes on " Ruskin as Artist" (pp. i.-ix.), was prepared by Mr. W.
G. Collingwood.]

* [The drawing of the Splugen was presented to Mr. Euskin

during the progress of the Exhibition. The price paid was 1000

guineas; it was raised by subscription among his friends and ad-

mirers. It is published in vol. ij. of "Turner and Euskin." For
further reference to the Splugen, see " Praeterita," vol. ii. ch. iv.]

I
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ticular methods, or the danger of particular errors. AYhat

consistency of effort thej show, has be«n noted, as briefly as

I could, and the grounds on which I felt it necessary to pur-

sue some lines of study which cost me much labor, and gave

little reward, except in enabling me to understand the virtue

of better work.

Of the Splugen drawing, and of the collection which it in a

manner consecrates finally to public service, I hope yet to

make some practical uses, such as my friends will be glad

to have strengthened me in: but recovery from such illness

as struck me down last February, must be very slow at the

best: and cannot be complete, at the completest. "Without

abandoning any of my former aims, I must not for many a

day—if ever—resume my former activities ; and though I

have now gone so long in literary harness that the pole and

collar rather support, than incumber me, I shall venture to

write in future, only what costs me little pains.

As all that I have written hitherto has cost me much, my
readers will I hope credit me with indolence when they weary

of me ; and acquit me, yet for a few years more, of apoplexy,

even though they cannot in conscience assure me that I have
" jamais compose de meilleure homelie."

Brantwood,
June 5, 1878.
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PEEFACE.

That in the largest, and, I suppose, richest city of the

world, the most delicate and precious water-color drawings

which its citizens possess should be kept in a cellar, under

its National Gallery, in which two-thirds of them are practi-

cally invisible, even in the few bright days which London

smoke leaves to summer; and in which all are exposed to

irreparable injury by damp in winter, is a fact which I must

leave the British citizen to explain: stating here only that

neither Mr. Burton nor Mr. Eastlake are to be held respon-

sible for such arrangement; but, essentially, the public's

scorn of all art which does not amuse it ; and, practically, the

members of the Royal Academy, whose primary duty it is

to see that works by men who have belonged to their body,

which may be educationally useful to the nation, should be

rightly and sufficiently exhibited.

I have had no heart myself, during recent illness, to finish

the catalogue which, for my own poor exoneration from the

shame of the matter, I began last year. But in its presjent

form it may be of some use in the coming Christmas holidays,

and relieve the kindness of Mr. Oldham from unnecessary

burden.

The Trustees of the ISTational Gallery will I trust forgive

my assumption that, some day or other, they may enable

their keeper to remedy the evils in the existing arrangement

;

if not by displacing some of the pictures of inferior interest

in the great galleries, at least by adding above their marble

pillars and vaulted ceilings, such a dry and skylighted gar-

ret as any photographic establishment, opening a new

branch, would provide itself with in the slack of the season.

321
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Sucli a room would be all that could be practically desired

for the Turner dra^vings; and modern English indolence, if

assisted in the gratification of its languid curiosity by a lift,

would not, I trust, feel itself aggrieved by the otherwise

salutary change.



Iiq'TKODUCTORY CLASSIFICATION

The confused succession of the drawings at present placed

in the water-color room of the IN^ational Gallery was a conse-

quence of their selection at different periods, by the gradu-

ally extended permission of the Trustees, from the mass of

the inferior unexhibited sketches in the possession of the na-

tion. I think it best, in this catalogue, to place the whole

series in an order which might conveniently become per-

manent, should the collection be eventually transferred to

rooms with sufficient light to see it by: and for the present

the student will find no difficulty, nor even a delay of any

consequence, in finding the title of any drawing by reference

to the terminal index, in which, by the number in the exist-

ing arrangement, he is referred to that in the proposed one,

followed in the text.

The collection as at present seen consists of four himdred

drawings, in wooden sliding frames, contained in portable

cabinets; and of about half that number grouped in fixed

frames originally intended for exhibition in the schools of

Kensington, and in which the drawings Avere chosen therefore

for their instructive and exemplary, more than their merely

attractive qualities. I observed, however, that the number
of these partly detracted from their utility; and have now
again chosen out of them a consecutive and perfectly ma-

gistral group, of which it may safely be recommended that

every student of landscape art should copy every one in

succession, as he gains the power to do so.

This first, or " Scholar's " group, consists of sixty-five

drawings arranged, at present, in thirty frames: but eventu-

ally, each of these drawings should be separately framed, and
placed where it can be perfectly seen and easily copied.

The drawings originally exhibited at Kensington, out of

323
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which this narrower group is now selected, were for several

years the only pencil and water-color drawings by Turner

accessible to the public in the National collection. I there-

fore included among them many samples of series which were

at that time invisible, but to which, since the entire mass of

drawings is now collected, it is proper that the drawings

which, by their abstraction, would break the unity of sub-

je<3ts, should be restored. I have therefore, in this catalogue,

placed in complete order all the important local groups of

sketches (in Rome, Naples, Savoy, etc.), and retained in the

miscellaneous framed collection only those which could be

spared without breaking the sequence of the cabinet draw-

ings. And further, I have excluded from this framed collec-

tion some of minor importance, which it seems to me might,

not only without loss, but with advantage to the concentrated

power of the London examples, be spared, on loan for use in

provincial Art schools.

The Kensington series of framed groups, originally num-
bering 153, has by these two processes of elimination been

reduced in the following catalogue to one hundred, of which

thirty form the above-described " Scholar's group," absolutely

faultless and exemplary. The remainder, of various charac-

ter and excellence (which, though often of far higher reach

than that of the Scholar's group, is in those very highest

examples not unaffected by the master's peculiar failings), I

have in the following catalogue called the " Student's

group" ; meaning that it is presented to the thoughtful study

of the general public, and of advanced artists; but that it is

only with discrimination to be copied, and only with qualifi-

cation to be praised. Whereas, in the Scholar's group, there

is not one example which may not in every touch be copied

with benefit, and in every quality, without reserve, admired.

After these two series follow in this catalogue, the four

hundred framed drawings in the cabinets, re-arranged and

completed by the restorations out of the Kensington series,

with brief prefatory explanations of the nature of each

group. One or two gaps still require filling; but there being

I
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some difficulty in choosing examples fit for the exact places,

I publish the list as it stands. The present numbers are

given in order in the terminal index.

For many reasons I think it best to make this hand-cata-

logue direct and clear, with little comment on separate draw-

ings. I may possibly afterward issue a reprint of former

criticism of the collection, with some further practical advice

to scholars.

PEIMARY SYNOPSIS.

The following general plan of the new arrangement will

facilitate reference in the separate heads of it. The marginal

figures indicate the number of frames in each series.

FlEST HiJNDEED.

GEOUP.

I. The Scholar's Group,

II. The Student's Group,

Second Hfndeed.

III. Scotland. Pencil. (Early), .

IV. Still life. Color. (Mid. Time),

V. Switzerland. Color. (Early),

YI. Mountains. Color. (Late),

YII. Venice. Color. (Late),

Tried Hundred.

VIIL Savoy. Pencil. (Early), .

IX. Vignettes to Kogers' Italy. (]

X. Kome. (Mid. Time), .

XL Tivoli. (Mid. Time), .

XIL Naples. (Mid. Time), .

• •
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FOUETH HtJNDEED.

GEOTJP.

XIIL Vignettes to Kogers' Poems. (Late),

XIV. Elvers of England. (Late), .

XV. Ports of England. (Late), .

XVI. Venice. (Latest),

XVIL Various. (Latest),

Fifth Hundeed,

35|

151

5

25

20

100

XVIIL Finest Color on Grav. (Late), ... 25

XIX. Finest Color on Gray. (Latest), . . .25
XX. Studies on Gray for Rivers of France. (Late), 15

XXI. The Seine, ....... 35

100

GROUP L

(First Hundred.)

The Scholae's Geoup.

It consists of sixty-five drawings in thirty frames, origi-

nally chosen and arranged for exhibition at Kensington, to-

gether with upward of a hundred more (as explained in the

preface), out of which this narrower series, doubly and trebly

sifted, is now recommended to the learner, for constant ex-

amination, and progressive practice; the most elementary

examples being first given. Their proper arrangement

would be on a screen in perfect light, on a level with the

eye—the three largest only above the line of the rest. When
several drawings are in the same frame, they are lettered a,

h, c, etc., either from left to right, or from above downward.

The numbers on the right hand of the page are those by

which they are indicated in the existing arrangement; the
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letter K standing for Kensington, to prevent confusion with

the numbers of those in cabinets, which were always at the

National Gallery.

1. a. Tower of St. Mary Kedcliffe, Bristol, . . k 3

h. Transept and Tower, York Cathedral.

c. Tower of Boston, Lincolnshire.

2. a. Carnarvon Castle, . . . . . k 145

b. Wells Cathedral.

3. Malmesbury Abbey. Sketch from nature for

the drawing in the English series, . . k 4

4. a. Study of sailing boat, . . . . . k 18

h. Head of rowing boat.

c. Stern of rowing boat.

5. a. h. Sketches of boats in light and shade, . . k 17

c. Diagram of a Dutch boat.

6. Study of spars of merchant-brig, . . k 10

7. Study of cottage roof in color, . . . k 13

8. Gate of Carisbrook Castle. Water-colored

drawing, half-way completed, , . k 14

9. a. Sketch from nature at Ivy Bri'dge, afterward

realized in the oil picture, . . . k 21

6. Sketch of the bed of a stream, on the spot,

half finished.

10. a. Sketch from nature of the tree on the left in

" Crossing the Brook," . . . . k 16

h. c. Studies of animals.

d. Sketch from nature at Ivy Bridge, realized

in the finished drawing in this collection.

e. Sketch from nature in Val d'Aosta, amplified

afterward into the " Battle of Fort Rock,"

now placed in the upper rooms of the

Gallery, . . . . . . k 41

11. Doric columns and entablature, . . k 33

12. Part of the portico of St. Peter's, . . k 11

13. Glass balls, partly filled wnth water. (Study

of reflection and refraction) , . . . k 121
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14. Four sketches on the Seine, for drawings in

the Rivers of France. On gray paper, . k 70
15. Two studies of marine. On gray, . . . k 143

16. Four sketches at Calais. On gray, . . k 71

17. Four sketches on the Seine, . . . . k 73

a. Marly.

b. ]^ear St. Germain.

c. Chateau of La Belle Gabrielle.

d. Near St. Germain.

18. Two studies of the Arch of Titus, Home, on

white, stained gi'ay, with lights taken out,

19. Two outline sketches of Cockermouth Castle,

20. Two outline sketches of park scenery, .

21. Rome from Monte Mario. Finest pure pencil,

22. Rome from Monte Mario. Pencil outline with

color, ......
23. Rome. The Coliseum. Color, unfinished,

24. Study of cutter. (Charcoal),

25. Study of pilot boat. (Sepia),

26. Two pencil studies, Leeds, and Bolton Abbey,

27. Four pencil sketches at and near York, .

28. Two pencil sketches, at Cologne and on the

Rhine, ......
29. Four sketches in color at Petworth,

30. Four sketches in color on the Loire and Meuse,

. K 120
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ent nature, tliat is to say; as distinguished from those which,

after the year 1845, were signs merely of disease. No work

of his declining time is admitted into this series.

It begins (jSTo. 31) with three examples of the earliest

efforts by him existing in the National collection of his

drawings. Then follow examples of his methods of study

with pencil and pen, from first to last: then, examples of his

work similarly progressive, in transparent color on white

paper; and, finally, examples of his use of body color on gray

paper—a method only adopted late in life, as one proper for

none but a consummate master.

The entire series is contained in seventy frames, selected,

as those of the Scholar's group are, from the collection first

arranged for Kensington; and close the first hundred of the

frames here permanently catalogued.

31. Three early sketches at Clifton, when he was

twelve or thirteen years old. He went on

for several years working thus in pencil

and color; then saw the necessity of work-

ing in pencil outline only, and never ceased

that method of work to the close of life, . k 1

32. a. Carew Castle. Early pencil outline, after he

had determined its. method, . . . k 14-1

h. Lancaster, of later date. Both drawings real-

ized in the England series.

33. a. Kirkstall Abbey, k 5

h. Holy Island Cathedral. Subjects realized in

the Liber Studiorum.

34. Sketch from nature of the Liber subject,

" Source of the Arveron," . . . k 39

35. Sketch from nature for the drawing at Farn-

ley, " Mont Blanc from the Valley of Cha-

mouni," . , . . . . k 40

36. Foreground studies, laurel, etc., . . k 51

37. Studies of market ware at Rotterdam, . k 54

38. Study of sheep, . . . . . k 52
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Thus Turner drew for several years almost exclusively in

neutral tint, as in No. 51: but it is not at all certain that

this practice should be enforced as academical; and again,

the drawing of Folkestone is an instance of delicacy of work

like that of a miniature, applied to a large surface; this is

certainly a practice liable to lead to the loss of simplicity and

power:—it is one on the whole to be deprecated; and it

gravely limited Turner's power of making large and manly

drawings, at the time when it was most desirable for public

instruction that he should have done so.

The drawings of Edinburgh, and Ivy Bridge, are types of

his finest manner, unaffected by this weakness of minute exe-

cution. The drawings of Rochester and Dover show his

minutest execution rightly applied, and his consummate skill

in composition.

51. View of Tivoli. I^eutral tint (one of multi-

tudes, which had to be done before the great

Tivolis could be), . . . . . k 9

52. Ruins of the Savoy Chapel. Neutral tint, . k 8

53. Early study of a cottage, . . . . k 12

54. The Castle of Aosta ; in color, with the pencil

study for it below: one of the series out of

which Group VIII. (third hundred) was

chosen, .......
55. Angry Swans, ......
56. Study of pigs and donkeys, ....
57. Study of ducks, ......
58. Study of storm-clouds; with the plate afterward

engraved from it by Turner himself

beneath, .......
59. Three studies at sea, .....
60. Study of evening and night skies,

61. Shields. EngTaved for Ports of England,

62. Rochester. Engraved for Rivers of England, .

63. Dover. Engraved for Ports of England, .

64. Folkestone. Large drawing unfinished, .

K
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88. Orleans and I^antes,

89. Dinant, etc., .

90. Ha^Te, etc., .

. K 134

. K 78

. K 79

Henceforward to the close of the Student's group are

placed examples of his quite latest manner : in outline, more

or less fatigued and hasty, though full of detail—in color,

somjetimes extravagant—and sometimes gloomy; but every

now and then manifesting more than his old power in the

treatment of subjects under aerial and translucent effect.

91.

92.

93.

94.

95.

96.

97.

98.

99.

100.

Fribourg, Swiss. Pen outline over pencil,

Fribourg, Swiss. Pen outline over pencil,

Swiss Fortress and Grenoble,

Lausanne, and another subject,

Fluelen and Kussnacht,

Lake of Annecy, and Landeck,

Venice, ....
Venice, . ...
Lucerne and Zurich,

Lake Lucerne. Morning,

. K 152

. K 153

. K 142

. K 93

. K 95

. K 96

. K 97

. K 98

. K 99

K 100 c.

SECOND hu:n^deed.

(Cabinet Drawings.)

The second century of the drawings, as rearranged, forms

a mixed group, containing both early and late work, which I

have thrown together in a cluster, in order to make the ar-

rangement of the following three hundred drawings more

consistent.

The first thirty drawings of this hundred are all early ; and

of consummate value and interest. The remaining seventy

were made at the time of the artist's most accomplished

power ; but are for the most part slight, and intended rather

to remind himself of what he had seen, than to convey any

idea of it to others. Although, as I have stated, they are
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placed in this group because otherwise they would have inter-

fered with the order of more important drawings^ it cannot

but be interesting to the student to see, in close sequence, the

best examples of the artist's earliest and latest methods of

sketching.

GKOUP III.

{Second Hundred.)

Fifteen pencil drawings of Scottish scenery made on his

first tour in Scotland, and completed afterward in light and

shade, on tinted paper touched with- Avhite. Several of his

best early colored drawings were made from these studies,

and are now in the great collection at Farnley.

They are all remarkable for what artists call " breadth " of

effect (carried even to dullness in its serene rejection of all

minor elements of the picturesque—craggy chasms, broken

waterfalls, or rustic cottages) ; and for the labor given in

careful pencil shading, to round the larger masses of moun-

tain, and show the relation of the clouds to them. The moun-

tain forms are always perfect, the clouds carefully modeled;

when they cross the mountains they do so solidly, and there

is no permission of the interferences of haze or rain. The
composition is always scientific in the extreme.

I do not know the localities, nor are they of much conse-

quence. Their order is therefore founded, at present, only

on the character of subject ; but I have examined this series

less carefully than any of the others, and may modify its

sequence in later editions of this catalogue. The grand in-

troductory upright one is, I think, of Tummel bridge, and

with the one following, 102, shows the interest which the

artist felt from earliest to latest days in all rustic architecture

of pontifical character.

The four following subjects, 103-106, contain materials

used in the Liber composition called " Ben Arthur "; 114 is

called at Farnley " Loch Fyne."
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The reference numbers in the right-hand column are hence-

forward to the cabinet frames as at present arranged, unless

the prefixed K indicate an insertion of one out of the Ken-

sington series.

101.
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116. Teal, K 59
117. Teal, 375
118. (IsTot yet placed.) *

119. Perch, 373
120. Trout and other fish, 374

GROUP y.

(Second Hundred.)

COLORED SKETCHES IN SWITZERLAND.

These quite stupendous memoranda were made on his first

Swiss journey, 1803, and are at the maximum of his early

power. Several of very high quality were made from those

on the St. Gothard ; a beautiful one at Farnley from 126 ; and
the greatest of the Liber mountain subjects, from 123, 125,

and 127.

121. On the pass of St. Gothard, above Amsteg, . . 324
122. The old road, pass of St. Gothard, . . .320
123. The old Devil's Bridge, pass of St. Gothard, . 321

124. Bonneville, Savoy, 323

125. The Source of the Arveron, as it was in 1803, . 319

126. The Mer-de-glace of Chamouni, looking upstream, 325

127. The Mer-de-glace of Chamouni, looking down-

stream, ....... 322

128. Contamines, Savoy, . . . . k 38

(Two subjects still wanting to this series, may, I believe,

be furnished out of the reserves in tin cases.)

* I may possibly afterward, with the permission of the Trustees,

be able to supply this gap with a drawing of a Jay, given me by
Mr. W. Kingsley, or with some purchased example—there being no
more than these four in the National collection.
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GROUP VI.

{Second Hundred.)

Fifty sketches on his later Continental journeys, made in

pencil outline only on the spot, and colored from memory.

Of the finest quality of pure Turnerian art, which is in sum,

as explained in my various university lectures over and over

again, the true ahstraction of the color of Nature as a distinct

subject of study, with only so much of light and shade as may
explain the condition and place of the color, without taint-

ing its purity. In the modern French school, all the color

is taken out of ISTature, and only the mud left. By Turner,

all the mud is taken out of Nature, and only the color left.

Tones of chiaroscuro, which depend upon color, are however

often given in full depth, as in the Nos. 138, 139, 179, and

180.

131.
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outline, while yet his hand had lost none of its subtlety, nor

his eye of its sense for color. From the last but one (199)

he painted the best of his late Academy pictures, now in the

upper gallery, and 188 has itself been carried forward nearly

to completion.

181. The Approach to Venice, .

182. The Ducal Palace and Riva,

183. The Riva (dei Schiavoni),

184. The Riva, from the Canal of Chioggia,

185. Church of Salute, from the Riva,

186. The Riva, looking west,

18Y. The Riva, from the outlet of the Canal

Arsenal, .....
188. The Canal of the Arsenal, .

189. Bridge over the Canal of the Arsenal, .

190. San Giorgio, .....
191. The Steps of the Salute, .

192. The Grand Canal, with the Salute, .

193. The Casa Grimani, ....
194. San Simeon Piccolo,

195. Fishing Boat, .....
196. Moonrise, .....
197. The Giudecca, with Church of Redentore,

198. Looking down the Giudecca,

199. Looking up the Giudecca, .

200. Farewell to Venice,....

of the

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

THIRD HUITDRED.

The third century of drawings consists entirely of sketches

or compositions made in Italy, or illustrative of Italian scen-

ery and history. It opens with a group of pencil sketches

made in Savoy and Piedmont in 1803, showing the artist's

first impressions of the Italian Alps. Then follow the vi-

gnettes made to illustrate Rogers' poem of " Italy," many of

which were composed from the preceding pencil sketches

;

and then follow fifty sketches made on his first visit to south-
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em Italy, divided into three groups, illustrative of Rome,
Tivoli, ajid Naples.

GROUP VIII.

{Third Hundred.)

TWENTY-FIVE SKETCHES IN SAVOY AND PIEDMONT,

With very black, soft pencil, on dark tinted paper, touched

with white. Of the highest value and interest. Made, I be-

lieve, in 1803 : at all events on his first Continental journey:

all in complete chiaroscuro, and in his grandest manner.

They are absolutely true to the places; no exaggeration is

admitted ani^-^vhere or in any respect, and the compositions,

though in the highest degree learned, and exemplary of con-

structive principles in design, are obtained simply by selec-

tion, not alteration, of forms—and by the introduction either

of clouds, figures, or entirely probable light and shade.

All are rapid and bold; some, slight and impetuous; but

they cannot be too constantly studied, or carefully copied, by

landscape students, since, whatever their haste, the concep-

tion is always entirely realized ; and the subject disciplined

into a complete picture, balanced and supported from corner

to corner, and concluded in all its pictorial elements.

Observe also that although these sketches give some of the

painter's first, strongest, and most enduring impressions of

mountain scenery, and architecture of classical dignity—their

especial value to the general student is that they are in no

respect distinctly Turnerian, but could only be known by

their greater strength and precision from studies such as

Gainsborough or Wilson might have made at the same spots

:

and they are just as useful to persons incapable of coloring,

in giving them the joy of rightly treated shade, as to the ad-

vanced colorist in compelling him to reconsider the founda-

tions of effect, which he is too often beguiled into forgetting.
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201. Town of Grenoble,

202. Grenoble, with Mont Blanc, .

203. Grenoble, with Mont Blanc, .

204. Road from Grenoble to Voreppe,

205. Entrance to the Chartreuse, .

206. Entrance to the Chartreuse, .

207. Entrance to the Chartreuse, .

208. Bridges at the Chartreuse, .

209. Cascade of the Chartreuse, .

210. Gate of the Chartreuse (looking forward),

211. Gate of the Chartreuse (looking back), .

212. Gate of the Chartreuse (looking back, farther

off), ....
213. Chain of Alps of the Chartreuse,

214. Alps of the Chartreuse (the Liber subject),

215. Val d'Isere,

216. Val d'Isere, with Mont Blanc,

217. Martigny, ....
218. Hospice of St. Bernard,

219. Descent to Aosta,

220. Town of Aosta, .

221. East gate of Aosta (Italy vignette),

222. Triumphal arch of Aosta,

223. Near Aosta,

224. Ascent to Courmayeur,

225. Descent to Ivrea,

. K
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which, whether painted during some fit of slight illness, or

perhaps hurriedly by candlelight under some unexpected call

from the engraver, is utterly different from the rest, and
wholly unworthy of the painter. This is therefore excluded

from the series, and placed among the supplementary studies.

The total number of vignettes executed by Turner forEogers'
" Italy " was twenty-five; but one, the " Dead-house of St.

Bernard," is irrevocably in America, and the exclusion of the
" Venice " leaves the total number in these cases, twenty-

three. To complete them to a symmetrical twenty-five I have

placed with them, to tei-minate their series, the two of the

later series executed for Kogers' " Poems," which have most

in common with the earlier designs of the " Italy."

The twenty-three Italian ones are arranged with little vari-

ation from the order in which they are placed as the illustra-

tions of the poems; the reasons for admitted variations will

be comprehended without difficulty. The two that are added

are bold compositions from materials in Italy; the last was

the illustration of Rogers' line, " The shepherd on Tornaro's

misty brow," beginning a description of sunrise as the type

of increasing knowledge and imagination in childhood. But
there is no such place known as Tornaro, and the composition,

both in the color of sea and boldness of precipice, resembles

onlv the scenerv of the Sicilian Islands.

226.
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seen, in a natural landscape, by persons possessing the strong-

est and finest faculties of sight: and the tones of color

adopted in them can only be felt by persons of the subtlest

color - temperament, and happily - trained color - disposition.

To the average skill, the variously imperfect ocular power,

and blunted color-feeling of most of our town-bred students,

the qualities of these drawings are—not merely useless, but,

in the best parts of them, literally invisible.

On the other hand, to students of fine faculty and well-

trained energy, no drawings in the world are to be named
with these fifty (251-300), as lessons in landscape drawing:

251. Rome from Monte Mario (finest pencil),

252. Rome from Monte Mario (partly colored),

253. Villas on Monte Mario,

254. Stone pines on Monte Mario,

255. The Castle of St. Angelo, .

256. The Bridge and Castle of St. Angelo .

257. The Tiber and Castle of St. Angelo, .

258. The Tiber and the Capitol,

259. The Tiber and the Apennines, .

260. Study in Rome, ....
261. Foreground in Rome,
262. Foreground in Rome, with living acanthus,

263. Foreground in Rome,
264. St. Peter's, from the West,

265. St. Peter's, from the South (pencil), .

266. Colored sketch of the same subject, .

267. St. Peter's and the Vatican,

268. The Colonnade of Bernini (beneath), .

269. The Portico of St. Peter's,

270. The Arch of Septimius Severus (pencil on

gray),

271. The Basilica of Constantine (color), .

272. The Coliseum and Basilica of Constantine,

273. The Colioeum and Arch of Constantine,

274. The Coliseum and Arch of Titus,

K 101

K 103

326

263

262

K 102

255

264

268

266

332

Kill 6

257

267

259

273

269

256

258

253

K 108

272

331

328
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275. Tbe Coliseum—seen near, with flock of goats, 275

276. The Coliseum (study of daylight color), . 271

277. The Coliseum in pale sunset, with new moon 265

278. The Palatine, 274

270. The Alban Mount, 260

280. Rome and the Apennines,.... 327

GROUP XI.

{Third Hundred.')

Five sketches from nature at Tivoli; three in pencil, two

in color. Unsurpassable.

281. The Temple of Yesta (in distance), . . .302
282. The Temple of Vesta (near), . . . .252
283. General view from the valley, . . . 303

284. The same subject in color, .... 340

285. The Town with its Cascades, and the Campagna, 339

GROUP xn.

{Third Hundred.)

Fifteen sketches, at or near Rome and I^Taples. The
three Campagna ones, with the last four of the ISTeapolitan

group, are exemplary of all Turner's methods of water-color

painting at the acme of his sincere power.

286. Campagna. Warm sunset. Inestimable, . 320

287. Campagna. Slighter, but as fine. Morning, 330

288. Campagna. Snowy Apennines in distance, . 338

280.

290. iN'ymphaBum of Alexander Severus, . . k 105

291. Study for the great picture of the Loggie of

Vatican, . . » . . . k 111 a
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292. :N'aples, from the South (pencil), . . 333

293. Queen Joanna's Palace and St. Elmo (pencil), 305

294. Villas at Posilipo (pencil), ... 301

295. Naples and Vesuvius, from the North (color).

296. The Castle of the Egg. Light against dark, 304

297. The Castle of the Egg. Dark against light, 334

298. Vesuvius. Beginning of finished drawing, . 335

299. Monte St. Angelo and Capri. Morning, . 336

300. Monte St. Angelo and Capri. Evening, . 337

FOUETH HUNDKED.

The fourth century of drawings are all of the later middle

period of Turner's career, where the constant reference to

the engraver or the Academy-visitor, as more or less the

critic or patron of his work, had betrayed him into manner-

isms and fallacies which gradually undermined the constitu-

tion of his intellect : while yet his manual skill, and often his

power of imagination, increased in certain directions. Some
of the loveliest, and executively the most wonderful, of his

drawings belong to this period; but few of the greatest, and

none of the absolutely best, while many are inexcusably

faultful or false. With few exceptions, they ought not to be

copied by students, for the best of them are inimitable in the

modes of execution peculiar to Turner, and are little exem-

plary other^^^se.

The initial group of this class, the thirteenth in consecutive

order, contains the best of the vignettes executed in illustra-

tion of Rogers' " Pleasures of Memory," " Voyage of Colum-

bus," and other minor poems. In most cases they are far

more highly finished than those of the "Italy;" but few

show equal power, and none the frank sincerity. The two

best of all had much in common with the Italian series, and

have been placed with it; but "The Twilight" (301),
" Greenwich " (306), " Bolton Abbey " (311), " Vallombre "

(316), and " Departure of Columbus " (321), are among the
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subtlest examples of the artist's peculiar manner at this

period; and all, as now arranged up to the number 325, have

a pretty connection and sequence, illustrative of the painter's

thought, no less than of the poet's.

They have a farther interest, as being the origin of the

loveliest engravings ever produced by the pure line; and I

hope in good time that proofs of the plates may be exhibited

side by side with the drawings. In arranging the twenty-

five excellent ones just described, I have thrown out several

unworthy of Turner—which, however, since they cannot be

separated from their proper group, follow it, numbering

from 326 to 335; the gaps being filled up by various studies

for vignettes of the " Italy " as well as the " Poems," which

I extricated from the heaps of loose sketches in the tin cases.

GKOUP xni.

(Fourth Hundred.)

301.
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ing to sell separately, and the public of his time not caring

to buy in mass.

They were made for publication by engraving; and were

skillfully engraved; but only in mezzotint. They are of the

highest quality, in so far as work done for engraving can be,

and all finished with the artist's best skill. Two of the series

of fifteen are placed in the Student's group, and room thus

made for two of the " Ports," which are consecutive with

the following group:

336.
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this group, but in style they are like the Eivers, with which I

have placed them; of course consulting in these fillings up of

series, the necessary divisions into five adopted for the sake

of portability. The seven drawings were illustrated in their

entirety to the best of my power in the text of the work in

which they were published—the '' Harbors of England."

Five finished dra^vings of very high quality, made for mez-

zotint engraving, and admirably rendered by Mr. Lupton
under Turner's careful superintendence.

351. The Humber, ....
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368.

369.

370.

371.

372.

373.

374.

375.

376.

377.

378.

379.

380.
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Ducal Palace,

Boats on the Giudecca,

Steamers,

2

Tours

?

?

2

Arsenal, Venice,

Fish Market,

351

292

293

361

362

363

364

365

366

367

368

369

370

371

372

GROUP XVII.

(Fourth Hundred.)

VARIOUS. (latest.)

381.
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397. Scotland? .

398. The Tiber, .

399. The Capitol from Temple of?

400. Bridges in the Campagna,

297

298

299

300

GROUP XVIII.

{Fifth Hundred.)

FINEST COLOR ON GRAY. (lATE.)

Twenty-five rapid studies in color on gray paper. Of his

best late time, and in his finest manner, giving more condi-

tions of solid form than have ever been expressed by means
at once so subtle and rapid.

401.
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422. Chateau Hamelin, 122

423. ? 123

424. ? 124

425. Tours ? The Scarlet Sunset, . . . .125

This last magnificent drawing belongs properly to the next

group, which is almost exclusively formed by drawings in

which the main element is color, at once deep and glowing.

But the consistency of the group is in color and treatment;

and in the uniform determination of the artist that every

subject shall at least have a castle and a crag in it—if pos-

sible a river; or by Fortune's higher favor—blue sea, and

that all trees shall be ignored, as shady and troublesome ex-

crescences. In default of locality, I have put here and

there a word of note or praise.

GROUP XIX.

{Fifth Hundred.)

FINEST COLOR ON GKAY. (LATEST.)

426. Rhine. (Yellow raft essential), . . .176
427. Too red and yellow. Full of power in form, . 177

428. Delicate, and very lovely, .... 178

429. Rhine? or Danube? Very grand, . . . 179

430. Bacharach. Wonderful, but too Avild, . . 180

431. Best quality—all but the white chalk, . . 181

432. Heidelberg. Rosy tower, and a tree or two!

Lovely, . 182

433. Such things are, though you mayn't believe it, . 183

434. Dinant, Meuse. A mighty one, . . .
184'

435. Dinant. Bronzed sunset. Firm and good, . 185

436. Luxembourg. Splendid, .... 186

437. Luxembourg. Forced, and poor, . . . 187

438. Luxembourg. Highest quality, . . . 188

439. Luxembourg. Supreme of the set, except, . 189
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440. Luxembourg. Probably the grandest drawing of

this date, 190
441. Luxembourg. Too blue and red, but noble, . 191

442. Mouse. Admirable, but incomplete, . .192
443. Coast of Genoa? Good, but dull, . . . 193
444. Coast of Genoa? Highest quality, . . 194

445. Italian lakes ? Supreme of all, for color, . . 195
446. Marseilles? Splendid, but harsh, . . . 196
447. Eiviera? Fine, but a little hard and mannered, 197
448. Sorrento coast? Sunset. Lovely, . . 198

449. Yico? coast of Sorrento. The same type: poorer, 199

450. The Vermilion Palace, 200

I know scarcely any of their subjects except the Luxem-
bourgs; and have therefore left them in their first rough

arrangement; although subjects probably Genovese and

South Italian are mixed with others from Germany and the

Rhine.

GROUP XX.

(Fifth Hundred.)

STUDIES ON GRAY FOR RIVERS OF FRANCE. (lATE.)

451. Four studies at Marly and Rouen, . . .26
452. Two studies in France and

Two studies for a picture, . . , .27
453. Four studies in France, . . . .28
454. Four studies in France, . . , .29
455. Two studies at Boulogne and

Two studies at Ambleteuse, . . . .30
456. Four studies at Calais, . . . , .31
457. Four studies in France, . . . .32
458. Four English marine studies, . . . .33
459. Rouen, in France: two marine studies, . . 34

460. On the Rhine, St. Germain, Dieppe, on the Seine, 35

(The above ten, pen and ink on gray.)
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461. Orleans, Tours (color on gray), . . .36
462. On the Seine? (color on grav), . . .38
463. Luxembourg? Huy on the Meuse (color on gray), 39

464. Honfleur, Honfleur? (color on gray), . . 40

465. Liber Studiorum subjects, two Lake of Thun,

Mont St. Gothard, Yille de Thun (pencil), . 37

GEOUP XXL

{Fifth Hundred.)

THE SEINE.

In this series the best drawings are as far as possible put

together—geographical order being ignored, rather than mix
the second-rate ones with those of entirely satisfactory

quality. But the course of subject for the most part is in

ascent of the river ; and the two vignettes begin and end the

whole.

466. Chateau Gaillard. Vignette, .

467. Havre. Sunset in the port, .

468. Havre. Twilight outside the port,

469. Tancarville,

470. Tancarville and Quilleboeuf, .

471. Quilleboeuf,

472. Between Quilleboeuf and Villequier,

473. Honfleur, ....
474. Harfleur, ....
475. Caudebec, ....
476. Lillebonne,

477. Lillebonne,

478. La Chaise de Gargantua,

479. Jumieges, ....
480. Vernon, ....
481. Rouen, looking up river,

482. Kouen, looking down river,

151

157

158

53

154

127

128

159

126

129

134

135

130

155

152

131

132
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DAME WIGGINS OF LEE,

AND HEK

SEVEN WONDERFUL CATS.





PREFACE.

The woodcuts which illustrate the following nursery

rhymes have been facsimiled with exemplary care and ad-

mirable skill by Mr. W. H. Hooper, from those which were

giyen colored by hand in the edition of 1823. But I think

that cleyer children will like having the mere outlines to color

in their own way; and for older students there may be

some interest in observing how much life and reality may be

obtained by the simplest methods of engraving, when the

design is founded on action instead of effect. The vigorous

black type of the text has also been closely matched.

I have spoken in "Fors" (vol. v.) of the meritorious rhyth-

mic cadence of the verses, not, in its way, easily imitable.

In the old book, no account is given of what the cats learned

when they went to school, and I thought my younger readers

might be glad of some notice of such particulars. I have

added, therefore, the rhymes on the third, fourth, eighth,

and ninth pages—the kindness of Miss Greenaway supply-

ing the needful illustrations. But my rhymes do not ring

like the real ones ; and I would not allow Miss Greenaway

to subdue the grace of her first sketches to the formality of

the earlier work: but we alike trust that the interpolation

may not be thought to detract from the interest of the little

book, which, for the rest, I have the greatest pleasure in com-

mending to the indulgence of the Christmas fireside, because

it relates nothing that is sad, and portrays nothing that is

ugly.

J. RUSKIN.
4th October, 1885.
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DAME WIGGINS of Lee

Was a worthy old soul,

As e'er threaded a nee-

dle, or wash'd in a bowl

:

She held mice and rats

In such antipa-thy;

That seven fine cats

Kept Dame Wig^ns of Lee»



The rats and mice scared

By this fierce whisker'd crew>

The poor seven cats

Soon had nothing to do

;

So, as any one idle

She ne'er loved to see,

She sent them to school,

Did Dame Wiggins of Lee,



The Master soon vrrote

That they all of them knew

How to read the word " milk

"

And to spell the word " mew."

And they all washed their faces

Before they took tea

:

* Were there ever such dears
!

'

Said Dame Wiggins of Lee,



He had also thought well

To comply with their wish

To spend all their play-time

In learning to fish

For stitlings ; they sent her

A present of three,

Which, fried, were a feast

For Dame Wiggins of Lee.



But soon she grew tired

Of living alone

;

So she sent for her cats

From school to come home.

Each rowing a wherry.

Returning you see

:

The frolic made merrp

Dame Wiggins of Lee.



The Dame was quite pleas'd,

And ran out to market;

When she came back

They were mending the carpet.

The needle each handled

As brisk as a bee;

"Well done, my good cats,"

Said Dame Wiggins of Lee.



To give them a treat,

She ran out for some rice

;

When she came back.

They were skating on ice.

" I shall soon see one down.

Aye, perhaps, two or three,

I'll bet haLf-a-crown,"

Said Dame Wiggins of Lee*



When spring-time came back

They had breakfast of cm*ds;

And were greatly afraid

Of disturbing the birds.

" If you sit, like good cats.

All the seven in a tree.

They will teach you to sing !
'*

Said Dame Wiggins of Lee.



So they sat in a treej

And said "Beautiful! Hark!''

And they listened and looked

In the clouds for the lark.

Then sang", by the fireside,

Symphonious-ly,

A song without words

To Dame Wiggins of Lee.



They called the next day

On the tomtit and sparrow.

And wheeled a poor sick lamb

Home in a barrow.

" You shall all have some sprats

For yom* humani-ty.

My seven good cats,'*

Said Dame Wiggins of Lee.



VVTiile she ran to the field.

To look for its dam.

They were warming the bed

For the poor sick lamb

:

They turn'd up the clothes

AU as neat as could be

;

" I shall ne'er want a nurse,'

Said Dame Wiggins of Lee.

u



She wished them good night,

And went up to bed:

When, lo ! in the morning,

Tlie cats were all fled.

But soon—what a fuss f

" Where can they all be ?

Here, pussy, puss, puss
!

"

Cried Dame Wiggins of Lee.

19



The Dame's heart was nigh broke,

So she sat down to weep,

When she saw them come back

Each riding a sheep

:

She fondled and patted

Each purring Tom-my

:

" Ah ! welcome, my dears,"

Said Dame Wiggins of Lee.

«3



The Dame was unable

Her pleasure to smother

;

To see the sick Lamb

Jump up to its mother.

In spite of the gout,

And a pain in her knee.

She went dancing about:

Did Dame Wiggins of Lee.

14



The Farmer soon heard

Where his sheep went astray,

And arrived at Dame's door

With his faithful dog Tray.

He knocked with his crook.

And the stranger to see.

Out of window did look

Dame Wiggins of Lee.



For their kindness he had them

All drawn by his team

;

And gave them some field-mice,

And raspberry-cream.

Said he, "All mv stock

You shall presently see

;

For I honour the cats

Of Dame Wiggins of Lee.**

f&



He sent his maid out

For some muffins and crumpets

;

And when he turn'd round

They were blowing of trumpets.

Said he, "I suppose,

She*s as deaf as can be.

Or this ne'er could be borne

By Dame Wiggins of Lee.'*



To show them his poultry,

He turii'd them all loose,

When each nimbly leap'd

On the back of a Goose,

Which frighten'd them so

That they ran to the sea,

And half-drown'd the poor cats

Of Dame Wiggins of Lee.

iS



For the care of his lamb,

And their comical pranks,

He gave them a ham

And abundance of thanks.

" I wish you good-day,

My fine fellows," said he

;

" My compliments, pray.

To Dame Wiggins of Lee/*

n



You see them arrived

At their Dame's welcome door

;

They show her their presents.

And all their good store.

" Now come in to supper,

And sit down with me

;

All welcome once more/*

Cried Dame Wiggins of Lee.

»
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ART CATALOGUES, NOTES. AND GUIDES.





CATALOGUE OF EXAMPLES
AERANGED FOR ELEMENTARY STUDY

IN THE

UNIVERSITY GALLERIES.

The examples now placed in the University Galleries

form the nucleus of what it is intended should become

ultimately three distinctly complete series. The first is to

be composed of types of various art, the best that I can ob-

tain, as standards of method or school. It is to be called

the Standard Series ; referred to in the lectures as S. 1, S. 2,

&c., and composed of, ultimately, four hundred pieces: 1 to

100 illustrating the schools of painting in general; 101 to

200, those of sculpture and its relative arts connected with

the traditions and religion of the Gothic races ; 201 to 300,

those of sculpture and its relative arts connected with the

traditions and religion of the Greeks; and 301 to 400, the

special skill of modern time.

The reason for the adoption of this order is that the art

of painting furnishes examples of every meritorious quality

possible in form or color: the earlier arts of sculpture and

building may then be advantageously studied with reference

to these ultimate results ; and our own skill finally estimated

by comparison with whatever it has chosen to imitate, and

measure of whatever it has been able to invent.

The second series is for immediate service, and composed

partly of exercises to be copied; partly of examples for

reference with respect to practical quastions. It is to be

called the Educational Series, and referred to in the Lec-

tures as Edu. 1, Edu. 2, &c. I may extend this series in-

definitely for some time.

The third series consists of examples, not standard, but
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having qualities worthy of notice and necessary for illustra-

tion. It is to be called the Reference Series, and will be of

quite mixed character, as supplementary to the two others,

and referred to in the Lectures as Eef. 1, Ref. 2, &c.

About 200 pieces in all, belonging to these three groups,

are already placed in the Galleries, and will be found enough

for introductory study.

I. STAK^DARD SERIES. (PAINTING.)

1. Brignal Banks, on the Greta, near BoJcehy.

" Yet sang she, ' Brignal banks are fair,

And Greta woods are green,

And you may gather garlands there

Would grace a summer queen.'

"

It is chosen to begin the series, as an example of the best

English painting and engraving of recent times. The de-

sign is among the loveliest of all Turner's local landscapes,

and the engraving shows the peculiar attainments of recent

line work in England ; namely, the rendering of local color

and subdued tones of light. The hills are all dark with

foliage, and the expression of the fading light of evening

upon them is given distinctively, as different from the full

light of noon. In the best old engraving the high lights on

the trees would have been white, and the light would have

been clear and simple, but not, unless by some conventional

arrangement of rays, expressive of any particular hour of the

day. I do not mean it to be understood, however, that the

English engTaving is better, or that its aim is altogether

wiser than that of the early school ; but only that it has this

merit of its own, deserving onr acknowledgment. Other

reasons for the choice of this subject to begin the series are

noted in the first lecture; two chief ones are that the little

glen is a perfect type of the loveliest English scenery, touched

by imaginative associations; and that the treatment of it by
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Turner is entirely characteristic both of his own temper

throughout life, and of the pensiveness of the great school of

chiaroscurists to which he belongs.

2. The Junction of the Greta and Tees at Rohehy.

A faultless example of Turner's work at the time when it

is most exemplary. It will serve us for various illustrations

as we advance in the study of landscape, but it may be well

to note of it at once, that in the painting of the light falling

on the surface of the Tees, and shining through the thicket

above the Greta, it is an unrivaled example of chiaroscuro of

the most subtle kind ;—obtained by the slightest possible con-

trasts, and by consummate skill in the management of grada-

tion. The rock and stone drawing is not less wonderful, and

entirely good as a lesson in practice.

The house seen through the trees is Mr. Merritt's
;
(Scott's

friend). "The grounds belonged to a dear friend, with

whom I had lived in habits of intimacy many years, and the

place itself united the romantic beauties of the wilds of Scot-

land with the rich and smiling aspect of the southern portion

of the island."— (Introduction to " Rokeby.")

3. Scene on the Loire.

Chosen in farther illustration of the pensiveness of the

chiaroscurist school, and as a faultless example of Turner's

later and most accomplished work. It is painted wholly

in solid color, as TTo. 2 is painted wholly in transparent;

and the two drawings together show the complete manage-

ment of colors soluble in water, or thin liquid of any kind,

and laid on grounds which are to be made to contribute to

the effect. The lights in the first drawing, and the gray sky

and water in the second, are of course both the grounds left,

white and gray.

4. MelencoUa. (Engraving by Albert Dlirer.)

In 'connection with this plate, I wish you to read the chap-
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ter on Diirer and Salvator, in the fifth volume of " Modern
Painters," and to note farther, these few things.

All first-rate work in modern days, must be done in some

degree of sorrow of heart, for it is necessarily founded on

whatever the workman has felt most deeply, both respecting

his o^vn life, and that of his fellow-creatures ; nor has it been

possible for any man keen-sighted and gentle-hearted, (and

all the greatest artists are so),—to be satisfied in his own
prosperity, even if he feels it sufiicient for his needs, while

so many around him are wretched, or in his creed, even

though he feels it sufficient for his own comfort, since the

questioning spirit of the Reformation has broken through

the childishly peaceful, and too often childishly selfish and

cruel, confidence of the early religious ages. I have there-

fore given you the Melencolia as the best type of the spirit of

labor in which the greater number of strong men at the pres-

ent day have to work : nevertheless, I must warn you against

overrating the depth of the feeling in which the grave or

terrible designs of the masters of the sixteenth century were

executed. Those masters were much too good craftsmen to

be heavily afflicted about anything; their minds were mainly

set on doing their work, and they were able to dwell on griev-

ous or frightful subjects all the more forcibly, because they

were not themselves liable to be overpowered by any emo-

tions of grief or terror.

Albert Diirer, especially, has had credit for deeper feeling

than ever influenced him; he was essentially a Niirnberg

craftsman, with much of the instinct for manufacture of toys

on which the commercial prosperity of his native town has

been partly founded : he is, in fact, almost himself the whole

town of l^iirenberg, become one personality, (only without

avarice) ; sometimes, in the exquisitely skillful, yet dreamily

passive, way in which he renders all that he saw, great things

and small alike, he seems to me himself a kind of automaton,

and the most wonderful- toy that Niirnberg ever made.
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5. The Virgin with St. George and St. Catherine. (John

Bellini.)

This is the most accurate type I can find of the best

that has yet been done by man in art;—the best, that is to

say, counting by the sum of qualities in perfect balance ; and

ranking errorless workmanship as the first of virtues, gener-

ally implying, in an educated person, all others. A partially

educated man may do his mechanical work well, yet have

many weaknesses : his precision may even be a sign of gi-eat

folly or cruelty ; but a man of richly accomplished mind, who

does his mechanical work strictly, is likely to be in all other

matters right.

This picture has no fault, as far as I can judge. It is

deeply, rationally, unaffectedly devotional, with the temper

of religion which is eternal in high humanity. It has all the

great and grave qualities of art, and all the delicate and

childish ones. Few pictures are more sublime, and none

more precise. It will serve us in innumerable ways for fu-

ture reference; and I like to place it beside Dlirer's solemn

engraving on account of the relations of these two men at

Venice.

Dlirer's words respecting this matter are usually quoted

somewhat inaccurately. Here is the quaint old German in,

I believe, its authentic form, as it was written to Wilibald

Pirkheimer, in JSTlirnberg, from Venice, 9' of the night, Sat-

urday after Candlemas, 1506 (7th February) :

—

" Ich hab vill guter freund under den Walhen (Walschen

—Italians), dy mich warnen, das Ich mit Iren Molern nit

es und trinck. Auch sind mir Ir vill feind, und machen

mein ding in kirchen ab, und wo sy es miigen bekumen, noch

schelten sy es und sagen es sey nit antigisch art, dozu sey es

nit gut; aber Sambellinus der hatt mich vor vill gentilomen

fast ser gelobt, er wolt gern etwas von mir haben, und ist sel-

ber zu mir kumen, und hat mich gepetten, Ich soil Im etwas

machen, er wols woll tzalen. Und sagen mir dy leut alle, wy
es so ein frumer man sey, das Ich Im gleich giinstig pin. Er
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ist ser alt und ist nocli der pest im gemell, imd das ding das

mir Yor eilff jorn so well hat gefallen das gefelt mir jtz nit

mer *.

" I have many good friends among the Italians, who warn

me not to eat and drink with their painters. Many also of

them are my enemies ; they copy my things for tlie churches,

picking them up whenever they can. Yet they abuse my
style, saying that it is not antique art, and that therefore it

is not good. But Giambellini has praised me much before

many gentlemen; he wishes to have something of mine; he

came to me and begged me to do something for him, and is

quite willing to pay for it. And everyone gives him such a

good character that I feel an affection for him. He is very

old, and is yet the best in painting; and the thing which

pleased me so well eleven years ago has now no attractions

for me " (speaking of his own work, I presume).

6. Three pages of a Psalter, containing in its Calendar

the death-days of ihe Father, Mother, and Brother

of St. Louis, and, without doubt, written for him

by the monks of the Sainte Chapelle, while he was

on his last crusade ; therefore, before 1270.

It is impossible, therefore, that you can see a more perfect

specimen of the art " che alluminare e chiamata in Parisi ;

"

and you are thus introduced to the schools of all painting, by

the very work of which Dante first thought, when he spoke

of their successive pride, and successive humiliation.

The three pages contain the beginnings of the 14th, 53rd,

and 99th Psalms, with the latter verses of the 13th and Dix

52nd. The large central letter is the D of " Dixit it

insipiens in (sorde suo)" written. The fool is repre- in

sented as in haste, disordered and half naked, lost in si

a wood without knowing that he is so, eating as he p

goes, and with a club in his hand. The representa- ie

tion is constant in all early psalters. ns

in
* Von Murr, Jnurtial zur KunstgescMchte, x. p. 8. Niimberg, 1781.

Found and translated for me by Mr. E. X. Wornum.
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7. St. Catherine. Page of service-hook written for the

convent of Beaupre in 1290.

Rude, but standard, as an example of method in the central

schools of illumination.

8. St. John the Baptist. (Cima da Conegliano.)

An example of perfect delineation by the school of color.

9. Knight and Death. (Diirer.)

An example of perfect delineation by the school of chiaro-

scuro.

This plate has usually been interpreted as the victory of

human patience over death and sin. But I believe later

critics are right in supposing it to be the often-mentioned

" ISTemesis ;
" and that the patience and victory are meant to

be Death's and the Fiend's, not the rider's.

The design itself, which is the one referred to in the second

Lecture (§ 47), is not rendered less didactic by its ambiguity.

The relations of death to all human effort, and of sin to all

human conscience, are themselves so ambigaious that nothing

can be rightly said of either unless it admits of some counter-

interpretation. ^Nevertheless, I believe Diirer's real meaning

is not only established by recent inquiry, but sufficiently in-

dicated by his making the tuft on the spear, for catching the

blood, so conspicuous. Had he intended the knighthood to be

sacred, the spear would have had a banner, as always in his

engravings of St. George.

10. Adam and Eve. (Diirer.)

His best plate in point of execution, and in tliat respect un-

rivaled. ]^ext to it may be placed the coat of arms with the

skull. Execution, remember, is to be estimated by the in-

trinsic value of every line. That is the best in which every

separate line is doing the most work.
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11. The " Vierge aux Bochers " of the Louvre. (Lio-

nardo.)

The engraving gives a false idea of the picture in many
important points; but it is in some respects more pleasing

by refusing to follow Lionardo in his extreme darkness, and
it accurately enough represents his sense of grace and the re-

finement of his delineation. It is a fair example of line-

engraving as a separate mechanical art, distinguished from
that practiced by painters.

12. Studies of Heads. (Lionardo.) Photograph.

Good examples of his sketching, and very beautiful in

management of crayon for shade. In points of character,

whether of childhood or age, they are wholly deficient, for

Lionardo only sees external form; and this old man's head,

in spite of its laborious delineation of apparently character-

istic points, is essentially Dutch in treatment, and represents

indeed wrinkles and desiccations, but not characters. Hol-

bein, Reynolds, or Titian could give more character with ten

lines than Lionardo could with a day's labor : and throughout

his treatise his conventional directions for the representation

of age and youth, beauty and strength, are in the last degree

singular and ludicrous.

13. Sketch for the Assumption at Parma. (Correggio.)

Photograph from a red chalk drawing.

There are no engravings from Correggio (nor as yet can

I find any photographs from his pictures) which sufficiently

represent his real qualities. Many of them are in this

sketch, but we must work together for many a day yet before

you will rightly feel them. It is splendid, but, like all

Correggio's work, affected ; and, while his skill remains un-

rivaled, his affectations have been borrowed by nearly all

subsequent painters who have made it their special endeavor
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to represent graceful form, as the mannerisms of the religious

schools have been imitated by men who had no part in their

passion, until it is too commonly thought impossible to express

either sentiment or devotion without inclining the heads of

the persons represented to one side or the other, in the man-

ner of Correggio or Perugino.

14. Sketches of the Madonna and St. John. (Correggio.)

I shall have frequent occasion to refer to the manner in

which the chalk is used in these sketches. The lower one is

more careful than most of the extant studies by the master.

15. God commanding Noah to huild the Ark. (Marc An-

tonio, after Kaffaelle.)

It is placed among the Standards, because, though not

absolutely good work, it represents a great school in Italy,

which is distinguished by the dignity of its aim and the sim-

plicity of its treatment. This school allows few sources of

pleasure in painting except those which are common to

sculpture; and depends for expression chiefly on the action

of the figures, the division of the lights and darks broadly

from each other, and the careful disposition of the masses of

drapery, hair, or leaves, without any effort to complete the

representation of these so as to give pleasure by imitation,

or by minor beauties. Very often, how^ever, such details,

kept within these conditions of abstraction, are introduced

in great quantity and division, (as the graining of the wood

in this engraving), in order to relieve the broad masses of

the figures.

The style is essentially academical, and, as opposed to

Dutch imitation, noble ; but, as opposed to Venetian truth,

affected and lifeless. It has done great harm to subsequent

schools by encouraging foolish persons in the idea that to be

dull was to be sublime ; and inducing great, but simple paint-

ers, like Reynolds, to give way to every careless fancy, under
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the discomforting belief that they could never be gTeat witli-

OTit ceasing to be delightful.

16. The Marriage of the Virgin. (Raphael.) Photo-

gi-aph from the picture in the Brera at Milan.

One of the most beautiful works of Raphael's early time;

but its merit is rather to be considered as the final result of

the teaching and practice of former schools than as an achieve-

ment of the master himself. Excellence is indeed fixed and

measurable, however produced ; but, in comparing artists with

each other, we must remember that their relative merit de-

pends, not on what they are, but on the degree in which they

surpass their predecessors and teach their successors.

17. Justice and Injustice. (Giotto.) Photograph from

the Arena Chapel, Padua.

Placed here in order to indicate the relation of the Tuscan

schools of thought to the Lombardic and Roman schools of

technical design. Compare it with the next example.

18. Justice. (Raphael.) Photograph from the Vatican

fresco.

Examine the details of Giotto's design, and you will find

them full of true thought; his purpose being throughout

primarily didactic. Raphael, on the contrary, is not think-

ing of Justice at all ; but only how to put a charming figure

in a graceful posture. The work is however of his finest time

as far as merely artistic qualities are concerned, and is in the

highest degree learned and skillful; but neither strong nor

sincere.

19. Poetry. (Raphael.) Photograph from the Vatican

fresco.

The light and shade, at least so far as the photograph may
be trusted, is grander in this desigTi than in the " Justice ;

"
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and it must always be remembered that the breadth of its

treatment by great masters is necessarily lost in line engrav-

ings, for which loss, nearly total, we must allow in the next

example.

20. Parnassus, or Poetry. (Kaphael.) Line engraving,

from the Vatican fresco.

It sufficiently represents the character of Raphael's con-

ceptions in his strongest time ; full of beauty, but always more

or less affected ; every figure being cast into an attitude either

of academical grace, or of exaggeratedly dramatic gesture,

calculated to explain to dull persons what they would never

have found out from natural actions; and therefore greatly

tending to popularity.

21. St. Sebastian and a Monk. (Bonifazio.) Photo-

graph from the picture in the Academy of Fine

Arts, Venice.

I oppose this directly to the '' Parnassus," that you may
feel the peculiar character of the Venetian as contrasted with

the Raphaelesque schools. Bonifazio is indeed only third-

rate Venetian, but he is thoroughly and truly Venetian;

and you will recognize in him at once the quiet and reserved

strength, the full and fearless realization, the prosaic view

of things by a seaman's common sense, and the noble obedi-

ence to law, which are the specialities of Venetian work.

The chiaroscuro of this picture is very grand, yet wholly

simple ; and brought about by the quiet resolution that flesh

shall be flesh-color, linen shall be white, trees green, and

clouds gray. The subjection to law is so absolute and serene,

that it is at first unfelt ; but the picture is balanced as accu-

rately as a ship must be. One figure dark against the sky

on the left ; the other light against the sky on the right ; one

with a vertical wall behind it, the other by a vertical trunk

of tree ; one divided by a horizontal line in the leaf of a

book, the other by a horizontal line in folds or drapery; the
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light figure having its head dark on the sky; the dark

figure, its head light on the sky ; the face of the one as seen

light within a ring of dark, the other as dark within a ring of

light.

This symmetry is absolute in all fine Venetian work ; it is

always quartered as accurately as a knight's shield.

22. Mercury and the Graces. (Tintoret.)

I shall have frequent occasion to refer to this picture ; but

cannot enter upon any criticism of it here,—it is consummate
in unostentatious power, but has all the fatal signs of the

love of liberty and of pleasure which ruined the Venetian

state.

23. The Virgin with two Saints. (Titian.) Engraved

by Le Febre.

24. The Pesaro Family. (Titian.) From the church of

the Frari, Venice. Engraved by Le Febre.

You may learn more of Titian's true powers from these

rude engravings than from any finer ones. These are mas-

terly as far as they are carried, and show perfect intelli-

gence of the qualities of Titian which are expressible by en-

graving. His sturdiness, his homely digTiity, incapable of

any morbid tremor, falsehood, or self-consciousness; his

entirely human, yet majestic ideal ; his utter, easy, unreprov-

able masterhood of his business, (everything being done so

rightly that you can hardly feel that it is done strongly)
;

and his rich breadth of masses obtained by multitudinous

divisions perfectly composed. The balanced arrangement

in the first example is palpable enough ; in the second it is

more subtle, being oblique ; the figures are arranged in a

pyramid, with curved sides, of which the apex is the head of

the ]\Iadonna. The St. Peter balances the St. Francis, and

the line of the axis of the group is given by one of his keys,

lying aslope on the steps.
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25—30. I cannot yet obtain the examples I want in these

places; two of Giorgione, two of Carpaccio, two of Paul

Veronese. These will complete the illustration of the man-

ners of painting in the Yenetian school.

31—34. These four places are also left empty at present,

for Luini, of whom I can yet give no good examples.

35. Martyrdom of St. James. (Mantegna.) Photo-

graph from fresco in church of Eramitani at Padua.

You will probably at first see little to admire in this ; but,

as you learn to draw, and as your taste is formed in orna-

mental design, you will return to it with continually in-

creasing astonishment. I hope to illustrate various portions

of it separately.

36. Portrait (I believe the person is unknown) by Man-

tegna. Portrait by Raphael.

The uppermost of these two is far the finest work, though

the superficial qualities of Raphael's are more attractive.

Mantegiia's may be taken as a perfect type of the schools

of delineation in Italy ; and cannot, in workmanship, be sur-

passed. !N^ote especially the treatment of the hair, which is

drawn with the precision of Diirer, yet the breadth of Titian

;

and, with respect to the execution of these details by the

masters of the fifteenth century, as well as to the method

of early practice in drawing with the brush, which I wish you

to pursue yourselves, read the following extract from Mrs.

Heaton's " Life of Diirer " :—
" Camerarius relates a pretty little anecdote apropos of the

visit of Giovanni Bellini to our artist, which he probably

learned from Diirer's own lips. He say that Giovanni, on

seeing Diirer's works, was particularly struck with the fine-

ness and beautiful painting of the hair in them, and asked

Diirer, as a particular mark of friendship, to give him the

brush wherewith he ex':^e"ted such marvelouslv fine work.
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Diirer offered him a number of brushes of all sorts, and told

him to choose which he preferred, or, if he liked, he was wel-

come to take them all. Giovanni, thinking that Diirer had
not understood him, again explained that he only wanted the

particular brush with which he was accustomed to paint

such long and fine parallel strokes; whereupon Diirer took

up one of the ordinary brushes, such as he had offered to

Bellini, and proceeded to paint a long and fine tress of

woman's hair, thereby convincing Bellini that it was the

painter, and not the brush, that did the work. Bellini

avowed afterwards that he would not have believed it pos-

sible, had he not seen it with his own eyes."

37. Madonnas by John Bellini and Raphael.

I wish you to compare the manner of conception in these

two examples, as of execution in the preceding ones, the

Lombardic masters having, I think, the advantage in both

respects.

38. The place is left for Van Eyek, whom I cannot yet

justly represent.

39. 40. And these two for Holbein.

Then, the examples from 31 to 40 will sufficiently illus-

trate the schools of delineation, in which the drawing is in

great part wrought with the point of the brush, and is indeed

as precise as if it had been designed with that of a pen. In

Luini's fresco, the shades are frequently produced as an en-

graver would work them, by cross hatching; and the faces

are more or less treated as Lionardo would a chalk drawing,

only with color for chalk.

But the last group of this series of fifty, 41 to 50, repre-

sents the work of the greatest masters of painting, by whom
the brush is used broadly, and the outline, if any, struck

with the edge of it, not the point. These are all masters
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of portraiture, and I have chosen portraits as the best ex-

amples of their art.

I shall enter into no criticism of them in this catalogue,

as there will be occasion for continual reference to them in

subsequent lectures. The examples of Vandyck Avill be

changed. I cannot get any to please me yet; but the first,

though ill engi-aved, is one of his best equestrian portraits,

and is referred to for various particulars in " Modern Paint-

ers," vol. V. Titian and Tintoret necessarily reappear in

this group, their work having been introduced before only

for comparison with that of other schools.

41. Prince of the House of Savoy. (Vandyck.)

42. Princess of the House of Savoy. (Vandyck.) Low-

est in the frame, beneath a little lady of the Strozzi

family, by Titian.

43. An English Girl. (Eeynolds.)

44. An English Gentleman. (Dr. Armstrong.) (Eeynolds.)

45. Margaret of Austria ( ?). (Velasquez.)

46. Portrait of a Knight (unknown). (Velasquez.)

47. Charles V on Horsehach. (Titian.)

48. Charles V with his Irish Dog. (Titian.)

49. (Tintoret—not yet chosen.)

50. Two Senators. Above, the " Paradise." (Tintoret.)

I have placed these two last ; for the range and grasp of

intellect exhibited by the works of which they indicate two

extremities of the scale, (the one being an example of sim-
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plest veracity in character, the other of imagination as facile

as it is magnificent,) is, I am convinced, the greatest ever

reached by human intellect in the arts.

This fiftieth example will terminate the group for illus-

tration of methods. The next group, 51 to 100, will be

chosen chiefly from the Tuscan schools, to illustrate the forms

of thought which found noblest expression in the art of

painting in Christian periods.

Next, I hope to arrange a series of a hundred examples

from the schools of sculpture and architecture, which, essen-

tially beginning with the Egyptian, found themselves on the

visions and emotions connected with fixed faith in a future

life ; this group including the greater part of Northern and

so-called Gothic sculpture, and nearly all architecture de-

pendent on vastness, on mystery, or on fantasy of form.

Following these may be placed, in a third series of a

hundred, the sculpture and architecture founded chiefly on

the perception of the truths or laws which regulate the life

of this present world ; beginning with the earliest Greek, and

proceeding through the derivative Roman forms to the Tus-

can and Venetian architecture of the Revival.

I must collect these standards very slowly and carefully.

A few only, and these not placed in their ultimate order, are

added to the present series to show what I mean, and for

such present service as may be in them.

101. Barneses III and suppliants.

102. Chariot of Barneses III.

103. Encampment of Barneses III. Rosellini, Tavole,

tom. i. pi. 83. See the text, tom. iv. p. 119,

&c.

104. Minepthah II adoring Plire. Rosellini, Tavole,

tom. i. pi. 118. Text, tom. iv. p. 305.
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105. Barneses IV adoring Isis and Osiris. Rosellini,

Tavole, torn. i. pi. 145. Text, torn. v. p. 104.

These plates, of which 101 and 102 are portions of 103

enlarged, represent, accurately enough for genuine intel-

ligibleness, the manner of fine Egyptian art in colored in-

taglio. And the study of the development of this form of

decoration will introduce us to every condition of good Gothic

sculpture.

Observe, respecting these plates of Rosellini. that the colors

are in great part conjecturally restored ; slight traces of the

original pigments, and those changed by time, being inter-

preted often too arbitrarily : and that the beauty or vulgarity

of any given color, much more that of its harmony with others,

is determined by delicacies of hue which no restorer can be

secure of obtaining, and few attempt to obtain.

The student, therefore, can only depend on these plates for

the disposition of the colors, not for their qualities.

141. Windows from Clialons-sur-Marne.

151. Porch of Church of San Zenone, Verona.

155. Porches of Charires Cathedral, west front.

160. Flanking pier of porch, Rheims Cathedral, west

front.

I have placed these four examples at once where they are

to remain, in order to mark clearly the character of the archi-

tecture, whatever its date or country, which depends chiefly

for its effect on the sculpture or coloring of surfaces, as op-

posed to that which depends on construction or proportion

of forms. . Both these schools have their o\vn peculiar

powers; and neither of them are to be praised, or blamed,

for the principle they maintain, but only for their wise or

unwise manner of maintainins: it.
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Tlie buildings in whicli the walls are treated as pages of

manuscript are good "wlien what is written upon them is

rational, and bad when it is foolish ; and, similarly, building's

whose structure is their principal merit, are good when they

are strong and delicately adjusted, and bad when they are

weak and ungraceful.

201. The resurrection of Semele.

This beautiful design is characteristic of mythic symbol-

ism in its purest development : only the student must remem-

ber that in taking these dark figures on their red ground as

primarily typical of Greek art, w^e are to consider them only

as holding the relation to Greek advanced painting that

mediaeval illumination does to the work of Giorgione or

Bellini. To what extent chromatic power was finally ob-

tained, we have not yet data for determining ; but there is no

question that throughout the best periods of Greek mural

desigTi, the colors were few and gTave ; and the merit of the

composition almost as strictly dependent on the purity of

the terminal lines as in the best vases. Xeither is there

any doubt that the precision of this terminal line is execu-

tively the safeguard of noble art in all ages : and in request-

ing the student to practice the difficult exercises in drawing

with the brush, which are placed in the Educational series,

my purpose is not to relax the accuracy of his use of the

pen, but to bring precision and elasticity into his laying of

color. The actual relations of the two skills require too

copious illustration to admit of definition in this introductory

course of lectures. The manner of execution, for instance,

resulting from the use of the style, or any other incisive or

modeling instrument, on wax and clay, and which entirely

governs the early system both of Greek and Italian mural

painting, is to be considered together with the various func-

tions of incised lines on any solid substance, from Egyptian

bas-relief to finished line engraving: similarly, the use of

the brush cannot be rightly explained except by reference
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to the variously adhesive pigments to be laid by it. But,

briefly, the pen, or any other instrument of pure delineation,

is always best used when with the lightness of the brush;

and the brush always best used when, either at its -point or

edge, it is moving with the precision of the pen. All these

line exercises are therefore prepared with the primary view

of forming this poised and buoyant accuracy of handling,

whatever the instrument held.

The design itself is the best I can find to show the character

of early Greek conception of divine power, in alliance with

whatever was strong and true in the national temper. The

Semele and Dionysus of this noble period represent the

fruitful, as distinct from other, powers of the sky and earth

;

Semele being the sun-heated cloud which dissolves in benefi-

cent rain, distinguished from the wandering and shadowy

cloud represented by Hermes. Rising again in light from

the earth in which she had been lost, she takes the name of

Thyone : signifying that she rises as burnt incense expanding

in the air. Compare the various meanings of Ova} and ^upo-os.

Dionysus, under lier influence, enters his chariot, and is

moved as the life of earth. In these relations, the power of

Semele and Dionysus is distinguished from that of Ceres and

Triptolemus, as the fruitful sun and rain on the rocks, giv-

ing the miracle of juice in the vine, are distinguished from

tlie nourishing strength of the dark soil plowed for corn.

202. Triptolemus with Dionysus, of the early time, both

in their chariots.

Beneath, Triptolemus, of the Phidian time, in his

chariot, attended hy Demeter and Persephone.

This is the first of a group of examples, extending from

202 to 220, arranged chiefly with the view of showing the

change in Greek conception of deity, which, variously has-

tened or retarded in difi"erent localities, may be thought of

as generally taking place between the sixth and fourth cen-

turies B. c. It is one of the most important phenomena in
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the history of art, and must be studied under all its condi-

tions ; but this group of examples from vase-paintings will,

at a glance, show the three circumstances in which it prin-

cipally consists:

—

1. The gods are at first thought of only as vital embodi-

ments of a given physical force, but afterwards as high per-

sonal intelligences, capable of every phase of human passion.

2. They are first conceived as in impetuous and ceaseless

action ; afterwards, only in deliberate action or in perfect re-

pose.

3. They are first conceived under grotesque forms, imply-

ing in the designer, with great crudeness and unripeness of

intellect, a certain savage earnestness incapable of admitting

or even perceiving jest ; together with an almost passive state

of the imagination, in which it is no more responsible for

the spectra it perceives than in actual dreaming. After-

wards, they are conceived by deliberately selective imagina-

tion, under forms of beauty which imply in the designer a

relative perception and rejection of all that is vulgar and

ludicrous.

Together with these three great mental changes, an impor-

tant transition takes place executively, within very narrow

limits of time, between the early and late work. The figures

of the first period are outlined by fine incision, then filled with

black paint laid frankly, and modifying the incised outline,

on the red or pale clay of the vase, and the lines of the

muscles and drapery are then scratched through to the clay.

It is not easy to thicken a line thus incised, and the severity

and fineness of style in the drawing are greatly secured by

this inability. In the second style, the figures, similarly

outlined by incision, are inclosed first with a black line about

the eighth of an inch broad, and the external spaces are

then easily filled with the same pigment; but this outlining

the figures with a broad band, gradually induced carelessness

in contour, while also the interior lines of drapery, &c., be-

ing now painted, became coarse if too quickly laid, (the in-

cised line, on the contrary, might be hasty and wrong, but
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was always delicate). Hence, in concurrence with gradual

deadening in conception, arose a bluntness in work which

eventually destroyed the art.

The best vases, taken for all in all, are however those with

light figures on black ground, just after the transition, (the

lower Poseidon in 203 is from a very fine one) ; but decadence

rapidly sets in, and the best field for general study will be

found in vases with black figures of the most refined epoch,

such as 201 and 220.

203. Poseidon. Above, as the physical power of the sea.

Beneath, as the Olympian deity.

In the upper figure, the serpent-body represents the force

of undulation, but is borrowed from Eastern design. White

hair is given generally to old men, but here partly represents

foam.

The lower design is pure Greek, and very noble.

204. Apollo, as the solar power^ ivith Athena and Hermes,

as the morning breeze and morning cloud.

Beneath, Athena and Hermes, the Olympian deities.

205. Athena, as the morning breeze on the hills, luith at-

tendant nymphs.

Beneath, The contest of Athena and Poseidon, from

one of the last vases of the early time, on the very

edge of the transition.

206. Artemis, as the moon of morning.

Beneath, Artemis and her brother, the Olympian

deities.

207. Apollo, the sun of morning.

Beneath, The Delphic Apollo crossing the sea.

208. Above, Hermes releasing'Io from Argus.

In the center, Apollo, Arteynis, Hermes, and Latona,

representing the course of a summer's day.

Beneath, the flying cloud—Hermes,
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209. Above, Zeus Gigantomaclios.

Beneath, Zeus with Victory.

210. Above, Zeus with Hera.

Beneath, Head, probably of Hera, from a somewhat

late vase.

211. Hephaestus at the hirth of Athena.

Beneath, as the laborer, aged and youthful.

212. Hera, Hermes, HeraMes, and Ares at the hirth of

Athena. Ares has an archaic type of the Gorgon

on his shield.

213. Panathenaic procession.

220. Aphrodite driving Poseidon.

These last six examples require fuller illustration than

I can give in this catalogue, and are for future service

:

220 is very beautiful, from a vase which once belonged

to Mr. Rogers (now in the British Museum), and is of

gTeat interest, because Aphrodite, who is here a sea-power,

and somewhat angTy, wears an aegis at first sight like

Athena's, and indeed representing also the strength of storm-

cloud, but not of electric and destructive storm; therefore

its fringes are not of serpents.

The remaining pieces, 301 to 304, beginning the Standard

series of recent art, are referred to in the lectures, and need

no further illustration at present.

II. EDUCATIOXAL SERIES.

I went into my garden at half-past six this morning, April

21, 1870, to think over the final order of these examples for

The air was perfectly calm, the sunlight pure, and falling
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on the gi'ass through thickets of the standard peach (which

has bloomed this year perfectly, owing to the wholesome

restraint of protracted winter), and of plum and pear trees,

in their first showers of fresh silver, looking more like much-

broken and far-tossed spray of fountains than trees; and just

at the end of my hawthorn walk, one happy nightingale was

singing as much as she could in every moment. Meantime,

in the still air, the roar of the railroads from Clapham Junc-

tion, iSTew Cross, and the Crystal Palace (I am between the

three), sounded constantly and heavily, like the surf of a

strong sea three or four miles distant ; and the whistles of the

trains passing nearer mixed w^itli the nightingale's notes.

That I could hear her at all, or see the blossoms, or the grass,

in this best time of spring, depended on my having been long

able to spend a large sum annually in self-indulgence, and

in keeping my fellow-creatures out of my way. Of these

who were causing all that murmur, like the sea, round me,

and of the myriads imprisoned by the English Minotaur of

lust for wealth, and condemned to live, if it is to be called

life, in the labyrinth of black walls, and loathsome passages

between them, which now fills the valley of the Thames, and

is called London, not one could hear, this day, any happy bird

sing, or look upon any quiet space of the pure grass that is

good for seed.

But they might have the blessing of these things for all

and each of them, if they chose, and that vast space of London

might be full of gardens, and terraced round with hawthorn-

walks, with children at play in them, as fair as their blos-

soms. Gentlemen, I tell you once more, unless you are

minded to bring yourselves, and all whom you can help, out

of this curse of darkness that has fallen on our hearts and

thoughts, you need not try to do any art-work,—it is the

vainest of affectations to try to put beauty into shadows,

while all the real things that cast them are left in deformity

and pain.

1. Here, therefore, is the first of your Educational series
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chosen for you, not that you may try to copy, but that you
may look at, when you would be put in right temper for

work. It will seem to speak to you if you look long; and

say again, and yet again, iSe — 6 alpwv. It is by good

Cima of Conegliano; his own Alps are in the distance, and

he shall teach us how to paint their wild flowers, and how
to think of them.

2. Rosa Canina. (R *.) (Budding shoot.)

And as, among our own wild flowers, this must lead, I

have sketched a leaf or two, as they are now opening, very

quickly with pencil, securing the shade with a little thin

color (cobalt and light red) above; merely that if you have

any power of drawing already, you may try how far you can

follow simple curves. There is no fine drawing here of any

kind: what grace of effect it may have depends wholly on

the curves being approximately true. The next is to be your

first real exercise.

3. Laurel. Head of the Scepter of Apollo. (E.) Out-

line from an Italian early engraving, probably by

Baccio Baldini of Florence.

This is the first of a series of studies of the plants and

flowers either directly connected with the Greek mythology,

or expressive of more recent phases of thought or sentiment

which have risen out of the more ancient myths. And I

place these floral exercises first, because they will test what

faculty you have for real drawing in the simplest way; and

will at once draw your attention to some of the most interest-

ing features both of Greek decoration, of mediaeval sculpture,

and of pictorial backgrounds of the best periods towards the

close of the fifteenth century. And even should you do no

more than endeavor to measure and trace one or two of

them, they will open your eyes to the differences between

* The drawings marked R. are by my own hand; those marked
A. by my assistant, Mr. A. BurgesSo
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fine ornamentation and the rigidities and equalities of mod-

ern vulgar design.

After these, the eight examples, 13 to 20, with their se-

quels, when completed, will illustrate the conventional system

of the early schools of color, and their special methods of

ornamental line, as derived from vegetation or other organic

forms.

Then the group 21 to 30, with their sequels, will illustrate

the Greek treatment of ornamental line, and the forms of

good architectural decoration in every school.

The following group, 31 to 40, introduces the practice

of chiaroscuro, and the complete methods of ornamentation

founded on perfect draughtsmanship and perception of light

and shade.

Lastly, the group 41 to 50 is for practice in colors in the

methods of the fully accomplished schools of painting.

It is of so great importance in any series of examples ar-

ranged for general service, that the references should be

fixed and clear, that I shall sacrifice at once to this object

every pretense to formal succession in arrangement. I have

begun almost miscellaneously, with slight exercises in various

methods of work : to these, I shall gradually add more diffi-

cult and interesting ones. But I will not alter the numbers

of this first group ; but distinguish the supplementary ones

by letters after the numbers. Some even of the drawings in-

tended for this opening series are not yet prepared ; but I

have named them in the catalogue notwithstanding, and will

complete and add them as soon as may be.

I have several reasons for choosing this conventional branch

of laurel for your first exercise. It will show you in the

outset, that refinement in design does not depend on minute-

ness or fineness of work, but on its precision and care.

These lines look coarse, but you will find they cannot be

altered in curvature by a very small fraction of an inch

without losing grace, and that it is very difficult to follow

their curvatures without altering them, owing to their con-

tinual subtlety of change.
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Also, it is not possible to express the general characters

of growth in noble vegetation, with fewer or simpler lines.

It is easy to make leaves and stems graceful, but not to make
them springy and vigorous as well: and the especial beauty

of this group of foliage as terminating the rod of Apollo is

the strength with which it is springing, and the visible pres-

ence in the god's virgin scepter of the life which in the king's

is lost. (Look at the words of the vow of Achilles.)

Also, note the quaint little stiff leaf at the bottom, which

you would think had been draA\Ti wrongly. In vulgar de-

sign, everything is equally graceful ; but in fine design, there

are local uncouthnesses, as, in fine music, discords.

For the rest, the diminution of the stem for each leaf is

much greater than it would be in reality: this is a neces-

sary conventionalism, in order to terminate the strong rod

within brief limits ; but nothing can be more perfect than its

rendering of the universal law of ramification ; and even the

apparent coarseness of the lines is only caused by enlarge-

ment of scale, for this example is much magnified; in the

original it is only about an inch high, and the lines are all

thickened by cross strokes, not by deeper engraving.

In copying it, take the finer outline, 3 B ; measure all the

rectilinear dimensions accurately, and having thus fixed

the points of the leaves, draw the contours with light pencil,

as in 3 B, as truly as you can, then finally draw them with

the brush (as in 3), with violet carmine mixed with Indian

red, keeping the outside edge of the broad color line, ter-

minated by the fine pencil one. But first, read the directions

given for color under I^o. 14 ; and observe also that, even in

the most complicated forms, as 11 D, for instance, you are

to fit points with absolute accuracy by rectilinear measure-

ment, and not to use squares over the whole. Squaring is

good for reduction, and for advanced practice, but at first all

must be measured point by point.
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3 B. Outline for measureme^its of No. 3. (A.)

3 C. Laurel leaf seen on the under surface and in

profile. (R.)

Pencil, washed with cobalt and light red. If yon have

been at all nsed to pencil drawing, you will probably succeed

with this easily enough ; if not, let it pass for the present.

4. Study of olive (under surface of leaves). (R.)

Pencil only, the outline secured by the pen. From a

spray gathered at Verona, and now dry; you shall have a

better one soon. It is of the real size, and too small for you

to draw yet awhile ; but it is placed here tliat Athena's tree

may be next Apollo's. Take the next exercise instead.

4 B. Outline, with the brush, of part of No. d, twice

as large. (A.)

Measure this as 3 B is measured, and draw it as 3 B is

drawn.

5. Study of ear of wheat, at the side. (R.)

We must have the plant of Triptolemus next Athena's,

but you cannot use this copy for some time yet. It is much

magnified.

5 B. Study of ear of wheat in front.

Pencil, with outlines determined with the pen.

6. Strawherry blossom, for Demeter.

In Greece she should have the poppy; but it is well to

think of her as the queen of the fruitful blossoming of the

earth ; so she shall have the strawberry, which grows close to

it, and whose leaves cro^^^l our English peers.
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1. Fleur de Lys, for Cora.

She ought traditionally to have the violet, and, sometimes,

narcissus; but see note on 23 K.

8. Lily, for Artemis.

I will look for a characteristic white lilj, by Luini or

Mantegna, this summer ; and we must connect with this and

with Cora's irids the groups of amaryllis and asphodel, and

the water-lilies ; and we shall obtain the elements of form in

a very large division of architectural design.

9. Erica, for Hephaestus.

This group will contain, besides, the rhododendron and
Alpine rose ;—the last we may keep for Aglaia, leaving the

Erica for Hephaestus, because its name seems to come from
its having been rent from the rocks either to serve as fuel,

or for a couch of rest after hill-labor. I put a little study

of Erica tetralix in the frame 9 B, and must draw an Alpine

rose for 9.

9 B. Cluster of the hells of Erica tetralix. (R.)

Beautifully engraved on wood by Mr. Bur-

gess.

Copy^it with steel crowquill, and note that in all clustered

flowers it is necessary, to the expression of their complete

character, to draw them on two, or more, sides. The head

of dandelion below, by Mr, Burgess, is to show the right use

of wood in plant-engraving; but I shall chaiH^e the place of

this, and put Erica cinerea below Erica tetralix.

10. Pine, for Poseidon.

Study of trunks of stone-pine at Sestri, in the Gulf of

Genoa. Pencil, secured with pen outline, and a slight wash

of sepia. It is a good way of studying trees hastily.
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11. Ivy, for Dionysus.

I take the ivy rather than the vine, because it is our own

;

and I want to connect the ivy-shaped leaves of the Linaria

with it, and some of the associated Draconid group. This

pencil sketch is only begun, but may serve to show the gen-

eral form of the group of leaves from which it is enlarged,

that behind the horseman on the right in the picture of Man-

teg-na's (S. 35).

11 B. Outlines of ivy leaves.

Construct the figures for measurement with pencil lightly

;

then draw the leaf-lines, as above, with the brush, and rub

out the pencil construction. Make as many studies of leaves

as you can from nature, in this manner, when your time is

too short for drawing anything else.

11 C. Wreath of conventional ivy.

From the missal out of which S. 7 is taken. Draw it

with the brush, constructing it first as in 11 D. I give you

this wreath merely that you may begin to feel what Gothic

design means. It is very rude, but interesting, as we shall

see afterwards, for some special characters in the transition of

styles.

11 D. Outline for construction of 11 C.

12. Oak, for Zeus.

Spray of free-growing oak from the picture of Cima's.

(Standard, No. 8.) The color here is daubed on without

thought of anything but true outline.

Make studies of leaves seen against the sky, as many as

you can, in this manner.

12 B. Sketch of the action of leaves in Mantegna's oak

tree, at the top of S. 35.
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13. Egyptian draivings of birds. Rosellini, torn. ii. pi.

11, Xo. 2 ; and pi. 9, ^o. 13.

Measure and draw the outlines of these lightly, but most

carefully, with pencil. Then, when the outlines are black,

go over them with pen and Indian ink; wlien red, with ver-

milion; and lay the flat colors so as not to disturb the out-

lines, retouching them afterwards when necessary. All

these exercises are for precision, and are only for somewhat

advanced students.

14. Egyptian chair. Rosellini, Tavole, torn. ii. pi. 90,

1^0. 6.

Try, at all events, to do some portion of this example. It

is colored by hand, and will give you simple but severe dis-

cipline in laying flat color in small portions.

And now, note that there are two distinct modes of ex-

cellence in laying water-color. Its own speciality is to be

mixed with much water, and laid almost as a drop or splash

on the paper, so that it dries evenly and with a sharp edge.

When so laid, the color takes a kind of crystalline bloom and

purity as it dries, and is as good in quality as a tint of the

kind can be. The two little drawings of Turner's, 45 and

46, and nearly all his early work, are laid with transparent

color in this way. The difference between good painting

and bad painting in this manner, is, that a real painter is as

careful about the outline of the tint, laid liquid, as if it were

laid thick or nearly dry, while a bad painter lets the splash

outline itself as it will.

The exercises from Egyptian furniture and dress are in-

tended to cure you at once of any carelessness of this kind.

They are to be laid with perfectly wet color, so tliat the

whole space you have to All, large or small, is to be filled

before any of the color dries ; and yet you are never to go over

the outlines. The leaf exercises (41 B, C, and D) are easier

practice of the same kind. You had better do them first,

though they are put, for other reasons, with the more ad-
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vanced series. The white nautilus shell (47 C) is entirely

painted witli small touches of very wet color of this kind,

in order to get as much transparency into the structure of

the tint as is possible. So also the shadows of the piece of

sculpture (25). The exquisite skillful drawing of Front's

interior (29, right hand), owes much of its effect of light

to the perfect flatness of the wet tints ; and the character of

the crumbling stone in the gable of Amiens (24) is entirely

got by using the color very wet, and leaving its dried edge

for an outline when it is needed.

The simplest mode of gradating tints laid in this manner,

when they extend over large spaces, is by adding water ; but

a good painter can gradate even a very light tint by light-

ness of hand, laying less or more of it, so that in some places

it cannot be seen when it ends. The beautiful light on the

rapid of the Tees (S. 2) is entirely produced by subtlety of

gradation in wet color of this kind.

But, secondly, by painting with opaque color, or with any

kind of color gTound so thick as to be unctuous, not only the

most subtle lines and forms may be expressed, but a gradation

obtained by the breaking or crumbling of the color as the

brush rises from the surface—a quality all good painters de-

light in.

For all the exercises, therefore, which consist of lines to

be drawn with the brush, prepare a mixture of Indian red

with violet carmine, of a full, dark, and rich consistence.

Fill your brush with it; then press out on the palette as

much as will leave the brush not heavily loaded, and with a

nice point, and then draw the line slowly; at once, if pos-

sible; but where it fails, re-touch it, the object being to get

it quite even throughout, whether thin or thick. It may be

thickened when you miss a curve, to get it right, and it may
taper to nothing when it vanishes in ribs of leaves, &c. ; but

it must never be made thin towards the light, and thick to-

wards the dark, side. It expresses only the terminations of

form, not the lighting of it.

I have left my lines, in nearly every case, with their mis-
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takes and re-touchings unconcealed, and have not tried al-

ways to do them as well as I could ; so that I think you will

generally be able to obtain an approximate result.

14. B. Egyptian chair. Eosellini, Tavole, tom. ii. pi.

90, Xo. 3.

Draw the curves carefully, and a piece of the pattern.

15. Egyptian head-dress. B, C, &c., the same. See for

these and Xo. 16, Rosellini, tom. i. plates 7, 10,

and 22.

Measure and draw these first with pencil ; then, if you are

able, with fine brush, or with pen and Indian ink, if the brush

is unmanageable to you.

16. Egyptian costume. B, C, &c., the same. Rosellini,

Tavole, tom. i. pi. 17.

Draw the spotted head-dress of 16 very carefully, observ-

ing how pleasantly grouped and varied the spots are ; in vul-

gar work they would be placed Avithout thought. The more
you can copy of these figures the better, always measuring
with precision.

17. Letter of twelfth century Norman MS., showing the

terminations of conventional foliage which develop

afterwards into the finest forms of capital.

You cannot find better practice, after gaining some firm-

ness of hand, than in endeavoring to copy rich letters of this

period; the pen lines are always superb, and the color deli-

cate and simple : and all study of Gothic sculpture must be-

gin by obtaining accurate knowledge of the forms of orna-

mentation developed in the twelfth century. I will arrange,

in connection with these letters, a series of enlarged examples,

for advanced practice; but they would be too difficult for

present service.
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17 B. Another letter of the same class.

18. Letter's of early thirteenth century, of fine style.

The examples from 17 to 20 are merely given as types

of style, and standards of execution, for students who may
previously have interested themselves in illumination: until

I can add their illustrative sequels, they are useless for be-

ginners.

They are copied from various MSS. in the British Mu-
seum; Nos. 19, 19 B, and 20, which are almost inimitable in

execution, are by my late assistant, Mr. J. J. Laing; the rest

by others of my pupils.

19. Illumination of late thirteenth century, somewhat

inferior in style and invention of decorative line,

but very perfect in finish and in treatment of

figures.

20. Illumination of early fourteenth century. Finest

style of that time
;
partly unfinished ; showing the

way in which the work was executed by the early

illuminators.

20 B. Study of Chinese enamel.

The Oriental color is more subtle than the Gothic ; but the

want of power over form indicates total inferiority of in-

tellect and general art capacity. Compare the bird, here,

with the perfect though quaint delineation of the Egvptians

(13).

This example may Qev\e to remind you of the general

principle for good color which is stated in my ' Elements of

Drawing :' ' Make the white precious, and the black con-

spicuous.'
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21. Curve of the capitals of the Parthenon, of the real

size. Drawn by Mr. Burgess from the actual capi-

tal in the British Museum.

It is a curve everywhere, as you will find by applying

your ruler to it. Measure, and draw it with pencil and
brush. You shall have the curves of all characteristic heads

of pillars and their foliage in tlie same way ; but they are

terribly difficult things to do, and would not interest you at

present.

22. Spiral of the Ionic capital of the temple of Athena
Polias. Enlarged from Stewart's ' Athens,' vol. ii,

chap. ii. pi. 9.

22 B. Involute of the Circle. Inner whorl, in com-

plete circuit.

22 C. Spiral of common snail-shell, enlarged.

Landshells are usually rude in contour, and this is a very

imperfect line, but interesting from its variety. In this

particular instance it is more varied than usual, for the shell

had been broken and repaired.

22 D. Spiral of Helix Gualteriana.

Try to draw the outlines of more univalve shells in this

manner: first placing them so that you look straight at the

apex of their cone, in the direction of its axis ; and next, so

that you see them at right angles to their axis ; in both cases

with the mouth downwards, and its edge brought to a level

with the circular part of the shell. You may then easily

determine other characteristic positions ; but the great point

is to draw every shell in exactly the same position, so as to

admit of accurate comparison.

All these lines are to be drawn with the brush.
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22 E. Spiral of Neritopsis.

This is the first perfect spiral we have had, the shell being

one of the most pure and lovely symmetry. You shall have

more complete ones, as soon as you are able for them. The
broad curve is drawn through the varied waves of the lip,

that you may see their concurrence. 22 C and D are by me

;

22, 22 B, and 22 E, by Mr. Burgess, and better done.

23. Chariot-race, from vase of finest time, of red clay, in

the British Museum. JSTo. 447* in Mr. ISTewton's

Catalogue.*

By Mr. Burgess, and carefully drawn, so that it may be

a standard to you of good execution in the early vases. It

is a little too difficult, however, for you to copy ; the next is

ruder and easier.

23 B. Her-aTcles and the Nemean Lion. Erom vase of

finest time, of pale clay. British Museum.
No. 648 in Mr. Newton's Catalogue.

I have drawn this for you myself, entirely with the brush,

and it will be good for you so to copy it, though in the vases the

light lines are scratched or incised, and therefore perfectly

firm ; so that they must be each outlined with the pen to

get them quite right, as by Mr. Burgess in No. 23. It is not

my fault that one of the limbs is thinner than the other, it is

so on the vase.

The purple color, observe, in the hair of Herakles, and the

lion's mane, stands in both cases for the glow or luster con-

nected with anger and strength, as on the crest of Achilles.

* Catalogiie of the Greek and Etruscan Vases in the British

Museum. (Nicol, Pall ]Ma]l, 1851.) It is highly desirable that you

should possess this book, and if Mr. Newton will kindly see that

every vase named in it retains its number, as described, painted

on the vase in white on a black label, whatever future changes

may be made in the arrangement of the collection, it will be of the

utmost use for all purposes of study.
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It is continually nsed on the manes of the chariot horses.

All the purple spots, like a crown, on the head of Herakles,

are meant for the luxuriant but crisp hair; they are not

leaves.

23 C. Floral ornaments from earliest GreeTc vases,

showing the entire freedom and boldness of

their manner.

TheJ aie never literally symmetrical, but always in some

way oblique or changeful, being drawn by the free hand.

23 D. Apollo before the altar of Delphi. Le I^^or-

mand, torn. ii. pi. 4.

Outline the head and falling hair with pencil, wash the

whole over with red, lay in the black with the brush, and

put the ivy leaves on with opaque white.

ISTote the large chin, characteristic of the finest time of

Greek art.

23 E. Apollo and Creusa. Le ISTormand, tom. ii. pi.

13.

Outline with pencil, wash with red, draw with the pen, and

lay the black round with the brush.

23 F. Selene, rising full. Le Kormand, tom. ii. pi.

116.

23 G. Selene in white clouds at midnight. Le Nor-

mand, tom. ii. pi, 117.

I am in a little doubt whether 23 F may not rather be

Helios. In either case, the introduction of the tree with the

golden apples of the Hesperides in the background, is singu-

lar, for if it is moonrise, the east should have been indicated

;

if sunset, the horses should have been descending. I believe.
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however, it is Selene, and the Hesperides tree simply ex-

presses her rule over the night, though she is seen in the

day. In 23 G, the wings of the horses, with their spots, and

gutt£e, and the broken spirals of the chariot, variously ex-

press the cloud powers of dew, rain, and circling breeze.

Compare the Hermes as the cloud (S. 208).

The breaking of the border of the patera (by the sphere

of the moon) is characteristic of fine design of all periods.

There is always a curious instinct in a good designer to show

that he can go beyond his assigned limit, if he chooses ; and

that circumstances are sure to happen somewhere which make

it right that he should. Copy the head of the light Selene

with the pen, the incised lines of the other make it too diffi-

cult.

23 H. Triptolemus, Demeter, and PersepJione. Le
l^ormand, torn. iii. pi. 64.

From a vase of the time of incipient decadence, the lines

becoming rounded, loose, and vulgar. I only want you to

copy, the plow in Proserpine's hand ; but the design is inter-

esting, because, comparing the wings of the car with those of

]S[o. 23 G, you will see that one of their meanings, at all

events, is the cloud with dew and rain as necessary to the

growth of the seed :—also, though in a late vase, the fox-like

head of the serpent is of an archaic form :—it is seen on one

of the British Museum vases, as clearly derived from the

germination of the seed, with its root for the point of the

dragon's head, and the cotyledon, or two cotyledons, when
Triptolemus is the spirit of all agriculture, for the crest or

ears.

23 I. Triptolemus of the early time. Le !N^ormand,

tom. iii. pi. 48.

Hermes is here put for the cloud, instead of wings to the

chariot ! his caduceus reversed to show that he is descending.
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Draw the outlines of the whole with the pen, and the

curves of the stalks of corn, and ears, in full black.

23 K. Triptolemus and Demeter. Le !N'ormand, torn.

iii. pi. 47.

From a vase of good time, but on the edge of decadence.

He is here the spirit of agTiculture generally, Demeter having

the ears of corn in her own hand, and Triptolemus the floral

scepter. This Greek flower is the origin of all conventional

forms of the Fleur-de-Lys, and it stands for all floral power

in spring ; therefore, in our series of mythic vegetation, since

Triptolemus must by right have the ear of corn, we will

keep the Fleur-de-Lys with the violet, for Cora.

The germination of the seed is again sufficiently indicated

in the serpent-crest; and the floor of the chariot, with the

rod of the Fleur-de-Lys, takes the form of a plowshare.

I give you this for its interest only ; it is not good enough

to copy; but you have now copies enough from Greek early

design. We will work out the myths of the other gods, how-

ever, in due time.

24. North porch of the west front of the Cathedral of

Amiens. (R.) Sketch taken before its "restora-

tion."

I introduce you to Gothic sculpture by this memorial, now
valuable, slight as it is, of what was, at the time the sketch

was made, one of the most beautiful things in all the world.

The color of the front of Amiens, in 1856, was an exquisitely

soft gray touched with golden lichen; and the sheltered

sculpture was as fresh as when first executed, only the ex-

posed parts broken or moldering into forms which made them

more beautiful than if perfect. All is now destroyed ; and

even the sharp, pure rose-molding (of which hardly a petal

was injured) cut to pieces, and, for the most part, replaced

by a modern design.
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Draw this rose-molding with pencil, and the top of the

gable with color.

25 B. Outline of the same sculpture. (R.)

Palace, Venice. (E.)

Sketch with pencil, and shade with flat wet touches of

cobalt with light red.

25 B. Outline of the same sculpture. (R.)

To show how fine work depends, first, on minnte undula-

tion and variety in its outlines ; secondly, on the same quali-

ties carried out in the surfaces.

Measure, and draw with the brush.

26. Houses of the seventeenth century at Abheville. (R.)

For practice of brush drawing in expression of merely

picturesque subject. Sketch made in 1848.

27. South entrance of St. Marh's, Venice. (R.)

For practice in rapid laying of flat color, observing the

several tints in shade and sunshine.

28. Yorh Minster. Pencil sketch, by Samuel Prout.

29. Eelmsley, &c. Pencil sketches washed with neutral

tint. (Samuel Prout.)

30. Street in Strashurg. Lithograph by the artist's own
hand. (Samuel Prout.)

30 B. The same street, seen, and drawn, with modern
sentiment.

30 C. Hotel de Ville, Brussels,
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30 D. Fountain at Ulm.

30 E. Street in Ghent.

30 F, Gate at Prague.

Copy any of these drawings that you like, with B B pencil.

They are entirely admirable in their special manner ; and

their tranquil shadows will give important exercise in light

handling of lead pencil, while their lines are as decisive and

skillful abstracts of form as it is possible to obtain.

The modern view of Strasburg is, as you will readily per-

ceive, not given as admirable or exemplary, but as an ex-

ponent of opposite qualities. The contrast between ISTos. 30

and 30 B is partly in the real scenes, partly in the art of their

representation. Practical modernism has removed the foun-

tain which gave Prout the means of forming the whole into

a good composition, as an obstacle to traffic; (I saw it in

1835, but forget how long it has been destroyed) : and has

brightened and varnished the street and the old timbers of it,

as best it may, to look like a Parisian boulevard. And
poetical modernism exhibits the renovated city with reno-

vated art. Yet, remember, Prout's delight in the signs of

age in building, and our o^\ti reverence for it, when our

minds are healthy, are partly in mere revulsion from the

baseness of our own epoch; and we must try to build, some

day what shall be venerable, even when it is new.

31. Isis. Photograph of Turner's sepia sketch for the

subject in the Liber Studiorum.

31 B. Moonlight {off the Needles, Isle of Wight).

Photograph from a sepia sketch of Turner's,

unpublished. See Lect. VI. § 165.

31 C. Windmill and lock on an English canal. (Liber

Studiorum.)
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31 D. Watermili on the torrent of the Grand Char-

treuse. (Liber Studiorum.

)

31 E. Eolij Island Cathedral. (Liber Studiorum.)

31 F. Near Blair Athol. (Liber Studiorum.)

This last subject is on the stream which comes down from

Glen Tilt, about half a mile above its junction with the Garry.

The projecting rock is conspicuous, and easily found. You

will think at first the place itself much more beautiful than

Turner's study; the rocks are lovely with lichen, the banks

with flowers ; the stream-eddies are foaming and deep. But

Turner has attempted none of these minor beauties, and has

put into this single scene the spirit of Scotland.

31 G. Valley of Chamouni. (Liber Studiorum.) The

source of the Arveron seen low dowr. through

the cluster of distant pines.

This group of our series, from 31 to 40, is arranged to

show you the use of the sepia wash and of the pen and pencil

lot studies of chiaroscuro and of definite form.

iSTos. 31, 31 B, show you how to use sepia, or black, rapidly

in the flat wash: the engraved plates, but especially 31 G,

which was engraved by Turner himself, the qualities of

finished drawing for light and shade.

You cannot, however, without gTcat pains, imitate these

mezzotint plates, in which the lights are scraped out, with

your sepia wash, which leaves them. But if you copy the

etchings accurately (35, 35 B, &c.), and then lay your sepia

so that the shades of it shall be " dolce e sfumose," you will

soon gain sufiicient power of rendering chiaroscuro from

nature.

32. Study of the wall-cabbage. Photograph from

Piirer's drawing.)

I do not know if the original is in color or not
;
probably
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in color. But, as translated for us into brown, it is equally

exemplary. You cannot copy it too carefully or too often.

32 B. Study of scarlet geranium. Mezzotint by my
assistant, Mr. G. Allen, from a sketch of mine

in pencil on gray paper, outlined with pen and

touched with white.

See Lect. VI. § 163.

32 C. Study of young shoot of box. (R.) Pencil,

washed with cobalt and light red ; outline here

and there determined with the pen; buds

touched with white—very badly, but, if I had

begun to work upon them, the whole must have

been more completed.

I have sketched this rapidly to show you, in 32 B and

C, the two uses of gray paper, for form seen in light against

dark, and in dark against light, with power of final white in

each.

33. Rostrum of common prawn, magnified. (R.)

To show use of pencil and white for studies of organic form.

It is nearly always necessary to make these on a larger scale

than nature's, else it is impossible to express the refinements

of structure ; but they should not be drawn by help of a lens

;

they should be the easy expression on a large scale of the

form, attentively observed by the naked eye, at the distance

which the size of the object may render convenient.

33 B. Calyx and stamens of hean blossom (petals re-

moved). Calyx and stamens of Rose Acacia

blossom (petals removed), both magnified;

and blossom of Agrimony, natural size. (R.)

Pen and ink, on common blue lined writing

paper (leaves of my botanical note-book),

touched with white.
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You will find this a most wholesome and useful manner

of drawing. Take care always to keep leaning well on the

firm outline: it is much easier to draw things as the bean

blossom is drawn, than as the agrimony is.

34. St. Michael, sketch with ink and neutral tint. (Hol-

bein.)

34 B. Decorative design (Holbein), pen and neutral

tint.

34 C. Companion sketch. (Holbein.)

34. D. Design for hilt and sheath of dagger (DUrer),

brush drawing heightened with white.

The last is peculiarly beautiful in the painter-like touch

with which the white is gradated ; but is too difficult to be of

present use. Copy whatever parts of the Holbeins you are

most interested in, with utmost care in the outline; laying

the tint afterwards at once, so as to disturb it as little as

possible. You will soon discover some of the splendid quali-

ties of Holbein's work, however far you may fail of imitating

any of them.

35. Isis. The etching (by Turner's own hand on cop-

per), for the Liber subject.

35 B. Etching for mill and loch.

35 C. Etching for Holy Land.

35 D. Etching for fall of Reuss. (S. 302.)

35 E. Etching for composition. (S. 303.)

35 F. Etching for scene on St. Gothard. (S. 304.)

I have not given you the etching for the mill on the Char-

treuse, for it is not by Turner; he probably allowed that
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plate, and the Raglan, to be etched by other hands, that his

mind might be fresh in its impression of the subject when
he took the plates to engi-ave. He both etched and engraved

35 F, having always great interest in the scene.

Copy these etchings with intense care and fidelity to every

touch, with pen, and rather thick ink, on smooth paper.

36. Shield ivith skull. (Diirer.)

This is the best of all his engravings for any endeavor at

imitation. Try the woman's crovm., and any manageable

portions of the crest and foliage, with finest steel pen and

very black ink. The satyr's head is unequaled among his

works for its massive and rich composition, every space of

light being placed unerringly.

37. Madonna, with crown of stars. (Diirer.)

37 B. Sketch of the action of the lines of the crown,

to show how free Diirer's hand is on the metal.

Every line is swept with the precision of the

curve of a sail in a breeze.

38. St. George. Facsimile of pen drawing w^ith free

hand, by Diirer.

38 B. St. George with the dead dragon, from the same

book. (Now at Munich.)

39. Woodcut, one of the series of the Apocalypse.

(Durer.) Chap. XLII.

40. Woodcut from the same series. Chaps. XVII.
XVIII.

Whenever you have no time for long work, copy any

piece, however small, of these woodcuts with pen and ink,

with the greatest care, I will add sequels to each in a little
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while ; but I do not choose to disturb your attention by multi-

plying subjects. I want you to know every line in these

two first : then you shall have more. I meant to have given

some pieces of them magnified, but have not had time; no

work is so difficult.

I give you these two, rather than any others of the series,

first, because there is the greatest variety of subject and wood-

cutting in them ; secondly, because Diirer's power over human
character and expression is shown definitely in them, to-

gether with his wild fancy; lastly, because they are full of

suggestions of thought. I cannot give you any guidance as to

the direct sigTiificance of the chapters illustrated by them ; nor

will I enter here on any close inquiry as to Diirer interpreta-

tion of their meaning. But if you read them in their secondary

and general purpose, and consider 39 as the worship of false

wealth and intellect, and 40 as the worship of false pleasure,

you will probably get nearer their sense than by more spe-

cific conjectures. It can hardly be doubtful that Diirer him-

self, (in his sympathy with whatever part of the passion of

the Reformation was directed against the vices of the Roman
Church, but not against its faith,) meant the principal group

in ISTo. 40 to indicate the contentment of men of the world

in a religion which at that time permitted them to retain

their pride and their evil pleasures ; and the wonderful figure

of the adoring monk on the left, to express the superstition

which could not be disturbed by any evidence of increasing

sin in the body of the Church. But you had better read the

whole as one of the great designs which are produced almost

involuntarily by the workman's mind ; and which are capable

of teaching different truths to successive generations. For

us, at present, it is entirely profitable, if read simply as the

worship of false pleasure.

41. Alchemilla. Copy of drawing by Andrea Amadio,

in illustration of Benedetto Rino's Herbal. (1415.)

The wonderful MSS. in St. Mark's Library, at Venice,
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from which this drawing is copied, contains the earliest

botanical drawings I know of approximate accuracy. They
are, however, like all previous work, merely suggestive of

the general character of the plant, and are very imaginative in

details. But I should like you to copy this one, because it

will show you the delicacy and care of Venetian school-work

;

and farther impress on you the Venetian respect for law.

Every plant, whatever its own complexity of growth, is re-

duced in this book to some balanced and ornamental sym-

metry of arrangement.

There is a beautiful piece of fancy in the page repre-

senting the common blue chicory. Its current Latin name
in the fifteenth century, from its rayed form, was " Sponsa

Solis." But its blue color caused it to be thought of as the

favorite, not of the sun only, but of the sky. And the sun

is drawn above it with a face, very beautiful, in the orb,

surrounded by vermilion and golden rays, which descend to

the flower through undulating lines of blue, representing the

air. I have never seen the united power of Apollo and

Athena more prettily symbolized.

I think, then, you cannot be introduced to the practice of

color under better augury than by this good old Venetian

herbalist, with his due reverence for aerial and stellar in-

fluences ; nor by any worthier plant than this wild one of

the lowlands and of the hills ; which indeed once grew freely

with us " in divers places, as in the to\vne pastures by An-

dover, and also upon the banke of a mote that incloseth a

house in Bushey, fowerteene miles from London: " and which

I doubt not grows now, at least the Alpine variety of it, as it

did then, " on Bernard's Hill in Switzerland." And with

its fair little folded mantle of leaf, and Arabian alchemy,

strong to heal wounds and to prolong youth, it may take

happy place, with the white mountain Dryas, among the

thornless roses.

And now in beginning color :—remember once for all (and

it is the main meaning of what I said long ago—" you are

always safe if you hold the hand of a colorist"), that you
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cannot color unless you are either liappy as a child is happy,

or true as a man is true—sternly, and in harmony through

his life. You cannot paint without one or the other virtue

—

peace of heart, or strength of it. Somehow, the very color

fails, itself, under the hand which lays it coldly or hesita-

tingly. If you do not enjoy it, or are not resolved it shall

be faithful, waste no time with it.

41 B. Maple and Oak. Heads of young shoots.

41 C. Grass.

41 D. Wreath of hramhle-leaves.

These old sketches of mine may be useful to you as show-

ing the pleasantness of the simplest forms of foliage when

carefully outlined; and the first (41 B) how some little note

of color may be made with one tint, changed, when neces-

sary, as it is laid. You will find this a quick and helpful

method of study.

42. Cluster of leaves (real size) from the foreground

of Mantegna's picture of the Madonna, with the

Magadalene and St. John, in the National Gallery.

(By my assistant, Mr. W. Ward.)

We were both of us, however, foiled, successively, in try-

ing to get the exquisite outlines of this cluster. But it will

give you some idea of the symmetry and precision of Man-

tegna's design, and of his grave though pale color. Copy it

as well as you can.

43. Grapes and peach. (William Hunt.)

It is not a first-rate Hunt; you shall have a better, some

day, among the Standards: this, however, illustrates several

matters of importance, and is placed here for present com-

parison, and eventual service.
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First, I want you to notice its general look of green-

grocery, and character of rustic simplicity, as opposed to the

grave refinement of Mantegna. Generally speaking, you will

find our best modern art has something of this quality,

—

it looks as if done by peasants or untrained persons, while

good Italian work is visibly by accomplished gentlemen.

The reason of this, of course, primarily is, that our artists

do not think their general education of importance, nor under-

stand that it is an essential part of their eventual art-power

;

but it results also much from an Englishman's delight in

taking his own way, and his carelessness and general igno-

rance of vital abstract principle, so only that he gets a mo-

mentarily pleasant effect; which carelessness he thinks a
" practical " turn of mind in him. " I like to see a thing

fudged out," said William Hunt once to me. Yes, but to

see it felt out, and known, both out and in, is better still.

Nevertheless, the simplicity has its own charm, when it is

modest also; as in Hunt and Bewick: unhappily there is a

tendency in the modern British mind to be at once simple and

insolent; a most unfortunate base-metal.

Secondly, note of the method of work of this picture. It

assumes that you are looking at the fruit very near it; and

at that only. And the mode of finish is on those conditions

admirable ; but only on the condition, observe, that this piece

of painting is to be no part of a larger scene. If these grapes

were in the hand of a figure, and, to see the figure, you had to

retire six or seven feet, all this laborious and careful com-

pletion of bloom would be useless, and wrong. Here, 43 B,

are bunches of black and white grapes, from Rubens' " Peace

and AYar," in the jSTational Gallery. Mr. Ward has fairly

enough for my present purpose (he shall do it afterwards

better), facsimiled the few touches, by which (in about ten

minutes of the master's work, these masses of fruit have been

set nobly in their place. The two examples will show you

clearly the difference between genre painting and that of the

great schools ; only remember, that Rubens always errs by

inattention and violence, and if the higher example had been

I
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hj Titian, it would have seemed as complete as Hunt's,

though majestic also.

Lastly, note in the Hunt, that though the peach is yellow,

and the grapes blue, it is as easy to throw the blue fruit

before the golden one, as it would have been to throw a

cluster of golden grapes before a blue plum. And be ad-

vised, once for all, that there are no such things as " retiring
"

or " advancing " colors ; but that every color, well taught, is

equally ready to retire when you wish it to retire, and to

advance when you wish it to advance ; and that you must

by your own magic, and by that alone, command the deli-

cate amber into the infinite of twilight, or complete it into

the close bloom of the primrose in your hand.

43 B. Study of grapes, from Eubens. See notes on

43.

43 C. Garden-wall at Abbeville. (W. Ward.)

43 D. Gable at Abbeville, seen through the stems of

the trees in the little square before the Palais

de Justice. (W. Ward.)

To show you the " retiring " of color by mystery of texture

;

and the use of two important substantial pigments in north-

ern countries—chalk, and red brick, and a little of the grace

of French trees, inimitable by ours, I know not why; and

other things besides, for future service.

44. Scarborough Castle. Sketch on the spot. (Turner.)

Copy this as well as you can, and observe how the bloom

and texture is beginning to come on the distant rocks, by the

mere purity of the calmly-laid color. And put out of your

head, finally, any idea of there being tricks or secrets in

Turner's coloring. Flat wash on white paper, of the shape

that it should be, and the color it should be—that is his

secret.
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45. Gothic Mansion. Early drawing by Turner, prob-

ably when he was a boy of 15 or 16,

" Of the shape it should be ? " Yes. And to that end

we must sometimes pencil it in very carefully first.

Try either the forms of the white clouds in color, or

those of the building in pencil, and you will soon know what

to think of the assertion that, " Turner could not draw."

46. Unfinished drawing of ruined ahhey. (Turner.)

This is a perfect example of Turner's method of work in

his early time—every color deliberately chosen, and set in its

place like Florentine mosaic.

4Y. Sketch of common snail-shell, enlarged.

47 B. Sketch of Helix Gualteriana, enlarged.

47 C. Study of Paper Nautilus.

I have left the first two of these sketches slight. They are

merely to show you the mode in which the contours (22 C and

22 D) appear to be altered by the colors that fill them; and

observe that all contours whatsoever are to be determined with

this absolute accuracy, before you trust yourself to color

them. The third is carried farther, but does not efface its

pencil outlines.

48. Study of scidpture of the perfect school of Venice;

from the base of a pilaster in the interior of the

church of the Madonna de' Miracoli.

Exercise in transparent wash of simple tints, with body

color for the lights.
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49. Sketch of the Head of Danae. (Edward Burne

Jones.)

Showing, better than any other modern example I have

by me, some parallel to the nobly subdued methods of color

employed in the thoughtful schools of the Venetians, after

their union with those of light and shade.

50. Study of part of Tintoret's picture of the Presentation

in the Temple in the Scuola di San Rocco. (Ed-

ward Burne Jones.)

As like Tintoret's color as the material will permit, the

picture is one gloom of black and crimson, lighted with gray

and gold, and a type of all that is mightiest in the arts of

color and shade.

Into the analysis of which we will try to enter farther

hereafter : enough work is before us for our present strength.
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PEEFACE.

It is now just twenty years since I wrote the first number

of these notes ; and fifteen since they were discontinued. I

have no intention of renewing the series, unless occasionally,

should accident detain me in London during the spring. But

this year, for many reasons, it seemed to me imperatively

proper to say as much as is here said.

And that the temper of the saying may not, so far as I can

prevent it, be mistaken, I will venture to ask my reader to

hear, and trust that he will believe, thus much concerning

myself. Among various minor, but collectively sufficient,

reasons for the cessation of these notes, one of the chief was

the exclamation of a young artist, moving in good society

—

authentically, I doubt not, reported to me—" D the

fellow, w^hy doesn't he back his friends ? " The general want

in the English mind of any abstract conception of justice,

and the substitution for it of the idea of fidelity to a party,

as the first virtue of public action, had never struck me so

vividly before ; and thenceforward it seemed to me useless, so

far as artists were concerned, to continue criticism which

they would esteem dishonorable, unless it was false.

But Fortune has so sternly reversed her wheel during these

recent years, that I am more likely now to be accused of mal-

ice than of equity; and I am therefore at the pains to beg

the honest reader to believe that, having perhaps as much

pleasure as other people, both in backing my friends and

fronting my enemies, I have never used, and shall never use,

my power of criticism to such end ; but that I write now, and

have always written, so far as I am able, what may show that

there is a fi_xed criterion of separation between right art and

07
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wrong; that no opinion, no time, and no circumstances cau

ever in one jot change this relation of their Good and Evil;

and that it would be pleasant for the British public to recog-

nize the one, and wise in them to eschew the other.

Herne Hill, May 23, IS?.*^



NOTES.

Before looking at any single pictnre, let ns understand the

scope and character of the Exhibition as a whole. The Royal

Academy of England, in its annual publication, is now noth-

ing more than a large colored Illustrated Times folded in

saloons :—the splendidest May Number of the Graphic, shall

we call it ? That is to say, it is a certain quantity of pleasant,

but imperfect, " illustration " of passing events, mixed with

as much gossip of the past, and tattle of the future, as may be

probably agreeable to a populace supremely ignorant of the

one, and reckless of the other.

Supremely ignorant, I say—ignorant, that is, on the lofty

ground of their supremacy in useless knowledge.

For instance: the actual facts which Shakespeare knew

about Rome were, in number and accuracy, compared to those

which M. Alma-Tadema knows, as the pictures of a child's

first story-book, compared to Smith's " Dictionary of Antiqui-

ties."

But when Shakespeare wrote,

" The noble sister of Publicola,

The Moon of Eome; chaste as the icicle

That's curdled by the frost from purest snow,

And hangs on Dian's temple,"

he knew Rome herself, to the heart; and M. Tadema, after

reading his Smith's " Dictionary " through from A to Z,

knows nothing of her but her shadow ; and that* cast at sun-

set.

Yet observe, in saying that Academy work is now nothing

more, virtually, than cheap colored woodcut, I do not mean
to depreciate the talent emj)loyed in it Our public press is

supported by an ingenuity and skill in rapid art unrivaled

59
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at any period of history ; nor have I ever been so humbled,

or astonished, by the mightiest work of Tintoret, Turner, or

Velasquez, as I was one afternoon last year, in watching, in

the Dudley gallery, two ordinary workmen for a daily news-

paper, finishing their drawings on the blocks by gaslight,

against time.

jSTay, not in skill only, but in pretty sentiment, our press

illustration, in its higher ranks, far surpasses—or indeed, in

that department finds no rivalship in—the schools of classical

art ; and it happens curiously that the only drawing of which

the memory remains with me as a possession, out of the old

water-color exhibition of this year—Mrs. Allingham's
" Young Customers "-—should be, not only by an accom-

plished designer of w^oodcut, but itself the illustration of a

popular story. The drawing, witli whatever temporary pur-

pose executed, is forever lovely; a thing which I believe Gains-

borough would have given one of his owm pictures for—old-

fashioned as red-tipped daisies are—and more precious than

rubies.

And I am conscious of, and deeply regret, the inevitable

warp which my o^\^l lately exclusive training under the elder

schools gives to my estimate of this current art of the day;

and submissively bear the blame due to my sullen refusal of

what good is offered me in the railroad station, because I can-

not find in it what I found in the Ducal Palace. And I may
be permitted to say this much, in the outset, in apology for

myself, that I determined on writing this number of Academy
notes, simply because I was so much delighted with Mr.

Leslie's School—Mr. Leighton's little Fatima, Mr. Hook's

Hearts of Oak, and Mr. Couldery's kittens—that I thought I

should be able to write an entirely good-humored, and there-

fore, in all likelihood, practically useful, sketch of the socially

pleasant qualities of modern English painting, which were

not enough acknowledged in my former essays.

As I set myself to the work, and examined more important

pictures, my humor changed, though much against my will.

Kot more reluctantlv the son of Beor found his utterances
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become benedictory, than I mine—the reverse. But the need

of speaking, if not the service (for too often we can help least

where need is most), is assuredly greater than if I could have

spoken smooth things without ruffling anywhere the calm of

praise.

Popular or classic—temporary or eternal—all good art is

more or less didactic. My artist-adversaries rage at me for

saying so ; but the gayest of them cannot help being momen-

tarily gTave ; nor the emptiest-headed occasionally instruc-

tive ; and whatever work any of them do, that is indeed honor-

able to themselves, is also intellectually helpful, no less than

entertaining, to others. And it will be the surest way of esti-

mating the intrinsic value of the art of this year, if we pro-

ceed to examine it in the several provinces which its didactic

functions occupy ; and collect the sum of its teaching on the

subjects—which will, I think, sufficiently embrace its efforts

in every kind—of Theology, History, Biography, Natural

History, Landscape, and as the end of all. Policy.

THEOLOGY.

584. Dedicated to all the Churches. (G. F. Watts, R.A.)

Here, at least, is one picture meant to teach ; nor failing of

its purpose, if we read it rightly. Very beautiful, it might

have been ; and is, in no mean measure ; but as years pass

by, the artist concedes to himself, more and more, the privi-

lege which none but the feeble should seek, of substituting

the sublimity of mystery for that of absolute majesty of form.

The relation between this gray and soft cloud of visionary

power, and the perfectly substantial, bright, and near pres-

ence of the saints, angels, or Deities of early Christian art,

involves questions of too subtle interest to be followed here

;

but in the essential force of it, belongs to the inevitable ex-

pression, in each period, of the character of its own faith.

The Christ of the 13th century was vividly present to it:^
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thoughts, and dominant over its acts, as a God manifest in

the flesh, well pleased in the people to whom He came ; while

ours is either forgotten; or seen, by those who jet trust in

Him, only as a mourning and departing Ghost.

129. Ezekiel's Vision. (P. F. Poole, R.A.)

Though this design cannot for a moment be compared with

the one just noticed, in depth of feeling, there is yet, as there

has been always in Mr. Poole's work, some acknowledgment of

a supernatural influence in physical phenomena, which gives

a nobler character to his storm-painting than can belong to

any merely literal study of the elements. But the piece is

chiefly interesting for its parallelism with that '' dedicated

to all the churches," in effacing the fearless realities of the

elder creed among the confused speculations of our modern
one. The beasts in Raphael's vision of Ezekiel are as solid

as the cattle in Smithfield ; while here, if traceable at all in

the drift of the storm-cloud (which, it is implied, was all

that the prophet really saw), their animal character can only

be accepted in polite compliance with the prophetic im-

pression, as the weasel by Polonius. And my most Polonian

courtesy fails in deciphering the second of the four—not-

living—creatures.

218. Eachel and her Flock. (F. Goodall, R.A.)

This is one of the pictures which, with such others as Hol-

man Hunt's " Scapegoat," Millais' " Dove Returning to the

Ark," etc., the public owe primarily to the leading genius of

Dante Rossetti, the founder, and for some years the vital

force, of the pre-Raphaelite school. He was the first asserter

in painting, as I believe I was myself in art-literature (Gold-

smith and Moliere having given the first general statements

of it), of the great distinctive principle of that school, that

things should be painted as they probably did look and

happen, and not as, by rules of art developed under Raphael,

Correggio, and Michael Angelo, they might be supposed grace-

fully, deliciously, or sublimely to have happened.



THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTIANITY.
(Dedicated to all the churches.)

By G. F. Watts, R.A.
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The adoption of this principle bv good and great men, pro-

duces the gTandest art possible in the world ; the adoption of

it by vile and foolish men—very vile and foolish art
;
yet not

so entirely nugatory as imitations of Raphael or Correggio

"would be by persons of the same caliber : an intermediate and

large class of pictures have been produced by painters of aver-

age powers ; mostly of considerable value, but which fall again

into two classes, according to the belief of the artists in the

truth, and understanding of the dignity of the subjects they

endeavor to illustrate, or their opposite degree of incredulity

and materialistic vulgarism of interpretation.

The picture before us belongs to the higher class, but is not

a fine example of it. We cannot tell from it whether Mr.

Goodall believes Rachel to have wept over Ramah from her

throne in heaven ; but at least we gather from it some sugges-

tion of what she must have looked like, when she was no

more than a Syrian shepherdess.

That she was a very beautiful shepherdess, so that her

lover thought years of waiting but as days, for the love he

bore to her, Mr. Goodall has scarcely succeeded in represent-

ing. And on the whole he would have measured his powers

more reasonably in contenting himself with j^ainting a York-

shire shepherdess instead of a Syrian one.* Like everybody

except myself—he has been in the East. If that is the ap-

pearance of the new moon in the East, I am well enough con-

tent to guide, and gild, the lunacies of my declining years by

the light of the old western one.

518. Julian the Apostate, presiding, etc. (E. Armytage,

R.A.)

This, I presume, is a modern enlightened improvement on

the Disputa del Sacramento. The English Church is to be

congTatulated on the education she gives her artists. Fum-
bling with sham Gothic penny tracts, and twopenny Scrip-

* Compare, however, at once, 582, which is, on the whole, the most

honorably complete and scholastic life-size figure in the rooms, with

well-cast, and unaffectedly well-painted, drapery.
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ture prints, among the embers of reverence and sacred life

that yet linger on from the soul of ancient days, she holds her

own, in outward appearance at least, among our simple coun-

try villages; and, in our more igTiorant manufacturing cen-

ters, contentedly enamels the service of Mammon with the

praise of God. But in the capital of England—here, on her

Vatican hill above St. Peter's church, and beside St. Paul's

—

tills is the testimony she wins from art, as compared with the

councils of Fathers, and concourses of Saints, which poor

dark-minded Italy once loved to paint. Mr. Armytage, how-

ever, has not completed his satire with subtlety ; he knows the

higher virtue of sectarians as little as Gibbon knew those of

Julian, whose sincere apostasy was not the act of a soul

which could " enjoy the agreeable spectacle " of vile dispute

among any men—least of all, among those whom he had once

believed messengers of Christ.

1293—1295. Terra-cottas, representing, etc. (S. Tin-

worth. )

Full of fire and zealous faculty, breaking its way through

all conventionalism to such truth as it can conceive ; able also

to conceive far more than can be rightly expressed on this

scale. And, after all the labors of past art on the Life of

Christ, here is an English workman fastening, with more de-

cision than I recollect in any of them, on the gist of the sin of

the Jews, and their rulers, in the choice of Barabbas, and

making the physical fact of contrast between the man re-

leased, and the man condemned, clearly visible. We must

receive it, I suppose, as a flash of really prophetic intelligence

on the question of Universal Suffrage.

These bas-reliefs are the most earnest work in the Acad-

emy, next to Mr. Boehm's study of Carlyle. But how it

happens that after millions of money have been spent in the

machinery of art education at Kensing'ton, an ornamental

designer of so high faculty as this one, should never in his life

have found a human being able to explain to him the first

principles of relief, or show him the difference between dec-
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orative foliage-sculpture, and Norman hatchet-work—I must

leave the Kensington authorities to explain; for it passes all

mj capacities of conjecture, and all my hitherto experience of

the costly and colossal public institution of—rNothing—out of

which, to wise men, as here, can come nothing; but to fools

every^vhere,—worse than nothing. Kensing-ton has flattened

its thousands of weak students into machine pattern-papers

:

here, it had a true man to deal with ; and for all he has

learned of his business, he might as well have lived in South

Australia.

HISTOKY.

26. The Sculpture Gallery. (L. Alma-Tadema.)

This, I suppose, we must assume to be the principal histori-

cal piece of the year ; a work showing artistic skill and classic

learning, both in high degree. But both parallel in their

method of selection. The artistic skill has succeeded with all

its objects in the degree of their unimportance. The piece

of silver plate is painted best ; the grifiin bas-relief it stands

on, second best; the statue of the empress worse than the

grifiins, and the living personages worse than the statue. I

do not know what feathers the fan with the frightful mask in

the handle, held by the nearest lady, is supposed to be made

of ; to a simple spectator they look like peacock's, without the

eyes. And, indeed, the feathers, under which the motto '' I

serve " of French art seems to be written in these days, are, I

think, very literally, all feather and no eyes—the Raven's

feather to wit, of Sycorax. The selection of the subject is

similarly—one might say, filamentous—of the extremity, in-

stead of the center. The old French Republicans, reading of

Rome, chose such events to illustrate her history, as the battle

of Romulus with the Sabines, the vow of the Horatii, or the

self-martyrdom of Lucretia. The modern Republican sees in

the Rome he studies so profoundly, only a central establish-

ment for the manufacture and sale of imitation-Greek articles

of virtu.
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The execution is dextrons, but more with mechanical

steadiness of practice than innate fineness of nerve. It is

impossible, however, to saj how much the personal nervous

faculty of an artist of this caliber is paralyzed by his educa-

tion in schools which I could not characterize in my Oxford

inaugural lectures otherwise than as the " schools of clay,"

in which he is never shown what Venetians or Florentines

meant by " painting," and allowed to draw his flesh steadily

and systematically with shadows of charcoal, and lights of

cream-soap, without ever considering whether there would be

any reflections in the one, or any flush of life in the other.

The head on the extreme left is exceptionally good ; but who

ever saw a woman's neck and hand blue-black under reflection

from white drapery, as they are in the nearer figure ? It is

well worth while to go straight from this picture to the two

small studies by Mr. Albert Moore, 356 and 357. which are

consummately artistic and scientific work: examine them

closely, and with patience ; the sofa and basket especially, in

357, with a lens of moderate power ; and, by way of a lesson

in composition, hide in this picture the little honeysuckle

ornament above the head, and the ribbon hanging over the

basket, and see what becomes of everything ! Or try the effect

of concealing the yellow flower in the hair, in the " flower

walk." And for comparison with the elementary method of

M. Tadema look at the blue reflection on the chin in this

figure ; at the reflection of the warm brick wall on its right

arm ; and at the general modes of unaffected relief by which

the extended arm in " Pansies " detaches itself from the

background. And you ought afterward, if you have an eye

for color, never more to mistake a tinted drawing for a paint-

ing.

233. The Festival. (E. J. Poynter, A.)

I wonder how long Mr. Poynter thinks a young lady could

stand barefoot on a round-runged ladder; or that a sensible

Greek girl would take her sandals off to try, on an occasion

when she had festive arrangements to make with care. The
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ladders themselves, here and in IN'o. 236 (The Golden Age),

appear to me not so classical, or so rude, in type, as might

have been expected ; but to savor somewhat of the expeditious

gas-lighting. Of course Mr. Poynter's object in jSTo. 236 is

to show us, like Michael Angelo, the adaptability of limbs to

awkward positions. But he can only, by this anatomical sci-

ence, interest his surgical spectators; while the Golden Age,

in this pinchbeck one, interests nobody. iSTot even the painter

—for had he looked at the best authorities for account of it,

he would have found that its people lived chiefly on corn and

strawberries, both growing wild; and doubtless the loaded

fruit-branches drooped to their reach. Both these pictures

are merely studies of decorative composition, and have far too

much pains taken with them for their purpose. Decorative

work, however complete, should be easy.

401. Eeady! (P. Cockerell.)

I suppose this is meant for portrait, not history. At all

events, the painter has been misled in his endeavor, if he made
any, to render Swiss character, by Schiller's absurd lines.

Schiller, of all men high in poetic fame whose works are in

anyr^'ise kno'\%Ti to me, has the feeblest hold of facts and the

dullest imagination. " Still as a lamb !
" Sucking, I sup-

pose ? They are so very quiet in that special occupation ; and

never think of such a thing as jumping, when they have had

enough, of course ? And I should like to hear a Swiss (or

English) boy, with any stuff in him, liken himself to a lamb

!

If there were any real event from which the legend sprung,

the boy's saying would have been not in the smallest degree

pathetic :
" Xever fear me, father ; I'll stand like grand-

mother's donkey when she wants him to go "—or something

to such effect.

482. The Babylonian Marriage Market. (E. Long.)

A painting of great merit, and well deserving purchase by
the Anthropological Society. For the varieties of character

in the heads are rendered with extreme subtlety, while, as a
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mere piece of painting, the work is remarkable, in the modern
school, for its absence of affectation; there is no insolently

indulged indolence, nor vulgarly asserted dexterity—the

painting is good throughout, and unobtrusively powerful.

It becomes a question of extreme interest with me, as I ex-

amine this remarkable picture, how far the intensely subtle

observation of physical character and expression which ren-

dered the painting of it possible, necessitates the isolation of

the artist's thoughts from subjects of intellectual interest, or

moral beauty. Certainly, the best expressional works of the

higher schools present nothing analogous to the anatomical

precision with which the painter has here gradated the feature

and expression of the twelve waiting girls, from great phys-

ical beauty to absolute ugliness ; and from the serene insolence

and power of accomplished fleshly womanhood, to the rest-

less audacity, and crushed resignation, of its despised states

of personal inferiority, unconsoled by moral strength, or

family affection. As a piece of anthropology, it is the natural

and very wonderful product of a century occupied in carnal

and mechanical science. In the total paralysis of concep-

tion—without attempt to disguise the palsy—as to the

existence of any higher element in a woman's mind than

vanity and spite, or in a man's than avarice and animal pas-

sion, it is also a specific piece of the natural history of our

own century; but only a partial one, either of it, or of the

Assyrian, who was once as " the cedars in the garden of God."

The painter has in the first instance misread his story, or

been misled by his translation. This custom, called wise by

Herodotus, is so called only as practiced in country districts

with respect to the fortuneless girls of the lower laboring

population; daughters of an Assyrian noble, however plain-

featured, would certainly not be exposed in the market to

receive dowry from the dispute for their fairer sisters.* But

* The passage in Strabo which gives some countenance to the idea

of universality in the practice, gives a somewhat different color to it

by the statement that over each of the three great Assyrian

provinces a " temperately wise " person was set to conduct the

ordinances of marriage.
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there is matter of deeiDcr interest in the custom, as it is com-

pared to our modern life. However little the English edu-

cated classes now read their Bibles, they cannot but, in the

present state of literary science, be aware that there is a book,

once asserted to have been written by St. John, in which a

spiritual Babylon is described as the mother of harlots and

abominations of the earth, and her ruin represented as

lamentable, especially to the merchants, who trafficked with

her in many beautiful and desirable articles, but above all in

" souls of men."

Also, the educated reader cannot but be aware that the ani-

mosity of Christian sects—which we have seen the subject oi

another important national-historical picture in this Academy
—has for the last three hundred years wasted much of their

energy in endeavors to find Scriptural reason for calling each

other Babylonians, and whatever else that term may be imder-

stood to imply.

There is, however, no authority to be found in honestly

read Scripture for these well-meaning, but ignorant, incivili-

ties. Read in their entirety, the books of the Bible represent

to us a literal and material deliverance of a visibly separated

people, from a literal bondage ; their establishment in a liter-

ally fruitful and peaceful land, and their being led away out

of that land, in consequence of their refusal to obey the laws

of its Lord, into a literal captivity in a small, material Baby--

lon. The same Scriptures represent to us a spiritual deliver^

ance of an invisibly separated people, from spiritual bondage

;

their establishment in the spiritual land of Christian joy and

peace ; and their being led away out of this land into a spirit-

ual captivity in a great spiritual Babylon, the mother of

abominations, and in all active transactions especially delight-

ful to " merchants "—persons engaged, that is to say, in

obtaining profits by exchange instead of labor.

And whatever was literally done, whether apparently wise

or not, in the minor fleshly Babylon, will, therefore, be found

spiritually fulfilled in the major ghostly one ; and, for in-

stance, as the most beautiful and marvelous maidens were
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announced for literal sale bj auction in Assyria, are not also

the souls of our most beautiful and marvelous maidens an-

nounced annually for sale by auction in Paris and London,

in a spiritual manner, for the spiritual advantages of position

in society ?

BIOGEAPHT.

TJndee this head I include Drama, Domestic Incident, and

Portrait : this last being, if good, the sum of what drama and

domestic chances have been wrought by, and befallen to, the

person portrayed.

K^ot to begin with too high matters, and collapse subse-

quently, suppose we first contemplate the pretty little scene,

408. Domestic Troubles. (J. Burr.)

The boy peeping in fearfully at the door, has evidently,

under the inspiration of modern scientific zeal, dissected the

bellows ; and whether they will ever help the pot to boil again

is doubtful to grandpapa. The figure of the younger child,

mute with awe and anxiety, yet not wholly guiltless of his

naughty brother's curiosity, is very delightful. Avenging

Fate, at the chimney-piece, is too severe.

I have marked, close by it, two other pictures, 403, 405,

which interested me for reasons scarcely worth printing. The
cloister of Assisi has been carefully and literally studied, in

all but what is singular or beautiful in it; namely, the flat-

tened dome over its cistern, and the central mossy well

above. But there is more conscientious treatment of the rest

of the building, and greater quietness of natural light than in

most picture backgrounds of these days. Ponte della Paglia,

405, may be useful to travelers in at least clearly, if not quite

accurately, showing the decorative use of the angle sculpture

of the drunkenness of iSToah on the Ducal Palace; and the

Bridge of Sighs is better jDainted than usual.
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242. A Merrie Jest. (H. S. Marks, A.)

Very characteristic of the painter's special gift. The diffi-

culty of so subtle a rendering as this of the half-checked, yet

extreme mirth, of persons naturally himiorous, can only be

judged of by considering how often aspects of laughter are

attempted in pictures, and how rarely we feel ourselves in-

clined to join in the merriment. The piece of accessory land-

scape is very unaffected and good, and the painting, through-

out, here, as well as in the equally humorous, and useless,

picture of bygone days, 166, of good standard modern quality.

107. The Barber's Prodigy. (J. B. Burgess.)

A close and careful study of modern domestic drama, de-

serving notice, however, chiefly for its unaffected manner of

work, and moderately pleasant incident, as opposed to over-

labored pictures of what is merely ugly, or meanly faultful,

141, 241—wastes of attention, skill, and time. " Too Good

to be True," 153, another clever bit of minor drama, is yet

scarcely good enough to be paused at ;
" Private and Confi-

dential," 375, deserves a few moments more. 879 (A.

Liiben) is much surer and finer in touch than anything

English that I can find in this sort. The Diisseldorf Ger-

mans, and the Xeuchatel Swiss have been doing splendid

domestic work lately ; but, I suppose, are too proud to exhibit

here.

75. Sophia Western. (W. P. Frith, R.A.)

The painter seems not to have understood, nor are the pub-

lic likely to understand, that Fielding means, in the passage

quoted, to say that Miss Western's hands were white, soft,

translucent, and at the moment, snow-cold. In the picture

they cannot be shown to be cold—are certainly not white ; do

not look soft ; and scarcely show the light of the fire on them,

much less through them. But what is the use of painting

from Fielding at all ? Of all our classic authors, it is he who

demands the reader's attention most strictly ; and what mod-

ern reader ever attends to anything ?
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88. Loot: 1797. (A. C. Gore.)

An entirely fine picture of its class, representing an ordi-

nary fact of war as it mu-st occur, without any forced senti

ment or vulgar accent. Highly skillful throughout, keenly

seen, well painted, and deserving -a better place than the slow

cart-horses and solid waterfalls on the line have left for it.

89. War Time. (B. Kiviere.)

Compare 626, at once; the first is a true piece of feeling

—

almost Wordsworthian ; the second, disgraceful to it, both in

the low pitch of its vulgar horror, and in its loss of power, by

retreat to picturesque tradition, instead of dealing, like the

other, with the facts of our own day.

If Mr. Riviere really feels as I think he feels, and means

to do good, he mnst not hope to do anything with people who
would endure the sight of a subject such as this. He may
judge what they are worth by a sentence I heard as I stood

before it.
'' Last of the garrison—ha ! they're all finished

off, you see—isn't that well done ? " At all events, if he

means to touch them, he must paint the cooking of a French

pet poodle ; not the stabbing of a bloodhound.

214. The Crown of Love. (J. E. Millais.)

Much of the painter's old power remains in this sketch (it

cannot be called a painting) ; and it is of course the leading

one of the year in dramatic sentiment. This, then, it ap-

pears, is the best that English art can, at the moment, say in

praise of the virtue, and promise of the reward, of Love ; this,

the subject of sentimental contemplation likely to be most

pleasing to the present British public; torture, namely,

carried to crisis of death, in the soul of one creature, and flesh

of another. The British public are welcome to their feast;

but, as purchasers, they ought to be warned that, compared

with the earlier dual pictures of the school (Huguenot,

Claudio and Isabella, April love, and the like) , this composi-

tion balances its excess of sentiment by defect of industry;

and that it is not a precedent advantageous to them, in the?
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arrangement of pictures of lovers, that one should have a body

without a face, and the other a face without a body.

47. Hearts of Oak. (J. C. Hook, E.A.)

Beautiful, but incomplete ; the painter wants more heart of

oak himself. If he had let all his other canvases alone, and

finished this, the year's work would have been a treasure for

all the centuries; while now, it is only ''the Hook of the

season."

It looks right and harmonious in its subdued sunshine.

But it isn't. Why should mussel-shells cast a shadow, but

boats and hats none ? Why should toy-carts and small stones

have light and dark sides, and tall rocks none ? I fancy all

the pictures this year must have been painted in the sunless

east wind ; and only a bit of sunshine put in here and there

out of the painter's head, where he thought it would do no-

body any harm.

112. A :N'ovember Morning, etc. (H. T. Wells, R.A.)

Fishermen's hearts being of oak, what are huntsmen's

hearts made of ?

They will have to ascertain, and prove, soon; there being

question nowadays, among the lower orders, whether they

have got any, to speak of.

A pleasant aristocratic picture—creditable to Mr. Wells,

and the nobility. ISTot a Vandyck, neither.

430. Sunday Afternoon. (R. Collinson.)

This picture, though of no eminent power in any respect, is

extremely delightful to myself; and ought, I think, to be so

to most unsophisticated persons, who care for English rural

life; representing, as it does, a pleasant and virtuous phase

of such life, whether on Sunday or Saturday afternoon.

Why, by the way, must we accept it for Sunday? Have
our nice old women no rest on any other day ? Do they never

put on a clean muslin kerchief on any other day ? Do they

never read their Bible (of course, it would be improper to
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suppose any otlier book readable by them) on any other day ?

Whatever day it be—here, at all events, are peace, light,

cleanliness, and content.

Luxury even, of a kind ; the air coming in at that door must

be delicious; and the leaves, outside of it, look like a bit of

the kitchen-garden side of Paradise, They please me all the

better because, since scientific people were good enough to tell

us that leaves were made green by " green-leaf," I haven't

seen a leaf painted green, by anybody. But this peep through

the door is like old times, when we were neither plagued with

soot, nor science.

Xote, for a little piece of technical study in composition,

that the painter would not have been able to venture on so

pure color outside of the door, had he not painted the door

green as well, only of a modified tint, and so led the subdued

color forward into the red interior, taken up again by the

shadows of the plants in the window. The management of

the luminous shadow throughout is singularly skillful—all

the more so because it attracts so little attention. This is

true chiaroscuro ; not spread treacle or splashed mud, speckled

with white spots—as a Rembrandt amateur thinks.

Mr. Pettie, for instance, a man of real feeling and great

dramatic power, is ruining himself by these shallow notions

of chiaroscuro. If he had not been mimicking Rembrandt,

as well as the " costume of the sixteenth century," in 318, he

never would have thought of representing Scott's entirely

heroic and tender-hearted Harry of Perth (223), merely by

the muscular back and legs of him (the legs, by the way, were

slightly bandy—if one holds to accuracy in anatomical re-

spects) ; nor vulgarized the real pathos and most subtle ex-

pression of his Jacobites (1217) by the slovenly dark back-

ground, corresponding, virtually, to the slouched hat of a

theatrical conspirator. I have been examining the painting

of the chief Jacobite's face very closely. It is nearly as good

as a piece of old William Ilunt ; but Hunt never loaded his

paint, except in sticks, and moss, and such like, Kow there's

a wrinkle quite essential to the expression, under the Jaco-
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bite's eye, got hj a projecting ridge of paint, instead of a

proper dark line. Rembrandt's bad bricklayer's work, with

all the mortar sticking out at the edges, may be pardonable

in a Dntcliman sure of his colors ; but it is always licentious

;

and in these days when the first object of manufacture is to

produce articles that won't last, if the mortar cracks, where

are we ?

To return to the question of chiaroscuro. The present

Academicians—most of whom I have had anxious talk of,

with their fathers or friends, when they were promising boys

—have since been, with the best part of their minds, amusing

themselves in London drawing-rooms, or Eastern deserts, in-

stead of learning their business; with the necessary result

that they have, as a body, qualified themselves rather to be

Masters of Ceremonies than of Studies ; and guides rather of

Caravans than Schools ; and have not got au inkling of any

principle of their art to bless themselves—or other people,

with. So that they have not only filled their large railroad

station and stalls (attached refreshment-room completing the

nature of the thing) with a mass of heterogeneous pictures,

of which at least two-thirds are beneath the level of acceptance

in any well-established dealer's shop ;
* but they have en-

couraged, by favor of position, quite the worst abuses of the

cheap art of the day; of which these tricks of rubbing half

the canvas over with black or brown, that the rest may come

out handsomer, or that the spectator may be properly, but at

the same time economically, prepared for its melancholy or

sublime tenor, are among the least creditable either to our

English wits or honesty. The portrait, jSTo. 437, for instance,

is a very respectable piece of painting, and would have taken

its place well in the year's show of work, if the inkstand had

not been as evanescent as the vision of Ezekiel, and the

library shelves so lost in the gloom of art, as to suggest, sym-

bolically, what our bishops at home seem so much afraid of

* I permit myself to name, for instance, not as worse than others,

but as peculiarly disagreeable to myself, because I love monks,

herons, and sea—450, 291, and 837.
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—indistinctness in colonial divinity. And the two biglily

moral pictures, 101 and 335, which are meant to enforce on

the public mind the touching theories that, for the laboring-

poor, grass is not gTeen, nor geese white; and that on the

pastoral poor, the snow falls dirty ; might have delivered their

solemn message just as convincingly from a more elevated

stage of the wall-pulpit, without leaving on the minds of any

profane spectator like myself, the impression of their having

been executed by a converted crossing-sweeper, with his

broom, after it was worn stumpy.

If the reader is interested in the abstract qualities of art,

he will find it useful at once to compare with these more or

less feeble or parsimonious performances, two pictures

—

which, if not high in attainment, are at least, the one strong,

and the other generous. 184. '^ Peasantry of Esthonia going

to Market " (G. Bochman) is masterly work, by a man prac-

ticed in his business; but who has been taught it in a bad

school. It is a true artistic abstraction of gray and angular

natural facts ; it indeed omits too much—for even in Esthonia

there must be grass somewhere, or what could the horses eat ?

—and it omits the best things and keeps the worst ; but it is

done with method, skill, and a conscientious notion that to be

gray and angular is to be right. And it deserves a place in

an Academy exhibition.

On the other hand, 263, " Getting Better " (C. Calthrop),

is an intensely laborious, honest, and intentionally difficult

study of chiaroscuro in two lights, on varied color; and in

all other respects it is well meant, and generously, according

to the painter's power, completed. I won't say more of it,

because at the height it hangs I can see no more ; nor must

the reader suppose that what I have said implies anything

beyond what is stated. All that I certify is, that as a study

of chiaroscuro it deserves close attention, much praise, and a

better place than it at present occupies.

336. The Mayor of ITewcastle. (W. W. Ouless.)

An agreeable and vigorous portrait, highly creditable to
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the painter, and honorable to its subject and its possessors.

Mr. Ouless has adopted from Mr. Millais what was deserving

of imitation ; and nsed the skill he has learned to better ends.

All his portraits here are vigorous and interesting.

221. John Stuart Blackie. (J. Archer.)

An entirely well-meant, and I should conjecture successful,

portrait of a man much deserving portraiture. The back-

ground has true meaning, and is satisfactorily complete ; very

notable, in that character, among the portrait backgrounds of

the year. The whole is right and good.

718. The Countess of Pembroke. (E. Clifford.)

Mr. Clifford evidently means well, and is studying in the

elder schools; and painting persons who will permit him to

do his best in his own way.

There is much of interesting in his work, but he has yet

to pass through the Valley of Humiliation before he can

reach the Celestial Mountains. He must become perfectly

simple before he can be sublime ; above all, he must not hope

to be great by effort. This portrait is over-labored; and,

toward the finishing, he has not well seen what he was doing,

and has not rightly balanced his front light against that of the

sky. But his drawings always deserve careful notice.

317. Miss M. Stuart Wortley. (A. Stuart Wortley.)

The rightest and most dignified female portrait here—as

Lady Coleridge's drawing of Mr. Xewman, 1069, is the most

subtle among those of the members of learned professions

(though Mr. Laurence's two beautiful drawings, 1054, 1062,

only fall short of it by exhibiting too frankly the practiced

skill of their execution). 1052 is also excellent; and, on the

whole—thinking over these, and other more irregular and

skirmishing, but always well-meant, volunteer work, sprinkled

about the rooms—I think the amateurs had better have an

Academy of their own next year, in which indulgently, when
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they had room to spare, they might admit the promising effort

of an artist.

I have scarcely been able to glance round at the portrait

sculpture ; and am always iniquitously influenced, in judging

of marble, by my humor for praise or dispraise of the model,

rather than artist. Guarding myself, as well as I may, from

such faultful bias, I yet venture to name 1342 as an exem-

plary piece of chiseling; carefully and tenderly composed in

every touch. If the hair on the forehead were completely

finished, this would be a nearly perfect bust. I cannot under-

stand why the sculptor should have completed the little tress

that falls on the cheek so carefully; and yet left so many
unmodified contours in the more important masses.

1301. Thomas Carlyle. (J. E. Boehm.)

For this noble piece of portraiture I cannot trust myself to

express my personal gratitude ; nor does either the time I can

give to these notes, or their limited intention, permit me—if

even otherwise I could think it permissible—to speak at all

of the high and harmonious measure in which it seems to me
to express the mind and features of my dear Master.

This only it is within the compass of my present purpose

to afiirm—that here is a piece of vital and essential sculpture

;

the result of sincere skill spent carefully on an object worthy

its care: motive and method alike right; no pains spared;

and none wasted. And any spectator of sensitiveness will

find that, broadly speaking, all the sculpture round seems

dead and heavy in comparison, after he has looked long at

this.

There must always be, indeed, some difPerence in the im-

mediate effect on our minds between the picturesque treat-

ment proper in portrait sculpture, and that belonging, by its

grace of reserve, to classical design. But it is generally a

note of weakness in an Englishman when he thinks he can

conceive like a Greek; so that the plurality of modern Hel-

lenic Academy sculpture consists merely of imperfect anatom-

ical models peeped at through bath-towels; and is in the
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essence of it quite as dull as it appears to be. Let us go back

to less dignified work.

196. School Revisited. (G. D. Leslie, A.)

I came upon this picture early, in my first walk through

the rooms, and was so delighted with it that it made me like

everything else I saw, that morning; it is altogether ex-

quisite in rendering some of the sweet qualities of English

girlhood; and, on the whole, the most easy and graceful

composition in the rooms. I had written first, " masterly
"

composition ; but no composition is quite masterly which mod-

ifies or subdues any of the natural facts so as to force certain

relations between them. Mr. Leslie at present subdues all

greens, refuses all but local darks, and scarcely permits him-

self, even in flesh, color enough for life. Young ladies at

a happy country boarding-school, like this, would be as bright

as by the seaside ; and there is no reason why a knowledge-

gatherer, well cared for, should be less rosy than a samphire-

gatherer.

Rich color may be in good taste, as well as the poorest ; and

the quaintness, politeness, and grace of Leslie might yet glow

with the strength and freshness of Hook. It may perhaps

be more difficult than I suppose to get the delicate lines and

gradations on which the expression of these girls mainly

depends in deeper color. But, at all events, the whole should

be more in harmony, and more consistently precious. English

girls are, perhaps, not all of them, St. Dorothys ; but at least

they are good enough to deserve to have their rose-leaves

painted about them thoroughly.

The little thing on the extreme left, with the hoop, is as

pleasant a shadow of nature as can be conceived in this kind

:

and I have no words to say how pretty she is.

But Mr. Leslie is in the very crisis of his artist life. His

earlier pictures were finer in color—and color is the soul of

painting. If he could resolve to paint thoroughly, and give

the colors of Nature as they are, he might be a really gTeat

painter, and almost hold, to Bonifazio, the position that Reyn-
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olds held to Titian. But if be subdues bis color for tbe sake

of black ribbons, wbite dresses, or faintly idealized faces, be

will become merely an Academic leaf of tbe " Magazin des

Modes."

For tbe present, bowever, tbis picture, and tbe clay portrait

of Carlyle, are, as far as my review reacbes, tbe only two

works of essential value in tbe Exhibition of tbis year—tbat

is to say, tbe only works of quietly capable art, representing

wbat deserved representation.

Englisb girls, by an English painter. Whether you call

them Madonnas, or saints—or what not—it is tbe law of art-

life
;
your own people, as they live, are the only ones you can

understand. Only living Venice, done by Venetian—living

Greece by Greek—living Scotland, perhaps, Avbich has much
loved Germany, by living Germany, which has much rever-

enced Scotland : such expansion of law may be granted ; nay,

tbe strangeness of a foreign country, making an artist's sight

of it shrewd and selective, may produce a sweet secondary

form of beautiful art
;
your Sj^anish Lewis

—

jour French

Prout—your Italian Wilson—and their like—second-rate

nevertheless, always. Xot Lewis, but only Velasquez, can

paint a perfect Spaniard ; not Wilson, nor Turner, but only

Carpaccio, can paint an Italian landscape; and, too fatally,

the effort is destructive to the painters, beyond all resistance

;

and Lewis loses his animal power among the arabesques of

Cairo ; Turner, bis Yorkshire honesty at Rome ; and Holman
Hunt—painting tbe Light of the World in an Englisb or-

chard—paints the gaslight of Bond Street in the Holy Land.

Englisb maids, I repeat, by an Englisb painter : that is all

tbat an English Academy can produce of loveliest. There's

another beautiful little one, by Mr. Leigbton, with a purple

drapery thrown over her, that she may be called Fatima (215,

and 345), who would have been quite infinitely daintier in a

print frock, and called Patty. And I fear there are no more,

to speak of, by artists,* this year; the two vivid sketches,

222, 262, being virtually put out of court by their coarse

* But see note on 317, p. 77.
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work. (Look close at the painting of the neck, in the one,

and of the left hand, in the other.) Of English men, there is

the Mayor, and the Chemist; a vigorous squire or two, and

the group of grand old soldiers at Greenwich—a most notable,

true, pathetic study; but scarcely artistic enough to be reck-

oned as of much more value than a good illustrative woodcut.

Mr. Watts' portraits are all conscientious and subtle, and of

great present interest, yet not realistic enough to last. Exclu-

sively I return to my Carlyle and the schoolgirls, as, the one,

sure to abide against the beating of the time stream; and

the other, possibly floating on it, discernible as a flower in

foam.

NATUEAL HISTORY.

Theee ought to be a separate room in our Academy for the

exhibition of the magnificent work in scientific drawing and

engraving, done, at present, almost without public notice, for

the illustrations of gTeat European works on Palaeontology,

Zoology, and Botany. The feeling, on the part of our artists,

that an idle landscape sketch, or a clever caricature, may be

admitted into their rooms as " artistic ;
" and that work which

the entire energy of early life must be given to learn, and of

late life to execute—is to be excluded, merely because it is

thoroughly true and useful—is I hope likely to yield, some

day, to the scientific enthusiasm which has prevailed often

where it should have been resisted, and may surely therefore

conquer, in time, where it has honorable claims.

There is nothing of the kind, however, to be seen here,

hitherto ; but I may direct attention under this head, rather

than that of landscape, to the exquisite skill of delineation

with which Mr. Cooke has finished the group of palm-trees in

his wonderful study of Sunset at Denderah. (443.) The

sacrifice of color in shadow for the sake of brilliancy in light,

essentially a principle of Holland as opposed to Venice, is in

great degree redeemed in this picture by the extreme care
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with which the relations of light are observed on the terms

conceded : but surelv, from so low sunset, the eastern slopes

of the mountains on the left could not have been reached by
so many rays ?

To this division of our subject also must be referred Mr.
Brett's " Spires and Steeples of the Channel Islands " (497),
but with less praise, for since the days when I first endeav-

ored to direct the attention of a careless public to his con-

scientious painting of the Stonebreaker and Woodcutter, he

has gained nothing—rather, I fear, lost, in subtlety of execu-

tion, and necessitates the decline of his future power by per-

sistently covering too large canvas. There is no occasion that

a geological study should also be a geological map ; and even

his earlier picture, which I am honored in possessing, of the

Val d'Aosta, would have been more precious to me if it had
been only of half the Val d'Aosta.

The extreme distance here, however, beyond the promon-

tory, is without any question the best bit of sea and atmos-

phere in the rooms. The paint on the water surface in the

bay is too loaded; but laid with extreme science in alterna-

tions of color.

At a still lower level, though deserving some position in

the Natural History class for its essential, though rude, and

apparently motiveless, veracity, must be placed " The Fringe

of the Moor." (74.)

But why one should paint the fringe of the moor, rather

than the breadth of it, merely for the privilege of carrying an

ugly wooden fence all across the foreground, I must leave

modern sentimentalists and naturalists to explain. Vestiges

of the painter's former power of seeing true color remain in

the iridescent distance, but now only disgrace the gentle hill-

sides with their coarseness of harlequinade ; and the daubed
sky—daubed without patience even to give unity of direction

to the bristle marks—seems to have been wrought in obtrusive

directness of insult to every master, principle, and feeling

reverenced, or experienced, in the schools of noble art, from
its nativity to this hour.
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And, closing the equivocal group of works in which Natu-

ralism prevails unjustly over art, I am obliged to rank Mr.

Leighton's interesting study of man in his Oriental function

of scarecrow (symmetrically antithetic to his British one of

game-preserver) 398. It is, I do not doubt, anatomically cor-

rect; and, with the addition of the corn, the poppies, and

the moon, becomes semi-artistic; so that I feel much com-

punction in depressing it into the iSTatural History class ; and

the more, because it partly forfeits its claim even to such

position, by obscuring in twilight its really valuable delinea-

tion of the body, and disturbing our minds, in the process of

scientific investigation, by sensational effects of afterglow,

and lunar effulgence, which are disadvantageous, not to the

scientific observer only, but to less learned spectators; for

when simple and superstitious persons like myself, greatly

susceptible to the influence of low stage lamps and pink side-

lights, first catch sight of the striding figure from the other

side of the room, and take it, perhaps, for the angel with his

right foot on the sea and his left foot on the earth, swearing

there shall be Time no longer ; or for Achilles alighting from

one of his lance-cast-long leaps on the shore of Scamander;

and find, on near approach, that all this grand straddling,

and turning down of the gas, mean, practically, only a lad

shying stones at sparrows, we are but too likely to pass on

petulantly, without taking note of what is really interesting

in this Eastern custom and skill—skill which I would recom-

mend with all my heart to the imitation of the British game-

preserver aforesaid, when the glorious end of Preservation

is to be accomplished in Battue. Good slinging would in-

volve more healthy and graceful muscular action than even

the finest shooting; and might, if we fiilly followed the

Eastern example, be most usefully practiced in other periods

of the year, and districts of England, than those now con-

secrated to the sports of our aristocracy. I cannot imagine a

more edifying spectacle than a British landlord in the middle

of his farmer's cornfield, occupied in this entirely patriotic

method of Protection.
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The remainder of the pictures which I have to notice as

belonging to the domain of Xatiiral History, are of indubi-

table, though unpretending, merit : thev represent indeed pure

Zoology in its highest function of Animal Biography, which

scientific jDcrsons will one day find requires much more
learned investigation of its laws than the Thanatography

which is at present their exclusive occupation and entertain-

ment.

414. A Fascinating Tail. (H. H. Couldery.)

Quite the most skillful piece of minute and Diireresque

painting in the exhibition— (it cannot be rightly seen without

a lens) ; and in its sympathy with kitten nature, do^^m to the

most appalling depths thereof, and its tact and sensitiveness

to the finest gradations of kittenly meditation and motion,—

-

unsurpassable. It seems hard to require of a painter who has

toiled so much, that, for this very reason, he should toil tlie

more. But " The Little Epicure " (169) cannot be con-

sidered a picture till the cabbage leaves are as perfect as the

fish.

1234. The First Taste. (S. Carter.)

Altogether enjoyable to me; and I am prepared to main-

tain (as a true lover of dogs, yoimg and old), against all my
heroic and tragically-minded friends, that this picture is ex-

emplary in its choice of a moment of supreme puppy felicity,

as properest time for puppy portraiture. And I thankfully

—

and with some shame for my generally too great distrust of

modern sentiment—acknowledge, before it, that there is a

real element of fine benevolence toward animals, in us, ad-

vanced quite infinitely, and into another world of feeling,

from the days of Snyders and Rubens. " The Little Wan-
derers " (1173), by this same painter, are a most pathetic

and touching group of children in the wood. You may see,

if you will take your opera-glass to it, that the robin is even

promising t-o cover them with leaves, if indeed things are to

end, as seems too probable. And compare, by the way, the
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still more meek aud tender human destitution, " To be Left

till Called for," 83, which I am ashamed of myself for for-

getting, as one of the pretty things that first encouraged me
to write these notes. " Xobody's Dog " may console us with

his more cjmical view of his position in the wide world ; and

finally. Miss Acland's Platonic puppy (Y37) shows us how
events of the most unexpected, and even astounding, character

may be regarded, by a dog of sense, with entire moral tran-

quillity, and consequently with undisturbed powers of re-

flection and penetration.

How strange that I cannot add to my too short list of ani-

mal studies—any, however unimportant, of Birds ! (I do not

count as deserving notice at all, dramatic effects of vulture,

raven, etc. ) iSTot a nest—not a plume ! English society now
caring only for king-fishers' skins on its hat, and plovers' eggs

on its plate.

LANDSCAPE.

The distinction between Xatural Historic painting of

scenery and true Landscape, is that the one represents objects

as a Government Surveyor does, for the sake of a good ac-

count of the things themselves, without emotion, or definite

purpose of expression. Landscape painting shows the rela-

tion between nature and man ; and, in fine work, a particular

tone of thought in the painter's mind respecting what he

represents.

I endeavored, thirty years ago, in " Modern Painters," to

explain this difference briefly, by saying that, in Xatural

History painting, the artist was only the spectator's horse;

but in Landscape painting, his friend.

The worst of such friendliness, however, is that a con-

ceited painter may at last leave iSTature out of the question

altogether, and talk of himself only ; and then there is nothing

for it but to go back to the Government Surveyor. Mr. Brett,

in his coast scene above noticed, gives us things, without
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thoughts; and the fuliginous moralists above noticed,

thoughts—such as they are—without things: by all means
let us rather have the geographical synopsis.

415. Hoppers on the Eoad, (W. Linnell.)

This is a landscape, however ; and, if it were more lightly

painted, we might be very happy with it. Mr. Linnell cares

no more than his father for brush-dexterity; but he does no
worse now, in that part of the business, than everyone else.

And what a relief it is, for any wholesome human sight, after

sickening itself among the blank horrors of dirt, ditch-water,

and malaria, which the imitators of the French schools have

begTimed our various exhibition walls with, to find once more
a bit of blue in the sky, and a glow of brown in the coppice,

and to see that Hoppers in Kent can enjoy their scarlet and
purple—like empresses and emperors

!

1199. Summer Days for Me. (A. W. Hunt.)

I am at some pause in expressing my pleasure in the reali-

zation of this beautiful scene, because I have personal interest

in it, my own favorite summer walk being through this very

field. As, however, I was far away at Assisi wdien the artist

painted it, and had nothing whatever to do with either the

choice or treatment of his subject, it is not indecorous for me
to praise a work in which I am able so securely to attest a

fidelity of portraiture, happily persisted in without losing the

grace of imagination.

It is the only picture of the year wdiich I saw in the studio

;

and that by chance ; for it is one of my fixed laws not to look

at pictures before they take their fair trial in the Academy.
But I ventured to find fault with the sky. The sky was

courteously changed to please me ; but I am encroaching

enough to want it changed more. " Summer days are " not

" for me " unless the sky is blue in them, and especially unless

it looks—what simple mortals too often make it in reality,—

a

great way off. I want this sky to look bluer at the top, and

farther away at the bottom. The brook on the right is one
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of the very few pieces of stream which, this year, have been

studied for their beauty, not their rage.

256. Wise Saws. (J. C. Hook, E.A.)

I suspect that many, even of the painter's admirers, pass

this pretty sketch without noticing the humor with which he

has expressed the gradations of feminine curiosity, scientific

attention, and conscientious sense of responsibility, in the

faces of the troop of cows who approach to investigate the

nature of the noisy phenomenon upon the palings. It is a

charming summer sketch, but scarcely worth sending to the

Academy ; and time was wasted by the good painter in carry-

ing so far, what he felt his skill would be misapplied in carry-

ing farther.

I am sure that Mr. Hook cannot lately have been reading

his Richard II. ; but, whether the line quoted for his motto

chanced idly to occur to his memory, or was suggested to him

by some acquaintance, he will, I trust, find a more decorous,

as he easily may a more amusing, motto for his pretty cattle

piece, before it becomes known in the picture market as the

parody of one of the most pathetic utterances in all Shake-

spearian tragedy.

123. On the River Mole. (Birket Foster.)

In doubt whether the spectator, without assistance, would

$ee all the metaphysical distinctions between the cows in Mr.

Hook's landscape, I need a more keen-sighted spectator's as-

sistance to tell me, in Mr. Foster's, whether those animals

on the opposite bank of the Mole are cows at all. If so, the

trunks of the trees in the hedge beyond are about twenty yards

in girth. AVhat do our good water-color painters mean by

wasting their time in things like this (and I could name one

or two who have done worse), for the sake of getting their

names into the Academy catalogue ?

69, 81. The Horse-dealer. Crossing the Moor.

I have not looked long enough at these to justify me in
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saying more of them than that they should not be here on the

line. That much I miist say ; and emphatically.

265. (I venture to supply a title, the painter seeming to

have been at a loss.) A Wild Rose, remarkable in being left

on its stalk, demonstrates to the poet Campbell that there has

been a garden in this locality.

Little thought I, when I wrote the first line ,of " Modern
Painters," that a day would come when I should have to say

of a modern picture what I must say of this. When I began

my book, Wilkie was yet living; and though spoiled by his

Spanish ambition, the master's hand was yet unpalsied, nor

had lost its skill of practice in its pride. Turner was in his

main color-strength, and the dark room of the Academy had,

every 3'ear, its four or five painted windows, bright as flie

jewel casements of Aladdin's palace, and soft as a kingfisher's

wings. Mulready was at the crowning summit of his labo-

rious skill ; and the '" Burchell and Sophia in the Hayfield,"

and the " Choosing of the Wedding Dress," remain in my
mind as standards of English effort in rivalship with the

best masters of Holland. Constable's clumsy hand was
honest, and his flickering sunshine fair. Stanfield, sea-bred,

knew what a ship was, and loved it; knew what rocks and

waves were, and wrought out their strength and sway with

steadiest will. David Roberts, though utterly destitute of

imagination, and incapable of color, was at least a practicQd

draughtsman in his own field of architectural decoration;

loved his Burgos or Seville cathedral fronts as a woman loves

lace ; and drew the details of Egyptian hieroglyph with duti-

ful patience, not to show his own skill, but to keep witness of

the antiquity he had the wisdom to reverence ; while, not a

hundred yards from the Academy portico, in the room of the

old water-color, Lewis was doing work which surpassed, in

execution, everything extant since Carpaccio; and Copley

Fielding, Robson, Cox, and Prout were every one of them,

according to their strength, doing true things with loving

minds.
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The like of these hist-named men, in simplicity and tender-

ness of natural feeling, expressing itself with disciplined

(though often narrow) skill, does not, so far as I can see, now

exist in the ranks of art-laborers; and even of men doing

their absolute best according to their knowledge, it would be

difficult to find many among the most renowned exhibitors of

London and Paris ; while here, full on the line, with highest

Academic name, and hailed by explosive applause from the

whole nation, here is I cannot use strength of words

enough to tell you what it is, unless you will first ascertain

for yourselves what it is 7iot.

Get what good you can of it, or anything else in the rooms

to-day ; but to-morrow, or when next you mean to come to the

Academy, go first for half an hour into the ISTational Gallery,

and look closely and thoroughly at the painting of the soldier's

helmet, and crimson plume in John Bellini's Peter Martyr;

at the horse-bridle in the large, nameless Venetian picture of

the Madonna and kneeling Knight ; at the herbage in the fore-

ground of Mantegna's Madonna ; and at Titian's columbines

and vine in the Bacchus and Ariadne. All these are ex-

amples of true painter's work in minor detail ; unsurpassable,

but not, by patience and modesty, inimitable. There was

once a day when the painter of this (soi-disant) landscape

promised to do work as good. If, coming straight from that

to this, you like this best, be properly thankful for the bless-

ings of modern science and art, and for all the good guidance

of Kensington and Messrs. Ag-new. But if you think that the

four-petaled rose, the sprinkle of hips looking like ill-dra^vn

heather, the sundial looking like an ill-dra^vn fountain, the

dirty birch-tree, and the rest—whatever it is meant for—of

the inarticulate bro"\\Ti scrabble, are not likely to efface in

the eyes of future generations the fame of Venice and

Etruria, you have always the heroic consolation given you in

the exclamation of the Spectator—" If we must choose be-

tween a Titian and a Lancashire cotton mill—give us the

cotton mill."

Literally, here you have your cotton mill employed in its
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own special Art-produce. Here you have, what was ouce the

bone and sinew of a great painter, ground and carded down
into black-podded broom-twigs. That is what has come to

pass upon him ; that, his finding on his " ruinous walk " over

the diabolic Tom Tidler's ground of Manchester and Salford.

Threshed under the mammon flail into threads and dust, and

shoddy-fodder for fools ; making manifest yet, with what rag-

ged remnant of painter's life is in him, the results of mechan-

ical English labor on English land. iSTot here the garden of

the sluggard, gTeen with frank weeds ; not here the garden of

the Deserted Village, overgrown with ungathered balm; not

here the noble secrecy of a virgin country, where the falcon

floats and the wild goat plays ; but here the withering pleas-

ance of a fallen race, who have sold their hearths for money,
and their glory for a morsel of bread.

231. The Quarries of Holmeground. (J. S. Eaven.)

The painter has real feeling of the sublimity of hill forms,

and has made the most of his Langdale pikes. But it is very

wonderful that in all this Academy, so far as I have yet seen,

there is not a single patient study of a mossy rock. Now the

beauty of foreground stone is to be mossy, as the beauty of

a beast is to be furry ; and a quarried rock is to a natural one

what a skinned leopard is to a live one. Even if, as a simple

painter, and no huntsman, one liked one's leopard or tiger

better dead than alive, at least let us have him dead in his

integrity; or—if so much as that cannot be,—for pictorial

purpose it is better to have, as in No. 697, the skin without

the tiger, than, as here, the tiger without the skin. (No. 697,

by the way, should have been named in the Natural History

class, for a good study as far as it reaches, and there may be

more substantial drawing in it than I can see at the height

where it is hung.)

Another sorrowful character in the mountain-painting of

this year, is the almost total absence of any attempt to ren-

der calm and full sunshine. 564 and 368 are, I think, the

only exceptions, though scarcely worth noticing except as
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such; unless the latter, for the extreme and singular beauty

of the natural scene it represents. The " Mountain Twilight,"

759, W. C. Eddington, is evidently a pure and careful study

of evening air among noble hills. What an incomparably

ridiculous mob this London mob is !—to let some square

leagues of room lie about its metropolis in waste brick-field,

and occupy immeasurable space of wall with advertisements

of pills and pictures of newly-opened shops ; and lift a lovely

little drawing like this simply—out of its way.

237. Eichmond Hill. (Vicat Cole, A.)

The passages on the left, under the trees, of distant and

subdued light, in their well-studied perfection, are about the

most masterly things in landscape work in this exhibition;

but has the painter never in his life seen the view from Rich-

mond Hill on a clear day ? Such a thing is still possible

;

and when it happens, is the time to paint that distance, or at

least (for the passages on the left imply mist), when the in-

distinctness of it may be in golden mist, not gas fume. The
last line quoted from Thomson seems to have been written

prophetically, to describe the England of our o^vn day. But
Thomson was never thinking of real smoke when he wrote it.

He was as far from imagining that English landscape would

ever be stifled in floating filth, as that the seasons should

stop rolling, or April not know itself from November. He
means merely the warm mist of an extreme horizon ; and has

at least given us something to look at before we come to it.

What has Mr. Vicat Cole done with all those hills, and dales,

and woods, and lawns, and spires, which he leads us to ex-

pect?

I think I never saw a large picture so much injured by a

little fault, as this is by the white wake of the farthest boat on

the river. As a fact, it is impossible ; as a white line, it cuts

all to pieces.

651. The Head of a Highland Glen. (F. C. :^rewcome.)

The best study of torrent, including distant and near water,
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that I find in the rooms: 1075 has been most carefully and

admirably studied from nature by Mr. Raven: only what is

the use of trying to draw water with charcoal? and what

makes nearly all the painters this year choose to paint their

streams in a rage, and foul with flood, instead of in their

beauty, and constant beneficence ? Our manufacturers have

still left, in some parts of England and Scotland, streams of

what may be advertised in the bills of Natural Scenery as

" real water ;
" and I myself know several so free from pol-

lution that one can sit near them with perfect safety, even

when they are not in flood.

The rest of this mountain scene by Mr. ]*^ewcome is also

carefully studied, and very right and good.

756. The Llugwy at Capel Curig. (I. J. Curnock.)

I find this to be the most attentive and refined landscape of

all here ; too subdued in its tone for my ovm pleasure, but

skillful and afl^ectionate in a high degree ; and one of the few

exceptions to my general statement above made ; for here is

a calm stream patiently studied. The distant woods and hills

are all very tender and beautiful.

636 is also a singularly careful and unassumingly true

drawing;—but are the town and rail not disquieted enough,

—that we should get no rest in a village ?

POLICY.

We finally inquire what our British artists have to say to

us on the subject of good Government, and its necessary re-

sults;—what triumph they express in the British Constitu-

tion and its present achievements.

In old times, all great artistic nations were pictorially

talkative, chiefly, next to religion, on the subject of Govern-

ment. Venice, Florence, and Siena did little else than ex-

pound, in figures and mythic types, the nature of civic dig-
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nity, statesmanly duty, and senatorial or soldierly honor ; and

record, year by year, the events conducive to their fame.

I have not exhaustively overlooked the Academy; but, ex-

cept Miss Thomson's study of a battle fought just " sixty

years since,"—I find no English record of any important

military or naval achievement ; and the only exhibition of the

mode in which Britannia at present rules the waves, is Mr.

Cooke's " Devastation " being reviewed ; somewhat sable and

lugiibrious as a national spectacle, dubious as a national

triumph, and to myself, neither in color nor sentiment enjoy-

able, as the pictures of Victorys and Temeraires one used to

see in days of simpler warfare. And of political achievement

there seems still less consciousness or regard in the British

artist ; so that future generations will ask in vain for any aid

to their imagination of the introduction of Dr. Kenealy to the

Speaker, or any other recent triumph of the British Consti-

tution.

The verdict of existing British Art on existing British

Policy is, therefore, if I understand it rightly, that we have

none; but, in the battle of life, have arrived at declaration

of an universal Sauve qui pent;—or explicitly, to all men.

Do as you like, and get what you can. Something other than

this may however be gathered, it seems to me, from the two

records given us of the war,—so unwise, and yet so loyal,—of

sixty years ago.

613. La Charge des Cuirassiers Frangais a Waterloo.

(Philippoteau.)

This carefully studied and most skillful battle piece is but

too likely to be overlooked in the confused rush to Miss Thom-

son's more attractive composition. And of all in the Acad-

emy, this is the picture which an Englishman, of right feel-

ing, would least wish to overlook. I remember no so im-

partial and faithful representation of an historical battle. T

know no war-painting by the artists of any gi'eat race, how-

ever modest, in which the object has not hitherto been defi-

nitely—self-laudation. But here is a piece of true war-his-
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tory, of which it is not possible to say, by observance of any

traceable bias, whether a Frenchman or Englishman painted

it. Such a picture is more honorable to France than the

taking of the Malakoif.

I never approached a picture with more iniquitous pre-

judice against it, than I did Miss Thomson's; partly because

I have always said that no woman could paint ; and secondly,

because I thought what the public made such a fuss about,

must be good for nothing.

But it is Amazon's work, this ; no doubt of it, and the first

fine pre-Raphaelite * picture of battle we have had ;—pro-

foundly interesting; and showing all manner of illustrative

and realistic faculty. Of course, all that need be said of it,

on this side, must have been said twenty times over in the

journals; and it remains only for me to make my tardy

genuflection, on the trampled corn, before this Pallas of Pall

Mall;—and to murmur my poor words of warning to her,

that she remember, in her day of triumph, how it came to pass

that Atalanta was stayed and Camilla slain.

Camilla-like the work is—chiefly in its refinement, a

quality I had not in the least expected, for the cleverest

women almost always show their weakness in endeavors to be

dashing. But actually, here, what I suppose few people

would think of looking at, the sky, is the most tenderly

painted, and with the truest outlines of cloud, of all in the

exhibition ;—and the terrific piece of gallant wrath and ruin

on the extreme right, where the cuirassier is catching round

the neck of his horse as he falls, and the convulsed fallen horse

just seen through the smoke below—is wrought, through all

the truth of its frantic passion, with gTadations of color and

shade which I have not seen the like of since Turner's death.

* Miss Thomson may perhaps not in the least know herself for a

sister of the school. But the entire power of her picture, as of her

own mind, depends first on her resolution to paint things as they

really are, or were; and not as they might be poetically fancied to

be. See above, the note on 218, p. 62.
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I place these two paintings nnder the head of " Policy,"

because it seems to me that, especially before the Quatrebras,

one might wisely consider with Mr. Carlyle, and with one's

self, what was the " net upshot " and meaning of our modern
form of the industry of war. Why should these wild and

well-meaning young Irish lads have been brought, at great

expense, all the way to Four Arms, merely to knock equally

wild and well-meaning young French lads out of their saddles

into their graves; and take delight in doing so? And why
should the English and French squires at the head of their

regiments, have, practically, no other object in life than de-

ceiving these poor boys, and an infinite mob besides of such

others, to their destruction ?

Think of it. Suppose this picture, as well as the one I was

so happy in praising of Mr. Collinson's, had been called—as

it also, quite properly, might have been—" Sunday After-

noon " (only dating " June 18th, 1815 "). Suppose the two

had been hung side by side. And, to complete our materials

for meditation, suppose Mr. Nicol's '' The Sabbath Day

"

(1159)—which I observed the Daily Telegraph called an

exquisitely comic picture, but which I imagine Mr. ISTicol

meant for a serious one—representing the conscientious

Scottish mountain-matron setting out for the place where she

may receive her cake of spiritual oatmeal, baken on the coals

of Presbyterian zeal ; suppose, I say, this ideal of Scottish

Sabbath occupation placed beside M. Philippoteau's admi-

rable painting of the Highland regiment at evening mission-

ary service, in that sweet and fruitful foreign land ; while

Miss Thomson enables us also, thus meditating in our iields at

eventide, to consider, if not the Lilies, at least the Poppies of

them; and to understand how in tliis manner of friction of

ears of corn—by his bent knees instead of his fingers—the

modern Christian shows that the Sabbath was made for man,

and not man for the Sabbath ?

" Well—and if this were so done,—should we not feel that

the peace of the cottage, and the honor of the mountain-side,

were guarded and won for them by that mighty Evening Ser-
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vice, with the thunder of its funeral march rolled deep among
the purple clouds ?

"

Xo ! mj soldier friends ; no : do not think it. They were,

and are, guarded and won by silent virtues of the hearth and
the rock, which must endure until the time when the prayer

we pray in our every Sabbath Litany, to be delivered from
battle, murder, and sudden death—shall have been offered

with sincere hearts, fervently; and so found its way at last

to the audience of Heaven.

NOTE TO PICTURE 518.

" The rarity aud grandeur of his character being that he was a

Greek in ideas and a Eoman in action; who really did, and abstained,

strictly to ideal, in a time when everybody else was sadly fallen

from his ideal.

" In 353 he is made Caesar (Constantius having no sons, and he
being last of his race) ; and from that to Constantius' death in 361

he has to fight the Franks and Alemanni. During the last few years

of this time I find he lived mostly at Paris—that he fortified the

ancient Lutetia (I'lle de la Cite), built the Thermae Juliani, the

remains of which, (Thermes de Julien) are still visible in the Rue
de la Harpe, between Palais de Cluny and Ecole de Medecine. Also,

in a scarcity of corn from inroads of the Germans, he got a great

supply of corn from England (calculated at 120,000 quarters

at once)—and fed people all along the Rhine from Bingen to Cologne.

He says (Epist. ii.) he was a Christian up to his twentieth j'ear,

351; and he said nothing about his change (in public) till 361.

Then he felt himself the successor of M. Aurelius, and seems to have

gone to work in his determined, claar-sighted way. But the Pagans

seem to have been surprised at his faith as much as the Christians

at his apostasy."

—

Rev. E. St. J. Tyrwhitt.
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PART I.

Over the entrance gate of the Academy are three of the

most precious pieces of sculpture in Venice ; her native work,

dated; and belonging to the school of severe Gothic which

indicates the beginning of her Christian life in understanding

of its real claims upon her.

St. Leonard on the left, St. Christopher on the right, under

Gothic cusped niches. The Madonna in the center, under a

simple gable; the bracket-cornice beneath bearing date 1345;

the piece of sculpture itself engaged in a rectangular panel,

which is the persistent sign of the Greek schools; descending

from the Metopes of the Parthenon.

You see the infant sprawls on her knee in an ungainly

manner; she herself sits with quiet maiden dignity, but in no

manner of sentimental adoration.

That is Venetian naturalism; showmg their henceforward

steady desire to represent things as they really (according to

the workman's notions) might have existed. It begins first

in this century, separating itself from the Byzantine formal-

ism—the movement being the same which was led by Giotto

in Florence fifty years earlier. These sculptures are the re-

sult of his influence, from Padua, and other such Gothic

power, rousing Venice to do and think for herself, instead of

letting her Greek subjects do all for her. This is one of her

first performances, independently of them. She has not yet

the least notion of making anybody stand rightly on their

feet; you see how St, Leonard and St. Christopher point their

toes. Clearly, imtil we know how to do better than this, in

perspective and such matters, our painting cannot come to

much. Accordingly, all the Venetian painting of any impor-

tance you are now to see in the Academy is subsequent to

these sculptures. But these are, fortunately, dated—1378

99
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and 1384. Twenty years more will bring us out of the four-

teenth century. And therefore, broadly, all the painter's

art of Venice begins in the fifteenth; and we may as well at

once take note that it ends with the sixteenth. There are

only these two hundred years of painting in Venice. Now,
without much pause in the corridor, though the old well in

the cortile has its notabilities if one had time—up the spiral

stairs, and when you have entered the gallery and got your

admission tickets—(quite a proper arrangement that you

should pay for them; if I were a Venetian prefect, you should

pay a good deal more for leave to come to Venice at all, that

I might be sure you cared to come)—walk straight forward

till you descend the steps into the first room in the arrange-

ment of the Academy catalogue. On your right, at the bot-

tom of the steps, you see a large picture (16) in a series of

compartments, of which the central one, the Crowning of the

Virgin, was painted by a Venetian vicar (vicar of St. Agnes),

in 1380. A happy, faithful, cheerful vicar he must have

been; and any vicar, rector, or bishop who could do such a

thing now would be a blessing to his parish, and delight to

his diocese. Symmetrical, orderly, gay, and in the heart of

it nobly grave, this work of the old Plebanus has much in it

of the future methods of Venetian composition. The two

angels peeping over the arms of the throne may remind you

to look at its cusped arches, for we are here in central Gothic

time, thirty years after the sea-fagade of the Ducal Palace

had been built.

]^ow, on the opposite side of the room, over the door lead-

ing into the next room, you see (1) in the Academy catalogue

" The work of Bartholomew Vivarini of Murano, 1464,"

showing you what advance had been made in eighty years.

The figures still hard in outline—thin (except the Madonna's

throat, which always, in Venice, is strong as a pillar), and

much marked in sinew and bone (studied from life, mind you,

not by dissection); exquisitely delicate and careful in pure

color; in character, portraits of holy men and women, such

as then were. There is no idealism here whatever. Monks
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and nims liad indeed faces and mien like these saints, when

thej desired to have the saints painted for them.

A noble picture; not of any supreme genius, but com-

pletely containing the essence of Venetian art.

ISText, going under it, through the door, you find yourself

in the principal room of the Academy, which please cross

quietly to the window opposite, on the left of which hangs a

large picture which you will have great difficulty in seeing at

all, hung as it is against the light ; and which, in any of its

finer qualities, you absolutely cannot see; but may yet per-

ceive what they are, latent in that darkness, which is all the

honor that the kings, nobles, and artists of Europe care to

bestow on one of the greatest pictures ever painted by

Christendom in her central art-power. Alone worth an en-

tire modern exhibition-building, hired fiddlers and all; here

you have it jammed on a back wall, utterly unserviceable to

human kind, the little angels of it fiddling unseen, unheard

by anybody's heart. It is the best John Bellini in the Acad-

emy of Venice ; the third best in Venice, and probably in the

world. Repainted, the right-hand angel, and somewhat

elsewhere; but on the whole perfect; unspeakably good, and

right in all ways. I^Tot inspired wnth any high religious

passion; a good man's work, not an enthusiast's. It is, in

principle, merely the perfecting of Vivarini's; the saints,

mere portraits of existing men and women; the Madonna,

idealized only in that squareness of face and throat, not in

anvwise the prettier for it, otherwise a quite commonplace

Venetian w^oman. Such, and far lovelier, you may see liv-

ing to-day, if you can see—and may make manifest, if you
can paint.

And now, you may look to the far end of the room, where

Titian's " Assumption " has the chairs put before it; every-

body being expected to sit down, and for once, without ask-

ing what o'clock it is at the railroad station, reposefully

admire.

Of which, hear first what I wrote, very rightly, a quarter

of a century ago.
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" The traveler is generally too much struck by Titian's

great picture of ' Th'e Assumption ' to be able to pay proper

attention to the other Avorks in this gallery. Let him, how-

ever, ask himself candidly how much of his admiration is de-

pendent merely on the picture's being larger than any other

in the room, and having bright masses of red and blue in it;

let him be assured that the picture is in reality not one whit

the better either for being large or gaudy in color, and he

will then be better disposed to give the pains necessary to dis-

cover the merit of the more profound works of Bellini and

Tintoret."

I wrote this, I have said, very rightly, not quite rightly.

For if a picture is good, it is better for being large, because

it is more difficult to paint large than small; and if color is

good, it may he better for being bright.

!N"ay, the fault of this picture, as I read it now, is in not

being bright enough. A large piece of scarlet, two large

pieces of crimson, and some very beautiful blue, occup}^ about

a fifth part of it; but the rest is mostly fox color or dark

brown : majority of the apostles under total eclipse of broAvn.

St. John, there being nobody else handsome to look at, is

therefore seen to advantage; also St, Peter and his beard;

but the rest of the lower canvas is filled with little more than

flourishings of arms and flingings of cloaks, in shadow and

light.

However, as a piece of oil painting, and what artists call

" composition," with entire grasp and knowledge of the ac-

tion of the human body, the perspectives of the human face,

and the relations of shade to color in expressing form, the

picture is deservedly held unsurpassable. Enjoy of it what
you can; but of its place in the history of Venetian art ob-

serve these three following points:

I. The throned Madonnas of Yivarini and Bellini were to

Venice what the statue of Athena in the Brazen House was

to Athens. Kot at all supposed to he Athena, or to he Madon-
nas; but symbols, by help of which they conceived the pres-

ence with them of a real Goddess. But this picture of Ti-
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tian's does not profess to symbolize any Virgin here with us,

hut only to show how the Virgin was taken away from us a

long time ago. And professing to represent this, he does not

in the least believe his own representation, nor expect any-

body else to believe it. He does not, in his heart, believe

the Assumption ever took place at all. He is merely putting

together a stage decoration of clouds, little boys, with wings

stuck into them, and pantomime actors in studied positions,

to amuse his Venice and himself.

II. Though desirous of nothing but amusement, he is not,

at heart, half so much amused by his work as John Bellini, or

one-quarter so much amused as the innocent old vicar. On
the contrary, a strange gloom has been cast over him, he

knows not why; but he likes all his colors dark, and puts

great spaces of brown, and crimson passing into black, where

the older painters would have made all lively. Painters call

this " chiaroscuro." So also they may call a thunder-cloud

in the sky of spring; but it means more than light and

shade.

III. You see that in all the three earlier pictures every-

body is quiet. Here, everybody is in a bustle. If you like to

look at my pamphlet on the relation of Tintoret to Michael

Angelo, you will see how this comes to pass, and what it

means. And that is all I care for your noticing in the As-

sumption, just now.

l^ext, look on right and left of it, at the two dark pictures

over the doors (63, 25).

Darkness visible, with flashes of lightning through it. The

thunder-cloud upon us, rent with fire.

Those are Tintorets; finest possible Tintorets; best possible

examples of what, in absolute power of painting, is supremest

work, so far as I know, in all the world.

Nothing comes near Tintoret for colossal painter's power

as such. But you need not think to get any good of these

pictures; it would take you twenty years' work to under-

stand the fineness of them as painting; and for the rest, there

is little good in them to be got. Adam and Eve no more sat in
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that warm-weatlier picnic manner, helping each other po-

litely to apples, on the occasion of their fall, than the Ma-

donna went up all bending about in her red and blue cloak on

the occasion of her Assumption. But of the wrong and the

truth, the error and the glory, of these pictures, I have no

time to speak now; nor you to hear. All that you have to

notice is that painting has now become a dark instead of

bright art, and in many ways a frightful and unpleasant art,

or else I will add once for all, referring you for proof of

it to the general examples of Venetian work at this late

epoch, supplied as a luxury to foreign courts, a lascivious

art.*

^Nevertheless, up to the time when Tintoret painted the

Crucifixion in the Scuola di San Ilocco, Venice had not in

heart abjured her religion. The time when the last chord of

its faith gives way cannot be discerned, to day and hour ; but

in that day and hour of which, for external sign, Ave may
best take the death of Tintoret in 1594, the Arts of Venice

are at an end.

I have therefore now shown you the complete course of

their power, from 1380 at the Academy gates, to 1594—say,

broadly, two centuries (her previous art being only architec-

tural, mosaic, or decorative sculpture). We will now go

through the rooms, noticing what is best worth notice in

each of the epochs defined; essentially, you observe, three.

The first we may call the Vivarini epoch, bright, innocent,

more or less elementary, entirely religious art—reaching from

1400 to 1480; the second (which for reasons presently to be

shown, we will call the Carpaccian epoch), sometimes classic

* One copy of Titian's work bearing- such commercial value, and
showing what was briefly the Gospel preached by Missionary Venice

to foreign nations in the sixteenth century, you will find presently

in the narrow corridor, No. 347: on which you will usually also find

some modern copyist employed, for missionary purposes; but never

on a Vivarini. And in thus becoming dark, terrific, and sensual,

Venetian art led the way to the mere naturalism and various base-

ness of following European art with the rubbish of which that

corridor (Sala ix. Numbers 276 to 353) is mostly filled.
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and mythic, as well as religious, 1480-1520; the third, su-

premely powerful art corrupted by taint of death, 1520-1600,

which we will call the Tintoret epoch.

Of course the lives of the painters run in and out across

these limits; yet if you fasten these firmly in your mind—80,

40, 80—you will find you have an immense advantage and

easy grip of the whole history of Venetian art.

In the first epoch, however, I do not mean to detain you;

but the room you first entered, into which I will now ask

you to return, is full of pictures which you will find interest-

ing if you have time to decipher them, and care for Christi-

anity and its expressions. One only I will ask you to look at,

after Titian's Assumption; the little Ascension by l^icolo

Semitecolo, low down, on the right of the vicar's picture in

l^umber 16. For that Ascension is painted in real belief

that the Ascension did take place; and its sincerity ought to

be pleasant to you, after Titian's pretense.

Now, returning up the steps, and taking the corridor to

your right, opposite the porter's table, enter the little room

through the first door on your right; and therein, just on

your right as you go in, is Mantegna's St. George, Xo. 273;

to which give ten minutes quietly, and examine it with a mag-

nifying glass of considerable power. For in that you have a

perfect type of the Italian methods of execution correspond-

ing to the finish of the Dutch painters in the north; but far

more intellectual and skillful. Yon cannot see more wonder-

ful work in minute drawing with the point of the brush; the

virtue of it being that, not only every touch is microscopic-

ally minute, but that, in this minuteness, every touch is

considered, and every touch right. It is to be regarded,

however, only as a piece of workmanship. It is wholly with-

out sentiment, though the distant landscape becomes affect-

ing through its detailed truth—the winding road under the

rocks, and the towered city, being as full of little pretty

things to be searched out as a natural scene would be.

And I have brought you first, in our now more complete

review, to this picture, because it shows more clearly than
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any other through what tremendous work the Italian masters

obtained their power.

Without the inherited strength won by this precision of

drawing in the earlier masters, neither Titian nor Tintoret

could have existed.

Return into the corridor, and walk along it to the end

without wasting time;—there is a Bonifazio, ]^o. 326, worth

a painter's while to stop at, but in general mere Dutch rub-

bish. Walk straight on, and go in at the last door on the

left, w^ithin which you will find

456, Cima da Conegliano. An entirely sincere and noble

picture of the central epoch. Xot supreme in any artistic

quality, but good and praiseworthy in all; and, as a concep-

tion of its subject, the most beautiful you will find in Venice.

Grudge no time upon it; but look at nothing else here; re-

turn into the corridor, and proceed by it into the great room.

Opposite you is Titian's great " Presentation of the Vir-

gin," interesting to artists, and an unusually large specimen

of Titian's rough work. To me, simply the most stupid and

uninteresting picture ever painted by him: if you can find

anything to enjoy in it, you are very welcome. I have noth-

ing more to say of it, except that the color of the landscape

is as false as a piece of common blue tapestry, and that the

" celebrated " old woman with her basket of eggs is as

dismally ugly and vulgar a filling of spare corner as was

ever daubed on a side-scene in a hurry at Drury Lane.

On the other side of the room, 543, is another wide waste

of canvas ; miserable example of the work subsequent to Paul

Veronese; doubly and trebly mischievous in caricaturing and

defiling all that in the master himself is noble: to look long

at such a thing is enough to make the truest lovers of Vene-

tian art ashamed of Venice, and of themselves. It ought to

be taken down and burned.

Turn your back to it, in the center of the room ; and make
up your mind for a long stand; for opposite you, so stand-

ing, is a Veronese indeed, of the most instructive and noble
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kind (-±89); and beneath it, the best picture in the Academy
of Venice, Carpaccio's " Presentation " (488).

Of the Veronese, I will sav nothing but that the main in-

structiv-eness of it is in the exhibition of his acquired and in-

evitable faults (the infection of his era), with his own quiet-

est and best virtues. It is an artist's picture, and even only

to be rightly felt by very good artists ; the aerial perspectives

in it being extremely subtle, and rare, to equal degree, in the

painter's w^ork. To the general spectator, I will only observe

that he has free leave to consider the figure of the Virgin exe-

crable; but that I hope, if he has a good opera-glass, he will

find something to please him in the little rose-bush in the

glass vase on the balustrade. I would myself give all the

bushes—not to say all the trees—and all the seas, of Claude

and Poussin, in one bunch and one deluge—for this little

rose-bush and its bottle.

488. " The Presentation in the Temple." Signed " Vic-

tor Carpaccio, 1510." From the Church of St. Job.

You have no similar leave, however, good general spec-

tator, to find fault wath anything here! You may measure

yourself, outside and in—^your religion, your taste, your

knowledge of art, your knowledge of men and things—by the

quantity of admiration which honestly, after due time given,

you can feel for thjs picture.

You are not required to think the Madonna pretty, or to

receive the same religious delight from the conception of the

scene, which you would rightly receive from Angelico, Fi-

lippo Lippi, or Perugino. This is essentially Venetian

—

prosaic, matter of fact—retaining its supreme common-

sense through all enthusiasm.

Nor are you required to think this a first-rate work in

Venetian color. This is the best picture in the Academy
precisely because it is not the best piece of color there; be-

cause the great master has subdued his owm main passion, and

restrained his color-faculty, though the best in Venice, that

you might not say the moment you came before the picture,
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as you do of the Paris Bourdone (492), " What a piece of

color!
"

To Paris, the Duke, the Senate, and the Miracle are all

merely vehicles for flashes of scarlet and gold on marble

and silk; but Carpaccio, in this picture of the Presenta-

tion, does not want you to think of his color, but of your

Christ.

To whom the Madonna also is subjected—to whom all is

subjected; you Avill not find such another Infant Christ in

Venice. (But always look carefully at Paul Veronese's, for

it is one of the most singular points in the character of this

usually decorative and inexpressive painter, that his Infant

Christs are always beautiful.)

For the rest, I am not going to praise Carpaccio's work.

Give time to it; and if you don't delight in it, the essential

faculty of enjoying good art is wanting in you, and I can't

give it to you by ten minutes' talk; but if you begin really to

feel the picture, observe that its supreme merit is in the ex-

actly just balance of all virtue—detail perfect, yet inconspic-

uous; composition intricate and severe, but concealed under

apparent simplicity; and painter's faculty of the supremest,

used nevertheless with entire subjection of it to intellectual

purpose. Titian, compared to Carpaccio, paints as a circus-

rider rides—there is nothing to be thought of in him but his

riding. But Carpaccio paints as a good knight rides; his rid-

ing is the least of him; and to himself—unconscious in its

ease.

When you have seen all you can of the picture as a whole,

go near, and make out the little pictures on the edge of St.

Simeon's robe; four quite lovely ones; the lowest admitting,

to make the whole perfect, delightful grotesque of fairy an-

gels within a heavenly castle wall, thrusting down a troop of

supine devils to the deep. The other three, more beautiful

in their mystery of shade ; but I have not made them out yet.

There is one solemn piece of charge to a spirit folding its

arms in obedience; and I think the others must be myths of

creation, but can't tell yet, and must now go on quickly to
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note merely the pictures you should look at, reserving talk

of them for a second number of this Guide.

483, 500, 524, containing all you need study in Bonifazio.

In 500, he is natural and does his best; in 483, he pretends to

religion, which he has not; in 524, to art, which he has not.

The last is a monstrous example of the apathy with which the

later Italian artists, led by Raphael, used this horrible sub-

ject to exhibit their ingenuity in anatomical posture, and ex-

cite the feeble interest of vulgar spectators.

503. Quiet Tintoret; very noble in senators, poor in Ma-

donna.

519. Quiet Paul Veronese; very noble in St. Jerome's

robe and Lion, and in little St. John's back. Not particu-

larly so in anybody's front, but a first-rate picture in the

picture way.

507. Dashing Tintoret; fearfully repainted, but grand yet

in the lighter figures of background.

496-502. Dashing Paul Veronese—splendid in art; in con-

ception of Evangelists—all that Venice wanted of them, at

that day. You must always, however, judge her as you

would a sailor—what would be ridiculous or bombastic in

others has often some honesty in it with her. Think of these

Evangelists as a kind of figure-heads of ships.

Enter now the great room with the Veronese at the end of

it, for which the painter (quite rightly) was summoned before

the Inquisition of State : you will find his examination, trans-

lated by a friend to whom I owe much in my old Venetian

daj-s, in the Appendix to my second Guide ; but you must not

stop now at this picture, if you are in a hurry, for you can

see the like of it, and better, in Paris; but you can see nothing

in all the world, out of Venice, like certain other pictures in

this room.
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Glancing round it, you see it may be generally described as

full of pictures of street architecture, with various more or

less interesting transactions going on in the streets. Large

Canalettos, in fact; only with the figures a little more inter-

esting than Canaletto's figiires; and the buildings, on the

whole, red and white or brown and white, instead of, as with

Canaletto, black and white. And on consideration, and ob-

servation, you will perceive, if you have any perception of

color, that Venetian buildings, and most others, being really

red and white or broAvn and white, not black and white, this

is really the right manner of painting them, and these are

true and sufficient representations of streets, of landscapes,

and of interiors of houses, with the people, as I said, either

in St. Mark's Place, 555, or at Grand Cairo, 540, or before

the castle of St. Angelo at Eome, 546, or by the old Rialto

here, 564, being themselves also more or less interesting, if

you will observe them, first in their dresses, which are very

curious and pretty, and afterward in many other particulars,

of which for the present I must leave you to make out what

you can; for of the pictures by Carpaccio in this room I must
write an entirely separate account (begun already for one of

them only, the Dream of St. Ursula, 533),* and'of the Gen-

tile Bellini you can only know the value after good study of

St. Mark's itself. Observe, however, at least in this, and in

548 and 564, the perfectly true representation of what the

Architecture of Venice was in her glorious time ; trim, dainty

—red and white like the blossom of a carnation—touched

with gold like a peacock's plumes, and frescoed, even to its

chimney-pots, with fairest arabesque—its inhabitants, and it

together, one harmony of work and life—all of a piece, you

see them, in the wonderful palace-perspective on the left in

548, with everybody looking out of their windows. And in

* Of which, with her legend, if you care to hear more, you will

find more in the three numbers of " Fors Clavigera " now purchas-

able of my agent in Venice (I\[r. Bunney, Fondamenta San Biagio,

2143), from whom all my recent publications on Venice may be also

procured.
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this picture of St. Mark's, painted by Joliu Bellini's good

brother, trne as he could, hue for hue, and ray for ray, you

see that all the tossing of its now white marble foliage

against the sky, which in my old book on Venice I compared

to the tossed spray of sea waves (believing then, as I do still,

that the Venetians in their living and breathing days of art

were always influenced in their choice of guiding lines of

sculpture by their sense of the action of wind or sea), were

not, at all events, meant to be like sea foam white in anger,

but like light spray in morning sunshine. They were all

overlaid with gold.

Not yet in vicious luxury. Those porches of St. Mark's, so

please you, English friends, were not thus gilt for the wed-

ding of Miss Kilmansegg, nor are those pictures on the vaults

advertisements, like yours in your railway stations; all the

arts of England bent on recommending you cheap bathing

machines and painless pills. Here are purer baths and medi-

cines told of; here have been more ingenious engineers.

From the Sinai desert, from the Sion rock, from the defiles of

Lebanon, met here the ghosts of ancient builders to oversee

the work, of dead nations, to inspire it—Bezaleel and the

maids of Israel who gave him their jewels; Hiram and his

forgers in the vale of Siddim, his woodmen of the Syrian for-

ests; David the lord of war, and his Son the Lord of Peace,

and the multitudes that kept holyday when the cloud filled

the house they had built for the Lord of All—these in their

myriads stood by, to watch, to guide; it might have been, had

Venice willed, to bless.

Literally so, mind you. The wreathen work of the lily

capitals and their archivolts, the glass that keeps unfaded

their color—the design of that color itself, and the stories

that are told in the glow of it—all these were brought by the

Jew or the Tyrian, bringing also the treasures of Persia and

Egypt; and with these, laboring beside them as one brought

up with them, stood the Athena of Corinth, and the Sophia of

Byzantium.

ISTot in vicious luxury these, yet—though in Tyrian splen-
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dor glows St. Mark's : nor those quiet and trim little houses on
the right, joining the Campanile. You are standing (the

work is so completely done that you may soon fancy yourself

so) in old St. Mark's Place, at the far end of it, before it was
enlarged; you may find the stone marking the whole length

of it in the pavement, just opposite the easternmost door of

the Cafe Florian. And there were none of those pompous
loggie then, where you walk up and down before the cafe,

but these trim, dainty, happily inhabited houses, mostly in

white marble and gold, with disks of porphyry; and look

at the procession coming toward you underneath them

—

what a bed of moving flowers it is ! !N'ot Birnam Wood com-
ing, gloomy and terrible, but a very bloom and garland of

good and knightly manhood—its Doge walking in the midst

of it—simple, valiant, actual, beneficent, magnificent king.

Do you see better sights than this in St. Mark's Place now, in

your days of progress?

Xow, just to get some little notion how the figures are

" put in " by these scrupulous old formalists, take the pains

to look closely at the first you come upon of the procession

on the extreme left—the three musicians, namely, with the

harp, violin, and lute. Look at them as portraits only; you

^^'ill not find more interesting ones in all the rooms. And
then you will do well to consider the picture as a reality for

a little while, and so leave the Academy with a vision, of liv-

ing Venice in your heart. We will look at no more painting

to-day.

PART II.

If you have looked with care at the three musicians, or any

other of the principal figures, in the great toAvn or landscape

views in this principal room, you will be ready now with better

patience to trace the order of their subjects, and such char-

acter or story as their treatment may develop. I can only

help you, however, with Carpaccio's, for I have not been able
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to examine, or much think of, Mansueti's, recognizing, never-

theless, much that is delightful in them.

Bj Carpaccio, then, in this room,* there are in all eleven

important pictures, eight from the legend of St. Ursula, and

three of distinct subjects. Glance first at the series of St.

Ursula subjects, in this order:

I.—539. Maurus the King of Brittany receives the Eng-

lish ambassadors: and has talk with his daughter touching

their embassy.

II.—533. St. Ursula's Dream.

III.—537. King Maurus dismisses the English ambas-

sadors with favorable answer from his daughter. (This is

the most beautiful piece of painting in the rooms.)

IV.—549. The King of England receives the Princess's

favorable answer.

V.—542. The Prince of England sets sail for Brittany

—

there receives his bride, and embarks with her on pilgrimage.

VI.—546. The Prince of England and his bride, voyag-

ing on pilgrimage with the eleven thousand maidens, arrive

at Rome, and are received by the Pope, who, " with certain

Cardinals," joins their pilgrimage. (The most beautiful of

all the series, next to the Dream.)

VII.—544. The Prince, with his bride, and the Pope,

with his Cardinals, and the eleven thousand maids, arrive in

the land of the Huns, and receive martyrdom there. In the

second part of the picture is the funeral procession of St.

Ursula.

VIII.—St. Ursula, with her maidens, and the pilgrim

Pope, and certain Cardinals, in glory of Paradise. I have

always forgotten to look for the poor bridegToom in this

picture, and on looking, am by no means sure of him. But
I suppose it is he who holds St. Ursula's standard. The ar-

chitecture and landscape are unsurpassably fine ; the rest

much imperfect ; but containing nobleness only to be learned

by long dwelling on it.

* Or at least in the Academy: the arrangement may perhaps be
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In this series, I have omitted one picture, 544, which is of

scarcely any interest—except in its curious faults and nn-

worthiness. At all events, do not at j)resent look at it, or

think of it ; but let us examine all the rpst without hurry.

In the first place, then, we find this curious fact, intensely

characteristic of the fifteenth as opposed to the nineteenth

century—that the figures are true and natural, but the land-

scape false and unnatural, being by such fallacy made en-

tirely subordinate to the figures. I have never approved of,

and only a little understand, this state of things. The
painter is never interested in the ground, but only in the

creatures that tread on it. A castle tower is left a mere bro\\Ti

bit of canvas, and all his coloring kept for the trumpeters on

the top of it. The fields are obscurely green; the sky im-

perfectly blue; and the mountains could not possibly stand

on the very small foundations they are furnished with.

Here is a Religion of Humanity, and nothing else—to pur-

pose ! E^othing in the universe thought worth a look, unless

it is in service or foil to some two-legged creature showing

itself off to the best advantage. If a flower is in a girl's hair,

it shall be painted properly ; but in the fields, shall be only a

spot; if a striped pattern is on a boy's jacket, we paint all

the ins and outs of it, and drop not a stitch ; but the striped

patterns of vineyard or furrow in field, the enameled mossy

mantles of the rocks, the barred heraldry of the shield of the

sky—-perhaps insects and birds may take pleasure in them,

not we.

To his own native lagoons and sea, the painter is yet less

sensitive. His absurd rocks, and dotty black hedges round

bitumen-colored fields (542), are yet painted with some gro-

tesque humor, some modest and unworldly beauty; and sus-

tain or engird their castellated quaintnesses in a manner
pleasing to the pre-Raphaelite mind. But the sea—waveless

as a deal board—and in that tranquillity, for the most part

reflecting nothing at its edge—literally, such a sea justifies

altered before this Guide can be publislied; at all events we must
not count on it.
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that uncourteoiis saying of earlier Venice of her Doge's

bride
—

" Mare sub pede pono." *

Of all these deficiencies, characteristic not of this master

only, but of his age, you will find various analysis in the

third volume of " Modern Painters," in the chapter on

mediaeval landscape ; with begun examination of the causes

which led gradually to more accurate observance of natural

phenomena, until, by Turner, the method of Carpaccio's mind
is j^recisely reversed, and the ISTature in the background be-

comes principal ; the figures in the foreground, its foil. I

have a good deal more, however, to say on this subject now

—

so much more, indeed, that in this little Guide there is no

proper room for any of it, except the simple conclusion that

both the painters are wrong in whatever they either definitely

misrepresent, or enfeeble by inharmonious deficiency.

In the next place, I want you to notice Carpaccio's fancy

in what he does represent very beautifully—the architecture,

real and ideal, of his day.

His fancy, I say; or fantasy; the notion he has of what

architecture should be ; of which, without doubt, you see his

clearest expression in the Paradise, and in the palace of the

most Christian King, St. Ursula's father.

And here I must ask you to remember, or learn if you do

not know, the general course of transition in the architecture

of Venice—namely, that there are three epochs of good build-

ing in Venice ; the first lasting to 1300, Byzantine, in the

style of St. Mark's ; the second, 1300 to 1480, Gothic, in the

style of the Ducal Palace; and the third, 1480 to 1520, in a

manner which architects have yet given no entirely accepted

name to, but which, from the name of its greatest designer,

Brother Giocondo, of Verona,t I mean, myself, hencefor-

ward to call " Giocondine."

* On the scroll in the hand of the throned Venice on the Piazzetta

side of the Ducal Palace, the entire inscription is,

" Fortis, justa, trono furias, mare sub pede, pono."
" Strong, and just, I put the furies beneath my throne, and the sea

beneath my foot."

f Called " the second Founder of Venice," for his engineering work
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'Now, the dates on these pictures of Carpaccio's run from

1480 to 1485, so that you see he was painting in the youth-

ful gush, as it were, and fullest impetus of Giocondine archi-

tecture, which all Venice, and chiefly Carpaccio, in the joy

of art, thought was really at last the architecture divinely

designed, and arrived at by steady progress of taste, from

the Creation to 1480, and then the ne plus ultra, and real

Babel-style without bewilderment—its top truly reaching to

heaven—style which was never thenceforth to be bettered by

human thought or skill. Of which Giocondine manner, I

really think you had better at once see a substantially exist-,

ent piece. It will not take long—say an hour, wdth lunch

;

and the good door-keeper will let you come in again without

paying.*

So (always supposing the day fine), go down to your boat,

and order yourself to be taken to the church of the Frari.

Landing just beyond it, your gondoliers Avill show you the

way, up the calle beside it, to the desolate little courtyard of

the School of St. John the Evangelist. It might be one of

the most beautiful scenes among the cities of Italy, if only

the good Catholics of Venice would employ so much of their

yearly alms in the honor of St. John the Evangelist as to

maintain any old gondolier, past rowing, in this courtyard by

way of a Patmos, on condition that he should suffer no wildly

neglected children to throw stones at the sculj^tures, nor

grown-up creatures to defile them ; but with occasional ablu-

tion by sprinkling from garden water-engine, suffer the weeds

of Venice to inhabit among the marbles where they listed.

How beautiful the place might be, I need not tell you.

Beautiful it is, even in its squalid misery ; but too probably,

some modern desigTier of railroad stations will do it up with

new gilding and scrapings of its gray stone. The gods for-

bid ; understand, at all events, that if this happens to it, you

on the Brenta. His architecture is chiefly at Verona; the style

being adopted and enriched at Venice by the Lombardi.

If you have already seen the school of St. John, or do not like

the interruption, continue at page 121.
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are no more to think of it as an example of Giocondine art.

But, as long as it is let alone there, in the shafts and capitals

you will see, on the whole, the most characteristic example

in Venice of the architecture that Carpaccio, Cima, and John

Bellini loved.

As a rule, observe, square-piered, not round-pillared; the

square piers either sculptured all up with floral tracery, or,

if plain, decorated half-way up, by a round panel of dark-

colored marble or else a bas-relief, usually a classic profile

;

the capitals, of light leafage, playing or springing into joyful

spirals at the angles ; the moldings and cornices on the

whole very flat or square cut—no solid round moldings any-

where, but all precise, rectangular, and shallow. The

windows and doors either square-headed or round—never

pointed ; but, if square-headed, having often a Greek gable

or pediment above, as here on the outer wall ; and, if round-

headed, often composed of two semicircles side by side, with

a circle between ;
* the wall decoration being either of round

inlaid marbles, among floral sculpture, or of fresco. Little to

be conceived from words ; but if you will look well inside

and outside of the cortile of the Evangelist, you will come

away with a very definite primary notion of Giocondine

work.

Then back, with straight speed to the Academy; and be-

fore landing there, since you can see the little square in

front of it, from your boat, read on.

The little square has its name written up at the corner, you

see
—

" Field of Charity," or rather of the Charity, meaning

the Madonna of Charity, and church dedicated to her. Of
which you see the mere walls, variously defaced, remaining

yet in their original form, traces of the great circular win-

dow in the front yet left, also of the pointed windows at the

* In returning to your boat, just walk round to the back of the

church of the Frari, and look at the windows of the Scuola di San

Eocco, which will fix the form in your mind. It is an entirely bad

one; but took the fancy of men, for a time, and of strong- ones, too.

But don't stop long- just now to look at this later building; keep the

St. John's cortile for your type of Giocondine work, pure.
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sides—filled up, many a year ago, and the square boles below

cut for modern convenience; there being no space in the

length and breadth of Italy to build new square-holed houses

on, the Church of Charity must be used for makeshift.

Have you charity of imagination enough to cover this little

field with fresh grass—to tear do^^^l the iron bridge which
some accursed Englishman, I suppose, greedy for filthy job,

persuaded the poor Venetians to spoil their Grand Canal

with, at its noblest bend—and to fill the pointed lateral win-

dows with light tracery of quatrefoiled stone ? So stood, so

bloomed, the church and its field, in early fourteenth cen-

tury—dismal time ! the church in its fresh beauty then,

built toward the close of the thirteenth century, on the site

of a much more ancient one, first built of wood ; and, in 1119,

of stone: but still very small, its attached monastery receiv-

ing Alexander III. in 1177; here on the little flowery field

landed the Pontiff Exile, whose foot was to tread so soon on

the Lion and the Adder.

And some hundred years later, putting away, one finds not

why, her little Byzantine church, more gTavely meditative

Venice, visited much by Dominican and Franciscan friars,

and more or less in cowled temper herself, built this graver

and simpler pile; which, if any of my readers care for

either Turner or me, they should look at with some moments'

pause ; for I have given Turner's lovely sketch of it to Ox-

ford, painted as he saw it fifty years ago, with bright golden

sails grouped in front of it where now is the ghastly iron

bridge.*

Most probably (I cannot yet find any direct document of

it), the real occasion of the building of the church whose

* " Very conTenient for the people," say yon, modern man of busi-

ness. Yes; very convenient to them also to pay two eentesimi every

time they cross—six for three persons, into the pockets of that

English engineer; instead of five for three persons, to one of their

own boatmen, who now take to begging, drinking, and bellowing

for the wretched hordes at the tables d'hote, whose ears have been

rent by railroad whistles till they don't know a howl from a song

—

instead of ferrying.
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w&lls yet stand, was the founding of the Confraternita di S.

Maria della Carita, on St. Leonard's day, 6tli ISTovember,

1260," which brotherhood, in 1310, fought side by side with

the school of the Painters in St. Luke's field, against one

body of the conspirators for Bajamonte, and drove them

back, achieving the right thenceforward of planting their pur-

ple standard there, in St. Luke's field, with their stemma

(all this bears on Carpaccio's pictures presently, so have

patience yet a minute or Uvo) : and so increasing in number
and influence, bought in 1314, from the Monks of the Church

of Charity, the ground on which you are presently going to

see pictures; and built on it their cloister, dedicated also to

St. Mary of Charity ; and over the gate of it, by which you

are going to enter, put St. Mary of Charity, as they best

could get her carved, next year, 1345 ; and so you have her

there, with cowled members of the confraternity kneeling to

her ; happy angels fluttering about her ; the dark blue of her

eyes not yet utterly faded from them. Blue-eyed as Athena

she—^the Greek tradition yet prevailing to that extent—

a

perfect type, the whole piece, of purest central fourteenth-

century Gothic thought and work untouched, and indubitable

of date, being inscribed below its bracket cornice,

MCCCXLV, I LO TEMPO DE MIS.

MAECHO ZULIAN FO FATO STO LAVORIEE.

To wit—" 1345, in the time " (of the Guardianship) "of
Messer Mark Julian, was made this labored thing."

And all seemed to bid fair for Venice and her sacred schools

;

Heaven surely pleased with these her endeavors, and labored

things.

Yes, with these, and such other, I doubt not. But other

things, it seems, had been done in Venice, with which

Heaven was 7iot pleased ; assuming always that there is a

Heaven, for otherwise—what followed was of course only

* Archivio Veneto. (Yenezia, 1876.) Tom. XII., Parte i., p. 112.
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process of Darwinian development. But this was what fol-

lowed. That Madonna, with her happy angels and humble
worshipers, was carved as you see her over the Scuola

cloister door—in 1345. And " on the 25th of January,

1347,* on the day, to wit, of the conversion of St. Paul,

about the hour of vespers, there came a great earthquake in

Venice, and as it were in all the world ; and fell many tops

of bell-towers, and houses, and chimneys, and the church of

St. Basil: and there was so gi'eat fear that all the people

thought to die. And the earth ceased not to tremble for about

forty days ; and when it remained quiet, there came a great

mortality, and the people died of various evil. And the

people were in so great fear, that father would not go to visit

son, nor son father. And this death lasted about six months

;

and it was said commonly that there died two parts out of

three, of all the people of Venice."

These words you may read (in Venetian dialect), after

you have entered the gate beneath the Madonna; they are

engraved under the Gothic arch on your right hand ; with

other like words, telling the various horror of that Plague;

and how the guardian of the Scuola died by it, and

about ten of his officers with him, and three hundred of the

brethren.

Above the inscription, two angels hold the symbol of the

Scuola ; carved as you see, conspicuously also on the outer

sculptures in various places; and again on the well in the

midst of the cloister. The first sign this, therefore, of all

chosen by the greater schools of Venice, of which, as afore-

said, " The first was that of St. Mary of Charity, which

school has its wax candles red, in sign that Charity should

be glowing ; and has for its bearing a yellow " (meaning

golden t) "cross, traversing two little circles also yellow;

with red and green quartering the parts which the cross de-

scribes—those who instituted such sign desiring to show

* 1348, in our present calendar.

f Ex Cruce constat aurea, sen tlava; ejus speciei, quam artis hujus-
modi Auctores " ancoratam " vocant.
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thereby the union that Charity should have with Faith and

Hope." *

The golden " anchored " cross stands for Faith, the golden

outer circle for Charity, the golden inner for Hope—all on

field quartered gules and vert, the colors of Charity and

Hope.

Such the first symbol of Venetian Brotherhoods f—in

reading v^-hich, I delay you, that you may be better prepared

to understand the symbolism running through every sign and

color in Venetian art at this time, do^vn even to its tinting of

wax candles ; art which was indeed all the more symbolic for

being rude, and complicated much with the use of signals and

heraldries at sea, too distant for any art in them to be visible,

but serviceably intelligible in meaning.

How far the great Scuola and cloisters of the Carita, for

monks and confraternity together, reached from the gate

under which you are pausing, you may see in Diirer's wood-

cut of the year 1500 (Correr Museum), which gives the apse

with attached chapels; and the grand double cloister reach-

ing back nearly to the Giudecca; a water-wheel—as I sup-

pose—outside, on the (now filled up and paved) canal, moved

by the tide, for molinary work in the kitchen?. Of all which

nothing now remains but these pillars and beams, between

you and the gallery staircase ; and the well with two

brothers on each side holding their Stemma, a fine free-hand

piece of rough living work. You will not, I think, find that

you have ill spent your hour of rest when you now return into

the Carpaccio room, where we will look first, please, at Xo.

IV. (549), in which many general points are better shown

than in the rest.

Here is the gi*eat King of ideal England, under an octag-

* In tabulam Graecam insigni sodalitio S. M. Caritatis, Vene-

tiarum, ab amplissimo Cardinali Bessarione dono datam, Disserattio.

—(St. Mark's library, 33331, page 146.)

f At least according to the authority above quoted; as far as I

have consulted the original documents myself, I find the school of

St. Theodore primal.
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onal temple of audience: all the scene being meant to sliow

the conditions of a state in perfect power and prosperity.

A state, therefore, that is at once old and yonng: that has

had a history for centuries past, and will have one for cen-

turies' to eome.

Ideal, founded mainly on the Venice of his own day;

mingled a little with thoughts of great Rome, and of gTeat

antagonist Genoa: hut, in all spirit and hope, the Venice

of 1480-1500 is here living before you. And now, therefore,

you can see at once what she meant by a " Campo," allowing

for the conventional manner of representing grass, which of

course at first you will laugh at ; but which is by no means

deserving of your contempt. Any hack draughtsman of Dal-

ziel's can sketch for you, or any member of the Water-color or

Dudley Societies dab for you, in ten minutes, a field of hay

that you would fancy you could mow, and make cocks of.

But this green ground of Carpaccio's, with implanted flowers

and tufts of grass, is traditional from the first Greek-Chris-

tian mosaics, and is an entirely systematic ornamental ground,

and to be understood as such, primarily, and as grass only

symbolically. Careless indeed, more than is usual with him
—^much spoiled and repainted also ; but quite clear enough

in expression for us of the orderliness and freshness of a

Venetian campo in the great times; garden and city you see

mingled inseparably, the wild strawberry growing at the

stej)s of the king's court of justice, and their marble sharp

and bright out of the turf. Clean everything, and pure—no

cigars in anybody's poisoned mouth—no voiding of perpetual

excrement of saliva on the precious marble or living flowers.

Perfect peace and befittingness of behavior in all men and

creatures. Your very monkey in repose, perfect in his medi-

aeval dress ; the Darwinian theory in all its sacredness,

breadth, divinity, and sagacity—^but reposeful, not venturing

to thrust itself into political council. Crowds on the bridges

and quays, but untumultuous, close set as beds of flowers,

richly decorative in their mass, and a beautiful mosaic of

men, and of black, red, blue, and golden bonnets. Ruins, in-
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deed, among the prosperity; but glorious oues—^not shells

of abandoned speculation, but remnants of mighty state

long ago, now restored to nature's peace ; the arches of the

first bridge the city had built, broken down by storm, yet

what was left of them spared for memory's sake. (So stood

for a little while, a few years ago, the broken Ponte-a-Mare

at Pisa ; so at Rome, for ages, stood the Ponte Rotto, till the

engineers and modern mob got at it, making what was in my
youth the most lovely and holy scene in Rome, now a place

where a swineherd could not stand without holding his nose,

and which no woman can stop at.)

But here, the old arches are covered with sweet weeds, like

native rock, and ( for once
!
) reflected a little in t^ie pure

water under the meadowy hills. Much besides of noteworthy,

if you are yourself worthy of noting it, you may find in this

lovely distance. But the picture, it may be complained,

seems for the most part—distance, architecture, and scat-

tered crowd; while of foreground objects, we have prin-

cipally cloaks, and very curiously thin legs.* Well, yes

—

the distance is indeed the prettiest part of this picture ; and

since, in modern art and drama, we have been accustomed,

for anatomical and other reasons, to depend on nothing else

but legs, I admit the supply of legs to be here scanty, and

even of brachial, pectoral, and other admirable muscles. If

you choose to look at the faces instead, you will find some-

thing in them; nevertheless, Carpaccio has been, on the

whole, playing with himself, and with us, in his treatment

of this subject. For Carpaccio is, in the most vital and con-

clusive sense, a man of genius, who will not at all supply you,

nor can in the least supply himself, with sublimity and

pathos to order; but is sublime, or delightful, or sometimes

dull, or frequently grotesque, as Heaven wills it; or—pro-

fane persons will say—as the humor takes him. And his

humor here has been dominant. For since much depends on

the answer brought back from St. Ursula, besides the young

* Not in the least nnuaturally thin, however, in the forms of per-

sons of sedentary life.
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Prince's happiness, one should have thought, the return of

the embassy might have been represented in a loftier man-

ner. But onlv two of the ambassadors are here; the king

is occupied in hearing a cause which will take long— (see

how gravely his minister is reading over the documents in

question) ; meantime the young prince, impatient, going

down the steps of the throne, make^ his o^^ti private in-

quiries, proudly :
'' Your embassy has, I trust, been received,

gentlemen, with a just understanding of our diplomatic re-

lations ? " " Your Royal Highness," the lowly and gravely

bowing principal ambassador replies, ^' must yourself be the

only fitting judge of that matter, on fully hearing our re-

port." Meantime, the charge d'affaires holds St. Ursula'^?

answer—behind his back.

A piece of play, very nearly, the whole picture ; a painter

living in the midst of a prosperous city, happy in his o"svn

power, entirely believing in God, and in the saints, and in

eternal life ; and, at intervals, bending his whole soul to the

expression of most deep and holy tragedy—such a man needs

must have his times of play; which Carpaccio takes, in his

work. Another man, instead of painting this piece with its

monkey, and its little fiddler, and its jesting courtiers, would

have played some ape-tricks of his own—spent an hour or

two among literal fiddlers, and living courtiers. Carpaccio

is not heard of among such—amuses himself still with pencil

in hand, and us also, pleasantly, for a little while. You
shall be serious enough, soon, with him, if you will.

But I find this guide must run into greater division, for I

can't get the end of it properly done yet for some days

;

during the winter the gallery Avas too cold for me to think

quietly in, and so I am obliged, as Fate always lately obliges

me, to do this work from pen to print—at speed ; so that,

quitting Carpaccio for the nonce, I will tell you a little more

about the general contents of the rooms ; and so afterward

take up St. Ursula's pilgrimage, undisturbed.* iN'ow, there-

* This I am now doing in a separate Guide to the works of Car-

paccio in Venice; these two parts, now published, contain all I have

to say about the Academy.
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fore, I will simply follow the order of the room circuit, not-

ing the pieces worth study, if you have proper time.

From before this picture which has so long held us, go

down the steps on the right of it, into the lower room.

Turning round immediately, you have good sight of two

Paul Veroneses, one on each side of the steps. The upper

group of the picture on your left (603), Madonna borne by

angels at her knees, and encompassed by a circlet of them, is

the loveliest piece of Veronese in these galleries, nor can you

see a better in the world; but, considered as a whole, the

picture is a failure; all the sub-celestial part of it being

wholly dull. Nevertheless, for essential study of Veronese's

faculty, you cannot find anything better in Venice than that

upper group ; and the opposite picture, though confused, is

worth attentive pause from all painters.

597. Le Brun. Sent from Paris, you see, in exchange for

the Cena of Paul Veronese.

The Cena of Paul Veronese being worth—at moderate

estimate of its eternal and intrinsic art-value—I should say,

roughly, about ten good millions of sterling ducats, or twenty

ironclads ; and the Le Brun, worth, if it were put to proper

use, precisely what its canvas may now be worth to make a

packing-case of; but, as hung here, in negative value, and

effectual mischief, in disgracing the rooms, and keeping fine

pictures invisibly out of the way—a piece of vital poverty and

calamity much more than equivalent to the presence of a

dirty, torn rag, which the public would at once hnow to be

worthless, in its place instead.

569, 570. Standard average portrait-pieces, fairly repre-

sentative of Tintoret's quiet work, and of Venetian magis-

trates—Camerlenghi di Comune. Compare 587; very beau-

tiful.

581, 582, 583. Spoils of the Church of the Carita, whose

ruins you have seen. Venice being of all cities the only one
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which has sacked herself, not in revolution, but mere blun-

dering beggary; suppressing every church that had blessed

her, and every society that had comforted. But at all events

you see the pictures here ; and the Cima is a fine one

;

. but

what time you give to this painter should be spent chiefly

with his John the Baptist at tlie Madonna dell' Orto.

586. Once a Bonifazio of very high order ; sorrowfully

repainted with loss of half its life. Bui;, a picture, still, de-

serving honor.

From this room you find access either to the modern pic-

tures, or by the door on the left hand of the Cima, to the col-

lection of drawings. The well-known series by Raphael and

Lionardo are of the very highest historical value and artistic

interest; but it is curious to find, in Venice, scarcely a

scratch or blot remaining of elementary study by any great

Venetian master. Her painters drew little in black and white,

and must have thrown such sketches, when they made them,

away for mere waste paper. For all discussion of their

methods of learning to draw with color from the first, I must

refer my readers to my Art lectures.

The Lionardo drawings here are the finest I know; none

in the Ambrosian library equal them in execution.

The staircase leading out of this room descends into the

Hall of Titian's Assumption, where I have said nothing yet

of his last picture (33), nor of that called in the Guide-books

an example of his first style (35).

It has always been with me an intended piece of work to

trace the real method of Titian's study, and the changes of

his mind. But I shall never do it now ;
* and am hitherto

entirely unacquainted with his early work. If this be indeed

his, and a juvenile piece, it indicates a breadth of manner,

and conventionally artistic way of looking at nature, entirely

peculiar to him or to his era. The picture which he left un-

finished might most fittingly be called the Shadow of Death.

* For reasons which any acute reader may enough discover in my
lecture on Michael Angelo and Tintoret.
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It is full of the profoundest metaptiysical interest to me; but

canuot be analyzed here.

In general, Titian is ill-represented in his own Venice.

The best example of him, by far, is the portrait group of

the Pesaro family in the Frari. The St. Mark in the Sac-

risty of the Salute was, in my early days, entirely glorious;

but has been daubed over into ruin. The roof of the Sacristy

in the Salute, with the fresco of St. Christopher,* and the

portrait of the Doge Grimani before Faith, in the Ducal Pal-

ace, are all the remnants of him that are worth study here,

since the destruction of the Peter Martyr.f The St. John

the Baptist in this gallery (366), is really too stupid to be

endured, and the black and white scrabble of landscape in it

is like a bad copy of Ruysdael.

45. The Miracle of St. Mark; a fine, but much-over-

rated, Tintoret. If any painter of real power wishes to study

this master, let him be content with the Paradise of the Ducal

Palace, and the School of St. Roch, where no harmful repaint-

ing has yet taken place. The once mighty pictures in the

Madonna dell' Orto are destroyed by restoration; and those

which are scattered about the other churches are scarcely

worth pursuit, while the series of St. Eoch remains in its

purity.

In the next room to this (Sala III.) the pictures on the

ceiling, brought from the room of the State Inquisitors, are

more essential, because more easy, Tintoret-work, than the St.

Mark, and very delightful to me ; I only wish the Inquisitors

were alive to enjoy them again themselves, and inquire into a

few things happening in Venice, and especially into the reli-

gious principles of her " Modern Painters."

* An admirable account of this fresco is given by Mr. Edward
Cheney, in " Original Documents Relating to Venetian Painters and

their Pictures in the Eighteenth Century," pp. 60, 61.

t Of the portrait of the Doge Andrea Gritti, in my own possession

at Oxford, I leave others to speak, when I can speak of it no more.

But it must be named here as the only fragment left of another

great picture destroyed by fire, which Tintoret had so loved and

studied that he replaced it from memory.
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We have made the round of the rooms, all but the Pina-

coteca Contarini, Sala V. and VI., and the long gallery, Sala

X.-XIV., both containing many smaller pictures of interest

;

but of which I have no time, nor much care, to speak—excej^t

in complaint that detestable daubs by Callot, Dujardin, and
various ignoti, should be allowed to disgrace the sixth sala,

and occupy some of the best of the very little good light there

is in the Academy; thrusting the lovely little Tintoret, 179

—purest work of his heart and fairest of his faculty—high

beyond sight of all its delicious painting; and the excellent

quiet portrait, 168, into an unregarded corner. I am always

puzzled by the smaller pictures of John Bellini ; many of

them here, of whose authorship there can be little doubt,

being yet of very feeble merit. 94 is fine ; and the five sym-

bolical pictures, 234-238, in the inner room, Sala VI., are

interesting to myself; but may probably be little so to others.

The first is (I believe). Domestic Love, the world in her hand

becoming the color of Heaven; the second, Fortitude quit-

ting the effeminate Dionysus ; the third (much the poorest

and least intelligible). Truth, or Prudence; the fourth,

Lust; and the fifth. Fortune as Opportunity, in distinction

from the greater and sacred Fortune appointed of Heaven.

And now, if you are yet unfatigued,* you had better go

back into the gTeat room, and give thorough examination to

the wonderful painting, as such, in the great Veronese, con-

sidering what all its shows and dexterities at last came to,

and reading, before it, his examination concerning it, given

in Appendix, which shows you that Venice herself felt what

they were likely to come to, though in vain; and then, for

contrast with its reckless power, and for final image to be

remembered of sweet Italian art in its earnestness, return

into the long gallery (through the two great rooms, turning

your back on the Veronese, then out by the door opposite

Titian's huge picture ; then out of the corridor by the first

door on the right, and walk down the gallery), to its little

Sala X., where, high on your left, 360, is the Beata Cath-

* If you are, end with 179, and reraember it well.
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erine Vigri's St. Ursula; Catherine Vigri herself, it may
be, kneeling to her. Truly a very much blessed Catherine,

and, I should say, far more than half-way to a saint, know-

ing, however, of her, and her work, only this picture. Of
which I will only say in closing, as I said of the Vicar's

picture in beginning, that it would be well if any of us could

do such things nowadays—and more especially, if our vicars

and young ladies could.

APPENDIX.

The little collection of " Documents relating to Venetian " Paint-

ers already referred to (j). 127), as made with excellent judgment by
Mr. Edward Cheney, is, I regret to say, " communicated " only to

the author's friends, of whom I, being now one of long standing,

emboldened also by repeated instances of help received from him,

venture to trespass on the modest book so far as to reprint part of

the translation which it gives of the questioning of Paul Veronese.
" It is well known,'' says Mr. Cheney in his prefatory remarks, " to

the students of Venetian history, that the Roman Inquisition was
allowed little influence, and still less power, in the states of the

Signory; and its sittings were always attended by lay members,

selected from the Senate, to regulate and report its proceedings.
" The sittings of the Holy Office were held in the chapel of St.

Theodore, fronting the door leading from St. Mark's Church to the

Fondamenta di Canonica.*'

On Saturday, the Sth July, 1573, Master Paul Caliari, of Verona,

a painter, residing in the parish of St. Samuel, was brought before

the Sacred Tribunal; and being asked his name and surname, an-

swered as above; and being asked of his profession, answered:
" A. I invent and draw figures.

Q. Do you know the reason why you have been summoned?
A. No, my lord.

Q. Can you imagine it?

A. I can imagine it.

Q. Tell us what you imagine.

A. For the reason which the Reverend Prior of SS. Giovanni and

Paolo, whose name I know not, told me that he had been here, and

that your illustrious lordships had given him orders that I should

substitute the figure of the Magdalen for that of a dog; and I

replied that I would willingly have done this, or anything else for

my own credit and the advantage of the f)icture, but that I did not
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think the figure of the Mag-dalen would be fitting (!!)* or would
look well, for many reasons, which I will always assign when-
ever the opportunity is given me.

Q. What picture is that which you have named?
A. It is the picture reprecjnting the lastf supper that Jesus took

with His disciples in the house of Simon.

Q. Where is this picture?

A. In the refectory of the Friars of SS. Giovanni and Paolo.

Q. Is it painted on the wall, on panel, or on cloth?

A. On cloth.

Q. How many feet is it in height?

A. It is about seventeen feet.

Q. How wide?
A. About thirty-nine feet.

Q. In this supper of our Lord have j'ou painted any attendants?

A. Yes, my lord.

Q. Say how many, attendants, and what each is doing.

A. First, the master of the house, Simon; besides, I have placed

below him a server, who I have supposed to have come for his

own amusement to see the arrangement of the table. There are

* I mnat interpolate two notes of admiration. After all one has heard of the

terrors of the Inquisition, it seems, nevertheless, some people ventured to differ

vith it in opinion, on occasion. And the Inquisition was entirely right, too.

See next note.

f "Cena ultima che," etc.: the last, that is to say, of the two which Veronese

BUpposed Christ to have taken with this host; but he had not carefully enough

examined the apparently parallel passages. They are confusing enough, and

perhaps the reader will be glad to refer to them in their proper order.

I. There is first, the feast given to Clnist by St. Matthew after he was called;

the circumstances of it told by himself ; only saying " Ihe house " instead of " my
house" (Matt. ix. 9-13). This is the feast at which the objection is taken by the

Pharisees—"Why eateth your Master with publicans and sinners?" the event

being again related by St. Luke (v. 29), giving Matthew the name of Levi. No
other circumstance of interest takes place on this occasion.

II. " One of the Pharisees desired Him that He would cat with him : and He
went into the Pharisee's house, nnd sat down to meat " (Luke viii. 36).

To this feast came the Magdalen, and "stood ai His feet, behind Him, weep-

ing." And you know the rest. The same lesson given to the Pharisees who /or-

hade the feast of Matthew, here given—in how much more pathetic force—to the

Pharisee at whose feast Jesus now sat. Another manner of sinner this, who
stands uncalled, at the feast, weeping ; who in a little while will stand weeping

—

not for herself. The name of the Pharisee host is given in Christ's grave address

to him—"Simon, I have somewhat to say unto thee."

m. The supper at Bethany, in the house of Simon " the Leper," where Laza-

rus sat at table, where Martha served, and where her sister Mary poured the

ointment on Christ's head, "for my burial " (Mark xiv. 3 ; Matt. xxvi. 7 ; and John

xii. 2, where in the following third verse doubtless some copyist, confusing her
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besides several others,* which, as there are many figures in the

picture, I do not recollect.

Q. What is the meaning of those men dressed in the German
fashion? f each with a halbert in his hand?

A. It is now necessary that I should say a few words.J

The Court. Say on.

A. We painters take the same license that is permitted to poets,

and jesters (!). I have placed those two halberdiers—the one eat-

ing, the other drinking §—by the staircase, to be supposed ready to

perform any duty that may be required of them; it appearing to

me quite fitting that the master of such a house, w^ho was rich and

great (as I have been told), should have such attendants.

Q. That fellow dressed like a buffoon, with the parrot on his

wrist—for what purpose is he introduced into the canvas?

A. For ornament, as is usually done.||

Q. At the table of the Lord whom have you placed?

A. The twelve apostles.

with the Magdalen, added the clause of her wiping His feet with her hair—so also,

more palpably, in John xi. 2). Here the objection is made by Judas, and the les-

son given— " The poor ye have always with you."

We cannot seriously suppose Simon the Leper to be the same person as Simon
the Pharisee ; still less Simon the Pharisee to be the same as Matthew the publi-

can : but in Veronese's mind their three feasts had got confused, and he thinks

of them as two only, and calls this which he represents here the last of the two,

though there is nothing whatever to identify it as first, last, or middle. There is

no Magdalen, no Mary, no Lazarus, no hospitable Levi, no supercilious Simon.

Nothing but a confused meeting of very mixed company ; half of them straggling

about the table without sitting down ; and the conspicuous brown dog, for whom
the Inquisitors would have had him substitute the Magdalen—which, if he had
done, the picture would have been right in all other particulars, the scarlet-robed

figure opposite Christ then becoming Simon the Pharisee ; but he cannot be Mat-
thew the apostle, for Veronese distinctly names the twelve apostles after " themas-
ter of the house ; " and the text written on the balustrade on the left is therefore

either spurious altogether, or added by Veronese to get rid of the necessity of

putting in a Magdalen to satisfy his examiners, or please the Prior of St. John
and Paul.

* Yea, there certainly are " several others "—some score of idlers about, I

should say. But this longer answer of the painter's was probably little attended
to, and ill reported by tlie secretary.

t My lords have suspicions of leaning toward the principles—no less than the

taste— of Holbein ; and of meaning some mischief.

J He instantly feels the drift of this last question, and that itmust not be passed
lightly. Asks leave to speak—(usually no license but of direct answer being
given).

§ On the right. One has got all the eating and drinking to himself, however, as

far as I can see.

II
Alas, everything is for ornament—if you would own it, Master Paul

!
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Q. What is St. Peter doing, who is the first? *

A. He is cutting up a lamb, to send to the other end of the

table.

Q. What is he doing, who is next to him?
A. He is holding a plate to receive what St. Peter will give him.

Q. Tell us what he is doing, who is next to this last?

A. He is using a fork as a toothpick.

f

Q. Who do you really think were present at that supper?

A. I believe Christ and His apostles were present; but in the

foreground of the picture I have placed figures for ornament, of my
own invention.

Q. Were you commissioned by any person to paint Germans, and
buffoons, and such like things in this picture?

A. No, mj'^ lord; my commission was to ornament the picture as

I judged best, which, being large, requires many figures, as it

appears to me.

Q. Are the ornaments that the painter is in the habit of intro-

ducing in his frescoes and pictures suited and fitting to the sub-

ject and to the principal persons represented, or does he really

paint such as strike his own fancy without exercising his judg-

ment or his discretion? |

A. I design my pictures with all due consideration as to what
is fitting, and to the best of my judgment.

Q. Does it appear to you fitting that at our Lord's last supper §

you should paint buffoons, drunkards, Germans,]] dwarfs, and simi-

lar indecencies?

A. No, my lord.

Q. Why, then, have you painted them?
A. I have done it because I supposed that these were not in the

place where the supper was served.

Q. Are you not aware that in Germany, ^ and in other places in-

fected with heresj', they are in the habit of painting pictures full

of scurrility for the purpose of ridiculing and degrading the Holy

Church, and thus teaching false doctrines to the ignorant and

foolish?

A. Yes, my lord, it is bad; hut I return to what I said before;

I thought mj^self obliged to do as others—my predecessors—had

done before me.

* Very curious that no question is aslced as to what Christ Himself is doing.

One would have greatly desired Veronese's answer.

t Scarcely seen, between the two pillars. I must needs admit that Baphael

would have invented some more dignitiedly apostolic action.

I Admirably put, my lord.

§ Not meaning the Cena, of course ; but what Veronese also meant.

J
and ^[ The gist of the business, at last.
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Q. And have j^our predecessors, then, done such things?

A. Michael Angelo, in the Papal Chapel in Eome, has painted

our Lord Jesus Christ, His mother, St. John, and St. Peter, and all

the Court of Heaven, from the Virgin Mary downward, all naked,

and in various attitudes, with little reverence.

Q. Do you not know that in a painting like the Last Judgment,

where drapery is not supposed, dresses are not required, and that

disembodied spirits only are represented; but there are neither

buffoons, nor dogs, nor armor, nor any other absurdity? And
does it not appear to you that neither by this nor any other

example j'ou have done right in painting the picture in this man-

ner, and that it can be proved right and decent?

A. niustrious Lord, I do not defend it; but I thought I was doing

right. I had not considered all these things, never intending to

commit any impropriety; the more so as figures of buffoons are

not supposed to be in the same place where our Lord is.

Which examination ended, my lords decreed that the above-

named Master Paul should be bound to correct and amend the pic-

ture which had been" under question, within three months, at his

own expense, under penalties to be imposed by the Sacred Tri-

bunal."

This sentence, however severe in terms, was merely a matter of

form. The examiners were satisfied there was no malice prepense

in their fanciful Paul; and troubled neither him nor themselves

farther. He did not so much as efface the inculpated dog; and the

only correction or amendment he made, so far as I can see, was

the addition of the inscription, which marked the picture for the

feast of Levi.
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PEEFACE.

It has been only in compliance with the often and earnestly

urged request of my friend Mr. Marcus Huish, that I have

thrown the following notes together, on the works of two

artists belonging to a time with which nearly all associations

are now ended in the mind of general society ; and of which

my own memories, it seemed to me, could give little pleasure

(even if I succeeded in rendering them intelligible) to a pub-

lic indulged with far more curious arts, and eager for other-

wise poignant interests than those which seemed admirable,

—

though not pretending to greatness, and were felt to be de-

lightful,—though not provoking enthusiasm, in the quiet and

little diverted lives of the English middle classes, " sixty

years since."

It is especially to be remembered that drawings of this sim-

ple character were made for the same middle classes, exclu-

sively: and even for the second order of the middle classes,

more accurately expressed by the term " bourgeoisie." The
great people always bought Canaletto, not Prout, and Van
Huysum, not Hunt. There was indeed no quality in the

bright little water-colors, which could look other than pert

in ghostly corridors, and petty in halls of state; but they

gave an unquestionable tone of liberal-mindedness to a subur-

ban villa, and were the cheerfulest possible decorations for a

moderate-sized breakfast parlor, opening on a nicely mown
lawn. Their liveliness even rose, on occasion, to the charity

of beautifying the narrow chambers of those whom business

or fixed habit still retained in the obscurity of London itself

;

and I remember with peculiar respect the pride of a benevo-

lent physician, who never would exchange his neighborhood

to the poor of St. Giles's for the lucrative luster of a West

End Square, in wreathing his tiny little front drawing-room

137
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with Hunt's loveliest apple-blossom, and taking the patients

for whom he had prescribed fresh air, the next instant on a

little visit to the country.

Nor was this adaptation to the tastes and circumstances of

the London citizen, a constrained or obsequious compliance

on the part of the kindly artists. They were themselves, in

mind, as in habits of life, completely a part of the character-

istic metropolitan population whom an occasional visit to the

Continent always thrilled with surprise on finding themselves

again among persons who familiarly spoke French ; and

whose summer holidays, though more customary, amused

them nevertheless with tlie adventure, and beguiled them with

the pastoral charm, of an uninterrupted picnic. Mr. Prout

lived at Brixton, just at the rural extremity of Cold Harbor

Lane, where the sj^ire of Brixton church, the principal archi-

tectural ornament of the neighborhood, could not but greatly

exalt, by comparison, the impressions received from that of

Strasburg Cathedral, or the Hotel de Ville of Bruxelles ; and

Mr. Hunt, though often in the spring and summer luxuriating

in country lodgings, was only properly at home in the Hamp-
stead road,* and never painted a cluster of nuts without

some expression, visible enough by the manner of their

presentation, of the pleasure it was to him to see them in the

shell, instead of in a bag at the greengrocer's.

The lightly rippled level of this civic life lay, as will be

easily imagined, far beneath the distractions, while it main-

tained itself meekly, yet severely, independent of the advan-

tages held out by the social system of what is most reverently

called " Town." Neither the disposition, the health, nor the

means of either artist admitted of their spending their even-

ings, in general, elsewhere than by their own firesides; nor

could a spring levee of English peeresses and foreign ambas-

sadors be invited by the modest painter whose only studio

was his little back-parlor, commanding a partial view of the

scullery steps and the water-butt. The fluctuations of moral

and aesthetic sentiment in the public mind were of small

* See his own inscription, with LONDON in capitals, under No, 78.
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moment to the humble colorist, who depended only on the

consistency of its views on the subject of early strawberries

;

and the thrilling subjects presented by the events of politics

of the day were equally indifferent to the designer who in-

vited interest to nothing later than the architecture of the

15th century. Even the treasures of scientific instruction,

and marvels of physical discovery, were without material in-

fluence on the tranquillity of the two native painters' unedu-

cated skill. Prout drew every lovely street in Europe with-

out troubling himself to learn a single rule of perspective;

while Hunt painted mossy banks for five-and-twenty years

without ever caring to know a Sphagnum from a Polypody,

and embossed or embowered his birds' eggs to a perfection,

which Greek connoisseurs would have assured us the mother

had unsuspectingly sate on—without enlarging his range of

ornithological experience beyond the rarities of tomtit and

hedge-sparrow.

This uncomplaining resigTiation of patronage, and un-

blushing blindness to instruction, were allied, in both painters,

with a steady consistency in technical practice, which, from

the first, and to the last, precluded both from all hope of

promotion to the honors, as it withheld them from the peril

of entanglement in the rivalries, connected with the sys-

tem of exhibition in the Royal Academy. Mr. Prout's

method of work was entirely founded on the quite elementary

qualities of white paper and black Cumberland lead ; and ex-

pressly terminated within the narrow range of prismatic

effects producible by a brown or blue outline, with a wash of

ocher or cobalt. Mr. Hunt's early drawings depended for

their peculiar charm on the most open and simple arrange-

ment of transparent color ; and his later ones, for their highest

attainments, on the flexibility of a pigment which yielded to

the slightest touch and softest motion of a hand always more

sensitive than firm. The skill which unceasing practice,

within limits thus modestly unrelaxed, and with facilities of

instrument thus openly confessed, enabled each draughtsman

in his special path to attain, was exerted with a vividness
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of instinct somewhat resembling that of animals, only in the

slightest degree conscious of praiseworthiness, but animated

by a healthy complacency, as little anxious for external sym-

pathy as the self-content of a bee in the translucent symmetry

of its cell, or of a chaffinch in the silvery tracery of her nest

—

and uniting, through the course of their uneventful and active

lives, the frankness of the bird with the industry of the in-

sect.

In all these points of view the drawings to which I venture,

not without hesitation, to call the passing attention of the

public, can claim regard only as examples of genius both nar-

rowed and depressed; yet healthy enough to become more

elastic under depression; and scintillant enough to be made

more vivid by contraction. But there are other respects in

which these seemingly unimportant works challenge graver

study; and illustrate phases of our own national mind—

I

might perhaps say, even of national civilization—which coin-

cide with many curious changes in social feelings ; and may
lead to results not easily calculable in social happiness.

If the reader has any familiarity with the galleries of

painting in the great cities of Euroj^e, he cannot but retain a

clear, though somewhat monotonously calm, impression of the

character of those polished flower-pieces, or still-life pieces,

which occupy subordinate corners in their smaller rooms

;

and invite to moments of repose, or frivolity, the attention

and imagination which have been wearied in admiring the

attitudes of heroism, and sympathizing with the sentiments of

piety. Recalling to his memory the brightest examples of

these which his experience can supply, he will find that all

the older ones agree—if flower-pieces—in a certain courtli-

ness and formality of arrangement, implying that the highest

honors which flowers can attain are in being wreathed into

grace of garlands, or assembled in variegation of bouquets,

for the decoration of beauty, or flattery of noblesse. If fruit

or still-life pieces, they agree no less distinctly in directness

of reference to the supreme hour when the destiny of digni-

fied fruit is to be accomplish od in a rnypl dessert; and the
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furred and feathered life of hill and forest may bear witness

to the Wisdom of Providence by its extinction for the kitchen

dresser.

Irrespectively of these ornamental virtues, and culinary

utilities, the painter never seems to perceive any conditions

of beauty in the things themselves, which would make them

worth regard for their own sake : nor, even in these appointed

functions, are they ever supposed to be worth' painting, un-

less the pleasures they procure be distinguished as those of

the most exalted society. ISTo artists of the old school would

ever think of constructing a subject out of the herbs of a cot-

tage garden, or viands of a rural feast. Whatever interest

was then taken in the life of the lower orders involved always

some reference to their rudenesses or vices; and rarely ex-

hibits itself in any other expression than that of contempt for

their employments, and reproach to their recreation.

In all such particulars the feelings shown in the works of

Hunt, and of the school with which he was associated, directly

reverse those of the preceding age. So far from being

garlanded into any polite symmetry, his primroses fresh from

the bank, and hawthorns white from the hedge, confess .at

once their artless origin in the village lane— have evidently

been gathered only at the choice, and thrown do^vn at the

caprice, of the farmer's children, and cheerfully disclaim all

hope of ever contributing to the splendors or felicities of the

great. The bloom with which he bedews the grape, the

frosted gold with which he frets the pine, are spent chiefly

to show what a visible grace there is in the fruits of the earth,

which we may sometimes feel that it is rude to touch, and

swinish to taste ; and the tenderness of hand and thought that

soothe the rose-gray breast of the fallen dove, and weave

the couch of moss for its quiet wings, propose no congrat-

ulation to the spectator on the future flavor of the bird in a

pie.

It is a matter of extreme difficulty, but of no less interest,

to distinguish, in this order of painting, what part of it has

its origin in a plebeian—not to say vulgar^simplicity, which
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education would have invested with a severer charm; and

what part is grounded on a real sense of natural beauty, more

pure and tender than could be discerned amid the luxury of

courts, or stooped to by the pride of nobles.

For an especial instance, the drawing of the interior, ISTo.

174, may be taken as a final example of the confidence which

the painter felt in his power of giving some kind of interest

to the most homely objects, and rendering the transitions of

ordinary light and shade impressive, though he had nothing

more sacred to illuminate than a lettuce, and nothing more

terrible to hide than a reaping-hook. The dim light from

the flint-glass window, and the general disposition and scale

of the objects it falls on, remind me sometimes, however un-

reasonably, of the little oratory into which the deeply-worn

steps ascend from the Beauchamp Chapel at Warwick. But

I know perfectly well, and partly acknowledge the rightness

of his judgment, though I cannot analyze it, that Hunt
would no more have painted that knightly interior instead of

this, with helmets lying about instead of saucepans, and glow-

ing heraldries staying the light instead of that sea-green lat-

tice, than he would have gone for a walk round his farm in a

court dress.

" Plebeian—not to say vulgar "—choice ; but I fear that

even " vulgar," with full emphasis, must be said sometimes

in the end. jSTot that a pipkin of cream in Devonshire is to

be thought of less reverently than a vase of oil or canister of

bread in Attica ; but that the English dairy-maid in her way
can hold her o^^^l with the Attic Canephora, and the peasant

children of all countries where leaves are green and waters

clear, possess a grace of their own no less divine than that of

branch and wave. And it is to be sorrowfully confessed that

the good old peach and apple painter was curiously insensible

to this brighter human beauty, and though he could scarcely

pass a cottage door around his Berkshire home without seeing

groups of vv'hich Correggio would have made Cupids, and

Luini cherubs, turned away from them all, to watch the rough

plowboy at his dinner, or enliven a study of his parlor-maid
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at her glass (158), with the elegance of a red and green pin-

cushion.

And yet, for all this, the subtle sense of beauty above re-

ferred to was always in his mind, and may be proved, and

partly illustrated, by notice of two very minute, but very

constant, differences between his groups of still life and those

of the Dutch painters. In every flower-piece of pretension,

by the masters of that old school, two accessory points of

decoration are never absent. The first of these is the dew-

drop, or rain-drop—it may be two or three drops, of either

size, on one of the smoothest petals of the central flower.

This is always, and quite openly, done to show how well the

painter can do it—^not in the least with any enjoyment of

wetness in the flower. The Dutchman never got a wet flower

to paint from. He had his exquisite and exemplary poppy

or tulip brought in from the market as he had occasion, and

put on its dew-drops for it as a lady's dressing-maid puts on

her diamonds, merely for state. But Hunt saw the flowers

in his little garden really bright in the baptismal dawn, or

drenched with the rain of noontide, and knew that no mortal

could paint any real likeness of that heaven-shed light—and

never once attempted it
;
you will find nothing in any of his

pictures merely put on that you may try to wipe it off".

But there was a further tour-de-force demanded of the

Dutch workman, without which all his happiest preceding

achievements would have been unacknowledged. !Not only a

dew-drop, but, in some depth of bell, or cranny of leaf, a

bee, or a fly, was needful for the complete satisfaction of the

connoisseur. In the articulation of the fly's legs, or neurog-

raphy of the bee's wings, the Genius of painting was sup-

posed to sigTiify her accepted disciples ; and their work went

forth to the European world, thenceforward, without ques-

tion, as worthy of its age and country. But, without recog-

nizing in myself, or desiring to encourage in my scholars,

any unreasonable dislike or dread of the lower orders of

living creatures, I trust that the reader will feel with me that

none of Mr. Hunt's peaches or plums Avould be made daintier
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by tlie detection on them of even the most cunningly latent

wasp, or cautiously rampant caterpillar; and will accept,

without so much opposition as it met with forty years ago,

my then first promulgated, but steadily since repeated asser-

tion, that the " modern painter " had in these matters less

vanity than the ancient one, and better taste.

Another interesting evidence of Hunt's feeling for beauty

is to be found in the unequal distribution of his pains to

different parts of his subject. This is indeed, one of the

peculiar characteristics of our modern manner, and in the

abstract, not a laudable one. All the old masters, without

exception, complete their pictures from corner to corner with

a strictly driven level of deliberation; and whether it be a

fold of drapery, a blade of grass, or a wreath of cloud, on

which they are subordinately occupied, the pencil moves at

the same tranquil pace, and the qualities of the object are

rendered with the same fixed attention. In this habitual

virtue, the dull and the brilliant, the weak and the mighty,

concur without exception; holding it for their first point of

honor to be thorough craftsmen; and to carry on the so-

licitude of their skill throughout the piece, as an armorer

would hammer a corselet, or a housewife knit a stocking, leav-

ing no edge untempered, and no thread unfastened. Modern

petulance and incompetence lead, on the contrary, to the

flaunting of dexterity in one j)lace, and the pretense of ease

in another—complete some portions of the subject with hypo-

critical affection, and abandon others in ostentatious con-

tempt. In some few cases, the manner arises from a true

eagerness of imagination, or kindly and natural desire for

sympathy in particular likings; but in the plurality of in-

stances, the habit allies itself with mistaken principles of art,

and protects impatience and want of skill under the shield

of philosophy.

Few modern pieces of oil-painting are more accomplished

or deliberate than those of Meissonier: and in the example

placed on the table in the center of the room, his subject was

one which he certainly would not have treated, consciously,
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with prosaic indignity of manner, or injurious economy of

toil. Yet the inequality of workmanship has depressed what

might have been a most sublime picture almost to the level of

a scenic effect. The dress of the Emperor and housings of

his steed are wrought with the master's utmost care : but the

landscape is nearly unintelligible, and the ground a mere con-

ventional diaper of feeble green and gray.

It is difficult to describe the height to which the picture

would have risen above its present power, if a ruined French

village had been represented with Flemish precision amidst

the autumnal twilight of the woods; and the ground over

which the wearied horse bears his dreaming rider, made

lovely with its native wild-flowers.

In all such instances, the hold which a true sense of beauty

has over the painter's mind may be at once ascertained by

observing the nature of the objects to which his pains have

been devoted. 'No master with a fine instinct for color would

spend his time with deliberate preference on the straps and

buckles of modern horse-furniture, rather than on the sur-

rounding landscape or foreground flowers, though in a subject

like this he would have felt it right to finish both, to the spec-

tator's content, if not to his amazement. And among the

numerous rustic scenes by Hunt which adorn these walls,

though all are painted with force and spirit, none are recom-

mended to our curiosity by an elaborate finish given to un-

graceful objects. His final powers are only employed on

motives like the dead doves in Nos. 139 and 145, accom-

panied by incidents more or less beautiful and seemly.

I must even further guard my last sentence, by the admis-

sion that the means by which his utmost intentions of finish

are accomplished, can never, in the most accurate sense, be

termed ^' elaborate." When the thing to be represented is

minute, the touches which express it are necessarily minute

also ; they cannot be bold on the edge of a nutshell, nor free

within the sphere of a bird's nest ; but they are always frank

and clear, to a degree which may seem not only imperfect,

but even harsh or offensive, to eyes trained in more tender or
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more formal schools. This broken execution by detached

and sharply defined touches became indeed, in process of

years, a manner in which the painter somewhat too visibly

indulged, or prided himself ; but it had its origin and author-

ity in the care with which he followed the varieties of color

in the shadow, no less than in the lights, of even the smallest

objects. It is easy to obtain smoothness and unity of grada-

tion when working with a single tint, but if all accidents of

local color and all differences of hue between direct and re-

flected light are to be rendered with absolute purity, some

breaking of the texture becomes inevitable. In many cases,

also, of the most desirable colors, no pigments mixed on the

palette, but only interlaced touches of pure tints on the paper,

will attain the required effect. The indefinable primrose

color, for instance, of the glazed porringer in the foreground

of ^0. 174 could not possibly have been given with a mixed

tint. The breaking of gray through gold by which it has

been reached is one of the prettiest pieces of work to be seen

in these rooms ; it exhibits the utmost skill of the artist, and

is an adequate justification of his usual manner.

Among the earliest statements of principles of art made in

the " Stones of Venice," one of those chiefly fortunate in

obtaining credit with my readers was the course of argument

urging frankness in the confession of the special means by

which any artistic result has been obtained, and of the limita-

tions which these appointed instruments, and the laws proper

to the use of them, set to its scope. Thus the threads in

tapestry, the tesserae in mosaic, the joints of the stones in

masonry, and the movements of the pencil in painting, are

shown without hesitation by the greatest masters in those arts,

and often enforced and accented by the most ingenious ; while

endeavors to conceal them—as to make needlework look like

penciling, or efface, in painting, the rugged freedom or joy-

ful lightness of its handiwork into the deceptive image of a

natural surface, are, without any exception, signs of declining

intelligence, and benumbed or misguided feelings.

I therefore esteem Hunt's work all the more exemplary in
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acknowledging vntliout disguise the restrictions imposed on

the use of water-color as a medium for vigorously realistic

effects : and I have placed pieces of it in my Oxford school as

standards of imitative (as distinguished from decorative)

color, in the rightness and usefulness of which I have every

day more confirmed trust, I am aware of no other pieces of

art, in modern days, at once so sincere and so accomplished:

only let it be noted that I use the term " sincere " in this case,

not as imputing culpable fallacy to pictures of more imagi-

native power, but only as implying the unbiased directness of

aim at the realization of very simple facts, which is often

impossible to the passions, or inconsistent with the plans, of

greater designers.

In more cautiously guarded terms of praise, and with far

less general proposal of their peculiar qualities for imitation,

I have yet, both in my earlier books, and in recent lectures at

Oxford, spoken of the pencil sketches of Prout with a rever-

ence and enthusiasm which it is my chief personal object in

the present exhibition to justify, or at least to explain; so

that future readers may not be offended, as I have known

some former ones to be, by expressions which seemed to them

incompatible with the general tenor of my teaching.

It is quite true that my feelings toward this painter are

much founded on, or at least colored by, early associations;

but I have never found the memories of my childhood beguile

me into any undue admiration of the architecture in Billiter

Street or Brunswick Square; and I believe the characters

which first delighted me in the drawings of this—in his path

unrivaled—artist, deserve the best attention and illustration

of which in my advanced years I am capable.

The little drawing, No. 95, bought, I believe, by my grand-

father, hung in the corner of our little dining parlor at Heme
Hill as early as I can remember ; and had a most fateful and

continual power over my childish mind. Men are made what

they finally become, only by the external accidents which are

in harmony with their inner nature. I was not made a stu-

dent of Gothic merely because this little drawing of Front's
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was the first I knew; but the hereditary love of antiquity, and

thirst for country life, which were as natural to me as a little

jackdaw's taste for steeples, or dabchick's for reeds, were

directed and tempered in a very definite way by the qualities

of this single and simple drawing.

In the first place, it taught me generally to like ruggedness

;

and the conditions of joint in molding, and fitting of stones

in walls which Avere most weather-worn, and like the gTay

dikes of a Cumberland hill-side. This predilection—passion,

I might more truly call it—holds me yet so strongly, that I

can never quite justly conceive the satisfaction of the original

builders, even of the most delicate edifice, in seeing its comely

stones well set together. Giotto's tower, and the subtly Cy-

clopean walls of early Verona, have indeed chastised the

prejudice out of me, so far as regards work in marble en-

riched with mosaic and pure sculpture; but I had almost

rather see Furness or Fountains Abbey strewed in grass-

growTi heaps by their brooksides, than in the first glow and

close setting of their fresh-hewn sandstone. Whatever is

rationally justifiable in this feeling, so far as it is dependent

on just reverence for the sigTis of antiquity, and may there-

fore be trusted to, as existing generally in the minds of per-

sons of thoughtful temperament, was enough explained, long

ago, in the passages of the '' Seven Lamps of Architecture,"

which, the book not being now generally accessible, I reprint

in Appendix I. ; but openness of joints and roughness of

masonry are not exclusively signs of age or decay in build-

ings: and I did not at that, time enough insist on the

propriety, and even the grace, of such forms of literal " rus-

tication " * as are compelled by coarseness of materials, and

plainness of builders, when proper regard is had to economy,

and just honor rendered to provincial custom and local handi-

craft. These are now so little considered that the chief diffi-

* All the forms of massive foundation, of which the aspect, in

buildings of pretension, has been described by this word, took their

origin from the palaces in Florence, whose foundations were laid

with unchiseled blocks of the gray gritstone of Fesole, and looked

like a piece of its crags.
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culties I have had in the minute architectural efforts possible

at Brantwood have been to persuade mj Coniston builder into

satisfaction with Coniston slate ; and retention of Coniston

manners in dressing—or rather, leaving undressed—its

primitively fractured edges. If I ever left him alone for a

day, some corner stone was sure to be sent for from Bath or

Portland, and the ledges I had left to invite stonecrop and

swallows, trimmed away in the advanced style of the railway

station at Carnforth.

There is more, however, to be noted in this little old-fash-

ioned painting, than mere delight in weedy eaves and mortar-

less walls. Pre-eminently its repose in such placid subjects

of thought as the cottage, and its neighboring wood, contain

for an easily-pleased observer, without the least recommenda-

tion of them by gTaceful incident, or plausible story. If we
can be content with sunshine on our old brown roof, and the

sober green of a commonplace English wood, protected by a

still more commonplace tarred paling, and allowing the fancy

therefore not to expatiate even so far as the hope of a walk in

it—it is well ;—and if not,—poor Prout has no more to offer

us, and will not even concede the hope that one of those

diagonally-dressed children may be the least pretty, or pro-

voke us, by the gleam of a ribbon, or quaintness of a toy, into

asking so much as what the itinerant peddler has in his

basket.

I was waiting for a train the other day at Dover, and in an

old-fashioned print-shop on the hill up to the Priory station,

saw a piece of as old-fashioned picture-making, elaborately

engraved, and of curious interest to me, at the moment, with

reference to my present essay. It belonged to the dull British

school which was founded on conscientious following of the

miniature methods and crowded incidents of Dutch painting

;

and always dutifully proposed to give the spectator as much

entertainment as could be collected into the given space of

canvas. There was an ideal village street to begin with, the

first cottage gable at the corner having more painting (and

very good and pretty painting) spent on the mere thatch of it,
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than there is in the entire Proiit drawing under our notice.

Beyond the laborious gable came some delicately-branched

trees ; and then the village street, in and out, half-a-mile long,

with shops, and signs, and what not; and then the orthodox

church-steeple, and then more trees, and then a sky with roll-

ing white clouds after Wouvermans ;—but all this, though the

collected quantity of it would have made half-a-dozen country

villages, if well pulled out, was only the beginning of the sub-

ject. Gable, street, church, rookery, and sky, were all, in the

painter's mind, too thin and spare entertainment. So out of

the gable-wandow looked a frightened old woman—out of the

cottage-door rushed an angry old man; over the garden pal-

ings tumbled two evil-minded boys,—after the evil-minded

boys rushed an indignantly-minded dog; and in the center of

the foreground, cynosure of the composition, were, a couple of

fighting-cocks,—one fallen, the other crowing for conquest;

—highly finished, both, from wattle to spur. And the ab-

solute pictorial value of the whole,—church and sky—village

and startled inhabitants—vagabond boys—vindictive dog

—

and victorious bird (the title of the picture being " The Mo-

ment of Victory ")—the intrinsic value of the whole, I say,

being—not the twentieth part of a Hunt's five-minute sketch

of one cock's feather.

And yet it was all prettily painted,—as I said; and pos-

sessed every conceivable quality that can be taught in a school,

or bought for money : and the artist who did it had probably

in private life, a fair average quantity of sense and feeling,

but had left both out of his picture, in order to imitate what

he had been taught was fine, and produce what he expected

would pay.

Take another instance, more curious, and nearer to matters

in hand. The little photograph, jSTo. 117, was made in 1858

(by my own setting of the camera), in the court-yard of ono

of the prettiest yet remaining fragments of 15th century

domestic buildings in Abbeville. The natural vine-leaves

consent in grace and glow with the life of the old wood carv-

ing; and though the modern white porcelain image ill replaces
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the revolution-deposed Madonna, and only pedestals of saints,

and canopies, are left on the propping beams of the gate-

way ; and though the cask, and cooper's tools, and gardener's

spade and ladder are little in accord with what was once

stately in the gate, and graceful in the winding stair,—the

declining shadows of the past mingle with the hardship of the

present day in no unkindly sadness ; and the little angle of

courtyard, if tenderly painted in the depression of its fate,

has enough still to occupy as much of our best thought as may
be modestly claimed for his picture by any master not of the

highest order.

But these motives of wise and gentle feeling would not ap-

peal to the public mind in competitive exhibition. Such ef-

forts as are made by our o^\^l landscapists to keep record of

any fast vanishing scenes of the kind, are scarcely with good-

will accepted even in our minor art galleries: and leave to

share in the luster of the Parisian " Salon de 1873 " could

only be hoped for by the author of the composition from

which the photograph, No. 118, is taken, on condition of his

giving pungency to the feeble savor of architectural study by

a condiment of love, assassination, and despair.

It will not, I trust, be supposed that in anything I have

said, or may presently further say, I have the smallest inten-

tion of diminishing the praise of nobly dramatic or pathetic

pictures. The best years of my life have been spent in the

endeavor to illustrate the neglected greatest of these, in

Venice, Milan, and Kome : while my last and most deliberate

writings have lost much of their influence with the public by

disagreeably insisting that the duty of a great painter was

rather to improve them, than amuse. But it remains always

a sure elementary principle that interest in the story of pic-

tures does not in the least signify a relative interest in the art

of painting, or in the continual beauty and calm virtue of

nature : and that the wholesomest manner in which the intelli-

gence of young people can be developed (I may say, even, the

intelligence of modest old people cultivated), in matters of

this kind, is by inducing them accurately to understand what
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painting is as mere painting, and music as mere music, be-

fore they are led into further question of the uses of either,

in policy, morals, or religion.

And I cannot but recollect with feelings of considerable

refreshment, in these days of the deep, the lofty, and the mys-

terious, what a simple company of connoisseurs we were, who
crowded into happy meeting, on the first Mondays in Mays of

long ago, in the bright large room of the old Water-color

Society ; and discussed, with holiday gayety, the unimposing

merits of the favorites, from whose pencils we knew precisely

what to expect, and by whom we were never either disap-

pointed or surprised. Copley Fielding used to paint fishing-

boats for us, in a fresh breeze, " Off Dover," '" Off Rams-

gate," " Off the xV^eedles,"—off every^^ere on the south coast

where anybody had been last autumn ; but we were always

kept pleasantly in sight of land, and never saw so much as a

gun fired in distress. Mr. Robson would occasionally paint a

Bard, on a heathery crag in Wales ; or—it might be—a Lady
of the Lake on a similar piece of Scottish foreground,

—

" Benvenue in the distance." A little fighting, in the time of

Charles the First, was permitted to Mr. Cattermole ; and Mr.

Cristall would sometimes invite virtuous sympathy to attend

the meeting of two lovers at a Wishing gate or a Holy well.

But the furthest flights even of these poetical members of the

Society were seldom beyond the confines of the British

Islands ; the vagTie dominions of the air, and vasty ones of

the deep, were held to be practically unvoyageable by our un-

Dfedal pinions, and on the safe level of our native soil, the

sturdy statistics of Mr. De Wint, and blunt pastorals of Mr.

Cox, restrained within the limits of probability and sobriety,

alike the fancy of the idle and the ambition of the vain.

It became, however, by connnon and tacit consent, Mr.

Prout's privilege, and it remained his privilege exclusively, to

introduce foreigTi elements of romance and amazement into

this—perhaps slightly fenny—atmosphere, of English com-

mon sense. In contrast with our Midland locks and barges,

his " On the Grand Canal, Venice," was an Arabian enchant-

I
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ment; among the mildly elegiac country churcliyards of

Llangollen or Stoke Pogis, his " Sej)ulchral Monuments at

Verona " were Shakespearian tragedy ; and to ns who had

just come into the room out of Finsbury or Mincing Lane, his

" Street in K^uremburg " was a German fairy tale. But we
none of us recognized, then (and I know not how far any of

us recognize yet), that these feelings of ours were dependent

on the meditation of a genius as earnest as it was humble,

doing work not in its essence romantic at all ; but, on the

contrary, the only quite useful, faithful, and evermore

serviceable work that the Society—by hand of any of its mem-
bers—had ever done, or could ever, in that phase of its exist-

ence, do: containing, moreover, a statement of certain social

facts only to be gathered, and image of certain pathetic

beauties only to be seen, at that particular moment in the

history of (what we are pleased to call) civilization.

" As earnest," I repeat,
—

" as it was humble." The draw-

ings actually shown on the Exhibition walls gave no sufficient

clew to Front's real character, and no intimation whatever of

his pauseless industry. He differed, in these unguessed

methods of toil, wholly from the other members of the

Society. De Wint's morning and afternoon sketches from

nature, with ' a few solidifying touches, were at once ready

for their frames. Fielding's misty do^^nis and dancing seas

were softened into their distances of azure, and swept into

their hollows of foam, at his ease, in his study, with con-

ventional ability, and lightly burdened memory. Hunt's

models lay on the little table at his side all day; or stood as

long as he liked by the barn-door, for a penny. But Front's

had to be far sought, and with difficulty detailed and secured

:

the figures gliding on the causeway or mingling in the market-

place, stayed not his leisure ; and his drawings prepared for

the Water-color room were usually no more than mechanical

abstracts, made absolutely for support of his household, from

the really vivid sketches which, with the whole instinct and

joy of his nature, he made all through the cities of ancient

Christendom, without an instant of flagging energy, and with-
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out a thought of money payment. They became to him after-

ward a precious library, of which he never parted with a

single volume as long as he lived. But it was the necessary

consequence of the devotion of his main strength to the ob-

taining of these studies, that at his death they remained a

principal part of the provision left for his family, and were

therefore necessarily scattered. I cannot conceive any object

more directly tending to the best interests of our students,

both in art and history, than the reassembling a chosen series

of them for the nation, as opportunity may be given.

Let me, however, before entering on any special notice of

those' which Mr. Huish has been able at this time (and I my-
self, by the good help of the painter's son, Mr. Gillespie

Prout), to obtain for exhibition, state in all clearness the

terms under which they should be judged, and may be en-

joyed. For just as we ought not to match a wood-block of

Bewick's against a fresco by Correggio, we must not compare
a pencil outline of Front's with any such ideals of finished

street effect as Flemish painting once produced. Prout

is not a colorist, nor, in any extended or complete sense of

the word, a painter. He is essentially a draughtsman with

the lead-pencil, as Diirer was essentially a draughtsman
with the burin, and Bewick on the wood-block. And the chief

art-virtue of the pieces here exhibited is the intellectual ab-

straction which represents many features of things with few
lines.

Take the little view in Amiens, ISTo. 7, showing the west
front of the cathedral in the distance. That front is en-

riched with complex ranks of arcade and pinnacle, which it

would take days to outline perfectly, and which, seen at the

distance assumed in this drawing, gather into a mystery
which no fineness of hand could imitatively follow. But all

this has been abstracted into a few steady lines, with an intel-

ligence of choice and precision of notation which build the

cathedral as if it stood there, and in such accurate likeness

that it could be recognized at a glance from every other mass

of Gothic in Europe.
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That drawing dependent on abstraction of this kind, in

which forms are expressed rather as a mineralogist would

draw a crystal than with any investing mystery of shade or

effect, cannot be carried beyond the point assigned, nor con-

vey any sense of extreme beauty or majesty, when these really

exist in its subject, must be conceded at once, and in full.

But there is a great deal of scenery in this Europe of ours,

not lovely; and a great deal of habitation in this Europe of

ours not sublime, yet both extremely worthy of being recorded

in a briefly crystalline manner. And with scenes only, and

dwellings only, of this ruder nature, Prout is concerned.

Take for instance the general facts respecting the valley of

the Somme, collected in this little sketch of Amiens. That

river, and the Oise, with other neighboring minor streams,

flow through a chalk district intersected by very ancient val-

leys, filled mostly w^ith peat up to sea-level, but carrying off

a large portion of the rainfall over the whole surface of the

upper plains, which, open and arable, retain scarcely any

moisture in morasses, pools, or deep grass. The rivers,

therefore, though with little fall, run always fast and brim-

ful, divided into many serviceable branches and runlets;

while the older villages and cities on their banks are built of

timber and brick, or in the poorer cottages, timber and clay

;

but their churches of an adhesive and durable chalk rock,

yielding itself with the utmost ease to dexterities of deep

incision, and relieving, at first wath lace-like whiteness, and

always with a pleasant pearly gray, the shadows so obtained.

~^o sensual arts or wealthy insolences have ever defiled or dis-

torted the quiet temper of the northern . French race, and in

this busy little water-street of Amiens (you see that Prout has

carefully indicated its rapid current—a navigable and bap-

tismal brook, past step and door—water that one can float

with and wash with, not a viscous vomit of black poison, like

an English river) you have clearly pictured to you a state of

peasant life assembled in the fellowship of a city, yet with as

little pride as if still in the glades of Arden, and united

chiefly for the sake of mere neighborliness ; and the sense of
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benediction and guardianship in the everywhere visible pin-

nacles of the temj)le built by their Fathers, nor yet forsaken

by their Fathers' God.

All this can be enough told in a few rightly laid pencil

lines, and more, it is needless to tell of so lowly provincial

life.

N'eedless, at least, for the general public. For the closer

student of architecture, finer drawing may be needed; but

even for such keener requirement Prout will not, for a time,

fail us.

Five-and-twenty miles down the Somme lies the little ram-

parted town of Abbeville; rampart only of the Grand Mo-
narque's time, but the walls of might long ago, in the days of

Crecy ; and few French provincial bourgs had then more

numerous or beautiful monasteries, hospitals, chapels, and

churches. Of the central St. Wulfran, never completed,

there remain only the colossal nave, the ruined transept walls,

and the lordly towers and porches of the west front. The
drawing Xo. 5, quite one of the best examples of Front's

central time in the room, most faithfully represents this

western pile of tracery and fretwork, with the filial richness

of the timber houses that once stood round it.

ISTone of the beautiful ones here seen are now left ; and one

day, perhaps, even France herself will be grateful to the wan-

dering Londoner, who drew them as they once were, and

copied, without quite understanding, every sign and word on

them.

And as one of the few renlaining true records of fifteenth-

century France—^such as her vestiges remained after all the

wreck of revolution and recoil of war had passed over them,

this pencil drawing, slight as it seems, may well take rank be-

side any pen-sketch by Holbein in Augsburg, or Gentile Bel-

lini in Venice. As a piece of composition and general treat-

ment, it might be reasoned on for days; for the cunning

choices of omission, the delicate little dexterities of adjust-

ment—the accents without vulgarity, and reticences without

affectation—the exactly enough everywhere, to secure an im-
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pression of reality, and the instant pause at the moment when
another touch wonkl have been tiresome—are, in the soberest

truth, more wonderful than most of the disciplined composi-

tions of the greater masters, for no scruple checks them for

an instant in changing or introducing what they chose ; but

Prout gives literal, and all but servile, portrait, only manag-

ing somehow to get the checkers of woodwork to carry down
the richness of the towers into the houses; then to get the

broad white wall of the nearer houses to contrast with both,

and then sets the transept turret to peep over the roof just

enough to etherealize its practicality, and the black figiire to

come in front of it to give luster to its whiteness ; and so on

throughout, dowTi to the last and minutest touches:—the in-

comprehensiblest classical sonata is not more artificial—the

sparklingest painted window not more vivid, and the sharpest

photograph not half so natural.

In sequence of this drawing, I may point out seven others

of like value, equally estimable and unreplaceable, both in

matters of Art, and—I use the word, as will be seen pres-

ently, in its full force—of History, namely

N^o.
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than any other landscapist, he he who he may; and not ex-

cepting even Turner, for his ideal is always distinctly Tur-

nerian, and not the mere blunt and sorrowful fact.

You might perhaps, and very easily, think at first that

these Prout subjects were as much " Proutized " (Copley

Fielding first used that word to me) as Turner's were Tur-

nerized. They are not so, by any manner of means, or rather,

they are so by manner and means only, not by sight or

heart. Turner saw things as Shelley or Keats did ; and with

j)erfectly comprehensive power, gave all that such eyes can

summon, to gild, or veil, the fatalities of material truth. But

Prout saw only what all the world sees, what is substantially

and demonstrably there ; and drew that reality, in his much

arrested and humble manner indeed, but with perfectly apos-

tolic faithfulness. He reflected the scene like some rough

old Etruscan mirror—jagged, broken, blurred, if you will,

but It, the thing itself still ; while Turner gives it, and him-

self too, and ever so much of fairyland besides. His Flor-

ence or Nemi compels me to think, as a scholar, or (for so

much of one as may be in me) a poet ; but Front's harbor of

old Como is utterly and positively the very harbor I landed

in when I was a boy of fourteen, after a day's rowing from

Cadenabbia, and it makes me young again, and hot, and

happy, to look at it. And that Bologna! Well; the tower

does lean a little too far over, certainly; but what blessed-

ness to be actually there, and to think we shall be in Venice

to-morrow

!

But note that the first condition of all these really great

drawings (as indeed for all kinds of other good), is unaf-

fectedness. If ever Prout strains a nerve, or begins to think

what other people will say or feel ;—nay, if he ever allows

his own real faculty of chiaroscuro to pronounce itself con-

sciously, he falls into fourth- and fifth-rate work directly;

and the entire force of him can be found only where it has

been called into cheerful exertion by subjects moderately, yet

throughout delightful to him; which present no difiiculties

to be conquered, no discords to be reconciled, and have just
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enough of clarion in tbem to rouse him to his paces, without

provoking him to prance or capriole.

I should thus rank the drawing of Como (48) as quite of

the first class, and in the front rank of that class. Unat-

tractive at first, its interest will increase every moment that

you stay by it, and every little piece of it is a separate pic-

ture, all the better in itself for its subjection to the whole.

You may at first think the glassless windows too black.

But nothing can be too black for an open window in a sunny

Italian wall, at so short a distance. You may think the hills

too light, but nothing can be too light for olive hills in mid-

day summer. '' They would have come dark against the

sky ? " Yes, certainly ; but we don't pretend to draw Italian

skies—only the ruined port of Como, which is verily here be-

fore us— (alas! at Como no more, having long since been

filled up, leveled, and graveled, and made an " esplanade
"

for modern Italy to spit over in its idle afternoons). But

take the lens to the old group of houses ;—they will become

as interesting as a missal illumination if you only look care-

fully enough to see how Prout varied those twenty-seven

black holes, so that literally not one of them shall be like

another. The grand old Comasque builder of the twelfth

century arches below (the whole school of Lombardic ma-

sonry being originally Comasque) varied them to his hand

enough in height and width—but he invents a new tiny pic-

ture in chiaroscuro to put under every arch, and then knits

all together with the central boats;—literally knits, for you

see the mast of one of them catches up the cross-stick—stitch

we might call it—that the clothes hung on between the bal-

conies ; and then the little figures on the left catch up the pil-

lars like meshes in basket-work, and then the white awning

of the boat on the left repeats the mass of wall, taking the

stiffness out of it, while the reflections of arches, with the

other figures, and the near black freights, carry all the best

of it, broken and rippling, to the bitter shore.

But the drawing of the Coliseum at Rome, !N^o. 71, has

still higher claim to our consideration; in it were reserved,
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and iu all points, rarer powers of expressing magnitude and

solitude. It is so majestic in manner that it would quite

have borne being set beside the photograph of Turner's draw-

ing at Farnley; had it been fair to match mere outline

against a finished composition. For Front was, and he re-

mains, the only one of our artists who entirely shared Tur-

ner's sense of magnitude, as the sign of past human effort,

or of natural force ; and I must be so far tedious as to explain

this metaphysical point at some length. Of all forms of

artistic susceptibility, reverent perception of true * magni-

tude is the rarest. No general conclusion has become more

clear to my experience than this—strange as it may seem at

first statement, that a painter's mind, typically, recognizes no

charm in physical vastness : and will, if it must choose be-

tween tv\'o evils, by preference work on a reduced, rather

than an enlarged, scale ; and for subject, paint miniature

rather than mass. Human form is always given by the gTeat

masters either of the natural size, or somewhat less (unless

under fixed conditions of distance which require perspective

enlargement),—and no sort or shadow of pleasure is ever

taken by the strongest designers in bulk of matter. Veronese

never paints shafts or pillars more than two feet in diameter,

or thereabouts, and only from fifteen to twenty feet in

height. Titian's beech-trunks in the Feter Martyr were not

a foot across at the thickest, wdiile his mountains are merely

blue spaces of graceful shape, and are never accurately

enough dra^vn to give even a suggestion of scale. And in

the entire range of Venetian marine painting there is not one

large wave.

Among our own recent landscape painters, while occasion-

ally great feeling is shown for space, or mystery, there is none

for essential magnitude. Stanfield was just as happy in

drawing the East cliff at Hastings as the Rock of Ischia;

* Reckless accumulation of false magnitude—as by John Martin,

is merely a vulgar weakness of brain, allied to nightmare; so also

the colossal works of decadent states in sculpture and architecture,

which are always insolent; not reverent.
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and painted the little sandy jut of crag far better than the

coned volcano. Fielding asked for no more stupendous sum-

mits than those of Saddleback or Wrvnose—and never at-

tempted the gTandeur even of Yorkshire scars, finding their

articulated geology troublesome. Sometimes David Roberts

made a praiseworthy effort to explain the size of a pillar at

Thebes, or a tower in the Alhambra ; but only in cases where

the character of largeness had been forced upon his attention,

as the quality to be observed by himself, and recommended

to the observation of others. He never felt, or would have

tried to make anyone else feel—the weight of an ordinary

bowlder stone, or the hollow of an old chestnut stem, or the

height of a gathering thunder-cloud. In the real apprehen-

sion of measurable magnitude, magnitude in things clearly

seen—stones, trees, clouds, or towers—Turner and Prout

stand—they two—absolutely side by side—otherwise com-

panionless.

Measurable magnitude, observe:—and therefore wonder-

ful. If you can't see the difference between the domes of the

ISTational Gallery and of St. Paul's:—much more if you

can't see the difference between Shanklin Chine and the Via

Mala (and most people can't!)—^you wnll never care either

for Turner or Prout ;—nor can you care rightly for them un-

less you have an intellectual pleasure in construction, and

know and feel that it is more difficult to build a tower se-

curely four hundred feet high, than forty—and that the

pillar of cloud above the crater of Etna, standing two thou-

sand feet forth from the lips of it, means a natural force

greater than the puff of a railway boiler. The quiet and

calm feeling of reverence for this kind of power, and the

accurate habit of rendering it (see notes on the Sketches of

Strasburg, Xo. 10, and Drachenfels, 'Ro. 28)—are always

connected, so far as I have observed, with some parallel jus-

tice in the estimate of spiritual order and power in human
life and its laws ;—nor is there any faculty of my own mind

—among those to which I owe wliatever useful results it may
have reached—of which I am so gratefully conscious.
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There is one further point—and if my preface has hither-

to heen too garrulous, it must be grave in notice of this at

the close,—in which Turner, Be\Adck, Hunt, and Prout, all

four agree—that they can draw the poor, but not the rich.

They acknowledge with affection, whether for principal or

accessory subjects of their art, the British farmer, the Brit-

ish sailor,* the British marketwoman, and the British work-

man. They agree unanimously in ignoring the British

gentleman. Let the British gentleman lay it to heart, and

ask himself why.

The general answer is long, and manifold. But, with re-

spect to the separate work of Prout, there is a very precious

piece of instruction in it, respecting national prosperity and

policy, which may be gathered with a few glances.

You see how all his best pieces depend on figures either

crowded in market-places, or pausing (lounging, it may be)

in quiet streets—you will not find in the entire series of

subjects here assembled from his hand—-a single figure in

a hurry ! He ignores, you see—not only the British Gentle-

man;—but every necessary condition, noAvadays, of British

Business

!

Look again, and see if you can find a single figure exerting

all its strength. A couple of men rolling a single cask, per-

haps ; here and there a woman with rather a large bundle on

her head—any more athletic display than these, you seek in

vain.

* Including, of course, the British soldier; but for Turner, a ship

of the line was pictorially better material than a field battery; else

he would just as gladly have painted Albuera as Trafalgar. I am
intensely anxious, by the way, to find out where a small picture of

his greatest time may now be dwelling,—a stranded English frigate

engaging the batteries on the French coast at sunset (she got ofE

at the flood-tide in the morning); I want to get it, if possible, for

the St. George's Museum at Sheffield. For the rest, I think the

British gentleman may partly see his way to the answer of the

above question if he will faithfullj- consider with himself how it

comes to pass that, alwaj's fearless in the field, he is cowardly in

the House,—and always generous in the field,—is yet meanly cun-

ning, and—too often—malignant, in the House.
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He ignores even the British Boat-race—and British mus-

cular divinity, and British Muscular x\.rt.

His figures are all as quiet as the Cathedral of Chartres

!

" Because he could not make them move "—think you ? Nay,

not so. Some of them— (that figure on the sands in the

Calais, for instance), you can scarcely think are standing still

—but they all move quietly. The real reason is that he un-

derstood—and ive do not—the meaning of the word

—

" quiet."

He understood it, personally, and for himself: practically

and for others. Take this one fact—of his quiet dealings

with men, and think over it. In his early days he had es-

tablished a useful and steady connection with the country

dealers,—that is to say, with the leading print-sellers in the

county towns and principal watering-places. He supplied

them with pretty drawings of understood size and price,

which were nearly always in tranquil demand by the better

class of customers. The understood size was about 10 inches

by 14 or 15, and the fixed price, six guineas. The dealer

charged from seven to ten, according to the pleasantness of

the drawing. I bouglit the " Venice," for instance, Xo. 55,

from Mr. Hewitt, of Leamington, for eight guineas.

The modern fashionable interest in—what we suppose to be

art—had just begun to show itself a few years before Front's

death; and he was frequently advised to raise his prices.

But he never raised them a shilling to his old customers.*

They were supplied with all the drawings they wanted, at

six guineas each, to the end. A very peaceful method of

dealing, and under the true ancient laws ordained by Athena

of the Agora, and St. James of the Rialto.

Athena, observe, of the Agora, or Market Place. And St.

James of the Deep Stream, or Market River. The Angels of

Honest Sale and Honest Porterage; such honest porterage

* Nor greatly to his new ones. The drawings made for the

Water-color room were usually more elaborate, and, justljs a little

higher in price; but my father bought the Lisieux, No. 13, off Its

walls, for eighteen guineas.
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being the true grandeur of the Grand Canal, and of all other

canals, rivers, sounds, and seas that ever moved in wavering

morris under the night. And the eternally electric light of

the embankment of that Eialto stream was shed upon it by

the Cross—know you that for certain, you dwellers by high-

embanked and steamer-burdened Thames.

And learn from your poor wandering painter this lesson

—

for sum of the best he had to give you (it is the Alpha of the

Laws of true human life)—that no city is prosperous in the

sight of heaven, unless the peasant sells in its market—adding

this lesson of Gentile Bellini's for the Omega, that no city is

ever righteous in the Sight of Heaven, unless the noble walks

in its street.

CATALOGUE.

L—PROUT.
The reader will find, ending this pamphlet, a continuous

index to the whole collection of drawings, with references to

the pages in which special notice has been taken of them. So

that in this descriptive text, I allow myself to pause in

explanatory, or wander in discursive, statement, just as may
seem to me most helpful to the student, or most likely to

interest the general visitor.

I begin with the series of pencil drawings by Prout, which

were my principal object in promoting this exhibition. Of

these I have chosen seventy, all of high quality, and arranged

so as to illustrate the outgoing course of an old-fashioned

Continental tour, beginning at Calais, and ending at Rome.

Following the order of these with attention, an intellectual

observer may learn many things—^not to his hurt.

Their dates, it will be noticed, are never given by the artist

himself—except in the day; never the year—nor is there

anything in the progress of Prout's skill, or in his changes of

manner, the account of which need detain us long. From
earliest boyhood to the day of his death, he drew firmly,
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and never scrabbled or blurred. Xot a single line or dot is

ever laid without positive intention,* and the care needful to

fulfill that intention. This is already a consummate virtue.

But the magnificent certainty and ease, united, which it

enabled him to obtain, are only seen to the full in drawings

of his middle time. Not in decrepitude, but in mistaken

effort, for which, to my sorrow, I was partly myself answer-

able, he endeavored in later journeys to make his sketches

more accurate in detail of tracery and sculpture; and they

lost in feeling what they gained in technical exactness and

elaboration. Of these later drawings only three are included

in this series, 4, 8, and 17; their peculiar character will, how-

ever, be at once discernible.

His incipient work was distinguished by two specialties

—

the use of a gray washed tint with the pencil, a practice

entirely abandoned in his great time (though he will always

make notes of color frankly); and the insisting on minor

pieces of broken texture, in small stones, bricks, grass, or any

little picturesque incidents, with loss of largeness and repose.

The little study of the apse of Worms Cathedral (32), a most

careful early drawing, shows these faults characteristically;

the Prague (23) is as definite an example of his great central

manner, and even Turner's outline is not more faultless,

though more complete. For the rest. Turner himself shared

in the earlier weakness of more sharply dotted and sprinkled

black touches, and practiced, contemporaneously, the wash of

gray tint with the pencil. The chief use of the method to

the young student is in its compelling him to divide his

masses clearly; and I used it much myself in early sketches,

such as that of the Aventine, !N'o. 104a, for mere cleanliness

and comfort in security of shadow—rather than the always

rubbing and vanishing blacklead. But it is an entirely

restricted method, and must be abandoned in all advanced

study, and the pencil used alone both for shade and line, until

the finer gradations of shadow are understood. Then color

* See the exception proving the rule, in a single line, in No. 13,

there noted.
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may be used with the pencil for notation, and every power at

once is in the workman's hands. The two first studies in our

series are perfect instances of this conclusive method.*

There were more reasons, and better ones, than the students

of to-day would suppose, for his not adopting it oftener.

The subjects in Cornw^all and Derbyshire, by which his mind
was first formed, were most of them wholly discouraging in

color, if not gloomy or offensive. Gray blocks of whinstone,

black timbers, and broken walls of clay, needed no iridescent

illustration; the heath and stonecrop were beyond his skill;

and, had he painted them with the stanchest efforts, would

not have been translatable into the coarse lithographs for

Ackermann's drawing-books, the publication of which was at

that time a principal source of income to him. His richer

Continental subjects of later times were often quite as inde-

pendent of color, and in nearly every case taken under cir-

cumstances rendering its imitation impossible. He might be

permitted by indulgent police to stop a thoroughfare for an

hour or two with a crowd of admirers, but by no means to

settle himself in a comfortable tent upon the pavement for a

couple of months, or set up a gypsy encampment of pots and

easel in the middle of the market-place. Also, his constitu-

tion, as delicate as it was sanguine, admitted indeed of his

sitting without harm for half an hour in a shady lane, or

basking for part of the forenoon in a sunny piazza, but would

have broken down at once under the continuous strain neces-

sary to paint a picture in the open air. And under these

conditions the wonder is only how he did so much that was

attentive and true, and that even his most conventional water-

colors are so refined in light and shade that even the slightest

become almost majestic when engraved.

1. Calais.

Sketch on the spot, of the best time and highest

quality—the clouds put in as they stood—the brig as she

* For further notes on the methods of shape proper to the great

masters, the reader may consult the third and fourth numbers of

my Laws of Fesole.
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lay—the figures where they measure the space of sand,

and give the look of biisv desolateness, which poor Calais

—cro\vn jewel of England—had fallen to in our day

—

Front's and mine. You see the size of the steam-packet

of the period; you may trust Front's measure of its mag-

nitude, as aforesaid. So also of belfry, lighthouse, and

church—very dear all to the old painter, as to me. I

gave my own drawing of the lighthouse and belfry, Xo.

104, to the author of " Kab and his Friends," who may

perhaps lend it me for comparison.* My drawing of the

church spire is lost to me, but somewhere about m the

world, I hope, and perhaps may be yet got hold of, and

kept with this dra^^ang, for memory of old Calais, and

illustration of what was meant by the opening passage of

the fourth volume of " Modern Fainters." (Appendix

II.)

Take the lens t to the gate of the tower (above the

steamer) and see how, in such a little bit, the architecture

is truly told. Compare Hogarth's Gate of Calais.

2. Calais Old Fiee.

Turner's great subject. But Turner's being earlier

taken, while the English packet was still only a fast-sail-

ing cutter—(steam unthought of!) A perfect gem of

masterful study, and quiet feeling of the facts of eternal

sea and shore.

The solemnly rendered mystery of the deep and fai-

sea; the sway of the great waves entering over the bar at

the harbor's mouth; the ebbing away of the sand at the

angle of the pier; the heaping of it in hills against its

nearer side,$ and the way in which all is made huge,

* It was exhibited last year, but if it comes from Scotland, will be

shown again for proof of Front's fidelity in distant form.

t For proper study of any good work in painting and drawing,

the .student should always have in his hand a magnifying glass of

moderate power, from two to three inches in diameter.

± Compare the sentence respecting this same place, Appendix II.,

" surfy sand, and hillocked shore."
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bleak, and wild bv the deeper tone of the dark sail and

figure, are all efforts of the highest art faculty, which we
cannot too much honor and thank.

3. Studies of French and Netherland Figures and
Diligences.

Exemplary in the manner of abstract, and perfect in

figure drawing, for his purposes. They are poor persons,

you see—all of them. Not quite equal to Miss Kate

Greenaway's in grace, nor to Mrs. Allingham's in face

(they, therefore, you observe, have mostly their backs to

us). But both Miss Kate and Mrs. Allingham might do

better duty to their day, and better honor to their art,

if they would paint, as verily, some of these poor country

people in far-away places, rather than the high-bred pret-

tinesses or fond imaginations, which are the best they

have given us yet for antidote to the misery of London.

4. Abbeville. Church of St. Wulfran.
Seen from the west, over old houses (since destroyed).

Of the artist's best time and manner. See Preface, page

156.

5. Abbeville. Church of St. Wulfran—the north-

western TOWER, with old HOUSES.

Elaborate. Of the late time, but not in the highest

degree good. The chiaroscuro of the pinnacles evidently

caught on the spot, but not carried through the draw-

ing rightly, and the whole much mannered. Precious,

however, for all that.

6. Photograph of the Porches of St. Wulfran^
Abbeville.

7. Amiens.

One of the best of the best time. See Preface, page

154, and compare the extract from " Modern Painters,"

given in Appendix III.
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]. Chapel of the Holy Sepulcher in St. Jaques,

Dieppe.

One of the best studies of the last period. See further

notes on it under the number 17.

9. EVREUX.

Perfect sketch of the best time, and most notable for

the exquisite grace of proportion in its wooden belfry.

No architect, however accurate in his measurements—no

artist, however sensitive in his admiration—ever gave

the proportion and grace of Gothic spires and towers

with the loving fidelity that Prout did. This is much to

say; and therefore I say it again deliberately: there are

no existing true records of the real effect of Gothic

towers and spires—except only Prout's. And now I must

be tedious a while, and explain what I mean in saying

this—being much—and show it to be true. Observe

first—everything in grace of fonn depends on truth of

scale. You don't show how graceful a thing is, till you

show how large it is; for all grace means ultimately the

use of strength in the right way, moral and physical,

against a given force, A swan, no bigger than a butter-

fly, would not be graceful—its grace is in its proportion

to the waves and power over them. A butterfly as large

as a swan would not be graceful—its beauty is in being

so small that the winds play with it, but do not vex it. A
hollow traceried spire fifteen feet high would be effem-

inate and frivolous, for it would be stronger solid—a hol-

low traceried spire five hundred feet high, is beautiful;

for it is safer so, and the burden of the builder's toil

spared. All wisdom—economy—beauty, and holiness,

are one; harmonious throughout—m all places, times,

and things: understand any one of their orders, and do

it—it will lead you to another—to all others, in time.

ISTow, therefore, think why this spire of Evreux is

graceful. If it were only silver filigree over a salt-cellar,

it would still be pretty (for it is beautifully varied and
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arranged). But not " graceful " (or full of grace). The
reason is that it is built, not ^vith silver, but with aspen

logs, and because there has been brought a strange refine-

ment and melodv, as of chiming in tune, and virtue of

uprightness—and precision of pointedness, into the aspen

logs, which nobody could ever have believed it was in a

log to receive. And it is graceful also, because it is evi-

dently playful and bright in temper. There are no labor-

ing logs visible—no propping, or thrusting, or bearing

logs—no mass of enduring and afflicted timber—only

imaginative timber, aspiring just high enough for praise,

not for ambition. Twice as high as it ever could have

stood in a tree—by honor of men done to it; but not so

high as to strain its strength, and make it weak among
the winds, or perilous to the people.

10. Strasburg—The Cathedral Spire.

I have put this drawing—quite one of the noblest in

all the series—out of its geographical place, and beside

the Evreux, that you may compare the qualities of grace

in wooden and stone buildings ; and follow out our begun

reasoning further.

Examine first how the height is told. Conscientiously,

to begin with. He had not room enough on his paper

(perhaps), and put the top at the side rather than blunt

or diminish the least bit. I say " perhaps," because,

with most people, that would have been the way of it;

but my own private opinion is, that he never meant to

have room on his paper for it—that he felt instinctively

that it was grander to have it going up nobody knew

where—only that he could not draw it so for the public,

and must have the top handy to put on afterward.

Conscientiously, first, the height is told ; next, artfully.

He chooses his place just where you can see the principal

porch at the end of the street—takes care, by every arti-

fice of perspective and a little exaggeration of aerial tone,

to make you feel how far off it is; then carries it up into
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the clearer air. Of course, if vou don't notice ths distant

porch, or are not in the habit of measuring the size of

one part of a thing by another, you will not feel it here

—

but neither would you have felt it there, at Strasburg

itself.

iNText for composition. If you ever read my last year's

notes on Turner, you must remember how often I had to

dwell on his way of conquering any objectionable charac-

ter in his main subject by putting more of the same char-

acter in something else, where it was not objectionable.

Now it happens to be one of the chief faults of Strasburg

Spire (and it has many, for all the reputation of it), to be

far too much constituted of meager upright lines (see the

angle staircases, and process of their receding at the top,

and the vertical shafts across the window at its base).

Prout instantly felt, as he drew the tower, that, left to

itself it would be too ironlike and stiff. He does not dis-

guise this character in the least, but conquers it utterly

by insisting with all his might on the flutings of the

pilasters of the near well. " How ill drawn these! " you

say. Yes, but he hates these in themselves, and does not

care how badly he draws them, so only that by their ugly

help he can save the Cathedral. Which they completely

do; taking all the stiffness out of it, and leaving it majes-

tic. ISText—he uses contrast to foil its beauty, as he has

used repetition to mask its faults. In the Abbeville, 'No.

4, he had a beautiful bit of rustic white wall to set off his

towers with. Here, in Strasburg, half modernized, alas!

even in his time, he finds nothing better than the great

ugly white house behind the lamp. In old times, remem-
ber, a series of gables like that of the last house would

have gone all down the street. (Compare the effect in

Antwerp, No. 19, all contemporary.) Prout will not do

any " restoration "—he knows better; but he could easily

have disguised this white house with cast shadows across

the street and some blinds and carpets at the windows.

But the white, vulgar mass shall not be so hidden, and
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the richness of all the old work shall gain fullness out of

the modern emptiness, and modesty out of the modem
impudence.

Pre-eminently the gain is to the dear old gabled house

on the right, which is the real subject of the drawing,

being a true Strasburg dwelling-house of the great times.

But before speaking more of this, I must ask you to look

at the next subject.

12. LisiEux, Old Street in.

This, though it contains so much work, is a hurried

and fatigued drawing—fatigued itself in a sense, as hav-

ing more touches put on it than were good for it ; and the

sign of fatigue in the master, or perhaps rather of pass-

ing illness, for he seems never to have been tired in the

ordinary way. The unusually confused and inarticulate

figures, the more or less wriggled and ill-drawn draperies,

and the unfinished foundation of the house on the right,

where actually there is a line crossing another uninten-

tionally! are all most singular with him; and I fancy he

must have come on this subject at the end of a sickly-

minded day, and yet felt that he must do all he could

for it, and then broken down.

He has resolved to do it justice, at least in the draw-

ing JSTo. 8, one of the best in the room; but there are

characters in the subject itself which, w^ithout his quite

knowing why, cramped him, and kept several of his finer

powers from coming into play.

l^ote first, essentially, he is a draughtsman of stone,

not wood, and a tree-trunk is always wholly beyond his

faculty; so that, when everything is wooden, as here,

he has to translate his stony manner for it all through,

and is as if speaking a foreign language. In the finished

drawing, one scarcely knows whether the near doorway

is stone or wood.

And there was one character, I repeat, in this subject

that specially strained this weak part of him. When a



LISIEUX, BY S. PROUT.

From a drawing in the possession of W. Pritchard Gordon, Esq.
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wooden house is in properly wooden style—he can always

do it, as at Abbeville and Strasburg. But this street

at Lisieux is a wooden street in stone style. I feel even

tempted to write fine scientific modern English about it,

and say it is objectively lig-nologic and subjectively petro-

logic. The crossing beams of the wall-courses, and king-

posts of the gables in dormer windows are indeed prop-

erly expressive of timber structure ; but all the sculpture

is imitative of the forms developed in the stone traceries

of the same period—seen perfectly in the elaborate

drawing, No. 8.

Those traceries were themselves reciprocally cor-

rupted, as we shall see presently, by the woodwork

practiced all round them; but both the Burgundian and

Norman later Gothic was corrupted by its own luxurious

laziness, before it took any infection from the forest.

Instead of building a real pointed arch—they merely put

a cross lintel with a nick in it * (a), then softened the

nick-edges and ran a line of molding round it (6), and

then ran up a flourish above to show what a clever thing

they had done (c)—and there you are. But there is

much more curious interest in this form of wooden imi-

tative architecture than any mere matter of structural

propriety.

Please compare the Lisieux houses in No. 11, with the

house on the right at Strasburg in No. 10. You see

* Without the nick, mind you, it would have been a grand build-

ing—pure Greek or pure Tuscan, and capable of boundless good.

It is the Nicolaitane nick that's the devil.
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there are no pinnacles nor crockets imitated there. All

is sternly square—upright timber and cross timber—cut

into what ornamental current moldings the workman
knew.

And yet you see the Cathedral at the side is eminently

gabled and pinnacular! Run your eye from the square

window of the second story of the house (third from

ground), along to the cathedral gabled tracery. Could

any two styles be more adverse ? While on the contrary,

the Lisieux street is merely a " changing the willow

wreaths to stone "—in imitation of the chapel of St.

Jaques? It is true, the Lisieux street is contemporary

with St. Jaques, and the Strasburg house a century or

so later than the Cathedral; but that is not the reason

of the opposition. Had they been either pure French

or pure German, the two would have declined together

and have died together. But in France of the fifteenth

century, church, noblesse, and people, were one body,

and the people in Lisieux loved and delighted in their

clergy and nobles, as the Venetians did

—

" Pontifices, clerus, popiilus, dux mente serenus."

But Strasburg is on the edge, nay, on the Pole—of all

divisions. Virtually, from west to east, between Dijon

and Berne; virtually, from north to south, between

Cologne and Basle; virtually, if you have eyes the Diet

of Worms is in it; the Council of Constance is in it; the

Battle of Sempach is there, and the rout of Granson.

That is a Swiss cottage, with all ecclesiastical and

feudal powers flaming up into the sky at the side of it,

and the iron lances and lines of them are as lace round

the " Commerce de Jean Dichl." " Commerce," a grand

word, which we suppose ourselves here to understand, an

entirely vile one, if misunderstood. Human commerce, a

business for men and angels; but inhuman, for apes and

specters. We must look at a few more street-scenes in

order to find out which sort Jean Dichl's belongs to,
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14. Bayeux.

A small sketch, but first-rate, and with half a mile of

street in it. Pure and plain woodwork this, with prop

and buttress of stumpy stone—healthy all, and sound;

note especially the strong look of foundation, as opposed

to the modern style of house-front in most commercial

quarters—five stories of brick wall standing on the edge

of a pane of plate-glass.

15. Tours.

The saints presiding over an old-clothes shop, appar-

ently—but it may be the fashionable drapers of the

quarter. I merely give it as an example of the developed

form of bracket, the end of the cross timber becoming

a niche, and the prop, a saint—not without meaning.

Much more strength than is really wanted allowed in the

backing, so that these corrugated saints do not by their

recessed niches really weaken the structure. Compare

photograph, jSTo. 117.

16. RouEx. The Buttee-tower.

Built with the octroi on butter—not a right way—be

it spoken, in passing. All taxes on food of any sort, or

drink of any sort, are wrong, whether to build a pious

tower, or support an impious government.

A tired sketch—the house on the left, one of the most

beautiful in France, hurried and ill done.

17. Rouex. Staircase ix St. Maclou.

Almost imique in the elaboration of the texture in

marble pillar, and effect of distant light, showing what

he was capable of in this kind; compare St. Jaques, Xo.

8, where he gets flickering sunlight through painted

glass. There, the effect is pathetic and expressive; but

both texture and effect of light were mistakes, in St.

Maclou; it does not in the least matter to the staircase

whether the pillar is smooth, or the window bright. In
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earlier times he would have merely indicated the forms

of both, and given his time to gather groups of figures

following the circular sweep of the staircase.

18. Ghent.

Having run south now as far as I care, we will turn

back, please, to go through the K^etherlands into Ger-

many. Pretty nearly all the Netherlands are in this and

the follo"\ving drawing. Boats, beside houses; the boats

heavily practical: the houses heavily fanciful; but both

accurate and perfect in their way; work of a great,

though fen-witted, people. The Ghent scene is the very

cream of Prout—all that he could best do in his happiest

times—his Cornish and Hastings boat-study standing

him in thorough stead here, though it will fail him at

Venice, as we shall sadly see.

19. AntWEEP.
Altogether magnificent : the noble street-scene, requir-

ing no effort to exalt, no artifice to conceal a single fea-

ture in it. Pure fact—the stately houses and the simple

market, and the divine tower. You would like adver-

tisements all along the house-fronts, instead, wouldn't

you? and notices of sale—at a ruinous sacrifice—in the

shop-windows, wouldn't you? and a tramway up the

street, and a railway under it, and a gasometer at the end

of it, instead of a cathedral—^now, wouldn't you?

21, Beunswick.

Dainty still; a most lovely drawing. I didn't find any-

thing so good in the to'^vn myself, but was not there until

1859, when, I suppose, all the best of it had been knocked

down. The Stadthaus (see lithograph, Xo. 93) is unique

in the support of its traceries on light transverse arches,

but this innovation, like nearly all German specialities in

Gothic, is grotesque, and affected without being inge-

nious.
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22. Dresden.

An exquisite drawing; and most curious in the entire

conquest and calming down of Front's usual broken

touch into Renaissance smoothness. It is the best exist-

ing representation of the old town, and readers of Fried-

rich may care to know what it was like.

23. Prague.—Entrance over the Bridge.

A drawing already noticed, of the highest quality.

The lithograph, 'No. 91, of the other side of the tower on

the right, enables us to walk back the other way; it is

quite one of the best drawings in the book.

24. Prague.—The Stadthaus.

Both lovely, and essentially Proutesque, as a drawing.

Architecturally, one of the prettiest possible examples of

fourteenth century Gothic. The town was all, more or

less, like that, once—the houses beyond have, I suppose,

been built even since the siege.

25. Bamberg.

I include this drawing in our series, first for its lovely

crowd of figures ; and secondly, to show that Prout never

attempts to make anything picturesque that naturally

isn't. Domo d'Ossola and BologTia (47 and 64) are pic-

turesque—in the drawings, because they are so in reality

—and heavy Bamberg remains as dull as it pleases to

be. This strict honesty of Prout's has never been rightly

understood, because he didn't often draw dull things, and

gleaned the picturesque ones out of every hole and cor-

ner; so that everybody used to think it was he who had

made them picturesque. But, as aforesaid, he is really

as true as a mirror.

26. Nuremberg, Church of St. at.

Of the best time, and certainly the fullest expression

ever given of the character of the church. But the com-

position puzzled him, the house corner on left coming
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in too abruptly, and the sketch falls short of his best

qualities; he gets fatigued with the richness in excess

over so large a mass, and feels that nothing of fore-

ground will carry it out in harmony.

28. The Drachenfels.

When I said that Turner and Prout stood by them-

selves in power of rendering magTiitude, I don't mean on

the same level, of course, but in perfect sympathy; and

Turner himself would have looked with more than admi-

ration—with real respect—at this quiet little stiidy. I

have never seen any other picture or drawing which gave

so intensely the main truths of the breadth and prolonged

distances of the great river, and the scale and standing

of the rock, as compared with the buildings and woods at

its feet.

The " standing " of the rock, I say especially; for it is

in great part by the perfect sculpture and build of its

buttresses—(the " articulation " which, I have just said,

Fielding shunned as too troublesome) that the effect, or

rather information, of magnitude is given.

And next to this rock drawing, the clear houses and

trees, and exquisite little boat—examined well—com-

plete the story of mountain power by their intense reality.

Take the lens to them—there is no true enjoyment to be

had without attention, either from pictures, or the truth

itself.

29. Islands on the Rhine.

First, the power of the Dragon rock—then of the

noble river. It seems to have been an especially inter-

esting scene this, to good painters. One of the most

elaborate pieces of drawing ever executed by Turner was

from this spot.

30. The Pfalz.

Hurried a little, and too black in distance—but I

include it in the series for a most interesting bit of com-
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position in it. The building, from this point of view,

had a disagreeable look of a church-tower surrounded by

pepper-boxes. He brings it into a mass, and makes a

fortress of it, by the shadow on the mountain to the right

of the tower, almost as dark as a bit of roof.

32. "Worms.

An early drawing—the only one included in this series

—is to be compared with the careful water-color, jSTo. 31.

35. Ulm.

A beautiful drawing of one of the most interesting

street fountains in Germany. It is given in this sketch,

as usual, with entire care and feeling of its proportion.

The water-color drawing, No. 36, shows the little interest

he took in copying for the Exhibition, knowing that the

British mind was not to be impressed by proportion, and

only cared for getting things into their frames. The

lithograph, Xo. 90, is, on the contrary, one of his most

careful works, and quite true to the place, when I saw it

in 1835. I suppose it is all pulled down, and made an
" esplanade " of by this time. (See '' Seven Lamps,"

Appendix I.)

37 and 33. Swiss and German Costumes.

I never can understand how these groups are ever

designed or caught, and how they are built up, one by

one. !No painter who can do it ever tells us how.

39. Chillon.

The only drawing I ever saw which gave the real rela-

tion of the castle to the size of the mountain behind it.

40. The Dungeon of Chillon.

I must leave the reader now to make what he may of

this and the following drawings as far as 47 : all of them,

to people who know the old look of the places, will be

interesting; but I have no time to enlarge on them.
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41. montkeux.

42. Waterfall under the Dent du Midi, in the Rhone
Valley.

43. Village of Martignt.

46. Brieg.

47. DoMO d'Ossola.

One of the most exemplary in the room, for intense

fidelity to the place, and lovely composition of living

groups. Note the value of the upright figure in the

balcony on the left, in breaking up and enriching the

mass, and joining it with the rest.

48. CoMo.

Enough dwelt on in the preface.

49. The Monument of Can Signorio della Scala, at

Verona.

JSTote that the low sarcophagus on the left, of much
finer time than the richer tomb, has on its side a bas-

relief representing the Madonna enthroned between two

angels, a third angel presents to her the dead knight's

soul, kneeling.

50. The large drawing of the subject, 'No. 50, has lost all

these particulars. Was it all Front's fault, shall we say?

Was there any one, in his time, of English travelers, who

would have thanked him for a madonna and a dead old

Scaliger, done ever so clearly?

56. Venice. Ducal Palace from the West.

57. Venice. Ducal Palace from the East.
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58. St. Michael's Mount, I^ormandy.

I have put No. 58 in this eccentric manner, after the

Ducal Palace, that the reader may feel, for good and all,

Front's intense appreciation of local character—his gay-

ety with the gay, and his strength with the strong. Cor-

nish-bred, his own heart is indeed in the rocks, and
towers, and sands of the fraternal jSTorman shore—and it

fails him in Venice, where the conditions alike of her
masquing and her majesty were utterly strange to him.
Still, the sense of light, and motion, and splendor above
the Riva dei Schiavoni; and of gloom, and iron-fastness,

and poverty, midst the silent sands of Avranches, are

rendered by the mirror of him, as if you had but turned

its face from sun to shade.

The St. Michael's is an entirely grand drawing. The
St. Raphael's—for that is indeed the other name of the

Ducal Palace *—on this side, has many faults ; but is

yet, out and out, the best Ducal Palace that has as yet

been done. It is not an architectural drawing—does not

in the least pretend to be. ISTo one had ever drawn the

traceries of the Ducal Palace till I did myself. Cana-
letto, in his way, is just as false as Prout—Turner no
better. ]^ot one of them painted anything but their

general impressions ; and not a soul in England knew that

there was a system in Venetian architecture at all, until

I made the measured (to half and quarter inches) eleva-

tion of it (No. 105), and gave the analysis of its tracery

moldings and their development, from those of the

Franciscans at the Frari (" Stones of Venice," vol. ii.).

This study of Front's, then, I repeat, does not pretend
to architectural accuracy; and it has even one very con-

siderable fault. Front's mind had been so formed among

* The angel Michael is the angle statue on the southwest (seen in
No. 50), with the inscription, " With my sword I guard the good,
and cleanse the evil." The angel Kaphael holds in his hands the
nations' prayer to him, "Raphael, the dreadful (" reverende "

),

make thou the deep quiet, we beseech thee."
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buildings sol'd at the base, and aerial at the top, that he

not only could not enjoy, he could not even see^ the

national audacity of the great builder of the Ducal Pal-

ace, in supporting its wall on, virtually, two rows of

marble piles; and, at the further end, just where the

shafts at the angle let the winds blo^\;^ through them as

frankly as the timbers of Calais pier,* he blackens them

all up inside, as if the backing wall were solid and the

arches were only niches.

For all that, there never was anything so true to the

general splendor and life of the palace done before, nor

ever Avill be again.f

* The real and marvelous structure of the angle is admirably

shown in the photograph, No. 106c, though the quantity of light

penetrating the shafts is a little exaggerated in effect by uniting

with the light sides of the shafts. Taking the lens to the photo-

graph, you will see this line is destroyed by the modern gas-lamp

stuck across the Italian sculpture, and you may admire at leisure

the other improvements made by the art of the nineteenth century

on the effect of the piazzetta. The combination of the fore and

mizzen masts of the huge steamer whose hull, with its boat, blocks

out the whole lagoon; and of the upright near gas-lamp, with the

pillar of St. Mark—the introduction of the steamer's painted funnel

to form a foundation for the tower of San Giorgio—the bathing

establishment anchored bej'ond the pillars, just where the

Bucentaur used to lie close to the quay to receive the Doge; and,

finally, the bills pasted on the sheds at the base of St. Mark's

column, advising us of improving works of a liberal tone, such as

the " Storia della Natura," and the " Misteri della Inquisizione di

Spagna." In this same Loggia of Sansovino's, against which these

sheds are built, the " Misteri " of the Government Lottery are also

revealed weekly to the popular mind.

|- And in the great drawing (Xo. 60) lent by Lord Coleridge the

upper story is singularly and gracefully accurate in the pinnacled

Gothic of its central window, and in the various elevations and

magnitudes of the rest. The two upper windows in the shade at

the nearest angle are the oldest portion of the palace visible, and

Prout has carefullj^ noted their different curve. The bright and

busy figures are true to old times oniy, for the building is now
being restored, and no man with a heart will ever draw the patched

skeleton of it more.
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There are two points—technical both and spirit-

ual both—which the reader must note in this draw-

ing.

The first, how thankful Prout is for the clusters of

doves along the upper line of the cornice. " They might

as well be jackdaws," you think? Well, as aforesaid,

Prout is not a colorist, else he would have made his boats

black and his doves gray; but then he would have been

Carpaccio, and not Prout. This is really all you can

expect him to do for a dove, with his poor Cumberland

plumbago; and, after all, the glory of the creatures is

not in being pigeons, but in being Venetians. Swal-

low or sparrow, daw^ or dove, sea-gull by Achilles' isle or

chough by Cornish cliff—that they are living with us by

shore and altar, under cottage eaves and around palace

council chambers, that is their glory—and, if we knew it,

our peace.

The other point is more definitely technical, yet has its

lesson in other directions also. I have already again and

again insisted on Prout's way of taking up his stitches,

and carrying one part of his work into another. Look

back to what is said of the Como in preface. He is no

more content with his Ducal Palace till he has got it well

into fugue with its crowd than he was with these old

houses by the harbor. He won't break the corner of its

arcade, but just flutes, as it were, a single pillar with the

mast of a boat, and then carries the mast down—stopping

the arch-moldings for it, observe, as he draws them, so

deliberate is he, and, getting well down so to his figures,

rivets the rent of the canal across with the standing one,

just under Michael Steno's central window, and then

carries all away to the right, with the sitting figures and

leveled sails in harmony with the courses of the palace,

and to the left, with the boats. Hide one of thes^ foun-

dational forms with your hand, and see how the palace

goes to pieces! There are many compositions in the room

more felicitous; but there is no other in which the oppo-
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site influence to the " little rift within the lute "—the

stitch in time that saves nine—is so delicately and so

intensely illustrated as by the service of this single boat-

spar to every shaft of the whole Ducal Palace.

With respect to these Venice drawings there are two

metaphysical problems—in my own mind, of extreme

insolubility—and on vrhich I therefore do not enlarge,

namely, M'hy Prout, practical among all manner of Cor-

nish and Kentish boats, could not for the life ofhim draw

a gondola; and the second, why, not being able to draw

a gondola, he yet never gave the grand Adriatic fishing-

boat, with its colored sail, instead. These, and other

relative questions still more abstruse—as, for instance,

why he could draw the domes of Dresden rightly, and

yet made the Madonna della Salute look like the National

Gallery or Bethlehem Hospital—I must for the present

leave for the reader's own debate, and only at speed give

some account of the points to be illustrated by the supple-

mentary drawings.

People often ask me—and people who have been long

at Venice too—of the subject Xo. 55, where those square

pillars are, and what they are. The corner of the Piaz-

zetta from which this view is taken was once the sweetest

of all sacred niches in that great marble withdrawing-

room of the Piazzetta of St. Mark's. My old sketch, Xo.

107, shows approximately the color of the marble walls

and pavement of it, and the way the white flowers of the

Greek pillars—purest Byzantine—shone through the

dark spots of lichen. The Daguerreotype, Xo. 114,

taken imder my o^^^l direction, gives the light and shade

of them, chosen just where the western sunlight catches

the edge of the cross at the base of the nearer one; and

my study, Xo. 108, shows more fully the character of the

Byzantine chiseling—entirely free-hand, flinging the

marble acanthus-leaves here and there as they would

actually grow. It is through work of this kind that the

divine Greek power of the days of Hesiod came down to
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animate the mosaic workers in St. Mark's, in the eleventh

century.

They worked under a Greek princess, of whom the

reader will find some legend (though yet I have not been

able to do more than begin her story) in the second num-

ber of " St. Mark's Kest."* In the third I have given some

account of the entire series of mosaics which were com-

pleted by her husband under the mfluence of his Greek

queen (true queeii, mind you, at that time, the Duke of

Venice then wearing the king's diadem, not the republi-

can cap) ; and I besought my readers at Venice and else-

where to help me to get some faithful record of these

mosaics before they perished by modern restoration. I

have never made a more earnest appeal for anything

—

and indeed I believe, had it been for a personal gift

—

another Splugen drawing, or the like—I should have got

it by this time easily enough. But there are always

twenty people who will do what they feel to be kind, for

one Avho will take my advice about an important public

object. And—if they only knew it—the one real kind-

ness they can show to me is in listening to me—under-

standing, in the first place, that I know my business

better at sixty than I did at five-and-twenty; and in the

second, that my happiness, such as yet remains to me,

does not at all consist in the things about me in my

own parlor, but in the thought that the principles I have

taught are being acted upon, and the great buildings and

great scenes I have tried to describe saved, so far as may

yet be possible, from destruction and desecration. At

this very hour, the committees of Venetian builders are

meeting to plot the total destruction, and re-erection

* My readers continually complain that they can't get my pres-

ently issuing books. There is not a bookseller in London, how-

ever, who is not perfectly well aware that the said books are al-

ways to be had by a post card sent to my publisher, Mr. G. Allen,

Sunnyside, Orpington, Kent, to whom subscriptions for the object

stated in the text are to be sent (or the books may be had of the

Fine Art Society).
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according to their own notions, and. for their own emolu-

ment, of the entire west front of St. Mark's—that which

Barbarossa knelt imder, and before Avhich Dandolo took

his vow for Palestine! And in the meantime the Chris-

tian populace of all Europe is quarreling about their

little parish reredoses and wax-candles! *

And so it comes to pass, that the floor of St. Mark's is

already destroyed, together with the north and south

sides; only the west front and roof mosaics are yet left,

and these are instantly threatened. I have got an abso-

lutely faithful and able artist, trained by Mr. Burne
Jones, to undertake the copying of the whole series of

mosaics yet uninjured. He is doing this for love and

mere journeyman's wages—how carefully and thor-

oughly the three examples in this room (114, 115, 116)

will enough show; but he has been six months at work
alone, unable to employ assistants, and all that I have yet

got for him by the eagerest appeals I could make at

Venice and here is—some hundred and seventy pounds,

and half of that from a single personal friend ! t

I will have a little circular drawn up, stating these and

other relative facts clearly, before the close of the pres-

ent exhibition. Before its opening, I can allow myself

now little more than the mere explanation of what it

contains.

And now I really haven't time to talk any more, and

yet I've ever so much to say, if I could, of the following

drawing's at Arqua and J^uremberg, 77 and 70. I must

at least say at once why these, like Venice and St.

Michael's Mount, go side by side.

* It may perhaps not be quite too late to contradict a report that

appeared in some Irish paper, that I had been lately in Dublin,

giving some opinion or other about reredoses. I have not been

in Ireland these ten years—never shall be in Ireland more—and
care no more about any modern churches or church furniture

than about the drop-scene at Drury Lane—not so much indeed,

if the truth were all told.

f f s. d., by report from Mr. AUen, of 12th November,
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In the first place, I believe that the so-called Petrarch's

house at Arqua (67) can only be built on the site of the

real one—it can't be of Petrarch's time; but the tomb is

true, and just looking from that, to the building of Dii-

rer's house (70)—which is assuredly authentic—and of

Rubens's, jSTo. 81, what a quantity of the lives of the men
we are told by these three slight sketches! One of the

things I hope to do at Sheffield is to get a connected and

systematic series of drawings of the houses and the

tombs of great men. The tombs, of course, generally tell

more of their successors than of themselves ; but the

two together will be historical more than many volumes.

Their houses, I say; yes, and the things they saw from

their houses—quite the chief point with many of the best

men and women. Casa Guidi windows, often of much
more import than Casa Guidi; and in this house of

Albert's, its ovn\ cross-timbers are little matter, but those

ISTuremberg walls around it are everything.

73. Kelso.

I now gather together, as I best may, the supplemen-

tary drawings which have come in since I arranged my
series, and one or two others which did not properly

belong to it. This one of Kelso is chiefly valuable as

showing his mode of elementary study with washes of

two tints—one warm, the other a little cooler. The

system was afterward expanded into his color practice.

74. Entrance to North Transept of Pouen.

Unfinished, and extremely interesting, as showing his

method of rubbing in the tint with the stump or his fin-

ger, before adding the pencil lines.

75. Study or Dutch Boats.

These boat sketches might be multiplied coimtlessly

—

and I would fain have given many and talked much of

them, but have neither room nor time. Note in this the
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careful warping of the mast by the strain of the heavy

sail.

76. I^EUDERSDORF.

77. GUTENFELS.

Two lovely Rhine realities; when the river was some-

thing better than a steam-tramway.

78. An Old Rhine Bridge, at Rheinfelden.

A favorite Turner subject, and drawn and engraved

with great care in " Modern Painters." As a Prout, it is

inferior—small in manner and forced, but, as usual,

wholly true to the place.

79. Munich.
]^otable chiefly for the effort made to draw the atten-

tion away from the ugly arcade under the houses by the

crowd of near figures. Compare the insistence on beau-

tiful arcades in the Como and Domo d'Ossola.

80. Ypres.

"Wholly lovely, and to be classed with the Abbeville

and Evreux as one of the most precious records of former

domestic architecture.

81. RuBENs^s House, Antwerp.,

The kind of domestic architecture that destroyed all

reverence for what preceded it, and brought us down
to—what we are.

]!^ote the beginning of modem anatomies and sciences

and pseudo-classicalisms in the monstrous skulls of

beasts.

I

82. Caen.

83. Falaise.

Two of the most careful and finished pieces of his later

work, but rather architectural studies than pictures^ and
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alas! the architecture of the worst school. So little can

the taste be really formed without study of sculpture as

the queen of edifying law. See notes on Supplemen-

tary Sketches.

86. PoETico Di Ottavia, Eome.

All the life and death of Rome is in this quite invalu-

able drawing; but I have no time to talk of the life and

death of Rome, and perhaps the enlightened modern

student would only care for a view of the new tobacco

manufactory under the Palatine.

87. AYell at Strasburg.

We don't want wells neither, in these days of wisdom,

having Thirlmere turned on for us, or Loch Katrine, at

our pleasure. But—from the days of Jacob's well till

—

thirty years ago, such things were pleasant in human

eyes.

88. Well at Strasburg.

I close our Prout penciling with seven examples of his

superb work on stone; all by his own hand, and as liter-

ally and thoroughly his, touch for touch, as the pencil

sketches themselves, and even more wonderful in their

easy mastery of the more difficult material.

What a disgrace it is to modern landscape painters

that this book of Prout's, " Sketches in Flanders and

Germany," should remain, to this day, the only work of

true artistic value produced, that is to say, by the artist's

own hand, purchasable by the public of Europe, in illus-

tration of their national architecture!

89. Well at E'uremberg.

This study is one of the most beautiful, but also one

of the most imaginative, that ever Prout made—highly

exceptional and curious.

The speciality of Xuremberg is, that its walls are of
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stone, but its windows, especially those in the roof, for

craning up merchandise—are of wood. All the project-

ing windows and all the dormers in this square are of

wood. But Prout could not stand the inconsistency, and

deliberately petrifies all the wood. Very naughty of him

!

I have nothing to say in extenuation of this offense:

and, alas! secondly, the houses have, in reality, only

three stories, and he has put a fourth on, out of his inner

consciousness!

I never knew him do such a thing before or since ; but

the end of it is, that this drawing of N^uremberg is

immensely more Nurembergy than the town itself, and a

quite glorious piece of mediaeval character.

90. Ulm.

91. PeAGUE. ToWEE OF THE GaTE.

92. Peague.—Stadthaus.—The realization of sketch No.

93. Beunswick.—^Rathhaus.

94. coblentz.

I have always held this lithograph to show all Prout's

qualities in supreme perfection, and proudly finish our

series of pencil and chalk work with it.

We now come to a large series of early color studies,

promising better things than ever came of them; and

then the examples of Prout, for which we are simply to

blame the public taste he had to meet, and not him.

There were no pre-Raphaelites in those days. On the

walls at the Scala Palace, in that sketch of Verona, No.

49, Prout has written, conscientiously, " brick; " but do

you think if he had painted it of brick, anybody would

have bought the drawing? Since those days, all the

work of Walker, of Boyce, of Alfred Hunt, of Albert

Goodwin, of John Brett (the whole school of them, mind
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you, founded first on the strong pre-Rapliaelite veracities

which were all but shrieked do^^^l at the first seeing of

them, and which I had to stand up alone for, against a

whole national clamor of critical vituperation), all that

affectionate and laborious painting from nature has

familiarized you, now, with birds, and ivy, and blossoms,

and berries, and mosses, and rushes, and ripples, and

trickles, and wrinkles, and twinkles; and, of course, poor

old Front's conventional blue wash won't look its best

afterward. Be thankful to them (and somewhat also

—

I say it not in pride, but as a part of the facts—to

" Modern Painters " and me), and indulgent to the old

workman, who did the best he could for his customers,

and the most he could for his money.

95. The English Cottage.—See preface.

96. Launceston.

Had this drawing been brought to me as an earfy

Turner, I should have looked twice, and thrice, at it be-

fore saying no. If Prout had only had just ever so little

more pride, and some interest in British history, he

would have been a painter, indeed! and no mean

pencil draughtsman. But he just missed it—and a miss

is as bad as a mile, or a million of miles; and I say noth-

ing more of the series of water-colors here, except only

that many a good lesson may be learned from them in

chiaroscuro, and in flat tinting, by modest students.

SUPPLEMEXTAEY DRAWINGS.

There are—or ought to be, if I get them together in

time—eleven of my own, namely:

104. Calais.

104a. The Aventine.
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105. Ducal Palace and Beidge of Sighs.

106. Ducal Palace, Foliage of Southwest Angle.

107. Pillar of the Piazzetta.

108. Chiaeoscuro Study of the Same Pillae.

109. The Casa d^Oeo.

110. Window on the Geand Canal.

111. Abbeville Ceocket.

112. Oak-leaf.

113. Moss AND OXALIS.

I meant, when first this exhibition was planned, to

have made it completely illustrative of the French flam-

boyant architecture, which Proiit had chiefly studied;

but I have been too much interrupted by other duties;

and I can only now point out, once more—after thirty

years of reiterating this vital fact to architects in

vain—that until they are themselves absolute masters

of sculptural surface, founded on natural forms, they

do not know the meaning of any good work, in any

school.

Sculptural surface, observe: They fancy they have

chosen an ornament when they have got its outline; but

in sculpture the surface is everything; the outline fol-

lows, and is compelled by it. Thus, in the piece of

Ducal Palace sculpture, Xo. 106, the entire value of it

depends on the chiaroscuro of its surfaces; and it would

be as absurd to think of sketching it without shade, as

a piece of rippled lagoon. And in every minutest

finial and crocket of that French flamboyant, the sur-

faces are studied to a perfection not less subtle, though
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relieved by more violent shade. The fast study, !N^o,

111, shows the action of the curved stems and flow of

surfaces in one of the crockets of Abbeville. See

photograph JSTo. 6, and the study of oak-leaves, Ko. 112,

will show how the natural forms of vegetation lend

themselves to every need of such attentive design. I

have painted this bit of leafage in two stages, show-

ing—if anyone cares to know it—the way Hunt used

his body color ; laying it first with extreme care in form

and gradation, but in pure white; and then glazing

over it—never disturbing it, or mixing it in the slight-

est degree with his clear color. And it is only by this

management of opaque color that architectural detail

can be drawn at speed, with any useful result. See

the bit of honeysuckle ornament, for instance, at the

top of the pillar in No. 108, and fancy the time it would

have taken to express the bossy roundness of it in any

other way. All disputes about the use of body color,

begin and end in the " to be or not to be " of accurate

form.

Then there are three drawings of St. Mark's mosaics

by Mr. Rooke

:

114. Floral Decoration.

115. Madonna and David.

116. The Prophets.

Then some variously illustrated photographs, etc.

IIY. Abbeville.

118. Picture of Abbeville.

106a. Venice, the Piazzetta.

11. Lithograph of Modern Strasburg.

119. ( ?) Improvements in Modern London,
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Then, in the glass case, there is a little bit of real

Venetian sixteenth centiirv silk-work—put there to

show precisely what Shakespeare meant by " Valance

of Venice gold in needlework " (" Taming of the

Shrew ") ; and secondly, to show the use of minute

points of color—no less than of form in decoration

carried on; and finally, there is the Meissonier, above

referred to, Napoleon, in 1814, on the Chaussee of

Vitry, just after the battle of Arcis-sur-Aube.

" The French horsemen, though inferior to none in

the world for audacity and prowess, were overmatched

by their opponents and driven back to the bridge of

Arcis. Napoleon, who was on the other side, instantly

rode forward to the entrance of the bridge, already

all but choked up with fugitives, and drawing his

sword, exclaimed, ' Let me see which of you will pass

before me! ' These words arrested the flight, and

the division Friant traversing the streets of Arcis, in

double-quick time passed the bridge, formed on either

side of its other extremity, and by their heavy fire

drove back the allied horse.*******
" Napoleon was repeatedly in imminent danger,

nearly all his staff were killed or wounded. ' Fear

nothing,' said he, to the generals who urged him to

retire: ' the bullet is not yet cast which is to kill me.'

He seemed to court rather than fear death, his air

was resolute but somber, and as long as the battle

raged, by the light of the burning houses behind and

the flash of the enemies' guns in front, he continued to

face the hostile batteries.*******
" On lea\dng Arcis, instead of taking the road to

Chalons or to Paris, he moved on the Chaussee of

Vitry, direct toward the Ehine. His letter to the

Empress Marie Louise was in these terms

:

" ' My love, I have been for some days constantly on





PORTRAIT OF WILLIAM HUNT.

From a photograph.
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horseback; on the 20th I took Arcis-sur-Aiibe. The

enemy attacked me there at eight in the evening. I

beat him the same evening. I took two guns and retook

two. The next day the enemy's army put itself in array

to protect the march of its columns on Bar-sur-Aube,

and I resolved to approach the Marne and its environs.

This evening I shall be at St. Dizier. Farewell, my
love. Embrace my son.' " (See " Alison," vol. x., pp.

396 to 406.)

It would be difficult to find a more perfect example

of the French realistic school than this picture. It is,

of course, conventional, and founded on photographic

effect—the white horse in reality would have looked

like a ghost in the twilight, and not one of the details

of the housings been in the least visible—had these

been so, much more should the details of the landscape

have been. But in its kind it is without rivalship, and

I purpose that it shall remain in St. George's schools

—

for a monument of War-sorrow, where War has been

unjust.

n.—HUNT.

142. The Butterfly.

Before saying anything more of the Hunt series, I

want my readers once more clearly to understand what

I have brought it here for; namely, to show them what

real painting is, as such, wholly without inquiry con-

cerning its sentiment or story. The Prouts are here

for an exactly opposite reason—not at all to show you

what mere penciling is, as such—but what it can

pencil for us of European scenery and history. Where-

as this butterfly is here, not at all to teach you any-

thing you didn't know about butterflies ; nor the peach

and grapes to teach you anything you didn't know

about those familiar fruits; nor even that boy in his
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father's boots to teach you anything you didn't know
before about boys and boots. They are here merely to

show you what is meant by Painting, as distinguished

from daubing, from plastering, from rough casting,

from chromo-tinting, from tray-varnishing, from paper-

staining, and in general from the sort of things that

people in general do when you put a brush into their

hands, and a pot within reach of them.

Xow, that little brown-red butterfly (which Mr. Gur-

ney is so fortunate in possessing) is a piece of real

painting; and it is as good as Titian or anybody else

ever did. And if you can enjoy it you can enjoy Titian

and all other good painters; and if you can't see any-

thing in it, you can't see anything in them, and it is all

affectation and pretense to say that you care about

them.

And with this butterfly, in the drawing I put first,

please look at the mug and loaf in the one I have put

last, of the Hunt Series, No. 171. The whole art of

painting is in that mug—as the fisherman's genius was

in the bottle. If you can feel how beautiful it is, how
ethereal, how heathery and heavenly, as well as to the

uttermost, muggy: you have an eye for color, and can

enjoy heather, heaven, and everything else below and

above. If not, you must enjoy what you can, con-

tentedly, but it won't be painting; and in mugs it will

be more the beer than the crockery; and on the moors,

rather grouse than heather.

Going back to No. 142, you will perhaps ask me why
the poppy is so poor and the butterfly so rich? Mainly

because the poppy withered and the butterfly was

pinned and permanent. But there are other reasons,

of which more presently.

141. Herring and Pilchard.

Supreme painting again, and done with his best

pains; for these two subjects, and
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146. Dead Chicken
Were done by the old man, in all kindness and care,

at my ovra request, for me to give as types of work to

country schools of Art. Yet no kindness or care

could altogether enable him to work rightly under the

direction of another mind; and the project was ulti-

mately given up by me, the chicken finished as it is.

Laving been one of my chief disappointments. And

here anent, let me enter into some general account of

the tenor of his drawings. They may be broadly di-

vided into the following classes, into one or other of

which every work of importance from his hand will

distinctly fall.

Class 1.

Drawings illustrative of rural life in its vivacity and

purity, wdthout the slightest endeavor at idealization,

and still less with any wdsh either to caricature, or de-

plore its imperfections. All the drawings belonging to

this class are, virtually, faultless, and most of them

very beautiful. It is, I am glad to say, thoroughly rep-

resented in this room, which contains several examples

of the highest quality, namely, 121, 168, 171, 172, 173,

175.

Besides two pieces of still life (169 and the interior,

No. 174), properly belonging to the group.

Class 2.

Country life, with endeavor to add interest to it by

passing sentiment.

The drawings belonging to this class are almost al-

ways over-fir ished, and liable to many faults. There

are three in this collection—120, 165, 166.

Class 3.

Country life, with some expression of its degrada-

tion, either by gluttony, cowardice, or rudeness.
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The drawings of this class are usually very clever

and apt to be verv popular; but they are on the whole

dishonorable to the artist. There are five examples

here, namely, 157, 158, 161, 163, 164.

Class 4.

Flower-pieces. Fruit is often included in these; but

they form a quite separate class, being necessarily less

finished drawings—the flowers sooner changing their

form. Including the fungi among these, there are

eight fine ones in the room, 148, 150, 149, 154, 152,

147, 151, 156.

Class 5.

Fruit-pieces, on which a great part of the artist's

reputation very securely rests. Five first-rate ones are

here, and several of interesting, though inferior, quality.

Class 6.

Dead animals. Alas! if he could but have painted

living ones, instead of those perpetual bunches of

grapes. But it could not be. To a weakly, sensitive,

nervous temperament, the perpetual changes of posi-

tion, and perpetual suggestions of new beauty in an

animal, are entirely ruinous; in ten minutes they put

one in a fever. Only the very greatest portrait-

painters—Sir Joshua and Velasquez—can draw animals

rightly.

I begin with this last class and reascend to the high-

est.

138. Dead Hare and Game.
A most notable drawing of early practice, quite won-

derful in textures of fur and in work of shadows, but

tentative, and in many points failing.
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141. Dead Dove. (A.)

A pure water-color drawing, before his style was per-

fectly formed. Full of interest, but too conventional

and slight in background.

139. Dead Dove. (B.)

Finished work of central time.

145. Dead Dove. (C.)

Keplica, I suppose, of B, with completer background,

and of highest quality. I must be pardoned for saying

so of my own drawing; but of course, after long and

affectionate relations with the painter, it would be

strange if I had not some of his best works.

143. Pine, Melon, and Gkapes.

We were obliged to put this drawing low down, for,

in spite of its dark background, it killed everything we

put near it. To my mind, it is the most majestic piece

of work in the room. The grapes are of the Rubens

Vintage, and the shadows have the darkness of Tin-

toret. It is wholly free from any pettiness of manner,

and evidences spring and succulence of foliage; it is as

if the strength of nature were in it, rather than of

human hand. I never saw it until now, and have

learned from it more than after my fifty years of labor

I thought anything but a Venetian picture could have

taught me.

132. " Love what you study, study what you love."

All modern painters in a nutshell of a sentence, and

the painted nutshell perfect.—See Preface.

130. Geapes.

Consummate. Can't be better anywhere.

131. Mr. Sibeth's Quinces.

All that's best in this kind.
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125. BULLACES.

Very fine, but conventional in background.

129. Gkapes.

Perfect work, but wasted. Why he did so many
grapes, and scarcely ever sloes, or finely russet apples,

or growing strawberries, always mystified me.

126. Plums.

Finest work, but a little dull. My own favorites of

his plums were such variegated ones as 133 and 135

;

but I somehow never got any. This drawing, how-

ever, was the one of which Hunt said to me innocently

—seeing it again after some ten years—" It's very

nice ; isn't it ?
"

128. Plums.

The bit of oak-leaf here is very wonderful, and inter-

esting as an example, and what Hunt meant by saying

to me once, " I like to see things ' Fudged ' out." It

is to be remembered, however, that this was his own
special liking; and it must not be followed by the gen-

eral student. The finest forms of anything cannot be
" fudged " out, but must be drawn, if possible, within

the first line, at least with the last one, for ever.

149. De. Deage's Fungi.

A perfect gem; " Venetian red " in its best earthly

splendor; it could only be more bright in clouds.

147. Me. Fey's Hawthoen.
A little overworked, but very glorious. Soft and

scented, I think, if you only wait a little, and make-be-

lieve very much.

155. (Mine.) Hawthoen and Bieds' ISTests.

The hawthorn this time a little wncZerworked, but

very good; and nests as good as can be.
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148. Lilac. (Mk. Sibeth's.)

Fine, but curiously redundant. The upper branch

by itself, or the lower with only the laburnum, or both

together without the third, would have been beautiful;

but two's company, and three's none.

150. Vase with Rose and Basket with Feuit.

151. Flowees and Feuit.

Two resplendent ones; everything that he could do

best in this kind—absolutely right in color, absolutely

in light and shade, and without any rivalship in past

or present art.

162. The Gamekeepee.
Early study. Please observe that Hunt learned his

business, not in spots but in lines. Compare the en-

tirely magnificent sketch of the river-side, No. 124,

which is as powerful in lines as Rembrandt, and the St.

Martin's Church, No. 123, which is like a bit of

Hogarth.

15Y. The Invalid.

Full of humor; but there is no place for humor in

true painting. So also the Wasp, JSTo. 163. If I

could have the currant-pie without the boy, I should be

content.

161. Gypsies.

A^ery powerful ; historic in its kind.

136. Peaying Boy. (Me. Quiltee's.)

Over-finished, as its companion, No. 165, an endeavor

at doing what he did not understand. So also the

large study of himself, No. 176, with the Mulatto, No.

122, and Wanderer, No. 120. His mode of work was

entirely unfitted for full life-size.
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121. Me. Quiltee's Stable-boy.

Me. Oeeock's Shy Sittee, and The Blessing.

On the contrary, he is here again in his utmost

strength—and in qualities of essential painting—un-

conquerable. In the pure faculty of painter's art—in

what Correggio, and Tintoret, and Velasquez, and

Rubens, and Rembrandt, meant by painting—that

single bunch of old horse-collars is worth all Meis-

sonier's horse-bridles—boots, breeches, epaulettes, and

stars together.

The other drawings of the highest class need no com-

mentary. There is not much in the two little candle-

lights, N'os. 168, 175, but all that is, of the finest, and

the three drawings with which I close our series, " The

Shy Sitter," No. 172, "The Fisherman's Boy," No.

173, and " The Blessing," No. 171, things that the old

painter was himself unspeakably blessed in having power

to do. The strength of all lovely human life is in them

;

and England herself lives only, at this hour, in so much
as, from all that is sunk in the luxury—sick in the pen-

ury—and polluted in the sin of her great cities, Heaven

has yet hidden for her, old men and children such as

these, by their fifties in her fields and on her shores,

and fed them mth Bread and Water.

APPEKDIOES.

APPENDIX I.

Evert human action gains in honor, in grace, in all true magnifi-

cence, by its regard to things that are to come. It is the far sight,

the quiet and confident patience, that, above all other attributes,

separate man from man, and near him to his Maker; and there is

no action nor art whose majesty we may not measure by this test.

Therefore, when we build, let us think that we build forever. Let

it not be for present delight, nor for present use alone; let it be

such work as our descendants will thank us for, and let us think,
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as we lay stone on stone, that a time is to come when those stones

will be held sacred because our hands have touched them, and that

men will say, as they look upon the labor and wrought substance

of them, "See! this our fathers did for us." For, indeed, the great-

est glory of a building is not in its stones, nor in its gold. Its

glory is in its Age, and in that deep sense of voicefulness, of stern

watching, of mysterious sympathy, nay, even of approval or con-

demnation, which we feel in walls that have long been washed by
the passing waves of humanity. It is in their lasting witness

against men, in their quiet contrast with the transitional char-

acter of all things, in the strength which, through the lapse of

seasons and times, and the decline and birth of dynasties, and the

changing of the face of the earth, and of the limits of the sea,

maintains its sculptured shapeliness for a time insuperable, con-

nects forgotten and following ages with each other, and half con-

stitutes the identity, as it concentrates the sympathy, of nations; it

is in that golden stain of time, that we are to look for the real

light, and color, and preciousness of architecture; and it is not

until a building has assumed this character, till it has been intrusted

with the fame, and hallowed by the deeds of men, till its walls

have been witnesses of suffering, and its pillars rise out of the

shadows of death, that its existence, more lasting as it is than that

of the natural objects of the world around it, can be gifted with
even so much as these possess, of language and of life.

—
" The

Seven Lamps of Architecture."

But so far as it can be rendered consistent with the inherent

character, the picturesque or extraneous sublimity of architecture

has just this of nobler function in it than that of any other object

whatsoever, that it is an exponent of age, of that in which, as has

been said, the greatest glory of the building consists; and there-

fore, the external signs of this glory, having power and purpose
greater than any belonging to their mere sensible beauty, may be

considered as taking rank among pure and essential characters; sO

essential to my mind, that I think a building cannot be considered

as in its prime until four or five centuries have passed over it; and
that the entire choice and arrangement of its details should have

reference to their appearance after that period, so that none should

be admitted which would suffer material iiijury either by the

weather-staining, or the mechanical degradation which the lapse of

such a period would necessitate.

It is not my purpose to enter into any of the questions which
the application of this principle involves. They are of too great

interest and complexity to be even touched upon within my present

limits, but this is broadly to be noticed, that those styles of

architecture which are pietureeqi e in the sense above explained
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with respect to sculpture, that is to say, whose decoration depends

on tlie arrangement of point of shade rather than on puritj^ of

outline, do not suflEer, but commonly gain in richness of effect

when their details are partly worn away; hence such styles, pre-

eminently that of French Gothic, should always be adopted when
the materials to be employed are liable to degradation, as brick,

sandstone, or soft limestone; and styles in any degree dependent

on purity of line, as the Italian Gothic, must be practiced alto-

gether in hard and undecomposing materials—granite, serpentine,

or crystalline marbles. There can be no doubt that the nature of

the accessible materials influenced the formation of both styles;

and it should still more authoritatively determine our choice of

either.

APPENDIX II.

The essence of picturesque character has been already defined to

be a sublimity not inherent in the nature of the thing, but caused

by something external to it; as the ruggedness of a cottage roof

possesses something of a mountain aspect, not belonging to the

cottage as such. And this sublimity may be either in mere exter-

nal ruggedness, and other visible character, or it may lie deeper, in

an expression of sorrow and old age, attributes which are both

sublime; not a dominant expression, but one mingled with such

familiar and common characters as prevent the object from becom-

ing perfectly pathetic in its sorrow, or perfectly venerable in its

age.

For instance, I cannot find words to express the intense pleasure

I have always in first finding myself, after some prolonged stay in

England, at the foot of the old tower of Calais church. The large

neglect, the noble unsightliness of it; the record of its j^ears

written so visibly, yet without sign of weakness or decay; its stern

wasteness and gloom, eaten away by the Channel winds, and over-

grown with the bitter sea grasses; its slates and tiles all shaken

and rent, and yet not falling; its desert of brickwork, full of bolts,

and holes, and ugly fissures, and yet strong, like a baxe brown

rock; its carelessness of what anyone thinks or feels about it,

putting forth no claim, having no beauty nor desirableness, pride

nor grace; yet neither asking for pity; not as ruins are, useless

and piteous, feebly or fondly garrulous of better days; but useful

still, going through its own daily work,—as some old fisherman

beaten gray by storm, yet drawing his daily nets: so it stands, with

no complaint about its past youth, in blanched and meager mas-

siveness and serviceableness, gathering human souls together

underneath it; the sound of its bells for prayer still rolling through
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its rents; and the gray peak of it seen far across the sea, principal

of the three that rise above the waste of surfy sand and hillocked

shore,—the lighthouse for life, and the belfry for labor, and this

for patience and praise.

I cannot tell the half of the strange pleasures and thoughts that

come about me at the sight of that old tower; for, in some sort, it

is the epitome of all that makes the Continent of Europe interest-

ing, as opiDOsed to new countries; and, above all, it completely ex-

presses that agedness in the midst of active life which binds the

old and the new into harmony. We, in England, have our new
street, our new inn, our green shaven lawn, and our piece of ruin

emergent from it—a mere specimen of the middle ages put on a bit

of velvet carpet to be shown, which, but for its size, might as well

be on a museum shelf at once, under cover. But, on the Continent,

the links are unbroken between the past and present, and in such

use as they can serve for, the gray-headed wrecks are suffered to

stay with men; while in unbroken line, the generations of spared

buildings are seen succeeding each in its place. And thus in its

largeness, in its permitted evidence of slow decline, in its poverty,

in its absence of all pretense, of all show and care for outside as-

pect, that Calais tower has an infinite of symbolism in it, all the

more striking because usually seen in contrast with English scenes

expressive of feelings the exact reverse of these.—" Modern
Painters," vol. iv.

APPENDIX III.

And, in some sort, the hunter of the picturesque is better than
many other pleasure-seekers; inasmuch as he is simple-minded, and
capable of unostentatious and economical delights, which, if not
very helpful to other people, are at all events utterly uninjurious,
even to the victims or subjects of his picturesque fancies; while to

many others his work is entertaining and useful. And, more than
all this, even that delight which he seems to take in misery is not
altogether unvirtuous. Through all his enjoyment there runs a
certain undercurrent of tragical passion—a real vein of human
sympathy:—it lies r.t the root of all those strange morbid haunt-
ings of his; a sad excitement, such as other people feel at a
tragedy, only less in degree, just enough, indeed, to give a deeper
tone to his pleasure, and to make him choose for his subject
the broken stones of a cottage wall rather than of a roadside
bank, the picturesque beauty of form in each being supposed pre-
cisely the same; and, together with this slight tragical feeling,

there is also a humble and romantic sympathy, a vague desire, in

his own mind, to live in cottages rather than in palaces; a joy in
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humble things, a contentment and delight in makeshifts, a secret

persuasion (in many respects a true one) that there is in these

ruined cottages a happiness often quite as great as in king's pal-

aces, and a virtue and nearness to God inHnitely greater and holier

than can commonly be found in any other kind of place; so that

the misery in which he exults is not, as he sees it, misery, but
nobleness—" poor and sick in body, and beloved by the Gods."

And thus, being nowise sure that these things can be mended at

all, and very sure that he knows not how to mend them, and also

that the strange pleasure he feels in them 7nust have some good
reason in the nature of things, he yields to his destiny, enjoj's his

dark canal without scruple, and mourns over every improvement in

the town, and every movement made by its sanitary commissioners,

as a miser would over a planned robbery of his chest; in all this

being not only innocent, but even respectable and admirable, com-
pared with the kind of person who has no pleasure in sights of

this kind, but only in fair facades, trim gardens, and park palings,

and who would thrust all poverty and misery out of his way, col-

lecting it into back alleys, or sweeping it finally out of the world,

so that the street might give wider play for his chariot wheels,

and the breeze less offense to his nobility.—" Modern Painters,"

vol. iv.

APPEXDIX IV.

I DO not doubt that you are greatly startled at my saying that

greater pleasure is to be received from inferior Art than from the

finest. But what do you suppose makes all men look back to the

time of childhood with so much regret (if their childhood has

been, in any moderate degree, healthy or peaceful) ? That rich

charm, which the least possession had for us, v\-as in consequence

of the poorness of our treasures. That miraculous aspect of the

nature around us was because we had seen little and knew less.

Every increased possession loads us with new weariness; every

piece of new knowledge diminishes the faculty of admiration; and
Death is at last appointed to take us from a scene in which, if we
were to stay longer, no gift could satisfy us, and no miracle

surprise. . . .

In your educational series is a lithograph drawing, by Prout,

of an old house in Strasburg. The carvings of its woodwork are

in a style altogether provincial, yet of which the origin is very

distant. The delicate Eenaissance architecture of Italy was af-

fected, even in its finest periods, by a tendency to throw out convex
masses at the ba^^es of its pillars; the wood-carvers of the six-

teenth century adopted this bulged form as tteir first element ot
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ornamentation, and these windows of Strasburg are only imita-

tions by the German peasantry of what, in its finest type, you
must seek as far away as the Duomo of Bergamo.
But the burgher, or peasant, of Alsace enjoyed his rude imita-

tion, adapted, as it was, boldly and frankly to the size of his

house and the grain of the larch logs of which he built, infinitely

more than the refined Italian enjoyed the floral luxuriance of his

marble; and all the treasures of a great exhibition could not have
given him the tenth part of the exultation with which he saw the
gable of his roof completed over its jutting fret-work; and wrote
among the rude intricacies of its sculpture, in flourished black
letter, that " He and his wife had built their house with God's help,

and prayed Him to let them live long in it—they and their

children."

But it is not only the rustic method of architecture which I wish
you to note in this plate; it is the rustic method of drawing also.

The manner in which these blunt timber-carvings are drawn by
Prout is just as provincial as the carvings themselves. Born in a

far-away district in England, and learning to draw, unhelped,

with fishing boats for his models; making his way instinctively

until he had command of his pencil enough to secure a small in-

come by lithographic drawing; and finding picturesque character

in buildings from which all the finest lines of their carving had
been effaced by time; possessing also an instinct in the expression

of such subjects so peculiar as to win for him a satisfying popu-

larity, and far better, to enable him to derive perpetual pleasure

in the seclusion of country hamlets, and the quiet streets ^f de-

serted cities. Prout had never any motive to acquaint h'mself

with the refinements, or contend with the difficulties of a more
accomplished art. So far from this, his manner of work was,

by its very imperfection, in the most perfect sympathy with the

subjects he enjoyed. The broad chalk touches in which he has

represented to us this house at Strasburg are entirely sufficient

to give true idea of its effect. To have drawn its ornaments vnth

the subtlety of Leonardesque delineation would only have exp'^sed

their faults and mocked their rusticity. The drawing would have

become painful to you from the sense of the time which it had

taken to represent what was not worth the labor, and to direct

your attention to what could only, if closely examined, be a matter

of offense. But here you have a simple and provincial draughts-

man happily and adequately expressing a simple and provincial

architecture; nor could builder or painter have become wiser, but

to their loss.
—" Eagle's Nest."
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CATALOGUE OF DRAWINGS.

PKOUT LIST.

1 Calais Town,

2 Calais Old Pier,

3 Figure Studies, .

4 Abbeville. West Front of S

Wulfran,

5 Abbeville. Northwest Tower

of S. Wulfran,

6 Abbeville. Photo,

7 Amiens,

8 Dieppe. Chapel of the Holy

Sepuleher,

9 Evreux,

10 Strasburg,

Litho,

Water-color Draw

Mr.

Contributed by

S. G. Prout

Mr. Euskin

Mr.

Mr.

S. G. Prout

Euskin

11 Strasburg.

12 Lisieux,

13 Lisieux.

14 Bayeux,

15 Tours, Shop at,

16 Eouen. The Tour de Beurre,

17 Eouen. Staircase, Maelon,

18 Ghent,

19 Antwerp,

20 Augsburg,

21 Brunswick,

22 Dresden,

23 Prague. The Bridge,

24 Prague. Stadt Haus,

25 Bramburg,

26 Nuremberg,

27 Lahnstein,

28 The Drachenfels,

29 Islands of the Ehine,

Mr.

Mr,

J. C. Ottway

Euskin
((

(C

(C

a

cc

Col. T. H. Sale

Mr. James Knowles

Mr. Euskin

Mr. John Simon

Mr. S. G. Prout

Mr. Euskin

Mr. W. H. Urwick

Mr. S. G. Prout
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Contributed by

30 The Pfalz, . . . .Mr. Riiskin

31 Worms, . . . . Mr. G. W. Reid, F.S.A.

32 Worms. Pencil, . . Mr. Ruskin
33 Four Studies of Peasants at

Ratishonne, ... "

34 An Old Water-mill, . . Mr. Alfred Hunt
35 Ulm, Mr. Ruskin

36 Ulm. Water-color Drawing, Mr. C. S. Whitmore
37 Swiss Costumes,

.

. . Mr. S. G. Prout
38 Old Hulk,.... Fine Art Society

39 Chillon, . . . .Mr. Ruskin
40 Chillon. The Dungeon, .

"

41 Montreux,.... Mr. S. G. Prout

42 Martig-ny. The Waterfall, Mr. Ruskin

43 Martigny. Village, . . Mr. S. G. Prout

44 A Castle, .... Mr. A. Hunt
45 Mayence, .... Mr. C. S. Whitmore
46 Brieg, .... Mr. S. G. Prout

47 Domo d'Ossola, . . . Mr. Ruskin

48 Como, . . . .
"

49 Verona, .... "

50 Verona. Water-color Draw-
ing, .... Mr. J. 0. Ottway

51 Verona. Three Pencil

Drawings, . . . ^Ir. Ruskin

52 Ghent, .... Mr. W. J. Stuart

53 Sunrise, .... Mr. W. Scrivener

54 Swiss Village, . . . Mr. Ruskin

55 Place of St. Mark's, Venice, "

56 Venice. Ducal Palace from

the West, ..."
57 Venice. Ducal Palace from

the East, ..."
58 S. Michael's Mount, IS'or-

mandy, .... Mr. Ruskin
59 The Grand Canal, Venice.

Near the Rialto, . .
"
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CmiMbuted by

93 Brunswick. Ratlihaus, . Mr. Riiskin

94 Coblenz, .... "

95 English Cottage, . .

"

96 Laimceston, . . . Mr. W. Eastlake

97 Wreck of an East India-

man, .... Hon. H. Strutt

98 Frankfort,

99 Marine View,

100 Verona, .

101 Interior of St

Tours, ,

102 A Bridge,

. Mr. A. T. Hollingsworth

. Mr. Safe

. Mr. J. J. Wigzell

Julien at

. Mr. S. Castle

. Mr. A. F. Payne
103 View of a Church, . . Rev. J. Townsend

HUKT LIST.

120 The Wanderer, . . Mr. Jas. Orrock

121 The Eavesdropper, . . Mr. W. Quilter

122 Head of a Mulatto Girl, Mr. F. Wigan
123 St. Martin's Church, . Mr. Ellis

124 Somerset House, . . Mr. J. C. Robinson

125 Bullaces,.... Mr. Jas. Orrock

126 Plums, .... Mr. Ruskin

127 Black Grapes and Straw-

berries, . . . Mr. Edmund Sibeth

128 MagTium Bonum Plums, "

129 Black and White Grapes,
"

130 Grapes, .... Mr. W. J. Galloway

131 Quinces, .... Mr. Edmund Sibeth

132 '' Love what you study,

study what you love," Mr. Geo. Gurney
133 Plums and Blackberries, Mr. Jas. Orrock

134 Black Grapes and Peach, Mr. Ruskin

135 Fruit, . . . \ Mr. Alfred Harris

136 Black and White Grapes, Mr. Jas. Orrock

137 Grapes, Casket, and

Peaches, . . . Mr. A. W. Lyon
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Contributed by

138 Hare (dead), . . .Mr. A. W. Lyon
139 A Pigeon, . . . Mr. W. Quilter

140 Acorn, . . . . G. Knight

141 A Pigeon, . . . Mr. Euskin

142 Flowers and Fruit with

Butterfly^ . . . Mr. Geo. Gurney

143 Pine, Melon, and Grapes, A. T. Hollingsworth

144 Herrings and Red Mullet, Mr. Geo. Gurney

145 A Pigeon, . . . Mr. Euskin

146 Dead Chicken,..."
147 A Bird's Nest, with May-

blossom, . . . Mr. Fry
148 Lilac and Bird's :N'est, Mr. Edmund Sibeth

149 Fungi, .... Dr. Drage

150 Vase with Eose, and Bas-

ket with Fruit, . . Mr. Edmund Sibeth

151 Flowers and Fruit, . . Mr. Jas. Orrock

152 Apple Blossom, . . Mr. Geo. Gurney
153 Dog-roses and Bird's ISTest, Mr. E. D. Earnworth
154 Primrose and Bird's ISTest, Mr. Geo. Gurney
155 Birds' Nests and May Blos-

som, .... Mr. Euskin

156 Primrose, . . . Mr. Jas. Orrock

157 The Invalid, . . .Mr. S. J. Thacker

158 Saturday Morning, . . Mr. J. J. Wigzell

158a'' Study of a Head," . . Mr. G. Peck

159 The Pitcher Girl, . . Mr. Jas. Orrock

159aSketch for the drawing of

the Fly-catcher, . . Mr. H. G. Hine

160 Sketch for the drawing of

The Cricketer, . . Mr. Carl Haag
161 The Gypsies, . . .Mr. W. Quilter

162 The Gamekeeper, . .

"

163 Boy startled by a Wasp, Mr. John Ehodes

164 A Young Artist, . . Mr. Geo. Gurney
165 Prayer, .... Dr. Prescott Hewett

166 Devotion, . c . Mr. W. Quilter
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PEEFACE TO BIBLIOTHECA PASTORUM, VOL. I.

THE ECONOMIST OF XENOPHON.*

The Athenian writing, here presented to Saxon readers,

is the first of a series of classic books which I hope to make

the chief domestic treasures of British peasants. But to ex-

plain the tenor, and show the grounds, of this hope, I must

say in what sense the word " classic " may be rightly applied

to Books, and the word " peasant " to Britons.

The word " classic," when justly applied to a book, means

that it contains an unchanging truth, expressed as clearly as

it was possible for any of the men living at the time when the

book was written, to express it.

" Unchanging " or " eternal " truth, is that which relates

to constant,—or at least in our human experience constant,

—

things; and which, therefore, though foolish men may long

lose sight of it, remains the same through all their neglect,

and is again recognized as inevitable and unalterable, when

their fit of folly is past.

The books which in a beautiful manner, whether enigmatic

or direct, contain statements of such fact, are delighted in

by all careful and honest readers; and the study of them

is a necessary element in the education of wise and good

men, in every age and country.

Every nation which has produced highly trained Magi, or

wise men, has discerned, at the time when it most flourished,

some part of the great system of universal truth, which it

was then, and only then, in the condition to discern com-

pletely ; and the books in which it recorded that part of truth

remained established forever; and cannot be superseded: so

that the knowledge of mankind, though continually increas-

* Translated by A. D. O. Wedderburn and W. G. Colling^vood.

817
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ing, is built, pinnacle after pinnacle, on the foundation of

these adamant stones of ancient soul. And it is the law of

progressive human life that we shall not build in the air:

but on the already high-storied temple of the thoughts of our

ancestors; in the crannies and under the eaves of which we
are meant, for the most part, to nest ourselves like swal-

lows; though the stronger of us sometimes may bring, for

increase of height, some small white stone, and in the stone

a new name written. \Yhich is indeed done, by those ordered

to such masonry, without vainly attempting the review of all

that has been known before ; but never without modest sub-

mission to the scheme of the eternal wisdom ; nor ever in any

gTeat degree, except by persons trained reverently in some

large portion of the wisdom of the past.

The classical* scriptures and pictures hitherto produced^

among men have been furnished mainly by five cities, namely,

Athens, Rome, Florence, Venice, and London,—the history

of which cities it is therefore necessary for all well-trained

scholars to know. Hitherto, by all such scholars, it has in-

deed been partially known ; but by help of recent discoveries

we may now learn these histories with greater precision, and

to better practical advantage ," such practical issue being our

first aim in the historical classes instituted in the schools of

the society called " of St. George."

These schools, as elsewhere explained, (see Fors Clavigera

for August, 1871,) are for the education of British peasantsf

in all knowledge proper to their life, distingiiished from

that of the burgher only as the office of each member of

the body is distinct from the others on which it nevertheless

vitally depends. The unloving separation between country

and town life is a modern barbarism : in classic times, cities

*As distinct from inspired. I do not know, and much wiser

people than I do not know, what writings are inspired, and what
are not. But I know, of those I have read, which are classical,—
belonging to the eternal senate; and which are not.

f Or sailors; but it remains questionable with me at present

how far the occupation of entire life on the sea is desirable for any
man: and I do not here therefore make any distinction.
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never were, or will be, separate in interest from the countries

they rule ; but are their heart and sanctifying force.

The Metropolis is properly the city in which the chief

temple of the nation's God is built; (cathedral cities being

minor branches of the living whole). Thither the tribes go

up, and under the shield, and in the loving presence, of their

Deity, the men of highest power and truest honor are gath-

ered to frame the laws, and direct the acts, of State.

Modern theologians, with proud sense of enlightenment,

declare, in denial of these ancient imaginations, that God is

everywhere. David and Solomon, even in their days of

darkness, were not ignorant of this
;
yet designed and built a

local temple to the God who, if they went up into Heaven

was there ; if they made their bed in Hell, was there also.

And if the promise of the One who was greater than the

Temple be fulfilled ; and, where two or three are gathered in

His name, there He is in the midst of them, with a more than

universal Presence,—how much more must it be fulfilled

where matiy are gathered in His name; and those gathered

always; and those the mightiest of the people; and those

mightiest, to judge its most solemn judgments, and fulfill its

fatefullest acts;—how surely, I repeat, must their God be

always, with a more than universal Presence, in the midst of

these ?

]^or is it difficult to show, not only that the virtue

and prosperity of these five great cities above named have

been always dependent on, or at least contemporary with,

their unquestioning faith that a protecting Deity had its

abode in their Acropolis, their Capitol, and their cathedral

churches of St. Mary, St. Mark, and St. Peter ; but that the

whole range of history keeps no record of a city which has

retained power after losing such conviction. From that mo-

ment, its activities become mischievous,—its acquisitions

burdensome,—and the multiplied swarms of its inhabitants

disgrace the monuments of its majesty, like an ants' nest

built in a skull.

The following noble passage out of the Fourth Book of the
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Laws of Plato expresses the ancient faith, andj I myself

doubt not, the eternal fact, in the simplest terms.

(The Athenian speaks.) "As you say, shall it be done.

Well then, we have received the fame of the blessed life of

those then in being, how all things were witliout stint to

them, and all things gTew free. And the cause of these things

is said to have been this, that Kronos, knowing, (as we before

went through the story), that no human nature was so strong

but that, if appointed itself alone to order human affairs, it

must fill everything Avith insolence and injustice ;—consider-

ing these things, I say, the God gave for the kings and rulers

of cities, not men, but, of diviner and better race than men,

angels; just as now we do ourselves for the flocks, and the

herds of all creatures that are tame: for we make not the

ox lord of oxen, nor the goat of goats ; and so, in like manner,

the God, in His love to man, set a better race than ours above

us,—that of the angels; which, to its own great joy and to

ours, taking care of us, and giving us peace, and shame, and

order, and full frankness of justice, made the races of men
free from sedition, living in gladness. And this word, rich

in usage of truth, goes on to say, that, for such cities as no

angel, but a mortal, governs, there is no possible avoidance

of evil and of pain."

Such being the state and sanctity of a city built at unity

with itself, and with its God, the state and serenity of the

peasant is in undivided peace with it. Withdra^vn, either

for delight or for labor, from the concerns of policy, he lives

under his figtree and vine ; or in pastoral and blossomed

land, flowing with milk and honey: confident in the guid-

ance of his household gods, and rejoicing in the love of the

Father of all, satisfying him with blessings of the breast and

of the womb, and crowning him with fullness of the basket

and the store.

All which conditions and beliefs have been, are, and will

be to the end of this world, parts and causes of each other.

Whatsoever life is in man, has arisen from them, consists

in them, and prolongs them evermore. So far as these con-
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ditions exist, the world lives; so far as they perish, it per-

ishes. By faith, by love, by industry, it endures : by infidelity,

by hatred, and by idleness, it dies; and that daily; now
around us, visibly, for the most part, lying in such dismal

death ; the temple of the city being changed into a den of

thieves, and the fields of the country into a laboring ground

of slaves.

How long the Holy and True Lord of Creation wnll -en-

dure these things to be so, none of us can in any^vise know.

But the constant laws of that Creation, and the Avritten tenor

of His statutes, we can all of us, who will, both learn and

obey. And the first of all these statutes is that by the sweat

of the brow we shall eat bread : and the economy of the field

is the first science, therefore, that we have in the course of

righteous education, to learn. Which economy has been, in

terms that cannot be mended, and will receive no addition,

stated by an Athenian gentleman, a master at once of phi-

losophy, of war, and of agriculture ; and this statement two

of my youthful scholars at Oxford—one English, the other

Scottish,—in good love, and obedience to my wish, have trans-

lated, with painful addition to their own proper work at the

University: and it is published in this spring-time, 1876, for

the perpetual service of the peasantry of Britain, and of

all countries where their language is, or may hereafter be

known, and into which the happiness and honor of agricul-

tural life may hereafter extend.

What it is needful for us to know, or possible for us to

conceive, of the life and mind of its author, can be known
or imagined only so far as we recognize the offices of teach-

ing intrusted to his country. I do not know enough of Greek

history to be able to give any approach to a conclusive ab-

stract of the mental relations of Greek districts to each other

:

but the scheme under which those relations are mapped out

at present in my mind is one of many, good for first tenure

of them. For it does not matter how many of the branches

of any richly-growing tree of knowledge are laid hold of in

the beginning, so only that you grasp what your hand has
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first seized, securely. Other gatherers will approach to bend

more down from another side ; all must be content to recog-

nize that thej touch, to begin with, few out of many, and

can only after long patience trace the harmonious growth of

all.

You will find, then, that it is useful in the outset to con-

ceive the whole of Greek living soul as divided into three

orders : the vocal, or Apolline, centered at Delphi ; the con-

structive, or Athenian, centered at Athens ; and the domestic,

or Demetrian, centered at Sparta. These three spiritual

PoAvers taught the Greeks, (in brief terms,) Speech, Art,

Conduct.

The Delphic Power is Truth ; its antagonist is the Python,

the corrupting or deceiving Serpent.* The Athenian Power
is the Grace of Deed ; its antagonists, the giants, are the con-

fusions of Deed. The Spartan Power is the Grace of Love

;

its adversary is the Betrayer of Love. The stories of Argos

and Sparta contain the myths of this betrayal, of its punish-

ment, and redemption. The ideal of simplest and happiest

domestic life, is given for all time, and recognized as being

so, in the later strength of the Peloponnese. Brief of syl-

lable, and narrow of range, the Doric word and Arcadian

reed remain measures of lowly truth in the words and ways

of men.

This being the spiritual relation of the three great powers

of Greece, their social relation, in respect of forms of govern-

ment, of course necessarily follows from it. The Delphic

power is the Greek Theocracy : expressing so much as God had

appointed that the Greeks should know of Him, by the mouths

of Hesiod and Pindar. The Ionian or Attic race express

all the laws of human government, developed in the highest

states of human art. These are first founded on industry

and justice in the dominion of /Eacus over the ant-made race

at -^gina, and on earth-born sagacity and humanity in the

* Falsehood in the moral world being what corruption is in the

physical. Bead Turner's picture of the death of the Python with

that clew to its meaning.
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kingsbij) of Cecrops; fulfilled in cliivalrie heroism by Codrus

and Theseus, whose crowning victory is over the forms of

evil involved and defended by the skillfullest art ; and whose

statue, the central labor of that art itself, has been appointed

by Fate to remain the acknowledged culmen and model of

human labor, to our own days : while, in their scriptures, the

Ionian race recorded the two ideals of kingly passion and

patience, in the stories of Achilles and Ulysses, (both under

the sweet guidance of their own tutelar Goddess) ; the ideal

of legal discipline,* under the dominion of the Cretan king

Minos, whose daughter taught their hero the way of victory

;

and the final facts yet discovered by men respecting the con-

nection of the state of the soul in future life, with its art

and labor in that of the world.

To the hands of this race, in life, is intrusted the delivery

of their country,t and to the work of their hands, its ma-

terial immortality.

The third race, of the Isle of Shade,t gave example of such

life as was best for uncultivated and simple persons, render-

ing such untaught life noble by the virtues of endurance and

silence ; their laws sanctified to them by the voluntary death

of their lawgiver ; and their authority over conduct, not vested

in a single king, but in a dual power, expressive of such mu-

tual counsel and restraint as must be wise in lowliness of

estate and narrowness of instruction ; this dual power being

sanctified by the fraternal bond in the persons of the Dios-

curi ; and prolonged; in its consulting, or consular form, in

the government of Rome, which is in Italy the Spartan, as

*Here, and in the world to come. The analysis of the three

forms of impiety, and of due relative punishment, in the tenth

book of the Laws, will be found to sum, or supersede, all later con-

clusions of wise human legislature on such matters.

f Plato rightly makes all depend on Marathon; but the opinions

he expresses of Salamis, and of oarsmen in general, though, it

seems to me, in great part unjust, ought yet to be carefully studied

by the University crews.

:j:"Isle of the Dark-faced." Pelops; the key to the meaning of

all its myths is the dream of the Demeter at the feast of Tantalus.
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Etruria the Attic power. Finally, both in Sparta and Rome
the religion of all men remains in uninformed simplicity, set-

ting example of the fulfillment of every domestic and pa-

triotic duty for the sake of earthly love, and in obedience to

the command of the dark, yet kind, Demeter, who promises no

reward of pain, but honor, nor of labor, but peace.

Having fixed, tlien^ clearly in our minds, the conception of

this triple division of Greece, consider what measure of the

perpetual or enduring knowledge of the earth has been writ-

ten, or shown, by these three powers.

The Oracular, by the mouths of Hesiod and Pindar, set

doAvn the system of Theology which thenceforward was to fill

and form the entire range of the scholarly intellect of man,

as distinguished from the savage or pastoral.

The general ideals of the twelve great Gods,* of the Fates,

Furies, Sibyls, and Muses, remain commandant of all action

of human intellect in the spiritual world, down to the day

wdien Michael Angelo, painting the Delphic and Cumsean

sibyls in equal vaults with Zechariah and Isaiah on the roof

of the Sistine Chapel; and Raphael, painting the Parnassus

and the Theology on equal walls of the same chamber of the

Vatican, so wrote, under the Throne of the Apostolic power,

the harmony of the angelic teaching from the rocks of Sinai

and Delphi.

t

* Mr. Gladstone, in common with other passionately sentimental

scholars, does not recognize the power of Hesiod, thinking the

theologj of Greece to have been determined by Homer. Whereas
Homer merely graces the faith of Greece with sweet legend, and

splendid fiction; and though himself sincere, is the origin of wan-

ton idealism in the future. But Hesiod and Pindar wrote the

Athanasian Creed of the Greeks, not daring to dream what they

did not wholly believe. What theif tell us, is the Faith by which

the Greeks lived, and prevailed, to this day, over all kingdoms of

mind.

f Any reader acquainted with my former statements on this sub-

ject, (as for instance in vol. iii. "Stones of Venice") will

understand now why I do not republish those earlier books with-

out very important modifications. I imagined, at that time, it had

been the honor given to classical tradition which had destroyed
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Secondly. The Athenian, or Constructive, Power deter-

mined the methods of art, and laws of ideal beauty, for all

generations; so that, in their central code, they cannot be

added to, nor diminished from. From the meanest earthen

vessel to the statue of the ruler of Olympus, the fiat of the

Greek artist is final; no poor man's water-pitcher can be

shaped wisely otherwise than he bids; and the utmost rap-

tures of imagination in the Christian labor of Giotto and

Angelico are inflamed by his virtue, and restrained by his

discretion.

Thirdly. The Demetrian, or Moral, Power s&t before

men the standards of manly self-command, patriotic self-

sacrifice, and absolute noblesse in scorn of pleasure, of wealth,

and of life, for the sake of duty ; and these in a type so high,

that of late, in degraded Christendom, it has begun to be in-

conceivable. Even in her days of honor, her best saints ex-

changed the pleasures of the world for an equivalent, and

died in the hope of an eternal joy. But the Spartan dis-

ciplined his life without complaint, and surrendered it with-

out price.

Such being the classic authority of the three states, it

cannot but be wise for every statesman, and every house-

holder, in the present day, to know the details of domestic

life under this conclusive authority in Art and ]\[orals. x\nd

the account of that domestic life is given in the following

pages by a simple-minded Athenian warrior, philosopher,

and, in the strictest sense of the word, poet, wdio in the most

practical light, and plain language, exhibits especially the

power of domestic religion, or as we habitually term it,

'• family worship," in a household of the imaginative race

of whom St. Paul said: "Ye Athenians, I perceive that in

all things ye are, more than others, reverent of the angels of

God." ^' Respecting the sincerity of which family worship, I

the schools of Italy. But it was, on the contrary, the disbelief of

it. She fell, not by reverence for the Gods of the Heathen, but by

infidelity alike to them, and to her own.
* 1 translate '' daif^up " always by one word, " angel," in the sense
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beg the reader to be sparing of liis trust in the comments of

modern historians; for all the studies whicli I have hitherto

noticed of Greek religion have been either by men partly

cretinous, and born without the cerebral organs necessary

for receiving imaginative emotion ; or else by persons whom
the egotism of Judaic Christianity* has prevented from

understanding, as it was meant, any single religious word

which Egyptians, Greeks, or Latins wrote, or so much as one

sign or form of their sculpture.

To take a quite simple instance in classic work;—when

Horace s'ays that a man of upright conduct and stainless

spirit needs no weapon ; and that he himself proved this, be-

cause as he was walking in the woods, thinking of his mis-

tress, a monstrous wolf met him, and slunk away,—the pro-

fanest order of readers suppose the whole poem to be a pure

fiction, written by way of a grateful compliment to Lalage.

The next higher order of reader admires and accepts, from

the consent of former students, the first verse, as a very

grand and elevated sentiment ; and the second, as very beauti-

ful poetry, written with sincere feeling under excited im-

agination, but entirely without regard to facts.

A reader of the third order— (omitting of course the

crowds hazily intermediate in thought)—perceives that

Horace is stating an actual fact ; and that he draws his cor-

ollary from it in the entirely deliberate and confirmed tem-

per of his religious life: but proceeds to reason, from his

o^vn superior knowledge, on the self-deception of Horace,

and the absurdity of the heathen religion. While only the

fourth and centrally powerful reader imagines it to be pos-

sible that he may himself know no more of God than Horace

did ;—discovers and acknowledges in his own mind the tend-

of a personal spirit delegated in this service of God. There is no

need, I hope, to vindicate the rejection of our vulgar translation of

the text, no less injurious to our conception of St. Paul's kindness

of address, than subversive of the power of his argument.
•' I use the word " Judaic " as expressing- the habit of fancying-

that we ourselves only know the true God, or possess the true

faith.
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ency to self-deception, but with it also the capacity of di-

vine instruction,—and, feeling this teachableness in him-

self, admits it in others ; with the still more important ad-

mission, that the Divine Being, who in all ages made the

best men the most docile and the most credulous, is not likely

to have done so that He might amuse Himself with their

docility by telling them lies.

Whereupon the vitally practical question instantly fol-

lows: Is it then true that a man upright and holy leads a

charmed life ? that the wolf's path and the lion's den shall be

safe to him as his own hearthside ? that the angels of God
have charge over him, lest he dash his foot against a stone ?

and that he shall not be afraid of the terror by night, nor of

the arrow that flieth by day ?

Of the arrow,—perhaps not,—thinks the cautious Chris-

tian, who has even timidly reached so far in faith as this ; but

of a twenty-five pounder shot,—he does not know. The breast-

plate of Providence, and rib-armor of God, may perhaps not

be quite strong enough to resist our last inventions, in that

kind, at Shoebury !
" Whereupon let us vote again our thirty

millions of assurance money ; and so keep the wolf from the

door, without troubling God for His assistance. His dis-

agreeable conditions of integrity of life, and purity of soul,

may then, it is to be hoped, be dispensed with."

It is not possible, I repeat, for men in this diluted and

poisoned condition of religious intellect to understand a word
of any classic author on this subject, but perhaps least of

all, Xenophon, who continually assumes, in his unpretending-

account of himself and his master, the truth of principles,

and the existence of spiritual powers, which existing phi-

losophers have lost even the wit to imagine, and the taste to

regret. Thus, it is no question with Xenophon in the open-

ing of the Memorabilia, nor does he suppose it possible to be

a question with the reader, whether there are gods or not ; but

only whether Socrates served them or not : it is no question

with him, setting out with the army of which he became the

savior, whether the gods could protect him or not, but in
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what maimer it was fittest to ask their protection. Neverthe-

less, the Greek faith in the days of Xenophon, retaining still

this hold on the minds of the noblest men, stood in confusion

of face before the scornful populace, led, in nearly every

mode of thought, by rationalists corresponding to those now
vociferous among ourselves ; and was on the eve of perishing

in the pollution of a licentiousness which made the fabled

virtues of the gods ridiculous, and their fabled faults exem-

plary. That the reader may understand the significance of

this period in the history of Greece, he must observe briefly

the laws of life hitherto definable among races inspired, or in-

formed, by any force rendering them notable in history.

The life of all such inspired nations, hitherto, has been

like that of sword-leaved lilies. First, a cluster of swords,

inclosing the strength of the flower between its stern edges;

—the nation also wrapped in swaddling bands of steel. This

i« the time of the Kings, and of the first fiery wars, the whole

being of the people knit in Draconian strength, and glittering

in every serpent-spartan limb.

The second era of the lily is the springing of its stem, and

branching into buds, hither and thither, rich in hope. In

like manner, the constrained force of a great nascent people

springs from among the sword-leaves, and rises into a foun-

tain of life. It is the time of colonization; every bud beat-

ing warm from the central heart.

" First the blade, then the ear. After that the full corn " ?

Xay, but first,—and perhaps last,—the full flower. For then

comes the age of crovming triumph, in labor of the hands,

and song on the lips. And if these be faithful and true, and

the grace and word of God be in them, then forever the full

corn remains, immortal food for immortals; but if they be

untrue, then the fairness of the flower to-day is, and to-mor-

row is cast into the oven.

Rapidly comparing the five cities, whose story we have to

learn; for Athens, the Draconian time reaches to the death

of Codrus ; for Rome, to the battle at the Lake Regillus ; for

Florence, to the death of Buondelmonte ; for Venice, to the
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standard-planting on Byzantium by Henry Dandolo; for

London, to the death of the Black Prince.

Then for each comes the day of Manifestation;

—

For Athens, The Ionian migration, and Homer.

For Rome, The Tyrian war, and Regiilus.

For Florence, The year of victories, and Giotto.

For Venice, Her towers on the ^gean Isles, and Car-

paccio.

For London, Her western sailors, and Chaucer.

And then, for each, their crowning work, and noblest

son,

—

For Athens, Marathon, and Phidias.

For Rome, Her empire, and Virgil.

For Florence, The laws of commerce, and Dante.

For Venice, The laws of state, and Tintoret.

For London, The laws of home life, and Shakespeare.

And, of all these, we have only now to seek among the shreds

of their fallen purple leaves, what seed is left for years to

come.

I trace rapidly, into such broad map as I may,* the root-

fibers of the Athenian and Dorian Powers, so far as it is

needed for the purposes of this book.

The Athenian race is native, and essentially, with the

Etruscan, earth-born. How far or by what links joined I

know not, but their art work is visibly the same in origin;

entirely Draconid,—Cecropian, rolled in spiral folds ; and it

is the root of the Draconian energy in the living arts of

Europe.

The kingly period of Attic power extends from Erysich-

thon and Cecrops to Codrus. The myths of it relate the

birth of Athenian life from the brightness of the dew, and

from the strength of the rock, partly breaking through the

*It would be hopeless to expand these notes within my present

limits, but as our Shepherd's Library increases, they will be illus-

trated piece by piece.
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grass* as envious of it, partly shading it. " lo sono Aglauro,

chi divenne sasso." Theseus, fifth from Erechtheiis, de-

stroys the spirit of brutal pleasure ; human sacrifice is abol-

ished, in the divinest of sacrifices, that of the patriot for his

country,—Codrus being exemplary of all future heroism in

this kind ;—of Leonidas, Curtius, Arnold of Sempach, and

Sir Richard Grenville.

Against which voice of the morning winds and the sun's

lyre, the leathern throat of modern death, choked inch-thick

with putrid dust, proclaims in its maimer, " Patriotism is,

nationally, what selfishness is individually."

The time comes at last for this faithful power to receive

the Dorian inspiration; and then Ion, ( vovtl BrjOeu on

o-wT/vTETo, t) leads the twelve tribes of Athens to the East.

There Homer crowns their vision of the world, and its gods

:

while, in their own city, practical life begins for them under

visible kings. For ^schylus, first historic king of Athens,

as for the first historic king of Rome, take the same easily

remembered date, 750.

Give two hundred and fifty years, broadly, to the labor of

* Eead the account of the former Acropolis in the end of the

Critias, and compare it with the incidental reference to the crocus

meadows under its rock, in the Ion; and read both, if you can,

among- high Alpine pastures.

The few words by which Plato introduces the story of the Acrop-

olis must find room here:—
"And they, the Gods, having thus divided the Earth for their

possession, nourished us their creatures as flocks for their pastures,

taking ns for their treasurers and their nurslings; but not with

bodily force compelling our bodies, as shepherds ruling by the

scourge, but in the way by which a living thing may chiefly be

well bent, as if from the high deck directing it by the rudder; thus

they drove, and thus helmed, all mortal beings. And Hephaestus

and Athena, brother and sister, and of one mind, in their love of

wisdom and of art, both received the same lot in this land, as a

land homely and helpful to all strength of art and prudence of

deed. And they making good men thus out of the earth, put the

order of state into their mind, whose names indeed are left us;

but of their story, little."

f Ion, 8."1.
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practical discipline under these kings, beginning with the

ninety years of Draco, and consummated by Pisistratus and

Solon, (the functions of both these men being entirely glori-

ous and beneficial, though opposed in balance to each other;)

and then comes the great fifth century.

JSTow note the dramas that divide and close that century.

In its tenth year, Marathon ; in its twentieth, Salamis ; in its

last, the Retreat of the Ten Thousand ; and in the first of the

following century, the death of Socrates.

And the purple flower of Athens is fallen, forever.

I next trace the Doric life. ISTot power of art, but con-

duct or harmony ; its music, passing away as the voice of the

stream and storm, beneficent, but leaving no shape. Echo of

Heaven, not foundation of Earth, it builds the visionary

walls of Thebes, by voice of Amphion, and all the Theban

religious and tragic oracles belong to it. The Theban Hera-

cles,—essentially adverse to the serpent, not born of it:

strangling it in his cradle in its reality, not wrapped by it in

gold,*—fulfills his inspired labor at Lerna. The fates and

faults of the triple Heracleid d\Tiasties in the Peloponnese are

enough traced by Plato in the third book of the Laws ; but he

could not know the infinite importance to the future of the

rock and isthmus of Corinth, no less than of the vale of

Sparta.

In 734, Archias of the Heracleidse founds Syracuse from

Corinth. And in 65Y, Byzantium is founded from Megara.

The whole Sicilian and ]\ragna Grascian state on the one side,

—the Byzantine empire on the other,—virtually spring from

the isthmus of Corinth. Then, in the twelfth century, the

ISTormans learn their religion in Sicily, the Venetians at

* Compare the opposite powers in the two passages:—
" Sdev 'EpexOelSa's 4k€T

vSiios t/j iffTLv 6(pf<Tiv iv xpi/crjXdTois

Tpi<t)tLV {sc. T^KVa)."

" Xon te, rationis cgentem

Lernseum tnrba capitiim circumstetit ang-iiis "

—

"ratio" meanino- the law of conduct; but the twisted serpents, the

inexplicable laws of art.
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Byzantium. And forever, in the temple pillars of the

world, these races keep their sign. The Ionian spiral from

Erichthoniiis ; the Doric pillar-strength from Heracles ; while

the Corinthians, changing the Doric ovolo into the wicker

basket of the Canephora, and putting the earth leaf of the

acanthus instead of the Erichthonian spiral, found all Chris-

tian architecture. The tomb of Frederick II. of Sicily is of

Corinthian porphyry and gold.

Then lastly. At I^emea the Heracleid power becomes

peasant, or Arcadian, and submits itself to Demeter. The
Evandrian emigration founds its archaic throne in Italy.

The swine, sacred to Demeter, are seen through the woods of

Tiber ; the Demetrian kingdom becomes the Saturnian,* and

the Roman power, essentially of practical and homely earth-

life, extends itself into the German Empire.

ISTow the especial interest of the Arcadian life of Xenophon

(presented in this book) to the English reader, consists in its

being precisely intermediate between the warrior heroism of

nascent Greece, and the home-heroism of pacified Christen-

dom in its happiest days.

And his mind represents the Greek intellect at the exact

time when all fantastic and disordered imagination had been

chastised in its faith ; leaving only a firm trust in the pro-

tection, belief in the oracles, and joy in the presence, of justly

venerated Gods: no wantonly indulged rationalism having

yet degraded the nobles of the race of ^schylus, into scorn-

ful mockers at the Fear of their Fathers. And it represents

the Greek moral temper at the exact moment when keen

thought, and cruel experience, having alike taught to its

warrior pride the duty and the gladness of peace, the soldier

could lay dovni the helmet that his children might play with

its plume, and harness his chariot-horses to the plow,

—

without ceasing, himself, from the knightly self-denials of

his order ; or yielding for a moment to the lascivious charms,

and ignoble terrors, with which peaceful life must be cor-

* Eemember the name Latiiim, and word Latin, as of the Seed

hidden in the ground. (iEn. viii. 322.)
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rupted in those who have never held frank companionship

with attendant Death.

Written towards the term of days past in this majestic

temperance, the book now in your hands Avill be found to

contain three statements of most precious truths;—state-

ments complete and clear beyond any others extant in classic

literature.

It contains, first, a faultless definition of Wealth, and ex-

planation of its dependence for efficiency on the merits and

faculties of its possessor;—definition which cannot be bet-

tered ; and which must be the foundation of all true Political

Economy among nations, as Euclid is to all time the basis

of Geometry.

This book contains, secondly, the most perfect ideal of

kingly character and kingly government given in literature

known to me, either by poet or philosopher. For Ulysses is

merely chief Shepherd, his kingdom is too small to exhibit

any form of extended discipline: St. Louis is merely chief

Pilgrim, and abdicates his reign on earth ; Henry the Fifth is

merely chief Captain, and has scarcely any idea of inferior

orders or objects of authority. But this Cyrus of Persia,

himself faultless, conceives and commands a faultless order

of State powers, widely extended, yet incapable in their very

nature of lawless increase, or extension too great for the

organic and active power of the sustaining life :—the State

being one human body, not a branched, coralline, semi-morti-

fied mass.

And this ideal of government is not only the best yet writ-

ten, but, as far as may be judged, the best conceivable; all

advance on it can only be by filling in its details, or adapting

it to local accidents ; the form of it cannot be changed, being

one of dreadless Peace, inoffensive to others, and at unity in

itself.

ISJ'or is there any visible image of modest and mighty

knighthood either painted or written since, which can be set

for an instant beside that of Cyrus in his garden. It has

the inherent strength of Achilles, the external refinement of
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Louis XI^''., the simplicity of the household of Jesse, and

the magnificence of Haroun Alraschid, all gathered into vital

unison by the philosophy of Lycurgus.

Lastly and chiefly, this book contains the ideal of domestic

life ; describing in sweet detail the loving help of two equal

helpmates, lord and lady: their methods of dominion over

their household ; of instruction, after dominion is secure ; and

of laying up stores in due time for distribution in due

measure. Like the ideal of stately knighthood, this ideal of

domestic life cannot be changed ; nor can it be amended, but

in addition of more various applicable detail, and enlarge-

ment of the range of the affections, by the Christian hope of

their eternal duration.

Such are the chief contents of the book, presented with ex-

treme simplicity of language and modesty of heart; gentle

qualities which in truth add to its preciousness, yet have

hitherto hindered its proper influence in our schools, because

presenting no model of gi-ace in style, or force in rhetoric.

It is simply the language of an educated soldier and country

gentleman, relating without effort what he has seen, and

without pride what he has learned. But for the greater

number of us, this is indeed the most exemplary manner of

writing. To emulate the intricate strength of Thucydides,

or visionary calm of Plato, is insolent, as vain, for men of

ordinary minds : but any sensible person may state what he

has ascertained, and describe what he has felt, in unpretend-

ing terms, like these of Xenophon ; and will assuredly waste

his life, or impair its usefulness, in attempting to write

otherwise. !N^or is it without some proper and intentional

grace that the art of which the author boasts the universal

facility of attainment, should be taught in homely words, and

recommended by simple arguments.

A few words respecting the translators will put the reader

in possession of all that is necessary to his use and judgment

of the book.

"When I returned to Oxford in the year 1870. after thirty

years' absence, I found the aim of University education en-
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tirely changed ; aud that, for the ancient methods of quiet

study, for discipline of intellect,—study of which the ter-

minal examination simply pronounced the less or more suc-

cess,—there had been substituted hurried courses of instruc-

tion in knowledge supposed to be pecuniarily profitable

;

stimulated by feverish frequency of examination, of which the

effect was not to certify strength, or discern genius, but to

bribe immature effort with fortuitous distinction.

From this field of injurious toil, and dishonorable rivalry,

I have endeavored, with all the influence I could obtain over

any of the more gifted students, to withdraw their thoughts

:

and to set before them the nobler purpose of their granted

years of scholastic leisure,—initiation in the sacred mysteries

of the Loving Mother of Knowledge and of Life ; and prepara-

tion for the steady service of their country, alike through ap-

plause or silence.

The two who have trusted me so far as to devote no in-

considerable portion of their time, and jeopardize in a meas-

ure their chances of pre-eminence in the schools, that they

might place this piece of noble Greek thought within the

reach of English readers, will not, I believe, eventually have

cause to regTet either their faith or their kindness.

Of the manner in which they have fulfilled their task, I

have not scholarship enough to speak with entire decision:

but, having revised the whole with them sentence by sen-

tence, I know that the English rendering is free from error

which attention could avoid,—praiseworthy in its occasional

sacrifice of facility to explicitness, and exemplary as an un-

selfish piece of youthful labor devoted to an honorable end.
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siE PHILIP Sidney's psaltee.

Sunday, 9th July, 1876.

Yesterday evening, one of the sweetest and brightest

of this hitherto sweet summer, the " Coniston band,"

consisting of the musically minded working men of the vil-

lage, rowed itself, for its " Saturday at e'en " delectation, into

the middle of the lake ; and, floating just between Brantwood

and the " Hall," on the opposite shore, where Sir Philip

Sidney, it is delivered by tradition, lived for a time, with his

sister, in our Arcadia of western meres,—poured forth divers

pipings and trumpetings, with meritorious endeavor, and I

doubt not, real, innocent, and useful pleasure to itself, and

to the village hearers on the opposite green shore.

Mostly, polka music, with occasional sublimities
—" My

Maryland," and " God save the Emperor," and the like ;

—

pleasant enough, sometimes, to hear, from this shore also

:

but, as it chanced, yesterday, very destructive of my comfort

in showing the bright roses and deep purple foxgloves on

my banks to two guests, for whom the flowers and the evening

light were good ; but gay music, not so.

And it might, with little pains, have been much otherwise

;

for if, instead of a somewhat briefly exercised band, playing

on trumpets and sha\vms, concerning a Maryland of which

they probably did not know either the place or the his-

tory, and an Emperor, a proposal for whose instant expul-

sion from his dominions would have been probably received

with as much applause in the alehouse, as the prayer that

God would save him, upon the lake;—if, I say, instead of

this tuneful, and occasionally out-of-tuneful, metallic noise,

produced, with little meaning beyond the noise itself, by the

m
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fathers of the village, a few clearly understood and rightly in-

tended words had been chanted for us in harmony by the

children of it;—suppose, for instance, in truly trained con-

cord and happy understanding, such words as these of Sir

Philip Sidney's own, echoed back from the tender ruin of

the walls that had been his home, and rising to the fair

mountain heaven, which is still alike his home and ours ;

—

" From snare the Fowler lays

He shall thee sure untye;

The noisome blast that plaguing strays

Untoucht, shall pass thee by.

Soft hived with wing and plume
Thou in his shroud shall lie,

And on his truth no less presume
Than in his shield affy,"

the July sunset would not have been less happy to the little

choir, and the peace of it would have been deepened for those

to whom it could bring happiness no more.
" Is any among you afflicted ?—let him pray. Is any

merry ?—let him sing psalms."

The entire simplicity and literalness of this command of

the first Bishop of the Christian Church cannot, of course, be

now believed, in the midst of our luxurious art of the ora-

torio, and dramatically modulated speeches of Moses in

Egypt, and Elijah on Carmel. But the command is, never-

theless, as kind and wise as it is simple ; and if ever Old Eng-

land again becomes Merry England, the first use she will

make of her joyful lips, will be to sing psalms.

I have stated, in the first sketch of the design of our St.

George's education, that music is to be its earliest element

:

and I think it of so pressing importance to make the re-

quired method of musical teaching understood, that I have

thro^vn all other employment aside for the moment, in order

to get this edition of Sir Philip Sidney's Psalter prepared

for school service. I will state the principles of music and

of song which it is intended to illustrate, as briefly as pos-

sible.
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All perfectly rhythmic poetry is meant to be sung to music,*

and all entirely noble music is the illustration of noble words.

The arts of word and of note, separate from each other, be-

come degraded ; and the muse-less sayings, or senseless melo-

dies, harden the intellect, or demoralize the ear.

Yet better—and manifoldly better—unvocal word and

idle note, than the degradation of the most fateful truths

of God to be the subjects of scientific piping for our musical

pastime. There is excuse, among our uneducated classes,

for the Christmas Pantomime, but none, among our educated

classes, for the Easter Oratorio.

The law of nobleness in music and poetry is essentially

one. Both are the necessary and natural expression of pure

and virtuous human joy, or sorrow, by the lips and fingers

of persons trained in right schools to manage their bodies

and souls. Every child should be taught from its youth, to

govern its voice discreetly and dexterously, as it does its

hands ; and not to be able to sing should be more disgraceful

than not being able to read or write. For it is quite possible

to lead a virtuous and happy life without books, or ink ; but

not without wishing to sing, when we are happy ; nor without

jneeting with continual occasions when our song, if right,

would be a kind service to others.

The best music, like the best painting, is entirely popular

;

it at once commends itself to everyone, and does so through

all ages. The worst music, like the worst painting, com-

mends itself at first, in like manner, to ninety-nine people

out of a hundred ; but after doing them its appointed quantity

of mischief, it is forgotten, and new modes of mischief com-

posed. The less we compose at present, the better : there is

good music enough written to serve the world forever; what

* Lyric and epic of course, without question; and didactic, if it

be indeed poetry. Satirical primarily, or philosophical, verses, as

of Juvenal, Lucretius, or Pope's Essay on Criticism, are merely

measured prose,—the grander for being- measured, but not, because

of their bonds, becoming poetry. Dramatic verse is not perfectly

rhythmic, when it is entirely right,
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we want of it for our schools, may be gradually gathered,

under these following general laws of song

:

I. None but beautiful and true words are to be set to

music at all ; nor must any be usually sung but those which

express the feelings of noble persons under the common cir-

cumstances of life, and its actual joys and gTiefs. Songs ex-

treme in pathos are a morbid form of the indulgence of our

desire for excitement; unless in actual dramatic function,

becoming part of a great course of thought in which they

fulfill the highest tone,— as Ophelia's '' White his shroud :

"

which may be properly sung in its appointed place, but there

only. It is profane and vulgar to take these pieces out of

their shrines ; and injurious to all the finer states of thought

and habits of life to compose such without shrines.

II. Accompaniments are always to be subordinate, and

the voice of the singer, or choir, supreme. But it is quite

possible to keep the richest combinations of instrumental

music subordinate to the vocal notes, as great painters can

make the richest decoration subordinate to a simple story.

And the noblest instrumental execution is felt by true musical

instinct to be more conspicuous in this humility and pre-

cision of restraint, than in its most consummate dexterity of

separate achievement.

III. Independent instrumental music is, to singing, what

painted glass is to painting: it admits the extremest multipli-

cation, fantasy, range, and concord of note ; and has the same

functions of magnificence, and powers of awe or pleasure,

that the casements have in a cathedral. But all the greatest

music is by the human voice, as all greatest painting is of the

human face.

IV. All songs are to be sung to their accompaniment,

straight forward, as they would l^e read, or naturally chanted.

You must never sing

aw a-

aw aw a- a-

" Scots whaw-aw aw-hae wi' Wa a-

a- a- a- a-

a- a-a- a- a- a-

al-lace bled,"
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nor " Welcome, welcome, welcome to your go—to your go

—

to your go-oo-ooo-ory bed;" but sing it as you would say it.

Neither, even if a song is too short, may you ever extend it

by such expedients. You must sing " Come unto these yel-

low sands " clear through, and be sorry when it is done ; but

never

a- a-

a- a- a- a-

" Come unto these ya- a- a, etc., low sands."

V. The airs of songs by great composers must never be

used for other words than those they were written for. Noth-

ing is so destructive of all musical understanding as the habit

of fitting a tune that tickles the ear to any syllables that it

will stick on; and a single instance may show the point to

which this barbarism has reached in the musical catastrophes

of modern concert, prepared for the uneducated and the

idle. The other day, on the table of my inn at Cambridge, T

chanced to take up a modern " adaptation " of Rossini's " Sta-

bat Mater," and found that the music intended for the Latin

syllables here given in the upper lines was to be sung indif-

ferently to the English ones below:

—

Sta
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adopted time and accent. The right delivery of it v^ill fol-

low naturally on true feeling of the ballad. The absurdity

of the ordinary supposition that music can express feeling

definitely, vi^ithout words, is shoAvn in a moment by the fact

that such general expressions can be written, and that in any

good and classic ballad-music, the merry and melancholy

parts of the story may be with entire propriety and satis-

faction sung to precisely the same melody.*

VII. Playful, and comic, singing are subject to the same
laws as play, in life ; and jesting, in conversation. ISTo vul-

gar person can be taught how to play, or to jest, like a

gentleman; and, for the most part, comic songs are for the

vulgar only. Their higher standard is fixed, in note and

word, by Mozart and Rossini ; but I cannot at present judge

how far even these men may have lowered the true function of

the joyful Muse.

Thus far of the great general laws under which music is

to be taught in St. George's schools. The reasons for them

will be given at greater length elsewhere : and, for beginning

* The following- very interesting portion of a letter from a man of

the highest scientific attainments, and of great general sensitive

faculty and intellectual power, expresses the general faith in the

independent power of music in so forcible a manner that, in once

more replying to the arguments he brings forward, I conceive

enough to be said on the subject. The letter opens with a refer-

ence to my use of the word " subordinate " in paragraph II. above:—

•

" ^fy dear Kuskin,— ' Subordinate ' is not the right word, though

I think you mean right. ' Co-ordinate ' would be more correct.

Both words and music should express as far as possible the idea

intended to be conveyed; but music can convey emotion more power-

fully than words, and independently of them. Mozart in his Masses

only thought of the words as syllables for hanging notes on, and

so wrote music quite profane. Bach, on the contrary, wrote, as it

were, on his knees, when he wrote Church music. For instance, the

' Dona nobis ' was set by Mozart to noise and triumph; by J. S. Bach

is made a solemn, gentle, and tender prayer, preparing the congre-

gation for the rest of the service. There, no repetition of the words
' dona nobis pacem ' would give calm to the mind of the listener or

reader, but the musical repetition, with variation, extends and en-
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of songs to be sung, I have chosen this body of paraphrases

of the Psalter, attributed in part to Sir Philip Sidney, and,

whether his or not, better written than any other rhymed
version of the Psalms at present known to me, and of pe-

culiar value as a classic model of the English language at

the time of its culminating perfection.

When I came into the country this summer, I had with me
the little Chiswick Press edition, published in 1823, ex-

pecting to find it tolerably correct, and not doubting but tliat

I should be able, with little difficulty, if any part of it were

really Sidney's, to distinguish his work from that of any

other writer concerned in the book, and arrange it for publi-

cation in a separate form.

But on examining the book, I perceived it to require com-

plete revision, the punctuation being all set at random; and

the text full of easily corrigible misreadings. And T found,

with greater surprise, that, instead of shining out with any

recognizable brightness, the translations attributed by tra-

hances the calm both in listener and singer; but it would be quite

incorrect to say Bach had ' subordinated ' the music to the words,

for, to a musician, no words could express so much as his music

does. Like painting and poetrj% music has its own special power,

and its own field; it is vague compared with poetry in description,

but more exact in expressing feeling(!); painting belongs to a point

of time(!!); music to its extension beyond poetry.

" We have just the same kind of thing in music, though so much
less is needed for musical criticism. J. S. Bach's greatest work is

about to be performed for the first time in London, and L. has had

a letter from a professional that might have been a critique on

Turner written by Maclise, the man being unable to hear what

Bach was aiming at,—devotional expression of the words. So it

must ever be—during our days, at anj^ rate."

I hope better, dear friend; thinking in truth, more highly of

music in its true function than you do; but replying to your over-

estimate of its independent strength, simply that music gives

emotions stronger than words onl^' to persons who do not com-

pletely understand words, but do completely enjoy sensations. A
great part of the energy of the wars of the world is indeed attribu-

table to the excitement produced by military bands; but a single
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dition to Sidney included many of the feeblest in the volume

;

and that while several curious transitions in manner, and

occasional fillings and retouchings by evidently inferior

writers, were traceable through the rest, the entire body of

the series was still animated by the same healthy and im-

petuous spirit, and could by no criticism of mine be divided

into worthy and unworthy portions.

Under these circumstances, to have attempted a critical

edition of the book would have involved a year's labor, a

volume of correspondence, and I knew not what wistful hours

of research among dark library shelves. Such an edition

will, I hope, in good time, be undertaken by some accom-

plished English scholar, and a chastised text given us, col-

lected from whatever fragments exist of authoritative MS.
But, in the meantime, with such summer leisure as I have

at command, I can make the book, as we have it, a service-

able and fitting part of our Bibliotheca Pastorum. In the

first place, therefore, the text being clearly inaccurate, I give

up the old spelling altogether, and write the version in our

own manner, unless here and there, when the former meaning

word will move a good soldier more than an entire day of the most

artistic piping and drumming. The Dead March in Saul may be

more impressive than words, to people who don't know what Death

is; but to those who do, no growling in brass can make it gloomier;

and Othello's one cry, "Oh, Desdemona, Desdemona.—dead! " will

go to their hearts, when a whole cathedral choir, in the richest and

most harmonious of whines, would be no more to them than a dog's

howling,—not half so much, if the dog loved the dead person. In

the instance given by my friend, the miisic of Bach would assuredly

put any disagreeable piece of business out of his head, and prepare

him to listen with edification to the sermon, better than the mere

repetition of the words " Dona nobis pacem." But if he ever had

needed peace, and had gone into church really to ask for it, the

plain voices of the congregation, uttering the prayer but once, and

meaning it, would have been more precious to him than all the quills

and trills that ever musician touched or music trembled in. I can

only mark the two sentences in the last clause of the letter with

notes of— (very extreme)—wonder,—the last especially, for an un-

changed chord of color may be enjoyed by the eye many minutes

longer than an unchanged chord of sound by the ear.
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of the word requires also the former lettering. I farther

correct the punctuation, and replace the visibly needful read-

ings.

In the second place, I omit the pieces which, either by acci-

dent or by inferior authorship, fall gi'eatly below the general

standard; and those also in which quaintness of thought or

word has been carried beyond the utmost I could ask

of the patience of existing taste. Even of the paraphrases

which, thus sifted, remained for choice, I have takeii only

those which contain lessons, or express feelings, applicable

to or natural to our own modern life ; and which may there-

fore be sung, with personal adoption of their sentiment, some

by the youn^, and some by the old, among us, who still can

heartily praise their God, or appeal to Him, in the passion

of song.

Of such Psalms, forty-four, closing with the seventy-

second, are arranged in this volume, with so much of com-

mentary as seemed to me likely to make them more service-

able to the general reader ; the second volume, containing a

similar selection to the end of the Psalter, will, I hope, be

ready at least before the end of the year, and a little school-

manual of the elements of prosody, explaining the laws of

English and Latin mediaeval meter, as distinguished from

classic meter, is already written ; but I can't get it printed till

after Easter. It will explain farther some points respect-

ing the musical value of these paraphrases, which are too

complex for statements here.

But the main use of these second and third parts of the

Shepherd's Library, to the modern reader, will depend on

his fully understanding these following particulars concern-

ing the manner and the melody of these ancient paraphrases.

First, I say concerning their manner, which differs from

that of paraphrases prepared by modern writers for existing

church services in a very serious way indeed. For modern

writers of devotional rhyme always assume, that if the thing

which David (or other original writer to be paraphrased)

said, cannot be conveniently arranged in their own quatrain.
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or whatever the stanza may be,—a piece of David's saying

may be cut off, and a piece of their o^^^l or any other pious

person's saying, fastened on, without any harm : their object

being only to obtain such a concatenation of pious sayings as

may, on the whole, be sung without offense, and by their

pleasant sound soothe and refresh the congregation after

kneeling till they are stiff. But the idea of any of these

melodious sentiments being really adopted by the singers,

and meant as a true assertion, never for a moment enters the

composer's head. Thus, in my o^\ti parish church, only the

Sunday before last, the whole congregation, and especially

the children, sang, in gTcat glee and contentment, a hymn
which declared their extreme eagerness to die, and be im-

mediately with God : but if, in the course of the tune, the

smallest bit of plaster had fallen from the ceiling, implying

any degTee of instability in the rafters thereof, very cer-

tainly the whole sjmphonious company would have scuttled

out as fast as they could ; and a prophetic intimation, con-

veyed to any of the mothers of the curly-haired children sit-

ting by the altar, that their own darling was never again to

be seen in that place, would as certainly have spoiled the

mother's singing of the devotional exercise appointed for

her that afternoon. God be thanked that it would.

Again, I observe that among the canticles which might

be supposed, without absurdity, really more or less to be ex-

pressive of the feelings of a village congregation, a favorite

one, founded on the promise that w^hen two or three are gath-

ered in the name of Christ, He is in the midst of them,

closes with the following invocation

:

" Lord, we are few, but thou art near;

Nor short thine arm, nor deaf thine ear!

Oh, rend the heavens,—come quickh' down,

And make a thousand hearts thine own."

Which charming stanza is apparently sung with great unction

by everybody; and it never seems to occur to any of their

minds that if Christ is in the midst of them, there is no

occasion for His arm to be long, and still less for His rend-
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ing the heavens to come down to them; or that, although a

thousand hearts may be a sonorous phrase for the end of a

stanza, it is not what most people would understand by a

" few," and still less a parallel for Clirist's expression " two

or three." The fact being that the poor rhymester, totally

incapable of conceiving the nearness or the being of Christ at

all, or any emotion whatever which would be caused by

either, fills up his idle verses with the first phrases that jingle

into his jaded asses' ears out of the prophecies of Isaiah,

though the first, concerning the shortened arm of God, was

written for people so far from having Christ in the midst

of them, that their iniquities had entirely separated them

from Him, and their sins hidden His face,— (Isaiah lix. 1,

2) ; and the second is an appeal by the prophet for the descent

of God, not among His friends, but against His adversaries,

that the nations might '^ tremble at His presence " (Isaiah

Ixiv. 1, 2).

The entire system of modern English canticle is thus half

paralytic, half profane, consisting partly of the expression of

what the singers never in their lives felt, or attempted to

feel ; and partly in the address of prayers to God, which noth-

ing could more disagreeably astonish them than His attending

to.

'Now Sidney's paraphrase, in common with all gentleman's

literary work in the Elizabethan period, differs wholly from

such modern attempts in this main particular, that it aims

straight, and with almost fiercely fixed purpose, at getting

into the heart and truth of the thing it has got to say; and

unmistakably, at any cost of its own dignity, explaining that

to the hearer, shrinking from no familiarity, and restricting

itself from no expansion in terms, that will make the thing

meant clearer. So that whereas a modern version, if only it

clothe itself in what the author supposes to be genteel lan-

guage, is thought perfectly satisfactory, though the said gen-

teel language mean exactly the contrary of what David meant,

—Sir Philip will use any cowboy's or tinker's words, if only

they help him to say precisely in English what David said in
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Hebrew: impressed, the while, himself so vividly by the

majesty of the thought itself, that no tinker's language can

lower it or vulgarize it in his mind. And, again, while the

modern paraphraser will put in anything that happens to

strike his fancy, to fill the fag-end of a stanza, but never

thinks of expanding or illustrating the matter in- hand, Sid-

ney, if the thought in his original appears to him pregna:.!-,

and partly latent, instantly breaks up his verse into franker

and fuller illustration ; but never adds a syllable of any other

matter, to fill even the most hungry gap of verse.

Of the relative simplicity or familiarity of expression, I

need give no instances, as they occur continually; but of the

illustrative expansion, I may refer for a pretty example to

the stanza quoted in the beginning of this preface, paraphras-

ing the verses of the ninety-first psalm.

Compare our prose version, and observe the manner of

Sidney's amplification.

" Surely He shall deliver thee from the snare of the

fowler." Yes, thinks Sir Philip,—but does that mean, by

showing the snare, and so keeping us out of it,—or by deliver-

ing us after we have fallen into it ? Xot always by showing

it, certainly; (he has been caught, himself, too often to be-

lieve that
!
) but always by redeeming us from it. But how

redeeming ?—by breaking the net roughly at once ? ISTo, that

is not His way; but by untying it, thread by thread. All

this is told with one word:

" From snare the fowler lays,

He shall thee sure imtye"

" And from the noisome pestilence." ISToisome ? thinks

Sir Philip,—why this added word ? why is one disease more

noisome than another ? It is spiritual evil, and cannot there-

fore mean mere loathsomeness of bodily affliction ; it must

mean the power of corruption,—the deadly power, which

strikes so that, even when the disease itself is gone, its ef-

fects remain incurable. The deliverance from this evil must

be before it strikes, not afterwards

!
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" The noisome blast that plaguing strays,

Untoucht shall pass thee by."

" He shall cover thee with His feathers, and under His

wings shalt thou trust."

" Trust,"—^yes, but how ? thinks Sidney. Xot as armor,

these ; a bird does not defend her brood with her wings, but

with beak and claw, if need be. The wings are for warmth,

and shelter, and hiding-place.

" Soft hived, with wing and plume
Thou in his shroud shalt lie;

"

and note the " soft hived,"—having the hive or home, made

soft, and warm ; and the beautiful old use of " shroud " for

hiding or covering mantle.

" His faithfulness and truth shall be thy shield and

buckler."

Yes,

—

now we come to the armor, he thinks ; but " truth,"

why should that, no less than faithfulness, be spoken of as

guardian? Then he perceives that the serenity of repose

in the promises of God is as necessary a part of the safety

of a timid heart as the security of dependence upon his pro-

tection. Therefore, he says, thou shalt no less " presume "

(take beforehand, or possess beforehand,) on His promises,

than have affiance in his guard

;

" And on his truth no less presume

Than in his shield affy."

And, indeed, with respect to all these paraphrases, my
principal reason for making them a part of our Shepherds'

library is not merely their being in a classically melodious

form ; but besides, and rather, that they continually interpret

or illustrate what is latent or ambiguous in the original.

"Where there is no manifest gain of this kind, I have seldom

admitted the paraphrase into our series ; and, on the ground

of whal^ I supposed would be offensive verbal simplicity,

have parted with many more than I should have thought

myself justified in rejecting, were it not that I trust in the
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possession, some day soon, of a classical and authoritative

edition of the whole.

Enough are here, however, for all practical purposes; and

when those which are to form the closing volume are added,

there will also be enough to give a complete idea of the

variety and art of versification carried through the whole. I

must delay the reader yet a little while presently, to explain

the general methods of meter employed.

Thus much it is enough to observe respecting the method

of Sir Philip's version. We must now finally note some

matters bearing on its theological accuracy.

As consummate expression whether of faith or feeling, the

Psalter has retained its power among all nations worship-

ing the God of Israel, from the day it was completed to our

own. But as a code of Christian morality, it has virtually

ceased to be profitable to any of us ;—nay, has in many ways

become confusing and dangerous, owing to the reckless choice,

or transposition, of the terms, correspondent, in English, to

those descriptive of virtue and vice, piety and atheism, in the

original. I do not know how far, in the Hebrew itself, the

subtlety and precision exist which ennoble the Septuagint and

the Vulgate : but, assuredly, the writers of these versions

understood from the Hebrew, and expressed in their o^\ti

more capably various diction, a series of distinctions between

the methods of vice and virtue in men, on the under-

standing of which is founded the proper philosophy of the

Psalter, and which, neglecting, we read it absolutely without

power of applying practically any one of its precepts, or

apprehending intelligently the issue of any one of its promises

or threatenings.

Though without any special attention to this subject, and

with frequent lapses into the vagueness of common English,

the Sidney version is yet so studiously molded on the classical

originals, that, with only here and there the notice of an am-

biguous word, it will become quite clear to us in its expression

of these ethics of the Psalter. But that it may become so,

Tve must preparatorily observe the main distinctions of the
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Greek and Latin words whose force it thus observantly

renders.

The benediction, in the opening of the first psalm, divides

at once the virtue which is to be strengthened, or to find

voice, in the following psalms, into three conditions, the

understanding of which is the key to the entire law of Old

Testament morality.

" Blessed is the man who " (first) " has not walked in the

counsel of the ungodly."

That is to say, who has not advanced, or educated him-

self in the " counsel,''^ (either the opinions or the advice,)

of men who are unconscious of the existence of God.

That is the law of our Intellectual Education.
" ]^or " (secondly) " stood in the way of sinners."

That is to say, who has not adopted for the standing, estab-

lishing, and rule of his life, the ways, customs, or principles

of the men who, whether conscious or unconscious of God's

being, disobey His commands.

That is the law of our moral conduct.

' 'And hath not " (thirdly) " sat in the seat of the scorn-

fuir
That is to say, who has not, in teaching or ruling others,

permitted his own pride or egotism to make him intolerant

of their creeds, impatient of their ignorance, or unkind to

their failings. This throne of pride is, in the Vulgate, called

the throne of Pestilence. I know not on what ground ; but

assuredly conveying this farther truth, that the source of all

noisome blast of heresy, " that plaguing strays " in the Chris-

tian Church, has been the pride and egotism of its pastors.

Here, then, are defined for us in the first words of the

Psalter, the three great vices of Intellectual Progress, Moral

Stature, and Cathedral Enthronement, by which all men are

tempted in their learning, their doing, and their teaching;

and in conquering which, they are to receive the blessing of

God, and the peaceful success of their human life. These

three sins are always expressed in the Greek Psalter in the

game terms

:
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Ungodliness is avijitui ;

Sin is afxapTta ;

Pride is vTr€pr)<l>avia ;

and tlie tenor of every passage throughout the Psalms, occu-

pied in the rebuke or threatening of the " wicked," is colored

by its specific direction against one or the other of these forms

of sin.

But, separate from all these sins, and governing them, is

the monarchic " Iniquity," which consists in the willful adop-

tion of, and persistence in, these other sins, by deliberately

sustained false balance of the heart and brain.

A man may become ao-e^^'s, impious, by natural stupidity.

He may become a/AaprwAo?, sinful, by natural weakness.

And he may become vir€p-q(f>avo'; , insolent, by natural vanity.

But he only becomes aStKos, unjust, or unrighteous, by

resolutely refusing to see the truth that makes against him;

and resolutely contemplating the truth that makes for him.

Against this " iniquity " or " unrighteousness," the chief

threatenings of the Psalter are directed, striking often liter-

ally and low, at direct dishonesty in commercial dealings,

and rising into fiercest indignation at spiritual dishonesty in

the commercial dealing and " trade " of the heart.

And the words " righteousness " and " unrighteousness,"

throughout the Psalter, have this meaning, and no other.

It is needless to say how fatally their vital, imperative, and

purifying force has been evaded by modern glosses of the

evangelical school of readers and teachers, who imagine that

the word " righteousness " means that " forgiveness of sins
"

which they expect to get, without ever being purged from

them. The following vocabulary of fourteen words, with

their derivatives, for general reference, with a few notes on

separate paraphrases, will now make the ethics of the Sidney

text in these volumes entirely intelligible. My own com-

mentary, when it bears on ethical questions, is always made

on the ordinary English prose version, using the Sidney text

only to illustrate it.
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I take first the seven principal words which variously

express the nature of the Revelation or Law of God, in which

David so perpetually rejoices; and after each I give his

special saying concerning it, in the nineteenth psalm.

1, vo/Aos. The law of the Lord of Creation; kept by Him
inviolate in faithfulness through all the changes of provi-

dential dealing. It includes physical law, and whatever is

recognized as " cosmic '.' by modern naturalists : but the es-

sence of it is the guardian Law of Life, that which appoints

that love shall produce joy; hatred, pain;—disunion, weak-

ness; concurrence, power;—license, death; and obedience,

life. It is full of spiritual mysteries, and is felt more and

more to be blessed and holy as it is sought out. David never

speaks of it but with passionate love. It exists always, above,

and without, any commandment, being the Law which

Christ came, not to destroy, but fulfill.

" THE LAW OF THE LORD IS PERFECT, CONVERTING THE
SOUL."

The derivative ovo/Ata means ivillful lawlessness, or re-

bellion, often translated ^' wickedness," which is in pure Eng-

lish only another word for witchcraft, or evil magic—the

defiance of the law of the universe by a crooked enchantment.
" For rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft."

The derivitive avo/Aos, lawless, means the state of mind
in which a man not only disobeys the commands of the State,

but the dictates of nature. Adultery, usury, cannibalism,

and the like, are forms of dvo/Aia, as distinct from afiapria.

2. cvtoAt/. The " Conmiandment," or, in plural, command-

ments, equally translated precept, or precepts. That part of

the law which God has expressed in words, and which it is

"enough for simple people to obey, without knowing why.

A child may obey its parents, and a man resolve not to

live by stealing, without in the least recognizing the glory

of the eternal obedience, or the loss of spiritual joy by

rapine.
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" THE C0MMA:S'DMENT of the LOED is PUEE^ ENLIGHTEXI^'G

THE EYES."

3. fjMpTvpta. The Testimony, or, in plural, testimouies.

The spoken teachings of God, enforcing His commandments

with promise or threatening; and recording what He desires

His creatures to know concerning Himself and His work;

and concerning themselves and their work. Of these, David

writes, " Thy testimonies are my delight and my coun-

selors ;
" and Paul, " He left not Himself without witness."

Compare Dent. xxxi. 19, Isa. Iv. 4, Matt. xxiv. 14.

" THE TESTIMONY OF THE LOED IS SUEE, MAKING WISE THE
SIMPLE."

4. SiKaLWfxa. Statute, and in plural statutes. The con-

titnual doing of justice ;—the fixed attachment of such and

such penalties to the violation,—^such and such rewards to

the keeping,—of the commandment, and hearing of the wit-

ness.

" THE STATUTES OF THE LORD ARE EIGHT, AND REJOICE THE
HEART."

5. Kptfia. Judgment, and, in plural, judgments. Def-

inite punishment or reward pronounced against personal

or national definite parts of conduct.

" THE JUDGMENTS OF THE LORD ARE TRUE AND RIGHTEOUS

ALTOGETHER."

6. Xo'yos. The Word, or definite exertion (or to subordi-

nate beings, expression,) of God's will, as in creation or any

other (so-called) act, or series of acts, of the Supreme Being.

It is separated from the constant v6fj.o^, in so far as " by the

Word of the Lord were the heavens made," but considered

as only a part of the constant ro/u,os, when it is said,

" heaven and earth shall pass away, but my Word shall not."
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" THE FEAE OF THE LOED IS CLEAN, ENDUEING FOE EVEE."

7. Xoyia. The oracles. The (to us apparently separate)

various divisions of the words and acts of God.

These being the essential divisions of Revelation, the

virtue and guilt of men in relation to them are expressed by

this second group of distinct terms, each with its proper

opposite.

1. dya^os. KaKos. The good man,—the bad. The terms

that, regarding all qualities in both, cast them up, and give

the net value.

(I am interrupted in my work at this moment,—Oxford,

Sunday, 13th July, 1876, seven, morning,—first by a long

rumble, which,—thinking it for a while to be something going

on in the next rooms,—I make out to be a luggage train ; and

then, just as I begin again, and am considering whether to

say '* simple " or "general " terms,—by a steady whistle,

—

which, coming in with the morning air through the open

window, worries me as if a cat were in the room, sustain-

ing her mew at a high note. Vainly trying to fix my mind

for ten or twelve seconds, as I find the noise going on, get-

ting louder, and at last breaking into startling demi-semi-

quavers, I give up my business, for the present,—and count

fifty-three, slowly, before this musical entertainment and

psalm of modern life stops. Actually there's another train

coming, just as I have finished this paragraph. I have

counted eighty, and it is still not over ;—at last things are

getting quiet, and I will try to go on.)

Give the net value, I was going to say, at St. Michael's

price and weight, by St. Michael's scales. "A good man";
a Positive article, in flesh and soul. Worth at least some-

thing, to his people—to his age. " A bad man " ; a N^egative

article in flesh and soul. Worth so much less than nothing

to his people and age ; a blot, and clog, and plague to them.

These terms not only include, but have primary reference

to, qualities of breed. They are used of men as we should

use them of horses. And the sum of good and evil is cal-
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culated, not so much in honor or pleasure to the man him-

self, as in his pure usefulness and trustworthiness to others.

la. " Goodness," not in use. Ih. " Badness," frequent.

Sidney terms, good and evil.

2. StKatos ; aStKos. " Just," " unjust," or righteous and un-

righteous. Already enough explained. The main scriptural

distinction.

2a. " Justice." 2&. " Injustice." Both in constant

use.*

3. TTto-Tos. ttTTio-Tos. Falthful. TJiifaithful. ISTot used in

true opposition. The first means usually faithful in the

sense of trustworthy. " Faithful is he that calleth you."

The second has the sense of " incredulous," (" be not faith-

less, but believing," to St. Thomas,) or " infidel " (1st Tim.

1. 8) ;
" the fearful and unbelieving " (Rev. xxi. 8).

3a. Faith. 3b. Infidelity. Constant, and in true op-

position, Faith signifying trust, and not truth.

4. iva-e^rj'i. do-£)8r;s. Godly. Ungodly. The capacity, in-

creased by industry and humility, of intelligently apprehend-

ing the existence of higher spirits, and reverently worshiping

them; opposed to the incapacity of doing so, increased by

idleness, or vanity.

* As I begin Article 2, a third lug-gage train comes and goes.

I count 148— (and it's not quite over,)—what, in the name of all

that's profane, do they mean by taking Sunday morning for this

business? Actually, after five minutes more, comes a fourth; to this

I count only 105. Nov?, at eight o'clock, there's my own cathedral

bell begins, which would have helped me, rather than hurt, but for

the railroad noise first—but now is conclusively destructive of all

my power of morning thought.

Yenice, Sunday, 18th March, 1877.—The rest of the preface, there-

fore, was set down in my notes of it, without expansion. Long
enough, perhaps the reader may think; but I wish those railroad

trains had not hindered me from saying what I had in my mind
about the service in the shadow,

" Ye that by night, stand in the House of the Lord,"

also—about the psalmody before the battle of Leuthen, and in the

follov.ing night-march, (Frederic, Book 18th, chap. 10,) and Cove-

nanting and Cromwellian psalmody in general, as opposed either to

Cavalier song, or to the Canticles of modern liberty.
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4a. Godliness. 4&. Ungodliness. Constant.

5. TttTretvos. vwepycjiavo?. Humble. Proud. Best opposed

in the Magnificat: ''He hath regarded the lowliness of his

handmaiden. He hath scattered the proud in the imagina-

tion of their hearts." So Psalm cxix. :
" He hath rebuked

the proud that are cursed ;
"—compare cxxxi. for the opposed

humility.

5a. Lowliness. 5&. Pride. Constant.

6. SovXos. avo/xos. Servant. Lawless. The most fre-

quent of oppositions, next to just and unjust. In both

groups, the virtue and the vice are always considered as will-

ful, but injustice is the willful sin of intellectual persons,

and lawlessness of fools; so that a peculiarly cretinous con-

dition of brain has been developed in modern lays for the

apostleship of dvofiva. It is the sin which physically is

represented by decomposition—i. e., in organic being, death

;

—and all witchcraft, necromancy, and the like, are parts of

it. " Wickedness " is the Saxon word ; embracing, curiously,

derivations from others, meaning " enchanter," " crooked,"

(perverse,) and "vitiated." So, also, justice is the resolute

virtue of intellectual persons, and servitude the resolute

virtue of the simple. " Behold, bless ye the Lord, all ye

servants of the Lord, which by night stand in the house of

the Lord." Psalm cxxxiv.

6a. Servitude. 66. Wickedness. Constant.

7. ayios. d/iaprwXos. Saint. Sinner. The conclusive op-

position, expressing with respect to birth in the Spirit what

ayaOo^ and KttKos express with respect to birth in the flesh.

The Saints are the chosen, or found, of God; the Sinners,

the Reprobate, (tried and found wanting, cast away, or

lost,) of God. The Son of Man comes to seek and to save

that which is lost; He comes for a/tapTwXot, but not for

vTr€p-^(f>avoi, avofioi, or aSiKoi. For sinucrs ; but not for the

proud, the lawless, or the unjust.

These seven oppositions, kept clearly in mind, will enable

the reader, with little farther pains, to understand, not only

the Psalter, but the entire theology of the Old Testament,
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and mode of its translation in the ISTew. One farther opposi-

tion must be noted ; but as external to all the others : 6o-ios,

and l^viKos, holy and profane—that is to say, belonging to the

visible church, or to the " heathen." Wickedness, or perver-

sity, (disobeying the God it knows well,) is the sin of the

visible Church ; but Forgetfulness,—not seeking the God it

knows dimly, of the Heathen. '' The wicked shall be turned

into hell, and the heathen, that forget God." Psalm ix. 17.

Finally, what full sense was intended by David in the

terms Hell and Heaven themselves, it is needless to ask more

than we may here positively know from the shades or lights

of each that " lie about us in our pilgrimage." We need

not think even that recognition of our state will always be

conscious. In the extreme of perdition, our earthly spirit does

not know that it is lost ; and there are souls scattered afar

upon the Elysian Hills, that, shepherdless, breathe the air of

Paradise, and shall return, every man, to his house in peace.

OF THE SIDNEY METERS.

Before examining the manner of these Elizabethan chants,

I must say a word or two of the use of metrical psalm at all.

That any words spoken in utter truth and intensity of

feeling should be " measured " seems at first impossible, or

at least unfitting. On a field of battle, a soldier does not

ask for quarter in iambic verse ; and the publican's prayer,

" God be merciful to me a sinner," would not be made more

pathetic by any echo which we could contrive for it between
" sin " and " win," or " God " and " rod."

But when our feelings are moved by no sudden impulse,

and raided to no pitch of passion too great to be sustained,

it is an honorable sigTi of our words that they are measured

;

—it is proper that they should bear upon them this seal of

having been considered before they were uttered ; nor is any

sentiment in itself so intense but that, if continuous, it may
be expressed more nobly under the laws of harmony and

symmetry than without them.

Farther ; in the greater number of persons of average power
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of mind, when of happy disposition and unoppressed life,

feelings of anxiety, distress, or desire, never become so deep as

to forbid the enjoyment of cheerful sound in their expression.

Whatever regret they may feel at having done wrong,—what-

ever hope of some day entering a better world if they do

right, their remorse is never so poigTiant, nor their longing

so extreme, but that both may be uttered in rhythmic syl-

lables, and even deepened and excited by the cadence of them.

The joyful and eager youth of a man like Sidney is neces-

sarily incapable of entering into the darker thoughts of a

heart like David's in old age ; and the general mass of ami-

ably and pleasantly religious persons can no more under-

stand a psalm, than a kitten a Greek tragedy; but we may
always claim from them sincerity in accepting what is suited

to their age ; nor need we refuse to the young what farther

pleasure or sense of duty they may receive from the chanting

of noble words, because the days are yet distant by whose

melancholy tutorship such words are to be made finally in-

telligible.

And farther; while the unrhymed and undecorated lan-

guage with which graver hearts would be content, is in-

effectual on feebler and more impulsive dispositions, there is

nothing in the symmetry of graceful terms, so long as they

remain true, which need offend the feelings whose glow has

no need of them. So long as the instrument is in real har-

mony, no strength of thought need be abated by the pleasant-

ness of its echo ; and if those who are the strongest in passion,

or intelligence, are permitted to say, in some way or another,

exactly the thing they mean, they need not mind saying it

with such interval or inflection of voice, and suet change

or inversion of phrase, as may comply with the innocent de-

sire of others for musical delight. An old man, walking

up and down at evening on some meadow hillside, whence

he can see the roofs and spires of his native city warm in the

setting sun, may murmur to himself, and find enough sweet

without melodious accompanying, the solemn words of the 48th

Psalm :
" Go ye round about Zion, tell the towers thereof

;
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mark ye well her bulwarks, consider her palaces, that ye may
tell it to the generation following." But the veteran re-

turning from war with a company of young knightly riders,

entering the city gates in joyful glance of heraldry, and

trained prancing of their horses' feet, might, unoffended, hear

them burst into the rhythmic chant of Sidney's verse:

" Compass Syon in her standing:

Tell her towers, mark her forts;

Note with care the stately portes.

Her royal houses bear;

For that age's understanding,

Which shall come when we shall go,

—

Glad, of former time, to know
How many, what they were."

Or again, and in yet more grave field of thought—while in

moments of unexpected pain, and helplessly felt decline of

strength, we may bitterly repeat, and with little desire for

musical cadence in our words, the cry of the 90th Psalm:
" Thou turnest man to destruction ; and sayest. Return, ye

children of men ;
" yet in the resigned peace of an old age

cro^vned with the light of days that are not, an old man may
hear with thankfulness the voices of the assenting choir

proclaim the mercifully irrevocable law, over earth and her

children

:

" Oh, but man,—by thee created,

As he first of earth arose,

—

When thy Word his end hath dated

In equal state, to earth he goes.

Thou sayest,-—and saying,—mak'st it so,

' Be no more, oh Adam's heir:'

From whence ye came, dispatch to go
Dustj again,^as dust ye were."

Kevertheless, I should not have thought it necessary to

add any other version of the Psalms to the accepted one of

the Prayer Book, for use in St. George's schools, had not these

paraphrases of Sir Philip's contained many illustrative or

explanatory passages, making the sense of the original more

clear, while, at the same time, their exquisitely accurate use
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of the English language renders them, on the whole, the best

examples known to me for the early guidance of its faithful

students. In the work of all other gTeat masters, the melody

of the word is allowed somewhat to influence them in their

choice of it; but Sidney never minds spoiling the sound of

a verse, if the prettiest word is not also the accuratest. How
pleasant the sound of verse was to him, however, the singular

variety of arrangements adopted in this Psalter, may enough

show, although, I suppose with reference to some particul>ar

kind of music to which they were sung, the elements out of

which the verses are arranged are in the first instance ex-

ceedingly simple.* A certain number of unrhymed psalms,

of Latin construction, occur towards the close of the book,

either by some other writer, or by Sidney in error of too vain

scholarship. Putting these aside, the remainder are, with

one exception, in trochaic or iambic verse : the iambics

severely accurate ; the trochaic admitting, but always with

extreme subtlety of appliance, the introductory short syllable,

as the " In equal state " of the fourth line in the just-quoted

stanza.

The single exception is the 52nd Psalm, which is dactylic,

with admitted spondee beginning, and trochee always closing

the second line:

—

" ISTot w6rds from—cursed thSS,

But giilphs—are poured:

Gnlphs wherein—daily be

Good men—devoured.

Thinkst th^i t6—bear it so ?

God shall dis—place thM;

God shall thee—overthrow.

Crush thee, de—face thee."

* The reader unacquainted with the construction of verse should

read the little introduction to Eng-lish prosody which Mt. Allen will

hnve ready, I hope, not long after this beerinning of Psalter is pub-

lished.
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But this meter cau by no art be sustained witliout more

license of artificial accent, or inverted construction, than

may be justifiably claimed from the reader's indulgence or

attention; and another two verses, giving examples of this

unconquerable difficulty, but full of force in themselves, are

all that I care to give of this psalm.

" Lewd lies thy—tongue contrives

;

Loud lies—It soundeth;

Sharper than—sharpest knives,

With lies—^it woundeth."

The false accent on the " with " is just pardonable for the

sake of its help in the pretty alliteration of the whole verse.

" Lo, lo, th^—wretched wight.

Who God—disdainmg,

His mischief—made his might,

His giTard,—his galnmg."

This stanza, read without any strained accent, is properly

a couplet in iambic pentameter, and is only read in dactyls

by courtesy. The inversion of the subject in the last two

lines is, however, rather a grace than a fault ; the accent en-

ables " His " to stand for " His own," and the concentrated

meaning makes the entire verse very precious.

All the other psalms given in the following series are, as

I have said, iambic or trochaic : but the differences in number

of feet between the lines, the number of these in the stanzas,

and the alternation of rhyme in the different groups, are so

varied, that out of the hundred and twenty paraphrases given

in the two volumes, I believe that, after the text is properly

sifted, not one will be found in precisely the same meter as

another. And the dainty intricacy of several of these ar-

rangements, and the reasons for the repeating, with little

modification, some, rather than others, present questions of so

great interest to students of English verse, that I could not

resist the temptation of tabulating the structure of them all.
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The number of feet in the lines is of course naturally indi-

cated by figures : 1, for a line of one meter ; 2, for a dimeter ;*

and so 3, 4, 5, and 6, up to the hexameter ; only observe that

I call the ordinary trochaic line ending with a long syllable,

" Dust again, as dust ye were,"

a three-metered verse, though it is properly four-metered, for

the close of such a line is a full trochee in time, formed of the

monosyllable with a following rest: but it is convenient to

exj^ress this verse as a trimeter, and to consider as tetra-

meter only the line with the last short syllable sounded,

—

'* oh, but man, by thee created." On the other hand, an

iambic line ending with a superadded short syllable properly

does so only by dividing the normal long syllable into two

short ones ; and permits no extension of the time ; therefore, it

is indicated by a circumflex above the numeral, thus :
" the

fields with flocks have hid their faces," will be 4, and " Xor
hid from him thy face's fair appearing," 5.

For the indication of arrangement of rhyme I use letters

of the alphabet: the first line of any stanza is always called

a ; and all lines that rhyme to it, a ; also the first different

rhyme that occurs is called b, and all that rhyme to it, b ; the

next c,—and so on.

Thus a couplet, with its lines rhyming, is a a ; a quatrain

stanza of alternate rhymes, a b a b; Tennyson's beautiful

quatrain of the In Memoriam is a b b a and the ordinary

Spenserian stanza, ababbcbcc.
With this notation, the Sidney meters, or any others, may

be accurately tabulated; and their analysis becomes, to any-

one really caring for poetry, extremely interesting; but the

tabulated forms look so appallingly complex that I shall keep

them for the appendix to the second volume, when they may
be more easily compared with the text ; merely indicating in

the present volume the form of rhythm adopted for each

psalm. This statement of the rhythm will in general

* My sxjelling- of these names for verses will be found defended

in my Elements of Prosody.
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separate the part of the commentary relating to points of

general knowledge from that which will consist of verbal

criticism; and by collecting and comparing the abbreviated

symbols of each stanza, the reader may begin the study of

these meters for himself. The notablest circumstance in all

of them is the length of time during which a rhyme remained

on the composer's ear, so as to be answered again and again

by recurrent sjmimetries of echo. The 51st Psalm, for

instance, is a most interesting group of eight connected trip-

lets ending with the rhyme that began them ; and connected

by linked triple rhymes, which I write beneath, to show

their order:

—

aba ode beb dfd ege faf ghg aha

-b . b

-d . d

-e . e

-f . f

-g • g

-a a
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Again the 55th is written with only three rhyming words

through seventy-two lines,—six stanzas of four triplets, each

couple reflected, thus, a b c—c b a, a c b—b c a : the first and

sixth stanzas beginning and closing thus with a; the second

and fifth with b ; and the third and sixth with c. The 100th

and 150th are properly sonnets of fourteen lines each; but

endless varieties of grouping will be found in the five-lined

and six-lined stanzas, of which the greater number of the

parajihrases are composed. I know of no other religious

work in which so much playful art is blended with so faithful

passion. I am indeed a little vexed to find, as I correct the

press, that quaint or prosaic expressions which were inoffen-

sive to me in the old spelling, look weaker in modern dress

;

but, in simi, readers may test the veracity of their emotions

by the degree in which these faults can be forgiven. To
those who have used the Psalter merely to grace their wor-

ship with a sentimental tone, this version will be useless, or

irritating. To those who have really known either David's

joy, distress, or desires, it will be enlightenment of heart

and eyes, as the tasted honey on the stretched-out spear of

David's friend.
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LIFE OF SIR HEEBEKT EDWARDES.

The following pages are in substance little more than

grouped extracts of some deeply interesting passages in the

narrative published by Sir Herbert Edwardes, in 1851, of

his military operations in the Punjaub during the winter of

1848-9.

The vital significance of that campaign was not felt at the

time by the British public, nor was the character of the com-

manding ofiicer rightly understood. This was partly in con-

sequence of his being compelled to encumber his accounts of

real facts by extracts from official documents ; and partly be-

cause his diary could not, in the time at his disposal, be re-

duced to a clearly arranged and easily intelligible narrative.

My own abstract of it, made originally for private reference,

had reduced the events preceding the battle of Kineyree

within the compass of an ordinary lecture, which was given

here at Coniston in the winter of 1883 ; but in preparing this

for publication, it seemed to me that in our present relations

with Afghanistan, the reader might wish to hear the story in

fuller details, and might perhaps learn some things from it

not to his hurt.

My work at Oxford this last spring, and illness during the

summer, prevented the final revision of the proofs ; but here

at last is the first of the three proposed sections, and I think

there is every hope of the volume being completed by Christ-

mas.

I have only to add that, although I have been happy in the

friendship both of Sir Herbert and Lady Edwardes, my re-

publication of this piece of military history is not in the

265
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least a matter of personal feeling with me ;—it is done simply

because I know it to be good for the British public to learn,

and to remember, how a decisive soldier and benevolent

governor can win the affection of the wildest races, subdue

the treachery of the basest, and bind the anarchy of dissolute

nations,— not with walls of fort or prison, but with the living

roots of Justice and Love.



PKEFACE TO "THE STOKY OF IDA."*

FoK now some ten or twelve years I have been asking every

good writer wlioni I knew, to write some part of what was

exactly true, in the gTeatest of the sciences, that of Humanity.

It seemed to me time that the Poet and Romance-writer

should become now the strict historian of days which, profess-

ing the openest proclamation of themselves, kept yet in se-

crecy all that was most beautiful, all that was most woeful,

in the multitude of their unshepherded souls. And, during

these years of unanswered petitioning, I have become more
and more convinced that the wholesomest antagonism to what-

ever is dangerous in the temper, or foolish in the extrava-

gance, of modern Fiction, would be found in sometimes sub-

stituting for the artfully-combined improbability, the care-

ful record of providentially ordered Fact.

Providentially, I mean, not in the fitting together of evil

so as to produce visible good,—but in the enforcement, though

under shadows which mean but the difference between finite

and infinite retribution which enough indicate for our giiid-

ance, the Will, and for our comfort, the Presence, of the

Judge, and Father of men. It might be thought that the

function of such domestic history was enough fulfilled by

the frequency and full detail of modern biography. But

lives in which the public are interested are scarcely ever worth

writing. For the most part compulsorily artificial, often af-

fectedly so,—on the whole, fortunate beyond ordinary rule,

—and, so far as the men are really greater than others, unin-

telligible to the common reader,—^the lives of statesmen,

soldiers, authors, artists, or anyone habitually set in the

sight of many, tell us at last little more than what sort of

people they dealt with, and of pens they wrote with ; the per-

sonal life is inscrutably broken up,—often contemptibly, and

* The Story of Ida, by Francesca, 1883.

367
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the external aspect of it merel.y a husk, at the best. The
lives we need to have written for us are of the people whom,

the world has not thought of,—far less heard of,—who are

yet doing the most of its work, and of whom we may learn

how it can best be done.

The following story of a young Florentine girl's too short

life is absolutely and simply true: it was written only for

memorial of her among her friends, by the one of them that

loved her best, and who knew her perfectly. That it was
not written for publication will be felt after reading a few

sentences ; and I have had a certain feeling of desecrating its

humility of affection, ever since I asked leave to publish it.

In the close of the first lecture given on my return to

my duties in Oxford, will be found all that I am minded at

present to tell concerning the writer, and her friends among
the Italian poor; and perhaps I, even thus, have told more

than I ought, though not in the least enough to express my
true regard and respect for her, or my admiration of her

powers of rendering, with the severe industry of an engraver,

the most pathetic instants of action and expression in the

person she loves. Her drawing of Ida, as she lay asleep in

the evening of the last day of the year 1872, has been very

beautifully and attentively, yet not without necessary loss,

reduced in the frontispiece, by Mr. W. Koffe, from its o^vn

size, three-quarters larger,—and thus, strangely, and again

let me say, providentially, I can show, in the same book, ex-

amples of the purest truth, both in history and picture. Of
invented effects of light and shade on imaginary scenes, it

seems to me we have admired too many. Here is a real pas-

sage of human life, seen in the light that Heaven sent for it.

One earnest word only I have to add here, for the reader's

sake,—let it be noted with thankful reverence that this is

the story of a Catholic girl written by a Protestant one, yet

the two of them so united in the Truth of the Christian Faith,

and in the joy of its Love, that they are absolutely unconsci-

ous of any difference in the forms or letter of their religion.

April 14th, 1883.



PEEFACE TO
"EOADSIDE SO^^GS OF TUSCANY."*

Of the circumstances under which this work came into my
possession, account is given in my report to the St. George's

Guild for the year 1883 ; it has been since a matter of much
debate witli me how to present it most serviceably to those

whom it is calculated to serve; and what I am about to do

with it, though the best I can think of, needs both explanation

and apology at some length.

The book consists of 109 folio leaves, on every one of

which there is a drawing, either of figures, or flowers, or

both. To photograph all, would of course put the publica-

tion entirely out of the reach of people of moderate means

;

while to print at once the text of the songs and music, without

the illustrations, would have deprived them of what to my
mind is their necessary interpretation; they could not be in

what is best of them understood,—even a little under-

stood,—without the pictures of the people who love them.

I have determined, therefore to photograph for the pres-

ent, twenty of the principal illustrations, and to print,

together with them, so much of the text as immediately

relates to their subjects, adding any further elucidation

of them which may be in my o^vn power. But as soon as I

have got this principal part of the book well in course of

issue, I will print separately all the music, and the little

short songs called Eispetti, in their native Italian, and Fran-

cesca's English. Meantime, I have presented to Oxford
the twelve principal drawings of those which will be pub-

lished in photogTaph, and four others to the St. George's

Museum at Sheffield. Twenty-five of the leaves of text,

* " Roadside Songs of Tuscany," translated and illustrated by
Francesea Alexander, and edited by .Tohn Rnskin, LL. D., 1884.

S69
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illustrated with flowers only, are placed at Oxford for

temporary use and examination. These, as well as the

greater part of the remainder of the volume, will be dis-

tributed between my schools at Oxford, Girton College at

Cambridge, the St. George's Museum, and Whitelands Col-

lege at Chelsea, as soon as I have prepared the text for publi-

cation, but this work of course necessitates for some time

the stay of the drawings besida me.

They are admirably, in most cases, represented by ]\Ir.

Hollyer's photographs: one or two only of the more highly

finished ones necessarily become a little dark, and in places

lose their clearness of line, but, as a whole, they are quite

wonderful in fidelity and clearness of representation. Of

the drawings themselves I will leave the reader to form his

0"\vn estimate ; merely praying him to observe that Miss Alex-

ander's attention is always fixed primarily on expression, and

on the accessary circumstances which enforce it ; that in order

to let the parts of the design on which its sentiment depends

be naturally seen and easily felt, she does not allow any arti-

fices of composition, or charms of light and shade, which

would disturb the simplicity of her appeal to the feelings;

and that in this restriction, observed through many years, she

has partly lost, herself, the sense of light and shade, and sees

everything in local color only: other faults there are, of

which, however, be they in the reader's estimate few or many,

he may be assured that none are of the least weight in compari-

son with the virtues of the work ; and farther, that they ought

to be all to him inoffensive faults, because they are not caused

either by affectation, indolence, or egoism. All fatal faults

in art that might have been otherwise good, arise from one or

other of these three things,—either from the pretense to feel

what we do not,—the indolence in exercises necessary to ob-

tain the power of expressing the truth,—or the presumptuous

insistence upon, and indulgence in, our own powers and de-

lights, because they are ours, and witli no care or wish that

they should be useful to other people, so only they be ad-

mired by them. From all these sources of guilty error, Mks
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Alexander's work is absolutely free. It is sincere and true

as the sunshine ; industrious, with an energy as steady as

that by which a plant grows in spring ; modest and unselfish,

as ever was good servant's work for a beloved Master.

In its relation to former religious art of the same faith-

fulness, it is distinguished by the faculty and habit of realiza-

tion which belongs to all Pre-Eaphaelism, whether English or

American; that is to say, it represents any imagined event

as far as possible in the way it must have happened, and as

it looked, when happening, to people who did not then know

its Divine import ; but with this further distinction from our

English school of Pre-Kaphaelism, that Miss Alexander rep-

resents everything as it would have happened in Tuscany to

Tuscan peasants, while our English Pre-Kaphaelites never

had the boldness to conceive Christ or His Mother as they

would have looked, with English faces, camping on Hamp-
stead Heath, or confused among a crowd in the Strand : and

therefore, never brought the vision of them close home to the

living English heart, as Francesca is able to show the face of

her Lord to the hill peasants at the well of I'Abetone. The

London artists may answer with justice, that the actual life

of I'Abetone is like that of Palestine ; but that London life is

not : to whom it may be again answered, and finally, that they

have no business whatever to live in London, and that no noble

art will ever be there possible. But Francesca's method of

using the materials round her, be it noted, is also wholly dif-

ferent from theirs. They, either for convenience, fancy, or

feelings' sake, use, for their types of saint or heroine, tlie

model who happens that day to be disengaged, or the person

in whom they themselves take an admiring or affectionate in-

terest. The first heard organ-grinder of the morning, hastily

silenced, is hired for St. Jerome, and St. Catherine or the

Madonna represented by the pretty acquaintance, or the ami-

able wife. But Francesca, knowing tke histories, and versed

in the ways of the people round her for many a year, chooses

for the type of every personage in her imagined picture,

someone whose circumstances and habitual tone of mind are
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actually like those related and described in the legends to be

illustrated. The servant saint, Zita of Lucca, is represented

by a perfectly dutiful and happy farm-servant, who has in

reality worked all her life without wages ; and the gypsy who

receives the forlorn Madonna in Egypt, is drawn from a

woman of gypsy blood who actually did receive a wounded

boy, supposed to be at the point of death, into her house, when

all the other women in the village held back ; and nursed him,

and healed him.

Perceiving this to be Miss Alexander's constant method of

design, and that, therefore, the historic candor of the draw-

ings was not less than their religious fervor, I asked her to

furnish me, for what use I might be able to make of them,

with such particulars as she knew, or might with little pains

remember, of the real lives and characters of the peasants

whom she had taken for her principal models. The request

was fortunate; since in a very few weeks after it had been

presented. Miss Alexander sent me a little white book

stamped with the red Florentine lily, containing, in the pret-

tiest conceivable manuscript, a series of biographic sketches,

which are to me, in some ways, more valuable than the book

which they illustrate ; or rather, form now an essential part of,

without which many of its highest qualities and gravest les-

sons must have remained unacknowledged and unaccepted.

I take upon myself therefore, unhesitatingly, what blame

the reader may think my due, for communicating to him the

substance of these letters, without reserve. I print them, in

Francesca's own colloquial, or frankly epistolary, terms, as

the best interpretation of the legends revived for us by her,

in these breathing images of existent human souls.

Of the literary value of the songs themselves, it is not neces-

sary for me to express any opinion, since Miss Alexander

claims for them only the interest of having been practically

useful to the persons fcr whom they were composed ; and, in

her translation, aims only at rendering their meaning clear

with a pleasant musical order and propriety of cadence.

But it is a point deserving of some attentive notice, that
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this extremely simple and imexcited manner of verse, com-

mon to both the ballads and their translations, results prima-

rily from the songs being intended for, and received as, the

relation of actual facts necessary to be truly known ; and not

at all as the expression of sentiment, fancy, or imagination.

And they correspond in this function, and in their resultant

manner, very closely to early Greek ballad in the lays of

Orpheus and Hesiod,—and indeed to Greek epic verse alto-

gether, in that such song is only concerned with the visible

works and days of gods and men ; and will neither stoop, nor

pause, to take color from the singer's personal feelings. I

received a new lesson myself only a day or two since, respect-

ing the character of that early Greek verse, from a book I

was re-reading after twelve years keeping it by me to re-read,

—Emile Boutmy's " Philosophic de I'Architecture en Grece,"

—in which (p. 121) is this notable sentence, " L'un des

traits les plus frappants de la phrase homerique, c'est que

I'omission et le sous-entendu y sent sans exemple, Je ne

crois pas qu'on puisse signaler dans I'lliade ou dans I'Odyssee

une ellipse, ou une enthymeme." But the difference between

explicit and undisturbed narrative or statement of emotion,

in this kind, and the continual hinting, suggesting, mystify-

ing, and magnifying, of recent pathetic poetry, (and I be-

lieve also of Gothic as opposed to Greek or pure Latin poetry,)

requires more thought, and above all, more illustration, than

I have time at present to give ; and I am content to leave the

verses preserved in this book to please whom they may please,

without insisting upon any reasons why they should ; and for

myself, satisfied in my often reiterated law of right work,

that is the expression of true pleasure in right things—and

thankful that, much though I love my Byron, the lives of

Saints may be made vivid enough to me by less vigorous

verses than are necessary to adorn the biogTaphy of Corsairs

and Giaours.

Jan. 1st, 1884,



PEEFACE TO
"CHKIST'S FOLK m THE APENNmE." *

Since first I received from Miss Alexander the trusts in-

volved in the editorship of the " Story of Ida " and " Songs

of Tuscany," she has been in the habit of writing to me little

sketches or stories of her peasant friends, as they chance to

visit her, either, as it often happens, for the simple pleasure

of talking to her, or silently watching her at her work,—or,

as it still oftener happens, when they seek her counsel in

their troubles, or her sympathy in their good fortune. Tier

door is never closed to them; the drawing in progress ad-

vances under her hand with the same tranquillity through the

children's babble and the mother's boast ; and time is never

wanting if they need her attentive care, or active help. Her
letters usually contain at least a page or two of chat about

the visitors who have been claiming her immediate notice,

or some reminiscence of former passages between them,

which the affectionate historian, finding me hardly less in-

terested in her favorites than she was herself, and interested

in the way she wished, gradually completed and developed,

until now I find under my hand a series of word-portraits,

finished as tenderly as her drawings, and of even higher value

in their accuracy of penetration, for the written sketches con-

tain little gleams of gentle satire which never occur in the

drawings. And it seems to me that the best Christmas work

I can do this year, (my own fields of occupation being also

in great measure closed to me by the severe warning of re-

cent illness and the languor it has left,) will be to gather out

of this treasure of letters what part mighty with the writer's

permission, and without pain to any of her loved friends, be

* " Christ's Folk in the Apennine," by Francesca Alexander.

London, 1901.
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laid before those of the English public who have either seen

enough of the Italian peasantry to recognize the truth of

these ritratti, or have respect enough for the faith of the in-

corrupt Catholic Church to admit the sincerity, and rejoice

in the virtue, of a people still living as in the presence of

Christ, and under the instant teaching of His saints and

apostles. I shall change no word in the familiar language of

the letters, nor attempt any other arrangement than that of

merely collating the passages referring at intervals to the

same person, nor even this with any strictness. For it is one

of the pleasantest features in the tenor of these annals to

have our friends coming to see us again at their different

ages, and in their added dignities of possession or position.

The story with which I begin is, however, a little different

from the others, having been written for me by Francesca in

consequence of my complaint that the " Story of Ida " was

too sad, and conceded too much to the modern feeling of the

British public that people who are quite good have nothing

to do but to die. The story of Polissena may perhaps never

reach the same place in the reader's heart ; but it is in the

depth of it far more bravely and widely exemplary.

30th November, 1886.



PKEFACE TO " ULKIC." *

Having been enabled to lay before the English reader, in

Miss Alexander's " Songs of Tuscany," the truth of Italian

peasant character animated by sincere Catholic religion, I

find it my next most instant duty to place in parallel light

the more calculating and prosperous virtue of Protestant

Switzerland. This I am enabled to do merely by translating

the story of Jeremias Gotthelf, called " Ulric the Farm-
servant," which, if the reception granted it encourage me,

will be followed, as in the original work, by its continuous

history of " Ulric the Farmer."

I hoped to have translated at least one of these tales my-

self ; but I only know the French translation, and have there-

fore accepted the gladly-given help of a very dear friend and

active member of St. George's Guild, Mrs. Firth, of Sea-

thwaite Rayne, Ambleside. She has translated the whole

book from the original German, adopting sometimes tlie

terms of phrase which seemed more graceful or expressive

from the French ; and I have myself revised the whole, in-

dulging my own preference for the French words or idioms

where it seemed to me the German was cumbrous.f Of

* " Ulric the Farm Servant," by Jeremias Gotthelf. Translated

by Julia Firth, 1886.

f My reasons for following Max Bnchon's text in the main pas-

sages, will be understood at once, on reading the following note to

me from Carlyle's niece. Miss Aitken, written nine years ago, when
first I tried to bring Uli before the English reader.

" 5 Great Cheyne Eow,
" Chelsea, S. W.,
" June 6, 1876,

" Dear ^Mr. Ruskin,—
" I take the liberty of sending with this a note that has come

to-night from Lady Lothian, who, as you will see, is anxious to have
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Gotthelf's work and life, a succinct and sensible account will

be found in Max Buchon's preface to the French edition of

" The Joys and Sorrows of a Schoolmaster ;
" it is only

necessary for the reader of this book to know that his real

name was Albert Bitzius ; that he was an entirely benevolent

and sincere German-Protestant clergyman, vicar of the little

Bernese village of Herzogen-Buch-See, six leagues north of

Berne ; and that in character he was a combination of Scott

and Sydney Smith, having the penetrative and imaginative

faculty of the one, with the practical common sense of the

other He cultivated his o^vn farm so as to gain the respect

and sympathy of his farmer parishioners,—fulfilled his pas-

toral duties with benevolent cheerfulness,—and wrote, in the

quiet mornings of his well husbanded and well spent days,

a series of stories of Swiss life, each beautifully, and with

the subtlest literary art, led to its crisis through chains of

modest and natural event ; and in its course giving portrait-

a nomination to the Blue Coat School, for a boy she is interested

in. i do not know whether the ladj' is right in supposing that you

have the power of nomination, but if you had and were willing to

give the required promise for next year, you would be doing a

kindness to one of the hardest-working and most self-denying

people in the world.
" I hardly know how to put into words the awful fact I have to

communicate. I have failed utterly and ignominiously in my at-

tempt to translate Uli into English. I have tried over and over

again and can't get on at all. It is written in cramped, foreign

German, largely interspersed with Swiss words, which no dictionary

will explain. My uncle has goaded me on with cruel gibes; but

he read the book himself, and says now that he could at no period

of his life have translated it. I need say no more, except that I

am much grieved to find what would have been a great pleasure

to me so far beyond my very small powers.
" You will be sorry to know that my uncle has been very

weak and poorly of late weeks. He is, however, getting a little

better as the weather improves.
" He sends his kindest and best love to you; and I am ever, dear

Mr. Ruskin,
" Yours affectionately and respectfully,

" Mary Carlyle Aitken."
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lire, exquisite in its sympathy, lovely in its delicacy, merci-

less in its veracity, of all that is best—and as much as it is

needful to dwell on, of the worst—of the Swiss character in

the phase of change during which it came under his observa-

tion, when the noble customs of the past were still observed

by the peasants of ancient and honorable family, while the

recent influences of trade and foreign travelers were gradu-

ally corrupting alike the lower peasantry and the city popu-

lation. As studies of general human character, I know noth-

ing but Scott's soundest work which can compare with these

books ; nor I believe will any sensible reader find the details

which give them local vivacity and precision other than inter-

esting, if he will not read too much at a time. Partly to

assist him in that wholesome economy of his attention, and

partly because I want to get some of the book quickly into

his hands for the sake of the immediate comparison of the

Swiss with the Italian character, and of the Protestant with

the Catholic faith, I publish this translation in parts, like

most of my own books. Twelve parts, containing about

forty-eight pages each, and published monthly, price one

shilling, will contain the first story, " Ulric the Farm Ser-

vant." The little quotations at the heads of the chapters

have been chosen by Mrs. Firth from my own books, and

appear to me by no means the least valuable part of the

volume

!

30th June, 1885.



PEEFACE TO
" THE ENGLISH SCHOOL OF PAINTmG." *

I AM most tappy in the privilege accorded to me by the

author of this book to introduce to the public of England

—

interested as they all are commercially, in the estimate of

English Art formed by foreign States, and as they all ought

to be, morally, in the impression which that art produces on

the minds of its foreign purchasers—a piece of entirely can-

did, intimately searching, and delicately intelligent French

criticism—mostly praise, indeed, but scrupulously weighed

and awarded, of the entire range of English painting, from

the days of Sir Joshua to our own.

Every nation is, in a certain sense, a judge of its 0"^ti art,

from whose decision there is no appeal. In the common
sense of the phrase, it " knows what it likes," and is only

capable of producing what it likes. But every well-educated

nation also derives a more thrilling, though less intimate

and constant, pleasure, from the just appreciation of the art

of other climates and races. To take an extreme instance:

how much vivid and refining pleasure have not we English

taken in Chinese porcelain, just because we were incapable

ourselves of making, with all the British genius we could

concentrate upon that object, a single pattern of prettily-

colored cup and saucer.

Hitherto the action of all Governments in the encourage-

ment of National Art has been resolutely wrong, in one or

other of two opposite directions. Either they have en-

deavored to protect their own clumsy workmen from the com-

petition of more dexterous neighbors by laying duties on

foreign art—as at present the Americans, in a state of

hitherto unprecedented egoism and stupidity, and formerly

* " The English School of Painting," by Ernest Chesneau. 1885.
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the English, at the time when my father, in constant mer-

cantile relations with Spain, used to see the most superb fif-

teenth and sixteenth century Spanish plate dashed to pieces,

and beaten flat by the axes of the Custom House officers, lest

it should perchance be bought by London citizens, in pref-

erence to the articles offered by the goldsmiths of Cheap-
side—or else they have hoped to teach the native artist

foreign tricks of trade, and filled—as now the universal

repertory at Kensington—their museums and workrooms
with miscellaneous types of unexplained design, from which
the incapablest of their own craftsmen might filch absurdities

enough to provoke demand when trade was slack, or content

a fashion when taste was rabid.

We are still, I fear, a long way behind the time—but it

will come—when governments will recognize and cultivate

the essential genius of their people, aiding them, by wisely

restricted collection and discriminate explanation of ex-

amples, to adopt whatever excellences of method may assist

them in their proper aims, and to take refined and sym-

pathetic delight in skill which they cannot emulate.

After being for at least half a century paralyzed by their

isolation and self-sufficiency, the British schools of painting

are now in the contrary danger of losing their national char-

acter in their endeavor to become sentimentally German,

dramatically Parisian, or decoratively Asiatic. It is a singu-

lar delight to me to hear this acute and kindly Frenchman
assuring us that we have some metal of our own, and inter-

preting to his own countrymen some of the insular merits of

a school which hitherto has neither recommended itself by

politeness, confirmed itself by correctness, nor distinguished

itself by imagination.

My own concurrence with M. Chesneau's critical judgment

respecting all pieces of art with which we have been alike

acquainted, has been enough expressed in my terminal lec-

tures on the Art of England. My confidence in his power of

analyzing the characters of English art least knowTi in France

is sufficiently proved by my having commissioned him to
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write a life of Turner, prefaced by a history of previous

landscape ; to which I believe my own revision will have little

to add in order to make it a just and sufficient record of my
beloved Master. In his estimate of other really great paint-

ers, I am always disposed to follow M. Chesneau, as far as

my knowledge permits. But I find him too ready to forgive

the transgressions of minor genius, and to waste his own and

the reader's time in the search for beauties of small account,

and the descriptions of accidental and evanescent fancy.

There are many painters named with praise in the following

pages of whom there is really nothing noteworthy, except the

local or temporary causes of their ever obtaining any public

attention. But I hold myself on this the more bound in

honor to invite public attention to the opinions of a critic

who says the best that can be said of men whom I have my-

self treated with remorseless contumely, praying, however,

the reader to observe that in these cases I have by no means

changed or withdrawn from my own opinions, though I am
glad to admit that art which is uninteresting to me may be

useful and helpful to other people.

Of the illustrations of the volume I am not justified in

speaking on the strength only of the imperfect states in which

they have been submitted to me ; but this much I can merely

say of them, that they have been prepared with honest en-

deavor to represent as much of the character of the paintings

as could be interpreted by woodcut, and not with the view of

producing merely attractive or brilliant effects on their own
independent terms. The renderings of Hogarth are in this

respect both wonderful and exemplary; and those from Sir

Joshua and Gainsborough are intelligent and accurate, so as

really to represent the security of those two painters from all

rivalship in the English school. Scarcely any attempt has

been made to obtain the characters of Turner,—but tliese

must be themselves seen,—the reader who will not take the

pains to visit them need not hope to be otherwise rightly in-

formed about them, even by the most ingenious of critics and

industrious of engravers. Much greater injustice, though in-
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evitably, is done to the Pre-Raphaelite pictures, which, as a

rule, depend on their color far more than Turner does; for

Turner is essentially a chiaroscurist, while the best Pre-

Eaphaelite work is like so much colored glass.

But in the meantime, I think M. Chesneau may be well

satisfied in presenting the English public with a list, indexed

by unaffected illustration, of the artists whose work deserves

their recognition and memory ; criticising that work with abso-

lute frankness and willing admiration, and leaving the reader

to perfect his knowledge by pilgrimage, now so easily accom-

plished, to the collections which gift and bequest are gradu-

ally rendering, not only in the metropolis, but in several of

our great commercial centers, representative not only of the

Art of England, but of the art and craftmanship alike of the

past and present world.

7th December, 1884.



PREFACE TO
"A POPULAR HANDBOOK OF THE

I^ATIONAL GALLERY."

So far as I know, there has never yet been compiled, for

the illustration of any collection of paintings whatever, a

series of notes at once so copious, carefully chosen, and use-

fully arranged, as this which has been prepared, by the in-

dustry and good sense of Mr. Edward T. Cook, to be our

companion through the magnificent rooms of our o^vn N^a-

tional Gallery ; without question now the most important col-

lection of paintings in Europe for the purposes of the general

student. Of course the Florentine School must always be

studied in Florence, the Dutch in Holland, and the Roman in

Rome; but to obtain a clear knowledge of their relations to

each other, and compare with the best advantage the char-

acters in which they severally excel, the thoughtful scholars

of any foreign country ought now to become pilgrims to the

Dome— (such as it is)—of Trafalgar Square.

We have indeed—be it to our humiliation remembered

—

small reason to congratulate ourselves on the enlargement of

the collection now belonging to the public, by the sale of the

former possessions of our nobles. But since the parks and cas-

tles which were once the pride, beauty, and political strength

of England are doomed by the progress of democracy to be

cut up into lots on building leases, and have their libraries

and pictures sold at Sotheby's and Christie's, we may at least

be thankful that the funds placed by the Government at the

disposal of the Trustees for the National Gallery have per-

mitted them to save so much from the wreck of English man-

sions and Italian monasteries, and enrich the recreations of

our metropolis with graceful interludes by Perugino and

Raphael.
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It will be at once felt bv the readers of the following cata-

logue that it tells them, about every picture and its painter,

just the things thej wished to know. They may rest satisfied

also that it tells them these things on the best historical

authorities, and that they have in its concise pages an ac-

count of the rise and decline of the arts of the Old Masters,

and record of their personal characters and worldly state and

fortunes, leaving nothing of authentic tradition, and essential

interest, untold.

As a collection of critical remarks by esteemed judges, and

of clearly formed opinions by earnest lovers of art, the little

book possesses a metaphysical interest quite as great as its

historical one. Of course the first persons to be consulted on

the merit of a picture are those for whom the artist painted

it: with those in after generations who have sympathy with

them; one does not ask a Roundhead or a Republican his

opinion of the Vandyke at Wilton, nor a Presbyterian

minister his impressions of the Sistine Chapel :—but from

anyone honestly taking pleasure in any sort of painting, it

is always worth while to hear the grounds of his admiration,

if he can himself analyze them. From those who take no

pleasure in painting, or who are offended by its inevitable

faults, any form of criticism is insolent. Opinion is only

valuable when it

gilds with various rays

These painted clouds that beautify our days.

When I last lingered in the gallery before my old favorites,

I thought tliem more wonderful than ever before ; but as I

draw towards the close of life, T feel that the real world is

more wonderful yet: that Painting has not yet fulfilled half

her mission,—she has told us only of the heroism of men
and the happiness of angels : she may perhaps record in future

the beauty of a world whose mortal inhabitants are happy,

and which angels may be glad to visit.

April, 1888.
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ABSTEACT

OF THE OBJECTS OF THE CONSTITUTION OF ST. GEOEGe's GUILD.

The St. George's Guild consists of a body of persons who
think, primarily, that it is time for honest persons to sepa-

rate themselves intelligibly from knaves, announcing their

purpose, if God helps them, to live in godliness and honor,

not in atheism and rascality : and who think, secondarily, that

the sum which well-disposed persons usually set aside for

charitable purposes, (namely, the tenth part of their income,)

may be most usefully applied in buying land for the nation,

and intrusting the cultivation of it to a body of well-taught

and well-cared-for peasantry.

For the teaching of these laborers, schools are to be erected,

with museums and libraries in fitting places. The founders'

views of what the education of a peasant should be are ex-

plained, passim, in '' Fors Clavigera."

Persons entering the Guild promise, therefore to give, if

so much can be spared, a tenth of their income, or, at all

events, whatever they can afford for general charity, to this

special object. They undertake, further, to behave honestly

and justly to all men, and to obey the Master of the Guild in

all matters relating to the management of the affairs of the

Guild. The Master is elected by majority of the Guildsmen,

and is at any time subject to deposition by majority of

votes; but is absolutely uncontrolled in authority, while in

office, over all the proceedings of the Guild.

The Guild will hold its land as other registered Societies

do, in its own name; its capital will be vested in Trustees

chosen by the Master and accepted by the Guildsmen. The

Master is bound to furnish accounts of the affairs of the

Guild, certified by the Trustees, half-yearly.
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ISTo one but the Master can incur any debt in the name

of the Guild.

It is required bj the Board of Trade, if the registration

of the Guild is consented to by them, that a liability for a

sum stated in the memorandum now before them, as not ex-

ceeding five pounds, should extend to the members of the

Guild in the event of its affairs being wound up.

In the meantime, persons not wishing to incur any respon-

sibility, or make any promises, yet interested in the success

of the Guild, may practically become members of it merely

by sending it such subscriptions as they please, and managing

their own business with perfect honesty, and resolute benevo-

lence.

General subscriptions may be either paid directly to the

account of the Guild at the Union Bank, Chancery Lane, or

to Mr. Egbert Rydings, Laxey, Isle of Man. Persons wish-

ing to be enrolled in the Guild must read the instructions

in Letters LV. and LVIII. of " Fors Clavigera," and then

communicate with me, the present Master of the Guild, by

letter addressed to Corpus Christi College, Oxford.

20th December, 1877.

GEIsTERAL STATEMENT

EXPLAINING THE NATURE AND PURPOSES OF

ST. George's guild.

This Guild was originally founded with the intention of

showing how much food-producing land might be recovered

by well-applied labor from tlie barren or neglected districts

of nominally cultivated countries. With this primary

aim, two ultimate objects of wider range were connected

:

the leading one, to show what tone and degree of refined

education could be given to persons maintaining themselves

by agricultural labor ; and the last, to convince some por-

tion of the upper classes of society that such occupation was
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more honorable, and consistent with higher thoughts, and

nobler pleasures, than their at present favorite profession of

war ; and that the course of social movements must ultimately

compel many to adopt it,—if willingly, then happily, both

for themselves and their dependants,—if resistingly, through

much distress, and disturbance of all healthy relations be-

tween the master and paid laborer.*

But I had myself in early life known so many good and

wise soldiers, and had observed so constantly in my historical

readings the beneficence of strict military order in peace,

and the justice, sense, and kindness of good officers acting un-

restrictedly in civil capacities, that I looked first to the

army itself for help in exemplifying the good to be looked

for from a change in its functions; and wrote, in the first

developed statement of the design of St. George's Guild,

("Fors," Letter XXXVIL, January, 1874,) that its

Commandants were to be veteran soldiers. Its servants and

laborers also were to be chosen from among the domestics and

retainers of old families, likely to be thrown out of employ-

ment, or driven into exile, by modern changes of institution:

and the objects to be attained were so manifestly de-

sirable, and the means proposed so consistent with the most

sacred traditions of England, that I firmly hoped the work

would be soon taken out of my hands by men of means and

position, whose experience would enable them to act with

certainty and success.

Failing such hope, if even I had devoted myself, under

whatever disadvantages, to this single object, resigned alike

authorship and Professorship, and only done my best to per-

suade such men of influence as I could reach to help me, I

do not doubt that the work would long since have been in

prosperous and rapid advance. It seemed to me, however,

that my fields of personal duty had been already appointed

*I indicated in the " Fors Clavig-era " for September 1874 the

year 1880 as the probaljle time when such disturbance would neces-

sarily arise. The history of the Parliament of 1881 has too clearly

interpreted the words.
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me, and ought not to be abandoned ; and the business of the

Guild has been therefore allowed bj me to linger on, failing

continually—and often grotesquely—in minor accidents,

for want of my personal attention; and looked upon with

hourly increasing doubt by those few of the outside public

who became aware of its existence, on account of its con-

nection with other parts of my teaching which were sternly

antagonistic to many extensive selfish interests, and logically

destructive of the favorite fallacies cherished and alleged in

their support ; denouncing, chiefly of these, the final articles

of modern religious faith, that human happiness consists in

being fed without exertion, taught without attention, fault-

ful without punishment, and charitable without expense.

I believed, nevertheless, that there existed, both in Eng-

land and Scotland, a remnant of persons who were still in

the habit of reserving some part of their annual income for

the help of the poor; some of whom, I thought, might be

persuaded into the acceptance of a Companionship which

laid aside every sectarian animosity, and took for its march-

ing orders only the simple command, with simple promise,

" Trust in the Lord, and do good ; so shalt thou dwell in the

land, and verily thou shalt be fed."

But I suppose that, in rating the portion of their incomes

devoted even by sincerely religious people to uncompelled

charity,* at a tithe, I was gravely mistaken ; at all events, I

find practically that the requirement of such a contribution

instantly and effectually prevents the help of any rich person

from being given to the project at all ; and I propose, there-

fore, to forego this clause in the original charter of the

Guild, and to accept any person as Companion, who, comply-

ing with our modes of action and consenting in our principles,

* I call the expenses incurred for support of destitute family

relations, superannuated servants, and the like, " compelled " chari-

ties. Thej^ are properly to be counted as items of the necessary

household expenditure; and indeed the burden of them may often

be the heaviest part of it,—increasing- towards the close of life.

But they are never to be reckoned as any part of the voluntary tithe

for the stranger poor.
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will contribute one per cent, of their income, up to ten pounds

on incomes reaching a thousand a year, on the understanding

that, above that sum, no more shall be asked.

Farther, I will accept any donation or subscription from

stranger or friend not desiring to be associated with our body,

yet who, without consent to our general modes of operation,

may wish to further some special undertaking among the

works of diiferent kinds already in progTCSS, and for which

his contribution may be reserved.

I will therefore briefly enumerate these, and explain their

designs ; nor do I suppose that I could take any better method

of illustrating the general principles of the Association.

I. I found, in the first place, that in the Isle of Man there

remained still a healthy native industry for women, in spin-

ning the wool of the isle-bred sheep ; but so little remunera-

tion, that frequently infirm and aged Avomen were obliged to

leave their cottages and their spinning-wheel, to work in the

mines. (This, the reader will please observe, is one of the

primary results of steam machinery, which reduces the

former wages of the feeble and aged, to put their mainte-

nance, in the form of percentage on his capital, into the pockets

of a capitalist.*) I have organized this form of industry with

the intelligent help of Mr. Egbert Rydings, and we have

built a water-mill for the manufacture of the honest thread

into honest cloth—dyed indelibly. For this establishment,

therefore, only the wellwisher's custom is asked—not his

charity.

* It is to be carefully noted that macMnery is only forbidden by
the Guild where it supersedes healthy bodily exercise, or the art

and precision of manual labor in decorative work;-—but that the

only permitted motive pouir of machinery is by natural force of

wind or water— (electricity' perhaps not in future refused); but

steam absolutely refused, as a cruel and furious waste of fuel to do

what every stream and breeze are ready to do costlessly. The
moored river mill alone, invented by Belisarius fourteen hundred
years ago, would do all the mechanical work ever required by
a nation which either possessed its senses, or could use its hands.

Gunpowder and steam hammers are the toys of the insane and
paralytic.
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II. In order to try the present conditions of fruit and
vegetable supply to large towTis, I authorized the purchase

for the Guild of a plot of thirteen acres, within six miles of

Sheffield, which came very completely under the head of
" waste land," having been first exhausted and then neglected

by former proprietors. Of course, in the first years, nothing

but outlay is to be recorded of this acquisition; and the re-

cent severe winters have retarded prospect of better things;

but the land is now fairly brought into heart, and will supply

good fruit (strawberries, currants, and gooseberries) to the

Sheffield markets at a price both moderate and fixed. I have

further the intention of putting some part of the ground

under glass, and of cultivating, for botanical study, any
beautiful plants which may in their tropical forms illustrate

the operation of climate in our own familiar English species.

For this special purpose, I should be glad to receive subscrip-

tions from any persons interested in botanical education : all

such specially intended contributions should be sent to Mr.

Henry Swan, Curator of the St. George's Museum in Shef-

field.

III. Very soon after the establishment of the Guild, a

piece of rocky ground was presented to it, near Barmouth,

by a friend whose aid in every department of the Guild's

action has been unwearied, ever since. This piece of crag,

falling steep from the moors, to the shore, had some small

tenements in the nooks of it, of which the rents have been

taken without alteration, and applied to sanitary improve-

ments such as were feasible, without disturbance of the in-

mates. I went to look at all the cottages myself: and in

general the Master of the Guild would hold annual visit to

the estates within his reach, part of his necessary duty. I

am now, however, entirely past work of this kind—nor was

it one for which I was fitted ; still less, must it be said, in

passing, should the Companions suppose that I am myself

able, or that the Master under any circumstances would be

able, to become the confidant of their private feelings or dis-

tresses, as if he were the abbot of a monastery. The drain-
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age of land be may sometimes superintend; but not tbat of

spirits.

IV. I also mucb regret baving only once been able to visit

a piece of ground given us, twenty acres in extent, by our

kind Trustee, Mr. George Baker, in one of the loveliest dis-

tricts of Worcestershire ; so precious, in its fresh air and wild

woodland, to the neighboring populations of large manufact-

uring towns, that I am content at present in our possession of

it, and do not choose to break the quiet of its neighborhood by

any laborer's cottage building, without which, however, I do

not at present see my way to any effective use of the ground.

But in the neighborhood of my own village of Coniston there

are many tracts of mountain ground at present waste, yet ac-

cessible by good roads, and on which 1 believe the farmers

or landlords would gladly see some labor spent to advantage.

This autumn, therefore, I have begun, on my own ground,

the kind of work which it has been my o^vn chief purpose

for the last twenty years so to initiate. Leaving the emer-

gent crags, the bosquets of heath, and the knolls of good sheep

pasture, untouched, as well as the deeper pieces of morass

which are the proper receptacles of rainfall and sources of

perennial streams, I have attacked only the plots of rank

marsh grass which uselessly occupy the pieces of irregular

level at the banks of the minor ri\a.ilets ; and the ledges of

rock that have no drainage outlet. The useless marsh grass,

and the soil beneath it, I have literally turned upside-down

by steady spade labor, stripping the rock surfaces absolutely

bare, (though under accimiulations of soil often five or six

feet deep,) passing the whole of this loose soil well under

the spade ; cutting outlets for the standing water beneath, as

the completely seen conformation of the rock directed mc,

and then terracing the ledges, where necessary, to receive

the return gi'ound. I am thus carrying step by step down the

liill a series of little garden grounds, of which, judging by

the extreme fruitfulness of the piece of the same slope al-

ready made the main garden of Brantwood, a season or two

will show the value to my former neighbors, and very suffi-
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ciently exj)lain the future fimction of St, George's Guild, in

British mountain ground of ordinary character.

I have been very pleasantly surprised, in the course of

these operations, to find how much a day's labor will do, and

how far a very small sum will go, in thus transmuting ground

wliich never yet, since the mountains were made, has been of

the smallest use to man or beast, into entirely docile and

easily workable plots of territory. I must wait another

year, however, at least, before inviting subscription for the

like operations on a larger scale : but I do not doubt that the

results of the experiment, even in this first year of sowing,

will be more than enough to justify my doing so with con-

fidence.

V. This agTicultural work is, as I have said, the business

nearest my heart of all I am engaged in. But the duty of

wliich I am myself best capable, and the consummation of all

that hitherto has been endeavored in my writings, must be

found in the completion of the design for St. George's

Museum at Sheffield.

I am now frequently asked why I chose Sheffield for it

—

rather than any other to^m. The answer is a simple one ;

—

that I acknowledge Ironwork as an art always necessary and
useful to man ; and English work in iron as masterful of its

kind. I know scarcely an}-^ other branch of manufacture in

which England could even hope to surpass, or in which it is

even her duty to strive for equality with, the skill of other

countries. Asiatics and Italians must always take the lead

in color design ; French craftsmen in facility and fineness of

handling, whether the work be in wood, stone, porcelain, or

gold: and I hope that cotton will eventually be spun and

woven where it is grown—or at least by races capable of

no manlier business. But what iron we need, for sword,

tool, or plowshare, we shall be able, I trust, to forge for

ourselves.

ISTot for this reason only, however, but because Sheffield is

in Yorkshire ; and Yorkshire yet, in the main temper of its

inhabitants, old English, and capable therefore yet of the
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ideas of Honesty and Piety by which old England lived :

—

finally, because Sheffield is within easy reach of beautiful

natural scenery, and of the best art of English hands, at

Lincoln, York, Durham, Selby, Fountains, Bolton, and Fur-

ness ; for these great primary reasons, including many others,

I have placed our first museum there: in good hope also that

other towns, far and near, when they see how easily such a

thing can be done, will have their museums of the same kind,

as no less useful to them than their churches, gasometers, or

libraries for circulating rubbish. I continually see subscrip-

tions of ten, fifteen, or twenty thousand pounds, for new
churches. ]^ow a good clergyman never wants a church.

He can say all that his congregation essentially need to hear

in any of his parishioners' best parlors, or upper chambers,

or in the ball-room at the ISTag's Head ; or if these are not

large enough, in the market-place, or the harvest field. And
until every soul in the parish is cared for, and saved from

such sorrow of body or mind as alms can give comfort in, no

clergyman, but in sin or heresy, can ask for a church at all.

What does he want with altars—was the Lord's Supper

eaten on one ? What with pews—unless rents for the pride

of them ? What with font and pulpit—that the next wayside

brook, or mossy bank, cannot give him ? The temple of

Christ is in His people—His order, to feed them—His throne

alike of audience and of judgment, in Heaven : were it other-

wise, even the churches which we have already are not always

open for prayer.

Far different is the need for definite edifice, perfect in-

strument, and favorable circumstance in the consistent edu-

cation of the young.

In order to form wholesome habits in them, they must be

placed under wholesome conditions. For the pursuit of any

intellectual inquiry, to advantage, not only leisure must be

gi'anted them, but quiet. For the attainment of a high de-

gree of excellence in art, it is necessary that the excellence

of former art should be exhibited and recognized. For the

attainment of high standard in moral character, it is neces-
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sary that weakness should be protected, and willfulness re-

strained, by the daily vigilance and firmness of tutors and

masters. The words school, college, university, rightly under-

stood imply the leisure necessary for learning, the companion-

ship necessary for sympathy, and the reference of the educa-

tion of each citizen to the general claims, progress, honors,

and powers of his country. Every wise nation has counted

among its most honored benefactors those who have founded

its scholastic institutions in these three kinds ; but the found-

ing of museums adapted for the general instruction and pleas-

ure of the multitude, and especially the laboring multitude,

seems to be in these days a farther necessity, to meet which

the people themselves may be frankly called upon, and to

supply which their own power is perfectly adequate, without

waiting the accident or caprice of private philanthropy.

I must refer my reader to the " Arrows of the Chace,"

both for evidence of the length of time during which my
thoughts have been directed to the subject of National

Museums, and for statement in some detail of the necessary

principles of their arrangement ; reiterating only here the

primary law of selection, that a Museum directed to the pur-

poses of ethic as well as scientific education must contain no

vicious, barbarous, or blundering art, and no abortive or

diseased types or states of natural things ;—and the primary

principle of exhibition, that the collection must never be in-

creased to its own confusion ; but within resolute limits per-

manently arranged, so that every part of it shall be seen to

the best advantage in the simplest order, and with completest

intelligible description possible in brief terms. The little

room which is all that we at present have in our disposal at

Sheffield has been made by its Curator's skillful disposition

to contain more than such an apartment ever before con-

tained, accessible to public curiosity ; but it is now absolutely

necessary that we should possess a building capable of receiv-

ing a representative collection in such order as I have de-

fined ; and the following letter, laid before the Committee

for the Museum enlargement formed by the gentlemen of
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Sheffield, will sufficientlj express my design, as far as re-

spects that city.

'' The immediate additions to the Walkley Mnsenm should,

I think, be limited to the erection of a very simple and in-

expensive, but entirely strong and comfortable, (and, as far

as may be, fireproof) building, two-storied, and divided in

each story into a ' gallery ' with a terminal attached

' room.' The lower (ground) story, consisting of the

Public Library with an attached students' reading room, and

tlie upper or second floor, sky-lighted, consisting of the Art

Gallery with attached Jewel Room.
" The Public Library would contain the mass of the

Museum books—of which all would be chosen for their good

contents, and some, furtlier, for curious print, pretty bind-

ing, and the like, of which the oi/isides, (within glass doors,)

and the most interesting pages of others opened under glass on

flat tables, should be by all visitors visible ; but the use of the

books granted by special privilege in the attached reading-

room, to such persons as the future Committee of Manage-

ment may think proper.

'' The Public Library would further contain all such prints,

water-color drawings, maps, &c., as might be by any device

or arrangement advantageously exhibited in it, illustra-

tive of History, Poetry, and the other higher forms of Lit-

erature.
" The Public Art Gallery would in the proposed building

be devoted especially to the illustration of Sculpture, and its

associated craftsmanships in metal-work, including fine gold-

smiths', and pottery ; but such larger pictures as the Museum
may, with prudence as to funds, become possessed of, would

be easily arranged so as to make the general effect of the

gallery more warm and cheerful.

" The attached Jewel Room would contain a series, of

which the existing collection is a sufficient germ, of crystal-

line minerals, notable either for their o^vn beauty or for their

uses in the arts illustrated in the greater gallery; and the

elements of Mineralogical science might be far more practi-
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cally and pleasantly taught in connection with a series of

specimens thus limited, than by the infinitude of a general

collection.

" For the present, Mr. Ruskin would not wish any attempt

to be made for the illustration of Botany or Zoology. He
wishes to put his own, now much diminished, strength, on

the subjects familiar to him, in which he believes it can be

still serviceable to the public ; and the uses of the Museum it-

self will be on the whole wide in proportion to the clearness

of elementary arrangement and illustration, in a few sub-

jects of connected study; and will not be forwarded by the

extension of imperfect efforts, or accumulation of miscel-

laneous objects,"

The reason for the importance given to Sculpture in the

plan for the Museum here briefly abstracted is that Sculpture

is the foundation and school of painting; but painting, if

first studied, prevents, or at least disturbs, the understanding

of the qualities of Sculpture. Also, it is possible to convey

a perfect idea of the highest qualities of an original Sculp-

ture by casts ; and even in the plurality of cases, to know
more of it by a well-lighted cast than can be knoAvn in its

real situation. But it is impossible to copy a noble painting

with literal fidelitv ; and the carefullest studies from it bv

the best artists attempt no more than to reproduce some of its

qualities reverently, and to indicate what farther charms are

to be sought in the original. Whatever can thus be done by

intelligent copying, .for the knowledge of painting, Avill be

effected, in process of time, by the efforts of the Guild in the

promotion of general education ; but the immediate and com-

plete arrangement of the Art Gallery at Shefiield will be

chiefly designed for the study of Sculpture.

It must be carefully observed however, that the word
" Sculpture " will be there somewhat otherwise interpreted

than by the present guides of public taste. The idea at first

formed of a Sculpture Gallery will doubtless be of a comfort-

less room, with a smoky cast of the Venus of Melos in the

middle of it, an undersized Laocoon at one end, an Apollo
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Belvidere at the other, and busts of Roman Emperors all

round.

The Sculpture Gallery of the Walkley Museum will, on

the contrary, be arranged on the Master's strong conviction

and frequent assertion that a Yorkshire market-maid or

milk-maid is better worth looking at than any quantity of

Venuses of Melos ; while, on the other hand, a town which is

doing its best to extinguish the sun itself cannot be benefited

by the possession of statues of Apollo. The Sheffield Art

Gallery will therefore be unencumbered by any life-size

statues whatsoever, and in the niches and lighted recesses of

its walls will show only such examples of the art of Sculpture

as may best teach the ordinary workman the use of his chisel,

and his wits, under such calls as are likely to occur for either,

in the course of his daily occupations.

In the center of the room will be placed, under full sky-

light, the tables with sliding frames spoken of in my report

read at the meeting of the Guild, 7th I^ovember, 1881.

These tables, furnished with proper desks and frames, will be

adapted to contain, and place at the convenient command of

the student, such drawings as may best illustrate, or supple-

ment, the examples of sculpture on the walls, and the pic-

torial art founded on them, or associated with them. Since

the letter above abstracted was Avritten to the Chairman of

the Sheffield Committee, I have been seriously occupied with

the many questions which are involved in the erection even of

a small building, if it be for great purposes ; and the result

has been, I regi'et to say, that the designs made for me under

restricted conditions as to cost, have hitherto proved unsatis-

factory, and that I believe the end must be that I shall

desigTi the building myself according to my o"\vn notions of

what it ought to be, and trust to my friends to help me in

carrying it out, so as to represent, in some manner, what I

have praised or recommended, in my works on architecture.

As soon as the design for it is ready, I will give the definite

detail of it, with estimate, and ask subscriptions to the amount

required : but, in the meantime, there is an instant and much
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more serious ground for appeal to the public, not for the walls

of the Museum, but its contents. I tliink it possible that as

soon as I send in a definite plan, Shefiield itself alone may
frankly give me all I want for the erection. But there is an

opportunity, at this time, of ennobling the foundation of its

Library, such as I believe can never occur again.

T hear that the library of Hamilton Palace is to be sold,

some time this spring. That library contains a collection of

manuscripts which the late Duke permitted me to examine at

leisure now some thirty years ago. It contains many manu-
scripts for which I have no hope of contending successfully,

even if I wished to do so, against the British Museum or

the libraries of Paris and Vienna. But it contains also a

very large number of manuscripts among which I could as-

suredly choose some for which the partly exhausted general

demand might be not extravagantly outbid, and I think tlie

English public ought to have confidence enough in my knowl-

edge of Art and History to trust me with a considerable sum
for this purpose. I mean to come up from Brantwood to

examine the collection, as soon as it is visible ; and I hope

that in the meantime all my friends will very earnestly talk

this matter over, advise me how best to conduct it, and col-

lect for me in any sums offered, small or large, all they can,

to help me in saving from any farther cliance of dispersion,

and placing within the reach of the British historian and de-

signer, what I think most useful or admirable among these

precious manuscripts of the earlier Christian ages.

I have now enumerated the chief directions in which the

Guild is acting, or hopes to act; and if the reader cares to

know more of them, he may consult the report already re-

ferred to, presented at its last public meeting; but he can only

understand the principles of our association by a patient

comparison of the different passages in " Fors Clavigera,"

which represent the necessity, of moral as well as practical

consent between the members of a society hoping to carry

out any widely benevolent purpose ; and above all the neces-

sity in modern England of reviving the trust in past times in
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conscience, rather than in competition, for the production of

good work; and in common feeling, rather tlian in common
interests, for the j)reservation of national happiness and the

refinement of national manners. The promise to be honest,

industrious, and helpful, (that is to say, in the broadest sense

charitable,) is therefore required from all persons entering

the Guild ; and as, on the one hand, I trust that the prejudices

of sectarian religion may turn aside from us none who have

learned in their hearts that " Christ is all and in all," so, on

the other hand, I trust that the cause of true religion may be,

even yet by modern sciolists, so far identified with that of

useful learning, as to justify me in taking the first article of

the Apostles' Creed for the beginning, the bond, and the end

of our own.

21st February, 1882.

MASTEE'S EEPORT.

THE GUILD OF ST. GEORGE.

JANUARY, 1886,

The notices which I see in the leading journals of efforts

now making for the establishment of Industrial villages, in-

duce me to place before the members of the St. George's

Guild, in my report for the past year, the reasons for their

association in a form which may usefully be commended to

the attention of the general public.

The St. George's Guild was instituted with a view of show-

ing in practice, the rational organization of country life, in-

dependent of that of cities.

All the efforts, whether of the Government or the landed

proprietors of England, for the help or instruction of our

rural population, have been made under two false supposi-

tions: the first that country life was henceforward to be
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subordinate to that of to"^Tis, the second that the landlord

was, for a great part of the year, to live in the town, and

thence to direct the management of his estate.

Whatever may be the destiny of London, Paris, or Rome
in the future, I have always taught that the problem of

right organization of country life was wholly independent of

them; and that the interests of the rural population, now
thought by the extension of parliamentary suffrage to be

placed in their own keeping, had always been so, and to the

same degree, if they had only known it.

Throughout my writings on social questions I have pointed

to the former life of the Swiss (represented with photo-

graphic truth by Jeremias Gotthelf), and to the still exist-

ing life of the Xorwegians and Tyrolese, perfectly well

known to every thoughtful and kind-hearted traveler in their

respective countries,—as examples, nearly perfect, of social

order independent of cities :—but with Carlyle, I have taught

also that in English, French, and Italian natures there was

superadded to the elements of the German and j^orwegian

mind, a spirit of reverence for their leaders in worldly things,

and for their monitors in spiritual things, which were their

greatest strength and greatest happiness, in the forfeiture

of which by their nobles, had passed away their own honor,

and on the loss of which, by the people, had followed inevit-

ably the degradation of their characters, the destruction of

their arts, and the ruin of their fortunes.

The object principally and finally in my mind in found-

ing the Guild, was the restoration, to such extent as might be

possible to those who understood me, of this feeling of loyalty

to the Land-possessor in the peasantry on his estate, and of

duty, in the Lord, to the peasantry with whose lives and edu-

cation he was intrusted. The feeling of a Scottish clansman

to his chief, or of an old Saxon servant to his Lord, cannot

be regained now, unless under the discipline of war ; but even

at this day, an English hereditary o^vner of land, would there-

fore set himself to bring up upon it the greatest number pos-

gible of grateful tenants, would find instantly that the old
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feeling of gratitude and devotion are still in the heart of the

people ; and, not to be manifested, need only to be deserved.

I thought when, following Carlyle's grander exhortation

to the English landholders in " Past and Present," I put these

thoughts with reiterated and varied emphasis forward in con-

nection with a definite scheme of action, at a time when for

want of any care or teaching from their landlords, the peas-

antry were far and wide allowing themselves to be betrayed

into Socialism, that at least a few wise and kindly-hearted

Englishmen would have come forward to help me, and that

in a year or two enough would have understood the design to

justify me in the anticipations which at that time, having

had no experience of the selfishness of my countrymen, I

allowed to color with too great aspect of romance the earlier

num[ber] of " Fors Clavigera." That during the fifteen

years which have now elapsed since it was begun, only two

people of means—both my personal friends, Mrs. Talbot and

Mr. Baker—should have come forward to help me, is, as I

have said in the last issue of " Fors," I well know in great

part my o^\ti fault ; but also amazing to me beyond anything

I have read in history in its proof of the hard-heartedness

incident to the pursuit of wealth. Friends, I have, whose

affection I doubt not,—many ; readers, becoming friends

without profession, more. A week rarely passes without my
hearing, of, or receiving a letter from, someone who wishes to

thank me for making their lives happier, and in most cases

also, more useful. In any appeal to this direct regard for

me I have found answer justitying my thoughts of them.

They subscribed a thousand pounds to give me a Turner

after my first illness, and with four hundred more paid the

law costs of my defense against action for libel. I am grate-

ful to them, but would very willingly have gone without the

Splugen, and paid my o^vn law costs, if only they would

have helped me in the great public work which I have given

certainly the most intense labor of my life to promote.

Whereas, one and all, their holding back has sho^vn either

that they think me a fool in such matters—or that they
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were apprehensive of any action which might in the least

degi-ee give insight into the corruption of our modern sys-

tem of accumulating wealth.

More strangely still, they have held back from me in my
endeavors to make useful to the British public the especial

talents which that public credits me with. It is admitted

that I know good pictures from bad, and that my explana-

tions of them are interesting. It is admitted that I know
good architetcture from bad, and that my o^vn drawings of it,

and those executed under my directions by my pupils, are

authoritative in their record of the beauty of buildings which

are every hour being destroyed. I offered to arrange a

museum,—and if the means were given me, a series of

museums,—for the English people, in which, whether by cast,

photograph, or skilled drawing, they should be shown ex-

amples of all the most beautiful art of the Christian world. I

did enough to show what I meant and to make its usefulness

manifest. I may boldly say that every visitor, of whatever

class, to the little Walkley Museum, taking any real interest

in art, has acknowledged the interest and value even of the

things collected in its single room. And yet year after year

passes, and not a single reader or friend has thought it the

least incumbent on them to help me to do more; and from

the whole continent of America, which pirates all my books

and disgraces me by base copies of the plates of them, I have

never had a sixpence sent to help me in anything I wanted

to do.

!Now, I will not stand this any more. To young people

needing advice, and willing to take it, I remain as acces-

sible as ever—though it may often be impossible for me, in

mere want of strength and time, to reply to their letters ; but

to the numbers of people who write to express their grati-

tude to me, I have only this one general word,—send your

gratitude in the form of pence, or do not trouble me with

it ; and to my personal friends, that it seems to me high time

their affection should take that form also, as it is the only

one by which they can also prove their respect.
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The educational and archseological purposes for which

I thus instantly want money are only a colbteral branch of

the work of the St. George's Guild, which is essentially the

buying and governing of land for permanent national prop-

erty ; but while I remain its Master, I mean to direct all its

resources to the branch of its work which none deny my
capacity of directing rightly.

Finding, as I have already more than once stated, the

original condition of Companionship subscription of the

tenth of income, entirely prohibitory of all help from rich

people, I accept for members now anyone who will consent

to our laws, and subscribe five pounds a year and upwards.

Persons desirous of becoming members of the Guild must

write to the Master, giving their ages, professions, average

annual income, and probable future manner of life.

I have no progress to give account of last year in any direc-

tion of our main work; no new land has been bought nor

given us ; and the funds in hand do not admit of our under-

taking more than absolutely needful preparations and out-

house enlargements of the Walkley Museum. The circum-

stances which have led to the abandonment of my purpose of

building a larger museum at Sheffield are briefly that I

found the offers of assistance in such project made me by

the gentlemen of Sheffield depended on my making over to

Sheffield the entire collection in the Museum. In other

words, Sheffield offered, if we would give them our jewels, to

make themselves a case for them. This I absolutely and

finally declined to do. The Guild parts with none of its

property anywhere. I offered to guarantee the stay of the

collection in Sheffield during my own lifetime ; but I neither

wished, nor had the right, to limit the action of succeeding

Masters. Under these conditions, I propose to leave the

Museum at "Walkley, as it stands, and will have its cata-

log-ue finished, God willing, this year, 1886.

For the bulk of the Guild's property in objects for exhibi-

tion, I intend a better place. There are now in my hands at

Brantwood, or lent to various schools, upwards of two thou-
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sand pounds' worth of drawing:s executed for the Guild bv
Mr. Murray, Mr. Alessandri, Mr. Colling^vood, Mr. Rooke,

and Mr. Randal ; and at Oxford half as many more—capable

now of being arranged in a permanently instructive gallery.

I have no time nor strength of life now to lose in attempts at

ornamental architecture ; and am going, therefore, to build a

perfectly plain gallery, comfortably and safely warm and
dry, in the pure air of Bewdley, where these drawings may
at once be placed and described, and from which those of

minor value may be lent for tlie use of schools. We are at

present, however, at the end of our disposable funds, having

enough in hand only to pay our current expenses at Walkley

;

and I have been obliged, to my great sorrow, to check for a

time the beautiful work of Mr. Alessandri and Mr. Rooke.

So it is for the British public to say v;hether they and I are

to be of any further use to them or not. The complete cata-

logue of the Guild's property shall be prepared and issued

as soon as my now sorrowfully diminished power of daily

work permits,—and if I receive no better help than hitherto,

I shall place the drawings simply at the disposition of the

trustees, and withdraw myself from further toil or concern

in the matter. The kindly and honest trade in homespun
work—for full account of which I may happily and thank-

fully refer the reader to the article in the " Pall Mall Gazette "

of Monday, 8th February—is, I hope, already in charge of

Mr. Fleming and Mr. Thomson, likely to prosper withoi;t

care of mine ; but I have nothing more closely at heart, nor

can any of my friends oblige me more than by their support

of it.
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NOTICE EESPECTIXG SOME AETIFICIAL SEC-
TIONS ILLUSTEATING THE GEOLOGY

OF CHAMOUNI.*

In the Proceedings of the Eoyal Society, vol. iii., p. 348,

an account has been given by Professor Forbes of the dis-

cussions which had then taken place as to the geological con-

stitution of the chain of jMont Blanc, and as to the reality

of the alleged superposition of the primary rock (gneiss) to

the secondary (limestone), near Chamouni, and at Cour-

mayeur.

In order to clear up any remaining doubt, Mr. Euskin

caused sections to be made, laying bare the junction at

several points of the Valley of Chamouni. The results,

whicli are perfectly accordant with the conclusions of the

above-cited paper, have been kindly communicated by Mr.

Euskin to Professor Forbes, and are described and sketched

by him in the following note. The order of the sections is

from the head of the Valley of Chamouni towards its lower

or south-western extremity.

Specimens of the more important rocks have been placed in

the Museum of the Eoyal Society.

"1. At Crozzet de Lavanchi, on road to Argentiere, under

the Aiguille de Bochard.

" A. Black calcareous rocks of the Buet, with belemnites, a

good deal contorted (the same rock as at Cote des

Pigets).

"I. Imperfecl; cargneule (porous limestone), about 2 feet

thick.

* Communicated in a letter to Professor Forbes. Proceedings of

the Eoyal Society of Edinburgh.
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" C. Common cargneule, used for limeworks, &c. (about 50

feet thick at the utmost).

" R. Debris concealing junction with gneiss.

" G. Gneiss laid bare, striking K 50 E., and dipping 36°

S. E., an unusually small angle, quite accidental and

local, the average dip south being much steeper.

" 2. On the road to Chapeau, the same succession of beds

takes place, the dip being greater (about 50°)
; the

Buet limestones lower down dipping still more
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(about 65°). I say ' about/ not as guessing the angle,

but giving the average of many accurate measurements.

" 3. Junction opposite Prieure of Chamounij at my excava-

tion,

" L. Brown limestone, a form of the cargneule.

" C. Cargneule, generally inclosing fragments of the browner

limestone, and with bands of greasy green earth, E, E,

in the middle of its beds.

" F. Fault filled with fragments of clay and cargneule.

" D. Decomposing white gneiss.

" G. Hard gray gneiss of Montanvert.
" 4. At Les Ouches, in the ravine under the Aiguille du

Goute."

" B. Black slates of the Buet.

" W. Pure white fine-grained gypsum.

" A. Buet limestone (A of first section).

" W. Gypsum.

" C. Cargneule (C of first section).

" G, Gneiss.
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kotes ox the shape axd steucture of
some parts of the alps with refer-

e:n^ce to dexudatiox

PART I.*

It is often said that controversies advance science. I be-

lieve, on the contrary, that they retard it—that they are

wholly mischievous, and that all good scientific work is done

in silence, till done completely. For party in politics, there

are some conceivable, though not tenable, reasons ; but scien-

tific controversy in its origin must be always either an effort

to obscure a discovery of which the fame is envied, or to

claim credit for a discovery not yet distinctly established:

and it seems to me there are but two courses for a man of

sense respecting disputed statements; if the matter of them

be indeed doubtful, to work at it, and put questions about it,

but not argue about it ; so the thing will come out in its own
time, or, if it stays in, will be no stumbling-block; but if

the matter of them be not doubtful, to describe the facts

which prove it, and leave them for what they are worth.

The subject of the existing glacial controversy between

older and younger geologists seems to unite both characters.

In some part, the facts are certain and need no discussion;

in other points, uncertain, and incapable of being discussed.

There are not yet data of measurements enough to enable us

to calculate accurately the rate of diluvial or disintegrating

action on mountains ; there are not data of experiment enough

to enable us to reason respecting the chemical and mechani-

cal development of mountains ; but all geologists know that

every one of these forces must have been concerned in the

formation of every rock in existence : so that a hostile separa-

tion into two parties, severally maintaining a theory of Erosion

and a theory of Fracture, seems like dividing" on the question

whether a cracked walnut owes its present state to nature or

* From the Geological Magazine, pp. 49-54, February, 1865,
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the nutcrackers. In some respects, the dispute is even more

curious; the Erosion party taking, in Geology, nearly

the position which they would occupy zoologically, if they

asserted that bears owed the sharpness of their claws to their

mothers' licking, and chickens the shortness of their feathers

to the friction of the falling bit of shell they had run away
with on their heads. For indeed the Alps, and all other

great mountains, liave been tenderly softened into shape

;

and Nature still, though j)erhaps with somewhat molluscous

tongue, flinty with incalculable teeth, watches over her

craggy little Bruins,

"—forms, with plastic care,

Each growing lump, and brings it to a bear.'

Very assuredly, also, the Alps first saw the world with a

great deal of shell on their heads, of which little now re-

mains, and that little by no means so cunningly held to-

gether as the fragments of the Portland Vase. ]^one will

dispute that this shell has been deeply scratched, and clumsily

patched ; but the quite momentous part of the business is,

that the creatures have been carefully Hatched! It is not the

denudation of them, but the incubation, which is the main
matter of interest concerning them. So that Professor Ram-
say may surely be permitted to enjoy his glacial theory with-

out molestation—as long as it will last. Sir Roderick Mur-
chison's temperate and exhaustive statement* seems to me
enough for its extinction; but where would be the harm of

granting it, for peace's sake, even in its complete expansion ?

There were, we will suppose, rotatory glaciers—whirlpools

of ecstatic ice—like whirling Dervishes, which excavated

hollows in the Alps, as at the Baths of Leuk, or the plain of

Sallenche, and passed afterwards out—" queuea queue "

—

through such narrow gates and ravines as those of Cluse.

Gigantic glaciers in oscillation, like handsaws, severed the

* Address at Anniversary Meeting of Boyal Geographical So-

ciety, 1864,
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main ridge of tlie Alps, and hacked it awa}^, for the most

part, leaving only such heaps of sawdust as the chain of the

Turin Superga ; and here and there a fragment like the Yiso

and Cervin, to testify to the ancient height of the serrated

ridge. Two vast longitudinal glaciers also split the spine of

the Alps, east and west, like butcher's cleavers, each for sixty

miles; then turned in accordance to the north (''Come si

volge, con le piante strette, a terra, e intra se, donna che

balli "), cut do\\Ti through the lateral limestones, and plunged,

with the whole weight of their precipitate ice, into what are

now the pools of Geneva and Constance. The lakes of Mag-
giore, of Como and Garda, are similar excavations by minor

fury of ice-foam ;—the Adriatic was excavated by the great

glacier of Lombardy;—the Black Sea, by the ice of Cau-

casus before Prometheus stole fire ;—the Baltic, by that of

the Dovrefeldt, in the youth of Thor ;—and Fleet Ditch in the

days of the Dunciad by the snows of Snow Hill. Be it all

so : but when all is so, there still was a Snow-hill for the snows

to come down—there still was a fixed arrangement of native

eminence, which determined the direction and concentrated

the energies of the rotatory, precipitate, or oscillatory ice.

If this original arrangement be once investigated and thor-

oughly described, we may have some chance of ascertaining

what has since happened to disturb it. But it is impossible

to measure the disturbance before we understand the struc-

ture.

It is indeed true that the more we examine the Alps from

sufficiently dominant elevations, the more the impression

gains upon us of their being rather one continuously raised

tract, divided into ridges by torrent and decay, than a chain

of independent peaks: but this raised tract differs wholly in

aspect from groups of hills which owe their essential form

to diluvial action. The outlying clusters of Apennine be-

tween Siena and Rome are as s^Tumetrically trenched by

their torrents as if they were mere heaps of sand ; and monot-

onously veined to their summits with ramifications of ra-

vine; so that a large rlnibarb-len.f, or thistle-leaf, cast in
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plaster, would give nearly a reduced model of any mass

of them. But the circuit of the Alps, however sculptured

by its rivers, is inherently fixed in a kind of organic form;

its broad bar or islanded field of gneissitic rock, and the three

vast wrinkled ridges of limestone which recoil northwards

from it, like surges round a risen Kraken's back, are clearly

defined in all their actions and resistances: the chasms worn

in them by existing streams are in due proportion to the

masses they divide ; the denudations which in English hill-

country so often efface the external evidence of faults and

fissures, among the Alps either follow their tracks, or expose

them in sections ; and the Tertiary beds, which bear testi-

mony to the greater energy of earlier diluvial action, form

now a part of the elevated masses, and are affected by their

mctamorphisms : so that at the turn of every glen new struc-

tural problems present themselves and new conditions of

chemical change. And over these I have now been meditating

—or wondering—for some twenty years, expecting always

that the advance of geology would interpret them for me : but

,^-* »-»- J«^^^
*

Fig. 1.—Northern portion of the ridge of Mont Saleve.

time passes, and, while the aspect and anatomy of hills within

five miles of Geneva remain yet unexplained, I find my
brother geologists disputing at the bottom of the lake. "Will

they pardon me if I at last take courage to ask them a few

plain questions (respecting near and visible hills), for want

of some answer to which I am sorely hindered in my en-

deavors to define the laws of mountain-form for purposes of

art?
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Fig. 1 is the front view, abstracted into the simplest terms,

and laterally much shortened, of the northern portion of the

ridge of the Mont Saleve, five miles from Geneva.

It is distinguished from the rest of the ridge by the bold-

ness of its precipices, which terminate violently at the angle

vj, just above the little village called, probably from this

very angle, " Coin." The rest of the ridge falls back behind

this advanced

Fig. 2.—Section of Mont Saleve at a, fig. 1 (Ruskin).

corner, and is softer in contour, though ultimately, in its

southern mass, greater in elevation, Fig. 2 is the section,

under a, as I suppose it to be ; and Fig. 3, as it is given by

Studer.

Fig. 3.—Section of Mount Saleve at a, fig. 1 (Studer).

To my immediate purpose, it is of no consequence which

is the true section; but the determination of the question,

ultimately, is of importance in relation to many of the foli-

ated precipices of the Alps, in which it is difficult to dis-

tinguish whether their vertical cleavage across the beds is

owing merely to disintegration and expansion, or to faults.

In all cases of strata arched by elevation, tlie flank of the

arch (if not all of it) must be elongated, or divided by fis-

sures. The condition, in abstract geometrical terms, is

shown in fig. 4. If AD was once a continuous bed, and the

portion CD is raised to EF, any connecting portion, BC, will

become of the form BE ; and in doing this, either every par-

ticle of the rock must change its place, or fissures of some
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kind established themselves. In the Alpine limestones, I

think the operation is usually as at GH ; but in the Saleve the

rock-structure is materially altered ; so much so that I believe

all appearance of fossils has been in portions obliterated. The

Neocomian and the Coralline Jura of the body of the hill are

highly fossiliferous ; but I have scrambled among these verti-

cal cleavages day after day in vain ; and even Professor Favre

renders no better account of them.*

Fig. 4.—Diagram of Upheaved Beds.

The whole ridge of the mountain continues the curve of

the eastern shore of the Lake of Geneva, and turns its

rounded back to the chain of the Alps. The great Geneva

glacier flowed by it, if ever, in the direction of the arrows

from X to Y in fig. 1 ; and, if it cut it into its present shape,

turned very sharply round the corner at C ! The great

Chamonix glacier flowed over it, if ever, in the direction of

the arrows from X to Y in fig. 2. It probably never did, as

there are no erratic blocks on the summits, though many are

still left a little way do^vn. But whatever these glaciers

made of the mountain, or cut away from it, the existence of

the ridge at all is originally owing to the elevation of its beds

in a gentle arch longitudinally, and a steep semi-arch trans-

* Considerations sur le Mont Saleve, Geneva, 1843, p. 12.
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verselj; and the valleys or hollows bv which this ridge is

now traversed, or trenched (M, the valley of Monnetier; A,

the hollow called Petite Gorge ; B, that called Grande Gorge

;

and C, the descent towards the Valley of Croisette), owe
their origin to denudation, guided by curvilinear fissures,

which affect and partly shape the summits of all the inner

lateral limestone-ranges, as far as the Aiguille de Varens.

It is this guidance of the torrent-action by the fissures ; the

relation of the longitudinal fault to the great precipice ; and
the altered condition, not only of the beds on the cliff-side,

but of the Molasse conglomerates on the eastern slope, to

which I wish presently to direct attention: but I must give

more drawings to explain the direction of these fissures than

I have room for in this number of the Magazine; and also,

before entering on the subject of the angular excavation of

the valley at M, and curvilinear excavations at A and B, I

want some answer to this question—one which has long em-

barrassed me :—The streams of the Alps are broadly di-

visible into three classes : 1st, those which fall over precipices

in which they have cut no ravine whatever ( as the Staub-

bach) ; 2nd, those which fall over precipices in which they

have cut ravines a certain distance back (as the torrent de-

scending from the Tournette to the Lake of Annecy) ;
and

third, those which have completed for themselves a sloping

course through the entire mass of the beds they traverse (as

the Eau Noire, and the stream of the Aletsch Glacier) . The

latter class—those which have completed their work—have

often conquered the hardest rocks; the Eau ISToire at Trient

traverses as tough a gneiss as any in the Alps; while the

Staubbach has not so much as cut back through the over-

hanging brow of its own cliff, though only of limestone ! Are

these three stages of work in anywise indicative of relative

periods of time ?—or do they mark different modes of tlie

torrents' action on the rocks ? I shall be very grateful for

some definiteness of answer on this matter.
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PAET II.*

At the extremity of my sketch, fig. 1, p. 315, which by the

printer's inadvertence is marked Y instead of X, the beds

appear to turn suddenly downwards. They are actually

more inclined at this spot; but the principal cause of their

apparent increase in steepness is a change in their strike.

Generally parallel to the precipice, it here turns westwards

(i. e., towards the spectator) ; and, beholding myself bound in

candor to note, as I proceed, every circumstance appearing

to make for the modern glacial theories, I must admit that,

as the beds at this extremity of the cliff turn outwards from

the Alps, it might not inaptly be concluded that the great

Chamouni Glacier, which by its friction filed the mountain

two thousand feet down at the top, by its pressure turned the

end of it several points of the compass round at the bottom

!

This change in the strike of beds, though over a very

limited space, yet perfects the Saleve as a typical example,

entirely simple in its terms, of a wave of the undulatory dis-

trict of the Savoy Alps. I call it the " undulatory " district,

because, in common with a great belt of limestone ranges ex-

tending on the north side of the gneissose Alps as far as the

Valley of the Rhine, it is composed of masses of rock which

have bent like leather under the forces affecting them, in-

stead of breaking like ice ; and their planes of elevation are

therefore all, more or less, curved.

This is one of the points on which I want help. I have

hitherto met with no clear statement of the supposed or sup-

posable dift'erences between the mountains which rise bend-

ing, and those which rise rigid. The conglomerates of Cen-

tral Switzerland, for instance, are raised always, I think, in

rectilinear masses, league heaped on leagaie of continuous

slope, like tilted planks or tables. But the subjacent lime-

stones of Altorf and Lauterbrunnen are thrown into fantastic

curves. The gneissitic schists of Chamouni are all recti-

* From the Geological Magazine, pp. 193-196, May, 1865.
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linear; those of Val d'Aoste, and the Black Forest are coiled

like knots of passionate snakes. Is this difference caused by

difference in the characters of the applied forces, or by differ-

ences in the state of the materials submitted to them ? If by

difference in the materials, it is not easy to understand how
forces which could twist limestone-beds a thousand feet

thick, as a laundress wrings linen, could have left conglomer-

ates in any other state tlian that of unintelligible heaps of

' shingle and dust. But if the difference is in the manner of

the agency, we have instantl}' a point of evidence of no small

value respecting the date and sphere of any given elevatory

force. But I have not yet seen any attempt to distinguish,

among the several kno^vn periods of elevation in the Alps,

those during which the action was accompanied by coiling

pressures from those, if any, during which we have only evi-

dence of direct heave. And the question is rendered both

more intricate and interesting by the existence of the same

structural distinction on a small scale. The metamorphic

series, passing from gravel into gneiss, through the infinitely

various " poudingues," is far more interesting than the transi-

tion from mud to gneiss through the schists, except only in

this one particular, that the conglomerates, as far as I know

them, do not distinctly coil. Their pebbles are wrenched,

shattered, softened," pressed into each other ; then veined and

laminated; and at last they become crystalline with their

paste : but they neither coil, nor wholly lose trace, under what-

ever pressure, of the consistent crouching on their broad sides,

which first directed Saussure's attention to the inclined posi-

tion of their beds ; whereas limestone in the same transitional

relation to the gneiss (those under the Castle of INInrtigny,

for example) wrinkle themselves as if Falstaff's wit had

vexed, or pleased, them, and made their faces " like a wet

cloak ill laid up."

It is true that where the conglomerates begin to take the

aspect of shattered breccias, like those which accompany

great faults, some aspect of coiling introduces itself also.

I have not examined the conglomerate-junctions as I have
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the calcareous ones, because the mountain-forms of the brec-

cias are so inferior (for my owti special purposes of art) to

those of the schists, that I never stay long in the breccia dis-

tricts. But a few hours of study by the shores of the Reuss

or Limmat are enough to show the general differences in as-

pect of compression between metamorphic schists and con-

glomerates ; and the distinction on a large scale is everywhere

notable; but complicated by this fact, which I have not un-

til lately ascertained positively, that through even the most

contorted beds of the limestones there run strange, long rec-

tilinear cleavages, extending in consistent slopes for leagues,

—

giving the mountain-mass, seen at right angles to their direc-

tion, an aspect of quite even stratification and elevation, with

a strike entirely independent of its true beds and minor

cleavages, and traversing them all.

Putting these gigantic cleavages (of the origin of which,

even if I could guess any reason, I would still say nothing so

long as I could do no more than guess) for the present out of

the question, the mass of the Savoy limestones forms a series

of surges, retreating from the Alps, undulatory in two di-

rections at least, as at fig. 1, A, PI. VI., and traversed by fis-

sures usually at right angles to the strike of the longitudinal

surge. When that strike varies consistently at the same

time, we may get conditions of radiant curve and fracture, B

;

and the undulations themselves are seldom simple, as at a,

but either complicated by successive emergence of beds, b, or

more frequently by successive faults, c, farther modified by

denudation of upper beds, d, and, locally, by reversals of

their entire series, e.

All these complex phenomena will be produced by one con-

sistent agency of elevatory or compressive force. Any num-

ber of such tides of force may of course succeed each other at

different epochs, each traversing the series of beds in new
directions,—intersecting the forms already produced, and

giving maxima and minima of elevation and depression

where its o'v^m maxima and minima coincide with those re-

sulting from previous forces.
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"Now, by every such passage of force, a new series of

cleavages is produced in the rocks, which I shall for the pres-

ent call " passive cleavages," as opposed to " native cleavages."

I do not care about the names ; anybody is welcome to give

them what names they choose ; but it is necessary to under-

stand and accept the distinction. I call a cleavage " native
"

which is produced by changes in the relation of the constitu-

ent particles of a rock while the mass of it is in repose. I

call a cleavage " passive " which is produced by the motion of

the entire mass under given pressures or strains. Only I do

not call the mere contraction and expansion of the rock

motion; though, in large formations, such changes in bulk

may involve motion over leagues. But I call every cleavage

" native " which has been produced by contraction, expan-

sion, segTCgation, or crystallization, whatever the space over

which the rock may be moved by its structural change ; and

I only call a cleavage " passive " which has been caused

by a strain on the rock under external force. Practically,

the two cleavages, or rather the two groups of cleavages,

mingle with and modify each other ; but the " native " clea-

vage is universal ;—the " passive " is local, and has more di-

rect relations with the mountain form. In the range, for in-

stance, of which the Aiguille de Varens forms the salient

point, of which the rough outline is given in the same plate,

fig. 2, seen in front, and in fig. 4, seen in profile, the real

beds dip in the direction ab, fig. 4, being conspicuous in every

aspect of the mountain in its profile : they are seen again on

the opposite side of the valley (of Maglans) at cd. On the

face of the mass, fig. 2, they are seen to be contorted and

wrinkled, on the left reversed in complete zigzags;* but

through all these a native cleavage develops itself in the di-

rection ef, accompanied by an elaborate network of diagonal

veining with calcareous spar.

This cleavage directs the entire system of the descending

*This contortion is an important one, existing on both sides of

the valley; but it is in reality further to the left. I have crowded it

in to complete the typical figure.
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streams, which, by help of it, cut the steps of precipice into

oblique prisms, curved more and more steeply downwards, as

the sweep of the torrent gains in power ; so that, seen from a

point a little farther to the right, the mountain seems com-

posed of vast vertical beds, more or less curved in contour,

fig. 3. But the face of the precipice itself is hewn into steps

and walls, with intermediate slopes, by a grand vertical pas-

sive cleavage, gh, fig. 4, to which the direction and disposition

of the entire Valley of Maglans are originally owing.

And thus in any given monntain-mass, before we can

toucli the question of denudation, we have to determine the

position it occupies in the wave-system of the country,—the

connections of its cleavages with those of neighboring masses,

—and the probable points of maxima elevation which di-

rected the original courses of glacier and stream. Then

come the yet more intricate questions respecting the state of

the materials at each successive elevation, and during the ac-

tion of the successively destructive atmospheric influences.

I have no pretension to state more than a few of the main

facts bearing on such questions in the Savoy districts of the

Lower Chalk, which I will endeavor to do briefly in one or

two following papers.

O^ BANDED AND BRECCIATED CONCRETIONS.*

I.

Amoxg the metamorphic phenomena which seem to me de-

serving of more attention than they have yet received, I have

been especially interested by those existing in the brecciate

formations. They are, of course, in the main, two-fold;

namely, the changes of fragmentary or rolled-pebble deposits

into solid rocks, and of solid rocks, vice versa, into brecciate

or gravel-like conditions. It is certainly difiicult, in some

eases, to discern by which of these processes a given breccia

has been produced ; and it is difficult, in many cases, to ex-

* The Geological Magazine, August, 1867, et seq.
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plain how certain conditions of breccia can have been pro-

dnced either way. Even the pudding-stones of simplest

aspect (as the common ]\[olasse-nagelfluhe of north Switzer-

land) present most singular conditions of cleavage and secre-

tion, under metamorphic action ; the more altered tran-

sitional breccias, such as those of Valorsine, conceal their

modes of change in a deep obscurity; but the greatest mys-

tery of all attaches to the alterations of massive limestone

which have produced the brecciated, or apparently brecci-

ated, marbles : and to tlie parallel changes, on a smaller scale,

exhibited by brecciated agate and flint.

The transformations of solid into fragmentary rocks may,

in the main, be arranged under the five following heads :

—

1. Division into fragments by contraction or expansion,

and filling of the intervals with a secreted, injected, or in-

fused paste, the degree of change in the relative position of

the fragments depending both on their own rate and degree

of division, and on the manner of the introduction of the

cement.

2. Division into fragments by violence, with subsequent

injection or secretion of cement. The walls of most veins

supply notable instances of such action, modified by the in-

fluence of pure contraction or expansion.

.3. Homogeneous segregation, as in oolite and pisolite.

4. Segregation of distinct substances from a homogeneous

paste, as of chert out of calcareous beds. My impression is

that many so-called siliceous " breccias " are segregations of

knotted silex from a semi-siliceous paste ; and many so-called

brecciated marbles are segregations of proportioned mixtures

of iron, alumina, and lime, from an impure calcareous paste.

5. Segregation accompanied by crystalline action, passing

into granitic and porphyritic formations.

Of these the fourth mode of change is one of peculiar and

varied interest. I have endeavored to represent three dis-

tinct and progressive conditions of it in the plate annexed

;

but before describing these, let us observe the structure of a

piece of common pisolite from tlie Carlsbad Springs.
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It consists of a calcareous paste which arranges itself, as it

dries, in imperfect spheres, formed of concentric coats which

separate clearly from each other, exposing delicately smooth

surfaces of contact : this deposit being formed in layers, alter-

nating with others more or less amorphous. ISTow it is easy

to put beside any specimen of this pisolite, a parallel example

of stratified jasper, in which some of the beds arrange them-

selves in pisolitic concretions, while others remain amor-

phous. x\nd I believe it will be found that the bands of

agate, when most distinct and beautiful, are not successive

coats, but pisolitic concretions of amorphous silica.

Of course, however, the two conditions must be often

united. In all minerals of chalcedonic or reniform structure,

stalactitic additions may be manifestly made at various

periods to the original mass, while in the substance of the

whole accumulation, a structural separation takes place,

—

separation (if the substance be siliceous) into bands, spots,

dendritic nuclei, and flame-like tracts of color. But the

separation into any of these states is not so simple a matter

as might at first be supposed.

On looking more closely at the Carlsbad pisolite, we may
discern here and there hemispherical concretions, of which

the structure seems not easily to be accounted for;—much
less when it takes place to the extent shown in Fig. 1, Plate

XV., which represents, about one-third magnified, a piece of

concretionary ferruginous limestone, in which I presume that

the tendency of the iron-oxide to form reniform concretions

has acted in aid of the pisolitic disposition of the calcareous

matter. But there is now introduced a feature of notable

difference. In common pisolite, the substance is homo-

geneous ; here, every concretion is varied in substance from

band to band, as in agates ; and more varied still in degree

of crystalline or radiant structure; while also sharp-angled

fragments, traversed in one case by straight bands, are

mingled among the spherical concretions : and series of brown

bands, of varying thickness, connect, on the upper surfaces

only, the irregular concretions together, in a manner
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not unusual in marbles, but nevertheless (to me) inexpli-

cable.

Next to this specimen, let us take an example of what is

usually called " brecciated " malachite (Fig. 2, in the same

plate). I think very little attention will show, in ordinary

specimens of banded malachite, that the bands are concre-

tionary, not successive ; and in the specimen of which the

section is represented in the plate, and in all like it, I be-

lieve the apparently brecciated structure is concretionary also.

This brecciation, it will be observed, results from two dis-

tinct processes : the rending asunder of the zoned concretions

by unequal contraction, which bends the zones into conditions

like the twisted fibers of a tree ; and the filling up of the

intervals with angular fragments, mixed with an ocherous

dust (represented in the plate by the white ground), while

the larger concretions of malachite are abruptly terminated

only at right angles to the course of their zones, not broken

raggedly across : a circumstance to be carefully noted as for-

bidding the idea of ordinary accidental fracture.

Whether concurrently with, or subsequent to, the breccia-

tion (I believe concurrently), various series of narrow bands

have been formed in some parts of the mass, binding the

apparent fragments together, and connecting themselves

strangely with the unruptured malachite, like the brown

bands in example ]^o. 1.

Xow, if we compare this condition of the ore of copper

with such a form of common brecciated agate as that repre-

sented in Plate XV., Fig. 3, it will, I think, be manifest that

the laws concerned in the production of this last—though

more subtle and decisive in operation, are essentially the

same as those under which the malachite breccia was formed^

—complicated, however, by the energetically crystalline

power of the (amethystine) quartz, which exerts itself con-

currently with the force of segregation, and compels the

zones developed by the latter to follow, through a great part

of their course, the angular line of the extremities of the

quartz crystals cotemporaneously formed, while, in other
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parts of the stone, a brecciate segregation, exactly similar to

that of the malachite, and only the fine ultimate perfectness

of the condition of fragmentary separation which is seen in-

cipiently in the pisolite (Fig. 1), interrupts the continuity

both of the agate and quartz.

I cannot, however, satisfy myself whether, in this last ex-

ample, some conditions of violent rupture do not mingle with

those of agatescent segregation ; and I am sincerely desirous

to know the opinions of better mineralogists than myself

on these points of doubt: and this the more, because in pro-

ceeding to real and unquestionable states of brecciate rock,

such as the fractured quartz and chalcedony of Cornwall, I

cannot discern the line of separation, or fix upon any test

by which a fragment truly broken and cemented by a siliceous

paste which has modified or partly dissolved its edges, may

be distinguished from a secretion contemporaneous with the

paste, like the so frequent state of metalliferous ores dis-

persed in quartz.

Hoping for some help therefore, I will not add anything

further in this paper ; but if no one else will take up the sub-

ject, I shall proceed next month into some further particulars.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XV.

Fig. 1. Section of a piece of concretionary ferruginous limestone,

magnified about one-third.

Fig. 2. Section of a (so-called) " Breeciated " Malachite.

Fig. 3. Section of a Breeciated Agate.

II.

I wrote the first of these papers more with a view of

obtaining some help in my own work than with any purpose

of carrying forward the discussion of the subject myself.

But no help having been given me, I must proceed cautiously

alone, and arrange the order of my questions; since, when

I have done my best as carefully as I can, the papers will

be nothing but a series of suggestions for others to pursue

at their pleasure,
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Let me first give the sense in which I use some necessary

words

:

1. Supposing cavities in rocks are produced by any acci-

dent, or original structure (as hollows left by gas in lava),

and afterwards filled by the slow introduction of a substance

which forms an element of the rock in which the cavities are

formed, and is finally present, in the cavities, in proportion

to its greater or less abundance in the rock ; I call the process

" secretion."

2. But if the cavities are filled with a substance not pres-

ent (or not in sufficient quantity present), in the surround-

ing rock, and therefore necessarily brought into them from

a distance, I call the process, if slow, " infiltration " ; if vio-

lent, " injection."

It is evident that water percolating a rock may carry a sub-

stance, present in the mass of it, by infiltration, into the cavi-

ties, and so imitate the process of secretion. But there are

structural differences in the aspect of the two conditions

hereafter to be noticed. The existence of permanent

moisture is however to be admitted among conditions of

secretions; but not of fluent moisture, introducing foreign

elements.

3. If a crystalline or agatescent mass is formed by addi-

tion of successive coats, I call the process " accretion."

4. But if the crystalline or agatescent mass separates itself

out of another solid mass, as an imbedded crystal, or nodule,

and then, within its substance, divides itself into coats, I

call the process " concretion." The orbicular granite of Elba

is the simplest instance I can refer to of such manifest action

;

but all crystals, scattered equally through a solid inclosing

paste, I shall call " concrete " crystals, as opposed to those

which are constructed in freedom out of a liquid or vapor

in cavities of rocks, and which I shall call " accrete."

The fluor nodules of Derbyshire, and amethystine nodules

of some trap rocks, present, in their interiors, the most beauti-

ful phenomena of concrete crystallization, of which I hope to

give careful drawings.
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It is true, as I said in the last paper, that these two pro-

cesses are perpetually associated, and also that the difference

between them is sometimes only between coats attracted and

coats imposed. A small portion of organic substance will,

perhaps, attract silica to itself, out of a rock which contained

little silica in proportion to its substance ; and this first knot

of silica will attract more, and, at last, a large mass of flint

will be formed, which I should call " concrete ;
" but if a suc-

cessive overflowing of a siliceous spring had deposited succes-

sive layers of silica upon it, I should call it " accrete." But
the resemblance of the two processes in such instances need

not interfere with the clearness of our first conception of

them ; nor with our sense of the firm distinction between the

separation of a solid mass, already formed, into crystals or

coats in its interior substance, and the increase of crystalline

or coated masses by gradual imposition of new matter.

Now let me restate the scope of the questions, for the fol-

lowing out of which I Avant to collect materials :

—

I. I suspect that many so-called " conglomerates " are not

conglomerates at all, but concretionary formations, capable,

finally, of complete mechanical separation of parts ; and there-

fore that even some states of apparently rolled gravel are only

dissolutions of concretionary rock.

Of course, conglomerates, in which the pebbles are frag-

ments of recognizable foreigTi rocks, are beyond all possibility

of challenge ; as also those in which the nodules could not, by

any chemistry, have been secreted from the surrounding

mass. But I have in my hand, as I write, a so-called '^ con-

glomerate " of red, rounded, flint " pebbles," much divided

by interior cracks, inclosed by a finely crystallized quartz;

and I am under the strongest impression that the inclosed

pieces are not pebbles at all; but secretions—the spots on a

colossal bloodstone. It is with a ^aew to the solution of this

large question, that I am examining the minor structure of

brecciated agates and flints.

II. It seems to me that some of the most singular condi-

tions of crystalline metamorphic rocks are the result of the
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reduction of true conglomerates into a solid mass ; and I want

therefore to trace the changes in clearly recognizable con-

glomerates, where they are affected by metamorphism ; and

arrange them in a consistent series.

III. I cannot, at present, distinguish in rocks the faults,

veins, and brecciations, caused by slow contraction, from

those occasioned by external pressure or violence. It seems

to me now that many distortions and faults, which I have

been in the habit of supposing the result of violence, are only

colossal phenomena of retraction or contraction; and even

that many apparent strata have been produced by segrega-

tion. A paper, on this subject, of Mr. George Maw's, put

into my hands in May, 1863, gave me the first suggestion of

this possibility.

I shall endeavor, as I have leisure, to present such facts

to the readers of this Magazine as may bear on these three

inquiries ; and have first engraved the plate given in the

present number in order to put clearly under their considera-

tion the ordinary aspect of the veins in the first stage of meta-

morphism in the Alpine cherts and limestones. The three

figures are portions of rolled fragments ; it is impossible to

break good specimens from the rock itself, for it always

breaks through the veins, and it must be gradually ground

down in order to get a good surface.

Fig. 1 is a portion of the surface of the black chertose

mass ; rent and filled by a fine quartzose deposit or secretion,

softer than the black portions and yielding to the knife

:

neither black nor white parts effervesce with acids : it is as

delicate an instance of a vein with rent fibrous walls as I could

find (from the superficial gravel near Geneva).

Fig. 2 is from the bed of the stream descending from the

Aiguille de Varens to St. Martin's. It represents the usual

condition of rending and warping in the flanks of veins caused

by slow contraction, the separated fragments showing their

correspondence with the places they have seceded from ; and

it is evident that the secretion or injection of the filling

white carbonate of lime must have been concurrent with the
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slow fracture, or else the pieces, unsupported, would have

fallen asunder.

Fig. 3 is from the bed of the Arve at St. Martin's, and

shows this condition still more delicately. The narrow black

line traversing the white surface, near the top, is the edge of

a film of slate, once attached to the dark broad vertical belt,

and which has been slowly w^arped from it as the carbonate

of lime was introduced. When the whole was partly consoli-

dated, a second series of contractions has taken place ; filled,

not now by carbonate of lime, but by compact quartz, trav-

ersing in many fine branches the slate and calcite, nearly at

right angles to their course.

I shall have more to say of the examples in this plate in

connection with others, of which engravings are in prepara-

tion.

III.

The states of semi-crystalline silica are so various, and so

connected in their variety, that the best recent authorities

have been content to group them all with quartz, giving

to each only a few words of special notice ; even the important

chapters of Bischof describe rather their states of decompo-

sition and transition than the minerals themselves. ISTever-

theless, as central types, five conditions of silica are definable,

structurally, if not chemically, distinct ; and forming true

species: and in entering on any detn^"led examination of

agatescent arrangements, it is quite necessary to define with

precision these typical substances, and their relation to crys-

talline quartz.

I. Jasper.—Opaque, with dull earthy fracture; and hard

enough to take a perfect polish. When the fracture is con-

choidal the mineral is not jasper, but stained flint. The

transitional states are confused in fracture ; but true jasper

is absolutely separated from flint by two structural charac-

ters ; on a small scale it is capable of the most delicate piso-

litic arrangement ; and on a larger scale is continually found
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in flame-like concretions, beautifully involved and contorted.

But flint is never pisolitic, and, in any fine manner, never

coiled ; nor do either of these structures take place in any

transitional specimen, until the conchoidal fracture of the

flint has given place to the dull earthy one of jasper; nor is

even jasper itself pisolitic on the fracture being too close-

grained. The green base of heliotrope, with a perfectly

even fracture, may be often seen, where it is speckled with

white, to be arranged in exquisitely sharp and minute spheri-

cal concretions, cemented by a white paste, of which portions

sometimes take a completely brecciated aspect, each frag-

ment being outlined by concave segments of circles (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1.

Jasper is eminently retractile, like the clay in septaria, and

in agates often breaks into warped fragments, dragging the

rest of the stone into distortion. In general, the imbedded

fragments in any brecciated agate will be mainly of jasper

;

the cement, chalcedonic, or quartzose.

II. Flint.—Amorphous silica, translucent on the edges,

with fine conchoidal fracture. Opaque only when altered,

nascent, or stained. Never coiled, never pisolitic, never reni-

form; these essentially negative characters belonging to it

as being usually formed by a slow accumulative secretion,

and afterwards remaining unmodified (preserving therefore

casts of organic forms with great precision). It is less re-

tractile than jasper; its brecciate conditions being not so

much produced by contraction or secession, as by true secre-

tion, even when most irregular in shape (as a row of flints

in chalk differ from the limestone fragments represented in
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Vol. IV. Plate XX. Fig. 3, which might stand for a jasperine

structure also). But there are innumerable transitions be-

tween these two states, affected also by external violence,

which we shall have to examine carefully. Within these

nodular concretions, flint is capable of a subsequently banded,

though not pisolitic arrangement. (See Dr. S. P. Wood-

ward's paper on banded flints, in this Magazine, Vol. I. for

October, 1864, p. 145.)

III. Chalcedony.—Reniform silica, translucent when pure,

opaque only when stained, nascent, or passing into quartz.

The essential characteristic of chalcedony is its reniform

structure, which in the pure mineral is as definite as in

wavellite or hematite, though when it is rapidly cooled or

congealed from its nascent state of fluent jelly it may remain

as a mere amorphous coating of other substances ; very rarely,

however, without some slight evidence of its own reniform

crystallization. The study of its different degrees of con-

gelation in agates is of extreme intricacy. As a free mineral

in open cavities it is actively stalactitic, not merely pendant

or accumulative, but animated by a kind of crystalline spinal

energy, which gives to its processes something of the arbitrary

arrangement of real crystals, modified always by cohension,

gravity, and (presumably) by fluid and gaseous currents.

There is no transition between chalcedony and flint. They

may be intimately mixed at their edges, but the limit is defi-

nite. Impure brown and amber-colored chalcedonies, and

those charged with great quantities of foreign matter, may
closely resemble flint, but the two substances are entirely

distinct. Between jasper and chalcedony the separation is

still more definite in mass, jasper being never reniform, and

differing greatly in fracture ; but the flame-like or spotted

crimson stains of chalcedony often approach conditions of

jasper; and there is, I suppose, no pisolitic formation of

any substance without some inherent radiation, which asso-

ciates it with reniform groups, so that pisolitic jasper must

be considered as partly transitive to chalcedony. On the

other hand chalcedony seems to pass into common crystalline
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quartz througli milky stellate quartz, associated in Auvergne

with guttate and hemispherical forms.

IV. Opal.—Amorphous translucent silica, with resinous

fracture, and essential water. Distinguished from chalcedony

by three great structural characteristics: a, its resinous frac-

ture ; 1), that it is never pisolitic or reniform ; c, that when
zoned, in cavities or veins, its zones are always rectilinear,

and transverse to the vein, while those of chalcedony are

usually undulating, and parallel to the sides of the vein ; level

only in lakes at the bottom of cavities.

Y. Hyalite.—Amorphous transparent silica, with vitreous

fracture, and essential water. Never reniform, nor pisolitic,

nor banded ; but composed of irregularly grouped bosses, gen-

erally elliptical or pear-shaped (only accidentally spherical),

formed apparently by successive accretion of coats, but not

showing banded structure internally (Fig. 2). Entirely

Fig. 2.

transparent, with splendid smooth glassy fracture. Some-

times coating lava ; sometimes in irregularly isolated patches

upon it : apparently connected in structure with the roseate

clusters of milky chalcedony of Auvergne. I shall keep the

term " guttate " for this particular structure, of which sin-

gular varieties also occur among the hornstones of Cornwall.

These five main gToups are thus definable without em-

barrassment: two other conditions of silica, perhaps, ought

to be separately named; namely, cacholony, which seems to

take a place between chalcedony .and opal, but which I have

not yet been able satisfactorily to define ; the other, the cal-

careous-looking, usually whitish agate, which often surrounds
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true trauslucent agate, as if derived from it by decomposi-

tion. I am under the impression that this is chalcedony,

more or less charged with carbonate of lime, and that it might

be arranged separately as lime-jasper, differing from alumi-

nous jasper by being capable of reniform structure ; but it is

certainly in some cases an altered state of chalcedony, which

seems in its more opaque zones to get whiter by exposure to

light. I shall therefore call it white agate, when it hanno-

niously follows the translucent zones; reserving the term jas-

per for granular aggregations. Perhaps ultimately it may
be found that nascent chalcedony can take up either oxide of

iron, or alumina, or lime, and might relatively be called iron-

jasper, clay-jasper, and lime-jasper; but for any present

descrij)tive purposes the simpler arrangement will suffice.

These, then, being the principal types of agatescent silica,

it is of importance to define clearly the two structures I have

severally called pisolitic and reniform.

A pisolitic mineral is one that has a tendency to separate

by spherical fissures, or collect itself by spherical bands,

round a central point.

A reniform mineral is one which crystallizes in radiation

from a central point, terminating all its crystals by an ex-

ternal spherical surface. It is, however, difficult to define

this character mathematically. On the one hand, radiate

crystals may be terminated by spherical curves, as in many
zeolites, without being close set enough to constitute a reni-

form mass ; on the other, radiate crystals, set close, may be

terminated so as to prevent smoothness of external spherical

surface, and I am not sure whether this smoothness is a mere

character of minute scale (so that chalcedony, seen delicately

enough, might present pyramidal extremities of its fibers

on the apparently smooth surface), or whether, in true reni-

form structure, the crystallization is actually arrested by a

horizontal plane: I do not mean a crystalline plane, as in

beryl, but one of imperfect crystallization, presenting itself

only under a peculiar law of increase. Thus, in hematite,

which is both reniform and pisolitic, the masses often
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divide in their interior by surfaces of jagged crystal-

lization, while externally they are smooth and even

lustrous ; but I put this point aside for future inquiry,

because it will require us to go into the methods of

possible increment in quartz-crystals, and ' for our pres-

ent purpose, we need only a clear understanding of two

plainly visible conditions of jasper and chalcedony, namely,

that jasper will collect itself pisolitically, out of an amorphous

mass, into concretion round central points, but not actively

terminate its external surface by spherical curves ; while chal-

cedony will energetically so terminate itself externally, but

will, in ordinary cases, only develop its pisolitic structure

subordinately, by forming parallel bands round any rough

surface it has to cover, without collecting into spheres, unless

either provoked to do so by the introduction of a foreign sub-

stance, or encouraged to do so by accidentally favorable con-

ditions of repose. And here branch out for us two questions,

both most intricate ; first, as to the introduction of foreign

bodies ; secondly, as to the crystalline disposition of chal-

cedony, under variable permission of repose.

First—As to foreign substances. I assume that in true

pisolitic concretion, such as that of the jasper, roughly

sketched in Fig. 3. (it is not a coral—the radiant lines are

merely conventional indications of the grain of the jasper, so

far as it is visible with a lens*), no foreign body has pro-

* In my woodcut diagrams I shall employ no fine execution;

they Avill be merely illustrative, not imitative,—diagrams, not draw-

ings. In the plates, on the contrary, with Mr. Allen's good he p, I

shall do the best I can.
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voked the orbicular arrangement. The jasper is red; the

little dark circles are wells of pure chalcedony, each contain-

ing within it a white ball of crystallized quartz, forming a

star on the section. The whole is magnified about three

times in the drawing, being a portion of a horizontal layer,

alternating with solid white jasper. It seems that the piso-

litic structure is here truly native: but we must never-

theless grant the possibility that the balls of quartz

may have had some organic atom for their nucleus.

On the other hand, in the ordinary conditions of den-

dritic agate, in which stalactites of chalcedony surround

branches of clearly visible chlorite,'* or oxide of iron or

manganese, I assume that in the plurality of cases, such sus-

taining substances have been first developed, and the chalce-

donic stalactite afterwards superimposed, being, in the most

literal sense of the word, "superfluous " silica ; but I, never-

theless, see great reason for thinking that, in many cases, the

core of the group is only a determination to its center of ele-

ments which have been dispersed through the mass. In the

generality of Mocha-stones, the dendritic oxides, so far from

being an original framework, are clearly of subsequent intro-

duction, radically following the course of fissures from which

they float partially into the body of the imperfectly congealed

gelatinous mass ; in other more rare, and singularly beautiful

cases, the metallic oxides ramify in curves in the intervals

of the pisolitic belts, and then there is nearly always a dark

rod in the stalactitic center, which may or may not be solid.

In the finest Mocha-stones, I think it is a black film round a

chalcedonic nucleus ; but in the associations of limonite with

chalcedony, it is usually of solid radiate iron-oxide, and doubt-

less of prior, though perhaps only of immediately prior, for-

mation. A more complex state is presented by such stalac-

tites, when enveloped in a chalcedonic solid paste, to which

they do not communicate their owm zoned structure. Ordi-

* Or gi-een earth? I cannot find any g-ood account of the g-reen

substance which plays so injportant a part in the exterior coats of

agates, and Iceland chalcedonies.
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narily, the surrounding mass throws itself into zones parallel

with those of the inclosed stalactite ; but, in some cases, it

is of quite adverse structure, perhaj)s laid level across the

stalactite fall.

The conditions admitting the interfusion of this solid paste,

are strangely connected with those which cause chalcedony

to form true vertical stalactites and straight rods, instead

of arborescent and twisted stalactites. I have never seen the

twisted stalactite unless enveloping fibers of some foreign,

perhaps organic, substance, inclosed in massive chalcedony;

but the straight stalactite is perhaps oftener so than free

(unless connected with limonite), and it would appear, there-

fore, as if the apparently interposed mass were really of con-

temporary formation, or else it would sometimes inclose the

contorted stalactite. But this question respecting the causes

of the vertical and twisted groups properly belongs to the

second branch of our inquiry as to states of repose.

Second : Conditions affecting mode of crystallization. It

is evident that fluent deposits of silica contained in a rock-

cavity must be affected, in course of their solidification, not

only by every addition to their own mass, but by every change

in the temperature or grain of the surrounding rock, so that

we have innumerable modifications of state, dependent partly

on accession and transmission of substance, partly on changes

in external temperature and pressure. And, under these

influences, we perceive that the gelatinous silica occasionally

obeys gTavity,* and occasionally resists it, becoming some-

times pendant from the roof, and forming level lakes on the

floor and roof alike, and in transitional periods, forming

thick layers on the floor, and thin ones at the sides, the layers

being liable, meantime, to different degrees of compression

* I use this word gravitj' in some doubt; not being quite sure that

the straight beds are ahvays horizontal, or always inferior to the

rest deposited at the same time. I have one specimen in which,

according- to all analogies of structure, it would appear that the

vacant space is under the level floor, between it and reniform chal-

cedony; and sometimes these iloors cross pillars of stalactite like

tiers of scaffolding.
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from their own modes of solidification, which give them, lo-

cally, the appearance of an elastic compression and expan-

sion: there seems no limit to the fineness of their lines at

these compressed points, when their continuity is uninter-

rupted. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate, in two small pieces of

agate, each here magnified about three times, most of the

appearances which must be severally studied. In Fig. the

lowest band, A. level at the bottom, broken irregularly towards

the rough side of the stone, is yet of nearly even thickness

everywhere ; above it, the one with a black central line en-

compasses the whole agate symmetrically. Then a white

band, thin at the bottom, projects into concretions on the

flanks. Then, a thick white deposit, B. does not ascend at

the flank at all ; then a crystalline bed, with pisolitic concre-

tions at the bottom of it, changes into dark chalcedony (drawn

as black), which ascends at the flanks. Then another thin

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

line at the bottom, in concretion at flanks ; then one thick

at the bottom, thin at the flanks, and so upwards. In Fig. 7,

a level mass, itself composed of silica in two different states,

one separating into flakes, and the other even-laid, is sur-

rounded by bands which melt into it with gTadually diminish-

ing thickness, these being evidently subordinate to an ex-

ternal formation of crystalline quartz ; the whole terminated

by a series of fine bands of graduated thickness, and by clear

chalcedony (drawn as black).

l!^ow all these, and many more such variations, take place

without any apparent disturbance of the general mass, each
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bed conforming itself perfectly to the caprice of its neighbor,

and leaving no rents nor flaws. But an entirely different

series of phenomena arise out of the fracture or distortion

of one deposit by another, after the first has attained consist-

ence. Thus, in Fig. -1, a yellow orbicular jasper is split into

seg-ments, singularly stellate, or wheel-like, and then variously

lifted and torn by superimposed chalcedony ; and in Fig. 5, a

white and opaque agatescent mass is rent, while still ductile,

the rents being filled with pure chalcedony : and from this

state, in which the pieces are hardly separate, and almost hang

together by connecting threads, we may pass on through every

l^liase of dislocation to perfect breccia ; but, all the while, we
shall find the aspect of each formation modified by another

kind of fault, which has no violent origin, and for the illus-

tration of which I have prepared Plate III. This plate rep-

resents (all the figures being of the natural size) three sec-

tions of amethystine agate, in which the principal material

is amethyst-quartz, .and the white jasperine bands for the

most part form between the points of the crystals.

All the three examples are types of pure concrete agates-

cense in repose, showing no trace whatever of external dis-

turbance. The fault in the inclined bed at the base of the

uppermost figure, has some appearance of having been caused

by a shock; but for that reason is all the more remarkable,

the bed beneath it being wholly undisturbed, and its own

fracture quite structural, and connected with the crystalline

elevation and starry concretion above. I have no idea at

present why the central portions of these concretions of dark

amethyst are partly terminated by right lines, or what deter-

mines the greater number of bands on one side than on the

other.

The second figure is of a less varied, but of still more curi-

ous interest. There is no trace of violence or fracture in the

stone, and the line of the crystallized amethystine mass is un-

disturbed at the summits, except by a partial dissolution in

one part and mingling with the white bands above. But the

white imdulatory band at its base is cut into three parts, and
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the intermediate portion lifted (or the flanks removed down-

wards), a quarter of an inch, by pure calm crystalline action,

giving thus room for an interferent brown vein of less definite

substance which proceeds without interruption, dividing the

white band in a direction peculiarly difficult to explain, unless

by supposing the interferent one to be the slow filling of a

fissure originally opened in the direction of the black line

in Fig. 8, and straightened in widening.

But the third example is inexplicable, by any such suppo-

sition. It is the agatescent center of a large amethyst nodule,

in which a small portion, about the third of an inch long and

a quarter of an inch thick, of its encompassing belt, is sepa-

rated bodily from the rest, taken up into the surrounding

concretion of quartz, and its place supplied by a confused

segregation of chalcedony, with a sprinkled deposit of jasper

spots on the surface exposed by this removal of its protecting

Fig. 8.

coat ; spots, which in the rest of the stone, form on the exterior

of the coat itself, just under the quartz. There are many
points in all these three examples which it is useless to take

further note of at present, but to which I shall return, after

collecting examples enough to form some basis of reasoning

and comparison. I must apologize, as it is, for the length

of this paper on a subject partly familiar, partly trivial, yet

in which these definitions, not by skill of mine expressible

in less room, were necessary before I could proceed intel-

ligibly.

IV.

I propose now to pursue my subject by describing in

some detail a series of typical examples of the principal

groups of agatescent minerals ; noting, as we proceed, the

circumstances in each M'hich appear to afford proper ground

for future general classification.
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The upper figure in Plate X. represents, of its real size,

the surface of a piece of jasperine agate in my own collec-

tion, belonging to the same general group as the specimen,

a, h, d, 5, in the British Museum. This group consists, broad-

ly, of irregular concretions of jasper affected by faults caused

by contraction, having their interstices filled with chalcedony,

and the whole inclosed by a quartzose crystalline mantle or

crust.

The British Museum specimen {a, h, d, 5) is said to be

Icelandic. Two others of the gToup are labeled " Ober-

stein ;
" one, of parallel construction, but slightly varied in

character, is from Zweibrucken, in Bavaria. I do not know

the locality of my own, but there is a community of feature in

all the specimens, which assuredly indicates similarity of cir-

cumstance in their localities ; and the more various the local-

ities, the more interesting it will be eventually to determine

their points of resemblance. I have not yet obtained an ex-

ample of this group in the gangue, but the crust of the stones

themselves is in every case composed of quartz-crystals rude-

ly formed, sometimes so minute as to look like a crumbling

sandstone : in my own specimen they can only be seen with

a lens, associated in filiform concretions like moss; within

this crust two distinct formations have first taken place, and

then a change of state is traceable affecting both in new di-

rections. The map-diagram, PI. X. Fig. 2, is lettered, so as

to permit accurate indication of the parts.*

The outer formation, next the crust, is composed of very

pale whitish brown jasper. It is expressed by a shade of

gray in the map, and it is limited towards the interior of the

stone by the strong line (with occasional projecting knots)

thrown into curves, convex outwards.

The inner formation is of a finer jasper, with dark chal-

cedony in segregation. The vertical lines in the map indicate

the chalcedony, and the pure white space, the inner jasper,

* I have carelessly Avorded the title of Plate X. as if the two

figures -were a vertical section and surface map; but the lower one

is, of course, only explanatory of the upper.
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terminated outwardly by convex curves. We are thus led at

once to note the distinction between the two families of agates,

formed from within outwards in knots, and from without in-

wards in nests. The first group, to which our present exam-
ple belongs, is usually agatescent in the interior, and crystal-

lized on the surface ; the second is agatescent in the coating,

and crystallized in the interior.

Supposing the silica deposited under the same circum-

stances of solution, and the same time granted for solidifi-

cation, the difference between these two structures would
depend (and often does depend) only on the chance of the

silica finding a hollow prepared for its reception, or a solid

nucleus round which it can congeal ; the ordinary deposits on

the inner surface of a nest often become nodular or stalactitic

as they project into its open space, and the greater part of

Ihe apparently independent concretions are probably mere

fragments out of the hollows of larger ones. But there is,

nevertheless, frequently a true distinction between the two

modes of deposit. The agates formed on a central nucleus

appear usually to have had a longer time for their construc-

tion than those which fill hollows, or, at least, they are the

portion of the mass, in the hollow itself, which has crystal-

lized most slowly ; they are distinctly reniform in their chal-

cedony, and distinctly symmetrical in their crystals; while

the nested agates run into level or irregularly continuous

bands, and choke their cavities with confused net-work of

quartz. I have difficulty in finding convenient names for

these two families of agate ; but merely for reference to them

in these papers, I shall call those formed in knots, which are

often conspicuously radiant in the lines of their crystals,

" stellar " agates ; and those evidently formed in cavities,

" nested " agates.

I believe that the stellar forms, when independent, will be

found most frequently under circumstances admitting the

possibility of slow concretion at comparatively low tempera-

tures, while the nested or bomb-like structures belongs charac-

teristically to volcanic formations, in which the cavities
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might be filled by comparatively violent infusion, and their

contents in many cases quickly cooled. Both conditions, of

course, sometimes agree in all their processes; and we shall

be able finally to classify these processes of deposit under de-

scription which will apply equally to the stellar and nested

forms, marking afterwards the points of exceptional differ-

ence. Thus, for instance, the most frequent of all the forms

of tranquil deposit, uninterrupted by flowing additions of

material, is that in which a clear band of chalcedony, per-

fectly equal in breadth throughout, is first formed round the

point (or branch) of nucleus, in stellar, or on the outer wall

of the cavity in nested, agate. But after this has been formed

in stellar agate, the succeeding belts will not usually show a

minor pisolitic structure, whereas, in nested agates, marvel-

ous groups of pisolitic hemispherical arches often rise from

the inner surface of the clear external chalcedony, in section,

like long bridges crossing a flat, and modify the whole series

of bands above them ; but, again, with this most important

distinction between these and the bands of stellar agate,

—

that stellar bands, the farther they retire from the nucleus,

usually throw themselves with increasing precision into cir-

cular curves, till they sometimes terminate in perfect and

exquisitely drawn segments of spheres ; while in nested agate,

the bands, if parallel, efface more and more the original minor

curves as they approach the center of the nest, and sweep

over them in broad indeterminate lines, as successive coats

of paint of equal thickness efface the projections and rough-

nesses of the surface they cover, or as successive falls of snow,

undrifted, efface irregiilarities of ground. And now, observe,

we shall want a word expressive of an intermediate condition

between the states above defined as pisolitic and reniform.

A pisolitic mineral we define to be one which separates into

more or less spherical layers by contraction ; and this kind of

division takes place sometimes quite irrespectively of the

crystalline structure, and on the grandest, as well as the most

minute scale. In one of my- specimens of Indian Sard, there

are multitudinous pisolitic flaws, exquisitely perfect in spher-
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ical ciirvative, dividing tlie parallel bands of the agate trans-

versely in every direction, looking like little palae of chaff in

its clear substance; on a large scale, the aiguilles of Cha-

mouni are pisolitic, rending themselves into curved layers five

or six hundred feet in the sweep of their arcs, variously cross-

ing their cleavage (which is rectilinear), and often diamet-

rically crossing their beds. On the other hand, true reni-

form structure is perfectly compact, and dependent on mi-

nute radiating crystallization of substance. But between the

two there is the fine agatescent structure, in which bands of

different materials, jasperine and chalcedonic, are separated

from each other under a radiating law ; and yet not divided

by a mechanical contraction ; for though they are often so

distinct as to separate under the hammer stroke, they never

leave spaces between, as true pisolitic beds do in ultimate

separation. For this intermediate action, the most frequent

of all, I shall keep the term " spheric ;
" and I was forced

to admit only a guarded use of the word '' gravity " in

last paper, because this spheric action is constant, as far

as I know, in all agatescent matter, so that I have never yet

seen an instance in level-laid agate of the transition from

the lake in the (lowest?) part of the cavity to the beds at

the sides being made under any subjection to the mechan-

ical law of gravity on fluent substance ; but (as in the

petrification of the banks of Dante's Phlegethon lo fondo

suo, e amho le pendici, fatt 'eran pietra, e i margini dal

lato, " its bottom, and both the slopes of its sides, and the

margin at the sides, were petrified "), the flinty bands form

in parallelism on the slopes as well as the bottom, and retain

this parallelism undisturbed round the walls and vault of the

agate. On the other hand, I cannot but admit the idea that

these rectilinear tracts are formed under a modified influ-

ence of gravity, because, first, I have never seen them laid

in different directions in different parts of the same stone;

and, secondly, whenever they are associated with pendant

stalactites, they are at right angles to them. So that the

aspect of one of these leveled agates in cavities may be ap-

proximately described as that of a polygonal crystal in which
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AMETHYST-QUARTZ, WITH WARPED FAULTS IN CONCRETION.
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the position of one of its sides is determined by gravity ; and

the other sides modified into curves by radiating crystalliza-

tion (of course the changes of form caused by gradual en-

trance or exit of material being at present withdrawn from

consideration). In the example before us, which, though

showing but feeble crystalline energy, belongs to the stellate

group, the outer formation of rudely spheric white jasper

withdraws itself confusedly from the sandy crust of quartz

and becomes finer and finer towards the inner jasper, on the

surface of which it throws down a coating of superb crimson

(oxide of iron?) which is itself arranged every here and

there in minute spherical concretions. The same formation

exists in the same position under the quartzose outer bed and

on the surface of the chalcedonic interior one, in the speci-

men figured in Plate III. Fig. 3 ; and when we find it,

as we often shall in future, under similar circumstances,

I shall speak of it simply as the " medial oxide." In the

map, this crimson deposit is throughout represented in

black.

Proceeding next to examine the inner formation on the

surface of which this medial oxide is deposited, we find it

composed of two parts, sharply divided ; a white jasper, and

dark gray translucent chalcedony. The white jasper has a

spheric structure much more perfect than that of the outer

coat, and so delicate as to be hardly visible without

a lens (not that the spheres are small,—they are on

the average, the third of an inch in diameter,—but

the lines of division are so subtle that the mass ap-

pears compact). In this character the inner deposit

seems only a finer condition of the external one : but it

differs specifically in being affected by sharp displacements

apparently owing to contraction. To these faults, though

minute, I would direct the reader's special attention. They

are by no means small in proportion to the extent of material

affected by them ; and they differ wholly from ordinary dis-

placements, in this, that there is no trace whatever of move-

ment at the limiting convex curves, but only at the edge of

the chalcedony—so that the fault at a seems owing to contrac-
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tion within the space a h, and at c, to contraction within little

more than the space c d; and farther, the fissures ah, c d are

not rugged or broken, as if caused by the displacement, but
sinuously current, passing on through the chalcedony from c

to e, f, and g; and in fact, I am very certain that these veins

are not caused by the contraction in question; but that the

contraction takes place unequally on each side of the primar-

ily formed vein. This kind of fault, of which we shall find

frequent instances, the unequal contraction, namely, of beds

on opposite sides of a vein or dyke, I shall call fault " by

partition," and the violent fracture of beds at a point where

no vein or dyke previously existed, I shall call fault " by di-

vulsion." Deposits which fill compartments in fossil shells

may often be seen, in a correspondent series of beds, to vary

their proportionate thickness at each partition : the rectilinear

bands of Labradorite may be found varying in thickness and

position while they correspond in direction, in contiguous

crystals; and I do not doubt but that even on a great scale,

displacements of beds which at first sight might be supposed

to have given rise to the fissures which divide them, will be

found on examination to be the result of an unequal con-

tractile action in the masses released by the fissure, protracted

for long periods after it had given them their independence.

Lastly. The separation of the chalcedony from the jasper

does not take place only in the inner formation. It is an

operation evidently subsequent to the deposition of both

layers, and even in the outer one, makes the entire dotted

space, as far as the curved limit x y, chalcedonic, and flushes

it with a diffusion of the medial oxide from its edges; this

medial oxide here drawing itself into bands, which being par-

allel with those of the gray chalcedony, are manifestly pro-

duced by a segregation which has taken place simultaneously

in the two layers. This being clearly ascertained, the in-

tensely sharp line, which separates the chalcedony from the

white jasper, considered as a result of segregation, becomes

highly remarkable, and a standard of possibility in sharp-

ness of limit so produced.
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The spots surrounded by dark lines in the lower part of

the figure are portions of the inner formation cijt off by the

surface section. It is often difficult on a single plane to dis-

tinguish such spaces, the truncated summits of an inferior, or,

as here, remnants of a superior, bed, from isolated concre-

tions : and it is always necessary in examining agates to guard

against mistaking variation of widths of belt caused by obli-

quity of section from true variations in vertical depth. All

the difficulties of a geological survey sometimes meet in the

space of a single flint. The gradated softness of edge in belts

widened by oblique section is however usually an instant

means of recognizing them ; but in this stone the material is

so fine that the oblique edges are as sharp as the vertical ones.

T could not without tediousness proceed farther in the de-

scription of this stone ; it presents other phenomena peculiar

to itself; but, resuming the points hitherto stated, we may
define the family of agates, which it represents, as consisting

of at least two formations inclosed by quartz ; the inner for-

mation being affected by dislocations which do not pass into

the outer one. Generally their color is brownish red and

white, and their main material opaque and jasperine ; their

ciialcedony developing itself subsequently and subordinately.

The crimson veins and stride, which in some examples traverse

the inner formation, will furnish us with a study of separate

interest after we have obtained determinate types of other

large and typical groups : the minor details in each may then

be examined with a better field for comparison. For conven-

ience sake I shall in future refer to the group described in

this paper as " Bipartite jaspers." Their division may, in-

deed, be into more than two coats or formations, but the

operation of a contractile force in one, which does not affect

another, sufficiently justifies the term for general purposes.

V.

The next group of agates which I have to describe belongs

to the nested series ; but is distingiiished from all other vari-
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eties of that series by having a pure chalcedonic surface

(unaffected^ except in the form of it, by the material of

its gangue) ; and by uniformity of color ; consisting only of

white and transparent gray bands, wholly untinged by more

splendid colors. But nearly all the agates of this group which

now occur in the market have been dyed brown or black at

Oberstein, to the complete destruction of their loveliest phe-

nomena.

With the true agates of this group must be associated some

transitional examples, in which the surface is more or less

entangled with, and degraded by, the material of the gangue,

(the body of the stone then becoming susceptible of coloring

by iron, or of chloritic arborescence from the exterior) ; and

others, in which the mass is rudely egg-shaped, like a rolled

pebble, and the crust is of a fine pale brown agatescent jasper

in multitudinous concretions, plainly visible on the surface,

like the convolutions of the brain of an animal. But in the

typical examples of the whole series, no lines of concretion

are visible on the surface ; it is knotted and pitted ; but not

Fig. 1.

banded—it is of gray clear chalcedony, and the entire mass

of the stone is often thrown into irregularly contorted folds,

which are sometimes parallel to the interior bands, and from

which I shall, for convenience sake, give the name to the whole

group of " Folded Agates."

I say " sometimes parallel," because the folds of the in-

terior beds are much more complex than those of the surface,
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aud often are most notable when the exterior is undisturbed;

and they are specifically peculiar in two respects. First, they

are formed out of beds which are in the greater part of their

course accurately parallel, and arranged in graceful sweep-

ing continuous curves, while the bands of ordinary agates are

broken into minor undulation, and run into irregular curves.

Fig. 1 is the typical structure of the common, and Fig. 2 or

folded agate ; the line a h, in each figure, representing the

surface of the stone.

Secondly, These sweeping and beautiful parallel beds are

at particular points of their course suddenly and systemat-

Fig. 3.

ically contracted, and bent outwards, (jDutwards, that is to

say, in nested agates—inwards in stellar agates, but the stel-

lar formation is very rare in this group) like flowing drapery

raised by a rod beneath it ; and this ideal rod may either raise

these sheets of drapery hanging over it, as clothes hang over

a line ; or on the end of it, as the sides of a tent hang from

its pole;* with every variety of beautiful curvature, inter-

* In Plate XIII. Fig-. 1 shows the clothes-line arrangement in

pure surface-section, and Fig, 2 in perspective, seen through the

transparent stone, the edges only of the pendant veils being at the

surface. Of the tented arrangement I will give examples in suc-

ceeding plates, but they are not specifically different arrangements;

they are only accidental variations in the direction of the inter-

rupting masses.
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mediate between these two arrangements. The ideal rod is

of course composed of the interior chalcedony or quartz ; and

I once supposed the entire range of these phenomena to be

dependent on the former subtle influx of the dissolved silica

at the points where the apparent rods or tubes reached the ex-

terior of the stone ; but I now believe rather that, taking Fig.

3 as a formal type of a perfect folded agate, the points a, b,

c, etc., at the sides of the nest have been those of impeded

scretion or deposit (if, which is not by any means clear to

me, there has been successive deposit at all), and that the

intermediate curved beds are the increasing stalactic masses.

The right lines indicating flaws at the intersection of these

masses, are essential in the typical structure. The two upper

figures in Plate XIIL will characteristically represent the

phenomena principally resultant, though the complexity of

these phenomena is so great that in detail they can only be

followed by the reader with good specimens of the stones

in his hand.

Fig. 1 is from a very rare agate in my own collection, which

unites the characters of the folded group with that of the

nested agates which have level beds (the pure folded agates

never, as far as I have seen, contain rectilinear tracts), and

the folds, or tubes of arrest, in this stone are less regular in

structure than in typical examples, and present somewhat

the appearance of having been caused by contraction, the rent

spaces being afterwards filled by the inner quartz. But I

believe this appearance to be wholly deceptive. Whatever
the cause of the interruptions may be, they are certainly not

mere rents like those of septaria. The greater width of the

white band at the top, which suggests the idea of large influx

there, is a sectional deception ; this white band is of equal

thickness everywhere
; and, with all tlie others, seems entirely

concentric, except when interrupted by the tubes, and by the

changes in the direction of the films in its o\vn substance

which are connected with them. Fig. 2 is from a piece of

perfect folded agate, showing the symmetrical arrangement

of its successive beds round the tubes, and their lovely de-
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pendent curves as tliej detach themselves. In some cases,

however, the tubes appear, isolated in the mass of the stone, or

interrupt the beds in their own thickness ; but in whatever

accidental relation to the secreted chalcedony, they assuredly

indicate a peculiar state of its substance at the time of secre-

tion; and their nature, and the conditions under which they

develop themselves, must be understood before we can hope

to explain the more complex tubular formation of dendritic

chalcedonies.

And this investigation is rendered doubly difficult by the

perpetual confusion in all agatescent bodies between the con-

cretionary separation, and successive deposit of their beds. If

these folded agates were, indeed, formed in successive beds,

from without inwards, as it has been supposed, it should be

possible sometimes to trace the point of influx of material,

and the sequence of the added bands from it, which I never

yet have been able to do satisfactorily in a single instance in

folded agates (and only with suspicion of the appearance of

it, even in the bro'WTi coated and level bedded stones in which

it seems to be of ordinary occurrence) : and also, the beds

ought to present some of the irregularly accumulate aspect

of common calcareous stalactite ; and in the interior we ought

to find sometimes vacancies left by the failure of supply. But

on the contrary, folded agates are always full, so far as I have

seen, except occasionally in the centers of their tubes, or in

hollows of outer folds, but they are always closed in their

centers (differing, observe, again essentially from common
agate in this circumstance), and their beds are not only paral-

lel, instead of irregularly heaped, but involved in the strang-

est way in reduplicate crystalline series. See the interior

of the stone, Fig. 2, in Plate XIII.

On the other hand, were they truly concrete, these beds

ought to exhibit occasionally clear evidence of subordinate

concretion in their mass. Thus in the true concrete jasperine

agate, Fig. 4,* the beds which are simply concurrent on the

right hand break up presently, and separate into flamy and

* Ma"Tiified about three times.
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shell-like groups, transverse to the general bedding, and at

last bend round a knotted nucleus \ but nothing of this kind

ever occurs in folded agates, though their veils of dependent

film are sometimes covered with an exquisite dew of minute

pisolitic concretions, making them look (under the lens) like

a beautiful tissue of gossamer laden with dew, and connected

with a peculiar complex basalt-like fracture: then finally, to

finish the difficulty, these folded agates are connected by a

series of scarcely distinguishable transitions with the group

Fig. 4.

which we shall have next to examine, which seems to be in

great part concretionary, but concretionary in right lines.

The two lowest figures in Plate XIIT. are outlines of two

of the most singular conditions of it. Fig. 3, Plate XIII. is

reduced in scale from a stone which I shall hereafter engrave

of its real size, as its mode of association of agatescent with

crystalline structure is, as far as I know, unique—and its

proper discussion is connected with that of the modes of in-

crease of crystals. Pig. 4, Plate XIII. is from an agate of

almost equal rarity, though I have seen other examples of

its structure, but never so decisive in character. This figure

is slightly enlarged, being of a portion of a mass which has

crystallized out of a breccia, in thin walls of linear brown
agate inclosing opaque white agate, leaving internal spaces

filled with quartz.

The entire group to which these examples belong, consist-
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ing of walls, or tabular crystallizations, of agate, I shall name
Mural agates ; and they are connected, en the one hand, wim
Folded agates, by a series in which tabular portions of the

external matrix are torn off like pieces of broken slate, lifted

up into the agatescent mass, and then encrusted with folds of

chalcedony; on the other hand, when the Mural fragments

become curved, they are connected with a great jasperine

group of the most curious interest, which I shall examine

under the general term of Involute Agates, consisting of

bands of a consistent structure, broken up (or fraginentarily

secreted). Fig. 5, a^ in fine specimens disposed in curves re-

sembling the contour of a haliotis shell, Fig. 5, b, but in less

developed examples forming broken vermicular concretions

in a jasperine paste. Fig. 5, c. It is almost impossible with-

out microscopic examination to distinguish some of these

shell-like concretions (of which the most delicate are white,

closely crowded, and surrounded by milky chalcedony), from

true organic remain* ; purl to my mind perhaps the most sin-

gular fact, of all that are connected with minor physical

phenomena, is this apparent effort of the occult natural pow-

ers to deceive their investigator, by making one thing resem-

ble another. There seems to be a mocking spirit in Nature

which sometimes plays M^ith its creatures, as in the orchis

tribe of plants, or the mantis group of insects; and some-

times deliberately connects two totally different systems of

its work by deceptive resemblances, causing prolonged diffi-

culty or error in the attempt to discriminate them. In this

subject before us, for instance, the inorganic secretions of
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chert and flint are connected, bj the most subtle resemblances,

with those which have organic nuclei ; the filiform and foli-

ated secretions of chlorite, and the flamelike and infinitely

delicate mossy traceries of jasper, pass with the cunningest

treason into the organisms of altered sponge and wood; the

pisolitic and radiated-crystalline agates confuse themselves

with true corals; the involute agates with shells; the rolled

breccias with slowly knotted secretions ; and all the phenom-

ena of successive deposits, quite inextricably with those of

segregation ! I imagine, however, that the reader must have

had enough, for the present, of these mere statements of

doubt, and as my next subject, mural agate, is a very difiicult

one, I shall delay the paper for some time ; but meanwhile,

if any good chemist would set briefly down for me what is

now positively known of the fluent and gelatinous states of

silica, and silicate of iron, with respect to their modes of sep-

aration, when undisturbed, from other substances, it would be

of the greatest service to me (and not, I should imagine,)

irrelevant to the general purpose of this Magazine ; for all

inquiries respecting metamorphic rocks must rest on such

chemical data primarily) ; and, also, I should be grateful

to any mineralogist who would give me some tenable clew, or

beginning of clew, to the laws which affect the modes of crys-

talline increase; that is to say, which determine whether a

prism of quartz or calcite shall increase at the extremities or

at the flanks, or consistently on both, or inconsistently at dif-

ferent parts of the prism ; and, especially, by what law stellar

or roseate aggregations take place, instead of confused ones,

in groups of crystals ; and by what tendencies some minerals,

fluor for instance, are limited in their expansions of the

cubic or other common form, while others, such as salt and

the oxide of copper, are enabled to shoot unlimitedly into

prismatic needles ; and others, like sulphide of iron, will form

in solid crystals on the outside of calcite and in stellar acicular

groups within it. If I can get some help in this chemical

and microscopic part of the work, which I cannot do myself,

I have hope of being able to give something like a serviceable
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basis for future description of the two great groups of calcite

and silica, and the modifications of iron which color the con-

cretions of marble in the one case, and of agate in the other

;

and I should do this piece of work with, perhaps, more zeal

and care than another person, owing to its connection with

my own speciality of subject, by the use of these two earth-

products in the arts, and the foundation of much of what is

most beautiful in architecture, and perfect in gem-engraving,

on the accidents of congelation which have veined the marble

and the onyx.

VI.

When we find at the sides of veins, the veinstone rent into

laminse, as I tried to present in Plate XX. of Vol. IV. it is

easy to think of the fracture as violent, and of the disruption

of the vein as sudden.

That, at least, this disruption must have been exceedingly

slow, and that as it took place the rent must have been filled

by contemporary crystallization, is I think evident in the in-

stances figured, and in the great number of cases which they

represent.

And as I continue my inquiry, it becomes more and more

questionable to me whether there has in such cases been dis-

ruption at all. For the more I endeavor to read Xature pa-

tiently, the more I find that she is always trying to deceive

us while we are impatient, by pretending to do things in ways

in which they never were done, and making things look like

one another, which have no connection with each other.

For instance, in Fig. 1, which rudely sketches a piece of

Cornish hornstone, it would seem at first sight that the

detached black and white bands were pieces of a band once

continuous, but which had been broken up, and re-cemented

in disorder. And if, on a large scale, we had met with the

fault in almost exactly coincident beds, to which the arrow-

points, we should have had little doubt of their former con-

tinuity. But in this stone they have never been in any

other than their existing position, any more than the two
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upper beds on the left, of which oue is an entirely undisturbed

branch of the other, as much as any branch of stalactitic chal-

cedony is of the rest of the mass. Nor have any of these beds

ever been broken at all. The whole is a tranquil determina-

tion of variously crystallizing substances, like that of the

component minerals in granite. The white portions are horn-

stone ; the black band in each is ferruginous, and the inclosing

paste rudely crystalline quartz.

There is, however, one grave structural difference between

this stone and common granite. The crystals in granite run

in all directions. These zones of hornstone have a more or

less parallel direction ; and the black band, with another nar-

row one succeeding it, is always at the same side of them.

I have placed the woodcut (Fig. 1) with the black beds

uppermost, so that the resemblance may be seen between

them, and the always uppermost gray beds in the highest di-

vision of Plate XV. Vol. IV. But in neither case can I say

Fiff. 1.

that their position has been influenced by gravity. For in

Plate XV. it will be observed that the elliptical bar of central

calcite crystallizes in every direction, and in this piece of

hornstone, very near the portion above figured, is a cavity, in

which while the bands w^hose separation forms it, retain their

relation unchanged, the quartz, having now room to crystal-

lize, does so indifferently up and down, and from both sides,

as in Pig. 2. I do not know the position of the stone in situ.
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But though common granites show only arbitrary positions

of crystals, in graphic granites we have a definitely parallel

arrangement of them, somewhat resembling this of the horn-

stone, only more regular ; and in massive felspathic rock we
get the same deceptive resemblance of faults exquisitely de-

fined. Fig. 3 represents (of the real size : as are also Figs.

1 and 2) a portion of felspathic rock in which two crystals

of labradorite are separated by apparent breccia, but really,

crystalline mass, of mixed labradorite and hyperstein. The
oblique lines stand for this gangue (merely for a symbol—
there are no lines nor cleavage in the gangue itself). The
white spaces are pale blue labradorite, the horizontal lines

indicate in each crystal a sharp, exquisitely defined, zone of

vivid orange, and the vertical lines a zone of intense blue.

There has evidently been no fracture in this case, any more

Fig. 2.

than between the felspar crystals of common granite. And
the—in this instance absolutely accurate—coincidence of di-

rection in the zones of the detached pieces, with their fault-

like variation in breadth and relative position, are both of

them entirely crystalline phenomena.

TvTow we must always remember that in chalcedony and

quartz we have two entirely distinct groups of crystalline
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forces ; one radiant, endeavoring to throw the mass into spher-

ical concretions ; the other rectilinear, endeavoring to reduce

it to hexagonal crystals : and that both of these are capable of

producing phenomena of relative distortion.

Also, the group of the spheric forces associates itself de-

lightedly with the spheric forces of hydrous oxide of iron, thus

producing endlessly fantastic groups of mixed iron and chal-

cedony, while the rectilinear forces ally themselves in like

manner to those of micaceous iron, bownonite, heavy spar,

and calcite, producing tabular groups of crystals which pre-

sent close analogies to the flat leaves of chalcedonies which
have metallic or earthy laminae for their support; while the

iron-oxide, when it has no longer the power of modifying the

shapes of the crystals, sets itself to imitate two other min-

erals frequently found in them. It mimics the globes of

brown mica so exactly with its o^vn bossy groups of clustered

laminae, that only a strong lens, or the knife, will distinguish

them, and, in the interior of crystals, throws itself into

golden-colored radiant or circular sheaves which, when
within ameythst, are the most beautiful things I know among
minerals; but which it is a matter of gi-eat difficulty to dis-

tinguish in common quartz from minor forms of rutile.

Finally, to crown the complexity of this iron and flint group,

the sulphide of iron, varied beyond all minerals in the fan-

tasies and grotesques which it can build out of its plastic

and innumerable cubes, shoots its stellate crystals through

the mass of the hydrous oxide, and disputes with it the cen-

tral position in stalactites of chalcedony.

But, through all this confusion, one generalization presents

itself which is of great value. Whenever iron, whether oxide

or sulphide, is associated with stalactitic chalcedony, it is al-

ways in the center of the mass ; but when iron, whether oxide

or sulphide, is associated with quartz crystals, it is always ( if

determinately placed at all), either on the outside, or at a

slight depth below the surface, under an external coat of

clearer crystal. It may be indeterminately placed, in dis-

persed stars or cubes ; but, if ordered at all it is ordered so.
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Brielly, a ciystal of quartz never has a center of iron, and a

crystal of chalcedony never a coat of it.*

And an important result seems to follow from this. If

stalactites of chalcedony were formed by superfluent coats,

some of these coats would have iron in solution at the outside

as well as the interior, and would secrete it in successive

films; whereas, on the contrary, the entire bulk of the iron,

being always central, must surely have been secreted out of

the entire mass ; and, therefore, I believe that the true chalce-

donic stalactite is indeed a long botryoidal crystal, like some

of the forms of sulphide of iron, found in chalk, and not at

all a drooping succession of fluent coats, except in cases of

rapid deposit, which, as far as I remember, show no central

iron.

Again, when iron is systematically associated with quartz,

it is never in the center of the crystal, but either on the sur-

face or under an externally imposed glaze. Hence it follows

that the crystalline forces at work in forming quartz act

nearly in the reverse of those that form chalcedony, as re-

gards the direction of ferruginous elements, and that they

have quite a peculiar power in finishing crystals, which de-

termines, at a given time, either a purer, or an amethystine,

silica to the surface, often throwing down crystals of iron

between the two.

I have already noticed the clear coat forming the exterior

of many nested agates in basaltic cells, and the deposit of

iron succeeding it, to which I gave the name of medial oxide.

My impression is that the exterior of such agates, as relating

to the crystalline power, may be considered identical with the

center of a stalactite, and I think it will be found that the

iron in such stalactitic centers, however delicate the fiber of

it, is not solid, but tubular, leaving the absolute center of clear

* Of course I do not vouch for any so wide generalization as this

absolutely. If ever one ventures to do such a thing, the next stone

one takes up on a dealer's counter is sure to be an exception to the

announced law; but I am confident that any mineralogist can

fortify the statement from his own experience quite enough to

justify cur reasoning upon it.
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silica correspondent to the surface of clear silica in a quartz

crystal.

It is very strange that among these complicated forces cer-

tain conditions of chalcedony and quartz should be so con-

stant, and the intermediate states, giving evidence of forma-

tion, so rare ; but though the interior of almost every quartz

crystal shows the forces of agatescence and straight crystalli-

zation in confused contest, I have only seven or eight speci-

mens, out of a collection of some thousands, which clearly

show the balance of the two powers in accomplished structure.

The uppermost figure in Plate XIX. represents a portion

Fig. 4.

of one of these, which is a stellar agate, formed of gray chal-

cedony, with white bands collected in a knot within radiant

quartz. The precision of its lines is beyond all imitation, but

Mr. Allen has succeeded in drawing and engraving it for us

quite well enough to show the repeated efforts of the chal-

cedony to throw itself into straight crystalline planes, success-

ful, tremulously, here and there for a quarter of an inch, and

then thrust again into curvature by the lateral spheric force.

The second examj)le, engraved in the lower figure in Plate
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XIX., shows the two forces reconciled in their reign: the

crystalline or mural form is completely taken by the agates-

cent bands in one part of the stone and the spheric in another,

while the bands themselves are arranged in double folds,

turned at the extremities, like the back of a book.

Finally, the woodcut. Figure 4, gives the rude outline of a

stone in which the central nucleus of confused quartz has

made vigorous, repeated, and, as far as I know quartz, I may
even say super-quartzine efforts to gather itself into a single

crystal, dragging the circumfluent agatescent lines one after

another violently aside, to expire in the planes of its succes-

sive pyramids.

In all these instances the crystalline action is unmistakable,

being at relative angles, of which only agatescent warping de-

ranges the magnitude, but here (Fig. 5) is an example in

which we have an apparently pendant stalactite (which is,

however, the section of a vertical wall) without evidence of

any relative planes, except the very short and secondary one

on tl:e left. Yet, between conditions of this kind and true
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stalactitic agates, there is a gap which at present I cannot

bridge. The mural agate consists of concretions in flat planes,

formed irrespectively of gravity; the stalactitic agate, of

concretions on central rods, formed with reference to gravity.

I have, indeed, one example in which these central rods are

incipient in formation ;—are as fine as hairs, and are con-

nected, as in Fig. 6, by drooping branches concurrent with

the successive outlines of the falling mass ; and another, Fig.

7, in which the tubes of a folded agate have become crystal-

F:-. 6. Fig. 7.

line, and are clearly minded to determine themselves into

straight lines. But these are both small, and of structures

too unusual to found reasoning upon, I shall engrave them,

however, hereafter, but before examining these and the other

structures illustrating the connection between mural and stal-

actitic agates, it will be better to trace the closer connection

on the other side between mural and conchoidal agates. The

states intermediate between these two will be the subject of

my next paper.

VII.

We have now, I think, obtained sufficient evidence that

the disposition of differently colored or composed bands
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in agate is in most cases the result of crystalline segre-

gation. We shall find, also, that the order of this segregation

is constant under given conditions ; and that, with fijied pro-

portions of elements and fixed rate of cooling and drying, the

agate will necessarily produce itself in a ribbon of a fijxed suc-

cession or pattern of stripes: a spectrum of substances,

which, if we had observed data enough, we might read like a

spectrum of light ; inferring, not the nature of the elements

from its bars of color, but the former conditions of solution

from the bars of elements.

When the stone has been undisturbed, this ribbon or chord

of its constituent elements will necessarily form quietly

Fig. 1.

round it, either in its nest, or on its nucleus, with phases of

level or vertical deposit under peculiar circumstances. But
when the congelation has been disturbed, the chord of ele-

ments is broken up, and may then be traced here and there

about the stone, forming where it may, and as it can. For

instance, Fig. 1 represents rudely a quartzose band formed

at a junction of fluor with siliceous sandstone. The dotted

space is the grit, the undulating lines stand for a coarse mass

of compact fluor spar, vaguely crystalline in that direction.

The faulting of the band is, I believe, entirely owing to fit-

fulness in the crystalline action ; there is no trace of any

kind of flaw or rent, either in the sandstone on one side, or

fluor on the other.
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The composition of the baud here, as in the hornstone

(Geol. Mag. 1869, Dec, Fig. 1, p. 529), is of one series of

elements onlj; but very often the chord is composed of a

central band, with corresponding opposite series on its sides.

Here, in Fig. 2, is a verv simple case, in which the chord has

a thin white central line, with first a dark and then a broader
white one on each side. The entire chord is flung irregularly

about the stone, sometimes in continuity for a few folds.

Fig. 2.

sometimes in broken segments ; but the outer white band has

the power of detaching itself from the chord occasionally,

and of expanding here and there into wider spaces.

And, as in Fig. 1, we have a deceptive semblance of con-

secutive faults, so here we have an equally deceptive mimicry
of brecciation by violence. But the two apparently broken

portions of the band, in the center of its own loop, are simply

detached crystalline formations of it in those places. Here,

Fig. 3, is a single example of such an one from another stone,

in which the inclosed banded segment is seen at once to be

concurrent at its base with every undulation of the surround-

ing belt, though so trenchantly divided from it at the flanks.
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And here we have to note a further separation of our sub-

ject into two branches, or, rather, into two threads of mesh

(for its classification, like most true natural ones, is not

branched, but reticulated). When the bands form in several

fragments in all directions, as in Fig, 2, we are conducted

gi'adually to the most fantastic structures of abruptly brecci-

ated agates. But when they are systematically affected by

a consistent action of crystalline power, as in Fig, 1, we are

conducted to the group I shall describe in the following paper

imder the name of involute agates (I carelessly used the word
" conchoidal " for involute, in page 534), which seems to me,

:^Am\ii\\iiU/m\ih\{iiMlli6Uii

Fig. 3.

as far as I have any clew to their mysterious strlicture, to be

chiefly owing to the action, in a partially fluid substance, of

the great diagonal—or spiral ?—force of silica. This diago-

nal power of, or in, quartz, is to me one of the most interest-

ing phenomena in mineral nature, both in itself and as one

of a group of powers like it—wholly distinct from the

crystalline ones, and acting with them, or dominant over

them, at particular times and places, elsewhere and at other

times remaining entirely passive.

Thus the growth of an ordinary quartz crystal depends on

the regular imposition or secretion of parallel coats, which

sometimes are capable afterwards of frank separation, form-

ing " capped " quartz. But the flute-beak of Dauphine is
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never capped. It is formed and wliolly compacted under an

oblique energy, which disciplines and guides together the

hexagonal forces of the crystal. On St. Gothard the same

force, instead of terminating the crystals obliquely, unites

them laterally, and leads them into long walls, warped
into curves, sometimes like crowns or towers. Generally,

when there is amianthus within crystals, the oblique force

carries the filaments across the crystal diagonally; and it is

very notable, as regards the time of secretion of these in-

terior deposits, that while the iron oxides always arrange

themselves in concurrence with the coats of the crystal, amian-

thus and rutile never do, but shoot clear through the whole

body of it, if themselves long enough, and, if short, root them-

Fig. 4.

selves on an external plane, and shoot to the inside ; while

the iron oxides root themselves on internal planes and shoot

to the outside.

Here (Fig. 4) is an example which will at once illustrate

the power of the oblique force, and this relation of the oxides.

It is the section of a singly terminated, and apparently,

seen from the outside, an altogether single, crystal, one of a
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well-formed cluster, showing externally no signs of disturb-

ance. Thej are all beautifully spotted with black iron oxide

under a clear external coat, about one-seventh of an inch deep,

which entirely covers them. These concretions of iron are

represented in the woodcut accurately in section by the black

spots ; a minor series, not seen externally, is exposed by the

section within the crystal, which is also shown by the section

to be dual in the interior, separated into two parts by a per-

fectly straight line in the direction of its length, and nearly

into two other parts by a jagged and broken one across it ; all

the interior beds being faulted by the oblique force, which

acts,—in one direction softly, guiding, without breaking, one

part of the white beds (opaque white in the stone) into an

angle beyond the other,—and in another direction violently,

causing jagged flaws across the beds. Within the white beds,

and under the great flaw, the quartz becomes again dark-

clear.

I^Tow, all these arrangements of substance take place under

laws which surely need more investigation than they have yet

received,* being quite distinct from those which limit

crystalline form, and bearing every semblance of a link be-

tween molecular and organic structure. For instance, pure

crystalline force determines both gold and silver into cubes or

octahedrons. So also it determines the diamond. But no

force of aggTegation supervenes to form branches or coils of

diamonds ; whereas an unexplained power, dominant over the

crystalline one, extends the golden triangles into laminse, and

wreathe the cubes of silver into vermicular traceries. Agen-

cies alike inexplicable twist the crystal of quartz like a piece

of red-hot iron, and design the bands of agate into curves

like those of a nautilus shell.

* I look with extreme interest to the result of the inquiries which

Mr. W. Chandler Roberts has undertaken on the chemistry of silica.

I have to thank him already for some most valuable information

communicated to me in the course of last year, of which, however,

I will venture no statement until he has made public his discoveries

in such form as he may think proper.
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The transition from such coated crystals as that shown in

Fig. 4, to these involute agates, may I think be traced without

a break. The base of this stone is formed of smaller and less

perfect crystals, which, cut transversely, present themselves

in honeycomb-like groups. Fig. 5. Each of these cells is a

little mural agate, with no spherical force disturbing it.

When quartz disposed to such formation gets mixed with jas-

per, or with any other uncrystallized rock, the cells become

shapeless, and we get results such as those represented in

Plate II. This stone tliere drawn sliows the combination of

angular cells with confusedly coiled ones, of which a close-set

group is seen on the right, gathered together within broadly

Fig. 5.

curved lines, which I think we shall be able to trace through

succeeding examples, as they reduce themselves to the shell-

like contours of true involute agate. On the other hand, in

the center of the stone, the less disciplined series of jasper

veins, surrounding crj'stalline spaces, show the first origin

of the groups of agate, which ultimately resemble a pebble

breccia. I will endeavor in following papers to trace the two

series through their gradual development.
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INTRODUCTION TO
THE LIMESTONE ALPS OF SAVOY.*

The following book is the fulfillment, by one of the best

and dearest of those Oxford pupils to whom I have referred

in the close of my lectures given in Oxford this year, of a task

which I set myself many and many a year ago, and had been

obliged, by the infirmities of age, with deej) regret to aban-

don. The regret is ended now, for the work is here done in a

completeness w^hich, among my mixed objects of study, it

cloud never have received at my hands.

The subject of the sculpture of mountains into the forms

of perpetual beauty which they miraculously receive from

God, was first taken up by me in the fourth volume of

" Modern Painters ;
" and the elementary principles of it,

there stated, form the most valuable and least faultful part

of the book. They had never been before expressed, or even

thought of, for the simple reason that no professed geologists

could draw a mountain, nor therefore see the essential points

of its form. So that at this very time being, the large model

of the valley of Chamouni exhibited in the library of the

British Museum, is a disgrace not only to the Museum first,

and the Geological Society next, but actually it is a libel on

the ordinary intelligence of human nature. For if people

resolutely refuse to look at things in the right way, the law of ^

their nature is, they come to look at it exactly in the wrong.

The only member of the Geological Society, since its

energies were diverted to palaeontology, who could draw a

mountain in outline, was James Forbes, and even he could

not draw in light and shade ; but his outlines were precise and

lovely. And it was the accuracy of observation directed by

this practice that enabled him to recognize the lines of flux

in glaciers, which no previous (nor subsequent, for that

* By W. G. Colling^ood.
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matter) geologist had so much as a glimpse of;—to this day

most of them remaining as incapable of tracing the linear

indices of motion of glacier waves as the puces-de-glace that

live in them.

After comparing notes with James Forbes at the village inn

of the Simplon (see " Deucalion," chap, x.), in 1849, I went

up to the Bell Alp, then totally unknown, and drew the pano-

rama of the Alps, from the Fletsch Horn to the Matterhorn,

which is now preserved in the Sheffield Museum. Then,

going up to Zermatt I took the first photograph * of the

Matterhorn (and, I believe, the first pliotograph of any Alp

whatever) that had then been made. On the work done in

Zermatt at that time, the mountain section of " ]\Iodern

Painters" was principally based; but in 1861 I went into

Savoy, and spent two winters on the south slope of the Mont
Saleve, in order to study the secondary ranges of the Alps,

and their relation to the Jura. I quickly saw that the ele-

ments of the question were all gathered in the formation of

the mountains round the Lake of Annecy: and, at Talloires,

in the spring of 1862, made a series of studies of them, which

only showed me how much more study I wanted.

Being called to England, I left the light blue lake with

resolution of swift return ; and the time of Troy-siege passed

by, before I stood again upon its brink among the vineyards.

In the meantime I had been able to do some collateral

work that was of use. The autumn and half-winter, till

Christmas, of 1862, were spent at Lucerne and Altorf, in

examining the relations of the limestone of Uri with the

[N'orthern jS^agelfluh and Molasse. The summer of 1866,

though principally given to " Proserpina," yet allowed me
time, at Brientz and Interlachen, to trace the lines of Studer's

sections across the gi'eat lake-furrow of Central Switzerland.

I learned enough geological German to translate for myself

the parts of his volumes which relate to the Northern Alps,

aiid wrote them out carefully, with brilliantly illuminated

enlargements of his tiny woodcuts, proposing the immediate

* Proijerly daguerreotype—photography then being unknown.
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presentation of the otherwise somewhat dull book to the

British public in this decorated form, A letter, bringing me
bad news, interrupted me one bleak wintry day ; and the since

untouched manuscript, with its last drawing only half colored,

remains on the library-shelf behind me, like an inoffensive

ghost.

It chanced, or rather mischanced, also, that having written

" Unto this Last," in the valley of Chamouni in 1860, and
" Munera Pulveris " at Mornex in 1861, I was eager at Lake

Lucerne in 1862 to translate into pithy English the two first

books of Livy,—a design which broke down like that for Mr.

Studer, after I had lost a whole lovely day of clear frost at

Altorf in cataloguing the forces of the preposition ob, as a

prefix to verbs. In the course of these desultory efforts, how-

ever, I ascertained that the essential facts of Alpine construc-

tion remained to be detailed: that Studer had given only

superficial examination to a far too widely extended surface

;

and while he had spent years of unremitting labor in partially

determining the conditions of form in the Jura, the Apen-

nines, and the entire length of the Alpine chain between

Savoy and the Tyrol, had never given the exhaustive atten-

tion to any single valley, which was needed to ascertain the

scope and results of the metamorphic, as distinguished from

mechanical, changes of feature in its secondary strata.

I took up this subject with renewed eagerness in the first

leisure given by retirement from my Oxford Professorship

in 1879, and received from time to time the kindest assistance

and coadjutorship from Mr. Clifton Ward, whose lamented

death in 1881 deprived modern science of one of her most

patient, powerful, and candid observers; and left me again

discouraged, and at pause, in the presence of questions which

had become by his help more definite, but in that very dis-

tinctness, less assailable.

Feeling also that my strength would no more permit me
the climbing of Swiss hills, I resigned hope of doing more

among the precipices of the Buet or the Jungfrau ; and began,

as better suited to my years, the unadventurous rambles by
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the streams of Yewdale, whose first results were given in my
Kendal lecture ("Deucalion," chap, xii.)

But here again I soon was in need of help. Though still

able easily enough to get to the top of Wetherlam or Silver

How, on occasion, I had no time for such survey of the

country in all the lights of evening and morning as I felt to

be necessary for the understanding of its essential forms : and

I entreated Mr. Collingwood, who had been at work for me
on the bed of the retreating Glacier des Bossons, to come to

my assistance at Coniston, and make me a perfect model of the

mountain group which was within the day's walk of Brant-

wood.

He gave a summer to this task; and completed his model

to a scale of six inches to the mile,—the best, I am bold to

say, yet made of any part of the Lake district. But, before

we had settled the coloring of it, the usual malignity of my
fairy godmother (or gnome godfather) interfered; and Mr.

Colling^vood had to leave his whole summer's work—like my
former ones, re infecta ; and to come with me to Italy, more

in the capacity of physician than geologist. His watchful

care of me had such good results that before recrossing the

Alps, I had formed the hope of returning to my duties in

Oxford ; and in a newly active frame of mind, asked my
friend, while yet the snows were high, to review with me
some of the old problems in the much loved recesses of the

Dorons and Tournette.

To my (somewhat unreasonable) surprise I found his

instinct for the lines expressing the action of the beds far

more detective than my own ; and felicitous beyond my hopes,

in that he was fettered by no scientific theory, and saw the

most wonderful group of mountains in Europe with entire

freshness of mind and eye.

But he had another advantage over me, in his glance over

strata, which I was not prepared for, and which not a little

provoked, while it mightily assisted me. All through France

and Italy, where we had been drawing Gothic sculpture, Mr.

Collingwood, trained in recent science of anatomical draughts-
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manship, had been putting me continually in a passion by

looking for insertions of this and the other tendon and gut,

instead of the general effect of his figure ; but when we got to

the hills, I saw that this habit of looking for the insertion of

tendon and gut was of extreme value in its way, and often

enabled him to see the real direction of original movement

in the mountain mass, where / saw only the effects of time

and weather on the superinduced cleavages, often opposed

altogether to, and always entirely independent of, the lines

indicating primary motion. On the other hand, as I read

over tlie sheets now ready for the press, I find he has not at all

dwelt on one of the questions respecting this motion itself,

which I thought to have indicated to him as one of the most

needful subjects of inquiry, namely, the relation to it of

joints, as distinguished from cleavage.

True cleavage never pays the smallest attention to the

fluctuation, involution, or any other caprice of the several

strata ; but assuredly in any substance not fluid, nor elastic,

nor capable of easy molecular adjustment, fluctuation cannot

take place without fissures; and I greatly marvel to see my
enthusiastic friend shaking his mountains up and down as a

terrier shakes a rat, or a rug,* without ever telling us in what

state of cohesion their substance must have been at the time

of the operation, or seeming to remember that though one can

wave a flag, or wreathe hot iron, one can't wrinkle a deal

board, or pucker a haked pie-crust. It did not, of course,

enter into the design of this volume to touch on the structural

phenomena of metamorphism or any others connected with

the baking of the earth's crust ; t and it is wise in the author,

on the whole, to have restricted himself absolutely to the

description of existing forms, and the abolition of recklessly

adopted explanations of them by glacial or pluvial agency.

* " Or switching them about like a whiplash into loops and

curls," p. 63.

f Geologists seem satisfied, nowadays, that the whole globe is a

sort of flying haggis, or lava pudding, out of which, I see by Mr.

Ball's lecture on the Corridors of Time, the Moon got pinched at

the baker's.
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But I regret that in his enumeration of component rocks, he

should have taken notice only of the changes in one of them,

the Lias, where it approaches the Central Alps; and tell us

nothing about the differences of aspect or structure traceable

in others of the formations under the same condition. In

reviewing my own experience in this matter, it becomes more

and more wonderful to me how little the rocks seem to modify

each other at their actual junctions. Gneiss runs into Pro-

togine at Chamouni in tongues and veins, without the slightest

loss of its o^vn character or pardonablest proclivities to the

Protoginesque ; and oolite lies flat upon granite at Avallon,

with no apparent discomfort or objection, and without allow-

ing the slightest change in its own shaly and crumbly sub-

stance, till within a few feet of the actual junction; while

the metamorphism which in other localities affects these, or

even more recent formations, appears, as for instance in the

crystalline marbles of Tuscany, the result of the equable

diffusion of heat and distribution of pressure for myriads

of years through the entire mass of the substance under modi-

fication.

I might have easily prevented the appearance of neglecting

these and some other connected difficulties, had I thought it

right to interfere in any way with the natural impulse of the

author's thoughts. But I was, on the contrary, so anxious not

to disturb—and above all not to check—the direct energy

which was doing such good work in its chosen field, that I not

only refrained, in looking over the manuscript, from making

any suggestions, except in matters of mere arrangement ; but

took great pains when we were at Geneva to prevent Mr.

Collingwood from getting hold of Professor Favre's elaborate

analysis of the same district. This I did for two reasons ; the

first, that I greatly feared Mr. Collingvvood might give up

the whole design, if he saw to what precision and extent

Professor Favre's study of Savoy had been carried out; in

the second place, I was extremely desirous to see how far the

conclusions of Professor Favre would be confirmed by an

independent observer.
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Accordingly, I assured my friend, when I had got him with

his full sketchbook into a quiet corner of the Hotel des

Bergues, that if only he would go on preparing his drawings

for the wood blocks, I would myself ransack the libraries of

Geneva for whatever geological w^orks could be of the smallest

assistance to him. And so I did : but I only gave him those

whose assistance to him was " of the smallest !

"—and locked

Professor Favre carefully up in my own portmanteau. The
result was absolutely satisfactory, and the corrections of his

own views in point of detail which Mr. Collingwood after-

wards found necessary on comparing Professor Favre's sec-

tions with his own, were easily made and collected in the

postscript to the third chapter.

The drawings which I was so eager to see in progress quite

deserved my solicitude, being indeed much better than any by

which the volume is now illustrated. Made on the spot, or

from immediate memory, they were vivid and expressive in

the extreme ; but, of course, in many points inaccurate or

incomplete. The correction and finishing, with continual

hesitation as to what could or could not be expressed in wood-

engraving, has taken half the life out of the first drawings

;

and I shall take good care in any future geological expeditions

with the author, to lock up his own drawings in my port-

manteau, as well as other people's, and not let him meddle

with them afterwards, till I can get them engraved. On the

other hand, the extreme fidelity and skill with which Mr. W.
Hooper has facsimiled the final states of the sketches, deserve

the author's best thanks, and the public's also; for truly,

whatever their shortcomings, the figures in this book are quite

the most illustrative of mountain form in its wide symmetries

that have yet been contributed to the syntax of constructive

geology.

I have but a word more—partly in modification,—partly in

support,—of the author's remarks on the influence of Rudis-

ten-kalk in the production of hermits. In modification, that

the Eremitic character sometimes takes the less recognized

form of Rousseau's retirement on St. Peter's Island, or
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Byron's by the Bosquet de Julie, while St, Bernard of the

crusades, himself the product of a French monticule instead

of a Swiss mountain, " discoursing of the lake—asked where

it was." Something also in this kind may be insinuated for

the marshes of Croyland and Citeaux; nevertheless I am
thankful to be able to associate with this pretty opening

chapter of my friend's book, my reminiscence of a real live

hermit, whom I found in a cave two thousand feet or so above

the valley of the Rhone,—alas ! now fifty years ago ;—and

the expression of my reverent sense of the wisdom of his

mossy and cressy retirement, (his little garden had flowers in

it also), as compared with the tormented existence of the

modern traveling Eremite, in caves which he has paid mil

lions of money to dig, that he may not see the Alps when he

gets to them.

To such better sympathy as may yet be found of Bene-

dictine, Carthusian, or Augustine gentleness, in the hearts of

pilgrim folk, I commend this book, for their mountain guide

among some of the fairest scenes that ever were formed by

Earth, or blessed by Heaven.

Bbantwood, lOth January, 1884.

CATALOGUE OF A SERIES OF SPECIMENS
m THE BRITISH MUSEUM OF

NATURAL HISTORY.

ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE 31ORE COMMON
FORMS OF NATIVE SILICA.

PEEFAOE.

This series of specimens has been selected to illustrate the

more frequent varieties of Native Silica. One of these,

quartz, is the most common of minerals ; it is almost the only

component of most gravels, sands, and sandstones, while it

enters largely into the composition of many of the meta-
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morpliic schists and crystalline rocks: others, as flint and

jasper, though not so plentiful, are still important constitu-

ents of the earth's crust ; while chalcedony, the principal sub-

stance of agates, from early periods has been an important

material in the arts. These varieties are in most works on

mineralogy treated as accidental conditions of one and the

same substance. But they are in this carefully chosen series

exhibited in their essential distinctions, and their gradated

phases of connecting state ; and they may be studied in these

generally occurring forms with the greater facility, because

all those siliceous minerals have been excluded which appear

to have been produced by narrowly local circumstances.

Thus chalcedony involved in bitumen found in Auverg-ne,

and nearly all the forms of opal, including hyalite and cach-

olong, must be looked for in their proper places in the great

gallery; few minerals being shown in this selected series but

those which, though here seen in their finest conditions, are

in their less striking forms of frequent occurrence, and of

extreme importance in the structure and economy of the

world.

The authorities of the Museum are not responsible for

any speculative statement or suggestion made in the fol-

lowing catalogue, but the description of each specimen has

been submitted for modification or correction, and may,

therefore, be received with perfect confidence; wdiile, on my
own part, the attention which I have given to this depart-

ment of mineralogy for upwards of fifty years may, I think,

justify me in claiming the reader's attention to statements

which may at first seem to him, on the mere evidence pre-

sented in this single series, daring, or even indefensible. He
may, at least, rest assured that they are in no case prompted

by the desire of gaining credit for originality; my conviction

being that there is nothing in my views on the subject of

siliceous construction which may not be found already for-

malized by mineralogists of the last century.

A considerable number of the specimens here described

have been presented to the Museum out of my own chosen
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examples at Brantwood (or, in some instances, directly pur-

chased by me for this series), in order to fill gaps in its order

which could not be supplied from the Xational collection

without loss to the beauty and completeness of the series in

the great gallery. The pieces numbered 7, 20, 21, 24, 28, 38,

52, 80, 90,"91, 95, 97, 98, 101, 103, 104, 116, 117, 118, 126, may
be particularized, but it may perhaps be permitted me to

suggest that the names of donors should be merely registered

in the historical account of the British Museum and its col-

lections, and should cease to incumber either the cases, or the

scientific guides to them.

Avgust 1st, 1884.

CATALOGUE.

1 Common nodular flint, showing the distinctly concentric

structure of many so-called flint " pebbles." The term
" pebble " should always be restricted to those produced

by friction on beaches or in streams; whereas, in this

example (as also in all cases of amygdaloidal agate con-

cretion), the form of the stone is owing either to its

own manner of coagulating or crystallizing, or to the

shape of the cavity it was formed in. This example is

curious only in the demonstration of its structure by a

loose smaller nodule in the middle.

Part of the surface is artificially polished; the rest

reticulated, like that of nearly all flint pebbles, rolled or

not, (compare my F. 1 at Sheflield), the reticulation

being structural and not due to impact.

2 Common branchiate flint.

In its secretion from chalk, flint often assumes very

strange branching or even bone-like forms, quite dis-

tinct from those of all other minerals. This is a small

but interesting type. (Isle of Wight.)

Allan-Greg Collection, 1860.
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3 Black flint; banded; extremely fine specimen. This band-

ing is the first and rudest condition of agatescent struc-

ture. See the paper on the subject in the Geological

Magazine, Vol. I., 1864, p. 145, by Mr. S. P. Wood-
ward, who was the first to explain the structure. (Banks

of the Kiver Samara, Russia.)

Presented bv Count Apollos de Moussin Poushkin.

4 Common flint, coarsely amygdaloidal, determining itself

(primarily?) into zones parallel to its surface, and (sec-

ondarily?) into porous white or gray cloudings, tending

to apparent brecciation. Very characteristic. (Basel.)

5 Common flint, coated with a thin film of blue chalcedony;

determining itself (by alteration?) into white zones, trans-

verse to the coating; but changing its color only, not its

structure, the alteration seeming in places to be arrested

by the minute fissures. Beautiful.

This example is put side by side with I^os. 11 and 19,

. to show the general types of nascent flint-chalcedony.

(Croydon.)

Purchased, 1861.

6 Sausage-shaped nodule of flint, replacing the stem of a

sponge. Coated with chalcedonic film. (English.)

7 Almond of pure chalcedony inclosed in flint. Unique, in

my experience. For comparison with K^os, 1, 5, and 6.

(English.)

8 Flint altered by contact with basalt : red and in flaky disin-

tegration, passing into an amorphous white mass, like

the exterior of a common flint. There may, perhaps, be

some clew in this rude example to the processes at work

on fine material in I^o. 15. (Antrim.)

Allan-Greg Collection, 1860.

The first seven specimens are all white or black, or
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grayish blue. This one introduces the question of the

red color of jasper, and of the level bedding of lake-

agate.

9 White jasper, passing into beautifully banded brick-col-

ored jasper; exquisitely spotted, as the latter also, with

dendritic oxide of manganese, of microscopic delicacy:

the mass, here and there, retreating to form cells filled

with bluish chalcedony, transitional to quartz, while

at the outside it is in some parts brecciate to extreme

minuteness: on one side is a little of the melaphyre, in

a cavity of which it was formed.

Very lovely, but not to be seen in its full beauty

without a lens.* (Oberstein.)

10 Rounded pebble of white jasper, in flammeate and writhed

bands, exactly intermediate between the bands of flint

and those of folded agate. Stained in center by oxide

of iron like ]Sros. 8 and 9. Superb.

11 Small stalactitic chalcedony in flint. Very pretty. (Sus-

sex.)

Mantell Collection.

12 Almond-shaped flint pebble, probably dropped out of such

a rock as Xo. 31, and showing the outer yellow band
which resulted either from its contact with the matrix

or the action of water, or weather, when the pebble

was loose. (Subsequently?) banded with bands extend-

ing to the surface.

13 Small nodule of finely-zoned agate, showing very remark-

able fractures. (Scotland.)

14 Agate. Salmon color; amygdaloidal, small, compact, and
of extreme fineness, showing orbicular concretion at

* These tantalizing statements are of course only made to direct

the student in the examination of similar specimens elsewhere.
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the exterior and a nucleus of exquisitely leveled beds

of two orders. (Scotland.)

Many of these small nodules out of the Scottish trap

•are inestimable in exhibition of fine siliceous structure.

Presented by Benjamin Bright, Esq., 1873.

15 Egyptian jasper, faulted, for comparison with other ex-

amples of definite fault. Whether actually shifted, or

independently banded on opposite sides of the vein, is

for the present, to me, questionable. (Xear Cairo.)

16 Red, or dark subdued crimson, jasper, arranging itself in

eddied bands, which look faulted in their sudden undu-

lation, traversed by others less distinct and transverse,

which will be seen under the lens to be distinctly brec-

ciate at one part of the stone, giving one of the most

subtle examples of incipient brecciation. (Urals.)

17 Portion of a vein of irregularly banded pink jasper, with

traversing ferruginous stains. Eine ; but at the back,

showing straight divisions across the beds. (Urals.)

18 Flint formed round sponge and passing into recumbent

chalcedony, a kind of pebble extremely common on

the beaches of the south coast of England (out of the

greensand formation?) (Sussex.)

19 Common chalk flint, with spongiform chalcedony replac-

ing sponge partially filling the interior hollow. A frag-

ment of an Echinus with a small attached serpula at

one extremity is on the outside. (Xear Croydon.)

Purchased, 1861.

20 Pudding-stone, so-called, but I believe concretionary.

and The upper surface of 21 shows at one extremity, new
21 " pebbles " forming the old ones. (Hertfordshire.)
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22 Fragmentary flint, in siliceous paste.

23 Common fragmentary natural mosaic, seemingly formed

by contraction of yellow jasper, leaving fissures like

those in drying clay, afterwards filled by siliceous

paste. Compare note on No. 30.

24 Flint passing into jasper, seemingly brecciate. This

material forms huge masses of the coast-rocks at Sid-

mouth, and the low stone walls of the fields are mostly

built of it. Conf. 37.

25 Block of pure yellow mossy jasper, passing into reddish-

bro^vTi chalcedony, in some parts tinged with purple.

The form associated with sponge flints, the veins of

chalcedony isolating portions of paler jasper. (Ekater-

inburg, Russia.)

Presented by Count Apollos de Moussin Poushkin.

26 Common flint, apparently crushed and recemented; but

the structure has never been properly studied, and is

in some of its conditions at present inexplicable. Cut

and polished under my o\^m direction.

27 Pink opal, exhibiting resemblances of brecciation.

(Quincy, near Bourges.)

28 Chalcedonic flint, confused in aspect between a breccia

and a conglomerate: and stained (by iron oxide?) of

the most brilliant scarlet I ever saw in the material.

29 Yellow opaque ferruginous silica, inclosing fragments of

crystallized quartz, and traversed at one side by irreg-

ular veins of gray chalcedony. (Zweibriicken.)

Beroldingen Collection, 1816.

30 Chalcedony in horizontal layers of slightly varying sub-

stance, passing by irregular alteration into opaque con-
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ditions, first yellow, then white, which must be care-

fully distinguished from true white jasper. Seen on

the polished surface, they seem to be partly related to

the fissures caused by contraction during (desiccation?).

(Faroe Islands.)

31 Bowlder rock of the southern drift, (slice of,) presenting

the most interesting phenomena of siliceous pebble-

beds. (Hertfordshire.)

32 Jasper, an enormous nodule in three bands, gray, purple,

and paler purple, round a sandy nucleus : the gray band

becoming brown at its exterior; and the entire mass

determining itself into incipiently porphyritic condi-

tions. At one point the gray band gathers into small

spiral or shell-like forms.

Wonderfully interesting. Presented by Sir Richard

Owen, who brought it from Cairo.

33 Purple chalcedony, coating quartz ; only noticeable for its

fine color. (Xear St. Austell?).

Purchased, 1856.

34 Purple chalcedony in lifted crusts, associated with chlorite

and cassiterite.

Very singular, though scarcely seeming so at first

glance. (Wheal Maudlin, Lanlivery, Cornwall.)

Purchased, 1851.

35 Common flint-chalcedony, the external iron-stain more

delicately applied, and the pores of the chalcedonic

crust very peculiar. (Flonheim, Hesse.)

Beroldingen Collection, 1816.

The three examples 33 to 35 show the most beautiful

purple colors reached by common flint-chalcedony.

They are always a little more rusty or red than the

more delicate bloom of the purer varieties of opaque-

surfaced chalcedony.
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36 Graj flint-chalcedony of the south coast, with spongy or

mossy ocherous secretions.

37 Part of No. 24.

38 Common red flint-chalcedony, richly developed in the

hollow of a flint.

39 Chalcedony in crusts, with emergent or inflowing stalac-

tites. (Aden?)

40 Another variety of the same state. (Aden?)

Both 39 and 40 presented by the Hon. Robert

Marsham, 1877.

41 Examples of chalcedonic "nuts " formed in trap rocks,

and The former in diabase from Montrose, the latter in

42 basalt from Co. Derry: both presented by Benjamin

Bright, Esq., 1873.

43 Lake-chalcedony traversed by chloritic filaments.

44 Another example,—both singularly fine.

45 Slice of a large block of lake-chalcedony, with dispersed

chlorite.

46 Chalcedony with inclined stalactites, like 39 and 40. (Ice-

land.)

47 Brown compactly-knitted chalcedony; very rare.

48 Black recumbent chalcedony. (Redruth.)

Purchased, 1859.

49 Chalcedony associated with chrysoprase. (Baumgarten.)

Aylesford Collection.
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50 White flint-chalcedony in crusts ; wonderful. The separa-

tion by crevasses, apparently opening gradually, of

chalcedonic films and crusts in this grand specimen,

is a structure peculiar to flint-chalcedony. It never

occurs in true agates.

51 Portion of a nodule of lake-chalcedony in which opaque

white masses are separated by clear currents which,

one by one, join an increasing current descending at

the side. Unique, so far as I know, in this resemblance

to a river and its tributaries. (Faroe Islands.)

Allan-Greg Collection, 1860.

52 A larger slice from the center of the same nodule, for-

merly one of the most valued pieces in my own collec-

tion.

53 Common lake-chalcedony of Iceland, in level beds, trav-

ersed by stalactitic tubular layers. The museum is

curiously poor in specimens of this character: but the

surface of the single tube, seen in the polished section,

is of extreme beauty.

Beroldingen Collection, 1816.

54 Chalcedony in beds evidently shattered and faulted, after-

wards recemented, with a kind of ripple mark instead

of their natural reniform structure, on their external

surfaces. The most wonderful and inexplicable piece

I ever saw.

Allan-Greg Collection, 1860.

55 Chalcedonic geode, traversed by straight beds or lamina?

of fine chalcedony, with separating cavities which have

the aspects of molds of tabular crystals now fallen out

or dissolved. " The only one I have seen with these

impressions " (W. G. L.).

Looked at from the interior cavity of the geode, the
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separate mass round the gi'eat laminar impression has

the common look of a crust on a tabular crystal. (Dept.

of Salto, Uruguay.)

Presented by W. G. Lettsom, Esq., 1863.

56 Chalcedony. Pseudomorph, after calcite? Xote in the

interior of its cavity the inclosed laminae with oblique

terminations. Superb. (Uruguay.)

Presented by W. G. Lettsom, Esq., 1877.

57 Common gray flint, or semi-flint, passing into opaque blue

semi-chalcedony, forming a cell, lined with pure com-

mon chalcedony half an inch thick, across which cell

are formed one single and two conjunct cylinders of

solid chalcedony, the conjunct one terminated spher-

ically as usual, but the single one simply traversing the

cell. (English.)

Not easily to be matched in its strangeness and sim-

plicity.

58 Confluent recumbent chalcedony. (Iceland.)

Purchased, 1837.

59 Geode of chalcedony, very large, with vertical stalactites

of the same material as its walls. Superb. (Iceland.)

60 Flamboyant * black chalcedony on crystallized quartz,

magnificent. (Pednandrea mines, near Eedruth.)

Purchased, 1868.

61 Chalcedony in a level field, with rods irregularly recum-

bent on it, each apparently composed of two segments

soldered together, and forming sometimes an extremely

sharp ridge at the junction. Very curious. With
groups of yellow dolomite crystals.

* I take leave to use this word as best descriptive of these forms,

peculiar to chalcedony, though sometimes partially imitated in

Aragonite and a few other minerals when obscurely crystalline.
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62 Blue chalcedony in vertical walls and rods, each of the

latter having a minute central rod of iron-oxide; in a

cavity of iron-oxide. Beautiful. (Kuskowa, Hungary.)

63 Chalcedony in vertical stalactites dependent from a thin

crust of the same material; each inclosing mossy fila-

ments of chlorite, and coated with small crystals of

quartz. Very beautiful.

64 Mural chalcedony, that is to say, chalcedony in which the

rods or other reniform processes collect laterally into

walls or tablets of a fairly uniform thickness. On the

grandest scale.

Purchased, 1851.

65 Fine white chalcedony, in crusts of extreme delicacy,

developing themselves into groups of straight rods,

which in places distinctly aifect a trigonal arrange-

ment; of extreme beauty and rarity, yet in its in-

crusted structure having something in common with

the ordinary spongiform states like those of No. 19.

(Guanaxuato, Mexico.)

Heuland Collection.

66 Chalcedony, common gray, in prostrate rods formed of

globules adherent round a fine thread of some central

substance. (Faroe Islands.)

67 Chalcedony in spiral whorls, incrusted with crystals of

quartz, partially filling a cavity in a slate veinstone

containing dispersed copper pyrites and dolomite.

Superb. (Cornwall.)

Purchased, 1851.

68 Recumbent rod-chalcedony, fine, but much injured by

fracture. (Trevascus mine, Cornwall.)

Greville Collection, 1810.
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69 Portion of a geode of amethystine qnartz coated by brown

chalcedony. (Oberstein.)

Greville Collection, 1810.

70 Dove-colored flamboyant chalcedony, on quartz. Loveli-

est form of this mineral. (Trevascus mine, Cornwall.)

71 White flamboyant chalcedony, of unique beauty on

quartz. (Trevascus mine, Cornwall.)

Greville Collection, 1810.

72 Another portion of the geode, ISTo. 69, partly filled by

flammeate chalcedony. Unequalled, I believe, in

Europe.

73 Heliotrope, pisolitic ; though not easily seen to be so : with

quartz, semi-crystalline, forming an agatescent series

of irregular bands in the center of an amorphous mass.

(Banda, India.)

Purchased, 1867.

74 Jasper, dull red and green, obscurely banded, with pale

brown orbicular concretions, ugly, but very instructive

in their method of formation. (Isle of Rum.)

75 Heliotrope, in ribbon beds, w^ith two elongated white

spaces formed by minute quartz. The mass of it

shown on the rough edge to be minutely pisolitic.

Extremely fine. (Banda, India.)

Purchased, 1865.

76 Heliotrope, the red forming a compact and united mass,

in the middle of which are finely agatescent bands of

blue chalcedony round a small cavity. (Banda, India.)

Heuland Collection.

77 Heliotrope, indistinctly pisolitic in the manner of ISTo. 73,

but having the quite opaque portions subdivided by a
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spongy structure of microscopic fineness. This struc-

ture, however, exists, though less apparently, both in

73 and 75. (Banda, India.)

Purchased, 1882.

78 Heliotrope, pisolitic, extremely clear and fine, and of

unusual size. The slab is 5 inches long by 3^ inches

wide. (Banda, India.)

79 Heliotrope, distinctly pisolitic in the green mass, leaving

the white spots in the form of a paste, filling the cav-

ities between the spheres. (Banda, India.)

Purchased, 1882.

80 Heliotrope, massive, partly degenerating into chert or

flint; divided by broad veins of chalcedony and milky

quartz, in which it is to be observed that the layers are

arranged differently on opposite sides of the vein.

Splendid, and peculiarly illustrative of veined struc-

ture. (Banda, India.)

81 Agate in grand mass, of the fine beds usually found at

Kunnersdorf in Saxony brecciate or inlaid,* here in

the order of their lines; locally faulted, but not con-

sistently

—

i.e., the faults not going through all the

beds. Of consummate interest. (Kunnersdorf.)

82 Brown, yellow, and purple agate, the purple space devel-

oping across the concentric beds. Wonderful.

83 Oval slab of amethystine agate, exactly in the transitional

state between common amethystine quartz-rock and

inlaid agate. A perfect and marvelous type of incipi-

ent inlaying.

Purchased, 1882.

* I shall in general use the term " inlaid " of stones consisting of

apparent fragments imbedded in a crystalline matrix, respecting

which I am in doubt if the fragments be really broken or not. The
term " inlaid " is descriptive, and involves no theory.
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84 Exquisitely delicate amethystine inlaid agate, containing

hollows with peculiar surfaces. (Kunnersdorf.)

85 Inlaid agate, amethystine, finest kind. The spot of

quartz developed in the midst of the white banded bed

is very rare. (Kunnersdorf.)

86 Jasperine agate, the form of the first layers being that of

the crystals of quartz, partly amethystine, upon which

they are based. Magnificent. (Kunnersdorf.)

Purchased, 1883.

87 Agate, a portion of an amygdaloidal nodule with jasper-

ine bands of exquisite beauty, illustrating nearly every

phenomenon of folding, and crystalline interference.

The minute cones of quartz locally traceable with a

lens along the white, and the finely-veined innermost

bed, exactly like tents of a camp in the desert, are ex-

tremely rare; but the most peculiar feature in the

stone is the jagged red crystalline formation filled up

with spotted white, or its lower side* (left hand of

spectator), totally absent on the other side. (Ober-

stein.)

Presented by Benjamin Bright, Esq., 1873.

88 Inlaid agate on the grandest scale: superb. (Kunners-

dorf.)

Purchased, 1883.

89 Inlaid agate, a thin slab, polished on both sides. The

most interesting piece of faulted bedding I ever saw.

(Kunnersdorf.)

Bequeathed by the Eev. C. M. Cracherode, 1799.

90 Jasperine agate developing transverse bands. Wonderful.

* In all cases when agates are convex on one side and flat on the

other, it may be assumed with probability that the flat side was the

bottom.
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91 Inlaid agate, consisting of opaque shell-like bands, im-

bedded in pure chalcedony; part of a rolled pebble from

the east coast. Unique in my experience.

92 Jasper, in concentric bands, apparently determined by

haematite. Unique in my experience.

93 Keddish-brown " semiopal," in singularly-faulted beds.

94 Jasper, deep red, in beds, more or less faulted and dis-

torted, the interstices filled by milk-white quartz and

chalcedony, and the whole seeming to form a vem in a

chloritic rock. (India.)

Purchased, 1874.

95 Jasper, in beds arranged at more or less sharp angles.

96 Red mural agate.

97 Inlaid agate, with the zones in some places continuous

round the apparent fragments. The most interesting

piece I ever saw.

98 Mural agate, in crossing plates and walls. Unique.

99 Inlaid agate, divided by straight fissures, the beds con-

current on opposite sides. Superb. (Kunnersdorf.)

100 Inlaid agate, with portions of involved calcite. Won-

derful.

101 Agate in perfect development by two steps only out of

compact silica. Unique in my experience. It wull be

seen that there are two states of chalcedonic secretion,

one traversed by irregular traces of fissure—tha

other zoned.
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102 Agate feebly zoned, but of beautiful substance, devel-

oped in a mass with precise edges, almost rectilinear

in the section, out of a mixture of dolomite and chal-

cedony. Unique also in my experience, though in

nearer relation to kno-^Ti structures than Xo. 101.

103 Conchoidal agate ; so called by me on first describing it,

from its resemblance to fragments of shells, by which

certainly some varieties have been produced, (Ober-

stein.)

104 Two pieces of an agate developing itself by writhed con-

and traction out of white semiopal.

105

106 Gray agate, stalactitic, in part, and partly crystalline.

Very wonderful. (Wheal Friendship, Tavistock.)

Sloane Collection, 1753.

107 Common lake-agate (artificially stained), with hollow in

center. (Uruguay.)

By exchange, 1863.

108 Common lake-agate, with its center filled. (Uruguay.)

Purchased, 1874.

109 Oval-domed agate, with lifted lake-bed. Superb. (Uru-

guay.)

110 Folded agate, involving a.small tabular agate in its outer

layer.

111 Half of a nodule of extremely interesting lake-agate; its

level beds twice interrupted by elevations towards

the left hand, as it now lies. (Uruguay.)

112 Lake-agate, not nodular, but of irregular external form.

(Uruguay.)
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113 Agate, amjgdaloidal with (pendent?) stalactites of chal-

cedony, filling the upper part of its cavity, the rest

being occupied by quartz, while the base is composed

of a ragged jasperine concretion, presumably related

to the condition especially indicated in ]^o. 87. (Scot-

land.)

Presented by Benjamin Bright, Esq., 1873.

114 Chalcedony, common, massive, in extremely flat reniform

concretion, and drawn into quite marvelous complex-

ity of irregularly bent and involved zones, formed

apparently by a new development of structure, more

or less following the original larger zones. (Uru-

guay.)

Purchased, 1872.

115 Larger portion of a divided nodule of folded agate; the

best example of the structure I ever saw.

Purchased, 1872.

116 Parts of a large nodule of rock-crystal, the summits of

and the individual crystals being directed inwards ; the

117 central cavity afterwards filled with a bluish-white

agate, of which the bands follow the contours of the

crystals.

118 Small white sparkling quartz crystals grouped so as to

form recumbent and intenningled rods, an extremely

beautiful example of a very unusual structure.

119 Hemisphere of quartz formed by radiating crystals, of

which the projecting summits are remarkable for a

peculiar play of color, (India.)

120 A clear tapering rock-crystal, with the usual striations

on its faces.

By exchange, 1868.
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121 A strange slieaf-like group of amethystine-tinged crys-

tals, with three-sided summits, resting on a base of

chalcedony: the lesrer individuals of the upper part

of the sheaf are all nearly parallel to the central large

one. (Elba?)

By purchase, 1870.

122 A group of several large white crystals, each of them
compound, and analogous in structure to 121, but

having a more simple summit with six sides: with

adherent chalybite (carbonate of iron). (Virtuous

Lady mine, near Tavistock.)

Purchased, 1870.

123 Rock-crystal inclosing long slender crystals of rutile,

some of them showing the characteristic red color,

and also some mica.

Sloane Collection, 1753.

124 A curious specimen of rock-crystal, with remarkable

striations: at first sight the shape of the specimen

appears to be due to fracture, but closer examination

reveals the crystalline faces on the edges. (La Gar-

dette, Dauphiny.)

Purchased, 1837.

125 A clear transparent rock-crystal with peculiar impres-

sions. (Savoy.)

126 A group of crystals illustrating a previous stage in their

growth by the inclosed foreign matter which has been

deposited on the faces of the earlier individuals.

127 A remarkable growth of crystals disposed parallel to

each other in such a way as to indicate an approach to

a single compound crystal: the jagged saw-like indi-

viduals, lengthened parallel to an edge formed by
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the meeting of a pjramid-face with a prism-face, are

very noteworthy.

Sloane Collection, 1753.

128 Very similar to 127 in structure, but the resulting indi-

vidual more complete: inclosed layers of foreign mat-

ter, arranged parallel to the faces of the crystal, again

illustrate a previous stage of growth.

129 Rock-crystal inclosing thick and thin crystals of rutile.

Sloane Collection, 1753.

130 Beautifully clear rock-crystal, inclosing molds due to

four-sided prisms, and tabular crystals or fragments,

of some mineral since removed. (Brazil.)

Heuland Collection.

131 Rock-crystal inclosing chlorite, with pink and brown

altered conditions of the same mineral. (Minas

Geraes, Brazil.)

Purchased, 1838.

132 A large fragment of rock-crystal with vermicular chlo-

rite dispersed throughout its mass, and some small

plates of haematite: beautifully iridescent: (Brazil.)

133 Probably a portion of 132 (see farther observations on

this, and the following specimen, in the postscript.

134 A large polished slab of green avanturine-quartz.

(India.)

Presented by Colonel C. S. Guthrie, 1865.

POSTSCRIPT.

The manner in which Xo. 132 is placed and leveled per-

mits the spectator, standing between it and the window, to

see by vivid reflection its splendid iridescence. In quartz this
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iridescence is always owing to irregular fissures with close

surfaces,

—

-flaws, that is to say, in parts of the stone, and not

conditions of its proper structure. In the varieties of Felspar

known as Labradorite and Moonstone, various colors are

structurally reflected from different parts of the stone, or a

pale blue light from the whole of it, but there is no opales-

cent interchange of hues anywhere. On the contrary, in opal,

the cause of the colors pervades the whole structure of the

stone, and opal is not perfect opal unless it is iridescent

throughout : there is a difference, too, in the spectrum of the

colors reflected from those given by fissured crystal, which is

as yet a matter of unexplained mystery, and will always be

one of extreme interest.

Specimen No. 119, in which the exterior surfaces of the

radiating quartz crystals are opalescent, is (hitherto) unique.

They are truly opalescent, not merely splendent in the man-

ner of No. 132, and they enable the observer at once to rec-

ognize the essential difference between the color-tones of opal

and of fissured quartz. The colors of opal are always of a

subdued tone, and of perfect purity,—no mixture of hue

ever takes place which dulls or corrupts; but in fissured

quartz the colors are unsubdued, being only those obtainable

in the common spectrum of the prism; and the colors are

often blended so as to detract from each other's purity, and

give coppery or bronzed combinations of red and green,

which would never be allowed by a good painter; while the

blue chiefly reflected by quartz is only that which is pro-

duced by the pigments formed of prussiate of iron, the blues

reflected by opal are, on the contrary, always those produced

by smalt and ultramarine.

I need not insist on the singularity of this distinction in

hues of reflected light which are absolutely unaffected by

colored chemical elements in the substances exhibiting them,

and are produced only by different structures in clear, or

translucent, silica.

It is true that a certain quantity of water is always en-

gaged in, or combined with, opal, while there is none in com-
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pact (it is possible there may be sometimes in fissured)

quartz. But, singularly, in hydrophane opal, of which the

colors are greatly increased in power by the absorption of

water on immersion, what the colors gain in power they lose

in purity, and the hues of dipped hydrophane are vulgarized

down to almost the level of those of quartz.

I would also direct the observer's attention, in the beauti-

ful specimen 132, to the form of the contained chlorite,

described as " vermicular." Chlorite, which ought to be more

simply termed " Greenite " or " Greeny," is a combination of

silica, alumina, magnesia, protoxide of iron, and water, in

approximately the proportions of 25, 20, 20, 25, 10, in the

hundred parts, or in this altered order easily memorable.

Silica, Alumina, Water, Magnesia, Iron.

25 20 10 20 25

And worth memory, for chlorite is the coloring matter of

aljnost innumerable varieties of green stone. It is extremely

desirable that mineralogists should distinguish in all cata-

logues the silicas colored by, or involved with, this mineral,

from the numerous conditions of heliotrope and agate in

which the green may be owing to other constituents.

I may permit myself, in conclusion, to observe that the

stones in this case having been all placed so as both to exhibit

their peculiarities with distinctness, and to admit of con-

venient comparison with each other, where comparison was

desirable, I have hope that their present order may be a per-

manent one; and perhaps lead to similar arrangements of

other groups in which perfect exhibition of character is more

desirable than multiplication of examples or consistency of

theoretical system. In a museum intended primarily for the

instruction of the general public, it is not of the least conse-

quence whether silicates come after carbonates or oxides

after sulphides: but it is of vital and supreme importance

that specimens whose beauty is in their color should be put

in good light, and specimens whose structure is minute, where

they can be seen with distinctness.
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PREFACE.

I HAVE never hitherto printed any book falling so far

short of what I hoped to make it as this sketch of the system

of English Prosody ; but I had no conception, when I threw

the first notes of it together, what a nmnber of difficult and

interesting questions would arise out of the variable con-

ditions of national ear for music, and intention in song. On
some of these I have not even touched in the following

pages—others are only alluded to; and even the formal

arrangement of elementary meter is incomplete : but I cannot

delay the long-promised book longer, nor do I think my time

would be well spent in endeavoring to follow out the questions

it has suggested to myself. I must leave them to better

scholars, while I still hope that what is here done by way of

introduction to the systematic criticism of English rhythm

may be of some use in checking the lawlessness of recent

popular versification. I have been, however, chiefly disap-

pointed in finding myself unable to interest any of my musical

friends in obtaining more direct correspondence between

verbal and harmonic intention. I arranged the examples of

verse here chosen on musical lines, hoping that my harmonic

friends aforesaid would be good enough either to construct or

choose for me passages of pure music which would fit the

verses, note to syllable ; but I found them all incredulous or

disdainful of the propriety of such correspondence, and bent,

unanimously, upon establishing a code of abstract sound

which should be entirely independent of meaning. Merely

to show what I wanted, I have put a few chords to three of

the simplest iambic measures ; and can only pray the reader

to excuse—or use, perhaps, for himself—the otherwise un-

necessary apparatus of bar and line.

A most interesting letter, lately received from a friend in

403
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Sheffield to whom the first proofs of the following pages had
been submitted, directing my attention to the difference be-

tween the stress-accent in English verse, the (probably) into-

nation-accent in Greek, and the properly so-called quantity, or

duration, of syllables, should have been printed in extenso,

had I been able to answer its inquiries satisfactorily. But
I know nothing whatever of Greek accentuation, while I be-

lieve the stress-accent on English words will be found always

to involve delay as well as energy or loudness of pronuncia-

tion, and that, at all events in verse, it may be considered as

identical with quantity. It is true that the shrillness of a

cry, or the strength of a word spoken in brief anger or appeal,

will not of course imply the duration of sound ; nor am I at

all sure that what, throughout the following treatise, I have

called long and short syllables, may not in several, or even

frequent instances, be only loud and low ones. But the stated

system itself will not be found, for this reason, inaccurate;

and the reader will only have occasion to substitute for the

examples in which accent has been mistaken for quantity,

others, better chosen, of which the rhythmic time may be

unquestionable.

Chaetres, 15th September, 1880.
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Verse differs from prose in being " measured," that is

to say, divided into groups of words and syllables, which,

when the verse is passionless, must be spoken in given

times; and when it is passionate, are made more beautiful

by certain modes of transgression of their constant law.

The real meaning of the word " verse " is, a line of words

which " turns " at a certain point, as the furrow turns in a

plowed field. It partly, therefore, involves the idea of re-

turning in another part of the field, and so has been ordi-

narily employed in the sense of " stanza." This last word,

meaning, first, the chamber of a house, properly signifies a

piece of a song inclosed or partitioned by itself. In this book

I may permit myself to use the word '' verse " for a rhymed

couplet or balanced quatrain ; but shall generally use it of

all rhythmic composition; " line " for a single measured line;

and '' stanza " for a recurrent group of lines.

The music of verse unaccompanied by instrumental sound

consists in the precision and graceful arrangement of the

measured times of utterance,—in the beautiful and complete

sound of the syllables spoken in them,—and in the variations

of tone and time induced by passion in the reader. Com-

pleteness of sound in a word consists in the precision of its

clear utterance, and in the rightness of the accent expressing

the feeling with which it ought to be spoken.

Therefore, the measures of verse, while their first simple

function is to please by the sense of rhythm, order, and art,

have for second and more important function that of assisting,

and in part compelling, clearness of utterance ;
thus enforcing

with noble emphasis, noble words; and making them, by

their audible sjanmetry, not only emphatic, but memorable.

The Greek word " metron," " measure," has been adopted

405
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in all languages, with just respect for the first masters of

poetry, to signify a measured portion of a verse.

Each meter, in reality, consists either of actual syllables

completely uttered each in its time, or of one or more of

such sylllables with measured rests, filling up the time re-

quired, as in bars of music. I shall use in the expression of

time, therefore, the ordinary system of musical notation: a

more convenient one may perhaps be afterwards devised, but

the use of our accepted musical signs will be at present easiest.

Grammarians enumerate more than tw^enty different

meters ; but all that are of effective use in English verse are

ten ; of which the names and times follow.

1. The full long syllable: which, when it is used as a

perfect meter, may be equal to two of the syllables called
'' long " in ordinary verse. It will be represented by the

semibreve, equal to two minims,

Break,

i
On thy cold

fe=i!w

Break,

grey stones,

i^fe

Break,

oh Sea.

In this couplet, each verse consists of three equal measures,

the times of the syllables being indicated by the musical notes.

I am obliged to say that the full long syllable may be equal,

instead of that it is equal, to two of ordinary length, because

it would always depend on the reader's choice to fill up the

time with his voice, or to give an interval of silence ; but the

three divisions of the verse would always be kept equal ;
and

the two lines of the couplet would be kept equal.

The second line, it will be seen at a glance, has its first

meter composed of two short syllables with one long one, (two

crotchets and a minim,) and the other two meters of two

long syllables each. These last are a kind of meter rare in

English verse; but of all others the most important to the
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general system of the poetry of the world. They therefore

follow second in order in our list.

II. The Spondens. /—

J

—

^

—
j Two syllables of equal

length, uttered so deliberately that they may correspond to

the time in which a man, walking firmly and serenely, takes

two paces.

This meter was called Spondeus in Latin, ando-7rovS£tos(7rovs)

in Greek, because it was the measure of the melodies

used at the most solemn religious and national ceremonies,

accompanied always with "o-ttovStj," "drink-offering," to God.

And it has the perpetual authority of correspondence with

the deliberate pace of Man, and expression of his noblest

animal character in erect and thoughtful motion: all the

rhythmic art of poetry having thus primary regard to the

great human noblesse of walking on feet; and by no means

referring itself to any other manner of progress, by help

either of stilts or steam.

In this power, the Spondeus, or time of the perfect pace of

a reasonable two-legged animal, has regulated the verse of the

two most deliberate nations of the earth—the Greek and

Roman ; and, through their verse, has regulated the manner,

the mien, and the musical ear, of all educated persons, in

all countries and times.

It is usual only to define it as consisting of two " long "

syllables ; but the actual length in time has never been stated

;

and it is absolutely necessary, in order to fix proper educa-

tional laws either for music or verse, that the time of meters

should be defined positively no less than relatively.

ISTow, any person holding himself well erect, and w^alking

in regular time, so firmly that he could carry a vase of water

on his head without spilling it or losing its balance, will find

that he can easily take two paces in a second ; and not easily,

more.

The proper length of the Spondeus will, therefore, be one

second (indicated by two minims) ; and a long syllable (indi-

cated by a minim), forming a part of any other foot, will,
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primarily, have the length of half a second. From this meas-

ure we shall form all our divisions of time : noticing in what

special verses, or under what particular conditions, the time

may be quickened or delayed.

The Spondeus is a foot, practically, if not utterly, peculiar

to the Greek and Latin races and languages. It is inconsistent

with the temper, and, except in rare cases, impossible in the

tongues, of modern nations. All verses written in modern

languages in imitation of the classic hexameter are forced,

false, and unmusical ; though, as I have said, our own rhythms

are all derived from it, in proper subjection to our own tem-

pers and tongues.

(=:] 1 - I or Choral foot, afterwardsIII. The Choreus.

called, (but I hold, with Cicero, less rightly,) the Running or

Tripping foot, '' Troche."

A long syllable, followed by one of half of its length, and

often, in the finest uses of it, with a following or intermediate

quarter-second rest, adding to its deliberation and intensity,

and completing the meter to spondaic time.
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If she love me,

=d: --A-

— this be - Heve,

die ere she shall grieve.

^=d=

In this case the dramatic power is entirely master of the

verse, and changes it into Iambic at will by introduced rests,

as the feeling increases in depth. The same unequal rela-

tion between the syllables is, however, also obtained when,

instead of the first being strongly accented, the second faints,

as in exhaustion. It is this wearied and breathless Choreus,

—crotchet and semiquaver,—which gives the intensely

pathetic truth to the measures of the " Northern Farmer,"

associated with the short dactyl, which we shall see presently

is derived from it.

might a'

$ ^-

ta - ken Jones,as hasn't a

i
-N-

hap'orth o'

¥^

sense.

The rest in the close of this choreic verse is the full length of

the short syllable, if the next line begins with a long one ; or

may pass into the beginning of the next line as a pronounced

syllable;—in the above line the beginning 'a is the close of

the choreus which ended t^he line before.

Confused bv nearlv allIV. The Troch^us-im)
writers on prosody with the Choreus. It consists of two equal

short syllables, and corresponds in time to the paces of a

man running. It is a rare measure, and, indeed, almost un-

acknowledged in Greek verse, except as a mere acceleration

of the Choreus. But it is of extreme importance in English

verse, rippling in the sweetest rivulets of bright feeling oi

delicate haste.
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Bonnie lassie,

-4=\--

will ye

:^=d: -H--

Will ye

J^
go, will ye go

S
Bon lassie, will ye go

To the birks of A ber fel

fe=^
die?

::=d:

Observe, however, that in fine lyric verse of this kind,

changes of accent are introduced which are entirely distinct

from those of time, the meters in the word " Aberfeldie
''

being reversed in accentuation from those of '' lassie " and
" will ye " ; and although, in accurate system, I must distin-

guish the short running foot from the firmly-set-down foot of

the Choreus, I shall use the accepted term, Trochaic verse,

of all lines composed of either Choreus or Troche.

V. The Iambus gm A short syllable followed by

a long one. It is formed constantly by the proper accentua-

tion of familiar, but dignified, conversational language, either

in Greek or English : it is the dramatic meter in both, and in

English, the Epic also. When the softened or passionate

syllables of Italian replace the Latin resoluteness, it enters

the measure of Dante, with a peculiar quietness and lightness

of accent which distinguish it, there, wholly from the Greek

and English Iambus.

And, indeed, the whole subject of Prosody has been con-

fused, and its systematization for English readers made vir-

tually impossible, by the want of clearly understanding the

difference between accent and time.
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The word " crusty " is a perfect choreiis formed of a long

and short syllable, with the accent on the long one.

But the word " crustacean " is composed of a spondeus

followed by a troche, in which, though the " crust " takes, or

ought to take, just as long to say as it did in " crusty," the

accent is on the second syllable : and a bad verse-maker might

imagine that he could therefore use the first as a short one.

Which by license, he might ; and describe a stage of develop-

ment in such an Iambic couplet as

" In conch and claw, through sequent tribes we trace

Crustacean beauty from molluscous grace
;"

but he could not introduce such a line into a really melodious

passage without spoiling it. Accent, therefore, is always ar-

ranged by the great masters so as to enhance and illustrate

their prosody; and they require of the reader only that he

should understand their meaning, and deliver it with proper

accentuation: then they will answer for the prosody coming

right. For instance :

—

" Or that the past will always win

A glory from its being far,

And orb into the perfect star

We saw not, when we moved therein."

If the reader has intelligence enough to put the accent on the

or, and he of being, the verse comes right ; but imagine the

ruin to it if a merely formal reader changed the first line into

a regTilar iambic by putting the accent on that. In actual

length, quality, and recipient power, the words " or " and
" that " are precisely alike,—their value is a question of ac-

cent only.

Iambic verse, by far the most important of all in English

literature, divides itself mainly into three classes — lyric,

epic,* and dramatic, each of which submit to laws and claim

license peculiar to themselves.

The lyric iamb is so much accented on its second syllable

* For meaning of " epic " see below (page 58), nnder the account

of pentameter verse.
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that it is at tlie reader's option to leave a rest between it and

the following foot, or, if a rest be inadmissible, to lengthen

the second syllable bj one-half, so as to convert the whole

current of verse into spondaic time.

The stag, — at eve,— had drunk his fill,—

^—

^

Where danced

iw

the moon

P^

rt
-<&-r- ^^

on Mo - (nan's rill.

—

^-^=i

But in epic iambs this forced accentuation is not admissible,

—even the first syllable of the iamb remaining always so

weighty as to be able to carry a full diphthong without

cumber; and the time of the meter being therefore oftener

minim with semibreve than crotchet with minim.

On old

i
^ - gi - na's rock, and Hy dra's isle, —

=i: d:

The God of glad - ness sheds his part ing smile.

i d: ^-

The difference will be felt in a moment by putting the sim-

plest triple-time tune to the lyric measure, wdiich will always

take it contentedly enough. 'Not so the epic, which can never

be sung unless to equally divided or appropriately varied

chords. Even the lyric, however, when pensive or earnest

in the sense of it, likes to have its short syllable lengthened

as soon as any musical tone is joined with it—as here, for

instance, in the last line of the second couplet.

The stag at eve had drunk his fill,

ipt d:
d:

^-"

'^i^=^=.

—N-
r=-"-^- ^

--:r

_-S5__

=1:
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Where danced the moon Mo nan's rill

;

i ^

?—-i
-#-

And deep

-4-
his mid - night lair had made

S^E3 ^=^- :^ j-

In lone Glen - art - ney's ha

j-

zel shade.

-. \—

:i=V^ -^ ^ -•-=-

Ir -^r

The dramatic iamb differs from the epic in becoming sim*

ply the more or less constant form of graceful human speech

;

beginning softly, and laying the force on its close ; and the

different arrangements of this one foot are susceptible of

every kind of expression, from the most logical and deliberate

narration to the extreme glow of passionate triumph, appeal,

or complaint ; but the specific virtue and power of the Iambus

is appellant. The root of the word is said to mean " to throw

at," because Iambic verses were first used in dramatic taunt.

But the natural instinct of the voice, in any appeal to another

person, is to lean on the final syllable, and thus the Iambus

becomes in Greek the accepted dramatic, and in English also

the accepted epic, meter, through the most continuous dia-

logue and prolonged narration. The Iambus differs from (as

far as I know) every other meter in this perfect submission

to dramatic accent. It does not merely permit the interfer-
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ence with grace or patience ; it even asks for, and rejoices in

it; and " has its humor most, when it obeys."

See, however, farther on, the analysis of its use in the

pentameter.

VI. The Dacty, (g^j-jU^ , or (e^^)

A long syllable, followed by two short ones.

It has not been yet sufficiently recognized by writers on

prosody that there are two Dactyls,—the long Dactyl, formed

by the division of the last syllable of a Spondeus into two,

giving two seconds of time to the whole meter, as to the

Spondeus from which it is formed; and the short Dactyl,

formed by dividing the last syllable of the Choreus into two,

the syllables being severally half a second and two-eighths of

a second long,—minim and two quavers ; or in lightest meas-

ure—crochet and two semiquavers.

It will be most convenient to call the first of these the

Heroic, and the second the Lyric Dactyl, the last being almost

exclusively used in English verse. But for both, the name
" Dactyl "—" Finger," meaning a cadence composed of three

joints in diminishing proportion, indicates a subtlety in the

distribution of time which cannot be expressed by any musical

measurement. The division of the foot, in fine utterance,

sounds as if it resulted from a certain degree of languor, as if

the second syllable had fallen short by some failure of power

or feeling, and then the loss had been supplied by the added

third. And although the heroic dactyl, since it carries the

close of the line, may become nobly energetic, its power is

always like the fall of a wave. It is sometimes used as an

expression of rapidity ; but is then always more or less vulgar

;

—its true power is in tranquility,

—

" Labitur et labetur in

omne volubilis sevum " ; or in sadness,

—

'' Farewell to others, but never we part.

Heir to my royalty, son of my heart!

Bright is the diadem, boundless the sway,

Or kingly the death, which awaits us to-day."
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I need not spoil these lines by bars—they are perfectly, and

therefore simply, dactylic, the voice necessarily leaning al-

ways on the right syllable, and the two words " royalty " and
" diadem " being each perfect examples of dactylic cadence.

VII. The Tribrach. Three consecutive short syllables,

formed in English either from a troche or iambus by substi-

tuting two short syllables for the long one.
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She win - na get up to feed the swine.

ii^i^^3*fd=^

I I9-
-^- -=r

VIII. The Anapgest, —j j- or -J—

J

^—
" dvaTraio-Tos/' " striick back," meaning a reversed dactjl.

Two short syllables followed by a long one: the long dactyl

reversed, g'iving the long anapaest ; and the choreic dactyl, re-

versed, giving the short anapaest,—in English, the most ener-

getic of all meters.

" Come into the garden, Maud,

For the black bat, night, has flown,

And the woodbine odors are wafted abroad,

And the musk of the roses blown."

I wall not spoil the lines by division; but this is their

prosody :

—

^--^
-0-r- -0 • O

"--=t ::]=
•—•

—

&- — <s-

The intense anxiety and agitation of the lover's mind is

marked by not one of the lines being exactly similar to another
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in its prosody; the third line might perhaps be better ren-

dered with a long tribrach.

"=±
-•

—

m—s>-
3: =]: •—<&

It is often difficult in long anapaestic verse to distinguish

anapaest from dactyl ; but if the line is full in energy, it is

sure to be essentially anapaestic.

The Assy Irian came down,] like the wolf,] on the fold,|

for instance, could not be for a moment mistaken for a

cadence out of the Song of Saul. The line

With the dew on his brow, and the dust on his mail,

is an entirely faultless anapaestic tetrameter.

This foot is also necessarily used as a conclusive one, in

verses requiring pertinence and point.

But the Pro

For the toun

vost, douce man
said, Just een

is well quit

o' that deil

IX. The Trine Dactyl

followed by triplet short ones,

^

let him be,

0' Dundee.

-J
—-lA long syllable

But ey, puir

i ^
las - sie, she was doom, doom, ; doom.

:^=d:
-•—•-

X. The Trine Anapaest. The reverse of the trine Dactyl,
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Hearts of oak,

i
our cap -tains cried,

—l^dE3
when each gun

:q:

From its ad a - man - tine lips

:=]: :J:

Spread a death shade round the ships.

m 3^ ri^

Like the hur -

i
ri - cane e - clipse

t=t d^^
Of the sun.

Of these ten meters, variously combined, all mediaeval and

modern English verses are composed : but every one of them

has special powers, and claims special liberties in use, of

which the natural exertion and indulgence constitute fine ver-

sification. It will be the most convenient method of analysis

to take the various lines used by English poets in the order

of their length, and investigate in particular instances the

motives and methods of construction.

English lines only in exceptional cases admit more than

six meters, and contain rarely fewer than three ; but it will

be best to arrange and name them systematically from one

meter to six, thus :

—

A Monometer line consists of one meter.

— Dimeter
— Trimeter

— Tetrameter -

— Pentameter

— Hexameter •

two

three

four

five

six
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I. THE MOXOMETEE.

Only the Spondeus, Iambus, and Anapaest can be grace-

fully or forcibly used to form a single clause in a stanza;

and even these -ire rarely so used but in the finest old English

verse, in which every syllable is meant to have full weight.

I take first an exquisite example from Herrick, Iambic

dimeter and monometer, with rest.

(the morrow shall TAKE THOUGHT FOE THE
THINGS OF ITSELF.)

In endless mirth

She thinks not on

What's said, or done,

In earth.

iN'or does she mind.

Or think on't, now,

That ever thou

Wast kind.

These lines are in the very highest manner of central English

poetry, the accent being almost equal throughout, because the

feeling is far too intense in every word and syllable to permit

the marked accentuation of any;—the strength of passion

compelling two contractions, otherwise vulgar, here noble ;

—

and the current of expression entirely unbroken by the

slightest transposition or strain of word.

Here next— also from Herrick— is an instance of the

forceful or expostulant accentuation of the Iambus ; trimeter,

dimeter, and monometer in descent, finished with the recur-

rent trimeter.
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(to keep a tetje lent.)

Is this a fast ?—to keep

The larder lean,

And clean

From fat of veales and sheep ?

Is it to fast an hour,

Or raged to go,

Or show

A doAvncast look and sour ?

'No; 'tis a fast, to dole

Thy sheaf of wheat

And meat

Unto the hungry soul.

It is to fast from strife,

From old debate,

And hate;

To eireimicise thy life,

To show a heart grief-rent,

To starve thy sin,

ISTot bin;

And that's to keep thy Lent.

The rests in this measure are at the reader's choice

;

strictly, they fill the vacant places in the shorter lines, and the

last tsvo stanzas are therefore the only perfect ones, allowing

the completely measured pauses to enforce the sense.

Many instances of the weighty and appellant or expostu-

lant use of the Iambic monometer might be given from old

English writers. The anapasstic monometer has been more

beautifully used by the moderns ; but, before giving example

of it, I must show more completely the distinction between
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anapsest and tribrach. I go on, therefore, to the second order

of meter.

II. THE DIMETER.

I take for first example Hood's beautiful measure in the

" Bridge of Sighs "—double tribrach with choreus and ana-

paest.

Take her up ten - der - ly,

An imperfectly trained reader might at first think these

lines were dactylic. But the emotion is entirely continuous,

and the accent equal on every syllable, but hastening and

trembling all the time, till at last it only comes full on the

words " young " and " fair." The reader will see by the

bar divisions how the magnitude of the tribrach syllable,

two-thirds of the second, allows the equal time to the choreus,

with its short syllable in rest, and the final choreic Anapsest.

The equality of the tribrach is shown perfectly in the beau-

tiful close of the stanza,

—

" Anywhere— anywhere,

Out—of the world."

I take next Scott's coronach in the " Lady of the Lake,"

double anapsest, with terminal pause, in quatrain.
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^3^^=d=:h=-^^=d:

It ought in strictness to be called a trimeter with two sylla-

bles in rest, but is dimeter to the ear.

" He is gone on the mountain,

He is lost to the forest.

Like a summer-dried fountain,

When our need was the sorest."

I place this immediately after the " Bridge of Sighs " in

order to show how the anapaest or dactyl may be at once

known from the tribrach. If any of the locally short sylla-

bles in anapaestic or dactylic verse are by nature long, the

verse labors at that syllable : thus " dried " and " our " are

both too long for their place in this stanza. But the tribrach

will take a long syllable without pressure ; and the " where "

in " anywhere " does not in the least encumber, though it

beautifully deepens the melody.

This meter of Scott's is a very rare one, being peculiar in

the insistence on the pause after the short closing syllable in

each verse, as if it had ended in a sob.

The dimeter of long tribrachs

te^Eg^EE^)
" Which see not—the sight of

Their own de—solation,"

is a favorite one with Byron ; but it is so because susceptible

of continually varied stop and division, which would be ex-

tremely difficult to express by notation.

The pure iambic dimeter is used chiefly as an intermediate

or supplementary line associated with tetrameters. It is in

this grouping a great favorite with Burns ; e. g.,

—
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when the deep, sreen raan - tied earth

:d==¥=

Warm nour -

"=i:

ish'd 'ry flow'r - et's birth;

& i-
d:

Aud joy and mu - sic — pour ing forth

^3^3 —A-

i
In 'ry grove,

d^
S

—*-

is
thee eye, the gen 'ral mirth

i
With bound less love,

In verses of this blended time, the rests must be left to the

reader's feeling, but the general di\'ision of this stanza would

be as above given, the variations of foot in the tetrameters

being almost at pleasure, but the dimeters being strictly dou-

ble Iambic. In more subtle versification, the accents are

effectually equal, every syllable carrying full meaning : •

" Farewell, sweet lass,

Thy like ne'er was
For a sweet content, the cause of all my moan.

Poor Coridon

Must live alone

:

Other help for him, I see that there is none."

The trochaic dimeter
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" Double, double

Toil and trouble/'

and trochaic dimeter with rest for the last syllable

Other
I

joys

—

Are but
|
toys

—

need little notice, being never used at any length, or in im-

portant passages of verse.

III. THE TRIMETER.

We have seen that when lines consist only of one or two

meters, they are almost necessarily so pregnant or so forcible

in meaning, that their accent cannot be mistaken, nor easily

exaggerated : but when we come to what may be called com-

pletely constituted lines, in which the meters are never fewer

than three, other, and very singular and beautiful, consid-

erations mingle with the laws of barren prosody.

In the first place, observe, that all great poets intend their

work to be read by simple people, and expect no help in it

from them ; but intend only to give them help, in expressing

what otherwise they could never have found words for.

Therefore a true master-poet invariably calculates on his

verse being first read as prose would be ; and on the reader's

being pleasantly surprised by finding that he has fallen una-

wares into music.

" I said, there was naething I hated like men

!

—The deil gae wi' him, to believe me."

The only doubtful accent in this piece of entirely prosaic

and straightforward expression is on the " him," and this

accent depends on the context. Had the sentiment been, for

instance, " He's gaen,—the deil gae wi' him," the accent

would probably have been on tlie " wi'." But here, the

speaker is intent on fastening the fault on her lover instead
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of herself ; and the accent comes therefore dull on the " him,"

if only the reader understands completely the sense of what

he is reading. That sense being naturally expressed, Burns

answers for the prosody : and the entirely simple and almost

involuntary burst of temper becomes perfectly flawless ana-

psestic verse.

Again

:

" You have the Pyrrhic dance,—as yet

:

Where is the Pyrrhic phalanx gone?

Of two such lessons, why forget

The nobler and the manlier one ?
"

There is not a forced accent, nor a transposed syllable, nor a

so-called poetic expression, throughout this sentence. But it

cannot be read in truth of ordinary feeling and understand-

ing, without falling into march-music.

Again,—and this time I will write the verses in the form

of prose, that the lyric measure may indeed be felt unawares.
" They bid me sleep, they bid me pray ; they say my brain

is warped and wrung:—I cannot sleej) on Highland brae,

—

I cannot pray in Highland tongue ; But, were I now where

Allan glides, or heard my native Devon's tides, so sweetly

would I rest ; and prav, that Heaven would close my wintry

day."

]^ow all the work of the great masters, without exception,

is done to this degree of perfectness ; or if not, the passage is

looked on by them as m^akeshift and slovenly, and permitted

only as a painter allows scrabbled touching when he is tired

;

or it will be put into the mouth of an inferior person, and

mark a broken or unworthy feeling.

" Welcome to Stirling towers, fair maid

!

Come ye to seek a champion's aid,

On palfrey Avliite, with harper hoar,

Like errant damozel of yore ?

—

Does thy high quest a knight require,

Or may the venture suit a squire ?
"
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This is a squire's address : it is transposed, burlesque-poetical,

and artificial throughout ; and therefore imperfect verse. Not
so Ellen's reply:

" Her dark eve flash'd—she paused—and sighed,

' Oh, what have I to do with pride ?
'

"

The reader's knowledge and feeling of the story are sup-

posed to be clear enough to compel the accent on the " I,"

which makes the line a faultless Iambic tetrameter—(with

choreus for its first foot, of which presently).

But there is much more to be noted in the manner of the

great masters than this mere simplicity. If only straight-

forward prose, arranged so as to fall into metric time, were

poetry, anyone with an ear could write it. But the strength

of poetry is in its thought, not in its form; and with great

lyrists, their music is always secondary, and their substance

of saying, primary,—so much so, that they wnll even daringly

and willfully leave a syllable or two rough, or even mean, and

avoid a perfect rhythm, or sweetness, rather than let the

reader's mind be drawn away to lean too definitely on the

sound. 'On TrjSe, for instance, is not a very sonorous or

melodious ending for a Greek hexameter, yet it ends the first

of the two loveliest lines of poetry the world possesses. So

again

—

" And I, a maid at your window,

To be your Valentine,"

is perfect, just because the first line cannot be brought under

rhythmic law, the song being in the fact, and not in the

sound of it.

On the other hand, the lower order of singers cast them-

selves primarily into their song, and are swept away with it,

(thinking themselves often finer folks for so losing their legs

in the stream), and are in the end little concerned though

there be an extremely minute dash and infusion of meaning

in the jingle, so only that the words come tunably:—forcing
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perhaps an accent or two at last even in these, without any

excuse or law for it.

" But vainly thou w'arrest,

For this is alone in

Thy power to declare,

That in the dim forest

Thou heard'st a low moaning,

And found'st a bright lady, surpassingly fair,

And didst bring her home with thee

In love and in charity

To shield her and shelter her from the damp air."

These lines are pretty and flowing in the extreme ; but the war

in them is declared only for the sake of a rhyme to forest ; and

the mere swing of the meter is trusted to carry on the

slurred rhyme of " in " to " ing," and to compel a vulgar

insistence of accent on "didst " and " from," while it is clear

from the chinking cadence of " charity " that the writer has

never felt the depth of that word enough to keep him from

using it thus disrespectfully for a supplementary dactyl after

its equivalent " love."

While, however, the entire family of poets may thus be

divided into higher and lower orders,—the higher always

subordinating their song to their saying, and the lower their

saying to their song,—it is throughout to be kept in mind

that the primal essence of a poet is in his being a singer, and

not merely a man of feeling, judgment, or imagination; just

as it is primarily the business of a painter to paint—however

this skill may be afterwards outsoared or restricted by the

action of his higher mental powers. And the definition which

I gave of poetry in the opening of the third volume of " Mod-

ern Painters," '' the presentment to the imagination of noble

grounds for the noble emotions," was defective in this point.

I ought to have said, the presentment, m musical form, to the

imagination, etc. Xor is there any real inequality between

the musical and imaginative gifts ; the higher gifts of poetical
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or pictorial conception are never given without the parallel

bodily faculty : the musical ear of Shakespeare or Dante is

just as far finer than Coleridge's, as their sense is stricter;

though they never forget their purposes in their chant: and

the touch of Luini is just as much lighter and lovelier than

Del Sarto's or Guercino's, as his thoughts are loftier.

And the relation of the forms of poetry to the requirements

of actual song is so fixed, that the laws of the four great

groups of meter which we are now successively to examine

—

the trimeter, tetrameter, j^entameter, and hexameter—all de-

pend upon the physical power of utterance in the breath. As
the first division of their time is from the pace of a man, so

the length and rapidity of them are determined by the power

of his breath. The trimeter, which does not require a full

breath to deliver it, is always an incomplete verse, and only

under rare conditions used alone, being nearly always treated

as an interposing or grouped line. The tetrameter and pen-

tameter, which require the full breath, but do not exhaust it,

constitute the entire body of the chief poetry of energetic

nations ; the hexameter, which fully exhausts the breath, is

only used by nations whose pleasure was in repose.

Since, as I have just said, the trimeter is so short a line

as not to require a full breathing to utter it, the pause at its

end implies always that enough has been said for the speak-

er's purpose ; and therefore the verse, if used alone, (or with

other verses shorter than itself,) is necessarily emphatic and

sententious. Here, for first instance, is the iambic trimeter in

full power, associated with a stern one, of which the two

first meters are monosyllabic in the opening, and all the three

at the close, of the dialogue.

i

i

Tweed said

" What gars

iqzzj:

ye nn

:*=?

to Till,

sae still?"
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Till said to Tweed,

m^
"Though I

-4=^--

-4^

And ye

i^
Whar ye droon

droon

=1=^

wi' peed,

i

slaw,

ae man,

twa.

429

I^othing can be finer than the alternating and balanced

variations of the meter in this old Scottish rh^ane, conducting,

with the strength of a black eddy, the current of the verse

to its massive close in the three minims.

In lighter measure, but with the same fullness of intent,

—

In a drear night - ed De- cem - ber.

-A—^-

:£-•-r-

Too hap - py, hap - py, brook.

Thy bub - blings ne'er re-mem -ber

i :i

pol - lo's sum mer look;

^=^:
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But with a sweet for- get-ting,

d:
^=i=

They stay their crys tal fret -ting,

i^ ^^EjE^

m
Ke ver, ne ver pet - ting,

—K—1 -N-—•

—

#-^

bout the fro zen time.

^EEEE^= ?-^:

The long tribrachs for third foot in these lines show the

peculiar use of this meter in more or less pensive or languid

termination. Here, on the contrary, is the anapaest, giving

careless energy:

i

And let

And let

me the can

di-

me the can -

a - kin clink,

:=^: ::^: :±

a - kin clink;

clink.

:t

i

sol dier'a a man,

Hi:

A life's

Why then,

but a span,

let sol dier

^=

drink.
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This stanza is, in the essential structure of it, an ordinary

quatrain of tetrameter with trimeter, broken into its present

form by drunken gravity of pause upon, and repetition of,

the word " clink " ; and drunken division into careless ana-

paests of the third line ; the real form from which this stanza

is derived being simply

i=iEEEi^E^±EEi ^

which is the normal form of the pure ballad quatrain, and at

least in three to one proportion against all other measures in

Border song, although never, in the fine types of it, without

exquisite intervals and change in its measure, partly expres-

sive of emotion breaking rhythm, and partly of a simplicity

which cannot perfectly contrive rhythm.

" Ye lee, ye lee, ye bonny lad,

Sae loud's I hear ye lee.

For I'm Lord Randal's ae daughter,

He has nae mair nor me."

This stanza is entirely regular, except in the beautiful change

of =^^=j= into=^^ in the word " daughter."

The analysis becomes more difficult in the next but one

following: verse :

—
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And

# ^
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A quite endless variety of intonation and musical time miglit

be given, and always gracefully, to this one stanza, by good

readers.

But poetry of this kind belongs essentially to periods when
the passions are strong, and the arts simple. In more finished,

or at least more disciplined, song, it is almost impossible to

retain the intensity of passion ; but most accomplished work

of this kind has been done by Campbell, with the advantage of

more general motives of sentiment : perhaps no other master

has used trimeter verse with^o subtle skill.

Ye mar -
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^^ Britannia needs no bulwarks,

No towers along the steep

;

Her march is o'er the mountain wave,

Her home is on the deep ;

"

and it will be found that the cadence of close in the third line

is altogether different from that which the same words would

take in the sequence of ordinary and equally timed iambic

verse ; as, for instance,

—

" O'er blue ravine, in thund'rous cave,

Distorted rose the mountain wave."

Nevertheless, the time, in all clauses of meter so much af-

fected by passion, is partly left to the reader's will ; and the

words may be dwelt upon, or hastened, as the impulse comes

on him : so that always, if we added melody to the words,

many of the passages might advisably be given in different

time ; for example :

—

Ye mar - i - ners of Eng - land,

9i-§:

-4-*—^

--t-

Who guard our

__)—

.

-4 :±

* *

-^-
=-A—J—=i=^=?-

^-

na - tive seas, "Whose flag has braved a thou-sandyear*,
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The battle,

^—•—I—

and the breeze.

V—J—
Bri - tan - nia needs

atif; H—^ q- ^ :4^

-55—^-

no bul-warks, No towers along the steep,

--IT

Her march is

-^—=^

o'er the moun - tain wave, Her Home is on the Deep.

^ 1=i- m4- ^ p=i=^=rt *—^2*T— -S*

—

^^-^^ -•— --N--,
::i=p:

:q: i

There is much less difhculty in timing the verse of Camp-

bell when he uses, instead of the trine dactyl, his favorite

foot, the trine anapaest. The—so far as I know, unique

—

measure of the " Battle of the Baltic," which at first, and by

a careless reader, might be taken for trimeter, '^ Of Xellson

and
I

the North "| has in fact only one trimetric line in mid-

stanza ; and the rest are all dimeters, " Of Xelson
|

and the

!N'orth "
I

closing with a monometer formed by one massy

anapaest, thus (reading from the mid-stanza) :

It was ten I of A - pril morni by the chime
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As they drif- ted on their path

And the bol-

i^ ^i=

For a time

dest held his breath

"—:=±

Taking the three short syllables of the trine anapaests as

triplet, the time of the meters is perfectly equal throughout,

which gives the intended calm to the whole stanza, as of ves-

sels moving at commanded pace under perfectly steady wind.

It is impossible to find a more finished example of this ma-

jestic evenness, for comparison with the troubled and broken

pathos of the Scottish ballad meters.

Finally, in the last line of the stanza of " Hohenlinden,"

(a complex trimeter of iambus, tribrach, and dactyl,) a very

curious example is given of the proportioned decline of power

in the dactyl which is the origin of the name of that foot.

There are other niceties in the versification which may begin

well for us the study of the tetrameter.

On Lin den, when the

^=

All spot - ,' less lay th' un - trod

^ 5

And dark ter,

was low,

den snow.

^^
the flow

m
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Of

I
:±

ser roll - ing ' ra - pidlj'.

:^: -4^

I have written the three first lines of this stanza as Iambic

tetrameter, of which the second is normal, and the first and

third are modified loj the placing of the breath-rest. But 3

should certainly read the first and third as trimeters, thus,

'" On Linden, [when the sun| was low,"| and it is well to

consider the Iambic tetrameter as a verse at any time re-

placeable by trimeters composed of groups of syllables whose

collective time shall be of equal value; and thus, in writing

the prosody of any varied passage, to use tribrachs or dactyls

corresponding with the natural punctuation. But, in allow-

ing this variation in the number of its bars, the Iambic

tetrameter (for the first time, observe, in our progressive

inquiry) withdraws itself from ordinary musical laws, and

approaches the conditions of unfettered speech. Into which

quality of it we must now look more carefully.

IV, THE TETRAMETER.

Between the trimeter and tetrameter there exists a sin-

gular form of intermediate verse, of little importance in

English or Teutonic poetry, but of very great importance in

Greek. This intermediate form is, however, in its real time,

tetrametric, and to be considered as an imperfect or nascent

type of the symmetric four-barred verse. It is formed by the

elongation of the last syllable of the long tribrach, when the

trimeter normally ends with that foot. We shall get the

transition perfectly exampled in Burns' play with his favorite

stanza.

Some kin - die, cou - thie, side by side,

Hi: d: d: ^= nt

An' burn to ther,trim-ly;

t-=zt
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Some start a - wa wi' sau - cy pride,

EE^= ^ d: t-=i f-=i

And jump out the chim-lie,

Fu high, that night.

This stanza, observe, is simply the alternate tetrameter and

trimeter, with the long tribrach for its last foot, occupying

the place of an iambus, and replaced by an iambus at will,

as in the next following verse :

—

Jean slips

i^=t
twa, ten - tie

f- t-

Wha 'twas. she wad
I na tell

;

±1 ^=

But this is Jock, and this me.^^ d-

She says, m - to her sell.

i f- :t=t-

The reader may note at once in this place that the graceful

and subtle substitutions of two equally timed syllables for

the iambus, constantly permitted by Burns in this and other

similar poems, are one of the proper distinctions of dramatic

from epic verse, in which last the meter must always be per-

fect,—of which more presently: the point at present is to

observe that the third foot in the second and fourth lines of

this stanza is a pure iambus, for Avhich the long tribrachs in
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the preceding stanza are accurate equivalents. But in tlie

next stanza there is a quite new time :—

He bleezed ow're her, and she ow're him,

-A

—

:i= ^ --tr-

As they wad er mair part

;

t :^:

Till, fuff, he star ted up the lum.

t=t ^= t-=i

And Jean had een a SMT heart,

The second and fourth lines of this stanza take a closing

long syllable, which cannot be in the least hurried, and has a

distinct quaver rest after it, forming a perfect fourth foot.

In this form, the tribrach with terminal long syllable and

rest is the lyric verse of Anacreon; and in that constant

measure, varied only by occasional anapaests, he contentedly

writes the entire body of his odes: in which, indeed, the

sentiment requires little variation in its expression, but might

at least without harm have received it ; and whose changeless

tenor, when compared, both as to form and contained moral,

with the lyric passages, from highest to lowest chord of pas-

sion, mingled with the acutest philosophy and loftiest patri-

otism, which are alike fantastic and majestic in the Eolian

song of Horace and of Burns,—must be thought of more as

the song of a cicada than of a human being.

And this contented accuracy and continuity of temper, as

of rhythm, regulating, as it does, much of what has been
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thought most majestic or severe in Greek architecture,—often

fancied to be pure when it is merely stupid,—has yet to be

analyzed in its good and bad elements ;—Avhat is orderly in

it discerned clearly from Ayhat is mechanical; and Ayhat is

simple and contented from what is monotonous, and eyen

brutal; or, to use at once a word more tender and more

Greek, " ornithic,"—" birdy."

The Anacreontic tetrameter is, as aboye said, almost use-

less in English yerse ; it cannot be written continuously by

any artifice of words; and eyen in occasional use, seldom

pleasantly, unless by dividing its closing long syllable into

two short ones, and putting the quaver rest before instead of

r.fter them, as in the last line of this stanza.

The heath this night must be my bed

;

3= d:

The brack cur - tain for my heiid

4==^~
My lull a -by, the

i=-i-=^

war

3^
der's tread,

^^^^:
Far, far from love and thee, Mary.

i
^

The reader may perhaps at first think that there is no re

in this last foot, and that the two syllables of the name shoul i

be of equal length,J^^—— But the stanza is sung run'

ning, and the broken short syllables at its close exactly indi-

cate the failure of the breath. Try the line with "Marie "

instead of Mary, and the placing of the pause in the actual

form will be instantly felt, by its opposition to the continu-

ous iambic.

So again in the fourth line here,

—
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He turned his char - ger as he spake,m t-i=:t——^- ^- =i=

Up - on the ri - ver shore
;

-^:^= a^E^

He gave his bri - die shake,

^=Ei ^
Said, a-dieu for - e - ver more, — my love.

=1^

in which the two short syllables indicate contempt.

The prosody of this entire stanza is very difficult and inter-

esting, and conld only be given rightly by a considerable

variation in gradated time at the reader's judgment—slacken-

ing, that is to say, after the strong first and third lines, so as

to give the short syllables of the opening foot in the second,

fourth, and fifth, more actual time than they could have

rhythmically.

Putting, then, this too rare and accidental English, and too

formal Greek, tetrameter out of question, the real and useful

tetrameters are essentially these following.

1. Pure Choreic, consisting of four full choreuses : the last

allowed to pass into a spondeus, if necessary. It is the meas-

use of "Hiawatha," and very beautiful in Longfellow's hand;

rightly chosen for its wild and sweet monotony: no other

would have expressed so much of the soft current and tender

constancy of Indian nature. But it is not a measure suited

to the general purposes of English literature.

2. Terminated Choreic ; consisting of three full choreuses,
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and one long syllable with closing rest for the fourth foot.

The general measure of the best English Choreic verse.

ilu thee,m =i^-=i=

ruth - less king.

:^--

3. The appellant Iambic, beginning with an impetuous

ungie syllable, after an emphatic rest.

Now's the day,

i :^=

and no"w's the hour.

^^i
4. The pure Iambic without the opening rest.

The west - ) em waves of ehb - ing day.

5-^=i dr-

5. Dactylic, with closing rest, long or short.

La - d.y - bird,

--i

La - dy - bird, fly a - way

dEE5

hocie.

6th, and lastly. Anapaestic, the most energetic of English

verses.

A touch I to her hand,

:±zii:
d:

i t

and a word to her ear.

S3^

Of these meters, the second, or terminated Choreic, is al-

most always as distinctly appellant as the appellant Iambic;

but not compulsorily so; and it may be, at the reader's pleas-

ure, called the Trochaic tetrameter, waiving the distinction

between Choreus and Troche. I have always so called it

when occurring in the " Sidney Psalter."

But, as above noticed, its energy is lost, or quite unneces-

sary, in continuous narrative or sentiment; and good poets

therefore only use the measure as an appellant one.
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" Dearest Saviour, if my soul

We7'e but worth the having."

" What, child ! is the balance thine ?

Thine the poise or measure ?
"

It is to be noticed also that this measure is only, in strict-

ness, preferable to appellant Iambic, when the stress is on

the beginning rather than the close of the thought,—as in

the above lines. And it is only the reader's feeling of this

difference, and the poet's art in placing the division of the

words rightly, which distinguish one line from the other.

No good reader, for instance, could divide, as follows, the line

" Wha sae—base, wad—be a—slave."

If so divided, it would be a pure Choreic; but its right

division,

" Wha—sae base—wad be—a slave."

makes it appellant Iambic.

On the other hand, the pure Choreic,

"What, child!—is the—balance—thine ?
"

could by none but the worst readers be changed into an appel-

lant Iambic thus

:

" What !—child, is—the ba—^lance thine
!"

Of the third form, pure Iambic tetrameter, the full value

and power have only been shown by Scott and Byron. The

absolutely best verses in this measure in the English lan-

guage, commending themselves to every ear and every heart,

and so accurately constructed as to be almost independent of

the reader's skill, may be found in the Bride of Abydos,

Giaour, and Siege of Corinth. Lovelier rhythms exist, de-
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pendent for their music on the feeling of the reader, but of

purely constructed and errorless verse, there are no other such

examples.

Of dactylic and anapaestic verse, also, with the full beat

of rhythm in them, Scott, Burns, and Byron have given the

most perfect models. But none of these symmetrically con-

structed dactylic songs have the delicately varied beauty of

some of the mixed ones of Elizabethan time, where the lines

are indeed each rather a separately invented melody than

normal verse:

" Then wouldest thou learn to carol of love.

And hery with hymns thy lass's glove

;

Then wouldest thou pipe of Phillis' praise,

But Phillis is mine for many days.

I won her with a girdle of gelt

Embost with bugle about the belt.

Such an one shepherds would make full fain,

Such an one would make thee young again."

It is impossible, however, to examine analytically verses of

this variable melody ; one can only say, as one may of prose,

that they have been written by a person with an ear—or

without one, and that they are either entirely delightful, or

good for nothing.

V. THE PENTAMETER.

Upon adding the fifth foot to our gradually lengthening

line, we find ourselves fallen suddenly under hitherto unfelt

limitation. The verses we have hitherto examined may be

constructed at pleasure of any kind of meter^—dactyl, troche,

iamb, or anapaest. But all at once, we now find this liberty of

choice refused. We may write a pentameter verse in iambs

only.

A most notable phenomenon, significant of much more than

I can at present understand,—how much less explain ;—con-

ditions, indeed, first of breathing, which are merely physical,

and as such explicable enough, only not worth explaining;

but, beyond these, feelings, and instincts of speech, full of
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complex interest, and introducing us, in spite of ourselves,

to all the grammatical questions of punctuation, and logical

ones of clause, and division, which I must not attempt to deal

with at present; the historical fact being quite indubitable

and unalterable, that no poet has ever attempted to write

pentameter in any foot but the iamb, and that the addition

of another choreus to a choreic tetrameter—or of another

dactyl to a dactylic one, will instantly make them helplessly

prosaic and unreadable.

Leaving the reader to try such experiment at his leisure,

and to meditate on the causes of it at his liking, I shall con-

tent myself with stating the principal laws affecting the man-

ner and construction of the iambic pentameter, the most im-

portant, and that by far, of all accepted divisions of sentence

in the English language.

Pentameter verse divides itself essentially into three

kinds :

—

A. Sententious.

B. Personally emotional.

C. Dramatic.

A. Sententious pentameter.

In this kind of verse, the structure and rhyme (if rhyme

be admitted) are used merely to give precision and weight

to a prose sentence, otherwise sifted, abstracted, and cor-

rected into extremest possible value. Such verse professes

always to be the result of the writer's utmost wisdom and

utmost care ; it admits therefore of no careless or imperfect

construction, but allows any intelligible degree of inversion;

because it has been considered to the end, before a word is

written, and the placing of the words may afterwards be

adjusted according to their importance. Thus, " Sir Plume,

of amber snuffbox justly vain," is not only more rhythmic,

but more elegant and accurate than " Sir Plume, justly vain

of his amber snuffbox :
" first, because the emphasis of rhyme

is laid on his vanity, not his box ; secondly, because the " his,"

csen on full consideration to be unnecessary, is omitted, to
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concentrate the sentence ; and with a farther and more subtle

reason, which, unless the reader knows my " Munera Pul-

veris," I cannot explain to him here,—namely, that a coxcomb

cannot, properly speaking, possess anything, but is possessed by

everything, so that in the next line Pope does not say, " And
the nice conduct of his clouded cane," but of a clouded cane.

The sententious ej^ic* may, hovrever, become spoken instead

of written langiiage, if the speech be deliberate and of well-

considered matter; but this kind of verse never represents

precisely what the speaker is supposed to have said, but tho

contents of his speech, arranged so as to make it more impres-

sive or memorable, as continually in Wordsworth's " Excur-

sion."

On the contrary, if the speech be dramatic,—that is to say,

representing what the speaker actually would have said,—no

forced inversion or artificial arrangement is allowable ; and

" We are glad the dauphin is so pleasant with us,"

must for no cause and under no pretense become,

" We are glad the dauphin is with us so pleasant."

All the work of Pope, Goldsmith, and Johnson is in sen-

tentious pentameter; in which emotion, however on suffer-

ance admitted, never leads or disturbs the verse, nor refuses

to be illustrated by ingenious metaphor. In this manner

some of the wisest, and many of the acutest, things ever said

by man, have been put into perfect syllables by Pope and

Goldsmith. Johnson is of quite viler metal, and has neither

ear nor imagination
;
yet the weight of his common sense gave

him such favor with both Scott and Byron, that they alike

regard him as one of their masters. I fancy neither of them

ever tried to read Irene.

* I believe the word " epic " is usually understood by English

readers to mean merely a long- and grand poem instead of a short

slight one—at least, I know that as a boy I remained long under

that impression myself. It really means a poem in which story-

telling, and philosophical reflection as its accompaniment, take the

place of dramatic action, and impulsive song.
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B. Emotional pentameter.

The measure of Gray's Elegy, Lycidas, and the Corsair,

—

sentiment always guiding and deepening the melody, while

a lyric sweetness binds the verses into unbroken flow.

It always implies an affectionate and earnest personality

in the writer ; never admits satire ; and rarely blame, unless,

as in Lycidas, with the voice of an accusing angel. The

forms of its music, always governed by feeling, are not to be

analyzed by any cunning, nor represented by any signs ; but

the normal divisions of the verse are studiously accurate,

and all artificial inversions forbidden.

Thus—
" He asked no questions ; all were answered now, " is a per-

fect line of emotional pentameter ; but would be an entirely

unendurable one if, in order to rhyme to " call " or " fall," it

had been written,

" No questions asked he ; answered now were all."

C. Dramatic pentameter.

On the contrary, in noble dramatic verse, the divisions are

purposefully /naccurate ;—the accepted cadence of the meter

being allowed only at intervals, and the prosody of every

passionate line throwTi into a disorder which is more lovely

than any normal order, as the leaves of a living tree are more
lovely than a formal honeysuckle ornament on a cornice ;

—

the inner laws and native grace being all the more perfect in

that they are less manifest. But the study of dramatic mel-

ody is the study also of dramatic truth, and entirely beyond
the scope of these pages.

VI. THE HEXAMETEE.

The hexameter in English poetry exists only as an occa-

sional (usually concluding) line—the conclusion with which

it is burdened being broad and lingering, as opposed to the

trenchant power of shorter lines in termination of stanzas.

Kno^vn generally in English as the " Alexandrine," it be-

comes the properly final clause of the Spenserian stanza, and

may be employed grandly in irregular verse by a good master

;
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but it cannot be used for consecutive verses,—always, if so

treated, dividing itself instantly and naturally either into

couplets of trimeter, or triplets of dimeter. In this last

division,

" But look around, and choose thy ground,

And take thy rest,"

it is entirely lovely; and no poet of power or feeling ever

binds it, habitually, into cumbrous unity. The standard

power of the line is only in the close of Elizabethan stanza,

or disciplined ode ; where it may even pass into the heptam-

eter, the longest admitted—or even to the breath—possible,

verse of the English lang-uage

—

" Shout round me, let me hear thee shout,

thou happy shepherd-boy."

Lastly, note that the force of the classic hexameter, iambic

with anapaests for the drama, and spondaic with dactyls for

the epic, is not reducible under any laws of English prosody.

Eor my own part, I perceive scarcely any music, but only a

pert and monotonous symmetry, in the dramatic hexameter;

and I never read Greek tragedy for its language, but only for

its matter. Of the epic hexameter, and the lyric Latin meas-

ures of Horace, I could perhaps, with time, point out more

beauty than most English readers recognize in them ; but

beauty of a kind which the scholars who have been trained to

write imitations of them would perhaps scarcely acknowledge

;

and which in some cases I cannot be sure of rightly inter-

preting.

Here, therefore, for the present I close my notes on pros-

ody. What more I knoAv, or feel, respecting many things here

so imperfectly treated, will be, I trust, set down with suffi-

ciency in the essays on Scott and Byron, which I have begun

in the pages of " The jSTineteenth Century "
: and what I

do not know, and have not felt, supplied in due time by some

student of language and of music happier in their mastership

than I ; and not less reverent of their honor.

Abbeville, 26th August, 1880.



THE BLACK AKTS.

A EEVERIE IN THE STRAND.

1. It must be three or four years now since I was in Iion-

don, Christmas in the ISTorth country passing scarcely noted,

with a white frost and a little boll-ringing-, and I don't know
London any more, nor where I am in it—except the Strand.

In which, walking up and do^\^^ the other day, and meditat-

ing over its wonderful displays of etchings and engravings

and photographs, all done to perfection such as I had never

thought possible in my younger days, it became an extremely,

searching and troublesome question with me what was to

come of all this literally " black art," and how it was to in-

fluence the people of our great cities. For the first force of it

—clearly in that field everyone is doing his sable best ; there

is no scamped photography nor careless etching; and for

second force, there is a quantity of living character in our

big towns, especially in their girls, who have an energetic and

businesslike " know all about it " kind of prettiness which

is widely independent of color, and which, with the parallel

business characters, engineering and financial, of the city

squiredom, can be vividly set forth by the photograph and

the schools of painting developed out of it: then for third

force, there is the tourist curiosity and the scientific natural-

ism, which go round the world fetching big scenery home for

us thatwe had never dreamed of: cliffs that look like the world

split in two, and cataracts that look as if they fell from the

moon, besides all kinds of antiquarian and architectural facts,

which twenty lives could never have learned in the olden

time, ^^^lat is it all to come to ? Are our lives in this king-

dom of darkness to be indeed twenty times as wise and long

as they were in the light?

449
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2. The answer—what answer was possible to me—came

chiefly in the form of fatigue, and a sorrowful longing for an

old Proiit washed in with Vandyke brown and British ink,

or even a Harding forest scene with all the foliage done in

zig-zag.

And, indeed, for one thing, all this labor and realistic

finishing makes ns lose sight of the charm of easily-sug-

gestive lines—nay, of the power of lines, properly so called,

altogether.

There is a little book, and a very precious and pretty one,

of Dr. John Brown's, called " Something about a Well" It

has a yellow paper cover, and on the cover a careful woodcut

from one of the Doctor's own pen-sketches : two wire-haired

terriers begging, and carrying an old hat between them.

There is certainly not more than five minutes' work, if

that, in the original sketch; but the quantity of dog-life

in those two beasts—the hill-weather that they have roughed

through together, the wild fidelity of their wistful hearts, the

pitiful, irresistible mendicancy of their eyes and paws—fills

me with new wonder and love every time the little book falls

out of any of the cherished heaps in my study.

No one has pleaded more for finish than I in past time, or

oftener, or perhaps so strongly, asserted the first principle of

Leonardo, that a good picture should look like a mirror of

the thing itself. But now that everybody can mirror the

thing itself—at least the black and white of it—as easily as

he takes his hat off, and then engrave the photograph, and

steel the copper, and print piles and piles of the thing by

steam, all as good as the first half-dozen proofs used to be,

I begin to wish for a little less to look at, and would, for my
o^\'n part, gladly exchange my tricks of stippling and tinting

for the good Doctor's gift of drawing two wire-haired terriers

with a wink.

3. And truly, putting all likings for old fashions out of

the way, it remains certain that in a given time and with

simple means, a man of imaginative power can do more and

express more, and excite the fancy of the spectator more, by
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frank outline than bv completed work; and that assuredly

there ought to be in all our national art schools an outline

class trained to express themselves vigorously and accurately

in that manner. Were there no other reason for such lesson-

ing, it is a sufficient one that there are modes of genius which

become richly productive in that restricted manner ; and yet

by no training could be raised into the excellence of painting.

Neither Bewick nor Cruikshank in England, nor Retzsch,

nor Ludwig Richter, in Germany, could ever have become

painters ; their countrymen owe more to their unassuming

instinct of invention than to the most exalted efforts of their

historical schools.

4. But it must be noted, in passing, that the practice of

outline in England, and I suppose partly in Continental

academies also, has been both disgraced and arrested by the

endeavor to elevate it into the rendering of ideal and heroic

form, especially to the delineation of groups of statuary.

I^either flesh nor sculptured marble can be outlined ; and the

endeavor to illustrate classical art and historical essays on it,

by outlines of sculpture and architecture, has done the double

harm of making outline common and dull, and preventing the

public from learning that the merit of sculpture is in its

surfaces, not its outlines. The essential value of outline is in

its power of suggesting quantity, intricacy, and character, in

accessory detail, and in the richly-ornamented treatment

which can be carried over large spaces which in a finished

painting must be lost in shade.

5. But I have said in many places before now, though

never with enough insistence, that schools of outline ought to

be associated with the elementary practice of those entering

on the study of color. Long before the patience or observa-

tion of children are capable of drawing in light and shade,

they can appreciate the gayety, and are refreshed by the in-

terest of color ; and a very young child can be taught to wash

it flatly, and confine it duly within limits. A little lady of

nine years old colored my whole volume of Guillim's heraldry

for me without one transgression or blot; and there is no
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question but that the habit of even and accurately limited

tinting is the proper foundation of noble water-color art.

6. In the original plan of " Modern Painters," under the

head of " Ideas of Eelation," I had planned an exact inquiry

into the effects of color-masses in juxtaposition; but found

when I entered on it that there were no existing data in the

note-books of painters from which any first principles could be

deduced, and that the analysis of their unexplained work was

far beyond my o^vn power, the rather that the persons among

my friends who had most definitely the gift of color-arrange-

ment were always least able to give any account of their own

skill.

But, in its connection with the harmonies of music, the sub-

ject of the relations of pure color is one of deep scientific and
•—I am sorry to use the alarming word, but there is no other

—

metaphysical interest ; and without debate, the proper way of

approaching it would be to give any young person, of evident

color-faculty, a series of interesting outline subjects to color

with a limited number of determined tints, and to watch

with them the pleasantness, or dullness—a discord of the ar-

rangements which, according to the nature of the subjects,

might be induced in the colors.

7. It is to be further observed that although the skill now
directed to the art of chromo-lithotint has achieved wonders

in that mechanism, the perfection of illustrated work must

always be in woodcut or engraving colored by hand. ISTo

stamped tint of water-color can ever perfectly give the grada-

tion to the sharp edge left by a well-laid touch of the pencil.

And there can be no question (it has so long been my habit

to assert things—at all events very questionable in the terms

I choose for them—in mere love of provocation, that now in

my subdued state of age and infirmity I take refuge, as often

as possible, in the Unquestionable) that great advantage

might be gained in the geography classes of primary schools

by a system of bright color adapted to dissected maps. In the

aforesaid condition of age and infirmity which I sometimes

find it very difficult to amuse, I have been greatly helped by
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getting hold of a dissected map or two—four, to be accurate

—

Europe, France, England, and Scotland, and find it ex-

tremely instructive (though I am by way of knowing as much
geography as most people) to put them together out of chance-

thrown heaps when I am good for nothing else. I begin, for

instance, in consequence of this exercise, to have some notion

where Wiltshire is, and Montgomeryshire ; and where the de-

partments of Haute Loire and Haute Garonne are in France,

and whereabouts St. Petersburg, is in Russia. But the chief

profit and pleasure of the business to me is in coloring the

bits of counties for myself, to my own fancy, with nice

creamy body-color, which covers up all the names, leaves

nothing but the shape to guess the county by (or color when
once determined), and opens the most entertaining debates of

which will be the prettiest grouping of colors on the condition

of each being perfectly isolated.

8. By this means, also, some unchangeable facts about each

district may at once be taught, far more valuable than the

reticulation of roads and rails with which all maps are now,

as a matter of course, incumbered, and with which a child at

its dissected map period has nothing to do. Thus, generally

reserving purple for the primitive rock districts, scarlet for

the volcanic, green for meadow-land, and yellow for corn-

fields, one can still get in the warm or cold hues of each color

variety enough to separate districts politically—if not

geologically distinct ; one can keep a dismal gray for the coal

countries, a darker green for woodland—the forests of Sher-

wood and Arden, for instance—and then giving rich gold

to the ecclesiastical and royal domains, and painting the lakes

and rivers with ultramarine, the map becomes a gay and

pleasant bit of kaleidoscopic iridescence without any question

of color-harmonies. But for the sake of these, by a good

composer in variegation, the geological facts might be ignored,

and fixing first on long-confirmed political ones, as, for in-

stance, on the blanche-rose color and damask-rose for York
and Lancaster, and the gold for Wells, Durham, Winchester,

and Canterbury, the other colors might be placed as their
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musical relations required, and lessons of their harmonic

nature and power, such as could in no other so simple method

be enforced, made at once convincing and delightful.

9. I need not saj, of course, that in manuscript illumina-

tion and in painted glass lessons of that kind are constant and

of the deepest interest; but in manuscript the intricacy of

design, and in glass the inherent quality of the material, are

so great a part of the matter that the abstract relations of

color cannot be observed in their simplicity. I intended in

the conclusion of this letter to proceed into some inquiry as

to the powers of chromo-lithotint ; but the subject is com-

pletely distinct from that of coloring by hand, and I have

been so much shaken in my former doubts of the capabil-

ity of the process by the wonderful facsimiles of Turner

vignettes, lately executed by Mr. Long, from the collection in

the subterranean domain of the liational Gallery, that I must

ask permission for farther study of these results before ven-

turing on any debate of their probable range in the future.

St. Martin's Day, 1887.
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1. I DO not know how many years ago, but sadly many,
came among the morning letters to Denmark Hill, one con-

taining a richly-wrought dark woodcut,—of—I could not

make out exactly what,—and don't remember now what it

turned out to be,—but it was by a fine workman's attentive

mind and hand, that much was certain; and with it was a

little note, to this effect, in words, if not these following,

at least as modest and simple :
" I can cut wood like this, and

am overworked, and cannot make my living,—can you help

me ?

—

Aethur Buegess."

I answered by return post, asking him to come and see me.

The grave face, honest but reserved, distressed but un-

conquerable, vivid yet hopeless, with the high, full, forward,

but strainedly narrow forehead, impressed me as much as a

face ever did, but extremely embarrassed me, inexplicable as

the woodcut; but certainly full of good in its vague way.

After some talk, I found that though he had original faculty,

it had no special direction, nor any yet well struck root; he

had been variously bound, embittered, and w^ounded in the

ugly prison-house of London labor—done with all the strength

of nerve in him, and with no help from his own heart or any

one else's. I saw the first things he needed were rest, and a

little sympathy and field for his manual skill. It chanced

that I was much set on botanical work at the time, so I asked

him to come up in the forenoons, and make drawings from

my old-fashioned botanical books, or from real flowers, such

as he would have pleasure in engraving, for " Proserpina."

2. And soon we got into a quiet and prosperous way of

work together : but there was always reserve on his side

—

always puzzlement on mine. I did not like enslaving him to

botanical woodcut, nor was I myself so set on floral study

455
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as to make it a sure line of life for him. Other chances and

fancies interfered, dolorously, with the peace of those sum-

mers, between 1860 and 1870,—they were when I had fin-

ished "Modern Painters," and saw it was not of the least use:

while the reception of the more serious thought I had given

to " Munera Pulveris " angered and paralyzed me, so that I

' had no good spirit to guide my poor friend with. In 1867 the

first warning mischief to my own health show^ed itself, giddi-

ness and mistiness of head and eyes, which stopped alike my
drawing and thinking to any good purpose. I went down

into Cumberland and walked and rowed till I was well again,

but don't know what poor Burgess did, except that—so far

as I know—he would not have fallen into extreme distress

without telling me. In 1869, after much vacillation and

loss of impetus, I went to Verona to study the Scala Tombs,

and took Arthur wath me. Partly by his own good instincts

and power, partly, I am vain enough to think, under my
teaching, he had become by that time such a draughtsman in

black and white as I never knew the match of, with gifts of

mechanical ingenuity and mathematical intelligence in the

highest degree precious to me. If he had been quite happy

in his work, and I quite resolute in mine, and we had settled

ourselves to do Verona^Padua—Parma—together, there

had been good news of us—there and elsewhere.

3. " Dis aliter ?
"—by no means ;

" Dsemonibus aliter
"

—I should once have said ; but my dear friend Henry Wil-

lett declares there is no Devil,—and I am myself of the same

mind so far at least as to be angTy with myself instead of

Him—and sorry only for the want of Vision in my own

mind, not in the least reproaching the Vision of Fate. Ar-

thur did everything I wanted of him at Verona in perfectness.

He drew the moldings of the Scala Tombs as never archi-

tecture had been drawn before ; he collated and corrected my
measurements ; he climbed where I could not ; and at last

made a model in clay of every separate stone in the Castel-

barco Tomb, showing that without any cement the whole

fabric stood on its four pillars with entire security,—the
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iron binding bars above the capitals being needful only as

security against vibration. But all this he did without joy,

with beautiful fidelity and pride in doing well, but not seeing

what the work might come to, or perhaps too wisely foresee-

ing that it could come to nothing. At last—on an excursion

to Venice—his small room opening on a stagnant canal, he

fell into a fit of delirious fever, through which my servant,

Frederick Crawley, nursed him bravely, and brought him
back to me, but then glad to be sent home. For the rest, I

had received at Verona the offer of the Slade Professorship

—and foolishly accepted it. My simple duty at that time

was to have stayed with my widowed mother at Demnark
Hill, doing whatever my hand found to do there. Mixed
vanity, hope of Avider usefulness, and partly her pleasure in

my being at Oxford again, took me away from her, and from

myself.

4. ]\Ir. Burgess came down sometimes to Oxford to help

me in diagram and other drawing, and formed his own circle

of friends there;—I am thankful to associate with the ex-

pression of my own imperfect, blind, and unserviceable affec-

tion, that of the deeper feeling of one who cared for him to

the end.

" I remember well the first time that I met Arthur Bur-

gess, one evening at a man's rooms in Queen's. He asked me
to breakfast with him, I think it was the next morning, at the

Roebuck. I not only breakfasted with him, we spent the

whole day together ; we went out for a long walk, talking of

Art, of Religion, of all manner of things. Immediately and

immensely I was attracted by him, attracted by his width of

view, his serious feeling, his quick humor, which was abound-

ing, attracted perhaps above all by his generous acceptance

of me ; but I little guessed that on that day had begun one

of the most valuable, and the closest, and the dearest friend-

ships, that I shall ever know.
" After I had left Oxford we came gradually to see one

another very often: as the years went by our intimate re-
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lationship increased. We entered into one another's lives,

if I may so say, absolntely. There was not a care, an expecta-

tion, a work, an interest of any kind of importance, which
we did not share. We trusted one another so thoroughly that

I am sure there was nothing about myself that I cared to

hide from him, and I believe that there was little about him
that lie hid from me. And therefore, when I am speaking of

him, now that he is gone, I feel that I am speaking from as

sure a knowledge as ever one man can have of another. I do

not wish, as he would not have wished me, to write a pane-

gyric over him. He had great weaknesses, and great faults

:

he had powers so rare, and virtues so fine, that I am afraid

it would sound merely exaggeration, if I said all the good

that I knew of him. But some of the good I must say out.

'No man, I believe, ever breathed, whose spiritual and moral

instincts were more delicate ; whose devotion to his friends

was more thorough and chivalrous; who more readily and

on every occasion held his keen intelligence patiently and

unreservedly at their service. He did foolish things, and, it

may be, unworthy things : why should I hesitate to say what

nobody was so ready to acknowledge as he was himself ? But
I will say this also without fear and without any reservation,

that he was simply incapable of doing anything which had

in it one grain of meanness. I have known him suffer the

loss of a friendship, which was very dear to him, and en-

danger another, rather than break a promise of silence, which

certainly under the circumstances most men of honor would

have held him justified in breaking. His health for many
years was bad, his circumstances were unavoidably hard, he

was cursed or blessed, as you like to call it, with a self-tor-

turing spirit of extreme subtlety, which probably no circum-

stances in the world could have saved him from the pains and

dangers of. Yet, whenever a thing seemed to him a real

duty, he carried it through and through. The pains he was
ready to take over any work or any service were immense.

No one ever went to him in trouble or for advice, but he gave

them generously and cheerfully all that it was in his power
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to give them. Yet there was about him no suspicion of pa-

tronizing ; and of the innumerable acts of kindness, small and

great, which so many of us have received from him, no one

would ever hear mention or hint from his own lips. I know

that all this, that I am saying about my friend, is simply

true. I loved him too dearly, and honored him too highly, to

care now about denying his faults, or about speaking of his

splendid qualities with unbalanced emotion."

5. During the years when I was lecturing, or arranging

the examples in my school, Mr. Burgess was engaged at fixed

salary, executing either the woodcuts necessary to illustrate

my lectures, or drawings to take permanent place in the

school examples. So far as I was able to continue " Proser-

pina," the woodcuts were always executed by him ; and in-

deed I was wholly dependent on his assistance for the effect-

ual illustrations of my most useful books. Especially those in

" Ariadne Florentina," and " Aratra Pentelici " are un-

equaled, whether in precision of facsimile, or the legitimate

use of the various methods of wood-engraving according to

his own judgment. He never put name or initial to his work,

trusting to my occasional acknowledgment of the relations

between us,—heaven knows—not given grudgingly, but care-

lessly and insufficiently—or sometimes with mere commenda-

tion of the engraving—without giving his name.

At that time I had entire confidence in my own power, and

hope in his progi*essive skill, and expected that we should both

of us go on together, doing better and better, or else 'that he

would take up some line of separate work which would give

him position independently of any praise of mine.

6. Failing myself in all that I attempted to do at Oxford

I went into far away work, historical and other, at Assisi and

in Venice, which certainly not in pride, but in the habit fixed

in me from childhood of thinking out whatever I cared for

silently, partly also now in states of sadness which I did not

choose to show or express, was all done without companions,

poor Arthur suffering more than I knew (though I ought to
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have known) in being thus neglected. The year '78 brought

us together again once more ;—he was several times at Brant-

wood: the last happy walk we had together was to the top

of the crags of the south-west side of the village of Coniston.

He was again in London after that, and found there and

possessed himself of some of Blake's larger drawings—known

to me many and many a year before. George Richmond had

shown them to me—^with others—I suppose about 1840,

—

original studies for the illustrations to Young's " Night

Thoughts "—and some connected with the more terrific sub-

jects etched for the book of Job. I bought the whole series

of them at once;—carried it home triumphantly—and made
myself unhappy over it—and George Richmond again de-

livered me from thraldom of their possession.

They were the larger and more terrific of these which

poor Arthur had now again fallen in with—especially the

Nebuchadnezzar—and a wonderful witch with attendant

owls and grandly hovering birds of night unknown to orni-

thology.

7. No one at the time was, so far as I know, aware of the

symptoms of illness which had been haunting me for some

days before, and I only verify their dates by diary entries,

—

imaginative, then beyond my wont, and proving that before

the Blake drawing's came, my thoughts were all wandering

in their sorrowful direction,—with mingled coruscations of

opposing fancy, too bright to last. As I have no intention

of carrying " Pra^terita " beyond the year '75,—up to which

time none of my powers, so far as I can judge, were anywise

morbid,—I may say here, respecting the modes of overstrain

which affected alike Arthur Burgess and myself in our later

days, that our real work, and habits of consistent thought,

were never the worse for them; that we always recognized

dream for dream, and truth for truth; that Arthiir's hand

was as sure with the burin after his illness at Verona as in the

perfect woodcuts of which examples are given with this

paper ; and that whatever visions came to me of other worlds

higher or lower than this, I remained convinced that in all
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of them, two and two made four. Howbeit we never saw each

other again, though Arthur was for some time employed for

me at Rouen, in directing the photography for which I had

obtained permission to erect scaffolding before the north gate

of the west front of the cathedral; and in spite of my own
repeated illnesses, I still hoped with his help to carry out

the design of " Our Fathers ITave Told Us." But very cer-

tainly any farther effort in that direction is now impossible

to me ; the more that I perceive the new generation risen

round us cares nothing about what its Fathers either did or

said. In writing so much as this implies of my own epitaph

with my friend's, I am thankful to say, securely for both of

us, that we did what we could thoroughly, and that all we

did together will remain trustworthy and useful—uncontra-

dicted, and unbettered—till it is forgotten.

Bbantwood, February 27, 1887.
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1857-1858. "The Turner Collection of Sketches and Drawings." (Pri-

vately printed.)

1857. The Elements of Drawing. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

1857. The Political Econojiy of Art. (Smith, Elder & Co.) Reprinted

in "A Joy For Ever."
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1858 [Age 39]

1858, January 11. " Pre-Raphaelitism in Liverpool." (Albion.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."

1858, March 27. "Generalization," etc. (Witness.) Reprinted in

"Arrows."

1858, November 13. "The Turner Sketches." (Literary Gazette.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."

1858. "The Arts as a Branch," etc. (New Oxford Examinations.) Re-

printed in " Arrows."

1858. " Notice respecting some Artificial Sections illustrating the Geology

of Chamouni." (Proc. of Roy, Soc. of Edinburgh.)

1858. "Inaugural Address at the Cambridge School of Art. " (Deighton,

Bell & Co.) Reprinted in " Old Road."

1859 [Age 40]

1859, March 29. " The Sale of Mr. Windus' Pictures." (Times.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."

1859, July 20, July 23, and August 6. "The Italian Question." (Scots-

man.) Three letters reprinted in "Arrows."

1859, October 21. " The Turner Gallery at Kensington." (Times.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."

1859. "Gothic Architecture." (Oxford Museum.) Two letters reprinted

in "Arrows."

1859. The Elements of Perspective. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

1859. The Two Paths. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

1860 [Age 41]

1860, October 27. "Coventry Patmore's 'Faithful For Ever.'" (Critic.)

Reprinted in "Arrows."

1860, March. "Sir Joshua and Holbein." (Comhill Magazine.) Re-

printed in "Old Road."

1860, August-November. Unto this Last. (Comhill Magazine.) (Smith,

Elder & Co.)

1860. "The Select Committee of Public Institutions." (Report of Sel.

Com. of Pub. Institutions.) Reprinted in "Old Road."

1860. Modern Painters. Vol. V. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

1861 [Age 42]

1861, May 16. " On the Reflection of Rainbows." (London Review.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."

1861. "Tree Twigs." (Proc. of Roy. Institution.) Reprinted in "Old
Road."
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1862 [Age 43]

1862, June, September, December, "Essays on Political Economy."
(Eraser's Magazine). See " Munera Pulveris," 1872.

1862, October 24. " Oak Silkworms." (Times.) Reprinted in "Arrows."

1863 [Age 44]

1863, April. " Essays on Political Economy. " (Eraser's Magazine.) See
" Munera Pulveris," 1872.

1863, October 8. "The Depreciation of Gold." (Times). Reprinted in

"Arrows."

1863, November 2. "The Eoreign Policy of England." (Albion.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."

1863, November. "Proverbs on Right Dress." (Monthly Packet.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."

1863, " Forms of the Stratified Alps of Savoy." (Proc. of Roy. Institu-

tion.) Reprinted with variations in "Geologist" for July. Re-

printed in " Old Road."

1863. "The Royal Academy Commission." (Report of Roy. Acad. Com-
mission.) Reprinted in " Old Road."

1864 [Age 45]

1864, July 7. "The Position of Denmark." (Morning Post.) Reprinted

in "Arrows."

1864, October, 28, 31, and November 3. " The Law of Supply and Demand."
(Daily Telegraph.) Three letters reprinted in " Arrows."

1864, November 12. "The Conformation of the Alps." (Reader.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."

1864, November 26. "Concerning Glaciers," (Reader,) Reprinted in

" Arrows."

1864, December 3. " English vs. Alpine Geology. " (Reader.) Reprinted

in "Arrows."

1864, December 10. "Concerning Hydrostatics." (Reader.) Reprinted

in "Arrows."

1865 [Age 46]

1865, February and May. " Notes on the Shape and Structure of Some
Parts of the Alps." (Geological Magazine.)

1865, April 18. " Striker vs. Arbitration." (Pall Mall Gazette.) Reprinted

in "Arrows."

1865, April 21, May 22. " Work and Wages." (Pall Mall Gazette.) Five

letters reprinted in "Arrows."

1865, September 5, 7, 18. "Domestic Servants." (Daily Telegraph.) Three
letters reprinted in "Arrows."
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1865, October 17. "Modem Houses." (Daily Telegraph.) Reprinted in

"Arrows."

1865, December 8. "Our Railway System." (Daily Telegraph.) Re-
printed in "Arrows."

1865, December 20. "The Jamaica Insurrection." (Daily Telegraph.) Re-
printed in "Arrows."

1865. Sesame and Lilies. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

1865. "The Study of Architecture in Our Schools." (Sessional Papers of

Roy. Inst, of Brit. Architects.) Reprinted in "Old Road."
1865-1866. "The Cestus of Aglaia." (Art Journal.) Nine papers— fin-

ished in 1866— partly reprinted in " Old Road," and "Queen of the

Air."

1866 [Age 47]

1866, January 27. " The British Museum." (Times.) Reprinted in

" Arrows."

1866, December 1. " Art Teaching by Correspondence." (Nature and Art.)

Reprinted in "Arrows."
1866. The Ethics of the Dust. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

1866. The Ckown of Wild Olive. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

1867 [Age 48]

1867. March 1. "At the Play." (Pall Mall Gazette.) Reprinted in

"Arrows."

1867. May 1, "The Standard of Wages." (Pall Mall Gazette.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."

1867. Time and Tide by Weare and Ttne. Twenty-five letters first pub-

lished in Manchester Examiner and Leeds Mercury, during 1867.

(Smith, Elder & Co.)

1867-1870. "On Banded and Brecciated Concretions." (Seven papers in

Geological Magazine.)

1868 [Age 49]

1868, January 22. "An Object of Charity." (Daily Telegraph.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."

1868, January 31. " True Education." (Pall Mall Gazette.) Reprinted in

"Arrows."

1868, July 31. "Is England Big Enough?" (Dally Telegraph.) Re-

printed in " Arrows."

1868, August 6. "The Ownership of Railways." (Daily Telegraph.) Re-

printed in " Arrows."

1868, August 10. " Railway Economy." (Daily Telegraph.) Reprinted in

" Arrows."
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1868, December 26. " Employment for the Destitute." (Daily Telegraph.)

Repi'inted in "Arrows."

1868. " Excuse from Correspondence." (Privately printed.) Reprinted in

" Arrows."

1868. " Notes on the Destitute Classes." (Privately printed.) Reprinted

in " Arrows."

1868. Introduction to "German Popular Stories," by the Brothers Grimm.

(Hotten.)

1869 [Age 50]

1869. The Queen of the Air. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

1870 [Age 51]

1870. January 15. "The Morality of Field Sports." (Daily Telegraph.)

Reprinted in "Arrows."

1870, October 7, 8. "The Franco-Prussian War." (Daily Telegraph.)

Two letters reprinted in "Arrows."

1870, November 30. " Railway Safety." (Daily Telegraph.) Reprinted in

"Arrows."

1870, November. " Sad-Colored Costumes." (Macmillan's Magazine.) Re-

printed in " Arrows."

1870. " Verona and its Rivers." (Proc. of Roy. Institution.) Reprinted

in "Old Road."

1870. Lectures on Art. (Clarendon Press.)

1870. "Catalogue of Examples," arranged for Elementary Study in the

University Galleries. (Clarendon Press.)

1871 [Age 52]

1871, January 12. "A King's First Duty." (Daily Telegraph.) Reprinted

in "Arrows."

1871, January 19. "Notre Dame de Paris." (Daily Telegraph.) Reprinted

in "Arrows."

1871, January 19. "A Nation's Defences." (Pall Mall Gazette.) Re-

printed in " Arrows."

1871, January 24. "Turners False and True." (Times.) Reprinted in

"Arrows."

1871, February 4. "The Waters of Comfort." (Daily Telegraph.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."

1871, February 7. " The Streams of Italy." (Daily Telegraph.) Reprinted

in " Arrows."

1871, February 21. "Woman's Sphere." (Daily Telegraph.) Reprinted

in " Arrows."

1871, May 23. "The Queen of the Air." (Asiatic.) Reprinted in

"Arrows."
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1871, December 11. " Drunkenness and Crime." (Daily Telegraph.) Re-
printed in "Arrows."

1871, December 22. "Castles and Kennels." (Daily Telegraph.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."

1871, December 25. " Verona tjs. Warwick." (Daily Telegraph.) Reprinted

in " Arrows."

1871, December 28. " The Streets of London." (Pall Mall Gazette.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."

1871. "Intellectual Conception and Animated Life." (Metaphysical So-

ciety.) Also printed in Contemporary Review for June, and in

"Old Road."

1871-1884. FoRs Clavigera. Letters to the Workmen and Laborers of Great

Britain. Published in monthly parts as follows : I-XXIV, Janu-

ary, 1871-December, 1872 (George Allen). XXV-XLVIII, January,

1873-December, 1874 (George Allen). XLIX-LXXXIV, Janu-

ary, 1875-December, 1877 (George Allen). New Series, LXXXV-
XCVI. Published at intervals (by Allen) up to 1884 ; then col-

lected in eight vols, by the same publisher.

1872 [Age 53]

1872, March 16, 21. " Mr. Ruskin's Influence." (Pall Mall Gazette.) Two
letters reprinted in "Arrows."

1872, November 4. "Madness and Crime." (Pall Mall Gazette.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."

1872, November 9. "Letter to the Author of a Review." (Albion.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."

1872. " John Leech's Outlines." (Catalogue to the Exhibition.) Reprinted

in "Arrows."

1872. Aratra Pentelici. (Smith, Elder & Co.; G. Allen.)

1872. " The Relation between Michael Angelo and Tintoret. " Concluding

lecture to "Aratra." (Smith, Elder & Co.; G. Allen.)

1872. The Eagle's Nest. (Smith, Elder & Co.; G. Allen.)

1872. "Monuments of the Cavalli Family, Verona." (Arundel Society.)

Reprinted in "Old Road."

1872. Preface to " Christian Art and Symbolism," by R. St. J. Tyrwhitt.

Reprinted in "Old Road."

1872, Munera Pulveris. Separate "Essays in Political Economy " which

appeared in 1862-3. (Smith, Elder & Co.; G. Allen.)

1873 [Age 54]

1873. "Act, Act in the Living Present." (New Year's Address.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."
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1873, January 24, 29, 31. "How the Rich Spend Their Money." (Pall

Mall Gazette.) Reprinted in "Arrows."

1873, March. "The Nature and Authority of Miracle." (Contem. Review.)

Reprinted in "Old Road."

1873, May. "Home and its Economies." (Contem. Review.) Reprinted

in "Old Road."

1873, May 8. "Woman's Work." (L'Esperance Genfeve.) Reprinted in

" Arrows."

1873, November 10, 18. " Mr. Ruskin and Prof. Hodgson." (Scotsman.)

Reprinted in "Arrows."

1873, December 27. "Ernest George's Etchings." (Architect.) Reprinted

in " Arrows."

1873. Love's Meinie. Parts I and II. (G. Allen.)

1873-1876. Ariadxe Florentina. Six lectures issued separately ; then

collected. (G. Allen.)

1874 [Age 55]

1874. " Laborare est Orare." (New Year's Address.) Reprinted in

"Arrows."

1874, June 5. "The Value of Lectures." (Glasgow Herald.) Reprinted

in " Arrows."

1874, October 29. " An Oxford Protest. " (Globe.) Reprinted in " Arrows."

1874. " James David Forbes." (Rendu's Glaciers of Savoy.) Reprinted in

"Arrows."

1874. Val d'Arno. Ten lectures issued separately; then collected. (G.

Allen.)

1875 [Age 56]

1875, January 11. "A Mistaken Review." (PaU Mall Gazette. ) Reprinted

in "Arrows."

1875, January 19. "The Position of Critics." (Pall Mall Gazette.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."

1875, June 9. "The Publication of Books." (World.) Reprinted in

"Arrows."

1875, September 6. "St. George's Museum." (Sheffield Telegraph.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."

1875, November 13. "The Definition of Wealth." (Monetary Gazette.)

Reprinted in "Arrows."

1875. "Notes on Some of the Principal Pictures of the Royal Academy."

(G. Allen ; Ellis & White.)

1875. Frondes Agrestes. Selections from "Modern Painters" by Su-

sanna Beever. Ed. by Ruskin. (Allen.)

1875-1876. Proserpina. Ten parts in several editions. (Allen.)

1875-1877. Mornings in Florence. Six parts issued separately. (Allen.)

1875-1883. Deucalion. Eight parts collected in two volumes. (Allen.)
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1876 [Age 57]

1876, January 20. " The F. Walker Exhibition." (Times.) Reprinted in

"Arrows."

1876, April 25. "Copies of Turner's Drawings." (Times.) Reprinted in

" Arrows."

1876, July 5, 19. "Turner's Drawings." (Daily Telegraph.) Reprinted in

"Arrows."

1876. July. "Modern Warfare." (Eraser's Magazine.) Reprinted in

" Arrows."

1876. Preface and notes to " The Art Schools of Modem Christendom," by

Miss A. C. Owen. (Mozley & Smith.) Reprinted in " Old Road."

1876. Preface to "A Protest against the Extension of Railways in the Lake

District," by Robert Somerwell. (Garnett.) Reprinted in "Old

Road."

1876. Preface to "BibliothecaPastorum," Vol. L (Ellis & White ; Allen.)

1877 [Age 58]

1877, June 9. " Modern Restoration." (Liverpool Daily Post.) Reprinted

in " Arrows."

1877, July 28. " Ribbesford Church." (Kidderminster Times.) Reprinted

in "Arrows."

1877, August 28. "Mr, Ruskin and Mr. Lowe." (Standard.) Reprinted

in "Arrows."

1877. Preface to " Bibliotheca Pastorum," Vol. XL (Ellis & White ;
Allen.)

1877. " Guide to the Principal Pictures in the Academy of Eine Arts at

Venice." (Allen.)

1877. " Abstract of the Objects and Constitution of the Guild of St. George."

(Allen.)

1877-1878. The Laws of Fesole. In four parts. (Allen.)

1877-1878. " The Foundations of Chivalry." (Science of Life.) Reprinted

in "Arrows."

1877-1884. St. Mark's Rest. In three parts. (Allen.)

1878 [Age 59]

1878. " A Pagan Message." (New Year's Address.) Reprinted in

"Arrows."

1878, January. " An Oxford Lecture." (Nineteenth Century.) Reprinted

in "Old Road."

1878, February 12. "Despair." (Times.) Reprinted in " Arrows."

1878, April. "My First Editor." (University Magazine.) Reprinted in

" Old Road."

1878, November. "The Principles of Property." (Socialist.) Reprinted

in "Arrows."
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1878, November-December. "The Three Colors of Pre-Raphaelitism.

"

(Nineteenth Century.) Reprinted in "Old Road."

1878. "The Foundations of Chivalry." (Science of Life.) Reprinted in

" Arrows."

1878. "Notes on a Word in Shakespeare." (Trans. New Shakspere

Society.) Reprinted in "Arrows."

1778. "Notes on Drawings by Turner," etc. (Fine Art Society.)

1879 [Age 60]

1879, September. " Blindness and Sight." (Y. M. A. Magazine.) Reprinted

in "Arrows."

1879, October. "The Eagle's Nest." (Y. M. A. Magazine.) Reprinted in

"Arrows."

1879, November. "Politics in Youth." (Y. M. A. Magazine.) Reprinted

in "Arrows."

1879, November 27. "St. Mark's, Venice." (Birmingham Mail.) Re-

printed in "Arrows."

1879, December 20. " On Co-operation." (Christian Life.) Reprinted in

"Arrows."

1879-1880. "Notes on the Prout and Hunt Exhibition." (Fine Art

Society.)

1879-1880. " Circular relating to Memorial Studies at St. Mark's." (Fine

Art Society.) Reprinted in " Arrows."

1879-1881. Letters to the Clergy on the Lord's Prayer and the Church.

Edited by F. A. Malleson. (Strahan & Co.) Reprinted in part in

"Old Road."

1880 [Age 61]

1880, January 31. " On the Purchase of Pictures." (Leicester Chronicle.

)

Reprinted in "Arrows."

1880, February. "Usury, a Reply and a Rejoinder." (Contem. Review.)

Reprinted in " Old Road."

1880, March. " The Merchant of Venice." (Theatre.) Reprinted in

" Arrows."

1880, June 19. " On Co-operation," (Daily News.) Reprinted in "Arrows."

1880, June, August. "Letters on a Museum or Picture Gallery." (Art

Journal.) Reprinted in " Old Road."

1880, October 7-12. " The Glasgow Lord Rectorship." (Glasgow Herald.)

Five Letters. Reprinted in "Arrows."

1880, November. "Dramatic Reform." (Journal of Dramatic Reform.)

Two letters. Reprinted in " Arrows."

1880. Arrows of the Chace. Letters to newspapers (above noticed as

" Arrows ") collected by A. D. O. Wedderburn. Two vols. (Allen.)

1880. " Elements of English Prosody." (Allen.)
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1880-1881. "Fiction, Fair and Foul." Five papers. (Nineteenth Century.)

Reprinted in " Old Road."

1880-1885. " The Bible of Amiens." Five parts afterwards collected under

the title " Our Fathers have told us." (Allen.)

1881 [Age 62]

1881. " Catalogue of Drawings and Sketches by Turner." (Allen.)

1881. " Love's Meinie." Part IIL (Allen.)

1882 [Age 6.3]

1882. " General statement explaining the Nature and Purposes of the Guild

of St. George." (Allen.)

1883 [Age 64]

1883. The Art of Englaxd. Six lectures issued separately ; then collected.

(Allen.)

1883. Preface to " The Story of Ida," by F. Alexander. (Allen.)

1883. Introduction to "The Study of Beauty," by T. C. Horsfall. (Mac-

millan.) Reprinted in "Old Road."

1884 [Age 65]

1884. The Storm Cloud of the Nineteenth Century. Two lectures.

(Allen.)

1884. " Catalogue of Specimens, Silica, etc." (Allen.)

1884. Introduction to "The Limestone Alps of Savoy," by W. G. Colling-

wood. (Allen.)

1884-1885. The Pleasures of England. Four lectures issued separately.

(Allen.)

1884^1885. "In Montibus Sanctis." Selections from " Modern Painters."

Two parts. (Allen.)

1885 [Age 66]

1885. Preface to "Roadside Songs of Tuscany," by F. Alexander.

(Allen.)

1885. Preface to " English School of Painting," by E. Chesneau. (Cassell.)

1885. Introduction to "Usury," by R. G. Sillar. (Southey.)

1885. Preface to " Bibliotheca Pastorum." Vol. IV. (Allen.)

1885. On the Old Road. Various articles to periodicals, above noticed,

collected in two vols, by A. D. 0. Wedderbum. (Allen.)

1885-1889. Pr^terita. Twenty-eight parts issued separately ;
twenty-four

being collected in two volumes. (Allen.)

1885. " Coeli Enarrant." Selections from " Modern Painters." (Allen.)
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1885. " Master's Report of St. George's Guild." (Privately printed.)

1885. " Dame Wiggins of Lee." Ruskin's reprint, with additions, of a set

of illustrated nursery rhymes, originally published in 1823. (A. K.

Newman & Co.)

1886 [Age 67]

1886-1887. DiLECTA. Correspondence, etc., illustratmg "Prseterita." Two
parts. (Allen.)

1886-1888. Preface to " Ulric," by Gotthelf, (Allen.)

1887 [Age 68]

1887, April. "Arthur Burgess." (Century Guild Hobby Horse.)

1887. HoKTUs Incluscs. Letters edited by Albert Fleming. (Allen.)

1887. Preface to "Christ's Folk in the Apennine," by F. Alexander.

(Allen.)

1888 [Age 69]

1888, January. " The Black Arts." (Magazine of Art.)

1888. Preface and notes to "A Popular Handbook to the National Gallery,"

by E. T. Cook. (Macmillan.)

1893 [Age 74]

1893. " Three Letters and an Essay." 1836-1841. (Allen.)

1894 [Age 75]

1894. Letters Addressed to a College Friend during the years 1840-

1845. (Allen.)

1897 [Age 78]

1897. Lectures on Landscape delivered in 1871. (Allen.)
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GENERAL INDEX.

Abbot's Chapel, The, xvii (1), 148.

Abstract of Objects and Constitution,

St. Geoi'ge's Guild, xxx, 287.

Accumulation and Distribution of

Art, The, x (Joy), 38.

"Act, Act in the Living Present,"

xxiii (2), 141.

Advent Collect, The, xviii (4), 171.

Agnes' Book, xix (5), 18.

Agonia, xxvi (Poems), 180.

Alps, The, xxvi (Poems), 198.

Andernach, xxvi (Poems), 2,

Animals of Scripture, The, xxiii (2),

172.

Aratra Pentelici, xiv.

Architecture, x (Arch.), 1, 34.

Architecture, xxvii, 245.

Architecture and Painting, Lectures

on, X.

Architecture and Restoration, xxiii

(1), 125.

Ariadne Florentina, xv.

Aristodemus at Platsea, xxvi (Poems),
62.

Arrows of the Chace, xxiii.

Art, xxvii, 17.

Art and Architecture, Papers on,

xxix, 215.

Art Catalogues, Notes, and Guides,

xxx, 1.

Art Criticism, xxiii (1), 10.

Art Criticism and Art Education,
xxiii (1), .3.

Art, Lectures on. See Two Paths, xi.

Art, Lectures on, xiv.

Art, Letters on. See Arrows of the

Chace, xxiii.

Art of England, The, xxi.

Arts as a Branch of Education, The,
xxiii (1), 24.

Art School Notes, x (Joy), 126.

Art Schools of Mediaeval Christendom,

xxviii, 121.

Art Teaching by Correspondence,

xxiii (1), 32.

Arve at Cluse, The, xxvi (Poems),

201.

Ashestiel, xx (8), 123.

Athena ; In the Heavens, Earth, and
Heart. See Queen of the Air, xiii.

Aunt Jessie, xviii (3), 147,

Avalanche, The, xxvi (Poems), 10.

Bags that Wax Old, xix (6), 160.

Baron's Gate, The, xvii (1), 135.

Battle of Montenotte, The, xxvi

(Poems), 184.

Benediction, xvii (2), 93.

Bernard the Happy, xviii (4), 64.

Bible of Amiens, The, xxiv.

Bibliography, xxx, 465.

Bibliotheca Pastonim, Prefaces to,

xxx, 217.

Birds, Greek and English. See Love's
Meinie, xv.

Black Arts, The, xxx, 449.

Blindness and Sight, xxiii (2), 139.

British Museum, The, xxiii (1), 52.

Broken Chain, The, xxvi (Poems), 103.

Biirgess, Arthur, xxx, 455.

Caudidus on Mr. Parsey's Principles,

xxix, 220.

Canzonet (" There's a change," etc.),

xxvi (Poems), 72.

Canzonet ("The "Winter's chill,"

etc.), xxvi (Poems), 67.

Cart goes better so, The, xviii (4), 32.

Cart that went of itself, The, xviii

(3), 90.

Castle Rock, The, xxiii (1),^ 145.

Castles and Kennels, xxiii (1), 151.

483
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Catalogue of Drawings by Turner,

xxix, 321.

Catalogue of Examples for Element-

ary Study, XXX, 3.

Catalogi;e of Specimens, Silica, xxx,

378.

Catholic Prayer, The, xix (5), 171.

Cavalli Monuments, The, xxviii, 89.

Cave of Machpelah, The, xix (6), 1.

Cestus of Aglaia, The, xxvii, 305.

Charitie, xxvi (Poem.s), 183.

Charities, xvii (1), 91.

Chateau Rouge, The, xviii (4), 87.

"Children, have you here any
meat?" xviii (4), 16.

Christ Church, Oxford, xxvi (Poems),
21.

Christian Art and Symbolism, xxviii,

118.

Christ's Lodgings, xviii (3), 37.

City which is our own, The, xviii

(4), 1.

Classic Schools of Painting, xxi

(Art), 34.

Coeli Enarrant, xxix, 193.

Color of the Rhine, The, xxviii, 141.

Commercial Morality, xxiii (2), 70.

Commissariat, xx (7), 1.

Companionship, xix (6), 135.

Concerning Glaciers, xxiii (1), 175.

Concerning Hydrostatics, xxiii (1),

185.

Conformation of the Alps, The, xxiii

(1), 173.

Convents of St. Quentin, The, xx (8),

61.

Convergence of Perpendiculars, Re-
marks on the, xxix, 217.

Coventry I'atmore's " Faithful For
Ever," xxiii (2), 168.

Cradle of Art, The, xxiii (2), 125.

Cradle Song, The, xvii (2), 160.

Crocus and Rose, xviii (3), 23.

Crown of Wild Olive, The, xiii.

Crystallization. See Ethics of the

Dust, xii.

Dabchicks, The, xv (L. M.), 52.

Dame Wiggins of Lee, xxix, 359.

Danger to the National Gallery, xxiii

(1), 37.

Definition of Wealth, The, xxiii (2),

71.

Departed Light, The, xxvi (Poems),
179.

Depreciation of Gold, The, xxiii (2),

37.

Deteriorative Power of Conventional

Art over Nations, The, xi (Two
Paths).

Deucalion, xxi.

Dilecta, xxv {?>), 83.

Discovery and Application of Art,

The, X (Joy), 1.

Dividend, xvii (2), 107.

Dogs of the Lord, xix (6), 26.

Domestic Servants, xxiii (2), 93.

Drawing and Painting. See F^sole,
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